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1 Introduction

This book grows out of an ongoing study of the south Indian Draupadl
cult, whose projected final volume has now been reconceived. The Cult
ofDraupadf, volume 3, was first planned to have the subtitle "A Mahii
bhlirata retrospective." I intended to contrast modem Indological
interpretations of the epic with the DraupadI cult's folk interpretation,
such as I was able to reconstruct it as a "Draupadl cult Mahtibhlirata" in
volume 1, and to catch its ritual sense in volume 2. My idea was that a
"living" Indian folk interpretation of the epic would provide a coun
terweight, and even correctives, to some of the prevailing views of the
Mahtibhtirata held since the 1850s by a predominantly western, classically
oriented scholarship. I intended especially to rethink the classical epic
from the standpoint of the Draupadl cult's vision of it as centered on a
heroine identical with the Hindu goddess.

I made some of the arguments in articles with the idea of working
them into that book. 1 But gradually a new project took over the old plan.
New arguments and insights pointed in other directions, and undercut
earlier intentions. A one-to-one confrontation of the "DraupadI cult
Mahtibhtirata" and the classical Sanskrit Mahtibhiirata is arbitrary and
artificial. Both are multiple:2 the Draupadl cult Mahtibhtirata has major
regional variations (which I explore in my second DraupadI cult volume),
and the Sanskrit epic exists in a southern recension that, as one would
expect, is often closer to the south Indian Draupadl cult Mahtibhtirata
than is the northern recension. And there are other regional folk
Mahtibhtiratas to consider beside the Draupadl cult's.3

ISee Hiltebeitel 1980a and b, 1981, 1984a, 1985b, 1993.
2As pointed out for the Mbh by Sutherland 1990.
3Most intriguing now is Mayaram's announcement that she is "completing a translation (in
progress) of the Mewati Mahabharata, called the Pandiln kii kaJ:ti" (1997, vi)-from Mewat
in eastern Rajasthan. It looks, from a few references, to be fascinating for its infusion of
Nath lore, reference to fairs, accent on the paJ.l<;!avas' dispossession, and coincidence in the
repertoire of one Meo performer with "a rare narrative called Hasan Husain," drawing on



2 Chapter One

Moreover, because that project began with the confrontation of
classical and folk Mahtibhilratas, it included branching comparative
studies of certain Indian folk epics which seem, despite their telling
different kinds of stories, to be related to a folk Mahlibharata that has
much in common with the DraupadI cult Mahtibhilrata. Still attempting
to keep the "retrospective" and "DraupadI cult" studies together, I thus
began to announce the third volume under a second subtitle: "Rethinking
India's epics." But a closing volume on the DraupadI cult should be more
focused on the cult itself than is possible in a study that considers the cult
a reference point for questions about epic. Moreover, the "rethinking"
project grew and required a new format. Material written under this
impulse mainly about the Mahtibhilrata will now form another book:
Rethinking the Mahtibhilrata: A reader's guide to the education of Yudh
i~~hira. The present book was written in tandem with that one (referred
to in the Bibliography as "forthcoming"). The third volume of The cult
ofDraupadfwill thus be redefined again, and what I now intend is a book
that will look at changes in the DraupadI cult over the years I have
studied it, and consider the project of "writing about goddesses" that has
become no less a fashion in current cultural and feminist studies (see
Emdl and Hiltebeitel forthcoming) than it was in classical and medieval
India. Nonetheless, DraupadI remains very much a force in this book and
in The education of Yudhi~~hira.

This book argues that to understand how the DraupadI cult
Mahiibhilrata and regional martial oral epics rethink India's classical
epics, one must explore Rajput culture, and, as the study develops,
Rajput-Muslim cultures, as lending a major impetus to these rethinking
projects. I will often pare this general interface down by using the phrase
"Rajput-Afghan culture," though not with any strict attempt to hold this
usage to what is usually meant by either Rajput or Afghan separately. At
other points, South Asian Nizan or Satpanth Isma'III ShI'ism will be the
central Muslim configuration to consider. The argument will proceed first
by analogy, marking out similarities and differences between the ways the
DraupadI cult Mahtibhilrata and certain regional oral epics rethink India's
classical epics. Yet, as the argument develops, we will observe that the
DraupadI cult Mahtibhilrata and the Mahtibhilratas that are reenplotted in
regional oral martial epics also have significant things in common that
neither of them shares with the Sanskrit Mahtibhilrata. And indeed, we
will also notice a similar relation between the Sanskrit Ramaya,!a and a

a suppressed ShI'ite tradition (42-47, 139, 258-60). See also J. D. Smith 1990 and n.d. on
another Rajasthani folk Mbh; Sax (cited articles) on PaI.l~av LIla; Flueckiger 1996,156-76
on the Chhattisgarhi Pa1!4vtlnl~ and chap. 10, n. 3, and chap. 13 below on works by Zoller
and others.
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popular RamtiyafJ,a reenplotted into a regional oral epic in which the
popular RamayafJ,a is akin to the reenplotted popular Mahiibhtiratas. We
will thus have to ask whether the features such regionalized Mahti
bhtiratas and RamtiyafJ,as appear to hold in common-and note, it is not
a question of the Sanskrit epics themselves but of regional and vernacular
reworkings of them-have a history. To answer this, the comparisons will
be carried out with an eye to the possibility of missions, migrations, and
modes of transmission and diffusion.

As the argument advances, so, it is hoped, does a richer understanding
of South Asian regional oral martial epics, and of India's classical epics
at least in terms of what regional oral martial epics make of them. In
thinking through the historical relation between the classical epics and
Rajput culture, I have found C. V. Vaidya a clever pathfinder. Although
his historiography is often hopeless,4 he is the only scholar I know of to
write extensively about both the classical Sanskrit epics (n.d. and 1966;
[1906] 1972; 1907) and Rajputs (1924, 1926), to see interesting things in
their relationship, and to see the relationship as an important problem. 5

As to Rajputs and Muslims, I start from Kolffs insistence (1990,
1995) that prior to the "new Rajput Great Tradition" of sixteenth-century
Rajasthan, there was an older, lower status medieval Rajput culture of
soldiering with Afghans: one that Alhti in particular recalls. Both
soldiering and sects are part of this study, and in the latter case,
Kassam's and Khan's writings on the NizarI or Satpanth Isma'IIIs, also
called Khojas, have been especially eye-opening: Kassam (1994, 1995)
for a largely persuasive historical reading of the double Hindu and
Muslim registers found in the narratives and teachings of Satpanth songs
called giniins, and her beautiful translation of the ginans of Prr Shams;
Khan (1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997a, 1997b) with regard to the impact
of these double registers, especially as they intertwine with NizarI
messianism, on low status Rajputs and Dalits (I see no reason not to start
using the term Dalit in scholarly writing for so-called "former
Untouchables"). To be sure, Afghans and NizarIs must ordinarily be
thought of separately. NizarI missions penetrated India mainly through
Sind, and had less success in Afghanistan. Moreover, whereas Afghans
constantly interact with Rajputs in the soldiering sphere, NizarIs, once
their history is detached from the militant Isma'Ilism of the Persian
Alamfit period, 6 tend, after experiencing massacres and persecutions, to
"seek camouflage and sanctuary" and to "find inconspicuous ways by
which to survive" (Kassam 1995, 71-72). Yet some Afghans did bring

4See MacLean 1989, 26; Chattopadhyaya 1994, 161.
5See further Hiltebeitel in press-g.
%e Alamiit fort fell to the Mongols in 1256 A. D.



4 Chapter One

their own experiences of Isma'III missions into Sind and Hind (or India).?
And the militant vision of the NizarIs did not die with its concealment.
As elsewhere, Sufism often provided a cover for Isma'IIIs within SunnI
controlled regimes,8 and would have enabled transmission of suppressed
Isma'III ideas among other unfavored populations. Moreover, regarding
ShI'ism generally, the "armies of the kings and emperors of the north, up
to the time of the Mughuls, were largely recruited from foreign
countries," and "were mostly ShI'ahs" (Titus 1959, 89). Meanwhile, in
the south such troopers were employed by the BahmanIs and their
successor states of Bijapur, Ahmadnagar, and Golconda. All the Deccan
sultanates also had ShI'I rulers who made ties with the Safavid ShI'as of
Persia, and under the three successor states, ShI'ism was established
through much of the Deccan (89-92). Thus, although NizarI missions
were limited mainly to northwest India, one may suspect that their
camouflaged ideas had wider currency under both Sufi and ShI'ite covers.

Kolff, Khan, and Kassam thus bring us to the examination of the
political and religious characteristics of a mixed culture, and point us
toward exploration of its extensions beyond north India to south India. To
make the roundabout argument brief, I believe one can trace elements of
this Rajput-Muslim culture traveling south after Rajput culture has itself
been girded by forms of south Indian goddess worship under the Pallavas,
Chalukyas, and Rashtrakutas that first travelled north. We will thus begin
with south Indian regional oral martial epics for which Rajput-Muslim
issues seem barely on the horizon, then look north where they are central,
and return south to look north and south again.

I cannot discuss all, or even a representative sample, of India's folk
epics, which are found in many languages. The main ones I do discuss
are indicated on map 1. A valuable attempt to introduce such a subject is
the book Oral epics of India (Blackburn et al. 1989). I develop two
arguments with this book's main editorial stance. I suggest that its
scholarship on India's oral epics, in its treatment of textual and religious
matters, tends to replicate the same Western "historically effected
consciousness" as the scholarship on India's classical epics. 9 And I argue
for a rethinking of the book's taxonomy of oral epics to single out the
distinctive features of what I call "regional martial oral epics."

I will discuss four of these regional martial oral epics for their
analogies with the DraupadI cult Mahlibharata and their allusions to the

7Daftary 1990, 349, 383,404,436,468-70.
8Daftary 1990, 325, 329, 412, 435-37, 451-54, 461-67; Khan 1997b, 36. But see Kassam
1995, 72-73, 83, 377-78, on Sufi opposition to the NizarI mission in post-Alamilt Sind.
9See Gadamer 1993, 300-7; Pollock 1991, 17, on the Ram; Hiltebeitel 1995a; in press-c.
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6 Chapter One

classical epics. lO There are other south Asian regional martial oral epics
that could be instructively studied as limit cases, but space forbids it. 11
The four are distinguished from all others I know of by strong
reenplotment from either the Mahabharata or the Ramliya'!a. I consider
not only how each is regionally and historically grounded, but, as
mentioned, the possibilities of interregional transmission. Two are south
Indian: the Tamil Elder brothers story (Beck 1992) and the Telugu Epic
of Palnaqu (Roghair 1982). Two are from the north: the Rajasthani
Pabajf (J. D. Smith 1991), and the Hindi Alha (Waterfield and Grierson
[W&G] 1923). Fortunately, all are translated from oral texts, and
recorded or taken down from oral performances, although not in unaffect
ed settings. They are variations on what J. D. Smith calls "'studio'
recordings."12 Unfortunately, Waterfield's translation of oral Alha-the
so-called Elliot Alha-is rather free, and is not complete; for large
sections of the Elliot Alha, I rely mainly on Grierson's summaries that
are ample but never fully satisfactory. This means that generalized
statements about what is and is not "in the Elliot Alha" must all be
qualified by an acknowledgment that the statement is made mainly on the
basis of this translation and summary. I do make such qualifiers some
times, when it seems worth a reminder. In any case, the Elliot Alha is too
vast for my very limited Hindi. But I believe the risks are worth taking.
What scholarship there is on these oral epics is for the most part dis
appointing. And what scholarship there isn't shows a massive failure by
mythologists, folklorists, historians, and scholars of Indian literature,
religion, and anthropology to take them seriously.

I argue that regional martial oral epics are a distinctive genre within
the larger class of India's oral epics. They are all formed in the same
unsettled medieval period (twelfth to fifteenth centuries). They all make
similar linkages between regionality, the peripherality of "little
kingdoms," land, landed dominant castes, and the goddess of the land. All
of these features are shared with the "DraupadI cult Mahlibharata," as is

lOOn allusion and analogy as optional strategies in literary interpretation, see Quint 1993,
14-15.
llSee Hiltebeitel in press-e for such a study of the Tulu epic of Koti and Cennaya, which
has much in common with the Tamil Elder brothers story, and 1991a, 186-206, 302-8, 373
75, 391-93, on the Bengali epic of Lausen. Both have weak Mbh associations, and are
studied as just such limit situations. The Rajasthani oral epic Devnartiyan (or Bagartivat)
could be instructively compared for its similarly reenplotted associations with the Krsna
cycle (HarivamSa, etc.) rather than with one of the epics; see Miller 1980, Malik 1993 and
forthcoming, and B. Singh 1980,1993. See also Lapoint 1978,294,301-5, on reenplotted
Mbh themes and inversions in the north Indian Guga epic involving Janamejaya (whom
Guga reincarnates) and his snake sacrifice in the Mbh.
12J. D. Smith 1986, 53; cf. 1991, 25-30.
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a distinctive rapport between the goddess and the "little kings" who
embody the classical epics' K~atriya ideal as it is translated into rajputized
regional dominant-landed-caste idioms. Moreover, the "little kings" and
divine heroines have indispensable low status (often Dalit or Muslim)
sidekick-protectors who have no equivalents in the Sanskrit epics. But my
interest in these oral epics begins with a point that others have treated as
insignificant. In each, central characters are reincarnated heroes and
heroines (sometimes including DraupadI) of the Sanskrit epics: in Elder
brothers, Palnaqu, and Alhti from the Mahtibharata; in pabajr from the
Ramaya,!a. I will approach these connections as part of the formative
inner workings, the primary process cultural work, that these regional
oral martial epics attempted and achieved.

In other words, each of these oral epics "rethinks" one of the classical
epics. And so does the DraupadI cult. But here there are also contrasts.
For the DraupadI cult, it is a case of seeing how one of the classical
Sanskrit epics is "iconically" "re-presented" as a "whole" and ritually
reenacted as it is "translated" into vernacular and regional terms (see
Ramanujan 1991b). For oral regional martial epics, it is rather a matter
of studying texts that draw only on selected themes from the classical
epics in ways that play out strategic "indexical" reenplotments into a
region's locational peripherality and historical dislocations. As the heroes
and heroines of the classical epics veer into their new lives, things are
turned inside out; winners lose, losers win.

Such considerations have required me to attempt different inter
disciplinary crossovers for this book, and for The education of Yudh
i~(hira, than those demanded for The cult of Draupadr, for which my
primary leap was into anthropology. Although I have done new fieldwork
for this book, and although it continues to explore anthropology itself as
a discipline, rethinking India's epics has meant thinking more about
literature and history than doing anthropology. No matter how important
I continue to think they are for the study of Hinduism and South Asian
religions, and indeed for the anthropological study of South Asia, India's
classical epics are above all works of literature. This has meant recalling
some of the reasons I was once an English major for my first three years
of college, and giving some attention to recent studies in literature and
literary theory. I describe this tum more fully in The education of
Yudhi~(hira, where it bears on the Sanskrit epics directly. But for this
book I must mention that I consider the Sanskrit epics to have been
composed as written texts whose fictional authors make little sense if the
works are the products of anonymous oral bards. 13

13Cf. Bonazzoli 1979b, 142.
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In this book, I extend this perspective, mutatis mutandis, to India's
other epics, written and oral. For as we shall see, Indian oral epics are
intertextual with both written and oral texts. They frame themselves by
what seem to be literary conventions, reenplot what seem to be literary
schemes, and sometimes make telling allusions to writing. To be sure,
South Asian oral bards make use to varying degrees of oral formulaic
verse. But this does not mean that "oral theory" can tell us how the
Sanskrit epics were composed, much less recover a pristine state of pure
oral tradition either behind the Sanskrit epics, or in regional oral epics
themselves. I consider efforts to find oral bardic poetry and oral
formulaic verse behind the Sanskrit epics prone to inflated claims, and to
have little productive to say about the texts themselves that does not need
correction. 14 And I regard efforts to seal off India's oral epics from a
meaningful relationship to the Sanskrit epics, and more generally the
drive to find the preliterate and purely oral in oral epics sung in writing
cultures, as a failed attempt at scholarly exorcism. 15 No Eurasian oral
epic I have read about has been persuasively elevated to the realm of the
"preliterate. "

In rethinking India's oral epics in relation to its classical ones, and oral
versions of the classical epics themselves, I have barely indicated some
of the comparative implications of Quint's study (1993) of "winners's
epics" and "loser's epics," of imperial epics and epics of resistance, in
his examination of western epics from Homer through Virgil and Lucan,
to Tasso and Milton, and on to Eisenstein. Wherever I use such terms in
this book, I am in Quint's debt, and I have reserved comparative
discussion of western and Indian epics on such points for a separate essay
(in press-g). Since all the texts under study in this book are stories about
empires, kingdoms big and small, K~atriyas, Rajputs, and little kings, it
has been necessary to study the different kinds of history made by the
texts themselves-imagined pasts, background history reflected in the
texts, history of the texts (oral, written)-and by historians who make
further history out of these kinds of history. The four regional oral
martial epics under study are all about little kings whose kingdoms are
overrun, in one case (Alha) by an opponent who has imperial designs

14See especially Benson [1966] 1990, showing that "literate poets could quite easily write
in a formulaic style" (230), using phrases that are "clearly oral in origin" yet "now just as
clearly a literary convention," including "the poets' own conventional references to oral
tradition" (235). Cf. Foley 1981, 70-72, 75-77,88-89, on other similar challenges to "oral
theory"; also Olsen 1987. For preceding discussion on oral formulas in classical Sanskrit
works, see Hiltebeitel 1993, 9-12, 18,27-28,40; 1995a, 25-27, and especially Narayana
Rao's discussion (1993) ofpuranic composition, making a similar point to Benson's, which
applies as well to at least the Mbh. See further Hiltebeitel forthcoming.
150n scholarly exorcism, see J. Z. Smith 1990, 41, 52-53, 115, 142-43.
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himself, and in all cases by larger "empires" (Muslim in the north; Chola
in Tamilnadu [Beck 1978, 169-75]; Kakatiya in Andhra) that swallow the
former kingdoms once they have self-destructed through the final wars
that end their stories.

I have also found recent work in colonial and postcolonial studies, 16

and in trope theory, 17 helpful in contrasting metaphoric strategies of
totalization, continuity, and transparency with metonymic strategies of
displacement, mimicry, resistance, and localization. I see the former as
useful in characterizing the replication of the Mahlibhtirata's "whole
story" in the DraupadI cult, as well as in the use of the classical epics by
the Pal;1~av LIla and Ram LIla in north India, and the latter as useful in
thinking about ways in which regional martial oral epics disjoin the
classical epics and turn them inside-out.

Such contrasts come full circle when I compare oral Aihti, the most
important regional oral martial epic for this study, with the very different
"Aihti" told in the Sanskrit Bhavi~ya Purti1JL1. In the latter, Aihti's
Mahlibhtirata-interlinkages multiply, and are highly Brahmanizied,
Sanskritized, and "puraJPcized." The folk epic is "re-metaphorized" into
a Brahmanical imperial history. The Bhavi~ya Purti1JL1 provides both a
"mediating text" through which to gauge the stylistic, thematic, and
political differences between classical and regional martial epics, and a
text that forces clearer rethinking of the relation between written Sanskrit
and oral vernacular epics. It will be one of the arguments of this book
that while a Sanskrit reworking tends to do more metaphoric smoothing
down, vernacular traditions, and especially regional martial oral epics,
tend to innovate just from darker areas that the Sanskrit epics leave open,
often by reenplotting their metonymic fragments. Further, whereas the
Sanskrit epics and the Bhavi~ya Purti1JL1's version of Aihti center their
stories on imagined empires of the past and turnings of imperial eras,
regional oral martial epics are not imperial at all. They are anti-imperial.
At a time when there were no "Hindu" emperors, they reenplot the
classical epics into regional pockets of Rajput or rajputized resistance,
seasoned with Muslim and especially Afghan and Isma'III flavors, where
losing could become a new kind of winning. Empires and eras are not
unimportant, but they are less important than local history, regional land,
and matters of survival.

I also discuss the TecinkurajalJ:. katai or "Ballad of Raja Desing," a
martial epic from the late Mughal and colonial periods, which is anti
imperial to the core. Desing allows us to study a folk epic-in both
written and oral form (S. Ravindran and I were fortunate to find an oral

16Bhabha 1994a and b; Pollock 1994.
17Bhabha (see n. 15), Fernandez 1986 and 1991, T. Turner 1991.
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singer who knew a distinctive version)-about Rajputs and Afghans who
die defending the Gingee Fort, which for some time dominated the
DraupadI cult's core area. As an "historical epic," Desing differs from
the four regional oral martial epics in that its two lone heroes made
documented history, and in its near total indifference to the region's own
landed caste traditions. The conflict it tells of is not one between
historically unidentifiable heroes and heroines from populations long
settled in a region. Rather, telling of a conflict between historically
identifiable newcomers to a region, it gives its two heroes the outline and
elements of an Alha-like story adapted to patterns of "indexical"
remembrance typical of south Indian oral epics and hero cults. While the
Bhavi~ya PurafJa translates Alha "whole" into the cosmological rhythms
and "icons" of a Sanskrit pura~, Desing sustains its Alha-like story on
an intriguing Hindu-Muslim double register, and provides us with the key
text on which to bring this book's discussion of Rajputs, Afghans, and
Isma'IIIs to a close.

The last three chapters then trace more distinctively Rajput strains
back to narrative formations concerning fire-born warriors and modes of
heroic self-sacrifice by males and females. Such formations would seem
to antecede Muslim-Hindu interactions, and provide glimpses of some of
the earliest features and conditions in the development and dissemination
ofMahtibharata and RamayafJa folklores. Studying south and north Indian
regional oral martial epics together with the DraupadI cult and its
Mahtibharata thus, hopefully, points up the need to reground some of our
thinking about Rajputs, Muslims, and Dalits, to relocate some of our
thinking about south and north India, and to stop thinking about the
Mahtibharata and RamayafJa simply as contaminating Sanskrit texts when
it comes to studying South Asian oral epics.



2 Oral Epics

The study of South Asian folk epics confronts one at the outset with
methodological choices. I will not stress epic as an analytic genre, or look
for commonalities with classical, folk, or oral epic traditions outside of
India. But I do regard epic as a sufficiently useful analytic and
comparative term to allow us to continue to classify by it not only the two
Sanskrit texts but a number of South Asian oral traditions. Within this
broad class of South Asian epics, my initial goal will be to reconsider
currently prevalent taxonomies so as to allow a better sense of what is
comparable among Indian epics, and to enable better comparison on three
fronts: features of India's oral epics that link certain of them strongly
with the Sanskrit epics, features that disconnect these same oral epics
from the Sanskrit epics, and analogies between these specific oral epics
with each other.

The last two options and the option of extra-Indian comparison and
analysis have the attraction of lifting the weight of Sanskrit and
Brahmanical tradition off the backs of regional and vernacular creations,
and of examining distinctive features of Indian oral epics either in relation
to extra-Indian domains, or as alternative traditions. Among extra-Indian
comparisons, John D. Smith's work on formulaic verse and "epic
moments" in the Pabajf epic of Rajasthan involves a successful
application and rethinking of Albert B. Lord's theories on oral epic.!
Less persuasively, Beck draws on de Vries in generalizing beyond the
Sanskrit epics to "Indo-European" themes such as twinship, heroic life
cycle, and status relations, and on C. S. Peirce in examining "core
triangles" to identify what "types of character patterns typify epics in
general and what subtypes among these are found especially well
developed in India."2 Smith, Beck, and Roghair all see India's regional

ISmith 1977; 1986; 1991, 18-30; Lord 1964.
2See Beck 1982, 18, 56 122-23, 126-28, 132, on Indo-European themes, supposedly
including the Gilgamesh Epic, and 1989, 155 (quote). Some of Beck's branching triangles
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vernacular epics as oppositional to forms of pan-Indian Brahmanical
dominance conveyed (at least in part) through the Sanskrit epics: Smith
in terms of "little tradition" verses "great tradition" processes of
Sanskritization and Brahmanization (1991, 6, 90); Beck in terms
"glorif[ying] a kind of counter culture" that allows for the critical
expression of ambivalent and even negative attitudes toward Brahmans
and orthodox values (1982, 11-12, 35, 136, 169); and Roghair in terms
of a holistic "local world view" or regional integrative process that
provides "an alternative to Brahman elite ideology" (1982, 2, 92-93, 136
37).

These three authors have each recorded, translated, and studied one of
the epics I will examine. Each appreciates that south Asian oral epics,
and notably the one each has studied, have problematic relationships with
the Sanskrit epics. I will argue that although the oppositions they see have
some heuristic value, they have overstressed them and underestimated and
misunderstood the nature of the connections between Indian classical and
oral epics. To put it bluntly, the relationship between Indian oral epics
and the Sanskrit epics is indirect, and not susceptible to such immediate
oppositions. Moreover, the significance and complexity of that
relationship cannot be appreciated by explanations that sidetrack it to
formalisms, sociology, or ideology. Although these authors and others
have attempted to understand the relationship, I will argue that it remains
ill-defined.

A. Classical and Oral Epics

While "epic" retains its usefulness as a cross-cultural analytic genre,
analytical classification and definition are highly problematic in the
treatment of India's wealth and variety of epic traditions. In their
prevalent classification for south Asian oral epics, Blackburn and
Flueckiger provide two overlapping typologies. The first, derived in part
from Beck (1978) and Narayana Rao (1986), distinguishes three epic
types: martial, sacrificial, and romantic (Blackburn and Flueckiger 1989,
4-5). The second, presented separately by Blackburn, contrasts multistory
and single-story oral epic traditions. Multistory traditions (the Tamil Bow
Song [vii paffU] , Tulu pacfdana, and teyyam in Kerala) include "narrative
songs of heroes" performed over a limited geographical area. They
consist of "as many as fifty to a hundred separate stories" that are related
as a repertoire. To some degree they are also related thematically and
intergenerationally, but they are "not centered on a single story," and

are rather fanciful: e.g., male "single fighter: gang loyalist"; female "visionary: informer"
(ibid., 173-74); Dasaratha, Hanuman, and LaksmaJ.1a (166: the first two never meet).
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none are "of 'epic' length. "3 This second typology raises interesting
issues. The first, I believe, lends itself to confusion and distortion.

While setting the tone for the book Oral epics ofIndia that they helped
to edit, Blackburn and Flueckiger admit, "Some contributors to this
volume have grouped the martial and sacrificial epics together as
'historical' epics because their key events and characters can be traced to
identifiable historical events and personages."4 Blackburn uses the term
"historical epics" himself (1989, 26). I would argue that while the
categories "martial" and "romantic" serve well for certain oral epics, the
terms "historical" and "sacrificial" are less satisfactory. "Historical" is
unsatisfactory when it begs the question of history, which authors who
use the term are often inclined to resurrect from the barest bones, and all
too easily invent.

Smith, for instance, sets out "to track down the historical PabiijI"
(1991,73), comparing the oral Paba}fhe recorded with the Vata PabUjf
rf, part of the seventeenth-century Khyata (Chronicle) of Muhato
Nai~SI.5 Smith thinks both sources "inflate" facts and history, but that
the Khyata is "likely to be less inflated." But it turns out that "most of
the named figures in Nai~sI's version of the story appear nowhere else
in the literature" (73), and that "the obscurity" of those who do appear
elsewhere "is hardly lessened, for the information varies between the
tantalising and the self-contradictory" (74). "Anachronisms" and "syn
chronisms" abound (72): "telescoping and artificial lengthening of
genealogies" (75), "extreme paucity of information" (75), likelihood that
the chromcler himself relies on an oral epic tradition (72, 75-76; 78),
elements that "cannot be accepted as credible history," multiple uses of
single names ("no agreement at all as to how many Dodos there were"
[77]), "obscurities and inconsistencies" (77). These are what Stig
Wikander has called the mythic elements of an "heroic age. "6

But Smith, undeterred, speaks of a "process which has transformed the
earlier [chronicle] story into the later [epic] one. . . . an inflation
[Smith's italics] of the story, an almost systematic exaggeration of all its
most important aspects" (1991, 72). Some of his points are clearly
slanted. The supposed transformation of Nai~sI's Dalit hero Cado into
a high caste Rajput in Paba}f discounts the oral epic's double portrayal

3Blackburn 1989, 15-16; cf. Claus 1989, 56,73.
4Blackburn and Flueckiger 1989, 5, n. 17. Thus Piibajfand Devnartiyan (or Bagartivat) are
interchangeably "martial" and "historical" (Kothari 1989, 102-8); AIM is "martial-histor
ical" (Schomer 1989, 142). Cf. Beck 1982, 7: "epic-like" refers to stories that "describe
genuine historical events."
5Tessitori 1916,110-14; Smith 1991, 71-88, 481-96.
6See my reconstruction of Wikander's views in Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990, 48-59.
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of this hero (and his brother Phebo) as linked with both castes. And the
drift from Nai~sI's "ordinary human beings (with, in some cases,
supernatural origins and powers)" into "incarnations of figures from
orthodox Hindu mythology" misleadingly suggests that "orthodox"
Sanskritic deities are absent from Hindu folk religion (73-74).7 The
attempt to find an historical Gogo CauhaJ;l (or Chauhan) is even more
fantastic than the search for the historical PabiijI. Maybe there was a
historical Gogo Cauhal:l, who does have a grave site (samadhi-dargah)
marking his swallowing by the earth. 8 But Smith, saying "we can do no
better than quote the conclusions" of D. Sharma, "the best historian of
the early Cauhal:lS," allows that Gogo could originally have been a
contemporary of Mahmud of Ghazna (d. 1030 A.D.), and that a 1409
allusion to a "Goga" in a list of deities whom Jain Sravakas should
refrain from worshiping suggests a sufficient interval for his deification. 9

On this basis, Smith considers Gogo an anachronism in both the epic and
chronicle, and takes up what he considers the double anachronism of
Gogo and Guru Gorakhnath, who also appears in both versions. Despite
recognizing that it is "impossible to build up serious history on the basis
of such tales," Smith turns them into textual history to recover just this
impossibility. In chapter 4, I will discuss features of Nai~sI's account
that make it virtually certain that his primary source is "epical," and
cannot inform us about remembered or recorded history.

The term "historical epics" should thus be reserved for epics that can
be profitably discussed in relation to solid and documentable historical
evidence about the story's key figures. This is not the case for Elder
brothers, PalntU!u, Pabajr, or A.lha; nor is it the case for the Mahtibha
rata or RamtiyafJa. The "Ballad of Raja Desing" is the best example of
historical epic discussed in this book.

Sacrificial epics are said to "center on a heroic act of self-sacrifice, or
even suicide, by a woman" (Blackburn and Flueckiger 1989, 5). Black
burn discusses only two examples: Kanyaka Ammavari Katha and Ellam
ma. lO Narayana Rao mentions Kanyaka and two others (1986, 136-63),

7Roghair, similarly seeking elements of the "local" that aren't "overlapped," attempts to
recuperate an un-"Hindu" or un-"Brahmanized" local tradition which "sometimes ...
overlaps with the brahmanical view; more often it diverges." Thus a verse, which appears
in both oral and written versions, is "misleading" when it asserts that the Palnad "Heroes
are Sivalingas; Visnu is Cennu~u; P6ta Raju is Bhairava; Ankama Sakti is Annapiirna, etc."
(1982, 92-93, 137).
8See Khan 1997b, 66, 232.
9J. D. Smith 1991, 74, citing D. Sharma 1959, 327.
lOBlackburn 1989, 18. Blackburn and Flueckiger also mention Ellamma as an example of
a "fourth type oforal epic in India [that] might be called 'miracle-cycle'" (1989,4-5 n. 16).
Insufficiently described in Oral epics in India, Ellamma is presumably the story of the
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and Kothari, perhaps noting that all three are satl (or suttee) stories,
suggests that Rajasthani satI stories could also roughly fit the category. 11

But other than gender focus and self-sacrificial versus military means of
resolution, Blackburn and Flueckiger's definition of sacrificial epics does
not distinguish them sufficient!y from martial epics: they "are similar in
that both are concerned with power, social obligation, and social unity;
they turn on the themes of revenge, regaining of lost land, or restoring
lost rights" (1989, 5). This collapsing distinction does not even retain the
important (at least for south India) attribution of sacrificial epics to left
hand castes (traders), and martial epics to right hand castes (landowners),
by Narayana Rao (1986, 42), who coined both terms. 12 To my mind,
"sacrificial" is a misnomer, one that is inadequate to the intended con
trast, since martial epics are laden with sacrificial symbolism.

Multistory traditions could just as well be called ballads as epics, and
the tragic "death stories" among them are reminiscent of sagas. Romantic
epics are better considered romances. This would leave us with only
historical and martial epics, which could then be called simply "epic."

Granted that Indian languages do not supply their own ernic terms for
epic, oral epic, and oral epic subtypes (Blackburn and Flueckiger 1989,
2-4), but that workable analytic definitions are indispensable, I will
continue to use all the terms cited so far except for "sacrificial" epics,
which I will use only in quotes. The latter are really not epics. They are
stories about heroine-goddesses that emerge out of the genre of purti1Jfl:
Sanskrit puraJ;1a and sthala purti1Jfl (stories about a sacred place) in the
case of Rel;luka-Ellamma-MariyammCl!!,13 caste pura~ in cases like
Kanyakti and others described by Narayana Rao. 14

The term "epic" is also loose in its application to the two Sanskrit
works, which in some respects it fits less well than many south Asian oral
epics. As is well known, the Sanskrit works have no term like "epic" to
define them, but rather define themselves by way of several genres:

goddess Ellamma-ReJ)uka, whose myths and cult are now best treated in Assayag 1992.
111989, 111-12; cf. Roghair 1982, 132-33.
12Narayana Rao develops a more extensive set of oppositions between martial and sacrificial
oral epics in Andhra (1986, 140-62). Perhaps Blackburn and Flueckiger ignore his contrasts
and additional examples because their features are not generalizable beyond south India.
Rajasthani satt stories, for instance, would not be typical of left hand castes.
13See Biardeau 1969; Assayag 1992.
14Cf. Ramanujan 1993, 106-20, on a "folk purana" about the goddess. The story of the
retreat from a king, sometimes with a river-parting reminiscent of Exodus, occurs in other
south Indian caste puraJ)as (Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 1:139; 4:344 (trading
caste); 3:215; 4:118-19; 408-9 (cultivating castes); 5:73-74 (DaHt subcaste); 1:212; 2:277;
4:328-29; 7:407-9 (variants of Komati Kanyakamma myth [3:311-22]). Cf. Whitehead's
Ammavaru cycle (1921, 126-38), bringing this type close to the "miracle-cycle" (see n. 10).
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ktivya, refined poetry; itihtisa, accounts of what is said about the past
(often unnecessarily called "history"); and purtifJa, "stories of old. "15

What I am concerned with is finding the best terms to proceed with an
investigation of the relation between India's Sanskrit epics and regional
martial oral epics, which, I argue, is a highly significant one. I take both
Sanskrit epics as mainly martial, but with romantic subtales (such as
"Nala and DamayantI"), interludes, and underlying themes that combine
with the martial features. I agree with Blackburn and Flueckiger that "the
Rama story ... approximates a romantic epic" (1989, 5, n. 18). Indeed,
Arjuna is a romantic hero in the Mahabhtirata,16 and elsewhere I have
tried to say the same even of Yudhi~thira, and, of course, DraupadI
(Hiltebeitel forthcoming). In fact, we could say that while they are mainly
martial, the two Sanskrit epics are romantic and even multistory epics
(though in a different sense from the one mentioned above, since they do
center on a main story) as well. Similarly, there are romantic features
(quests, wandering minstrels, miracles, suspended amorous longings) in
regional oral martial epics. 17

How then have the connections between Sanskrit classical epics and
oral epics been interpreted? Let us begin with the most dismissive
statements. According to Blackburn and Flueckiger, links through
reincarnations are "not necessarily evidence of a common history for the
Sanskrit and folk epics, nor do the resemblances always represent an
imitation.... Rather, references to the RtimiiyafJa and the Mahilbhtirata
or their heroes are often simply a means of legitimizing the folk
epics. "18 These authors cite Ptibajr as an example, and the testimony of
Smith, whose personal communication to them favors performers who
know the least about the classical epics, and who says in his own article
in Blackburn and Flueckiger's edited volume that when northern oral
epics explain how classical heroes come to figure in a story, "in most

15While kiivya is thought of especially in relation to the Ram as the Adikiivya or "first
kavya," the Mbh also describes itself as kiivya. See Shulman 1991 for discussion.
16See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 282-86; Katz 1989, 60-66.
17Kothari suggestively links Sufism with romantic epics (1989, 108). For Blackburn, AIhti
is more martial than romantic, but anomalous in this category (1989, 29; see below). One
could say that the Kr~J;1a cycle in the Han'vam.sa and puraJ;1ic tradition is romantic, and that
there is a link between the romantic/martial and cowherd~atriya oppositions; but cowherd
themes are also martial in AIhti, Painiidu, ptibajf, and the Mbh (with regard to the
Yadavas). Cf. Hiltebeitel1988a, 17-18,32-34,58-59,91,185-86,220-21; 1989a, 5-7,12;
Flueckiger 1989, 35, 46, contrasting two versions of the Lorik-Canda epic, both drawn
from local cowherding castes: one more romantic (Madhya Pradesh), one more martial
(Uttar Pradesh). On romance narrative in epic comparatively, see Quint 1993, 9, 34-39, 92
93, 120-21, 136-51, 179-82,248-56,282-83,302-24.
18Blackburn and Flueckiger 1989, 8. Cf. Katz 1989, 13, 30, 94: a historical Pariksit
"legitimizing" himself by claiming Pandava ancestry; Hiltebeitel 1995a, 24.
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cases it amounts to no more than the taking up of a loose end" (1989,
182). I will address Smith's evaluation ofPabaj(s RamiiyafJa connections
in chapter 4. Let me just say at this point that it is more (or at least just
as much) a case of delegitimization as it is of legitimization, since the
oral epics treat the classical epics as incomplete, and since the RamiiyafJas
and Mahiibhiiratas they invoke are not the Sanskrit epics anyway, but oral
folk versions thereof. Keeping the usages "Sanskrit epics" and "classical
epics" distinct, we may thus say that although oral epics have indirect
relations to the Sanskrit epics, they have direct relationships to (mainly)
oral versions of the classical epic stories.

For Blackburn and Flueckiger, it is also not clear what "common
history" and "imitation" are meant to rule out. The first could hardly
mean common or interlinked historical events. Perhaps Blackburn means
to clarify this when he says elsewhere that the developmental patterns he
proposes "do not necessarily imply direct evolution because epic
traditions found at different stages are not always historically related"
(1989, 16). In any case, it would seem we are left to disimagine a
"common history" as a context in which these texts (written and oral)
would be linked. But such a history cannot simply be dismissed. As to
"imitation," on the surface, this sounds like an acclamation of the
independent creativity of folk traditions, which everyone applauds. But
classical-oral epic linkages are hardly matters of imitation. They are
powerful and in many ways consistent reenplotments and what might be
called disenplotments and dislocations. The statement seems designed to
argue against taking the classical epics as prior to the oral epics. But I do
not see how we can avoid this. It is straining to imagine a South Asian
history in which the classical epics do not have "informative" priority.
The point driven home repeatedly by Blackburn and Flueckiger is that
oral epics have an integrity independent of the Sanskrit epics. Thus,
"character-based commonalities between folk and Sanskrit epics are
admittedly superficial." And, "even where there are extensive borrowings
from the Sanskrit epics, folk epics carry new meanings because they live
in new social settings" (Blackburn and Flueckiger 1989, 8). The closing
point should win universal agreement. 19 But the generalizations about
classical and oral epic linkages discourage reflection by dubbing the
process "superficial" and one of "borrowing. "20

Yet the strangest theory to account for classical-oral epic rapports

19Cf. Roghair, Beck, and Smith, as cited above; Kothari 1989, 115-118; Schomer 1989,
152-54.
20See J. Z. Smith 1990, 31, 46-47, 51, on notions of borrowing, dependence, filiation,
genealogy, genetic connection, etc., as being "uninteresting" while disguising and obscuring
the scholar's actual interests.
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comes curiously from the one oral epic scholar who also works on the
Sanskrit epics: J. D. Smith. Drawing from the workshops of biblical and
Homeric textual criticism, Smith supports his "loose ends" explanation
by treating what he calls "doubtful" aspects of Ptibajts connections with
the RtimiiyafJa as non-"literal" formulae and accretive interpolations.
More than this, beneath the "loose ends" that oral epics pick up from the
Sanskrit epics lies a deeper unity on the level of "ideology. "21 Smith's
"picture" is of a "remarkably consistent" ideology that "differs radically
from conventional bhakti theology" (1989, 176), and is especially "found
in the Sanskrit and martial epics," while less so in romantic and multi
story ones (178, 193). Both classical and oral martial epics attribute
human suffering to the gods, "who pass evil into the world in order that
they should be free from it in heaven" (176). "Epic heroes-and by
extension we ourselves-are the gods' scapegoats." This ideology is "in
essentials a single, coherent" one that "varies remarkably little from time
to time and place to place" (193). Smith draws support from O'Flaherty's
argument that Hindu myths often "portray mankind as no more than 'a
convenient dump for celestial moral garbage.' Indeed, Kr~~ himself is
recognized as one of the most prolific dumpers. "22 We shall find some
support for this theodicy.23 But the argument leaves nothing in the gods'
"defense."24 "The gods, say the epics, are not averse from mixing in
human affairs; but when they do so it is entirely for their own benefit"
(193). They are treacherous in imposing fate onto man, and cannot be
trusted in what they say, since they act from the very basest of motives.
When Kr~~ tells Arjuna to act without desire for the fruits of his actions,
it seems we must imagine he has base desires of his own in championing
the self-interest of the gods. By lumping all gods together in this charge,
Smith overlooks the hierarchies and puzzles of bhakti and dharma that the
classical epics unfold, and which oral epics selectively reenplot. In so
doing, he ignores problems that the epics seek to resolve and the
complexity of the values he attempts to expose as hypocritical. 25

21As with Pollock (1991, 66-68), a usage of this term to disclose a dark underside of the
ostensibly religious.
22J. D. Smith 1989, 176, citing O'Flaherty 1976, 141,260-71.
23If the Mbh myth of the former Indras can be interpreted as a divine "Vratya" raid into the
human world to restore the "distinction" of the gods, as I argue in Hiltebeitel forthcoming,
it does fit Smith's picture.
24See Matilal 1991 for a rounder picture on the question of what a Hindu god can and
cannot do with this messy world. By implication, such judgments as Smith's arise from a
faulty comparison of Hindu gods (the target domain) with a privileged notion of
monotheistic omnipotence (source domain). See Poole 1986 for this terminology on
comparison as metaphoric mapping.
25J. D. Smith softens this argument in his ptibajfbook, mentioning fate without blaming the
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Of the contributors to these debates, only Kothari sees that danger lies
in comparing the Sanskrit epics directly with oral epics. He argues that
although there "certainly ... are commonalities between the folk and
Sanskrit epics, the search for a pan-Indian epic tradition might require a
route other than that of direct comparison with the RamiiyafJ,a and the
Mahlibhiirata" (1989, 115). Going further, he argues that although either
of the two classical epics can "exist as both a sophisticated literary
tradition and simultaneously as a village oral tradition," a folk or tribal
RamiiyafJ,a or Mahlibharata "functions differently ... because it is
connected to a different social reality and mythological system" (115-16).
Yet the distinctions are designed to discourage scrutiny of the "direct"
and indirect relations which Kothari accurately perceives. His point is that
there are incommensurable features between Sanskrit and oral epics. On
the one side, there is "the life history of the classical epics," which he
defines entirely through the results of higher criticism: the "continuous
additions, alterations, different philosophical and mythical manipulations,
narrow sectarian interpretations of the main characters and episodes, and
the impact of time and changing values ... [that] left their marks" on
them (ibid.). On the other, folk epics have a "very different value
system" (115) motivated by "belief systems and group identity. Thus we
need to know more about the mythology of the lower castes and must
avoid interpreting them as versions of classical mythology" (117).
Though the closing point is true, Indian religions abound in cases of
different value systems reworking common mythologies. Kothari also
attributes "some of the influences or similarities between oral and
classical epics" to "Sanskritization, that is, the desire to achieve a higher
status by imitating the Sanskrit epics" (117). Such upward Sanskritization
is equivalent to legitimization.

In brief, connections with the classical epics are consistently dis
esteemed. Roghair notes a tendency to over-associate Palnaqu with the
Mahlibhiirata (1982, 13 and nne 18 and 30). Blackburn tells us that
although most Bow Song singers are "only minimally literate," the lead
singer and his or her teacher (alJ,1Jiivi) "are often self-educated in the
Tamil versions of the RamayalJ,a, Mahlibhiirata, and the puraIJ,Gs" (1988,
14). But he does not ask why Bow Song singers are so motivated, or how
epic material from these sources is integrated into their repertoire. 26

Indeed, one soon finds that rather than examining the links between the

gods (1991, 96), and suggesting only that when goddesses in folk epics destroy evil beings,
"it is difficult to accept that so much human blood is shed entirely for the benefit of
mankind" (97).
261 have begun studying with J. Kattalaikailasam a four-day Mbh Bow Song festival at a
temple for Arava!! in Tirunelveli District (now v.a.c. District), Tamilnadu.
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classical and oral epics that they trivialize, most oral epic specialists only
repeat the tired generalizations of scholars who have written about the
Sanskrit epics. 27

The only recent authors to pursue the relation of oral and classical
epics in depth are Beck and Schomer. Although Beck has, I feel, gotten
sidetracked by "Indo-European" and triadic formulations, she begins with
the sound instinct of listening to Mahtibharata allusions rather than
explaining them away. She is attentive to the nuances of her oral bard's
opening invocations of Elder brothers. First he invokes Vinayakar (Ga~

esa) as the god who "used his tusk to write the Mahtibharata on palm
leaves," who thus assisted Vyasa, "the ascetic who had immortal power
derived from penance to re-establish the Vedas." Then the bard invokes
SarasvatI (Vat;riyamma~):

Oh Vat;riyamma, oh Vat;riyamma! Bless me with your right hand
I am searching, searching for your blessings
Your sweet-versed lady, my teacher who taught me the Mahabharata
I will never forget her, never (even) for a day
The lady who taught me
I will never forget her (even) for a day
I am searching, searching for the god's counsel-chamber
(And for) the sweet words (contained in) the Mahabharata.

From these lines, as Beck says, "it is clear that the bard wishes the epic
story he will tell to be linked to the great story of the Mahabharata. "28

Indeed, I would suggest that the bard searches for sweet Mahiibharata
words with which to tell Elder brothers, and emphasize that the words he
seeks are written. 29 This is not a matter of loose ends.

As to Schomer, her primary subject of investigation is Alha, an epic
that "is actually thought of and referred to as 'a Mahtibharata of the Kali
Yuga'" (Schomer 1989, 141-42, 143). Schomer takes this self-under
standing of Alha seriously, and thinks through some of its implications
not only for Alha and Mahtibharata, but for South Asian folk and classi
cal epics more generally. Her starting point is comparative: "The first
feature shared by most Indian oral epics is that of linkage to the pan
Indian classical epics by means of structural parallelisms" that "are to be

27See Hiltebeitel 1993, 1995a for further discussion of convergent theories about classical
and oral epics, relying on original kernels, interpolation, accretion, textual strata,
divinization, and oral formulaic verse. Cf. chap. 1 at nn. 13 and 14.
28Beck 1992, 3 and nn. 2 and 6; cf. 1978, 179-80.
29Like the ~sis of Naimisa Forest, he finds them from Sarasvati (see Hiltebeitel in press-h
and forthcoming).
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found at all levels: theme, plot, characters, settings, imagery, motifs,
etc." (140-41). This is a bold statement: "at all levels" means that we
must begin to think not about isolated features or loose ends, but about
interplay. I will return to her analysis in chapters 5 and 6.

B. Epic Development and the "Real Hero"

Blackburn and Flueckiger offer a conspectus: "Epic performances rit
ually protect and cure, while epic narratives express local ideologies and
form pathways between regional and pan-Indian mythologies. But most
important, oral epics in India have that special ability to tell a com
munity's own story and thus help to create and maintain that community's
self-identity" (1989, 11). Our concern is with the notion of "pathways,"
which encodes a diachronic developmental theory that requires some
scrutiny.

Blackburn proposes a "'nucleus' model of development" (1989, 16)
for Indian oral epics, and distinguishes two developmental patterns, both
of which work by "adding motifs to the core story," "either by grafting
independent stories onto the core or by accumulating motifs."3O Pattern
one goes through three stages: 1. death and deification; 2. supernatural
birth; 3. pan-Indian identity. Pattern two skips stage 1 and has only stages
2 and 3. The first pattern is more typical of martial (including some
figures of multistory traditions) and "sacrificial" heroes and heroines; the
second of romantic ones. The pair "death and deification," found only in
pattern one, posits a violent "death event" as the "generative point" from
which oral epics and their cults develop.31 Both patterns, however, tell
how single heroes become the stuff of epics.

Blackburn usefully correlates the two patterns with an epic's range of
diffusion and its location on a ritual-entertainment continuum. 32 Multi
story traditions are all local (range 10-100 miles), Elder brothers and
Palnaqu are subregional (100-200 miles), Pabajf is regional (200-300
miles), and Alha is supraregional (400+ miles). As Blackburn observes,
"martial epics, significantly, exist at all four geographical ranges" (20).
Elder brothers, Palnaqu, and Pabajf thus join all the "sacrificial" and
most of the single-story martial epics in the midranges, while Alha
anomalously joins all the romantic epics in the supraregional category.
This, combined with Alha's place on the recreational side of the ritual-

30Blackburn 1989, 21,16; cf. 1988,215-16.
31Blackburn 1989, 31; 1988,216.
32Nagy deploys Blackburn and Flueckigers' treatments of range and spread to good
comparative ends in his discussion of diffusion, itinerancy, occasionality, and the pan
Hellenic in the "evolution" of the Homeric epics (1996, 44-63), but is uncritically accepting.
of too much of Blackburn's death and deification model (see below).
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entertainment continuum, creates some problems.
According to this model, nothing diffuses between oral epic regions.

Location and region are sealed concepts. 33 Oral epics exhaust themselves
each within their own circumscribed areas. Yet as they develop outward
to such fuzzy geographical limits, they are supposed to take on their
secondary and tertiary features of extended deification through
supernatural birth and pan-Indian identity. This would lead one to expect
that such mythologically deep (or deepening, to adopt a developmental
perspective) features would be found more readily at the fringes of an
oral epic's expansion than in its core area. But this is not the case. As we
shall see in each of the regional oral martial epics under study, such deep
features are best known in the stories' heartlands. In the case ofAlha, we
shall also find that such links are least known in flanking areas beyond
the heartland. 34

Blackburn's thinking on phases two and three is, however, less crucial
to him, and admittedly more speculative, than his thinking on phase one:
"My own bias is to look at oral epic traditions from the bottom up, from
the vantage point of the early stages of their development." As he
registers, this derives "in part" from his fieldwork on one of the multi
story traditions, the Tamil Bow Song (1989, 15-16). It is to these
traditions and others like them that he looks for examples of what occurs
at phase one of pattern one-the death and deification of the hero or
heroine-where the "critical distinction between the two patterns
occurs. "35 In pattern two, a hero begins "without deification or ritual
context, and may spread to the supra-regional range. " But in pattern one,
"if the death motif is present, the hero is deified" and "the context is
ritualistic." With cultic patronage, the hero's story may move beyond the
local level. But if it spreads beyond "the small group that originally
worshiped the dead hero," the death motif will be "insufficient" to attract
"new patronage" from "social groups with whom [the hero] is not related
by either kinship or history." This weakening of the death motif will,
however, be compensated for by two new "added" means of deification
at "the next two successively larger geographical ranges." At the
subregional level, "a supernatural birth provides the basis for worshiping
the new god." And at the regional level, he or she becomes further

33Like "tribe" and "village," according to earlier comparative anthropological models.
34Nagy, building on Blackburn's formulations, even supposes that epics would become fixed
at the edges of their spread (1996, 39-40), as well as in their eventual historical fixation in
writing (41). The latter may be true for Homeric epics, but not for the Mbh or Ram which,
contrary to Nagy, did not reach a written "final form" or "text-fixation" (45). What the
critical editions of the Indian epics shows us is a fluidity of written forms.
35Like Katz (1989, 41), Blackburn wants to begin with mortality and a corresponding a
priori definition of the "human" as the fount of epic. See further Blackburn 1988, 216.
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"conflated with a preexisting god." Phase three in pattern one, the taking
on of a pan-Indian identity, is "the functional equivalent of the first motif:
both are means of deification, but each is appropriate (or possible) at
different geographical ranges" (21-22, 27). Curiously, this is not the case
in pattern two, since the mostly nonmartial heroes and heroines in this
track may take on a pan-Indian identity while remaining undeified.

By Blackburn's reckoning, the "overall effect" of pattern one's three
phase process is to "obscure the human origins of the hero/god with a
prior divine existence" (1989, 22). As with so many Sanskrit epic
scholars, one or another Western notion of the human is then taken as the
basis for a theory of deification-a term general enough for Blackburn to
cover three variations: local worship of a deceased hero, divine birth, and
linkage with a pan-Indian deity. The further that ritual-based oral epics
develop beyond local community bonds, "the greater the chance that they
will be swallowed whole by some form ofVai~~va, Saiva, or Sakta [sic]
worship" (27). Katz advances a similar notion that "various vested inter
est groups" capture segments of the Mahiibhtirata in the service of the
same gods. 36

All of this presupposes that multistory traditions develop into single
story ones. Blackburn is cautious here, insisting only that "local multi
story traditions are clearly related to the long single-story traditions." It
is not possible to confirm that any epic ever underwent such a transfor
mation. 37 Blackburn claims only to account for "potential stages of epic
development" and "not necessarily a direct evolution," since "there is no
'need' for any epic tradition to expand" (1989, 16). Nonetheless, the
model is posed as a developmental one, and applied to all the epics that
chiefly concern us in this book.

To critique this theory, it is clearly not enough to look at "developed"
martial epics. We must consider the "bottom" from which Blackburn
works "up." Let us examine his treannent of Claus's study of caste and
regional variants of the story of Kordabbu, a hero of the Mundalas, a
Dalit caste, in the Tulu pac;ldana tradition. In one Mundala account, says
Blackburn, Kordabbu "is a bhata (the deified dead)"; in another he has
a supernatural birth in which "he becomes a devaru (a deity of divine
origins)" (1989, 23). From what the hero "is" (dead turned divine), he
"becomes" otherwise (divine to begin with). Blackburn cites Claus as
noting that these variants are "significant enough to be a matter for

36Katz 1989, 149,220-21,245,251,253-69.
37Blackbum makes a good case that the story of Muttuppat~!!has been given a new second
phase background of divine birth, but, as he demonstrates, this is related to its festival
performance "slot" (see below) and not to geographical spread or detachment from its
original community (1988, 142-43).
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theological debate among the Mundala" (ibid.). But Claus does not use
quite the same terms.

In areas where "the Mundala are most numerous," Kordabbu,
worshiped generally as a "caste champion," "has become a deity (bhllta)
worshiped by the village community as a whole and patronized by
prominent members of all the major castes" (1989, 57). From Claus to
Blackburn, the bhllta as "deity" has "become" a "deified dead"!
Blackburn has made the term bhllta fit his theory. Moreover, the new
"southern" position involved insisting that Kordabbu "was not a mere
human and should therefore be regarded as a devaru (god), not a bhllta"
(1989, 68). It is doubtful that the northern opponents wanted to insist that
Kordabbu was a "mere human." The theological debate would seem to
be over the nature and proper terminology for the formerly human hero's
double divine nature. The difference seems to be between two groups of
Mundala, one of which has chosen to emphasize the higher of the two
words for "deity" over the lower one, whose ambiguities could not claim
for Kordabbu the degree of respect that the innovating group felt was his
due. Not surprisingly, this group develops its theology in an area where
Mundala are less numerous, and thus more outspoken in claiming a
respect for their deity that would also reflect on them.

Bhllta in South Kanara does not carry the connotation of "deified
dead" in any generalizable sense. Bhlltas are deities of many types, many
of whom have surely never had human lives or deaths of any kind. 38

Bruckner makes such a point when she emphasizes that the Tulu deity
(both bhllta and devaru) Jumadi is "not to be classed among deified
humans" (1987, 22), but rather "deifies" human heroes into their
appropriate rank in the bhllta-devaru pantheon. 39

Claus does support Blackburn's argument for the validity of
development from multi- to single-story traditions (1989, 57, 70-71). But
he is more noncommittal on the primacy of "death and deification." That
is, for Claus it is apparently possible to have a multistory tradition
transformed into a single-story one without starting from death and
deification. 40 Rather than singling out death as the necessary starting

380n types of BhUtas, see Claus 1973,232-33; Prabhu 1977.
39Brilckner 1993,287-88. On usages and distinctions betweenbhutalbuta and devaruldeveru
or daiva, see idem 1987,17 and n. 3; 1993,289,301,323, with variations on the recurrent
phrase, "To you I [shall give a position] one step smaller than a god (deveru) [and] one step
bigger than the butas" (323; my brackets), here describing a hero's deification; cf. 1987,
17 and n. 3; Bruckner and Poti 1992, 40; Claus 1975, 48, 53.
40Cf. Claus and Korom 1991, 70-72, concluding that Blackburn "has no documentary proof
of this development. His evidence is limited and indirect. But his method is an acceptable
one. His conclusions are hypotheses, and additional evidence mayor may not confirm them.
As it stands, he and others would regard the hypotheses as extremely tentative, but ones that
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point, he relates the issue of variants to "performance contexts," and
discusses divine and human birth as "options" within a "repertoire of
stock images" that provides "a matter of constant negotiation over long
periods of time" (72-73). I think the position is sound.

Blackburn cites de Vries (1963, 243) and Bowra (1952, 9-27) on the
death lament as "a kind of 'pre-epic' poetry" (1989, 22, n. 13). There
certainly are local violently slain heroes of this type, and songs and
stories about them, in India and elsewhere. Our problem lies in imagining
the transition required by Blackburn's theory of development from this
"bottom up." Let us look at how he and others agreeing with him have
done this for the epics discussed in this book. I will then consider
whether Blackburn's own Bow Song material presents factors that would
require us to disimagine death and deification as the ground for a general
theory of epic development.

Blackburn finds corroboration from Kothari and Smith in theorizing
about the development of Pabajz-, but for Elder brothers, Painiit!u, and
AiM, he sets forth on his own. For both Kothari and Smith, the death and
deification model combines with the multi- to single-story mode1.41 For
Kothari, "the Rajasthani ethos in which concern for propitiating the
powerful spirits of those who died untimely deaths continually feeds the
epic traditions of the area. The two major Rajasthani historical epics,
Pabajz- and Devnarayaf!, appear to have developed out of a tradition of
honoring powerful spirits of the dead" (1989, 102). In particular, these
epics draw on a Western Rajasthan tradition connected with bhomiya or
mama, "the generic names for warriors who died in pursuit of robbers or
cattle" (110). When these heroes are killed, shrines are built for them,
and priests (bhopas) attend them. From this vantage point, "[i]t appears
the epic of Ptibajz- is an elaborated story of a bhomiya god" (110).
Kothari pulls together Pabajf's further connections with ancestral cults
(106), pastoral society (111), and other cults of the deified dead (jhajhars
and satls), which "demonstrate the fact that cultural ideas about death
give rise to an army of gods and goddesses" (112). The resulting complex
forms an implicit explanation of how a pastoral hero such as Pabiiji could

would help us to understand Indian epics as a group, and the relationships between their
forms." Claus does, however, suggest a similar developmental model: "The actions and
events of the hero's life have gradually taken on symbolic significance" (1989, 59); "As the
Mundala develop the Kordabbu story into an epic ... " (61).
41Por J. D. Smith, see 1989, 177-78 on multi- to single-story development, and 1991, 90
91, 110, n. 10, agreeing with and developing Kothari and Blackburn's views on bhomiylis
(see below). In a formulation that precedes his contribution to Oral epics in India, Smith
argues that narratives such as Plibajf"acquire successive accretions of heroic, mythic, and
deific elements"-although he concedes that "it is by no mean easy" to keep these terms
distinct (1980, 54-56).
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be divinized on the one hand, and surrounded by his army of epic
companions and other contemporaries on the other.

Yet the move is made with reservation. Kothari admits that the relation
between bhopa rituals for the deified dead and "narration in epic
performance in Rajasthan is not yet clear to me." He insists that it has
something to do with possession (1989, 112). This is persuasive if one
stays with his notion that this combination "feeds the epic traditions of the
area." But it is not sufficient to account for a development of Pabajfjrom
this base. For this, one seems to need the added "legitimization" of
"loose ends" from the RamliyafJa, supplied by the arguments of Smith.
This is the combination Blackburn goes with: Pabajf "clearly
demonstrates the historical development from local to regional tradition.
Underneath the accretions of supernatural birth and identification with
La~maJ;1a lies evidence of growth from a local tradition called bhomiya"
(1989, 25).

As to Elder brothers and Palniiq,u, Blackburn takes them on together,
as I will do in chapter 3. They supply him with examples of "grafting"
to the core: these "two major south Indian oral epics grew by adding
events from the political history of adjacent regions and by absorbing
shorter folk narratives" (1989, 17). In Elder brothers, "the episode
involving the heroes' births follows the standard sequence of motifs until
evil threatens at the moment of their births. Then the supernatural
element appears" when Vi~~u intervenes to rescue them, and "the human
origins of the heroes disappear when their story spreads and they become
gods" (23-24). Similarly for Palniil!u, the prenatal miracles and avataric
themes at the birth of Brahma Nayuc;lu indicate that "geographical spread
of a story opens it up to supernatural elements, especially in the birth
episode" (24). This supernatural connection is then explained away:
"although Brahma Nayuc;lu is sometimes made an avatar of Vi~~u in the
Palnac;lu epic, this only occurs in those variants with the greatest
geographical diffusion, that is, the literate retellings" (25). Blackburn
cites Roghair (1982, 109-10) on this point. Yet Roghair does not say that
Brahma Nayuc;lu's avatar status derives from literate retellings, but rather
that he is Vi~~u's avatar in the oral version he has collected in
Palnac;lu!42 As indicated above, it is a matter of the story's heartland.

Blackburn's theory also creates further problems when he tries to

42Roghair does strain to argue that Brahma Nayudu was originally an historical social
reformer, and that his identification as an avatar of Visnu is a result of superficial
deification (1982, 82, 91, 107-10). But there are at least thirty-two mentions of Brahma
Nayu<;iu as Vi~l)u incarnate in Roghair's oral text, and two points where being Visnu
incarnate also implies his being the incarnation of Krsna (142 [4 times], 229-30 [twice]).
We shall see in chap. 3 that they are not superficial.
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identify this epic's "real hero." Having problematized Brahma Nayuc;lu's
candidacy, he turns to the impetuous Baluc;lu as "perhaps the real hero of
this epic" (1989,24). The phrase registers that it is Baluc;lu who fits most
closely Blackburn's violent death-and-deification model. But to pick out
from a whole epic one "real hero" on the basis of a certain type of death
event, or, as with the next case, because his name appears in the title, is
to miss the point that there are all kinds of heroes, male and female, and
that epics deal with the complex rapports that exist between them-and
between them and other beings, including deities, who might, as J. D.
Smith senses, want to maintain their "distinction" from humans. As a
monogenetic theory, Blackburn's "real hero" is a variation on the Raglan
Campbell "monomyth. "43

As to Alha, Blackburn sees it as a pattern-two type of oral epic, since
it is not, he thinks, based on the death of a hero. Such epics tell stories
of heroes who do not die, but are still given supernatural birth. 44 As
noted, he clusters them in the supraregional range of distribution, and
finds that other than AlM, they are all romantic epics rather than martial
ones. To readjust the lens on Alha's singularity in this company,
Blackburn says, "In Pattern 2 the hero may be a warrior (like Alba), but
if he is he does not die in battle." Thus "martial epics can follow Pattern
2 if (like Alha) the hero does not die" (28). Blackburn acknowledges that
Alhti is "closer" to martial than romantic epic since it tells a story of
battle (29). But "the hero" Alha's nondeath presents a puzzle: "having
received a boon of immortality, he simply wanders off into a mysterious
forest and disappears. Without a warrior's death, this martial hero is
neither deified nor worshipped and thus his story does not follow the
pattern of other martial epics" (ibid.). A "further problem" is that while
a third-phase pan-Indian connection is secure throughAlha's Mahtibharata
ties, the second-phase motif of supernatural birth is "oblique. The only
supernatural aspect of the heroic brothers' origin is that their mothers
appear as amazons, pulling apart buffaloes locked in combat" (ibid.).

Blackburn continues to call attention to an important difference
between Alhti and Elder brothers and PalntJ4u: unlike the latter pair,
whose core stories focus on a "closely bonded local community," AlM's
core story concerns "political relations between three major kingdoms in

43Raglan [1945] 1979; Campbell [1949] 1956. Katz shares the "real hero" construct in her
argument that it must originally have been Arjuna who ascended to heaven at the Mbh's end
rather than Yudhi~~hira (1989, 206)! See my reservations on Campbell's "Oedipal
Bodhisattva" type in Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990, 40 and n. 34.
44Blackburn 1989, 28. This nondying is rather opaque, and even for romantic epics
Blackburn strains for a "death event" explanation, as with Gaga, whose titular hero "dies
not in battle (though he fights in one), but simply enters samadhi." Blackburn says, "This
ending may be a later accretion" (26), but of course there is no evidence for this.
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north India-Delhi, Kanauj, and Mahoba" (1989, 29-30). In this, as he
says, AIhii is closer to the Mahiibhiirata, whose "core story also marked
out a wide area" (30). But it is hard to see how this "lack" of local
bondedness explains why AIhii's warrior heroes "had little need of violent
death, a supernatural birth, or an association with a pan-Indian god to
facilitate the spread of their story" (30). And it is even more baffling how
this same explanation is extended to the Mahiibhiirata, whose heroes,
"like the heroes of the Alha, do not die in battle, are not deified, and are
not widely worshiped. They, too, lack both the conditions and the need
for deification" (30). Actually, Aihii is full of heroes who die in battle;
and so, of course, is the Mahiibhiirata, whose heroes are, to be sure, not
"deified," but are, at least if one listens to the texts, most of them
"incarnations" and "portions" of deities.

It is, however, the "real hero" construct that gives Blackburn many of
his most insoluble problems. J. D. Smith seems to have foreseen the
difficulties before joining the Oral epics project by noting with regard to
Ptibaj[ and the classical epics that it "is not east to see why the 'choice'
of the deified figure should vary thus" (1980a, 72). It is hard to see why
Blackburn does not just say that instead of a single death event, Alhii
would have begun with a multiple death event: that of a cataclysmic great
battle. From this base, multiple deifications would then be a logical
possibility. But Blackburn is stuck with the single death event of the
deifiable real hero, and the centrality of the undying Alba as the chief
hero of the epic that bears his name. As we shall see in chapter 5, Alha's
nondeath is not a slip from martial epic to pattern two-ness. It is one of
his links with the Mahiibhiirata's Yudhi~thira.

Schomer follows Blackburn, letting his formulation become a problem
for her in making it one of the points of her Oral epics in India essay to
suggest how Alhii "speaks to" and "holds" its audience "even though its
central hero is not deified" (1989, 142-43). Like J. D. Smith, who poses
a similar "strong resemblance" between K~~~ and the goddess Deval in
Ptibaj[, where neither, however, is the story's main "deified" hero (1980,
72), Schomer's explanation is that both stories include "cult deities"-the
goddess Sarada in Alhii, K~~~ in the Mahiibhiirata-who, despite their
playing an "active role," "are not central figures" (146). The historical
priority of their cults and the seeming preemtiveness of their divinity
account for the nondivinization of the heroes, who thereby "remain
human figures" (ibid.). This explanation has at least four flaws: (1) other
regional martial epics have similar (usually female) "cult deities" (Cellatta
and PeriyakkaJ;lti in Elder brothers, Ankalamma in Palntit!u, Deval in
Ptibaji) who do not preempt divinity to the exclusion of the heroes; (2)
evidence of a ~~~ "cult" prior to the Mahiibhiirata is uncertain; (3)
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I4~~ is hardly "noncentral" in the Mahtibhiirata;45 (4) in all these
epics, heroes have links with divinity that not only strain but unsettle any
divine/human "distinction." Alba's supposed nondeification has become
a red herring. 46

C. Against Death and Deification

This brings us to question whether the material Blackburn researched
himself, the southern Tamil Bow Song tradition, has features that would
actually prevent its serving as the ground for a "bottom up" develop
mental theory. Elsewhere, Blackburn has called attention to Bow Songs
of a "violation-death-deification-revenge" type as evidence for what lies
"at the base of many local cults in India," and prominent particularly in
the south. Bow Song performance is commonly demarcated into two ritu
ally distinct segments. In the first, "the birth, youth, and (optionally) the
marriage of the main figure" builds up to a violation: "sexual ... if the
main character is a woman, or a violation of land or social rights if the
main character is a man." The outcome is then the hero or heroine's
"cruel, undeserved death" by either murder or suicide. In segment two,
the victim is then "deified and often taken to [Mount] Kailasa to receive
boons from Siva," after which he or she returns to earth to take revenge
on those responsible for the death, provoking others to "appease the
dangerous spirit with worship, build a temple, and celebrate a festival in
its honor. "47

There appear to be several important differences between these "local"
hero cult patterns and "regional" ones. First, as Blackburn emphasizes
(1986, 171), "violation-death-deification-revenge" heroes are linked with
hero and lineage cults that are typically confined to a small geographical
area and to specific and often disparate family groups within caste
communities who regard the hero as an ancestor and maintain largely
independent temples and festivals in his or her honor. Indeed, if the Tulu
pa<;ldanas are of this type, within one region a whole range of different
castes may have distinctive versions of what is much the same story, each
telling variants about heroes from their own ranks, and without
acknowledged awareness of the others (Claus 1982, 1989). In such a
fragmented case, no one variant can take on the character of a regional

45Indeed, Kr~na is central even when he is absent; see Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990, 86-102, and
1979, 75-83, 87-92.
46Schomer (1989, 154) builds further upon Blackburn's premises, giving the misleading
scheme of "nondivinization" an unnecessary explanation.
47Blackburn 1986, 169-70. Of the three folk epics translated in Nirmala Devi and Murugan
1987 from palm leaf manuscripts, two-"Cinnattampi" and "Ku!ukkulanci"-fit this
description, the former in particular as a classic example.
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epic as such. In contrast, as Beck has observed (1982, 109-10), a regional
epic can be transmitted from one region to another without the story
changing appreciably, so long as the caste identity of the main heroes
remains at the same level. Thus Elder brothers is about Ve~a~ar Kavul;1tars
in Kongunad and KaHars in Madurai District, both being what can be
called regionally dominant landed castes.

Regional oral epics thus not only concern wider territories than
violation-death-deification-revenge type stories; they do so in distinctive
ways, centering on heroes of regionally dominant castes whose dominance
they represent as intentionally embracing all castes and other peoples of
the region, most often, notably, Muslims. Development from a local
multistory tradition to a regional single-story tradition would thus
probably have to be centered on the martial traditions of a dominant
landed caste. Moreover, since regional epics concern conflicts over such
wider territories, a local multistory tradition would have to expand its
geography. These are possibilities, but not ones for which there is any
evidence.

Second, in contrast to the deaths of Bow Song type heroes, the deaths
of the heroes in regional single-story epics, however cruel they may be,
cannot be called "undeserved," since the heroes themselves participate
willingly in agonistic battles in which neither side has absolute claim to
good or ill. The "violation-death-deification-revenge" type ofhero attains
divine status precisely through a death that calls and allows for the hero
or heroine's revenge against the living, who then institute his or her cult
by way of propitiation. 48 Deceased heroes of regional oral epics require
no such return. They are already divine at birth, and death leaves no
aftertaste for revenge, since, through divine intervention-usually that of
Vi~l;1u, sometimes of Siva, and always in conjunction with the
goddess-their deaths are "appeased" and without rancor. Heroes and
heroines of oral regional martial epics do not carry on postmortem
hostilities themselves. Rather, their births are the result of the unresolved
animosities of heroes and heroines of the classical epics!

The contrasts in hero and story type just outlined do, however, allow
for crossover figures. Most clearly straddling the border are heroes (or
gods) linked with symbolisms of possession, sexuality, and violent
sacrificial death. According to Blackburn, Bow Song performances at
festivals in the deep south of Tamilnadu enact "god stories" (cami katai)
about figures of two types: "birth stories" (pi!.anta katai) about gods and

48Cf. Kothari 1989, 109-10, but observing that spirits who have died violently and remain
powerful on earth are worshipped only "by a limited group, usually a family," whereas
"[s]pirits worshiped by a whole village or region are in a different category" (109-10). One
wonders why he does not see PabfijI in the latter.
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goddesses of "divine descent" (teyva vamcam) or "divine birth" (teyva
pi!..avi) (type A), and "death stories" (i!..anta katai) about "spirits who
were killed" (i!..antuppaffa vtitai) or "cut-up spirits" (ve~fUPpaffa vtitai)
(type B), corresponding to heroes of the violation-death-deification
revenge type. 49 Blackburn regards the distinction as "key to the entire
bow song tradition" (1988, 32). Normally Bow Song festivals have three
main performance phases. Performances of type A stories are scheduled
in the first and third slots. These stress other-worldly or "supernatural"
pan-Indian "mythic" themes, and provide "auspicious borders" around
performances of central slot type B stories. 50 The featured central stories
heighten ritual intensity with down-to-earth themes of pain and tragedy
(usually involving sexual conflicts or land rights), and cut short their
"legendary" or "historical" narratives at the point of death, when the
hero or heroine is "cut up. "51

But one also finds what Blackburn implies are the somewhat unusual
cases when type A "divine descent" stories occur in the central slot
instead of the "cut-up spirit" type B stories. Such cases occur when the
festival is at a temple of a deity of "divine birth" or "divine descent."
Such a temple will choose between performing its deity's story in the
central slot, in which case it will emphasize high intensity themes in that
story, or moving it to the third slot to keep the central slot for a "death
story"-the first slot being reserved for the village-guarding god Aiy3.!!M
Sasta. 52 Or, as in the one such Bow Song performance I saw, at a
Cutalai Mata!! festival at Melaku~am village near Tirunelveli (July 15,
1994), a temple may hold a one-day festival featuring the divine descent
story as a central-slot equivalent.

Some uncertainty arises, however, from a brief discussion in a 1981
article that Blackburn does not follow up in his "death and deification"
article (1985) or his book (1988). This concerns the intensification of
"cut-up" themes in the bow songs of the cremation ground god Cutalai
Mata!! and the goddess. In the book, Blackburn provides no discussion of
central-slot birth stories. He says only that death stories in the central slot
are "more ritually elaborated than the performances of birth stories in the
same slot; they are considerably longer and marked by the intense
possession dances" (1988, 45). In 1981, however, he does discuss
central-slot type A stories of "divine descent," and indicates that they
occur in two forms that are distinguished by the gender of the deities.
Goddess stories culminate in the goddess's slaying of the Buffalo Demon:

49Blackburn 1981, 211-15; 1985, 267-68; 1988, 31-32.
50Blackburn 1981, 212-14; 1988,32-33,218-19.
51Blackburn 1981, 216-18; 1988,33-34,43-45.
52Blackburn 1981, 220; 1988, 45.
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an episode that "is present in all textual versions of these stories" where
it is "expanded into the central conflict" (1981, 222). Among male
"divine descent" deities, however, only one, says Blackburn, ever has his
story performed in the central slot, and that is Cu~lai Ma~. In both
cases, when these stories are performed in the central slot, their
narratives are modified to culminate at a point of ritual depth, accenting
sexual conflict, "cut-up" death, and possession, analogous to the points
at which type B stories culminate.

Upon inquiring into these matters at the Mel~am festival, and
making allowances for local differences, it appears that Blackburn's
statement is a good generalization or at least approximation. Complexity
arises from the fact that Bow Song performers often correlate their
singing at festivals with Dalit singers of another genre known as K~ya!!
Kfittu (Reiniche 1979, 203), and that the K~yars can have different
versions of the myths. According to the Katftyar singer Shankanarayana,
the destruction of the Buffalo Demon Mahi~asura (MaJd~ticura1J:. satrl
htiram) is sung for Ka~i and for her eight avataras: Muppi~tiyamma!!,

Muttaramma!!, Pattiraka~iyamma!!, Mariyamma!!, Celliyamma!!, Canta~
Mariyamma!!, Akki!!i Mariyamma!!, and Anka1.aparame~vari. 53 It is not
included in the Bow Song for the regionally prominent Icakkiyamma!!.54
The lead Bow Song singer P. A. Subhalakshmi concurred on these points,
and mentioned Ka~i, Muttaramma!!, and Mariyamma!! as examples of the
"many amma!!S" for whom "the destruction ofMahi~asura" is performed.
Subhalakshmi insisted, however, that the main possession scene at such
goddess festivals could take place at any major point; it happens
spontaneously, she said, and while it could be correlated with the death
of Mahi~asura, it could also occur at other climactic moments, and is in
any case not precisely scripted by the story. She insisted that the Bow

53Muttar Amma!! and Ka~i are two of five gods (along with Aiya!!ar Sasta, Curalai Mata!!,
and the Brahman-become-Dalit Muttuppatraw whose Bow Song stories are "most widely
performed" (Blackburn 1988, xxii). On the split image of the child-devouring/ child
protecting Nili-Icakki, also a Bow Song subject, see 92-93. Muttar Amma!!, from muttu,
"smallpox, sweat, pearl," is the most popular Bow Song goddess; in twelve different births
and seven separate scenes, her myths identify her with pan-Indian goddesses and relate her
to Siva (34-35). She is the local equivalent of Muttu Mariyamma!!, whose links with the
"smallpox-pearl" have the same semantic range. A mother/daughter double-death story also
yields the figures of "White (VeHai) Mariyamma!!" and "Yellow (Mafical) Marayamma!!,"
about whom Blackburn says, "they have no connection with the popular goddess
Mariyamma!! (Renuka)" (1988, 232, n. 8). This may be true of their Bow Song stories, but
not of their place within Mariyamma!! traditions.
54Icakki, who gives and devours children, has many temples in the Bow Song area, but
seems to receive mainly private offerings rather than festivals (kotai) that would include
Bow Song performance, although there is a Bow Song for her (Arunachalam 1976, 209-10;
Reiniche 1979, 184).
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Song troupe sings without noticing what is happening among the local
people, other than to pause when the possession scene (which occurs
along with sacrificial offerings and other rituals) interrupts.

Such variability was in evidence at the Melaku~am Cu~lai Mata!! festi
val. According to Blackburn, the point in Cu~lai Ma~!!'s myth that is
intensified for the central ritual slot is "when Cutalai Matan coerces a
woman to sleep with him and later forces her father to serve his pregnant
daughter to him as a sacrifice" (1981, 223). While this is often the
case,55 the intense possession at Melaku~am occurred before this, at the
point where Cu~lai Ma~!! arrives in Kerala disguised as a mendicant and
lures the people out to see his magic. The father, a black magician
(mantiravati) named Ka~ippulaiya!!, and his daughter Mavu Icakki ("Flour
Icakki": one of "many Icakkis"), come out to see Cu~lai Ma~!!, who
asks them for food. This demand is the pretext for a series of offer
ings-including animal sacrifices to Cu~lai Mata!! and his attendants, and
blood offering from the elbow by one of the members of the Ka~ya!!

Kuttu troupe-which now occasions the chief possession dance. Only
when the Bow Song resumes does the story continue with the seduction
of Mavu Icakki and a draught, caused by Cu~lai Ma~!!, which provokes
Ka~ippulaiya!! to agree to sacrifice his daughter, now pregnant from
Cu~lai Ma~!!, to Cu~lai Ma~!!. There are, moreover, variations in the
story as to whether or not it is Cu~lai Ma~!! who makes Mavu Icakki
pregnant. The version in which he does so seems to be specifically
associated with the Ka~ya!! Kiittu, while the Bow Song performances
may also perform a version in which Ka~ippulaiya!! wants to sacrifice
Mavu Icakki because her unwed condition, which has resulted from a
different union, offends him. 56

It is instructive that the two types of "divine" figures brought into
rapport with "cut-up spirits" have DraupadI cult analogs. One is the
multiform of Mahi~asura. Just as various Bow Song goddess stories
include variations on "the destruction of Mahi~asura,"one of DraupadI's
two guardians is a multiform of the Buffalo Demon himself: the "Buffalo
King" Pottu Raja. The "cut-up" demon Mahi~asura "becomes" the guard
ian deity Pottu Raja who brings DraupadI her "cutting" or piercing

55As confirmed by N. Ramachandran and G. Stephen, Folklore Research Centre, Palayam
kottai, who have studied Bow Song festivals; when Cutalai Mata!! kills the pregnant
daughter, it can be the occasion for the possession and the sacrifice of a pregnant goat
(personal communication, July 1994).
56As recounted by N. Ramachandran (see n. 55). For variants in different genres, see
Reiniche 1979, 205-7 (a Bow Song text); Arunachalam 1976,191-92 (a ballad); Blackburn
1981,223 (Bow Song); cf. Hiltebeitel 1988a, 107. For a comparable rite in Maharashtra
involving bloodletting by Dalits, see Hiltebeitel 1991a, 391-92.
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weapons. 57 And the other, Cutalai Mata!!, has affinities with DraupadI's
other guardian, Mutta1 Ravutta!!: both are black magicians with predi
lections for the sacrifice of pregnant females, and, in the larger corpus
of their stories, are associated with Muslims. 58 What is sensed in the
Bow Song as a performance-level rapport between "cut-up" (or violation
death-deification-revenge) type heroes on the one hand and these two type
A counterparts-multiforms of the demon cut up by the goddess and the
deity who cuts up pregnant women-on the other, thus has a precise
counterpart in the DraupadI cult Mahtibhtirata. But instead of only an
implicit rapport with the story's heroes at the level of performance,
DraupadI's two guardians are, to varying degrees, incorporated into her
cult's folk Mahtibhtirata itself as battle companions of the Pa~~avas. 59

As I will demonstrate, their place is analogous to that of the low status
ritual service companions of the (primarily) dominant caste heroes of
single-story regional oral martial epics.

Bow Song performances thus make divine-human connections of some
similarity to those in regional oral epics, and in the DraupadI cult
Mahtibhtirata. But they have a different vector, which I would like to call
horizontal rather than vertical. By vertical, I refer to movements of
descent by incarnation or divine parentage, divine intervention from
above, and final ascent by the heroes to the highest heaven. Such move
ments permeate our regional oral martial epics. 6O Some of them-incar
nation, identification with a pan-Indian deity-also appear in Blackburn's
theory of development, which makes them vertical by placing them on a
line that moves from the "bottom up." The first verticality derives from
the structure of the stories themselves and the vertical bhakti cosmology
in which their heroes live. The second derives from an evolutionary
theory.

By horizontal, I mean that the Bow Song tradition makes one of its
connections with divinity by performative framing. Central slot type B
stories (about cut-up heroes and divinities who cut-up) are framed by type
A stories (about gods and goddesses of "divine descent"). For the most
part, such deities descend into the flanking stories rather than directly into
the "death story. " The heroes' connections with type A descending deities

57Hiltebeitel 1988a, 368-93; 1991a, 117-65.
58See Hiltebeitel1988a, 105-10; 1989a, 357-58; 1989b, 357; 1991a, 93-94, on parallels with
Muttal Ravutta!!; 136 on similar Bow Song cult iconography for Cutalai Mata!! and "cut-up"
deities.
59r"fhe central slot also features possession dancing, sword-pressing, sacrifice, oracles (ku!J),
flour lamps (miivilakku), and offering of ponkal (Blackburn 1988, 41-47, 95), all of which
have DraupadI or Kiittantavar cult parallels in connection with such "cut-up" heroes as P6ttu
Raja and Arava!!.
6OJ. D. Smith (1989, 180-81) also uses the tenn vertical in this sense and connection.
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are thus lateral rather than direct. The same seems to be the case for
allusions to the Mahiibhtirata and Rtimiiya'!a. In the examples that emerge
from Blackburn's translations of first, second, and third-slot stories, there
are resonant references to both epics (and to Vi~l:1u and Siva) in the more
free-form birth stories in the first and third slots, but not in the tightly
fixed death stories in the second. 61 Such laterality is another factor that
inhibits the Bow Song from being a basic ground for a theory of oral epit
development. 62 In its horizontal traversals, we might better think of it
as generating movement from the "bottom out" than from the "bottom
up. "63

I thus find no explanatory power in the half of Blackburn's develop
mental model that proceeds from death and deification, but some in the
half that proceeds from multi- to single-story traditions. "Deification"
covers too many variations in divine-human interactions, and generalizes
from euhemerist principles. There can be no doubt that deaths are nodal
points in epics, especially martial ones. But it is fruitless to single out one
death in a "multideath" epic as the "real" one, and unsound to posit that
oral epics are generally or necessarily about heroes who actually lived. 64

I do not agree that "to trace the development" of an epic "we must read
it backward" from "death event" to supernatural birth to a "state that is
prior even to that (divine existence through association with a god)," with
boons, vows, curses, and intergenerational depth as parts of the added
mix that enters into this "backward-building technique" (1989,31). This
"backwards" linearity does not speak to the recursiveness and intertext
uality that are among the ways Indian epics make deaths interesting by
weighting them with fatality, cyclicity, and divinity, or the ways they
interrelate so many memorable characters.

On the other hand, one of the reasons that the multistory to single
story half of the theory remains interesting is that it requires one to
imagine the transition from the one to the other as involving multiple

61 1988, 59-60: the demon Vallarakka!! "surpass[es] even the tapas of Arjuna" on a 60-foot
tapas pole (cf. Arjuna's ideally 60-foot tapas pole at DraupadI festivals, and the tapas pole
on which Tamarai surpasses Arjuna in Elder brothers [Beck 1992, 330-31]); Blackburn
1988, 154: when Muttuppatta!! doesn't know what story to tell, his Brahman brothers say,
"What do you mean 'what story'? There's only one story-forget the others. Read us the
Ramiiyana!"; "The Death of the Little Brothers" does, however, "localize" Ayodhya as the
birthplace of the heroes' mother (97) and a site linked with the Pal.ldavas' exile (100, 126).
62J. D. Smith also observes these patterns, but takes the "rare" or "coda" appearances of
higher deities in multistory traditions as nonessential or peripheral (1989, 181-82).
63This horizontal reading can be extended to Blackburn's graphing (1981, 219) of the three
phase rhythm of the Bow Song performance~ with the point of deepest intensity-the point
of "cutting-up"-at the "bottom" in the middle.
Mef. Blackburn 1989, 27, n. 20, on the contrasting theory of Lord (1964, 201).
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heroes. As far as I can see, Blackburn does not do this: perhaps because
the connections between Bow Song heroes are more thematic than
intertextual. Claus, however, does make such a case plausible, arguing
that this could potentially happen in the Tulu pa<:ldana tradition. There,
he says, "there exists in the minds of the performers and audience a
larger sense of the story framework from which the particular versions
are drawn. Paradoxically, perhaps, this larger 'epic' never exists as a
performance event. "65 It would appear to need a connecting narrative
centered on dominant caste heroes, and a Tulu Vyasa as "arranger"-poet.

Blackburn and Claus are both tentative on the possibility of grander
syntheses that would apply such a theory to the Sanskrit epics. Claus
asserts only that a "similar process might have produced the Mahii
bhiirata" (1989, 71, n. 11), while Blackburn hints that death and
deification (not multistory origins) could lie at the roots and "similar
process of development" of the "cults" (not specifically epics) linked with
Rama and Kr~~ (1989,26). Not so cautious is Smith, who sees the same
"paradigm" of "achieved respectability as a god" behind the deification
of ~~~, Rama, PabUjI, Ramdeo, and a mid-twentieth-century western
Indian brigand named OmpurI (not yet deified but ...) (1980, 55). Smith
attempts to show that the multi- to single-story process has worked
similarly in the development of both oral and classical epics through
Brahmanization and Sanskritization. His notion that the Sanskrit epics are
the "only two thoroughly Sanskritized epics ... known in India, com
posed, appropriately enough, in Sanskrit" (1989, 178), is, however,
obviously tautological. And his supportive arguments that they "stand at
the end of a process of development from oral 'originals,'" and that "the
Mahiibhtirata was originally a non-brahmanical text" in which "'mixed
caste' Sutas" "put forward a 'new,' Kshatriya mythology which was not
to be reconciled with brahmanism for some centuries, "66 are in the main
unconvincing (see Hiltebeitel in press-g). The relation between multistory
and Sanskrit epic traditions in India remains an interesting tension that
cannot be solved without recognizing that the Sanskrit epics were com
posed and written by Brahmans for whom the SUta narrator is a literary
fiction. 67

65Claus 1989, 57; cf. 70-71.
66J. D. Smith 1989, 178, 180; cf. 1980, 49-50.
67See Hiltebeitel forthcoming. Nagy, despite many insights and arguments of comparative
value (see n. 32), walks into the same circularity as Smith, taking back into Homeric studies
from Blackburn and Smith's formulations received ideas that actually begin in, or are
inspired by, Homeric studies, Biblical studies, and/or Christian apologetics (see Hiltebeitel
1995a and in press-g): the idea that the India's classical epics were originally the "'property'
of the Ksatriyas" and were belatedly given their divinizing superstructure by Brahmans
(Nagy 1996, 45-46); "the actual process of accretion" (47); uncritical acceptance that the
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Accordingly, while there is some explanatory power in a multi- to
single-story model, it is best to admit that one can posit nothing
comparable to the Bow Song or the Tulu pa<:ldana at the source of the
Sanskrit epics. Of course the Sanskrit epics draw on multistory traditions,
and so, no doubt, do all epics, whether oral or written. But then, as
Haroun Khalifa discovered on the moon Kahani, so do all stories. 68

D. Bhakti, Regionality, and the Goddess

One thing that distinguishes our main group of regional martial oral
epics and related hero cults (and the DraupadI cult and its folk
Mahiibhtirata) is the period of their early development, on which there is
basic consensus that they all came into being from the twelfth to fifteenth
or sixteenth centuries. 69 The twelfth century is also the period to which
Pollock (1993) traces the incorporation of the RtimtiyafJa into the political
imaginary of medieval India.

It is safe to say that oral epics of the twelfth to fifteenth centuries
registered the impact of Islam and that all are influenced by the "bhakti
movement." But it is not enough to think of the bhakti movement that
emerges into sectarian and "popular" vernacular forms from the time of
the Alvars, Naya~rs, and the Bhtigavata PurtifJG. On the one hand, one
must look to earlier phakti sources in the Mahtibhtirata and RtimtiyafJa
themselves, because that is precisely what is done when the classical epics
are rethought in regional martial oral epic terms. On the other hand, one
must also consider the relation of the bhakti movement's more normative
strains, generally, to more hybrid movements like the Sants, Naths, and
Satpanth Isma'IIIs.

But to start from bhakti as it figures centrally amid these component
factors, such a background leads to questions about regionality and the
goddess. Regional epics show special intensifications of their heroines'
and goddesses' links with regional land. If, for instance, both DraupadI
and SIta are born in the classical epics from the earth, and represent
aspects of its prosperity, neither has the intensified association with a

"cults" of Rama and Kr~na may have developed like those of oral epic heroes (49, n. 89)
- that of "death and deification of local heroes" (51); bhatas as "deified dead" "just one
step removed from the status of deities proper" (53); and the exceptionalism ofAlM whose
heroes "do not die in battle" (53). Nagy even posits a "peculiarly Indian" "semantic shift
from hero to god" to account for Greek differences (49); but both cultures have both
distinctions and fluidities in the hero/god relation. More positively, Nagy makes it clear that
he is against "monogenetic theories" (61, n. 151).
68Rushdie 1990; cf. Irwin 1995, 63-102.
69Late twelfth for AlM (Schomer 1989, 142) and Palnii4u (Roghair, 80-81), early fourteenth
for Ptibajr (Smith 1991, 78), twelfth to mid-fifteenth for Elder brothers (Beck 1978, 171;
1982, 27-29), and so on (Schomer, ibid.). Such datings will be discussed further.
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region's land that belongs to DraupadI in her "Gingee avatara."
Surprisingly, however, this point has not been sufficiently appreciated.

Scholarship on martial oral epics is virtually unanimous on one point:
females are the primary instigators of destruction. No matter how many
forces are at work driving the heroes toward wars of annihilation, central
among them are the motivations of goddesses and heroines. 70 Most
explanations have focused on gender relations and sexual fantasies. For
Smith, drawing explicitly on psychoanalytic interpretations of Indian
culture (especially Carstairs 1961), and implicitly on the "marriage and
malevolence" model that attributes the "taming" of the goddess to
controlling her by marriage, the "epic world is essentially a male world"
reflecting "men's attitudes" that reveal "a powerful sexual fear"; although
even mothers cannot be trusted, "the greatest threat" comes not from
"sexually active" women but from widows and virgins. 71 Kothari,
caught up in an argument that classical epic heroes and heroines supply
role models for society but oral epic heroes do not, asks, "But why does
Sakti appear in oral epics to destroy figures like Pabfi and Teja, who,
though not comparable to Rama and Yudhi~thira, are not evil or cruel
either?" His answer suggests that the image of the dominating female is
part of the oral epic heroes' disadvantage in becoming role models:
"Perhaps the fact that these folk sagatfs [Saktis] control the heroes like
Pabii and Teja is one reason why neither are models for society: the
women are dominant and cruel; the men are weak and fated" (1989,
115). Beck sees some positive modeling in female instigative roles, which
emphasize not only rivalries between men over woman but between
women, and female independence (1989, 169). These arguments all have
their merits, but raise problems as generalizations.

Part of the problem is that they isolate gender, sexuality, goddesses,
and heroines as if they pose a set of problems unique to themselves, but
secondary, in the "developmental" sense, to the primary martial epic
world that is thought to be about males and death. 72 These authors,
along with Roghair and Schomer, seem to build upon Blackburn's
formulations, which situate female figures as contributors to only
secondary and tertiary processes of deification and epic formation. 73 For

7°Beck 1982, 182 ("instigator"); Kothari 1989, 114; Roghair 1982, 135 ("it might well be
argued that a woman is responsible for virtually every destructive act which is perpetuated
in the epic"); Schomer 1989, 147; Smith 1986, 59; 1989, 182, 190; 1991, 96-98; Malik
1993, 380.
71J. D. Smith 1989, 188-89. On the "marriage and malevolence" model, see Babb 1975,
215-30; for critical discussion, Kurtz 1992, 21-23, 99, 269-70.
72Katz similarly imagines a primary "heroic level" to the Mbh with DraupadI invented to
connect the originally separate Pat:l~ava and Pancala cycles (1989,38,57, 159)!
73See Blackburn (1989, 24, 21) on the feminine contribution to deification in connection
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Kothari, stating the matter most baldly, the heroine-goddess's great
importance lies in placing "the epic on a different plane than the historical
reality of the male heroes" (1989, 115). Heroines and goddesses
mythicize historically real men. Beck (1982, 32) and Roghair (1982, 125
26) take the same premise to the position that the introduction of heroines
and the goddess is the last stage in a series of oral epic mythologizations.
For Schomer, the goddess Sarada Dev! comes into Alhti from an origin
ally separate status as the heroes' "cult deity" (146). Smith also trans
poses this schema back on the classical epics: Whereas Vi~t;lu and Siva
remain pretty much their same selves from classical to oral epics, it is
different with goddesses, who "are relatively unimportant in the
Mahlibhtirata and RtimtiyafJa, but they playa major role in many vernacu
lar epics" (1989, 182). Needless to say, I do not agree. By moving
goddesses and heroines to secondary and tertiary levels of a presumed
order of development, scholars of India's oral epics, like scholars of her
classical epics, have bewilderingly continued to treat these texts as if they
originally did without females of any kind. 74

Among these authors, however, Beck and Schomer do look beyond the
deification model to disengage some of the play between classical and
oral epics. In studying Elder brothers, Beck treats an epic in which there
is direct transposition of Mahtibharata heroes. Interested in interlinking
dyads and triads, she develops some helpful insights into the story's
incarnational scheme. As table 1 indicates, she finds descending
correlations at five levels between three intersecting lines of force:
opposed males from the widest to the narrowest levels of social order,
single females, and "degrees of localization" that move from the divine
to the human. "At each social level," Beck says, there is "a role for a
powerful, semimagical female.... Each woman blends into others, both
above and below her in rank. Ultimately each is a more- or less-localized
form of the great goddess herself. "75 For our purposes, what is most
important are this principle of descent through female mergings,76 and

with the hero's divine birth (phase 2) and the "identification" of heroines with pan-Indian
goddesses (phase 3). Other authors actually extend Blackburn's argument.
74Cf. Lord 1964, 187: a comparable fanciful argument that it was "the element of the length
of the Trojan War, itself an apparently historical fact, which drew unto its story the bride
stealing theme" from the myth of Persephone-a mythically prior "story pattern ... [that]
requires the element of length of time. "
75Beck 1982, 27. At a sixth level, that of ritual, prepubescent girls (ages 10-12) replicate
the role of the "chaste and powerful 'sister'" in attending to the men who impersonate the
heroes in the cult's patuka!am rituals in the Viramalai hills (46).
76Beck (1982, 51, 53) uses the notion of "merging" to extend to other goddesses in the elder
brothers cult as well: Tallkars rapports with the ascetic Periyakka~ti, and with the seven
virgins (Kannimar). Cf. 139 and 228, n. 1: Cellatta, who can be called Isvari (lcuvari), "is
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the linkages of each female with a descending order of "protectors of the
land," by which Beck signifies K~atriyas (artisans are equivalent to
Vaisyas) at the topmost level of "abstract social (varna) theory" (ibid.).
From top to bottom, the K~atriya function of protection of the land
extends primarily, but with rivalry at each opposition, to the next lower
party or individual: from "farmers" (Ve~a~ar Kavu~tars) as the landed
dominant caste, in their rivalry with the hunters, to the little-kingly "elder
brother" Ponnar in his tensions with his impetuous twin Cailkar. Clearly,
protection of land and protection of the goddess-heroine are interlinked
and highly charged issues: concrete, emotional, sexualized, and
theoretical at every tum.

Table 1. Descending orders in Elder brothers (modified from Beck 1982, 26, chart 4)

Male oppositions Corresponding females Localization scale

1. Protectors of the Great Goddess Cosmic divine
land/Artisans (ParvatI) female

2. Farmers/Hunters Goddess of the region Regional
(Cellatta) Kuladevata

3. Parallel relatives/ Goddess of the locale Local
Cross relatives (KalI)

4. Brothers/Cousins Heroes' mother Human females:
(famarai) Parent

5. Elder brother/ Heroes' sister
Younger brother (faIikaJ-Parvati) Sister

Beck also sees that these relationships work both ways: at each level,
the goddess or heroine also offers protection to the males. Pivotal in
terms of cult are her favor at the local and regional level, where she
protects lineages, villages, and regional territories. The climactic ritual
events of the elder brothers cult entail "sacrificial events" that
"emphasize the men's transformation into male guardians who will act
like protective brothers. All sexual overtones must be eliminated through
sacrifice. Metaphors of the female goddess as a 'mother' or 'sister' to her
guardians take their place. "77 In shrines of the cult, the temple layouts
show that "the heroes are portrayed as servants of the goddess," and
"reinforce one more general cultural assumption: that divine females Gust
like human ones) need the service and protection of strong males" (1982,
49). As we will see, the twins protect their sister's chastity to extreme.

These insights apply, mutatis mutandis, to other regional oral epics

thought to be a form of Siva's wife, ParvatI."
77Beck 1982, 50; cf. 52-54, 56.
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and to the DraupadI cult Mahiibhtirata. They also unfold in relation to
regionally cross-cutting features of bhakti, and the relation between
goddesses and regions themselves. On these matters, let us take our
bearings from north India. Having mentioned seven catastrophic heroines
in Rajasthani oral epics alone (including Deval in Ptibaiz) , Kothari
comments: "It is explicitly stated in the texts that these women were born
in a supernatural realm (Indra's or Vi~~u's heaven) and their purpose is
to eliminate or annihilate (cha!tifJO or khaptifJo) the heroes and their
shrines. This folk vision of the goddess even affects the performers'
versions of the classical epics: they say SIt! was born to destroy Rama
and that DraupadI appeared to kill the P~9avas" (1989, 114). We will
encounter this vision again. For now, Kothari raises an interesting issue:
the goddess-heroine's determination to destroy the heroes and their
shrines. He theorizes on her destruction of the heroes but not that of their
shrines, which he mentions without elaboration. But the theme seems to
reflect some important realities.

Why should the goddess want to destroy the heroes' shrines? As north
Indian epics, Ptibair and Alhti both fit this scheme quite literally. The
PabiijI cult has only two "conventional temples," both in PabiijI's desert
home village of Ko~ii, while Alhti performance seems virtually
shrineless.78 Yet the minimal situation is not all that exceptional. Palnaq,u
and Elder brothers each have one main shrine complex at their ritual
battlefield sites of Karempii~i and VIramalai, and elsewhere only
subsidiary or local shrines in what appear to be rather modest numbers.
At the central sites, the main temples are not shrines to the heroes but
shrines to the goddess: Periyakka~ti in the VIramalai of the Tamil

78J. D. Smith 1991, 6, contrasts PabujI's two Ko~u temples with "small shrines, commemor
ative stones etc. [which] abound ... outside Ko~u." Cf. Tessitori 1916, 106: "little shrines
devoted to him throughout the country, he being most commonly represented on horseback
and the seven Thoris [his Dalit companions] on foot arranged in a line behind him, all in
the attitude of shooting an arrow from their bOws"; Srivastava 1997, 56: outside Ko~u, only
in Rebari hamlets, small Rebari temples or platforms with tablets for Pabiiji on his mare
with Riipnath, smaller and before him to his left, and sometimes with Pabuji flanked by his
retainers phebo, Cado, SaUi So~at\ki, and Harmal. Schomer locates an "actual marti or icon
of Alha" in a "small shrine," "little frequented," "at the foot of the hill in Maihar [Madhya
Pradesh] on which the temple of Sarada DevI is located" (Smith 1989, 180, citing Schomer,
personal communication, 1982). The temple is an "important pilgrimage center" (a Sakti
Pilha) where one of the breasts of SatI fell (Schomer 198~142, n. 2). The chief heroes of
AIM, Alha and Udal, have their wrestling ground (akhadii) outside the temple (personal
communication, Jayati Chaturvedi, December 1995), and coconuts litter the area represent
ing Alha's head-offering to Sarada, which won him her boon of immortality (Griffiths 1946,
156). According to Crooke ([1896] 1968, 1:283), Alha, said to be "still alive," "makes
regular visits on the last day of the moon to Devi Sarad's temple on Mahiyar Hill, where
he has been repeatedly seen and followed." See further chap. 14, § D, on Bairagarh.
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Kongunad area, and Ankalaparamesvar1 (Ankamma, Ankalamma) at the
Palna~u battlefield site of KarempU~i in Andhra. As "hero cult"
stalwarts, the function of the heroes is to protect the goddess. But what
is noteworthy is that this charge comes after they have died ultimately
failing to protect certain heroines, the land, the region itself, and the
goddess in their human lives. It is here, I think, that we find an answer
to Kothari's problem about the goddess wanting to destroy the heroes and
their shrines. It is because, having failed to protect her and the land, she
must now protect it herself-with them (and their story) to guard her.

Here we may note that the DraupadI cult has things somewhat
differently. DraupadI has many shrines, and although Gingee is a central
one in the central region, it is unknown beyond it. As a goddess herself,
DraupadI has the advantage of having temples of her own, and although
the primary heroes, her husbands, protect her, they mainly marry her and
share her sanctum as divinities themselves. The analogy here lies again
not with the Pa~~avas but with such heroes as Pottu Raja-PormanIla!! and
Muttal Ravutta!!, who become DraupadI's guardians at her temples'
boundaries. They are the figures who make the DraupadI cult a hero cult
analogous to others, including, as we have seen, the Bow Song.

There is also something distinctive to be said of the regions in which
most of these regional oral epic hero cults have been found. Beck and
Roghair have called attention to the geographical marginality of the areas
in which Elder brothers and Palnaq,u originated and thrived. Each story
is set in a relatively barren area between three zones of traditionally
powerful kingdoms. 79 Beck notes the similarity, extends it to the setting
of pabajf, and remarks that "any number of local Indian epic legends
probably share" such a "geographical understructure" (1982, 148, 221,
n. 5). She appreciates the sand desert of Pabajf, and her point applies as
well to the forsaken kingdom of Mahoba in Alha, and the rough rural
splendors of Gingee (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 3). One can detect in all these
cases the evocative power of the rituals of regional dominant castes and
the "shatter zone" mythologies of little kingdoms. 8O Such oral epics
leave in their wake not only the ends of heroic ages, but a kind of
wasteland. But it is one that can be replenished by the imagery of oral
epic bards, whether by a Tamil evocation of the flowering of the five
landscapes in the rocky kingdom of the elder brothers (Beck 1982, 138),
or the Rajasthani affection for the sand desert, with its she-camels and
cows, that echoes through Pabajr. Whether or not'their shrines were

79Beck 1978; 1982,7-8,27-32, 147-50; Roghair 1982, 20-22, 120.
SOOn "little kingdoms," see Schnepel 1995, 145-46, tracing the term to 1959 and 1962
essays now in Cohn 1990,554-74 and 483-99; cf. Dirks 1979, 1982. On "shatter zones,"
see Eaton 1978, 4-5. Cf. Hiltebeitel 1988a, 20.
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destroyed, the heroes once made the land prosper.
We must thus continue to appreciate Beck's insights into the relation

of mutual protection between heroes and the heroine-goddess. What is
striking through all these regional epics, but nowhere, as we shall see,
clearer than in pabajz, is that the heroes have failed to protect her. Their
failure is poignant and always complex. As much as she motivates their
destruction, she does not override their own accountability; and no matter
how magical or divine she may be, she cannot protect them from
themselves. The goddess's mythic devastation of hero cult shrines in
north India has probably stronger echoes than the southern hero cults do
of the shock of Islamic dominance, and is probably accentuated as a
judgment on the heroes' inability to protect the land and the goddess, who
must henceforth protect the land herself. Yet there are also repeated
images of fusion and justice for the land and its marginalized peoples.
And in all these cases, the precedent of the two classical epics is evident.
In the Mahlibhtirata and RamiiyafJa, it is precisely at the points where the
heroine-goddess is left unprotected-at DraupadI's disrobing and the
abduction of SIta-that all hell breaks loose.

E. Back to the Frames

This question of the precedence of the Sanskrit epics is, however,
bedeviling. There is a danger of implying a master narrative: one that is
all the more problematic and even "politically dangerous" because it
seems to "privilege" two Sanskrit texts. 81 Let us repeat that regional
oral epics develop in the medieval period in regions where it is probably
never the Sanskrit epics themselves, but folk versions of the epics, that
supply-to borrow a metaphor from Ramanujan~-their regional pools
of classical epic signifiers. But this insistence on a distinction between an
indirect relationship to the Sanskrit epics and a direct relation to medieval
versions of their stories will probably not content those who have put
forward such notions as "legitimization," "loose ends," "borrowing,"
"mere metaphor, "83 and the "superficial" to the service of defending
folk creativity against the "great tradition" constructions of Brahmans and
Sanskrit. Yet I think there is a satisfying solution. It is not, however, to
be found in reworkings of "theme, plot, characters, settings, imagery,
motifs, etc." (Schomer 1989, 140-41): that is, reworked matter from the

811 thank S. D. Lourdu for his remarks to this effect. Cf. Richman 1991, 5.
82See Ramanujan 1991a, 441-42, and 1991b, 44-46, for his development of this metaphor
in relation to that of the crystal, and my discussion in Hiltebeitel in press-f.
83J. D. Smith calls aspects of Piibaji"s connections with the Ram "doubtful," dismissing
them as "metaphoric" or non-"literal" formulae, as accretive interpolations, and as
unhelpful in finding the historical Pabiiji (1991, 83-84, 91-94). See chap. 4, § A.
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classical epics' central stories, such as the unprotected heroine theme just
mentioned. Vital as such reworkings are, the solution lies in appreciating
that regional oral martial epics use the classical epic convention of the
frame story to frame their own stories with the main stories of one or the
other of the classical epics. 84 This will be especially clear for our two
north Indian oral epics.

Two things about this solution should be satisfying to any who want
to defend folk creativity. First, in making the main stories of the
Mahiibhtirata or Rlimtiya'!a into frame stories, regional oral epic bards
display great creativity that deserves admiration rather than trivialization
of that achievement. Second, their continuity is at the same time a
discontinuity. For as I have mentioned, the births of their regional heroes
and heroines can result from what Smith (1991, 93) usefully calls the
"unfinished business" of classical epic heroes and heroines. Clearly this
is a matter for great ingenuity, including adroit and often ironic
"readings" of what the classical epics leave open, and clever "fits" and
"misfits" that open new and further questions and narrative pathways. 85

One may also appreciate that another way of looking at the difference
between Bow Song martial epics and regional martial epics is that
whereas the former flank or frame their central-slot stories with
performances of stories from the pan-Indian tradition, including allusions
to the Mahiibhtirata and Rtimliya'!a, the latter actually frame their central
stories with lead-ins from these classical epics themselves.

In the next three chapters, I will thus discuss four regional oral martial
epics, in each case beginning with these "frame stories." And since
something beyond the "bottom up" linearity of death, divinization, and
pan-Indian legitimization is needed to envision the complexity of
"developmental patterns" behind these oral epics, I sound out the
metaphor of "primary process" to describe this poetic and cultural work
of framing by stories which are never "read. . . for the first time," but
"are there, 'always already.' "86 The term and its first unfolding derive

84See Minkowski 1989; Hiltebeitel forthcoming. Beck is the first to see such a relation,
taking the Mbh as "a kind of frame" for Elder brothers (1978, 179; cf. 180-81, 185.)
85This is a point about Indian classical epics and their reenplotment in oral epics which
Bakhtin, with his emphasis on the "absolute conclusiveness and closedness" of the past via
"epic distance" ([1981] 1990, 14-16), makes impossible to imagine: "Outside his destiny,
the epic and tragic hero is nothing; he is therefore a function of the plot fate assigns him;
he cannot become the hero of another destiny or another plot" (36). India's regional oral
martial epics are obviously exceptions. But Bakhtin's emphasis on irony and laughter at the
national myth in the novel (21-36) does offer ways to rethink the relationship between Indian
classical and oral epics.
86Ramanujan 1991b, 44-46. For an interpretation of why Ramanujan says, "No Hindu ever
reads the Mahiibharata for the first time" (l991a, 419), and not "hears" it, and why he sets
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of course from Freud,87 but I adopt them through intermediary readings
of V. Turner, Ricoeur, and Obeyesekere to argue that the Mahtibharata
and Rtimilya'!a are primary process for the cultural work that produces
regional martial oral epics. 88

We may thus relate Ramanujan's "pool of signifiers" to a bottom of
a different kind. But Ramanujan proposes this metaphor to discuss
retellings of the classical epics. Unlike retellings, regional oral epics pose
problems that cannot be resolved by a notion of translation. Rather than
being "translations" of the classical epics, regional oral martial epics are
"reenplotted" ruptures from them. To use Ramanujan's Peircian termino
logy for three different types of "translation" (1991b), each regional epic
has selected its own limited set of "iconic" continuities, but, far more
extensively, has worked out its patterns of "indexical" relocation and
vemacularization, and its themes of "symbolic" inversion or subversion.
What I call primary process images from the classical epics are reworked
into them, but at a culturally decisive "symbolic remove. "89

Moreover, the rupture that is achieved by this remove makes for
something analogous to secondary process "reality testing" (Freud 1961,
566-67). It is here that the primary process classical epic material runs
up against local realities of "cultural ideas about death" (Kothari 1989,
112), regionally embedded obduracies of caste, the hard realities and
dislocations of medieval history, sectarian rivalries, ancestral landscapes,
regional pride, custom, kinship patterns, family dramas, and so on. 90 To
be sure, regional epics are also "fed" from these "secondary process"
directions. South Indian oral epics typically accentuate cross-cousin and
mother-son relations in their reenplotments (where there were none in the
classical epics), and intensify cross-cousin and mother-son relation
ships,91 whereas north Indian oral epics typically raise the stakes on

this reading in a cultural process of "translation," see Hiltebeitel in press-f.
fnAs Freud says, primary process has "chronological priority": it is what is there "from the
first (von Anjang an)" (1961, 603), "indestructible" and "immortal" (533, 577), the
"indestructibility of one's earliest desires" (Ricoeur 1970, 268; cf. 104-5, 112-14).
88For fuller discussion, see Hiltebeitel in press-f.
890n this notion, which Obeyesekere regards, along with what he considers to be the lack
of a censor, to be the main complexities that the work of culture adds to dreamwork
"mechanisms," see Obeyesekere 1991, 19-20,49-51,56-58,201,212,271,282.
9OCf. Schomer 1989, 149-50.
91See Beck 1982, 174; cf. the DraupadI cult Mbh figures of Callkovati (the PaJ)~avas "new"
younger sister: Hiltebeitel 1988a, 344-49; 1991a, 29, n. 26, 405-6, 418-23), the multiple
"mothers" who weep for Arava!! (Hiltebeitel 1991a, 328), and the importance of the
mailtu~1J:. relationships of the sister's husband and wife's brother that deepens the
significance of Jayadratha-Caintava!! and Pormanna!!-Pottu Raja (1988a, 348-49 and n. 20,
397-98,404-6). Cf. Obeyesekere 1990,146,160-63, on the prominence of the these same
three themes in Sri Lankan "Oedipal" myths.
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daughter/father and mother-in-Iaw/daughter-in-Iaw tensions. 92

Discontinuity also enhances a revolutionary potential, emphasized in
different contexts by Obeyesekere (1990, 187-88,213-14) and V. Turner
(1974, 72, 110-12, 122-23), that can be found when classical epic
primary process material is reshaped toward new political ends. And in
terms developed by Dunham and Fernandez (1991) and T. Turner (1991),
and sounded out from different perspectives by Bhabha (1994a), the
politics ofdiscontinuity can find its most expressive figuration in a poeisis
of "creative metonymy" that "buries metaphors" and darkens the "trans
parency" and "complicity" of metaphoric continuities of resemblance.
One may draw a useful analogy between regional oral epics and what
Bhabha calls "counternarratives" in colonial and postcolonial discourse,
especially in terms ofhis discussion of their "metonymic strategies. " Like
"counter-narratives of the nation that continually evoke and erase its
totalizing boundaries," regional oral epics "disturb those ideological
manoeuvres through which 'imagined communities' are given essentialist
identities" (1994a, 149). In its own way, each of the Sanskrit epics is a
totalizing (and, one might add, "colonizing") text,93 and each reinforces
the same totality from different angles, and with similar metaphoric
transparencies, including what Kothari has called "role models." The
Mahiibhtirata totalizes outspokenly in its boast of containing "the entire
thought" of Veda-Vyasa (perhaps a metaphor for its own Vedic primary
process), in its instruction about all four "goals of human life," and
through its narrative frames and textual boundaries that keep turning in
on themselves as text, while opening out to embrace infinity and exclude
only that which "is not found elsewhere." The Ramiiya'!a totalizes
through its image of the perfect man, the perfect kingdom, the perfect
dharma, and the perfect world for Brahmans.

In contrast, regional oral epics test the transparencies and "reality
effects" of these prior harmonizations. They are partializing discourses
in which metaphors can be buried or generatively reintrenched in new
metonymic domains, or, in Bhabha's terms, can be "disavowed" in a
"metonymy of presence," a "partializing process of hybridity," "at once
a mode ofappropriation and resistance" that employs mimicry, irony, and
camouflage in "an agonistic space."94 Yet one must recognize that to the
extent that regional oral martial epics have such a revolutionary potential,

92See Lapoint 1978, 296-97, 301-3, and below, chap. 14.
93Cf. Spivak 1988, 183: "we might consider the Mahabharata itself in its colonialist
function in the interest of the so-called Aryan invaders of India. " Spivak, however, situates
this function in part in the dubious area of textual development ("an accretive epic"). Cf.
Hiltebeitel in press-g.
94Bhabha 1994a, 120; cf. Mayaram 1997, 31.
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and it would be a mistake to exaggerate it, it is for imagining worlds split
off not only temporally from the transparencies of their reimagined classi
cal pasts, but geographically and politically from the imperial centers of
mainly SunnI Muslim rule. It is here that we may consider ways in which
the political life of India's regional oral martial epics overlaps, between
the twelfth and sixteenth centuries, with that of the Satpanth Isma'IIIs.
For, as we shall see, drawing on their own early ties with oppressed
populations and their recurring resistances to imperial politics,95 NizarI
Isma'IIIs in India developed their own new discordant and harmonizing
manner of relating Indian epic and purat;ric stories in accord with their
theology of taqiyya or "precautionary dissimulation. "96 It is such
simmering strategies as these that leave regional oral martial epics to
appear and sometimes be countercultural, non-Brahmanical, and anti
imperial at the same time that they draw from primary sources of the
cultural mainstream-not only as they were fashioned in medieval times,
but as they have continued to be told through periods of colonial and
post-Independence national rule.

95See Daftary 1990, 52-64, 123-25,254-55,261-62 on early proto-Isma'TII associations with
oppressed and peripheralized populations; on their varied resistances to imperial politics,
see 306 (persecuted by the Mughal AurangzIb), 340-52 and 418-28 (opposing the SaIjuks
and Mongols from Alamiit), 404 (Ghurids), 452 (fimurids), 472 (Safawids).
96Kassam 1995; Khan 1996, 1997a, 1997b; Daftary 1990, 566.



3 The Elder Brothers and
the Heroes of Palnadu

Two south Indian oral epics were translated in 1982: the Elder
brothers story by Beck,l and the Epic of PalntU!u by Roghair. Both
translators demonstrate that these oral versions reflect the cult-related
backgrounds of these oral epics better than written texts of the same
stories available in chapbook editions. 2

I have discussed similarities between these two epics, and of both with
the DraupadI cult Mahtibhtirata. 3 Just after their 1982 publication, I
wrote a long (unpublished) ten-point comparison of them, and then a
double-book review (Hiltebeitel 1984b). My sense of the comparison's
value revived with additional study since 1987 of the two other oral epics
that I will discuss in the next chapters.4 Although the initial comparison
is superseded, I leave its hypothesis as a point of departure: the thought
that the two south Indian folk epics may be "versions of the same
story.,,5 The hypothesis can be expected to inspire some disbelief, so
something must be said about why it remains worth proposing.

lBeck 1982 was preceded by the privately circulated Beck 1975, which is now revised as
Beck 1992 with facing Tamil text.
2Beck 1982, 36-57; Roghair 1982, 7-17. Both epics are known in numerous versions.
Roghair was unable to record a version by the elusive Piccaguntlu (see below), and observes
that such an account might have been interesting for its variations (1982, 38, 112).
3See Hiltebeitel1988a, 342, n. 13,360; 1991a, 166-69,223,239,308-10,355-70,379. On
each epic separately, see also the indexed in the same volumes.
4A study of the Tulu folk epic of Koti and Cennaya was also part of this study as a "limit
case. " See now Hiltebeitel in press-e.
51 use this phrase recalling Stig Wikander's description ofhis midnight read one New Year's
Eve, while visiting Columbia University from Sweden, of Saxo Grammaticus' account of
the"Battle of Bravellir. " Working through its four-generational crisis and a glass of scotch,
he suddenly realized, "I've read this story before"-by which he meant "in the Mbh"
(personal communication, 1967). The discovery led to his groundbreaking comparisons of
these two "epics" (1960a, 1960b, 1978), in which, following the model he set in comparing
Indian and Iranian epic (1950), he treats noncomittally the options of explaining the
similarities (see Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990,58-59,109-13). Of course, one can never "enter
the same story twice." Cf. J. Z. Smith 1982, 22, on scholarly moments of deja vu.
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The two folk epics are closest in the culminating segments that are
most deeply integrated into their respective hero cult rituals. These
portions contain comparable narrative threads and details. Each epic also
contains narratives of events prior to these segments, most notably
episodes preceding the births of the main heroes and stretching back into
previous generations. These earlier segments have no overall narrative
parallels, and onIy scattered correspondences in detail. 6

As J. Z. Smith has underscored, "in comparison a magic dwells"
(1982, 19-35). Smith cautions against using "genealogical" comparison
to buttress theories of borrowing, diffusion, and dependency,7 which are
all too often among the "reality effects" that comparativists' magic seeks
to achieve. 8 At every point, comparison raises questions of selectivity,
resemblance, and difference. Because a magic dwells in it, the
comparativist, and especially the comparative mythologist, can all too
easily find a magic wand that turns everything into his or her special
brand of stardust. 9 Yet the comparability of Elder brothers and Palnti4u
requires that we begin to look carefully at diffusion, think through
diffusions of different kinds, and admit the possibility of circulating
diffusion, and diffusion in different directions (see HiltebeiteI1997). One
must be able to envision kinds of diffusion that do not imply the purity
of origins or genealogies ofborrowing and dependency. The problem will
remain with us through the rest of this book. I propose that in narrowing
comparison to regional oral martial epics, we can begin by limiting
propositions of diffusion to three areas:

1. Comparison related to regional landed dominant castes
2. Comparison related to mythology and ritual of South Asian hero

cults
3. Comparison related to "primary processing" of the Mahiibhtirata

and Ramayat;Ia
This means that other kinds of comparison-for instance of theme, tale,

6Beck (1982, 32) regards the earlier generation stories in Elder brothers as probable late
additions.
71978,243; 1982,22; 1990,31,47,53,115, and especially 51: "'genealogy' disguises the
scholar's interests and activities allowing the illusion of passive observation (what Nietzsche
has termed [Zarathustra 2.15], 'the myth of the immaculate perception')."
8Smith relates Frazer's twofold typology of magic to "the enterprise of comparison in the
human sciences, " and finds the curious "magical" combination of a "procedure" operating
on a principle of homeopathic similarity and a "theory" built on a principle of contiguity
used to demonstrate contagion (1982, 21). The combination leaves historical criticism free
to "exorcise" infected or even "diabolical" elements (1990, 9, 14, 41, 115).
9See Smith 1990, 41, on Rudolph Bultmann. As Strenski's critique of four mythologists
(1988) shows, no field is more prone to aggrandizing one's own theories, belittling
"ancestors'" theories, and ignoring those of contemporaries.
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or hero type-will not necessarily imply diffusion, or do so only in
relation to these areas. As to the carriers of such diffusion and the
contexts of transmission, which will emerge as a fourth area of
comparison, this chapter opens with some preliminary considerations, but
leaves the subject to be taken up more fully beginning in chapter 10.

As regards type 1, one must consider Telugu Velamas and Tamil
Ve~a~ars, the main dominant landed castes who patronize these two epics
and supply their chief heroes. Manuals on south Indian castes speak of
tendencies of these two castes to differentiate themselves from each other,
but in terms that acknowledge affinity. "The Velamas seem to have come
south with the Vijayanagar kings, and to have been made Menkavalgars
["superintendents"], from which position some rose to be Poligars....
To distinguish them from the Vellalas in the southern taluks, they call
themselves Telugu Vellalas." Or, "Vellalas are sometimes called Arava
(Tamil) Velamalu."to As Subrahmanyam shows, "Between the mid
sixteenth century and the 1640s, the entire space between the rivers
Krishna and Kollidam [Coleroon] in south-eastern India . . . was a
heavily contested region. In the years before 1550, the area had been
under Vijayanagara domination, and towns such as Kondavidu,
Venkatagiri, etc.... came to be fortified ... and were the places of
residence of a variety of Velama and Reddi lineages from Andhra. . . .
In the second half of the sixteenth century, a realignment took place in
the region," marked by the recentering of political power in Candragiri,
Gingee, and Velur (1995, 3-4). Here, "Velama notables" were given
jaglrs (titled land) by the Mughals in the late seventeenth century; in the
early eighteenth, "the Karnatak was still a frontier area, not only on
account of the Marathas, but because Velama, Reddi and other warrior
clans of the region remained unsubdued" (7).

Our two oral epics are rooted at the far edges of this "heavily
contested region": Palniiqu just within it at its most northeastern reach in
Guntur District, Andhra, just south of the Krishna; and Elder brothers
just beyond its southwestern-most reach, in its Vlramalai heartland of the
Trichy-northern Kongu area not far from the Coleroon. Contacts and
crossovers from Vijayanagar times are sufficient to consider possibilities
of transmission between these two boundary regions. Similarities between
the two epics lie only with Ve~a~ars and Velamas, not with their
opponents: in Elder brothers, Vettuva forest hunters who are not a domi
nant landed caste; in Palnaqu, the above-mentioned ReQQis, who in

lOThurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 7:337-38, citing earlier manual authors Cox and
H. A. Stuart; cf. also 17, s.v. Telugu. Both Cox and Stuart insist on the unlikelihood that
there was "ever any connection" (338) between the two castes, but this refers to "racial"
connections, not ones that would bear folklore transmission. Cf. Hiltebeitel 1988a, 34.
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Andhra compete with Velamas as landed dominants. II Roghair identifies
the late twelfth century as the period of the Velamas' rise to landlord and
zamindar status in Andhra (1982, 121). If this also provides the historical
background of Palnaqu (76-80), it may point to formative impulses
behind the crossover themes that connect Velamas and Ve~a~ars in these
two epics, and explain why their opponents have competitive status as
landed dominants only in Palnaqu and not in Elder brothers.

As regards hero cults (type 2), one must consider their bardic
performances. The Piccagut;ltlu provide a suggestive case. In Palnad, they
are "a caste of itinerant narrative singers," one of the two who sing
Palnaqu. They do this not for the Velamas, who patronize Dalit Mala
singers local to the region, but for the Velamas' Re99i rivals (Roghair
1982, 38, 112, 375). Thurston notes that in more southern Andhra, in
Nellore and Kurnool districts, Piccagu~tlu are herbalists, "beat the village
drums, relate stories and legends, and supply the place of a Herald's
Office, as they have the reputation for being learned in family histories. "
They are also "servants" of Ve~a~ar and "Palli" (Vanniyar) cultivators in
Salem District, Tamilnadu. There they work the fields of Ve~~ars, or live
by begging-a way of life reflecting their usual name, which is taken to
mean "assembly of beggars." Thurston relates their alternate name,
Pinchikuntar, to a myth of their lame male ancestor, brother of a hundred
Ve~a~ars. The latter marry him to a Telugu woman of different caste (no
doubt evoking the community's Telugu connections). The cripple's
descendants are treated as inferior by the hundred brothers' descendants,
but still relate genealogies for them at marriages and festivals (Thurston
and Rangachari [19041 1965, 6: 196). The Piccagu~tlu are thus itinerant
storytellers who serve landed dominant castes from Palnad to Kongunad.
There is nothing to indicate that they recite Elder brothers, but they do
transmit heroic mythologies that have ritual uses for Ve~a~ars in areas that
include the region of Elder brothers. It is not, however, just bards who
would transmit and reshape hero cult myths and rituals, but castes that
would espouse and relocate such stories' ideology.

As regards Mahiibharata primary processing (type 3), we have already
noted that both oral epics tie in with the Mahlibharata and share affinities
with the DraupadI cult Mahlibharata. Palnaqu has a story of Pota Raju
and the Sivanandi Fort that is an unmistakable variant of the DraupadI
cult's "epicized" story ofPottu Raja-Pormanna!!. Each has corresponding

llThe only common conflictual element of note is that both wars are precipitated by a
cockfight, but the two episodes are dissimilarly weighted. In Palnliqu the cockfight is
pivotal (Roghair 1982, 216-42); in Elder brothers, it occurs a year prior to events actually
described, and is barely integrated into the story (Beck 1992, 530-33).
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instigatory roles for K~~I)a and Brahma NayuQu, incarnations of Vi~~u.12

Each has similar mythologies connecting GaruQa and Adise~a with heroes
(Arava!!, BaluQu) who begin the great battles, again with corresponding
roles for Kr~~ and Brahma Nayu<;}u (1991a, 308-10). Palntlq.u situates
its narrative at the juncture of the Dvapara and Kali yugas, appropriating
that pivotal time from the Mahtibhtlrata, which it defers to a priority
within the Dvapara yuga (Roghair 1982, 87, 108, 154,320). As we saw
in chapter 2, K. Ramacami Navitar bows to the Mahtibhtlrata as he
searches within it for "sweet words" to recite Elder brothers.

Plainly, the DraupadI cult Mahabhtlrata gets us closer to the Mahtibhtl
rata that Ramacami "rethinks" than any classical one does. The twins'
future mother Tamarai's hair is pulled by a "black watchman (ka!..upput
talaiyari) , " loosening it and causing blood to flow, upon which she calls
down a divine fireball (akkifjj ce'!!U) into her hands, afflicts the
watchmen, lets her kantat (chignon) fall loose in a thousand strands,
circles the fortress 13 of her birth, beats her breasts, curses her kinsmen,
kills her fourteen nephews, visits KaII, and, at KalI's instigation, revives
the fourteen children (Beck 1992, 230-51). These moments remind one
of DraupadI only in her cult: her hair-pulling, dishevelment, control of
fire, fort-and-battlefield circulations, Kallriipa, vows affecting her
kinsmen, and powers of revival (HiltebeiteI1991a, passim). Tamarai also
does penance where Arjuna did, "on Siva's dancing ground in Bana
rase "14 But as indicated in chapter 2, it is not just themes and episodes
that define these oral epics' relation to the Mahiibhtlrata, but their use of
it as a frame story. I thus tum to the lives of the chief youthful heroes.
The main points will be developed under eight headings, which in
Proppian terms I will call "functions": actions that move the stories along
in the same way, even though the actions and stories differ. 15 Where the
narratives parallel each other sufficiently, the sequences will be aligned.

1. Births of the Heroes

A. Tamarai is childless. She goes to A. Aitamma is childless. She "prays to
Banaras to do 21 years of penance to Siva to many gods, visits many temples, and gives
obtain the boon of a son. gifts to holy men" (Roghair 1982, 243).

12Hiltebeitel 1988a, 336-61, cf. 445; 1991a, 109-10, 145,356.
13Kouai cuttlp patti~J; aval kot~aiyaic curri; Beck 1992, 238, 246.
14Beck 1992, 330-47; 1982, 159-60, 166-which is likewise identified as Mount Kailasa.
lSPropp [1968] 1994; 1984,69-76 (critiquing Uvi-Strauss's use of his term). In Dundes'
terms, these are instances of "the symbolic equivalence of allomotifs" in which "the
contents of a given motifemic slot (or Propp's function) are evidently regarded as equivalent
by the folk insofar as the story line is advanced in the same fashion no matter which
allomotif is employed" (1989, 139).
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B. Visnu helps Tamarai through trials, B. Aitamma, wife of Brahma Nayudu
getting his sister Parvati to intercede on her (Visnu incarnate), goes to her mother-in-law
behalf with Siva, who thus grants Tamarai Silamma, who advises her to call on their
two sons and a daughter. patron god Cennakesvara (Vi~J;lu).

C. Siva puts the spirits/lives for all three C. Silamma puts a lime on Cennakesvara's
siblings into a lemon or lime and has icon's head. He empowers the lime. Ait
Tamarai swallow it to become pregnant. amma swallows a portion and gets pregnant.

D. Tamarai "shares" her boon: her tapas
in Banaras secures not only her own
children, but boons of offspring for (1) two
barren black cows; (2) two blue horses; (3)
a black childless Pa!aiyar woman; (4) an
earless dog; separately, en route to Banaras,
a cobra king. Her own children will be
served by the others (Beck 1992, 308-57).

D. Aitamma shares her boon with women
from six different castes, variously listed,
but always including a Brahman. The other
five women are from a group of six castes:
another Velama (like Aitamma) and the five
principal artisan castes of the region: bar
ber, potter, washerman, goldsmith, and
blacksmith.

Each boon thus produces seven or eight children, with species and caste
features that clearly differ. 16 The boon, divine intervention, and lime
birth are conventional tale types that find paral~els in folktales from all
over South Asia and beyond. 17

E. Thus are born: Ponnar, the older
brother, incarnation of Arjuna (or
Yudhis~hira); Cat\kar, the younger brother,
incarnation of Bhlma (or Abhimanyu);
Tat\ka~, the younger sister, incarnation of the
youngest ofthe Seven Virgins (or Draupadi);
Campuka, the brothers' Pa!aiyar "first
minister," incarnation of Asvatthaman (or
BhIma); Ponnacci, the earless bitch, and
other animals.

F. Before their conception, Siva grants the
brothers and Tat\kal 120 years, but Visnu
says the goddess Earth will not be able to
stand such a long period, and gives them 16
years. Or at age 14 it is said that their life is
now ninety percent finished (Beck 1992,
352-53).

E. Thus are born: Balacandrudu (Baludu),
son of Aitamma and Brahma Nayu~u;

Anap6tu Raju, son of the Brahman woman,
and five others from different artisan castes.
All seven (or eight) are "born out of one
fruit ... on the same day ... under the
same stars, ... alike in form, beauty, grace,
and perfection" (Roghair 1982, 313). Balu~u
is sometimes considered a reincarnation of
Abhimanyu.

F. Brahma Nayu~u, troubled at Baludu's
birth, insists on having his almanac read.
Cennakesvara, disguised as an old almanac
reading Brahman, says the child, born on the
same hour and day as Krsna, is destined by
Cennakesvara to destroy all of Palnadu at
age 14 (245).

Tamarai asks Siva for sons with the strength of twelve elephants, for

16See Roghair 1982, 251-52, n. 5; 295, n. 2: in one list of six the Velama and barber are
both omitted (244). Elsewhere the goldsmith (309, 354) is omitted. Once all eight are
mentioned (293).
17Tamarai's pregnancy from swallowing the lime follows oral versions mentioned by Beck
(1982, 126, 181). This detail is not, however, included in Beck 1992.
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which Siva finds the lives of BhIma and Arjuna; a daughter with a fire
ball (akkbJjc ce,!tu) in her breasts, for which Siva supplies the youngest
of the Seven Virgins (kannimar); and for the Pa!aiyar woman a child
with the strength of sixteen elephants, for which Siva supplies the life of
Asvatthaman and tells him to serve the brothers as their "first minis
ter. "18 Yet only the younger brother Cailkar seems to have the strength
of twelve elephants, obtained from BhIma (Beck 1992, 450-51, 508-9).

These births recall not only the Mahtibharata, but also hero cult
rituals, considering that impalement of limes is connected with heroes'
deaths and swallowing of limes with heroic impregnation. 19 In fixing the
destinies at fourteen or sixteen years, Vi~~u indicates that both sets of
lives will end in battles of destruction. The goddess Earth's (Pumi tevi' s)
impatience in Elder brothers surely draws from the Mahtibhtirata, where
the Earth enlists Vi~~u and the gods to take birth upon her to defeat the
incarnate demons who oppress her. The complicity of Brahma Nayu~u,

Vi~~u incarnate, in forecasting the destruction of Palna9u is likewise
reminiscent ofK~~~'s foreknowledge ofKuru~etra. In the DraupadI cult
Mahlibhtirata, K~~~ plays devious roles to prevent the Pa~~avas'

children-Arava!!, Abhimanyu, Ghato~kaca, the Upapa~9avas, with the
first two, at least, at the conventional age of sixteen (Hiltebeitel 1988a,
328)-from slaughtering the Kauravas singlehandedly lest the Pa~9avas,

whom he protects, fail to fulfill their vows.
Each list also represents the range of castes that would be concerned

with hero cult myths and rituals and espouse their ideology, although
Palnaqu fills in its list with humans and Elder brothers extends the list to
animals. In Beck's oral version, the twins are Ve~a~ar farmer-"kings,"
and are served by a DaHt. In Palntiqu, BaluC;!u, a Velama (farmer
warrior), is joined by six brothers, four or five of whom come from
different artisan castes, while the sixth-Anapatu Raju-is a Brahman, but
one who disguises the Dalit (or again, Dalit-Brahman) identity of Pata
Raju. Pata Raju has his own DaHt-Brahman mythology, and, with it, a
quite prominent place in the Palnad epic. 20

As to Mahlibhtirata incarnations, each epic has its complexities. In
Beck's oral version, Ponnar-Periyacami-Periya~cami is the

18Mural mnnriri; Beck 1992, 350-55; cf. 310-11.
19Hiltebeitel 1991a, 524, indexing "Lemons, limes."
200n Pata Raju as a Brahman in Palnadu but generally a Dalit in Andhra, see Roghair 1982,
211; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 348, cf. 353-55; 1991a, 124-25. At Karempiidi battlefield rituals,
he is impersonated by Dalits who are offered huge amounts of food (personal
communication, V. Narayana Rao, November 1987), probably representing the feeding of
Brahmans. Here as elsewhere in Andhra, Kamataka, and Maharashtra, it is usually Dalits
who bear the title Potraj; see Hiltebeitel 1985a, 174-79; 1988a, 336, n. 3, 349, nn. 19, 21;
379,408-9; 1991a, 103, n. 37,150,472-73.
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reincarnation of Arjuna; Callkar-Cinnacami-Cinna~cami is that of
BhIma; Tailka~ is the incarnation of the youngest of the Seven Virgins
(Kannimar); and their Dalit first minister Campuka is an incarnation of
the Brahman Asvatthaman (see Beck 1982, 15, 183-86). Alternately, in
literary versions, in which Beck detects effects of Brahmanization, Ponnar
reincarnates the Brahman-like Yudhi~thira instead of Arjuna, and Tailka~

reincarnates DraupadI rather than the youngest Virgin. Beck sees the
latter variation as one that allows Tailka~ to become "the most
Brahman-like figure in the heroes' family," her rebirth from DraupadI
supporting her in a "role as spokesperson for upper-class values in these
versions consistent with that link," rather than in the "more visionary,
less moralizing role" that connects her in bardic versions with the
youngest virgin (Beck 1982, 182).

Beck may be right about the literary motivations. But there is no
reason to divide the youngest virgin and DraupadI variants between
classes, or between oral and written sources, or between Brahman values
and lower status groups' valuations of clairvoyance. The piicarI and other
informants at the cult's patuka~am ("battlefield") temple grounds in the
Vlramalai Hills, where I inquired in March 1990, identified Tailka~ as the
reincarnation of DraupadI, not of one of the Seven Virgins, who are
represented by icons in the front of the temple.21 We should not forget
that where oral versions, close to the cult, link Tailka~ with DraupadI,
they are likely to link her not with a Brahmanical DraupadI, but with the
virginal, clairvoyant, and "less moralizing" DraupadI known through
Tamil popular culture not only via the DraupadI cult itself, but through
numerous Mahtibhtirata ballads. DraupadI is a virgin in her cult, and
there is an important drama and ballad about her as a clairvoyant
Ku!avafici or "gypsy."22 Similarly, to say Yudhi~thira is Brahman-like
risks missing his darker associations with Yama, which are evoked in
classical and popular Tamil Mahtibharata traditions alike.

At the Vlramalai patuka~am, I learned further that Ponnar is the
reincarnation of Dharma (Yudhi~thira), Callkar of Apimanna!!
(Abhimanyu), and Campuka, known preferentially as Vlrapahu (Heroic
Arms), is said to have been born into a Ve~a~ar KavuJ;1~r family as the
reincarnation of Bhlma. It is no doubt Abhimanyu's impetuosity and
violent youthful death that links him with Cailkar and Balu9u (in
Palnaqu). These two are the exemplary reckless youths of these epics.

21This was also the version familiar to several participants from Kongunad at the 1994
workshop on folk religion at St. Xavier's College, Palayamkottai.
22See Hiltebeitel1988a, 8, 214, 220, 222-23, 291-93; 1991a, 363-64 (DraupadI as a virgin);
1988a, 301-9 (DraupadI as clairvoyant gypsy). On Tamil Mbh ballad literature, including
Turopataikur.am (kur.am = kur.avaiici), see Arunachalam 1976, 95-109.
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Campuka's upgrading to Ve~a~ar standing, on the other hand, can be
suspected as an incomplete "K~atriyazation" by the patuka~am's Ve~a~ar

Kavu~tar informants, since his patuka~am icon still shows him playing the
drum (see plate 1) that is one of his most important epic traits and feats
as a Pa!.aiyar or Dalit.23

As to Palntil/u, again sources differ. According A. Siva Prasad, the
Palnati Vlrachara PIthadhipati (head of the temples of the Palnad hero-cult
at Karempii~i),24 Brahma Nayu~u is Palnati ~~~yya, "~~~ of
Palna~u," Sakuni is compared to NayakuraIu (the female minister of the
Gurujala faction opposed to the Macerla faction which Brahma Nayu~u

serves as minister), and Balu~u to Abhimanyu. Professor Y. Kumara
swamy (Department ofHistory, Nagarjuna University, Guntur), however,
recalls that Kannama Dasu, the great Mala (Dalit) warrior adopted by
Brahma Nayu~u, is the "prototype of Ghatotkaca because of his tribal
affinities";25 again, Balu~u is Abhimanyu, but Nalagama Raju (leader
of the Gurujala faction) is Dro~carya, and Nagamma (Nayakuralu) is
~~~ playing the part of the "real politician." Chandra Sekhar (1961,
181-83) says identifications are made between Abhimanyu and Balu~u,

Uttara (Abhimanyu's wife) and Mancala, Dharmaraja (Yudhi~thira) and
Nalagama Raju, Salya and Nayakuralu,26 and Kr~~ as Ala Racamallu
in his ill-fated peace mission to Gurajala. From Roghair's oral version,
one also finds Anapotu Raju comparing his death with that of Dro~ and
Kq>a (Roghair 1982, 351, 356), while Balu~u is said to be Kr~~ himself,
and Brahma Nayu~u is, like ~~~, Vi~~u incarnate. More context-sensi
tive research is needed, but it looks like connections based on similarity
contend with others that invert prior epic alliances. It is a fascinating
glimpse of primary process variation.

Yet the first thing that is noticeable about these two south Indian epics
is that, although they entail such reenplotments, they tell only fragments
of a frame story as such to account for them: certain PaJ;l~avas are reborn

23See Beck 1982, 54-56: Campuka beats the drum over Cankar's body at the patukalam;
Beck's lower photo p. 91 shows the pa!ai drum played at patukalam death rites as distinct
from the utukkai drum played by bards.
24Interviewed January 1997. The Plthadhipati is an .Aruvela Niyogi Brahman; see Roghair
1982, 26, 31-33, 112, 128 on his control of the festival and functions in relation with the
mainly Dalit Mala singers. According to Gordon, Telugu Niyogi Brahmans commanded"all
the large fortresses of crucial importance to Vijayanagar" (1994, 202).
2sProfessor Kumaraswamy (interviewed January 1997) comes from the Mala community,
for whom (he says) KuntI, as Guntelamma, is tutelary deity, with offerings to her at the
December-January samkranti with the new crop. Kumaraswamy supervised Ranjan Babu
1996, a thesis on Palnaqu to be mentioned later.
26Similar stories are told about how each makes way-station pavilions and gratifies kings en
route (Salya with Duryodhana [Mbh 5.8], Nayakuralu with Alagu Raju [Roghair 1982, 217
18]) resulting in story-turning boons.
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because Siva uses their "lives" to fulfill a boon; the goddess Earth is
overrun; the war launches the Kali yuga. . . . Fuller frame stories are
found only in the north. Nonetheless, the "primary process" mythology
of both folk epics includes "human" heroes of the Mahtibharata.

Moreover, in Palnaqu, as in the DraupadI cult Mahtibharata, the
reenplotted mythology extends beyond the "classical" epic to include
Vi~~u, Pota Raju, and a form of the regional "village goddess." Mean
while, in Elder brothers the system of reenplotments differs in two ways.
First, Elder brothers splits its Brahman-Dalit ambivalence between a
Brahman who incarnates (Asvatthaman) and a Dalit whom he incarnates
(Campuka) rather than having two figures who exhibit the same Brahmanl
Dalit ambivalence.27 Or, in terms of three formalized statements:

In Elder brothers, Asvatthaman/Brahman reincarnates [ >] in
Campuka/Dalit.

In Palnaqu, Pota Raju (Dalit/Brahman) has an affinity in name ["-"]
with Anapotu Raju (Brahman/crypto-Dalit)

In the DraupadI cult Mahtibhtirata, Pottu Raja (Brahman/Raja/Dalit)
is an alter ego [=] of PormaIl1la!! (Brahman/Raja/Dalit).

Second, Vi~~u himself, rather than his human incarnation, is the
determining divine presence on the battlefield. Together, these similarities
and differences can be represented as shown in table 2:

Table 2. Primary incarnational patterns in three epic folklores

Elder Brothers: Palnfulu: Draupadl cult Mbh:
Various Mahiibhiirata heroes Various Mahiibhiirata heroes Gods and demons
Vist:lu-Mayavar Vi~t:lu-Cennakesvara Vi~t:lu

Goddess Goddess Goddess
Asvatthaman Pata Raju Pattu Raja

Indeed, the Brahman Asvatthaman who incarnates himself in the
Pa!aiyar Campuka is one of the chief figures in the DraupadI cult
Mahtibhtirata to have his mythology crossed with that of Pottu Raja
Pormanna!!.28 In demonstrating the connections between Anapotu Raju,

27Cf. the two Bow Song versions of the double Brahman/Dalit traits of Muttuppatra!!: one
identifying him as a Brahman who becomes and dies as a Dalit; the other a Brahman who
seems to become a Dalit but really doesn't (Blackburn 1988, 142-43).
28See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 374-75,419-31,444-46: the crossings include their connections
with Siva; mixed Brahman-Ksatriya nature; possession; army marshalship for armies
opposing the Pandavas; head-holding at close of war (Pattu Raju-Parmanna!! holding a head
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Campuka, and Pottu Raja-Pormanna!!, we are thus only closing a circle
that relates Brahmans to Dalits on a ritual service arc:

Anapotu Raju
PalnaQu

Pota Raju

Pottu Raja-Pormanna!!
DraupadI cult Mahtibhtirata

Asvatthaman

Asvatthaman
Elder brothers

Campuka

At this point, however, I differ from Beck, who uses the term "low
status ally" to link Campuka with other epic figures, including Brahma
NaYUQu's Golla (Shepherd) allies (Beck 1982: 23, 56). The key is not
low status, although that is frequent, but a distinctive type of low ritual
service. Although it is not elegant, I propose the term "low status ritual
service companion," and will use its abbreviation, LSRSC, to follow this
thread through our regional martial oral epics. The hero in question may
be a Dalit or a Brahman, or, more to the point, he may combine Brah
man and LSRSC traits, from one perspective Brahman, from another
Dalit.29 As a case in point, one may cite the parody of Anapotu Raju's
Brahman status at his death. When his Brahman castemates see his blood
soaked body, they at first refuse to handle it for his funeral, but
eventually do so out of "greed for gifts" (Roghair 1982, 104, 335). His
death thus generalizes the implications of his own ambiguous Brahman
hood: Brahmans become corpse handlers, a role for Dalits. It is appar
ently by looking only for "low status allies" rather than LSRSCs that
Beck has overlooked Anapotu Raju's relation to BaluQu as the decisive
analog to Campuka.

We also, unlike Roghair, cannot ignore Anapotu Raju's affinity in

for DraupadI; Asvatthaman's head demanded by Draupadi).
29See again Blackburn 1988, 205-7 (and n. 22) on Muttuppatta!!' s combination of these traits
at the point where Brahmans' and Dalits' distinctive ritual services converge, or overlap,
despite their theoretical distance on the level of purity. Certain LSRSC traits are also
sometimes extended to Muslims, but in the cases treated in this book, it would be a mistake
to identify the Muslim figures as LSRSCs equivalent to those on the Brahman/Dalit axis.
Muslim heroes like MIra Talhan (AiM) and M6vuttukkara!! (Desing) have only a few
LSRSC traits. Muttal Ravutta!!, however, could be considered an LSRSC once removed:
an even lower LSRSC to the LSRSC P6ttu Raja.
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name with Pota/Potu Raju. According to V. Narayana Rao (personal
communication, November 1988), the ana- in Anapotu means "elder
brother," at first glance a surprising name since Anapotu Raju is one of
Balu<;lu's younger brothers. 3O Pota Raju too serves Andhra village
goddesses as their younger brother: younger to the Seven Sisters-the
seven village goddesses whose names vary in different villages and
regions (Elmore 1915, 18-30). But whereas the god Pota Raju is junior
to the goddesses he serves, his human counterpart affects seniority to the
heroes he serves because of his superior but ambiguous Brahman status.
The seven lime-born brothers also have a true Dalit as their adopted elder
brother: Kannama Dasu (or Kannama Nldu), from the Mala community
that sings the epic for Velamas. Brahma Nayu<;lu adopts him before the
seven are born, making him the "elder brother of the elder brother."
Balu<;lu calls Kannama elder brother, and is saved by him at birth
(Roghair 1982, 105,245-48). Tellingly, whereas the Dalit is adopted but
a true elder brother, the Brahman is a true brother (born from the same
lime) but a false elder brother. Anapotu Raju's real design (the design the
text has for him) is to serve the seven brothers, himself included, to
Ankalamma, chief and implicitly "eldest" of the Seven Sisters, and
goddess of the Karempii<;li battlefield. In this, he is like his namesake Pota
Raju, who is typically (in Andhra) embodied in the form of a sacrificial
post as a medium of sacrificial offering to his Seven Sisters. 31

Anapotu Raju and Campuka are thus related to the main warrior
heroes of these two epics through similar roles of ritual service. This
underlying rapport is handled, however, through different and even
opposite strategies of caste and familial ranking. In Elder brothers, the
Brahman Asvatthaman takes a "downward" birth as the Dalit Campuka,
and is not lime-born. In Palnaqu it is the reverse: Anapotu Raju (like

300n this point I simply follow Roghair's oral version. The KarempiiC:ii Plthadipati A. Siva
Prasad knew Anap6tu Raju as the oldest brother: "As the Brahman brother, he is the eldest"
(oral communication, January 1997). I take it that the Pithadipati speaks for a Brahmanical
variant (see n. 24). Roghair's Mala (Dalit) bard Alisetti Galeyya's version could not be
clearer that BaluC:iu is the eldest, and that taking Anap6tu Raju to be eldest is a mistake
made in the story (see items 4-6 below).
31Anapotu Raju is also called Manubotu Raju, the first part of which Sewell identified as
"bison" (Sewell 1882, iv and n. 2). Sewell's source was "a copy of the latest poem on the
subject" by one Mudigonda VIrabhadra, 1862. Velcheru Narayana Rao comments: "I am
not sure if anapotu and manubotu are related, but they look close. The word anapotu
appears in written versions pretty consistently. As a matter of fact, the name Anapotu
appears among Reddy families who ruled Andhra during 1300-1500 A.D. and is therefore
recorded both in literary texts as well as inscriptions. Manbotu is a very wen known word
and is used in the Telugu Mahabharata, where it seems to mean male deer rather than
bison. Enubotu (enumu + potu) definitely means 'he-buffalo.' Enumu also means 'buffalo'
and is used without the suffix potu" (personal communication, August 1983).
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Pota Raju in the same epic) is accorded Brahman status, and is lime-born.
The two epics thus agree on the impossibility of intercaste consanguinity
with Dalits. To be born from the same lime as the chief landed-caste
heroes, the LSRSC must be a Brahman. For the companion to be an
Outcaste, his "brotherhood" must be nonconsanguineous, as is so not
only for Campuka but Kannama Dasu. What is central, however, is the
relationship between LSRSCs and the dominant caste heroes. The primary
service is repeatedly to the most hotblooded among them: Cailkar in Elder
brothers; Balu<;lu in Palnii4u. 32 These two act out the warrior machismo
that draws out the low and violent acts of ritual service that Campuka and
Anapotu Raju provide.

2. Marriage and Virginity

A. The brothers marry two mother's
brother's daughters whom Tamarai (with
Visnu's help) turns into stone statues (Beck
1992, 240-53) for over 21 years to keep
them for the sons she hopes to have. The
twins' age at marriage is uncertain, but they
have grown enough since rejoining their
parents at age 5 for their father Kunnutaiya
to entrust them with ruling the kingdom.

A. Baludu marries his mother's brother's
daughter Mancala. Of the other brothers,
one knows only that Anapotu Raju marries
Citlinga Mahadevi (Roghair 1982, 335).
When Balu~u goes to see his wife for the
first time since their marriage, he tells his
mother he "knows nothing" of her; "they
were married like two ceremonial idols"
(307), he at age 7, she at age 6.

B. Tamarai calls on Visnu to perform the B. Cennakesvara, disguised as a Brahman,
fire ceremony for the wedding, and to intervenes between Aitamma and her brother
change the two girls from stone back to flesh to tell them how the marriage should be
(438-39). performed (251).

C. Cat\kar insists that the brothers
safeguard their "virility" (vfnyam) by having
silver and gold finger extensions made so
they don't have to link pinkies with the girls
in the ceremony. Cat\kar does not even look
at his bride's face while he garlands her,
requiring a curtain between them, or after
the wedding either (436-45).

C. After a splendid nine-day marriage, the
children spend five days together in each of
their natal homes and then go to live
separately with their parents. "From that
time on, the children go on with their
children's games, but they never see each
other again" (252)-until Baludu seeks
Mancala's leave before battle.

D. Cat\kar has the brides imprisoned, and D. Mancala lives in her parents' home: a
says of his: "If she comes to me I will kill remarkable structure with seven stories and
her." When all return home, the brides are a jasmine bower. At sunrise it radiates a
held captive in a separate palace from the green light because when it was built by
royal palace, where they live in finery but Visvabrahma (Visvakarma), he inlaid an

321n Elder brothers, where Ve~alar twins act as local kings, it is only as a junior brother that
Cat\kar can be so impetuous and hotheaded. The moral restraints of kingship thus fall upon
the elder, Ponnar. In Palniidu, where the Velamas subordinate themselves to local Rajus,
Baludu leads his hotheaded brothers as their elder.
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"locked like prisoners" (Beck 1992, 436-37, emerald elephant and a sapphire horse in the
444-45, 734-35). walls (314).

The typical (for south India) marriages to mothers' brothers' daughters
are no surprise,33 but the unusual virginal bridal residences will deserve
further notice. 34 Manc~ila's marital virginity is paralleled, however, not
only by that of the twins' wives, but by Tailka~. Before Tamarai and
Kunnutaiya die soon after their sons' wedding, Tamarai gives the twins
her parting instructions, most of which will be violated. Her last concern
is Tailka~: They should be "father and mother to her"; and "when you
find a good place for her see to her marriage" (Beck 1992, 446-47). It
remains a failed duty for the brothers to see "the chaste girl [married]
with a garland around her neck" (ibid., 446-47, 488-89, 504-5).

The two epics thus take different routes to assure the same end: the
chastity and virginity of the heroes and heroines. All except Balu~u will
remain virgins. But in his case the symbolism will be retained by his
relation with his virgin bride, who will make him the virgin "bridegroom
of battle." The two stories contrast psychologically: whereas the twins,
through Caflkar, show great hostility toward their brides, and hold them
under suspicion, the relationship between Balu~u and Mancala is couched
in tenderness and endearment. Nonetheless, Mancala's relation to Balu~u

has two counterparts in Elder brothers: the "virginal" husband-wife
relation, safeguarded by the wives' detainment in each epic in a "palace
of prosperity," a sort of Vestal annex (or a "sealed shrine": Shulman,
1980, 192-211), and the equally virginal brother-sister relation. The
twins' brides are seldom heard from, and everything of importance hinges
on the sibling relationship, which is filled with great affection, especially
between Cattkar and Tailka~. When she finally laments her brothers'
deaths, Tailka~ even cries, "I have lost my gold, my fame, my lord of the
land (pumipati), and land (rnafJ) "-a cry that probably does not, however,
admit Beck's translation of "husband" for pumipati (1992, 752-73)
suggesting that Tailka~ laments her brothers as a wife. 35

331n Sewell's summarized account, Manc~ila's father is called Kannama Dasu; he demands
gold as the brideprice for her marriage to Baludu (1882, vii). Chandra Shekhar's summary
indicates, however, that her father, whom he calls "Gandakannamaneedu," is different from
"Malakannamadasu." The latter is the Dalit Kannama who here "became the General of
Macherla" (1961, 182). In Roghair's version, Mancala's father Ga1)<;ta BhIma Nayu<;tu is
Baludu's mother's elder brother (1982, 248, 252). She is thus Baludu's cross cousin and in
all versions a Velama.
34Roghair 1982, 361, n. 27, says the structure's radiant green light "probably simply means
a large amount of precious stones." In Sewell's version (1882, vi-vii), Mancala's residence
in the beautiful palace on a hilltop above Macerla, where her father Kannama Dasu (see n.
33 above) keeps her with him after her marriage, arouses Nayakuralu's jealousy.
35But the metaphoric resonance is probably there; cf. Beck 1992, 294-95, 318-19: similar
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Unconsummated marriages, unwished-for virginities, and doomed
send-offs of the hero (our next theme) occur elsewhere, and are an
important mytheme for this book. 36 They are not unique to South Asian
regional martial epics, although such epics were probably among the first
sources in India to tell such stories.

3. The Virgin's Blessing

Whether overaffectionate sister or disaffected wife, the virgin is called
upon for protective blessings that, because of her clairvoyance, she must
withhold.

A. Before they set out with Campuka for
war, the twins must seek the blessing of "the
chaste girl," Tat\ka~, who prays to Vi~t:lu.

With Vi~nu's grace the two "firm swords
rose up" and "came to rest" in her hands
(Beck 1992, 544-47).

B. Tat\kal warns the brothers that if they
fight, "there will be a sacrifice." But she
won't discourage them. To see if they will
return, she puts them to a test with swords,
cutting up peppers in the air before they
drop. She checks the pieces in her winnow
and finds one whole pepper, meaning her
brothers will die. But she doesn't tell them,
since if she did they would lose their
elephant strength (640-43).

A. Aitamma reluctantly gives Baludu
leave for war, but says he must first ask
leave ofManeala: "Without a wife's blessing
there is no hope of heaven." Baludu is
ashamed; involved with the courtesan
Sabbai, he would rather see her.

B. Aitamma goes to Mancala, who is
beautiful, and asks her to "receive" Baludu
"and do all she can to keep him away from
the battlefield." Mancala only agrees to see
him. She resents his seeing Sabbai. Mancala
agrees to interpret Aitamma's dream, which
is full of bad portents. Mancala swoons and
says the dream foretells the deaths of Balu<;iu
and many other heroes (Roghair 1982, 308
9).

C. Tat\ka~ tells her brothers (Cat\kar in C. Mancala distances Baludu, then feeds
particular): "Today 1 myself will cook for him. Dazed by her beauty, he chews only
you, and with my own hand 1 will serve the betel for the meal's end. She prays over
you. 1 know if you go you will not be able his rice and Siva makes it uncooked for her
to return." She cooks and serves rice. to offer at Balu<:!u's first victory.

D. After they have eaten, Tat\ka~ says: "I
want to see you two sitting handsomely in a
palanquin and carried through town." The
palanquin is decorated, and as she views the
procession, she sings of her brothers' beauty
and golden faces (1982, 654-55); that is, she
sees them as if they were icons.

D. After serving him, she takes him to
her father's jasmine grove. Enjoying the
grove's beauty, a pomegranate held between
them prevents their touching. As "they were
married, like two ceremonial idols," so they
appear now, surrounded by jasmine as they
await their separation (307, 329).

phrasings in which the twins' mother Tamarai, thinking all is lost, laments, "I have lost my
king (mannavar, korravar, purusa!i)," implying in these terms both king and husband.
36Recall for now the DraupadI cult drama Kama motca with its portrayal of the folklore
inspired episode of Karna!}'s departure from his wife Ponnuruvi (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 399,
410-13; de Bruin 1994 with Supplement).
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E. Saying they will "go and return," the
twins ask Tat\k:a~ for her magical blessings.
But she says they have come with their
swords in their scabbards; they should have
asked her to lift the swords and hand them to
them. She takes the swords and cries.
Cat\k:ar kisses her, but she says, "This is my
last kiss. I shall not see you again" (658-61).

E. Baludu hears his brothers beat the war
drum, says he must go to war, and asks
Mancala's leave. She asks his escort to her
house. There she predicts his death in battle,
and in precise detail foresees how he will
fight and die. Finally, making only one
request, she gives betel to Balu~u, and he
departs (329-31).

What does Manc~Ua request? "It is really nothing," she says. "It con
cerns your little brother, the Deva Brahmat;lll, Anapotu Raju. You must
send Anapotu Raju to me" (Roghair 1982, 330). This little last favor
provides our entree to episodes that reveal the underlying relationships
between the heroes, heroines, and LSRSCs of these two epics.

4. Campuka's and Anapotu Raju's Stratagems

Campuka and Anapotu Raju do four things in common. The two
LSRSCs perform four identical Proppian "functions," which come into
play precisely where these epics are most deeply fleshed out by themes
of caste, sexuality, ritual, and myth. They draw the heroes toward their
deaths by isolating them from their armies, interfere with their relations
with female sources of positive power, position themselves to replace the
heroes in battle, and bring ill effects upon them from female sources of
negative (and probably polluting) power. Thus, while the narratives do
not parallel each other, their underlying motivations do.

In Elder brothers, the scene is the battlefield. Having reached their
limit-age of sixteen (Beck 1992, 605), the twins enter the Vlramalai to
launch their war-opening combat with the gigantic boar Kampa!!, "the
homed" or "the tusked. "37 Campuka follows them, leading their army
of five ko(is (500,000,000) of soldiers, including a crore of resident
soldiers (one from every house in the kingdom's thousand revenue
villages). This "resident army" (ku(ipa(ai) has fought for the twins in a
prior war and returned home safely (543-61, 658-59, 676-77). Campuka
also brings five thousand dogs, but forgets the bitch Ponnacci, who alone
has the boon to help the twins kill Kompa!!. Ponnacci curses the brothers
to be unable to lift their swords. A curse given by KalI that "goes and
hovers" (ka(akkapoy ninru) in the Vlramalai reinforces Ponnacci's curse
(664-65, 686-87), and both curses confirm Tailka~'s warnings about the
swords, which she left unblessed. But according to Vi~~u, it is Ponnacci's
curse that causes Callkar's fever (687).

37Kompa,!!'s name can also mean "clever man, used ironically" (Tamil Lexicon). See
Hiltebeitel in press-e for a comparison of the Tamil twins' boar fight with that of the Tulu
twin heroes Koti and Cennaya.
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The twins must face Kompa!! in three days, so Cailkar sends Campuka
to scout out the boar. Campuka returns with nine hairs as evidence of its
immensity. Cai\kar says it is no time to fight so huge a boar. He must go
home, rid his fever, and only then return. But Campuka says Cailkar
should remain in the tent while he goes to kill the boar now, with the five
crores of soldiers and five thousand dogs, so they can go home tonight.
Cai\kar reluctantly consents: "If the resident soldiers die, we cannot
return to our country. We will (have to) take our (own) lives here" (Beck
1992, 676-79). Kompa!! obliviously kills the thousands of dogs while
turning over in his sleep. Campuka tells the vast army to flee, but he
alone escapes "without looking out for the resident soldiers." Kompa!!
squeezes the army to "orange juice" and stains himself with the blood.
Cailkar receives Campuka in despair: "Oh Pa!aiya! You villain. 38 Not
listening to my words, you took so many resident soldiers and gave them
as tribute to the boar, you sinner." The brothers cannot go home and face
the wives and mothers of the slain. "It is best that we die here in the
Vlramalai mountains," says Cailkar (665-83). He thus lays the blame for
not inviting Ponnacci and the resulting death of the army on Campuka
(696-97). Tailka~ later extends the blame for the death of Cailkar to
Ponnacci and her wilful curse (758-59).

In Palnac!u, the scene is Manc~ila's bedroom. Rather than heed his
mother Aitamma and go directly for Mancala's blessing, Balu<:lu, on
Anapotu Raju's advice, goes first to Sabbai. Expecting Balu<:lu, Mancala
spends the night waiting on her rooftop. She sends her five parrots (one
named DraupadI) to Sabbai's. They report that Sabbai is feeding Balu<;lu
betel (ttimpulam) and the two are touching thighs. Come morning, Balu<;lu
gives Sabbai expensive gifts, and emerges shorn of his splendor: "like a
mango tree plucked of its fruit ... a serpent without its fangs.... like
blighted millet. His turban was askew" (Roghair 1982, 309-12).

As Balu<;lu and his brothers then come to MancaIa's, it is further
revealed that Anapotu Raju has sought to keep the couple apart for some
time, having told Balu<;lu that Mancala is hideously ugly: "like rocks that
goats tread upon, ... skinny arms, a corpselike face, . . . spindly legs,
a wart on her chin, a mustache, and nasal hair. There is certainly nothing
about her that would make you want to leave the courtesan, Sabbai.
Furthermore, she is pop-eyed, flap-eared, and big-bellied." Now, seeing
Balu<;lu's awe at her beauty, Anapotu Raju admits his colossal deception.
Balu<;lu forgives him: "What stratagem is without its falsehood . . . ?
Whatever be the reason, the dictates of Brahma cannot be avoided"
(Roghair 1982, 318). Yet when Balu<;lu determines to spend the night with

38Ca,!-!lila!!:. = Cli'!-4iila, an old Sanskrit words for Dalits.
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Manc~ila, Anapotu Raju "flame[s] up," violently angry, and taunts Balu<;lu
to fight his "virginal battle" lest he, Anapotu Raju, fight it himself:
"Elder Brother, if you are overcome with desire, you stay here. Your
virginal battle will be mine. I will fight both your virginal battle and my
own" (319). Anapotu Raju withdraws only when he has obtained Balu<;lu's
pledge to answer the morning war drum. Knowingly or not, Anapotu
Raju has accomplished three things. Mancala will use the pretext of
Balu<;lu's prior night with Sabbai to divert his desire. She will safeguard
what remains of Balu<;lu's "virginity" while also retaining her own. And
she will harbor designs of revenge against Anapotu Raju himself. 39

In each epic, these events thus precede the heroes' great battles, and
involve the unheroic prospect of their LSRSCs fighting their opening
battles for them. Campuka actually does so; Anapotu Raju announces the
impropriety as a challenge. Each sets things in train through a double
stratagem. First, they disrupt the proper relationship between the chief
heroes and their armies. Anapotu Raju sees to it that Balu<;lu will perform
his virginal battle, but he will be "like a serpent without its fangs"
because of his tainted contact with Sabbai. And Campuka destroys the
twins' resident army, cutting them off irrevocably from their lands and
people. Second, the two seeming scoundrels nullify whatever protection
the heroes might obtain from the blessings of a powerful virgin of their
own caste by drawing onto them the ill effects of their relations with two
lower status and indeed polluting females: a prostitute and a dog.
Campuka "forgets" the bitch Ponnacci, provoking her to curse the twins.
And Anapotu Raju lies about Mancala's beauty to lure Balu<;lu into his
affair with Sabbai. Yet each case is still more complicated. It is also the
twins' failure to honor Ponnacci by asking her to accompany them, taking
leave only of Tail.ka~, that contributes to their downfall. And in reverse,
Balu<;lu will die because he takes leave of the courtesan first, even leading
her to suspect that he wants her to accompany him to battle (Roghair
1982, 310), which is the very thing that would have satisfied Ponnacci.
We have seen Balu<;lu forgive Anapotu Raju for his mysterious "strata
gem," and Cailkar vent a momentary anger at Campuka. More enduring
is the anger of the virgin.

39Chandra Sekhar's summarized version entirely exonerates Anapotu Raju, attributing all the
strategizing to Nayakuralu. She contrives to break Baludu's celibacy by introducing him to
Sabbai (Syamangi), contravening Anapotu Raju, whom Brahma Nayudu, before going into
exile after the cock fight, leaves in charge ofguarding the harem and seeing to the celibacy
ofBalu<;lu and other heroes (1961, 182)! This appears to bean example of the Brahmanizing
process Roghair describes in connection with an edited version favored by Telugu literati
and attributed to the Brahman poet SrInatha (1982, 7-17). Cf. n. 30 above.
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5. The Virgin's Anger

Manc~ila's designs against Anapotu Raju run to something even deeper
than his lie about her looks. Just before she learns of this, she and Balu<;}u
meet for the first time since their child marriage. She cannot tell Balu<;lu
and his six brothers apart. At her mother Rekhamma's advice, she
approaches the seven brothers with a water basin, thinking to recognize
Balu<;}u as the only one who will remain seated when his brothers rise to
pay respects to their elder brother's wife. All seven look alike, "but the
BrahmaJ;l was more lustrous than Balu<;lu," who had lost his lustre from
his night with Sabbai. Five brothers rise, but Anapotu Raju remains
seated, piously reflecting that since he is a Brahman, if he rises for a
lower caste woman, she "will be the sinner." Seeing the two seated,
MancaIa hesitates. Then, seeing the Brahman's lustre and thinking he
must be her husband, she approaches him and takes hold of his feet.
Anapotu Raju's heart breaks. He swoons and falls. Then he explains who
he is and weeps "like a girl" while Mancala washes his feet. Realizing
her mistake, she goes to Balu<;lu and washes only his right foot, telling
her "silly brother-in-law" Anapotu Raju that "one soiled foot is my por
tion"; the other belongs to Sabbai. When Anapotu Raju rebukes her, she
washes Balu<;lu's other foot and touches the water to her head. Then she
goes behind a glass pillar to take a full look at her husband. Her
exchange with Anapotu Raju "went unnoticed by Balu<;lu," since he was
"overcome with love-dizziness" (Roghair 1982, 316-17).

While Mancala listens, Balu<;lu's dizziness passes and he asks Anapotu
Raju how he could have called Manc~ila ugly. As above, Anapotu Raju
admits his monstrous falsehood and Balu<;lu forgives him. Let us then
compare Manc~ila's anger at Anapotu Raju with Tailka~'s at Campuka.

When Cat'tkar learns (from Visnu) that his
debility is caused by Ponnacci 's curse, he
sends Campuka to tell Tat\kal what has
happened, and to return with the dog. When
Tat\kal sees that Campuka is alone and her
brothers slain, she says: "Hey, villain!
Pa.!.aiya! Having taken and killed five crores
of soldiers, have you made the women of the
ten thousand revenue villages widows?" She
then finds Ponnacci, rebukes her, gets her to
halt her curse, and sends her back with
Campuka to her brothers, warning Campuka
not to insult the dog (Beck 1992, 684-95).

Realizing that Balu~u is "not responsible
for this crime," it is "this Deva-Brahmana,
Anap5tu Raju, who kept me and my husband
apart," Mancala vows that Anap5tu Raju
will not live long to rejoice: "'Now as you
came between me and your elder brother, so
I am coming between you and your elder
brother. If you do not fall a lone hero . . . ,
my name is not Mancala.' This was the vow
that the maiden, Mancala, swore in her
heart. In her heart was Hari's noose; in her
mind was poisoned rice. Mancala left the
hall" (Roghair 1982, 318-19).

Tailka~'s anger at Campuka focuses entirely on the inadequacy with
which he has served as the twins' minister and army leader, and by
extension as Tailkars protector. There are no sexual overtones. By
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contrast, Manc~na's anger erupts from her sudden awareness that her
unasked-for virginity has resulted from Anapotu Raju's deceptions and his
supposedly pious and pedantic resolve not to rise at her approach.
Mancala is thus doubly soiled by the sexually implicit contacts he
provokes. She is tricked into washing his feet and thereby treating him as
her husband. And she takes water tainted by BaluQu's night with Sabbai
on her head.

The pious casuistry by which Anapotu Raju justifies his sitting is of
course a sham. We know this because his deception of BaluQu is oriented
to the same outcome. It is here that we may see the fitting ambiguity in
Anapotu Raju's name: the "Potu Raju" ("Buffalo King") who, though he
is really a younger brother, acts like an elder brother. Indeed, this could
be the episode that gives him his name, since it makes his "seniority-act"
literal. 40 Moreover, the Brahmanhood that reinforces his ambiguous
seniority is also a ploy. What we have here is a variant of the "myth of
the outraged BrahmaJ;1I," the charter myth for village goddess cults found
widely in south India, including Andhra, in which a Dalit, pretending to
be a Brahman, tricks a Brahman woman into marrying him. When the
BrahmaJ;1I discovers his treachery, she kills him with a sword and
becomes a sat! in the flames of their house; then she becomes the village
goddess, and her sham Brahman husband becomes the prototype for the
sacrificial buffalo. Anapotu Raju (like Pota Raju) is a Brahman disguising
a thematic untouchability: not by his own design, however, but by the
subtle design of the myth. He protects the heroine's virginity doubly.
Overtly a Brahman, he motivates her vows. Covertly a Dalit, he insin
uates the impurities that motivate her to remain a virgin. The heroine is
not an outraged BrahmaJ;1I, however, but an outraged Velama. In keeping
with Palnii4u's focus on regional rather than village themes, it is not a
question of village ideology, where the highest purity is that of a
Brahman wife, but of a regional ideology, where it is that of a dominant
landed caste virgin. 41

As soon as Mancala formulates her deadly vow, BaluQu determines to
spend the night with her. We have seen Anapotu Raju flame up, taunt
BaluQu, and offer to fight his "virginal battle" for him. Stung by Anapotu
Raju's rebuke, BaluQu says he will do what Anapotu Raju says: either
sleep with Mancala or leave with his brothers. "As he spoke, BaluQu rose

40See n. 30 on this question of seniority.
41See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 266-77; 1982b, 81-82; Elmore 1915, 118-20, provides an example
from Andhra. One wonders what the role of Brahmans might have been in the wide
dispersal of the outraged BdihmanI myth, with its accommodation of village buffalo
sacrifices to the Brahman concern for caste purity. In contrast, the Dalit/Velama myth, with
its darkly ironic treatment of Brahmans, is purely regional.
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up, shining with heroism. But the BrahmaJ;l blocked his path. 'Stand
where you are! I am only saying what has to be said'" (Roghair 1982,
319). In the same epic, Potu Raju attempts to block the path of Brahma
Nayu<;lu when the latter seeks to enter the Sivanandi Fort.42 Like Pota
Raju, Anapotu Raju sets limits, marks boundaries, portends sacrifices,
and seems to evoke a large path-blocking animal. 43

Anapotu Raju's intrigues have moved the story to a momentous turn.
He has provoked "the vow that the maiden, Mancala, swore in her heart"
to bring him to his doom as a "lone hero." As in DraupadI cult
mythology, it is implied that a virgin who makes a vow will keep her
chastity at least until she finishes it. By provoking this vow, Anapotu
Raju thus reinforces all the other "strategies" by which he guarantees
Balu<;lu's "virginal battle." But Anapotu Raju has also worked it out, by
introducing Balu~u to Sabbai, that Balu~u cannot really fight a "virginal
battle" at all. The only person who will be able to fight a "virginal
battle" is Mancala. And her sworn victim will be Anapotu Raju himself:
the "elder brother Buffalo King" who has supplied the very strategies,
whether knowingly or not, by which her virginity is retained, and who
has tricked her into treating him as her husband. It is thus Anapotu Raju's
actions that will leave Mancala a virgin after the death of Balu~u, just as
it is Campuka's that will leave Taftka~ a virgin after the deaths of the
twins.

In Palnatju, one thus has a myth within a myth: a situation much like
the DraupadI cult mythology in which the "Buffalo King," who yields his
fort and weapons to the virginal DraupadI, is also the "Battle King"
Pormanna!! who is tricked into yielding his fort and weapons to
Vijayampa~, "Mother Victory"-that is, to Arjuna in a disguise that
evokes the virgin Durga-Vijaya ("Lady Victory"), slayer of the Buffalo
Demon Mahi~asura.44 Pormanna!! and Anapotu Raju are epic doubles for
the Buffalo King who serves south Indian regional and village goddesses,
while the Buffalo King is himself the form taken by the Buffalo Demon
Mahi~asura as the victim of Durga transformed into the guardian of such
village and regional goddesses (HiltebeiteI1988a, 77). Anapotu Raju and
Pormanna!!, as epic doubles of the demon-convert Buffalo King, perform

42Roghair 1982, 212; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 354.
43Taxi drivers refer to water buffalo shambling along narrow country roads in South Arcot
and Madurai Districts as "break inspectors."
44See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 368-72; 1989b, 348-5. I can only say of Das's failure (1991, 258
62) to see these connections that it results from his refusal to take in the significance of
P6ttu Raja's Andhra origins and a selective censorship of his othetwise rather free scholarly
imagination in favor of one-dimensional philological and historicizing self-strictures. His
"little knowledge of Telugu (and Tamil)" (739) makes it unclear why he attempts his
etymological improvements.
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ambiguous services that recall the Buffalo King's primary demon identity
as Mahi~asura, with similar but differently handled "trace elements." Just
as Mahi~asura lusts for Durga, so does Anapotu Raju insinuate a passion
for Mancala, and Pormanna!! a lust for Vijayampa~. Just as Anapotu
Raju's collaboration with the low status Sabbai safeguards Mancala's
virginity, Pormanna!!'s lust for Vijayampa~ is deflected onto the low
status Cailkuvati, sister of the Pa~qavas, so that Pormanna!! can be an
unthreatening guardian of the virgin DraupadI. There is, however, a
major difference in the opposite evocations of the Buffalo Demon's death.
In Pormanna!!'s case the killing of Mahi~asura is the precondition of the
implicit rebirth that allows Pormanna!! to undertake ongoing services to
the virgin DraupadI. But Anapotu Raju draws the virgin's ire directly
onto his own person. His death reenacts that of the Buffalo Demon
himself, slain by the angry but beautiful virgin Durga.

Now, as we have seen, when Mancala feeds Baluqu betel and gives
him leave to pursue his doom, she makes her one small request: that he
send his "little brother" (she sets things right on this score) Anapotu Raju
to her. Baluqu resists, but Mancala explains that if Anapotu Raju "should'
die in battle, we would be guilty of the death of a Brahma~" (Roghair
1982, 330-31). Like the goddess with Mahi~asura, Mancala has her
subterfuges too. Baluqu joins his brothers at the gaming place where they
have spent the night, and says he wants one of them to go back to
Mancala for her pearl necklace and his signet ring, which he pretends he
has forgotten. All make excuses except Anapotu Raju, who "immediately
agrees" and departs. Baluqu leaves messages for him and goes with his
other brothers to the battlefield. Meanwhile, "Anapotu Raju hurries to
Mancala's house." Seeing her asleep, he calls her "using many flattering
and affectionate words such as jasmine bud, perfect gold, musk." When
he asks for the necklace and ring, she becomes "very angry." She weeps
when he presents proof that he comes from Balu4u, and then tells him
"she is now separating him from his elder brother as he had . . . come
between her and her husband." She foretells the manner of his death, and
"is surprised by his ignorance of destiny" (Roghair 1982, 332).

Although Elder brothers accentuates chastity at every tum and gives
Campuka no sexually explicit scenes, it is curious that on the only two
occasions when virginal heroines-first Vlratailka~, Tailka~'s counterpart
among the Vet~vas, and then Tailka~ herself (Beck 1992, 528-29, 690
91)-take care to cover their nakedness, it is before Campuka and outside
their palaces. The contrasts are striking. Instead of seeing Mancala
chastely covered, Anapotu Raju finds her asleep. Instead of being met
outside her house, she has invited him within. Instead of addressing her
with formulae of deference and respect (as between Campuka and
Tailka~), he flatters her with endearments. All this is not, of course, to
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say that she is trying to seduce him, or he her. That is just the subtext,
welling up from the seduction and Liebestod mythology of the goddess
and the buffalo, and providing profound and ironic motivations for their
immediate exchange. Anapotu Raju's strange fascination for Mancala's
virginity is never overt. Does he want her? Does he want to protect her
virginity? Does she lure him sexually? Out of her fury? For the stated
purpose of preventing Brahmanicide? Or to cause just that! Her actions
are calculated, but his mixed: some deliberate, others seemingly
unconscious. Is he a clever Brahman or another reflex of the stupidity and
ignorance of the buffalo?45 Mancala herself is "surprised at his
ignorance of destiny. "

6. Impalements

The two wars could hardly be more different, but the motivations
underlying them are similar. Throughout each epic, the "destined"
momentum is maintained by the youthful heroes' interactions with Vi~~u,

the goddess, and their LSRSCs. Vi~~u provides the higher guiding hand,
the goddess acts through heroines and other female figures, and the
LSRSC implements (whether knowingly or unknowingly) fate's deep and
ritually inevitable design. Mancala implies such a collaboration in
Palnaqu when she credits Anapotu Raju's death (which precipitates all the
others) to Ankalamma and Cennakesvara (Roghair 1982, 335).

In Elder brothers, Vi~~u determines the time and manner of the
brothers' deaths, first appearing as an almanac-bearing mendicant to tell
them how they are cursed; then, after Ponnacci has finally helped them
slay Kompa!!, exhausting the twins by creating the illusory Vettuvas with
his maya; at last revealing his hand in all this to the twins; and finally
shooting a jasmine-flowered arrow that cuts a thread from Cailkar's
garment (or sacred thread), bringing him to realize that the end has come
(Beck 1992, 686-723). In Palniit!u, Brahma NaYU9u, "the seer of tbe
human world, Vi~~u incarnate," who "knew what was to happen," pre
pares a fateful intercaste meal (see chapter 10) during which the war
breaks out, and then sets up the contest to determine whom the war (or
its first battle) will "belong to": that is, to Balu9u in his "virginal battle"
as the "bridegroom of war" (Roghair 1982, 348-9).

There is, however, one asymmetry. Anapotu Raju's death precedes
those of Baluqu and the other brothers, whereas Campuka's comes after
the deaths of the twins. To keep parallel developments in view, I recount

45Let us recall that these are traits specifically of Pata Raju in Palntidu~ see Hiltebeitel
1988a, 343, 358, 369; Roghair 1982, 210-213.
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events as they occur in Elder brothers and reverse the order for
Palntiqu. 46 Here I violate a good canon of comparative scholarship: the
insistence on "parallel sequence" in the narratives compared.47 My
argument will have to be one of overriding considerations.

A. Visnu, hiding on a nearby hillock in
a suma tree's hollow, shoots a jasmine arrow
that cuts Cankar's thread. Reaching the spot,
his "whole body shaking," Cankar explains
to Campuka and Ponnar that the broken
thread means he must die. Calling on Visnu,
he plants his sword handle in the rock: "it
sunk up to the depth of one cubit and stood
itself." From a short distance he runs, falls
forward, and impales himself. Seeing his
bravery, Ponnar follows and falls on the
same sword (Beck 1992, 718-27).

A. Baludu rebukes Brahma Nayudu for
treacheries behind the war. He scares the
enemy leaping a yojana in the air. Seeing
them flee, he says, "'There is nothing for
you to fear. Bring your weapons and plant
them in the ground. I am about to depart for
VaikuJ;ltha. '" They "planted them in the
earth with their tips pointing upward. Balu~u
circumambulated the weapons. Then he
leaped a yojana in the air and came down on
all the points. Full of bravery he was
stabbed" (Roghair 1982, 360).

As we now come to the deaths of Campuka and Anapotu Raju, we must
pick up Anapotu Raju's story where we left it.

During Balu<;lu's night with Mancala, Anapotu Raju speaks for all six
brothers when he says, "We will beat the war drum," though he never
explicitly plays it himself. 48 It is a decisive Dalit trait of Campuka's to
sound the war drum for the twins, and numerous Pa!aiyar traits are
evoked when he orchestrates a vast sacrifice to raise the drum from the
bottom of a tank to call the resident soldiers for the opening "war against
the boar. "49 The spot where Balu<;lu's brothers beat the drum is the
boys' gaming place, where they have formerly played tops.

Although it is marked by groups of three, four, or five trees, one tree
distinguishes the spot: a jammi. 50 The jammi is the Sanskrit samf tree,
as is the suma from which Vi~~u shoots Caflkar's (sacred) thread in Elder
brothers. 51 The grove, with its jammi, lie "on the way" to Karempii<;li
or Karyamapii<;li, the battlefield (Roghair 1982, 318). It thus marks a
boundary between the battlefield and the town of Me<;lapi, where the

46Baludu's impalement is foreshadowed in the scene of his birth; see Roghair 1982, 249.
47See Dumezil 1969, 80, 84; J. Z. Smith 1990, 88.
48After Anapotu Raju's death, the other Velama brother besides Balu<;iu is the one to play
the drum (Roghair 1982, 338).
49Campuka uses a parai drum in a massive "village"-type sacrifice (Beck 1992, 644-53)
with features reminiscent of those in "Pormanna!!'s Fight" (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 345-70).
50The spot is frequently identified by the jammi tree alone (Roghair 1982: 318, 331, 332,
335, etc.), but sometimes along with other trees (318-19, 330, 336, 346-47). Cf. 292, n.
41; 363, n. 49.
51Beck 1992, 719, n. 1: "tree which is associated with many rituals and also with fire. It is
called a sami tree in Sanskrit. "
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Macerla faction of kings (favored by Brahma Nayu~u) resides awaiting
war. On its boundary site between the capital and the battlefield, it marks
an appropriate spot for the ritual worship of the samI, or samlpuja, in its
combination with the rite of boundary-crossing (sfmollanghana) as part
of the ceremonial of VijayadasamI or Dasara by which kings, at the end
of the rainy season, open military campaigns (cf. Hiltebeitel 1991a,
152-53). In effect this jammi marks the site as one that will evoke a
prewar samIpfija-although we should insist, as elsewhere, that the
Dasara and samIpfija being evoked is a folk Dasara and samIpfija rather
than a Brahmanical royal one of the type performed at major capitals. 52

Mancala's silent vow, which brings Anapotu Raju to this spot, must
now be quoted more fully: "On the way to Karyamapfi9i is a jammi tree.
Do you know the place? It is . . . where you and your elder brother
[Balu~u] played happily together. At that tree, at seven in the morning,
on your way to Karyamapfi~i, your fate awaits you. . . . If you do not
fall a lone hero [there], ... my name is not Mancala" (Roghair 1982,
318-19). We have seen how Mancala brings Anapotu Raju before her,
and followed their meeting to her surprise at his "ignorance of destiny":
that he will die a lone hero by the jammi.53 He now cries out, reproach
ing Balu~u for deceit in sending him to her. Recalling that Drot;ta and
KqJa, fighting Brahmans in the Mahabhtirata, "died in battle with no one
being blamed" (333), he rues the noncombatancy being forced upon him.
But KqJa never dies in battle, and Dro~'s killing is the Brahmanicide
that epitomizes the blame that the Pa~~avas-and especially Yudhi~thira

must accept at the end of the Mahiibhtirata war and even at the end of the
epic. Has the bard made a telling slip or a knowing misrepresentation?
The latter is tempting, since Anapotu Raju epitomizes "ignorance."

What is striking in PalntU!u, in any case, is a theme hinted at in the
DraupadI cult Mahtibhtirata: that the goddess-heroine is the one who
requires the Brahman's head. DraupadI's brother Dhr~tadyumna is the
true Brahmanicide, severing the head of Dro~, but DraupadI then
demands the head of Dro~'s son Asvatthaman, and accepts his tiara as
a substitute (HiltebeiteI1988a, 422-31, 443-46). When Mancala demands
the death of Anapotu Raju, she gets both a Brahmanicide and a behead
ing. The volatile "madness of Brahmanicide" (idem)-which hereby

52Cf. Hiltebeitel 1991a, 93-96, 152-56,225,239-43,315-19.
53Note that this scene is momentous for Roghair's bard Alisetti Galeyya, who "breaks down
and cries at this point, anticipating what is about to happen" (Roghair 1982, 362, n. 46).
Galeyya "repeatedly described it as 'tearing out his guts'" to "hand over the epic" by
reciting it whole to Roghair (129). His emotions and language suggest that he feels most
intensely those moments where the story's underlying design, as seen by the clairvoyant
Mancala and, later, Brahma Nayudu (see below), comes into view.
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triggers the battle of Karempii<:li-is thus a theme in both the Palnad and
DraupadI cult "folk epics," although not in Elder brothers, one reason for
which may be that Campuka, incarnation of Asvatthaman, is no longer
a Brahman but a Dalit. 54

"Resigned to the fate" that he does not truly understand, Anapotu
Raju "goes sorrowly to his horse," and the horse "goes straight to the
jammi tree." Balu<:lu has left to fight his "virginal battle." Finding no
trace of him, Anapotu Raju despairs. He mounts his horse again but it
won't budge. He whips it and curses it until the horse "tells him what a
foolish Brahmal;l he is for abusing it so." Then the horse points to a
message that Balu<:lu left hanging in a banyan tree. It commands Anapotu
Raju "to remain in Me<:lapi to guard the womenfolk while the men are
gone," which reminds us that Pota Raju is the guardian of the goddess.
It also "draws proscriptions in the names of Potaraju, Brahma NaYU<:lu,
Akka Pinakka, and Ankalaparamesvari." As a "son" of Brahma NaYUQu
and a devotee of Ankalamma and Pota Raju, Anapotu Raju can ignore
three of the proscriptions. "But he is stopped by the proscription on Akka
Pinakka.... She must not be violated" (Roghair 1982, 332-33). Clearly
this personage, whom I have not mentioned till now, is important.

Akka Pinakka and her brother Lankanna are adopted by Brahma
Nayu<:lu after he has tricked Pota Raju into letting him enter the Sivanandi
Fort. The youngsters' real parents have left them there and escaped into
the serpent world. 55 Akka means "elder sister or mother" and is "also
applied to Goddesses"; Pinakka means "younger of two or more elder
sisters" (Roghair 1982, 292, n. 44). Akka Pinakka is called the "elder
sister to all the men of Palna<:lu" (333). This includes Balu<:lu and Anapotu
Raju. Let us remember that Pota Raju is widely represented in Andhra as
the village goddesses' younger brother. Anapotu Raju is an "elder
brother" (by name) who is not only a younger brother of Balu<:lu, but of
Akka Pinakka. He thus bears the same relationship to Akka Pinakka that
Pota Raju does to village goddesses. Whereas Anapotu Raju's seniority
and juniority are ambiguous in the scenes of his sexual overtures toward
Mancala, they are utterly unambiguous in his relation to Akka Pinakka,
whose virginity and seniority "must not be violated. " I suspect that Akka
Pinakka is the "elder sister who is the younger of two or more elder
sisters" because she is younger sister to Ankalamma, the Palnad epic's
"village goddess" in her aspect as regional goddess of the Karempii<:li

54The closest things in Elder brothers are the slaying by impalement of cows by the twins'
grandfather (Beck 1992, 14ff.), which has lasting repercussions, and Cat\kar's threats to kill
the Chola king (ibid., 485ff.).
55Roghair 1982, 213. On Lankanna, revived in the Palnad hero cult's battlefield revival
rituals, see Roghair 1982, 253-58; Hiltebeitel 1991a, 356-57.
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battlefield and "senior" (in this context) among the Seven Sisters.
Anapotu Raju has thus been led to the samI tree by Mancala and

cannot leave it because of Akka Pinakka. He goes to a well, sharpens the
weapon he would have used in battle, and discards it as useless. Then he
jumps into the well after it and emerges with three lingams. These he sets
up before an tire tree to perform a piija. Meanwhile, Akka Pinakka passes
by, bringing food for the men at Karempii~i. He tells her he will go with
her after he finishes eating, but he does not mention the proscriptions.
While she waits by the banyan, Anapotu Raju performs his piija, calling
on Vi~J;lu (Cennayya) and Balu~u and asking what he should do. As he
resigns himself to his fate, he is finally ready to perform the act that
parallels the last act of Campuka.

B. Campuka, "seeing the two lords
hanging on the sword like tamarind fruits,
thought, 'The two kings have died. What
reason is there for me to exist?' (So)
Campuka broke off a large branch from the
Suma tree, came running, and set it on the
stone outcropping. (Then) he stood facing
north and thought of Vi~~u. The branch
began to sink into the stone. It went down to
a depth of one cubit and stood upright.
Campuka ran to the East, turned West, and
thought ofVis~u. He came back running and
fell forward on the Suma branch. The branch
pierced Campuka's chest. The pulse stopped
in his legs and movement left his eyes."
(Beck 1992, 726-27)

B. Anap6tu Raju determines to die by the
jammi. Proving "that a Brahman is not
without heroic wrath," he calls on Baludu to
observe him, and "raises his writingstyle and
puts it to his throat. He stabs, but the blade
turns aside." He curses it and sharpens it.
Making a cup from a leaf, he fills it with his
blood, and puts into it his sacred thread and
his "Badge of Ka~i" ("his medals"). He in
vokes Ankalamma, Cennayya, and P6taraju
and "blames them for their lack of mercy."
He blames Balu~u for listening to Mancala.
Then he "carves off his own head and falls
to the earth . . . flooding everything with
red blood," into which he falls. (Roghair
1982, 334)

At the Vlramalai pa~ka~am, I was told that Campuka (Vlrapahu)
impales himself on one of his drumsticks (see plate 1), thus retaining a
Pa!aiyar-drummer trait despite being regarded there as a Ve~a~ar

KavuJ;l~r. But informants interviewed at the 1994 festival identified
Campuka as a Pa.!.aiyar, and Pa.!.aiyars reenact his death at a separate
pa~ka~am. 56 In any case, Beck's oral version brings to the fore the
features that allow us to connect Campuka's impalement on a samI branch
with pointed Pota Rajus or Pottu Rajas and related impalement practices
in both Andhra and the Tamil DraupadI cult. 57 It is probably the samI's

56Information from Mr. G. Stephen, Folklore Resources and Research Center, St. Xavier's
College, Palayamkottai, who covered the festival in 1994. Cf. Beck 1982, 39-41; Hiltebeitel
1991a, 355.
57Ankalamma/Ankamma is one of several goddesses associated with impalement rituals in
Andhra; see Elmore 1915, 92 (here the stake, for the king of a folk epic, is made from a
palm tree, and replaced at the king's request by an iron spike); Whitehead 1921, 68-69. In
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associations with both blood sacrifice in the popular worship of "village"
goddesses and with Vedic sacrifice that explains these Dalit-Brahman
condensations. As to Anapotu Raju, the final signifier for this dubious
Brahman by the non-Brahman bards of this non-Brahman epic is death at
the jammi by his own writing stylus: well befitting a Brahman-as-scribe.
It is perhaps even an indictment of written as opposed to oral epic.

In each epic, it is thus a death by or beside a samI by the LSRSC that
provides the ritual reflex to the battlefield deaths of the "martial caste"
heroes, which alone take place through impalement by actual weapons.
Considering the connection between the samIpuja and the ayudhapuja or
"honoring of weapons," it may thus be seen that each hero's death is a
mode of honoring a weapon specific to his caste: 58 the putative Brahman
by his stylus, the martial heroes by swords and spears, and the Dalit by
the samI branch as a real impalement stake, or alternately by a drumstick.

7. Satis, Revivals, Salvation

These samI tree deaths and impalements foreshadow further
unfoldings that relate ultimately, through the heroines, to the goddess,
and to the ensemble of hero cult rituals that these epics reflect. First,
each epic follows the deaths of the LSRSCs by a series of satls.

A. Seeing signs that her brothers have
died, Ta1\ka~ goes to their "jailed" widows in
the "Palace of Prosperity." She says they
should join her for the funeral. The wives
rue their lot and refuse to come until they
learn the deaths are certain. Ta1\kal tells
them their talis have fallen, their pearl
necklaces have scattered. They go inside and
ignore her. Ta1\kal calls on Vi~l.1u and Agni
to bum the palace with them in it, making
them involuntary satIs (Beck 1992, 730-39).

A. Akka Pinakka goes to Medapi to tell
Citlinga Mahadevi her husband Anapotu
Raju has fallen by the jammi. Citlinga
Mahadevi prepares to become satt. Akka
Pinakka says she should think of herself as
a "bride going to her marriage." Mancala
tells her she too, after Balu~u's death, will
become satt in a few days. Citlinga Maha
devi "leaps into the flames," crediting
Ankalaparamesvari and Cennakesvarasvami
for what has happened (Roghair 1992, 335).

Anapotu Raju, unlike Campuka, is married; his wife can be the first
satI just as her husband can be the first victim. But MancaIa, like Taltka~

and DraupadI, motivates the action: these chief virginal heroines guar
antee the satls. 59 Neither DraupadI nor Taltka~ becomes a satI herself,

the Draupadt cult, see Hiltebeitel1991a, 104-6, 111, 140-60.
58It is the convention of the ayudhapuja at Dasara for all communities to honor their
"weapons" of trade: farmers their tractors, accountants their books, delivery boys their
bicycles, etc.
59Mancala along with Akka Pinakka, on whose virginity see Roghair 1982, 123, 131-32,
281, 292 n. 44. On the core area Draupadi cult myth, see Hiltebeitel1988a, 440-42; 1991 b,
420 and chap. 14 below.
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whereas Manc~ila's case is uncertain, despite her own prediction just
cited. She is both virginal and married, making her a potential satI, unlike
Tailka~ who is virginal but unmarried or DraupadI who is virginal with
still living husbands. 60 Mancala's last days are curiously amorphous.
Unlike the twins' wives who hear that their necklaces have scattered, she
scatters and strings her own necklace. 61 Roghair's bard leaves her final
story incomplete. A. Siva Prasad, the Karempu9i PIthadhipati, says she
is famed for fighting and leaving her life on the battlefield. She put on
battle dress after her husband's fall, yet she didn't kill anyone in
particular, and did not become a satI. Similarly, in Chandra Sekhar's
summary she seems to die a warrior's death: in "the last scene of the
great Palnati war" she embraces the slain Balu<;lu only after she has
continued the fight disguised as a male warrior on horseback, and has
fallen beside him. Yet according to Babu, "All the war-widows of Pal
nadu committed suttee, setting an example of a virtuous wife, or sadhvI"
(1996, 96).

In each epic the heroines also conclude their roles in a scenario of
revivals. Elder brothers provides Tailka~ with a senior virginal counterpart
akin to Akka Pinakka. This is Arukka~ti (or Periyakka~ti),62 goddess of
the VIramalai hills, who yields her place so that Tailka~ can carry out the
revivals. In reverse, in Palnaqu it is Mancala who yields her place in the
revivals to Akka Pinakka.

B. Seeking a boon to revive the twins to
talk to them briefly (for three nalikais: 72
minutes), Tat\ka~ goes to Arukka~ti's "pillar
of penance." Coming on Garu<;ia, Vi~nu gets
Arukka~ti's permission for Tat\kal to mount
the pillar and ask Siva for the boon. Vi~~u

gets Siva's agreement and tells Tat\ka~ to
think of Siva and a "golden wand will
descend from the heavens." Using the wand
and a water pot, she speaks briefly with her
brothers, and also with Campuka, by the
samI tree (Beck 1992, 740-69).

B. Mancala has a necklace from Brahma
Nayudu that can revive the dead. After the
war is over, and Mancala has died, Brahma
Nayu<;iu and Akka Pinakka raise the slain
heroes and warriors (Roghair 1982, 321:
Roghair's summary does not say how they
do this). In Sewell's version, the Mala
(DaHt) Kannama gathers the bodies together
and Brahma Nayu<;iu appoints two unnamed
women to "procure all kinds of herbs and
drugs." With these, and "solemn incanta
tions," he revives the slain (1882, x).

In the versions recorded by Beck and Roghair, the revivals require

6OTaIika~, having finished the funeral rites for her satI sisters-in-law, sets forth to find her
slain brothers, "letting loose the strands of her hair" so that her "mntal hangs in tangles"
(Beck 1992, 740-41). DraupadI enters the fire usually with her hair rebound as part of the
restoration of her marriage(s). I trace the stories only through a conventional satI logic.
There are, of course, unmarried satIs in Rajasthan. See Courtright 1995.
61A comparison with Tat\kal's description here underscores the ominousness ofthe scattering
of Mancala' s necklace.
62The first name is used in Beck 1992, the other in Beck 1982.
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collaboration between Vi~~u (or Vi~~u incarnate) and two virgins: in one
case Tailka~ and Periyakka~ti, in the other Manc~ila and Akka Pinakka.
Tailkars golden wand (P01J. perampu) and water pot actually condense
certain other revivifying instruments, since, while the golden wand and
water pot are all that she seems to use, she has also asked for Siva's
pacupatam (the "doomsday weapon" that Arjuna obtains from Siva by his
tapas), and "the golden thread with the golden needle. "63 A similar
concatenation is found in Palnaqu. Before the war, Brahma NaYUQu
revives Akka Pinakka's twin brother Lankanna. After it, he helps her
revive her adoptive younger brothers (headed by Balu<:1u) and her
metaphoric younger brothers (the men of Palna<:1u). Tailka~'s role is
central and Manc~ila's only secondary to Akka Pinakka's. But Manc~ila's

contributory role is of the highest interest.
Brahma Nayu<:1u had revived the dead in an earlier war using a water

pot, a pearl necklace, and a five-colored lotus-shaped diagram. He then
determined that the necklace should be reserved for his future
daughter-in-law Mancala (Roghair 1982, 186-87 and 192, n. 106).
Considering his failed attempt to have Balu<:1u killed at birth, Brahma
NaYU<:1u's future-shaping role is nowhere clearer than in this provision for
his still unborn daughter-in-law. This necklace appears at many points in
the story. It is also called a tulasi necklace (tulasi or basil "beads" are
sacred to Vi~~u, while Tulasi is also a goddess attached to Vi~~u) when
it is used for the revival of Lankanna (257). It is "golden"; and it is used
for other revivals, including that of Balu<:1u after his initial self
impalement at age seven. 64 Moreover, it resonates with, and may even
be the same as, the necklace that Manc~ila breaks to distract Balu<:1u from
making sexual advances during their only night together. This necklace
protects her virginity and allows Balu<:1u to be the "bridegroom of war."
As Mancala's mother says, "there will be no pathway to heaven" if they
give way to desire. The restringing of the necklace safeguards their night
of sexual restraint and the revivals that open the way to heaven.

Finally, each epic ends in an image of reunion and salvation.

C. Visnu takes the twins' and Campuka's C. When Baluc;lu asks his mother's final
lives (uyir) to the "God's counsel chamber," leave, he warns her that he must join his
presided over by Siva. There Tat\kal joins elders at Karempiic;li, or "there will be no

63Beck 1992, 762-63. Note also the earlier use of red and gold needles, red and gold yarn,
and "the gold wand of God" (ciimiyu!a p0!!pirampu; 250; cf. 272-73: gold thread at birth),
obtained from Visnu; cf. Hiltebeitel 1991a, 377-83. On pacupatam, see Hiltebeitel 1988a,
372-79, 434-48. That it has powers of revival is new to me.
64Roghair 1982, 249; see also 143, 145 (Brahma Nayuc;lu wagers the pearl/tulasi necklace);
264 and 278 (golden tulasi necklace). Cf. Sewell 1882, ix (a tulasi necklace); Hiltebeitel
1991a, 355-66.
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them after she has instituted shrines for them
at the VIramalai patukalam with Visnu's
grace. Vi~nu then leaves them with Siva,
while he himself goes to the milk sea, from
whence he has come so many times to aid
the heroes in the course of the story (Beck
1992,726-27,768-71).

battle and no liberation for the heroes"
(Roghair 1982, 296). When the heroes are
revived, their "liberation" consists in being
led by Brahma Nayudu to the Guttikon"a
Cave (not only the heroes and heroines of
the Macerla faction but Nayakuralu and her
followers as well) (Sewell 1882, xi).

Siva shares a central place in the Tamil oral epic with Vi~~u. Thus
Tailka~ sings that her brothers "have joined the feet of Siva" and "arrived
at Vi~~u's heaven" (Beck 1992, 730-33). Probably due to Lingayat and
SrI Vai~~va forms of exclusivism, Palnaqu reflects more sectarian
opposition. 65 But while its soteriological core centers on Vi~~u, there is
a deeper inclusiveness that takes in not only Vi~~u, Siva, the goddess,
and Pota Raju,66 but Muslims. According to the Karempii<;li PIthadhipati,
during the time of AurangzIb, two Muslim warriors, Jaffar and FarId,
came to Karempii<;li with an army. If we open the possibility that Jaffar
and FarId are Isma'IIIs, the "time of AurangzIb" could refer to a period
in which Isma'IIIs practiced taqiyya or "precautionary dissimulation"
(Daftary 1990, 566), since AurangzIb was the only Mughal emperor to
launch persecution campaigns against them, both during his governorship
in Gujarat, from Ahmedabad (1644-46), and upon ascending the throne
at Delhi in 1646 (ibid., 306). Jaffar and FarId took three of the stones
which the sixty-six heroes of Palna<;lu had gathered from the Nagaleru
river before dying in battle and made an oven with them to cook for their
army. The army was completely "stuck down; they swooned and
died. "67 Lord Cennakesvara then came to the two Muslims in the guise

65SeeRoghair 1982, 91-92.109-10,123-24. Numerous incidents reflect opposition between
Vi~~u and Siva, but the two gods also sometimes cooperate, as in the revivals (289).
66See Roghair 1982: "the epic as a whole favors Vai~~avism" (125) but is sung for an
acaramu (defined as "the Cult of the Heroes" [374]) that is not a sect but a sacred tradition
with gurus and disciples dedicated to Ankalamma, Cennakesvara, and heroes represented
by lingams (120). Roghair interprets the multiple deity feature as a "now prevailing custom"
that results from a Kakatiya period (thirteenth century) syncretism following prior formative
sectarian rivalries. 1 am doubtful of Roghair's stress on the goddess and P6ta Raju as
latecomers to the epic from "different" and "popular" traditions, respectively (124-25).
Such inclusiveness is found in other oral epics.
671n my fieldnotes, "the army was completely upset," but the tape recorder was off and S.
Ravindran could not recall the Telugu term he translated. 1thus borrow the quoted passage
from Roghair 1982, 127, who also tells this story, with the Pilhadhipati as one of his
sources. In Roghair's account the Brahman is not identified with Cennakesvara; the army
is revived through the Brahman's advice; and Jaffar and FarId are alive at the end of the
story. Roghair suggests an dubious explanation: the tombs were added in the seventeenth
or eighteenth century when, under a "Muslim-Brahma~ coalition," Palnad was under the
nawab of Arcot (128). Cf. Sewell 1882, xiii: "It is a curious fact that, while the Palnad
Heroes worshipped indiscriminately Vishnu and Siva, and while this mixture of worship is
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Map 2. Temple of the Heroes and Karempii.fJi, battlefield (not to scale)

of an old Brahman to explain how the stones were used for worship, and
they respected this. Jaffar and FarId then installed the sixty-six stones
around the inner wall of the temple of the heroes, and were portrayed
"during their time" on a standing hero stone facing out from the northeast
comer of the temple (see plate 2). There one finds them in the same
spatial position as DraupadI's Muttal Ravutta!! (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 121
22), and, like him at DraupadI festivals, they receive worship during the
festival of the heroes. Moreover, Jaffar and FarId then buried themselves
alive because they wanted to worship with these warriors, and their two
tombs (gori) in the temple courtyard, further out on the same north
eastward line, mark the spot where they did this (see map 2). As we shall

still largely observed in this out-of-the-way part of the country, we have in this Heroes'
temple a sort of Mussulman coalition into the bargain. The Mussulmans take part in the
annual festival and pay their devotions to the souls of the Heroes. " See further ibid., i, xiv.
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see in chapter 10, burial by taking "living samadhi" is found in some of
the Isma'III-influenced sects that appealed to low status Rajputs and Dalits
in north India. 68 Jaffar and Fand's self-burial to "worship with" the
heroes presumably allows them to join the heroes and their army beyond
the grave. It thus seems to be the heavenly counterpart to their being
worshiped with the heroes in their earthly cult, and, more specifically, at
their temple in a ritualized spatial arrangement to which the two Muslims
themselves are said to have made the final contribution. Although
Muslims are among the "people of Palna~u" who migrate there with the
heroes from the north,69 they are not mentioned as participants in the
battle of Palnagu, and thus had to wait, at least according to the
Plthadhipati's story, until "the time of AurangzIb" to become part of the
cult. One would like to know if there are Muslim versions of this story.

Ultimately, however, both epics yield the major action not only to
Vi~l:1u, but, at important turning points, to Vi~l:1u in the disguise of an
almanac-bearing mendicant from (or connected with) KasI (Vara~sI).

This stock figure, who has just reappeared in the story of Jaffar and
Fand, clearly reads the action into the stars, evoking a form of Vi~l:1u

mysteriously controlling the workings of time. 70 In his association with
Siva and Siva's city, he further harbingers death with a promise of
liberation.

In Elder brothers, Vi~l:1u appears as a mendicant or devotee (ttica1J)
eight or nine times, often calling on Siva, and either coming from or
going to KasI, bearing three Vai~~va natnams (sectarian marks) on his
forehead, carrying a conch and a sacred box called kopala pe((i (GopaIa's
box), and sprinkling magical sacred ash (vipati) that would normally
belong to Siva.7l His last such appearance, only the second in the twins'
lifetime, comes after the slaughter of their resident army. He comes to
the Vlramalai and tells the twins they must have the help of Ponnacci to
kill the boar (Beck 1992, 687). Then he returns, as always, to the milk

68J<han 1997b, 186,210,212,229,232; cf. 63, 93, 177,216-18.
69Roghair 1982, 162; see chap. 10.
7°In Klillavarliyacuvlimi Kalai, Vi~J;1u appears as a tottering Purohita-Brahman bearing an
almanac eaten by white ants to facilitate the quasi-Dalit Kattavaraya!!'s marriage to the
BrahmaJ;11 Aryamalai that will end in Kattavaraya!!'s impalement (Masilamani-Meyer in
press-b, 89, 96-97). Kattavaraya!! soon dons the same disguise himself, explicitly coming
from KasI (idem, 121). In Aravalli Curavalli Kalai, Vi~J;1u comes as a poor almanac-bearing
Brahman from Kasi at a revival scene and to officiate at the final wedding (Hiltebeitel
1991a, 419-20; Puka!enti Pulavar N.d.-b, 75-76, 93). "Paficai\ka Aiyar," "the Almanac
Brahman," is a stock character in Terukkfittu dramas (S. Ravindran, personal communica
tion), and is one of the wooden icons in some Dharmapuri District DraupadI temples.
7lSee Beck 1992, 104-5, 118-25, 179-83 (questionably), 269 and 300 in a continuous
episode (269-305), 321-33, 345, 505-9, and 683-87. Tamarai, "Lotus," who has affinities
with Lak~mI, recognizes him, in one case when she looks into his eyes (125; cf. 269).
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sea. Throughout this episode the brothers call on Vi~~u and he protects
them (682-87, 698-99, 704-5). Then, after his last appearance to them as
a washerman, he withholds his favor from the hollow of the samI, and
ends their sixteen-year lives (709-27).

In Palniil!u, Vi~~u (Cennakesvara) appears three times disguised as an
almanac-bearing Brahman named Narayat;13.das of the Vaiku~tha clan, or
Narayat;13. Dasulu with the surname Vaiku~tham (Vi~~u's heaven)-Dasulu
and -das being Telugu and Sanskritic equivalents of Tamil taca'!:.. In the
first appearance he is identified only as Cennayya-Cennakesvara, but it
is clearly the same form as the other two. Each appearance comes at a
pivotal juncture: Balu~u's birth (Roghair 1982, 244-45), his wedding to
Mancala (251), and before his final battle (336). In this last (as also in
the first), the connection with KasI is explicit. He comes to the brothers
at their gaming place, saying he is on the way from KasI to KancL Before
disappearing, he tells them how to purify themselves for battle. Baluc;lu
says that as long as their patron god Cennakesvara protects them, all will
go well. As in Elder brothers, Vi~~u protects them through this episode
only (Roghair 1982, 336-39).

Surely these almanac-bearing fonns of Vi~~u, the old Brahman,
foreshadow the images of salvation and theological fusion with which
these epics end. Elder brothers leaves Vi~~u in Narayat;13.'s abode on the
milk sea, while Vi~~u himself leaves the heroes' lives with Siva. And in
Palnaqu, Brahma Nayuc;lu gathers the heroes into the Guttiko~ta Cave,
suggesting an image of resorption into Narayat;13. as the heroes' liberation.
More than this, there is the old Brahman's subsequent visit to Jaffar and
FarId to bring these two Muslims into the worship of the heroes as well,
both here and in the world beyond. Perhaps the old Brahman is an image
of the primal Brahman that lifts our horizon beyond sects, religions, and
the stars.72

8. Transformations of Dasara

In closing, let us look back from an angle that has already shed some
light in earlier studies, and has the promise of shedding more. As
references to samI trees and multifonns of Pottu Raja suggest, the angle
is that of VijayadasamI or Dasara: the royal ritual that includes among its
recurrent features variations on the samlpiija, boundary crossings, buffalo
sacrifices, and the opening of military campaigns. For Elder brothers, it
will suffice to recall a suggestion made in the second volume of The cult

nCf. Kassam 1995, 185: "Primordial Brahman has come in the form (avatiir) of Ptr
Shams. / If you recognize him, you will attain the other shore." Ptr Shams also comes
disguised as the "poor mendicant (faqfr)" (302).
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ofDraupadf. Vi~~u's shooting of an arrowfrom the hollow of a samI tree
at the heroes is a likely inversion of the VijayadasamI ritual of shooting
an arrow into a samI.73 Instead of the samI (or its substitute: often a
plantain) representing a demon (ultimately Mahi~asura) shot at by the king
or deity, in Elder brothers the samI is the point from which the twins
(kings and deities) are shot at. The samI here does not represent a demon,
or conceal the twins' weapons, as it does for the Pa~<;lavas. But it is
linked with dark counter-heroic forces. It is where Mayavar-Vi~~u has
gone after he has used his maya to produce the illusory Vettuva army that
his proved the twins' final undoing; and its hollow conceals "that
notorious Vi~~u" (antap pollilta mLiyavar; 720) whose shot signals
Cailkar's death.

Pollilta, which Beck translates as "notorious," has such connotations
as "wicked," as in "bad" or "evil," and "naughty" or "mischievous," as
in the phrase antap polliltap paya1J:., "that naughty child," said with
affection-which makes the present usage highly evocative for Vi~~u,

who is also repeatedly identified in Elder brothers with (or as) ~~~. In
the same epic, one hears, "It's that sneaky fellow Gopala. "74 The usages
are similar to one in a 1996 performance of the Terukkiittu drama Ka17Jn
mo!ca at Madurantakam (Chingleput District), recalled by S. Ravindran
(personal communication, January 1997). When Kan;ta has fallen from his
chariot, his pUfJfJiyam (merit) still protects him and turns Arjuna's arrows
into flowers. K~~~ disguises himself as a Brahman and asks the
proverbially generous Ka~ for these merits as Ka~'s last gift. Arjuna
then shoots the deadly weapon. As Ka~ lies dying, ~~~ tells Arjuna
that it wasn't his arrow that killed Ka~, but a whole series of fatalities:
Indra (also disguised as a Brahman) begged Ka~'s armor and earrings;
Parasurama cursed him to forget his Brahmastra weapon; Ka~ promised
KuntI that he would use his snake-arrow only once; Salya refused to drive
Ka~'s chariot; and now ~~~ took all Ka~'s merits. The
KattiyailkarCl!! Goker) then repeats all this to Ka~ and concludes, "That
mother-fucking cowherd (ma~ meykkira ttiyo[i) is responsible for the
whole thing. "75

In Elder brothers, there are only four references to Vi~~u as "notor
ious," and all in the scene of the god's arrow-shooting from the samI-tree
hollow (cf. Beck 1992, 718, 722, 768). The phrase supplies the theologi-

73Hiltebeitel 1991a, 225; cf. 94-96, 239-42; Meyer 1986, 244-47; Oppert 1893, 53, 100.
74Tiru~!up payal kopala!1 velaiyaka irukkum (Beck 1992, 340-41). Cf. 68-69: "the shepherd
Perumal"; 188-89, 538-39: Gopala who climbs trees; 112-113, 32-33.
75Por a tral~li:.lation of another performance of this episode, but without such a remark, see
de Bruin 19~4, Supplement, 130-33. Cf. Hiltebeitel 1988a, 410-13, especially 411, n. 23,
on the appearance of impalement.
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cal nub of the epic, tapping into a conception of Vi~~u-Mayavar that
evokes the god's presence at mysterious crossings of life and death, good
and ill, protection and abandonment, killing and grace, death and salva
tion. Fittingly, Vi~~u hides in the hollow of a samI, a tree that marks
crossings of boundaries and evokes the similarly uncanny site of the samI
in the cremation ground outside Vira~'s city in the Mahtibhtirata, where
the Pa~<;lavas conceal their weapons before donning their disguises. 76

Indeed, in a DraupadI cult folkloric variant, this samI has a hollow in it
that conceals KaII, who is entrusted to guard the weapons. This KatI sure
ly emerges from the story the Pa~9avas tell in the Sanskrit epic to deflect
the curious after they tie their weapons in the samI: that the smelly corpse
of a man which they bind up with the weapons is really, following a fam
ily custom, that of the their one hundred and eighty year old mother. 77

The samI in Elder brothers also provides the means of impalement for
the twins' "villainous (cafJ~a!a!J) Pa!aiyar" companion, who impales him
self with a samI branch. Henceforth, as the temporarily revived Caftkar
soon says to his sister, "the Vlramalai will be our funeral land"-uttira
pumi: their maya!Ylm, "burning or cremation ground," according to the
Tamil gloss (Beck 1992, 768-69). It is at this funeral ground that TalJ.ka~,

with Vi~~u's help, has two beautiful pavilions (mafJ~apas) built for her
elder brothers at the site she makes into the patuka~am. And, "So that no
one could perform puja directly in front of' Caftkar, TalJ.ka~ had a big
stone placed there, and beyond it, "at a distance," a ma~~pa for
Campuka holding his drum with Ponnacci, facing west toward Caftkar
(Beck 1992, 768-71; see plate 1). Having established the pavilions,
TaiJ.ka~ performs the first pUja there, after which Siva calls her by chariot
to the god's counsel chamber, and Ramacami Navitar's Elder brothers
ends. Here in 1990, a small vannimaram (samI) sapling had been recently
planted behind another small ma~~pa for Mahavi~~u to replace one said
to have been there befor~ (see plate 3). And inside this shrine, a blue
Mayavar, poised to shoot, stands beside the (four-branched) vanni that
conceals him, foregrounded by what can only be a sacrificial post (see
plate 4). It is thus through the collaboration of TaiJ.ka~ and Vi~~u that the
Vlramalai patuka~am-with-samI becomes a ritual battlefield site for a
popularly transformed samIpUja. There, men reenact the impalement

76Note that in the Tirunelveli area's crematorium mythology ofCutalai Mata!!, the god, after
his depredations, takes up residence in a samI tree where he joins company with the
dangerous goddess Brahmasakti who lives in its summit (Reiniche 1979, 206; Hiltebeitel
1991a, 93).
77HiltebeiteI1991a, 315; seeMbh 4.5.27-28; 180 = 18 x 10: an identification of this female
corpse with the signature number of the Mbh. If "the gods love the cryptic, " the PaJ.1davas
love not only the cryptic but the weird.
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deaths by falling on the weapons of the heroes, just as the heroes did
themselves (see plate 5).78

SamlpUja allusions run just as deep in Palnaqu. The people of Palna<:!u
begin their migration from the north leaving an incomplete Dasara at
which the Brahmans refuse the elders' Dasara-day gifts because the house
of Alagu Raju "is guilty of murdering children, sages, and cows." For
absolution, say the Brahmans, all four castes must go on pilgrimage,
taking with them images of Vi~J.lu-Cennakesvarasvamiand La~mI along
with "conch, gong, mendicants' pouch, and banner pole," and sing "Hari
Ram" through the "holy places of the south." Not until they complete this
pilgrimage by making an image of a golden cow and passing through its
womb,79 and then placing their silk on the back of a Brahman and taking
audience with him, will they be absolved (Roghair 1982, 162).

The story of the people of Palna<:!u thus begins with a penitential
pilgrimage procession on a Dasara day. "In the city was a jammi tree.
They dug up the jammi tree along with its roots and tied it to a serpent
pillar. In this way they set forth." Numerous heroes and groups are
named, each warrior bearing his weapon, and the whole army carrying
"shield, dagger, lance, club, mace, blowdart, axe, and battleaxe." Seeing
them set out fully armed and foreseeing that this will lead to fighting and
dying, Cennakesvara refuses to come with them until Alugu Raju agrees
to have the whole army "bundle up its weapons and tie them on to this
jammi tree." They do this and fix a seal (Roghair 1982, 162). The
weapons bound to the jammi are further joined in the procession by ritual
implements (conch, gong, pouch, banner pole, serpent pillar). This
bundling of weapons with the samI is a precise analog to the "bundling"
of ritual weapons connected with Pottu Raja in DraupadI cult ritual. 80
Moreover, the weapons that the people of Palna<:!u bundle up for their
migration are ultimately linked with the Dasara festival that they are
performing when they depart. Instead of offering a samIpUja at the
boundary of Palamacapuri, they dig up the jammi that is "in the city" to
bring with them, and then, as they are about to set forth from Palama
capuri and presumably cross its boundary, they heed the command of
Cennakesvara and tie their weapons to it. In all this, we may detect
allusion to the combined samlpUja, boundary-crossing, and tiyudhapaja
of VijayadasamI as a foreshadowing of military campaigns (including

78See Hiltebeitel 1991a, 355: possessed by the twins and other heroes' spirits, males get
possessed, grasp weapons, fall on the ground, and are revived. Cf. ibid., 167,239, 316-17.
790n "the ceremony of the golden cow's womb" as "an important Hindu dynastic ritual"
called Hiraf.1yagarbham performed in south Indian warrior kingdoms to confirm, enhance,
or restore "the powers of a martial ruler," see S. Bayly 1989, 66-67, 291; 1993, 456 n. 1.
SOHiltebeitel 1988a, 386-93; 1991a, 25-28, 78-165, 448-51.
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ultimately the battle of Karempuqi). The migrants first major stop is at
Gaya to offer "boiled rice as high as a haystack," "boiled millet as high
as a hill," and a "bull buffalo" to Durga (163-66). Such offerings figure
in the same epic's story of Pota Raju and the Sivanandi Fort, where they
are fed to Pata Raju as part of Brahma Nayuqu's scheme to bring him
into the cult of the Palnad heroes (Roghair 1982, 213-14)-all of which
is retold in the DraupadI cult mythology of Pottu Raja-Pormanna!!
(Hiltebeitel 1988a, 353-55).

At Karempuqi, the heroes weapons actually represent them (see plate
6), and are carried to the festival-and-battlefield site in processions from
surrounding and distant villages. Together, the weapons and processions
recall both the battle of Karempu<;lI and the people's pilgrimage-migration
to Palnaqu. From the Temple of the Heroes itself, the festival procession
goes to four stations (see map 2). To the north, the ritual warriors first
reach a small ma~qapa of Kala Bhairava, which Brahma Nayu<;lu is said
to have installed to mark Karempuqi as the site where seven wars had
been fought before the battle of Palna<:1u, and to appease the spirits who
died in those wars. 81 Further north, they next go to the Ca~ (Conch)
TIrtham, a stone platform where the PI~adhipati gives them all tfrtha
water. Then they go eastward through a double-pillar-and-cross-stone
arch, the Kalli Tora~, "as in the story." And finally, further east, they
come to the Kalli Pota Raju Ma~<;lapa, which represents the battlefield,
although the battlefield, about the size of a soccer field as presently seen,
lies beyond it. The battlefield is called kallipatju or kallipatju, probably
"the horror and desolation" or "horror and falling," and resembles the
Tamil patuka~am not only in function and (partially) in name, but in being
represented by "Kalli Potharaju." At this stone Pota Raju, the ritual
warriors fall on their weapons like the heroes of the epic. According to
the PIthadhipati, they place their weapons down on tangela saplings
which grow around Kalli Potu Raja, and lie down there.~ Two days
later, when the ritualists return, the PIthadhipati and a man from Brahma
Nayutu's clan sacrifice a goat, mix the blood with boiled rice, and throw
it in the air. People who come to the festival take the saplings home and
tie them to their doorsills to ward off evil. 83

8lIt is tempting to relate Karempll~ilKaryamapll~i etymologically to Kuruk~etra, implying
for both a "field of action." The Plthadhipati, however, calls Karempll~i the"Andhra
Kuruk~etra, " but derives the name from Kara, a Rak~asa defeated by Rama in the Ram, who
"ruled this village" (puqi from purl). Kuruk~etra also becomes a cremation ground (see
chap. 14).
82The Plthadhipati says that "P6ta Raju can replace a jammi tree in rituals." The Kalli P6ta
Raju, a site short of the battlefield, may thus recall the jammi where the youthful heroes
gathered before the war.
830ther than the discussion of the name kalli ptidu/padu, on which see Hiltebeitel 1991a,
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There is thus an evident isomorphism between these battlefield rituals
and two stories: the Palnad people's procession from Palamacapuri and
the story of Pota Raju and the Sivanandi Fort. Looking at the two stories
together, we see how Vi~~u (Brahma Nayu~u, Cennakesvara) doubly
guarantees that Pota Raju or his jammi multiform is brought with ritual
weapons from a distant fort-city (Palamacapuri, Sivanandi Fort) to
Palna~u, to serve in the Palnad heroes' cult at the battlefield site of
Karempii~i, much as ~~~ brings Pottu Raja with his cuitic implements
from the fort city of Sivanandapuri to serve the P~~avas and DraupadI
at Kuru~etra and the DraupadI cult at its patukaJam (ritual battlefield).
Thus even though Brahma Nayu~u has nothing explicit to do with the
jammi tree death of Anapotu Raju, the scene is overdetermined by his
rapports with Cennakesvara the "old Brahman" and the bringing of Pota
Raju, without whom Anapotu Raju is inconceivable. 84

Brahma Nayu~u too works in strange and hidden ways. Having just
readied the leaf plates for the intercaste meal that will signal peace and
avoid war, he tells Kannama Dasu to see if anyone is coming "with
blessed food." Between the plate-setting and the request, the bard says,
"Brahma Nayu~u is beyond description, the seer of the human world,
Vi~~u incarnate. He knew what was about to happen." What he foresees,
and tells the Dalit Kannama to look for, is the arrival of Akka Pinakka,
who will come with the food that wives have prepared for their husbands,
the assembled heroes. After handing out home-cooking to many heroes,
but telling Brahma Nayu~u that Mancala has prepared nothing for Balu~u,
Akka Pinakka serves up on Balu~u's leaf-plate what Mancala has really
prepared: "the leaf cup of blood" from Anapotu Raju's death at the
jammi (344-46). Instantly, Balu~u goes crazy and the war erupts.

Let us recall that Brahma Nayu~u is not only Vi~~u's avatar, but is
identified with ~~~. Here we must finally reject Roghair's strained
insistence that "No stories in the epic cycle connect [Brahma Nayu~u]

with the Vi~~u of Hindu mythology"; that "Nothing important that
Brahma Nayuc;lu does is specifically connected with any stories of Vi~~u
from outside the epic tradition" (1982, 108, 109-10). Brahma Nayuc;lu
fights with no weapon (evoking ~~~) other than a boar's tusk (evoking
the Boar avatara) (180); like K~~~, he brings on the climactic war of

167-68, citing Roghair 1982, 29, and V. Narayana Rao, personal communication 1988, the
description here follows that of the Pfthadhipati (January 1997).
84Not surprisingly, the Brahmanical variants which make Anap6tu Raju the senior brother
and eliminate his complicities with Mancala (see nn. 30, 39), efface his ambiguous rapport
with P6ta Raju. I consider them secondary. Predictably, the Brahman Pithadhipati maintains
there is "no connection" between P6ta Raju and Anap6ta Raju. In Alisetti Galeyya's
version, sung by one of the authoritative Mala singers of Palniicf,u (the Vidyavantulu) whom
the Pfthadhipati officially supports (Roghair 1982, 26), this is untenable.
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destruction, and is rebuked, like K~~J.Ul, for his treacheries, which include
behind-the-scenes manipulations to bring about the deaths of menacing
young heroes. 85 When the "old Brahman" at last withdraws his favor
from Ba1u~u, so does Brahma Nayu~u.86 Brahma Nayu~u's evocations
of ~~J.Ul and his rapports with Vi~~u-Cennakesvaraare at the theological
nub of this epic. He is as "notorious" and "mischievous" as Mayavar in
Elder brothers, and as ~~J.Ul in the Mahiibharata.

85Most notably, the death of Ala Racamallu, which becomes the pretext by which he
provokes the war (Roghair 1982, 273-90, 296, 319, 344-45, 359-60).
86When Baludu fights Narasinga Raju, Visnu not only shapes the outcome as Brahma
Nayudu incarnate, but is symbolically omnipresent in the combat: Balu<;!u, born on ~sna's
birthday, reminds Narasinga ofKr~~a (Roghair 1982,351,356), and Narasinga, evoking
Vi~~u's Narasimha avatar, disembowels his foe, but this time as one who is the hero rather
than a demon. When Narasinga disembowels him, Balu<;lu, still protected by Vi~~u and
Ankalamma, continues fighting after removing all his out-hanging guts, leaves them on a
tree for Garu<;la, and replaces them with tulasi leaves until he pulls off Narasinga's head
"along with the veins and tendons" (354, 358). Only after this does Brahma Nayu<;!u
provoke an argument with Baluc;iu, indicating the point at which Visnu ceases to protect
Baludu's life (as he ceases to protect the lives of the twins). One is reminded of Visnu's
omnipresence in the Mbh war: through Kr~~a on the Pa~c;iava side and his Gopa-Narayana
warriors on the Kaurava side (Biardeau 1978, 205-9; cf. Hiltebeitel 1989a, 95).



4 The Epic of Pabiljf

piibajf, a north Indian regional martial oral epic, allows us to
substantiate in some detail our analysis of Palnii4u and Elder Brothers.
They are clearly of the same species, having the same skeleton. To
further flesh it out, I will run piibajfthrough the same eight "functions"
that carried the stories along in chapter 3, asking the reader to bear in
mind that I am not, in this case, suggesting direct transmission between
the stories but rather some deeper problems to investigate in later
chapters. Piibajf introduces two new issues. Its primary process epical
matter comes from the RiimLiyafJa rather than the Mahiibhiirata. And it
"feeds" from a northern climate of themes and tale types. We will need
to ask whether it makes a difference for an oral epic to be framed by one
classical epic or the other, and to think through the differences between
northern regional martial oral epics and southern ones.

I rely on the recited oral version of the epic sung by Parbu Bhopo,
recorded, transcribed, and translated by J. D. Smith (1991). Bhopo is the
title for "scheduled caste" (Dalit) Nayak BhIls who sing piibajf, ,reciting
it mainly for dominant caste Rajputs and RebarI camel herders. The three
castes form the primary group that worships PabujI in connection with the
goddess Deval (1991, 4). One should note, however, that although all
Rajasthan Rajputs claim royal descent, there are high or royal, middle or
noble, and "little brother" or "village Rajput" classes among them
(Harlan 1992, 6-9). PabujI is a god primarily of the latter, but one whose
story links him with the higher ranks as well.

As Smith has shown, the oral text is highly regularized and
formulaic. 1 He finds evidence from the seventeenth century chronicler
Miihato Nai~sI "that bhopos of PabujI were established as early as the
sixteenth century" (1991, 30). Although different bhopos know different
portions, and none ever recites the whole epic sequentially, as Parbu did
for Smith, the material has a high consistency. The bhopo, travelling with

lSmith 1977, 144-52; 1989,5-7; 1991,21-25,266-67.
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another family member, usually his wife (6, 14), performs the epic itin
erantly using a cloth painting called a pat: to depict the story along with
its telling.

The par, which extends the "boundaries of the text" through this visual
and fluid form, sometimes varies narratively from the sung epic. It is set
up as a semi-enclosure that defines the performance space as a "portable
temple" for Pabiiji that is centered on his court at Ko~ii village.2 In the
epic, this "small desert village" is frequently "dignified as Ko!umafJt!a,
'Ko~ii the religious centre'" (Smith 1991, 284, n. 42). Today it supports
PabiijI's only two "conventional temples," both on a single plot of land
where PabiijI has been worshiped since the beginning of the sixteenth
century (6, 100, n. 5). The pa~, as PabiijI's "portable temple," thus
brings his court and sanctum into the countryside. But PabiijI's village,
palace, and temple are also his fort, known as the "great village fortress
of Ko~ii" (430). As such, it includes the "fortress" of the lady Deval (the
goddess), whose cows PabiijI must protect (406-9). One may suspect that
the goddess's "fortress" is an extension of PabiijI's (they are adjacent on
the pa~; 56-57), or, even more suggestively, that Deval is the living
embodiment of the goddess of his fort or palace. 3 As the Ratho~ (Rath
aur) king, PabiijI is lord of the "fifty-two forts" (298), implying his
dominion over numerous other kings whose forts are mentioned in the
story. But in real life, Ko~ii "was and is a tiny and insignificant desert
village" (2). Even to the epic's heroes, it is always "Ko~ii in the barren
sand desert." And by the end of the epic, it is a palace-fort no more. 4

1. Births of the Heroes

Parbii Bhopo begins PtibUjfwith an tiratfsong, "an invocation to open
the performance," called Jalampatrf, "Horoscope" (Smith 1991, 106,
269). The story is thus framed not only by RtimtiyafJa but set in the stars,
and the two settings are probably not unrelated. 5 The stars also frame

2Smith 1986, 53; 1991,6, 15-16,55-68.
3A Rajasthani lineage deity (kuldeVl) temple is normally in the men's quarters or mardana
(Harlan 1992, 86-89, 101-2). PabOjI's two KolO temples "are evidently converted Vaisnava
temples," with stones in the courtyard for his companions and ROpnath, but "nothing for
Deval" (1. D. Smith, personal communication, February 19, 1998). Cf. chap. 2, n. 78.
4At the end, PabOJl's bride inspects his empty palace (Smith 1991, 457). Some years later,
his sole descendant ROpnath, growing up elsewhere, makes toy forts (464) until Deval tells
him, "Kohl in the barren sand-desert is known as your village" (466). The boy learns that
"KoIO in the barren sand-desert is known as my house and home" (467), but after exacting
revenge, he becomes a wandering jogf (from Sanskrit yogin, yogI).
5See Smith 1991, 333-80: the she-camel quest follows the "unseen" road to Lat\ka, which
is "beyond the seven seas" from which none return. This recalls Hanuman's starry leap to
Lanka in Ram 4.66-5.1, whose "path will resemble the milky way" (4.66.15-16; see Lefe-
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virtually every journey in ptibajf, as the heroes formulaically set out and
return on a road "past midnight, shining with stars." Such journeys
include a pilgrimage to lake Pushkar, an expedition to Lalli for she
camels, and recurrent episodes of rustling, rescuing, finding, and driving
cows. 6 Framing epic stories with allusion to a setting in the stars is, I
argue elsewhere, a convention established in the Mahtibhiirata, and
familiar to the Rtimliya1Ja.7 It is also a purat;ric convention which we shall
meet again in discussing the Bhavi~ya PurtifJ£l's version of Athii.

The first verse is, "In the S~vat year thirty-seven Lord PabujI took
incarnation in a plot of saffron."8 The next three verses tell us how his
nymph-mother took the form of a tigress to suckle him, and that he grew
into "a strong young man." The fifth completes his introduction by
invoking his "standard epithet" and royalty: "~mal;Ul, the ascetic deity
of the sand-desert, sat on the throne" (Smith 1991, 269 and n. 5).
Although Parbu does not incorporate them into his recorded narrative, he
knows stories that supply PabujI with the genealogy shown in table 3. 9

ber 1994, 193,362; cf. 5.1.157-63). It is probably from this that Ptibajfgets the idea that
Lat\ka, to which it no doubt adds the she-camels, is an astronomical conundrum. According
to Alberuni, Hindu astronomers "determine the longitude ofthe inhabitable world by Lanka,
which lies in its center on the equator"; they "say that Lanka is between the two ends of the
inhabitable world and without latitude," and further that it is "30 yojana above the earth,"
a southward point "foreboding evil" and "impious actions," and on the "line on which the
astronomical calculations are based (as 0 degrees longitude)" which runs straight from
Lat\ka to Meru through U.ijain, Multan, Kuruk~etra, the Yamuna, and Himavat (Sachau
1962, 408-9, 413-15). This cosmological Lat\ka would thus be due south on the equator
from the elliptical north pole, well to the southwest of Sri Lanka, which is north of the
equator and east of such a line on the equatorial north pole; cf. fig. 4.1 in Sullivan 1996.
6Among numerous usages, see Smith 1991, 289-91,294-96, 333, 333-80 (journey to Lallka:
see n. 5), 381-98, 409, 425, 435, and especially 397 and 415: PabiiJi's mare [his mother]
can "ride up into the night (sky) with its constellations" and "break the stars from the sky
to bring you; I shall introduce you to the court of the innocent (god) Rama"; there are also
many usages in the Lallka journey (333-80).
7See Hiltebeitel forthcoming and in press-h with reference to Naimi~a Forest, setting of the
Mbh's outermost frame, as the "twinkling forest." At Ram 7.82.13; 83.2-4, Valffi11ci's
ashram at Naimi~a Forest on the GomatI is the site of Rama's Asvamedha, where Rama
hears his own story from his sons Kusa and Lava-a usage like the Mbh's of the narrative
convention of linking Naimi~a Forest with collapsible stories in frames.
sThe SaJ11vat era date, Smith explains (1991, 269, n. 1), is a "37" without the prior two
digits; "Interpretations favoured by bhopos are 1237 (= 1180 A.D.) and 1337 (= 1280
A.D.)."
9Smith 1991, 493, n. 2, supplies Parbii's variant of the account by the seventeenth-century
NaiJ;lasI, from whom I infer that Sona is PabiijI's older sister. Their mother has evidently
already had Sona, and (as a lioness) is suckling PabiiJl, who is thus her baby, when she
leaves him and her husband (ibid., 481).
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Table 3. Genealogy of Pibiiji

first wife Dhadal nymph Kesarpan

I I
I I

Buro-Gailovat Jindrav KhicI-Perna
I1 _

I I
I I

Suro Devaro-Sona PabujI-Phulvantl

1
I

Gogo Cauhan-Kelam

I
I

Riipnath

We shall meet them all, and for the moment need only note that PabiijI's
"plot of saffron" birthplace has two extensions related to his mother
KesarparI, who leaves PabiijI as a baby because her husband sees her
suckling him as a tigress. 1O Her name means "the nymph Saffron," and
the fonn in which she promises PabfijI to return is as his mare Kesar
Ka~amI, "Black Saffron" (Smith 1991, 269, n. 2).

After the "Horoscope's" opening five lines about PabujI, the next
thirteen tell us that his four chief companions are also incarnations. In
order of mention, the first three (dealt with in eight lines) are incarnations
of goddesses. Cado "the chieftain, king" (Rajput by birth, Nayak-BhIl by
upbringing), the shepherd-camel herder Harmal DevasI (a RebarI), and
the augurer SaijI SoJalIkI are avaffiras of Mother Camu~ga, Mother
Bhaisag (whose "name clearly contains a reference to the buffalo
demon," Mahi$asura), and Mother Vlsot (Parbfi's family deity), respect
ively.11 The fourth companion, Cado's brother phebo, demarcated from
the other three, gets a fuller description of five verses like PabfijI's:
"What man shall we commemorate next? Phebo used to dissolve a
twelve-maund ball of bhang [hashish] (to drink); he used to eat thirteen
maunds of opium. Phebo was known as an incarnation of Hanuman; he
was called a chieftain of PabfijI" (Smith 1991, 271-72). Phebo is this
epic's LSRSC, and will reward our continuing attention.

For the moment, this prologue makes one thing apparent. The group
of five chief heroes is composed of three backgrounded incarnations of
goddesses and two (oregrounded incarnations from the RamayafJa. Other
incarnations in Pabujflargely replicate and reinforce this goddess-Rama
ya'!a scheme, the only one not to do so being Gogo Cauh~, incarnation
of the serpent Vasuki. 12 Smith, however, tries to pick this texture apart:
"Putting aside 'doubtful' incarnations such as PabiijI's mare and his

100r lioness; see n. 9.
llSmith 1991,269-70, verses 6-12 and nn. 7-9 on the goddesses; 391, n. 227 and below on
the double-caste identity of Cado and phebo.
12Smith 1991, 298-9, 307. On Gogo, see discussion in chap. 2.
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companions, it is generally agreed that four figures in the epic story are
avataras. PabiijI himself . . . ; Jindrav KillcI is said to be an avata:ra of
Rav~; PabiijI's bride PhulvantI is said to be an avatara of Rav~'s
sister Surapailkha [Siirpa~kha]; and Deval the CaraJ;l lady is said to be
an avatara of the goddess. The reason for the reincarnation of these
figures is that the Rama-story leaves them with unfinished business"
(1991, 93). The last point is nicely made. But what is at stake is the
nature of the unfinished business. The notion that Rav~ and L~ma~
renew their opposition in a second birth looks to be a variation on a
theme known in Jain traditions that they oppose each other as "hero and
antihero" through a series of many lives and ages (Ramanujan 1991b,
34). Paba}l's RamiiyafJa frame story is an artful bardic handling of pri
mary process folklore.

Smith's distinction between "doubtful" and "generally agreed" upon
incarnations is artificial. Among the companions, he has trouble with
phebo, conceding in a footnote that, "avatara or not, Phebo does behave
very much as though he were an incarnation of Hanuman. "13 The dis
tinction also glosses over important questions. If, as it appears, the main
criterion for genuine incarnation is unfinished business that carries the
four "generally agreed" upon incarnations from one epic to the other,
what is the implied unfinished business of the goddess in the Rama-story
that motivates her incarnation as Deval? Does Deval incarnate a
RamiiyafJa goddess? If so, who is she? And, whatever her associations,
how "human" is this goddess's incarnation in Paba}t? She is everywhere
so thoroughly a goddess that it seems misleading to contrast her "human
motive" with her "cosmic motivation" (94). If the goddess has "unfin
ished business" that carries over from the RamiiyafJa to Paba}f, there is
no reason to dismiss her triple incarnation among PabiijI's companions
any more than her incarnation as Deval. The same goes for Kesar
Ka~amI, PabiijI's mare, being an incarnation of his "nymph" mother. 14

Smith is not, however, only arguing that some Paba}fincarnations are
"doubtful," but-supporting Blackburn's views (see chapter 2)-that
incarnation in Paba}fis part of a belated process of "deification," which
can be deconstructed by deducing a trail back to the "historical PabiijI":
a deified brigand, cattle raider, and small Rajput chief. IS Despite admitt-

131991, 100-1, n. 15. I mention the footnoting practice because Smith peripheralizes
important mythological considerations consistently in this way, especially in the chapter
"PabiijI the god. " '
14A Pari, or Apsaras according to NainasI (Smith 1991, 481 and 493, n. 2).
15Smith types PabiijI as a Robin Hood (1991, 89-91) and deified dacoit or brigand (1980,
53-55, 76, n. 10), but, if so, he is just as much a residual Vratya: a Vedic cattle rustling
type that collapses the distinction between ~atriya and Brahman and anticipates early
Rajput vagabondage of the type described by Kolff (1990; see below, chap. 10).
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ing PabiijI's diverse cult and a "developed mythological account of his
position in the universe," these "probable reasons" buttress Smith's
determination to explain incarnations away (91). The "probable reasons"
do not pass scrutiny.

First, the category of "doubtful" avataras is designed to cover several
variations. One is nonliteralness. Some bhopos, Smith says, take the
"doubtfuls" as "literally true," while "others say it is merely a way of
explaining that these heroes had received the blessing of the deities in
question"-for example, "that 'Hanuman had placed his hand on Phebo's
head'" (1991, 91). The notion of literalness is introduced here as a way
of turning a metonymic connection of blessing that links deity and hero
into something "mere." Literalness is then taken to imply exaggeration.
Some bhopos, in calling PabiijI's mare Kesar Ka~amI a SagatI, "take the
word literally" and regard her as an "incarnation of the Goddess" (Sagatf
= Sakti), while for others, including Parbii, it "simply means that
PabiijI's mount is 'powerful'" (sakti) and is "not literally" a reference to
the goddess. 16 Smith discounts here a conventional resonance in favor
of a likely rationalization. 17 Literalness is also buttressed by metaphor,
,which Smith turns to advantage by noting that Parbii accounts for some
"doubtful" avamras (270, n. 7) and certain RamiiyafJa themes as meta
phoric. Thus he is "conscious" (like Smith) that LaIika is a "metaphor"
(83-84). Parbii's account of PabiijI's raid of LaIika is a "confessedly
'untrue' story" (96); PabiijI had gone not to LaIika but to a village called
Latikesariyo "located across the water in Sindh or Kutch" (83). "Sindh
or Kutch" is pretty vague: Parbii's historicizing looks more like
remythicization. 18 But Smith, despite admitting that his information from

16Smith 1991, 91; 323, n. 125; cf. 285, n. 43.
17Cf. Kothari 1989, 114-15 on the leading heroines of numerous Rajasthani folk epics,
including folk Ram and Mbh: "These negative heroines and goddesses are known in
Rajasthan by the word sagatf, which means Sakti (power or energy)."
18Lallka, on which see n. 5, seems to be an "othering" trope in Indian folk epics. The BhvP
version of AIM gives Alha' s son Indula a brief first marriage to a Lallka princess named
PadminI, daughter of Aryasi~ha (BhvP 3.3.19), before his second to the BahlIka-Balkh
princess Citrarekha (3.3.23; W&G 212-14). Cf. Muhammad JayasI's Padmavat, whose
heroine Padmini comes from Simhala [Lanka]. The puranic author could have been
influenced by the PadminI myth, which Qanungo credits the mid-sixteenth century JayasI
with inventing (1969, 1-20). Concerning this "Simhala," Qanungo chides a colleague
disturbed by the "dark-skinned" features this Rajput paragon would have were she really
from Lanka: "'Ifwe accept Simhala as correct,' says [Ramchandra] Shuklaji, 'this must be
some place in Rajputana'" (17-18). See McGregor 1984,67-70 on this text and author, and
White 1996, 198-99, 236, 260-62 on alchemical allegory in this story which locates the
paradisal Plantain Forest in the "heavenly" seven-storied fortress of Lanka that is itself
attainable only by yoga. Sankalia (1973, 48-53) and others unconvincingly locate Lanka in
north India to suit an "originally" local Rama story; cf. Kibe (1939) with supportive photos
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different bhopos "is limited and uneven" (1991, 91), generalizes this
understanding: "the performers explain that the attack on Rav~ is a
piece of narrative exaggeration, a 'metaphor' for a relatively minor local
exploit" (1986, 64, n. 6). .

For Smith, literalization, exaggeration, and metaphor are tools to re
cover a presumed historical original and an unembellished prior text. In
insisting on a fixed text, Smith treats myth and metaphor as if they have
somehow permeated this prior text's membrane. He peripheralizes epic
related mythology that Parbii knows-for example, about Kesar Ka~a

mI19-and makes no more than passing mention of variations between
the oral epic and the visualized pa~.20 Similarly, he marginalizes the
avatar mythology about Vi~~u's gatekeepers Jaya and Vijaya, which
frames Ptibajt's RamiiyalJa frame as the story behind the "generally
agreed upon" incarnations. Some bhopos know it, but others "are not
well informed about this background mythology, and could contribute
little on the subject" (1991, 91). Here, where Parbii is on the side of the
knowledgeable, Smith favors the uninformed, and downgrades Parbii's
evidence: "Parbii's version of the standard mythological frame-story" is
"not performed as part of the epic" (1986,54). Smith dismisses Indologi
cal comment on it as "not particularly enlightening. "21

We have here, in short, a strategy for treating "doubtful" aspects of
Pabajf's incarnational scheme as formulaic (read: nonliteral, exag
gerated, metaphoric, mere, and simple) and interpolated (read: not
performed as part of the main recited text). As so often with scholarship
on India's classical epics, formula and interpolation overlap in sustaining
a rationalized and historicized hermeneutic. 22 One thing needed here is
an appreciation of intratextual and intertextual allusion, and the play of
tropes. One cannot unravel a process of textual development in Pabajfby
showing that particular avataric links have different associational
principles (literal, figurative; metaphor, metonym; doubtful, consensual).
Multivalence and ambivalence are to be expected. Ambivalence is itself

of humans with tails; Thapar 1978b, nn. 11, 51, and 96, seeming to favor this view with
other citations. Raja Desing's horse tries to shake him while flying to Lat\ka; from Lat\ka
according to Alberuni comes the ill wind that brings smallpox (Sachau 1962, 415-16).
19Smith 1991, 493, n. 2; cf. 498-500.
200n variance between par and epic, see especially Smith 1991, 427 (scene 74), 436 (78),
438 (79), 451 (86), 456-59 (88-91), all discussed below.
21Smith 1991, 92 and n. 17. Roghair argues similarly against Palnadu's treatment ofBrahma
Nayudu as an avatar, favoring his "own experience," which "suggests that few residents of
Palnadu who are interested in the Heroes but not directly involved in the cult are more than
marginally acquainted with or interested in the equation of Brahma Nayu~u with Visnu. He
is known as a Visnu bhakta; that is sufficient" (1982, 109-10).
22See chap. 2 at o. 21.
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an ironic trope within Pilbujf. Characters sometimes have their own
doubts about incarnations. Guru Gorakhnath, seeing PabiijI's nephew
Riipnath, thinks, "This little boy is some incarnation" (Smith 1991, 467).
He is wrong, but only so far as we know from Parbii. Harmal DevasI,
disguised as a jogI, seems to the cameleers of Lalli "like some incar
nation" or to be Guru Gorakhnath (355, 360). Here they are right that he
is an incarnation, but haven't guessed whose "doubtful" incarnation he
is. And at the crucial moment when PhulvantI announces her determina
tion to marry PabujI, her mother suspects that either she is a goddess
incarnate, or that she has received a secret letter from PabiijI. PhulvantI
says neither is true (387), but the listener knows that PhulvantI's mother
has intuitively grasped one of the nondoubtful incarnational threads of the
epic: that her daughter incarnates Surp~a, reborn for her fateful
marriage with the incarnation of La~ma~. As in the classical epics,
when someone asks, "Who are you? A goddess, an Asurl, a Yak$I, A
Ra~asI, or a Manu~I?" it is a cat-and-mouse game for all concerned,
whether they are inside the epic as characters, or into it as performers,
audience, or readers.

Finally, Smith agrees with Blackburn (1989, 110) and Kothari (1989,
110) that, quoting the latter, Pabujf "is an elaborated story of a bhomiya
god," a type of local hero in Rajasthan commemorated and divinized for
having died defending cattle.23 But Smith must override an informant to
say this: "1 was able, by a sequence of admittedly leading questions, to
elicit from one bhopo a direct statement that PabiijI was 'like a bhomiyo';
but once he realized what he had said, he insisted that PabiijI was far
more powerful than any bhomiyo" (1991, 100, n. 10). Now a scholar
may see things informants do not, and try to elicit confirmation of a
would-be insight. But the bhopo's cautionary note reflects a sense of
hierarchy that the epic itself unfolds, as when a bhomiyo god comes at
an appropriately low niche among the deities in the divine processions to
Gogo's and PabiijI's weddings (313, 402).24 Smith (again, in a footnote)
delineates Pabujf's divine hierarchy himself: "above" the "little gods of
the present age (PabiijI, Ramdev etc.)" are "the greater gods of the
previous age (Rama, ~~~ etc.)"; above them are "the great gods them
selves (Vi~~u, Siva and the Goddess)," and above them "exists a being
God-to whom Parbu refers indiscriminately as bhagavan, [svar and

23See chap. 2, § B. The bhomiyti/bhumiyo is a type of divinized hero found widely in India
in connection with hero stones, which also often commemorate heroes slain defending cattle.
phebo, however, is more "like a bhomiyo" than PabiijI.
240n the hierarchy relevant to ptibajf, see Srivastava 1997, 80-88. That PabiijI is "like a
bhomiyo" is at best a forced folk analogy, a typology recognizable to the bhopo for some
parallels but not evidence of a developmental process, much less of prior historicity.
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qudrat, the connotations of which are, respectively, Vai~J;Ulva, Saiva and
Islamic" (101, n. 22). Considering, as we shall in chapter 10, that
Ramdev (Ramdeo, Ramshah PIr) and Gogo (Guga PIr) also have Muslim
identities, this hierarchy twice has a double Islamic and bhakti register.
At no point is the bhomiyo commensurate with Ramdev or PabiijI.

But for Smith, there is a kind of ascending scale of divinization that
runs from slain hero to bhomiyo to PabiijI and on up the ladder. Thus he
wonders whether PabiijI "will ever meet with [the] similar success" of
Rama and ~~~, whose "devotees ... also employed epic for the same
purpose": that of providing "a mythological background" to their story
because they were "originally motivated by the desire to secure a higher
status for the god by linking him to the gods of the 'Great tradition'"
(1991, 99). Apparently there was a "Great tradition" before the divini
zation of Rama and K~~J;Ul! In invoking their supposed epical divinization,
Smith is reiterating the euhemerist arguments of Hopkins, who finds this
route to explaining the "deification" of ~~~ in his epic studies,25 and
of both Rama and ~~J;Ul in his apologetically Christian comparative reli
gion studies. 26 Rather than such a tiresome and anachronistic develop
mental legitimation scheme, I would say that Ptibajf poses a different
issue. Rama is not a type of deity PabiijI might become. He is the central
figure in Ptiblljf's incarnational drama. Where is Rama in this scheme?
The answer is obvious. He is in heaven, where the heroes-specifically
phebo, PabiijI, Bii~o, and Riipnath-go at the epic's end, having passed
on to meet again in "the court of the innocent (god) Rama. "27 Why is
Rama the absent avatar in this story? Because the RtimiiyafJa's "perfect
man" has no unfinished business. He does not descend. But he is the
center and goal of Ptiblljr's devotional universe.28 This is indeed one of
the ways that it makes a difference whether it is RtimiiyafJa or Mahtibhti
rata that is linked with a regional folk epic: in Mahlibhtirata-linked
regional folk epics, there is nothing to inhibit the avatar's re-descent.
~~~'s devious business seems to be unending.

2. Marriage and Virginity

An unconsummated marriage, generated by leftover business from the
Rtimiiya!JLl, lies, as we have now seen, near the heart of this tale. Smith
summarizes Parbii's account, which forms part of the frame story. When
Rava~'s sister Surapailkha saw Rama, SIta, and La~maJ;Ul in the forest,

25Hopkins [1901] 1969, 215-16, 376, 397-98.
26Hopkins 1918, 209-17; 1923, 310-12.
270n this recurrent formula, see Smith 1991, 415, 440-41, 452-56, 460.
28A similar conundrum, and distinctively North Indian answer, will be found in Aihii.
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she "became infatuated with the beauty of the two young men." Rama
refused her, saying he was married already, and told her to try
La~maQa. La~maQa also rejected her, "saying he was an ascetic who
could have nothing to do with women" (1991, 92-93). Smith does not
annotate this exchange, which has the possibility of relieving Rama of a
lie and passing it on to La~maQa, since, at least in the Valmtki
RamiiyalJa, when Rama passes SUrpaQakha along, it is only he who says
La~maQa is unmarried, which is untrue. 29 In any case, commotion
erupts, and La~maQa, as one expects from Valmlkf 3.17.21, cuts off
Surapatikha's nose and ears. But now in Pabajf he promises that he will
"marry her in another birth-but would not then live with her after the
wedding" (Smith 1991, 93). Thus La~maQa and SUrpaQakha are reincar
nated as PabfijI and PhulvantI.

PhulvantI's arousal of passion for PabujI is suitably momentous.
Stringing pearls, she hears him driving the she-camels he has plundered
from Lalli into Umarkot, her father's fort. The earth trembles from the
hoofbeats of Kesar Ka~amI. By the shaking of the pearls in her tray,
PhulvantI sees that "either total famine will strike the land, or a king will
arise to rule the earth." One of PabfijI's epithets is "the Hindu king"
(Smith 1991, 294, 323). Through her lattice window she sees PabfijI enter
the barren garden of the So9hos (her Rajput patriline), and falls in love:
"Lord PabfijI's brilliance is like that of the sun; PabfijI appears to me
spotless like the moon." His magic makes the garden tum green after
twelve years of barrenness. The seventeenth-century chronicler NaiQasI,
surely drawing on a mythological tradition but one that Parbfi does not
mention, says PabfijI is only twelve at this point (489).

PhulvantI is with her ttjalJf sisters, her cohort of girls who celebrate
reaching menarche with the swinging festival of Tfj in the month of Sava~
(SravaQa).3O Beautifully adorned, they go out to the garden, fashion a
swing, and observe the heroes. PhulvantI makes a chaplet for PabujI's
head and sends it to him by the gardener's wife. PabfijI resists, saying,
"drive back this gardener's wife! she will bring ill-repute to La~maQa,

the ascetic deity of the sand-desert. I took incarnation in a plot of saffron,
in a lotus-flower; I am called an incarnation of L~maQa the ascetic. I
cannot look at the face of a woman as she comes towards me, nor at the

29See Emdl 1991 for an excellent discussion of some of this episode's variants; see also
Goldman 1997, 194-95.
30Although it is probably implied, it is not indicated that PhulvantI has celebrated only her
first TIj, which would follow her first menstruation. But she is clearly a young maiden.
Parbii introduces TIj and tIja~ sisters in connection with Kelam, daughter of PabiijI's
brother Biiro (Smith 1991, 298-99, nn. 75, 78).
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back of a woman as she goes away from me. "31 He recognizes the chap
let as "the work of a clever and skilful hand," but rather than ask who
made it, he leaps back to the mission of delivering the she-camels to
Kelam (372-80).

Ramiiya'!a primary process is at work here in evoking ~mat;Ia's
famous (even if interpolated) line that he recognizes SIta's anklets, but not
her upper-arm bracelet or earrings, because he worshiped only her
feet: 32 an astounding ascetic achievement for the "ascetic deity of the
sand desert" to emulate from his former life, easily implying that~
mat;Ia never saw SIta's face or back. L~mat;Ia is never supposed to be
an ascetic in Valmikf, but it would appear that this "ankle verse" marks
an early tendency in this direction, and that folklores of his asceticism
build upon it. La~mat;Ia tells the "ankle verse" to Rama after SIta has
been abducted by Ravat;Ia, and the brothers have found some of the jewels
she dropped while Ravat;Ia flew her to Lailka. It is all La~mat;Ia ever says
that might allude to the sexually charged exchange he had with SIta by
which she left him little choice but to leave her unprotected, accusing him
of wanting her as the reason he was not rescuing Rama while Rama was
chasing the golden deer (3.43). La~mat;Ia's asceticism is thus grounded
on the anger of SIta and his denial-in every sense-of any attraction to
her.

Pabajr clearly intensifies La~mat;Ia's status as "the celibate ascetic
(baljatti)" (Smith 1991, 93). InParbii's Ramiiyaf.la prologue, when Rama
questions La~mat;Ia's ability to shoot an arrow at the nose of one of the
Sun-charlot's horses to enable the killing of Ravat;Ia, L~mat;Ia says his
matted hair is full of fruit. Every day for fourteen years in the forest
Rama gave him fruit, but he forgot to command him to "Eat," so La~

mat;Ia kept the fruit in his hair. 33 Ascetic power, encapsuled as semen,
is stored in the head. PabUjrbuilds here and elsewhere on a well-attested
notion, heightened in Rajasthan, "that celibacy confers strength, whilst
the expenditure of semen weakens a man."34 PabiijI's asceticism is no

31Smith 1991, 379. PabujI has said the same thing earlier when telling Gogo Cauhan not to
ask him about marrying his brother's daughter Kelam, adding, "0 righteous Gogo, I have
no dealings with girls" (295). But he does arrange this wedding, and it is to Kelam that he
promises the wedding gift of she-camels from Lat\ka.
32Riim 4,147*; see Goldman 1980, 167-70, on this oft-recalled verse, and a similar one
interpolated at 7,890*, amid Lak~ma~a's "anti-sexual" moments in Viilmilei, including
Rama's "joke" about his celibacy to Surpa1,1akha, and SIta's provocation in the golden deer
episode.
33Smith 1991, 93, 101, n. 20. Cf. Ramanujan's story from a northern Karnataka folk play
about the eunuchs of Ayodhya (1986, 67-68).
34Smith 1991, 93, 101 n. 19; 1986, 62; citing Carstairs 1961, especially 78-88. Cat\kar's
concern to safeguard the elder brothers' "virility" (vrriyam) by spurning their brides has a
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doubt a factor in his alliance with the snake deity Gogo Cauhal:l,35 and
in his hazardous adventures with she-animals (his mare, the she-camels,
and Deval's cows).

PabujI gets away from this first entanglement with PhulvantI to deliver
the she-camels to Kelam. The disconsolate PhulvantI reveals her choice
to her mother, who suspects, as remarked, that she is a goddess incar
nate. Her mother instantly sends a Brahman to arrange the wedding
(Smith 1991, 387-88). The ascetic PabujI says that marriage would bring
him ill-repute. PhulvantI should be given to his older brother B~o: "If
I marry and become a householder what good would it do me? I shall not
marry today, nor marry tomorrow. 0 brahmin, I have an elder brother
(named) Buro; take this garland and go to his palace" (390). Again we
must recall the RamiiyafJa. As with the passing-around ofSurp~aby
two brothers, so it is now with her incarnation PhulvantI, only with two
inversions: the initial rejection is motivated by asceticism rather than
monogamy, and the deferral is from younger brother to older.

At this point, PabujI's chieftains intervene and tell him he should
marry and have offspring to perform ancestral rites, lest he become a
wandering spirit (Smith 1991, 390 and n. 226). PabujI agrees, but only
if saffron is obtained for his wedding procession. Cado takes charge, and
tells lady Deval that "without saffron PabujI will not become a bride
groom! "36 From here on, we see that this incarnation of the goddess not
only wants this marriage, but wants it unconsummated. Deval tells Cado
that saffron can be obtained from the gardens of the (Afghan) Muslim
Lakkhu Pathal:l, and PabujI and his chiefs obtain it in "the battle of the
saffron" (399). Deval brings the wedding invitations to all the gods (400
3). But when PabujI sets out for his wedding, he is beset by bad omens,
the first of which is Deval herself, blocking the way of his "virgin
wedding-procession" and demanding that he leave someone behind to pro
tect her fortress (which, we have seen, is an extension of PabujI's own
fort) and her cows. PabujI says he has left the fifty-two heroes of the
village and the sixty-four village yogims, but he refuses to leave any of
his chieftains behind. Yet, although Deval is angered, PabujI asks for her
"blessing" and promises her that if "any danger befalls" her, he will

Rajput look, considering that vfriyam can mean semen (see chap. 3, § 2C).
351t is when Gogo asks PabujI for Kelam, PabujI's brother's daughter, that PabujI first says
the line about never seeing a woman's face or back, which he later says about PhulvantI (see
n. 31). As with Siva, the ascetic's association with snakes is probably an alliance with gen
erative forces.
36Smith 1991, 391. On ambiguities in the use of saffron (kesariya) for both the warrior
facing death in battle and in women's songs in allusion to men's sexual potency, see
Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 37. In bringing saffron into this conflict, PabujI evokes his
mother.
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come himself, "(even) if he is seated in the wedding pavilion!" (406-9).
The series of omens now continues to be quite fantastic: a snake god

(to whom they give milk), vultures (who get raw goat organs), partridges
(calling at midnight at the brightness of PabiijI' s spear), jackals (howling
at the hoofbeats of Kesar Ka~amI), and last, a tiger. When Phebo beheads
the tiger, PabiijI tells Phebo he has "done ill in the land; you have spilt
drops of blood in my wedding procession!" phebo, "distressed and sad,"
then asks PabiijI to right things with his magic, and PabiijI revives the
tiger, rejoining its head and body (Smith 1991, 409-13). Phebo thus
defiles the procession, despite his best intentions.

At last the SoQhos greet the procession and escort it to Umarkot.
Girding his mare, PabiijI prepares to honor the torafJ, a "brightly
coloured wooden emblem fastened on the door of the bride's house,"
which the groom honors on arrival "by touching it with a stick or sword"
(Smith 1991, 319, n. 14). The SoQhos have placed it on the battlements
of their fort. But PabiijI pauses. He tells Phebo he has not brought a
proper stick to touch it with. "Phebo the opium-drinker went and stood
by a kheja,:[ tree; ... [he] gave a roar like Hanuman; with a jerk he
picked up the kheja,:[ tree and returned with it on his shoulder. . . . He
brought it and set it up in the ruby courtyard of the fortress" (417). The
kheja~ as "stick" is immediately identified further as a tulas[ or "sacred
basil," and a "gold stick," both of which are honorific, since the kheja~

is a "highly prized" tree, to which we must return. 37 For now, PabiijI
uses it as his stick to strike the tora~ and break off the seven wooden
birds that the SoQhos have placed on it.

Finally, at the highpoint of the wedding, before the circumambulations
of the fire are complete, PabiijI's mare Kesar Ka~amI whinnies. As we
have seen, she is his nymph mother. PabiijI tells Cado to "reassure"
Kesar Ka~amI lest he strike her with his whip (Smith 1991, 421). Cado
says PabiijI should save his whip for enemies; it "would be painful for
Kesar's spotless body." At this very moment, the mare breaks her chains
and Deval appears as a gold bird to "bitterly" tell PabiijI that while he is
"rejoicing" in his nuptials, Jindrav KhlcI has stolen her cows (421-22).
PabiijI interrupts the wedding to recover them. PhulvantI curses KhIcI
with the death of his eldest son, but since KhIcI is PabiijI's sister's
husband, PabiijI says she should soften the curse. Then PabiijI cuts the
bridal knot with his sword. As he mounts his mare, PhulvantI clings to
his stirrup and rebukes Kesar Ka~amI for spoiling her marriage: "as you
brought PabiijI, so you have taken him back!"

37Smith credits the tulasfidentification as honorific, but says that Parbii uses the designation
"gold stick" as "merely ... a different formula containing a different colour-word" (1991,
418, nn. 264, 265). We will see that this latter association is not so "mere."
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Unbeknownst to her, and probably also to PabiijI, PhulvantI is cursing
her mother-in-law, who, in league with Deval, is wrecking her marriage
while typically problematizing the tensions of their daughter-in
law/mother-in-Iaw relationship. 38 PabiijI tells PhulvantI not to curse
Kesar Ka~amI, since he is fated to a short life. He makes "a little gold
parrot from the bridal ointment on his back" for her to "hold in her
hand," and tells her it will inform her whether he survives the battle
(Smith 1991, 423-24). This gold parrot, colored no doubt by the turmeric
or saffron in the ointment, has surely some metonymic connection with
PabiijI's black saffron mother Kesar K~amI, but also with Deval's
appearance as a gold bird.

3. The Virgin's Blessing

It is not hard to see that PabiijI's asceticism is in tension with the
contending motivations of Deval, the SagatI Kesar K~amI, and the virgin
heroine PhulvantI, and that the motivations of these three females contend
with each other only in appearance. Their deeper conflicts are with
PabiijI, who, in just one moment, breaks faith with two of them (Kesar
Ka~amI, PhulvantI) to make up for having broken faith with the third
(Deval). It is also not hard to recognize the recurring folk epic icons of
the heroine-goddess stringing pearls (cf. Smith 1991, 453) and holding
parrot in hand. Recalling Taiika~ and Mancala, we may call PhulvantI
here an icon of blessing, in that leave-giving always implies or denies a
blessing. But PhulvantI gives no blessing other than her seeming agree
ment not to curse Jindrav KhIci and Kesar Ka~amI, and her acceptance,
parrot-in-hand, that PabiijI's departure likely means his death (424).
Deval, however, has given a blessing out of anger. When PabiijI refused
her request to supply a guardian of her fort and cows, but told her he
would leave even in the middle of his wedding to come himself, she
answered him: "0 PabiijI, may your name remain immortal in the land;
may your brave leading warriors remain immortal!" (409). This is a
blessing that implies her revenge and the heroes' deaths, as is presaged
by the immediate sequel of omens. Deval continues to give ambiguous
curses and blessings, as we shall see.

4. l?hebo's Intervention

It is in Phebo the opium-eater that we find pabajf's LSRSC. In the
seventeenth-century chronicle version of Nai~sI, the brothers Cado and

3
8The relationship, in its starkest undercurrents, destines PabiijI to be celibate with his wife

while "riding" his mare-mother. Cf. n. 36.
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Phebo (variously spelled) are two of seven Thon or Nayak brothers-that
is, Dalits-who become PabiijI's servants (Smith 1991, 480-81). In the
folk epic, Smith seems to regard them as Rajputs, but Tessitori describes
Thons as "a wild tribe of pillagers of the desert" (1916, 106). A Dalit
aspect also surfaces in a story that Parbii Bhopo tells, but outside his
recited text. After Cado and Phebo were born, their father learned they
would bring him misfortune, put them in a box, and floated then down
a river. A fisherman found the box and brought it home, "where there
was a Nayak (the Untouchable caste from which the bhopos of PabiijI are
drawn). The fisherman laid claim to the box, the Nayak to its contents;
then they opened it and found Cado and Phebo inside. Thus the two
brothers were Rajputs by birth but Nayaks by upbringing" (Smith 1991,
391, n. 227). The brothers seem to split this double patrimony: the royal
Cado (268 and n. 6), PabiijI's trusted confidante and emissary, exempli
fies Rajput refinements, and the gigantic and impetuous Phebo the impure
ritual services of the Dalit Nayaks. 39

This birth story recalls that of Ka~, who was born a K~atriya, set
floating down a river, and raised by the Siita (chariot driver) couple who
found him. Ka~ is the only Mahiibhtirata character invoked in Parbii's
text, and is a powerful presence in Ptibajz. One reason may be that he is
the son of the Sun, Siirya, who constantly "disposes of (serious) busi
ness" (Smith 1991, 275, 303, 304, etc.). Since PabiijI as a Ra!ho~ Rajput
would share the Ra!ho~s' claimed solar dynasty or Siiryav~sa descent
from Rama (Tod [1829] 1984, 82-83), one may suspect that K~ is
invoked as a solar kinsman. More clearly, he is linked with Deval, who
is known as "the Cara~ lady" and one of the two "Cara~ sisters" along
with her sister Ka.r¢. This latter, whose name resonates with K~'s, at
least in Ptibajz, seems to have a wider recognition in Rajasthan than her
sister as a lineage deity (kuldevl) not only of Cara~ but of Ra!ho~s, with
a major shrine in Bikaner (Harlan 1992, 49, 71; Srivastava 1997, 66). As
Cara~, the two sister-goddesses belong"to the bardic caste that composed
poetry eulogizing Rajputs (Smith 1991, 19,503), just as Siitas-a "mixed
caste" who, like the Nayaks, performed as "epic bards" and encomi
asts-eulogize and share a mixed identity with K~atriyas in the
Mahiibhtirata. At mysterious moments in ptibajz, the sister-pair appears

39Smith virtually ignores this double background (see only 1991, 450, n. 303), and sees
Cado and phebo, like Ponnar and Ca1\kar, Alha and Udal, Rama and LaksmaJ:la, Yudhi
sthira and Bhlma, and others, as representatives of a "split hero" dyad-type contrasting a
passive hero aligned with daiva, fate, and a more violent hero who defies fate through
pauru~a, "manliness" (1989, 190-93; 1991, 95-96; cf. Goldman 1980; 1984, 54; Biardeau
1976, 143). Yet Nayaks have their own myth of double identity, regarding themselves as
"fallen Rajputs," having once been Rajputs themselves (Smith 1991, 18-19).
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to "sing songs of praise of King Kart;l3." and "parvaros (narrative
episodes in Pabajz) of PabiijI" (334-35, 392, 394, 464)-the latter,
evidently, prescient stories within the story.40 Kan.m and PabiijI give
these goddesses gifts (335). These invocations of Kan.m allude to his
proverbial generosity and caste ambiguity, and probably also evoke a
tension between Dalit Nayak epic bards and high status Cara~ eulogists.
Nayaks who sing Ptibajfwould seem to honor Deval as their link with the
more prestigious Car~, who eulogize Rajputs as scions of the Solar,
Lunar, and Agni Varp.sas. Thus when Cado and phebo are floated down
river, mixed-caste resonances with Kart;l3. are probably textured into the
story as markers of the aspirations of its bards.

Phebo supplies a rich concatenation of LSRSC traits, some already
met. As an incarnation of Hanuman, he carries on in the spirit of Hanu
man's services to Rama and La~m~. All Rajputs and chieftains take
opium in Pabajf, including PabiijI himself (Smith 1991, 374, 419), but
Phebo does so to excess. He has an opium box so big that Deval's one
eye bull calf can be hidden in it (442). The SoQhos amass camel-trains of
opium for six months and store it in wells to shame PabiijI at his wedding
with more than he and his men can consume. Coming to PabiijI's rescue,
Phebo "gave a roar like Hanuman; phebo swallowed the opium in a sin
gle gulp. ,,41 Phebo's reputation also carries to other forms of "substance
abuse": he "eats opium, he drinks bhang, he drinks datura" (326); he
offers "opium, tobacco or datura" to a foe before killing him (383).42
Only phebo, even in his last words, envisions continuing his habit in
heaven: "I shall take my next opium in the court of the innocent (god)
Rama" (440, 441). His intake is similar to that of Campuka, who takes
opium, and of Muttal Ravutta!!, who receives many drugs. It is a ritual
service not only for PabiijI, whom Phebo stands in for at PabiijI's
wedding, but for Rama, whose heavenly court, like a DraupadI temple or
the court-fort-temple of PabiijI, keeps a place for such practices.

As with our other LSRSCs, however, Phebo's most decisive services
to the hero are also, and more profoundly, ritually ambiguous acts that
serve the goddess. When Phebo defiles PabiijI's wedding procession by

4OCf. Roghair 1982, 197: In the course of the episode ofthe Birth of Ankamma in Palnilqu,
"A story-teller must come and sing the Epic ofPalnilqu and the birth of Ankamma." In both
cases the epic is recited "within itself' in connection with its chief goddess.
41Smith 1991, 408, 419; for passage to Ladka, he similarly offers to "swallow up the sea,"
or "take the water in my cupped hand and throw it into the desert land of MalWar" (367).
42Smith (1991, 326, n. 130) notes on datura: "The juice of the thorn-apple, a powerful
narcotic which, according to Hobson-Jobson, causes 'temporary alienation of mind, and
violent laughter' (citing Yule and Burnell 1903 [= (1886) 1986], s.v. DATURA)." Khan
1997b, 200, thinks Indian references to tobacco cannot be earlier than the eighteenth
century.
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shedding the tiger's blood, and supplies the khejatI tree that PabiijI uses
to honor the tora':l for his wedding, the goddess is evoked by two of her
most powerful symbols: two mentioned at the beginning of the eerie
swinging song that Parbii sings to the goddess as invitation to Gogo and
PabiijI's weddings:

Mother, your swing is fastened to a hollow kheja,:[ tree.
Jagadamba, your swing is fastened;
swinging it, I have become worn out.
Jagadamba, you gave birth to the 52 Bhaims [Bhairavas],
and you remained an intact virgin.
To the beat of a drum
you ride upon your tiger. (Smith 1991, 97)

We will find that the tiger phebo kills and the kheja~ tree he uproots for
PabiijI are at a deeper level violations of the goddess. But they are also
inadvertent services to her that serve her design by further entangling
PabiijI in the web of breaches that he enters, also on his own, with his
marriage to PhulvantI.

This brings us to phebo's exit from the story: his intervention before
the beginning of PabiijI's last battle. Like Campuka and Anapotu Raja,
he will draw the heroes to their deaths by disrupting their armies, inter
fering with their sources of female power, and replacing the heroes in
battle.

When PabiijI leaves his young bride at their interrupted wedding and
gives her the gold parrot that will tell her his fate, he sets off with his
companions to recover Deval's cows from Jinc;:av KhIcI, incarnation of
Raval;la. PabiijI goes through the night to his court at Ko~ii, where, it
seems, he must make preparations for the campaign against KhIcI. There,
as we shall see, Deval coaxes PabiijI and others with curses and bless
ings. Finally, ready to ride, he says, "Cado my chieftain, take the other
chieftains in pursuit of the cows; leave behind sleeping only PabiijI's
warrior phebo. phebo the opium-drinker has a great belly; phebo will
not look good to the army of my sister's husband" (Smith 1991, 433).
Says Smith: "This rather lame excuse ... conceals PabiijI's real motive
for leaving phebo behind, which is that he fears that phebo will kill
KhIcI" (433, n. 283). Were he to do so, it would widow PabiijI's sister
Pema, and also prevent KhIcI from completing his unfinished Rl1mLiya'!a
business: revenge, as the reincarnated Raval;la, for his former slaying by
La~mal;la (94).

So PabiijI sets out, leaving phebo behind asleep. But Deval "reflected
in her mind," and at once calls her maidservant to see from the palace
walls who has left and who has remained behind. The maidservant says,
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"Lady Deval, I can see four men mounted on horses; alone I cannot see
PabUjI's warrior phebo!" Deval searches Phebo out at dawn, and consid
ers how to wake him. If she touches him with her hand, her "vow is
damaged" (according to Smith, her "virtue as a woman");43 should she
call him, he might be angry. So she stands at his bed-head and wakes him
with her "cold tears." Answering why she awakened him, she replies, "0
opium-drinker phebo, you are sleeping peacefully; (but) the great lord
PabujI has gone in hot pursuit of the cows!" Phebo rises in fury, bursting
his bed, and threatens to seize Deval's arm and dash her against the "wall
of the fortress" for calling him only after PabUjI has left. Like Anapotu
Raja, he is embittered at being left out of the fight. Then he promises to
drive back the cows and asks for her blessing to defeat KhIcI in battle,
and she blesses him to drive back the cows. 44 From here on it is clear
that he is acting in her service, as he has implicitly been doing all along.
He sets out riding his horse until it tires, and, with "a roar like
Hanuman," he "seized the horse and thrust it under his arm" to continue
his march (Smith 1991, 433-35).

5. The Virgin's Anger

When PabUjI stops at Ko~u on his way to recover Deval' s cows, the
goddess, as mentioned, goads various residents into action by curses and
blessings. 45 Her first encounter is with Buro and the last with phebo,
both approached while they sleep. She rouses BUro by calling to him,
with no reflections about touching him. 46 He awakens, ignoring her
plight, and asks her to speak "more softly and sweetly" since his left eye
is throbbing. She tells him he has ruined her joy in thinking he would
join in recovering the cows, and curses his eye to remain bandaged. He
asks her not to curse him, and tells her he heard PabUjI's return in the
night. But the words provoke her. Deval dishevels her hair, sets out for
PabUjI's palace, and spits drops of blood (Smith 1991, 425-27). I take it
that she has turned her anger toward PabUjI for his delay, and perhaps for
failing to bring BUro into the expedition. The curse and blessing sequence
turns Deval into a disheveled goddess who spits blood and sheds cold
tears.

43Smith 1991, 434, n. 285. She also refrains from touching him because he is a "brave
hero," perhaps anticipating his show of violent anger that erupts when she does wake him.
Perhaps his quasi-"untouchability" is also at play.
«Unless "defeat" means "kill" here, the incongruity between request and blessing is curi
ous. Perhaps it means that defeating KhIcI and returning the cows is, cumulatively, one act.
450n curses (sarapa, shrap), especially of satIs, see Harlan 1992, 139-46. Here again, Deval
may speak for PhulvantI, who will "become satI. "
46See above, n. 43.
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After Bu~o, Deval goes to PabujI, by herself. But on the pa~, she is
shown approaching PabujI with her sister Ka~. Each holds in her left
hand a trident set over her left shoulder, and brandishes another imple
ment in her right: Deval a churning-rope, showing that without her cows
there is no milk to chum; Ka~ a dagger, threatening suicide unless
PabujI rescues the COWS. 47 Thus behind the violent side of Deval is an
even more violent and threatening sister. This is borne out in the oft
repeated formula that when Deval swings into action, she takes up "the
trident of Mother Ka~" (Smith 1991, 339, 392, 425, 430, 434). Else
where in Pabajf, the trident-bearing goddess is identified as slayer of the
buffalo-demon (312, 402). So in her dual portrayal in song and p~, as
she approaches PabujI, the disheveled, blood-spitting Deval takes on the
additional, or doubled, aspect of a bearer of ritual weapons: the trident
and the suicide dagger. The latter, which appears in the story here for the
first time, is shown in several pa~ pictures with its open-bar grip perpen
dicular to the blade. It is of a type known as alaku or ka~~ari in the
DraupadI cult, where it is one of the goddess's important ritual imple
ments, often used for the rite of alaku-niruttai, the standing of sword
upon-pot. 48

The wrought-up Deval finds PabujI seated with a look of slumber in
his eyes. She complains about the cows, and the joy she has lost of
thinking PabujI would be chasing after them. Like Bu~o, PabujI stalls. He
asks her to speak "a little softly and sweetly," and explains that "the
bridal threads dyed with turmeric are (still) fastened to my hands and
feet." Deval grows "very angry" and curses him: "may the bridal threads
be unfastened with the point of a spear." PabujI asks her not to curse him
so hard, and reminds her of the scene at his wedding: he interrupted the
ceremony to come at her call, and "left behind the weeping SoQhI girl,
my young bride. " The goddess seems attentive when he says, "Place your
trust in PabujI; PabujI will drive back your missing cows!" (Smith 1991,
427-28). But she never withdraws the curse, as PabujI eventually reminds
her when he tells her his death has fulfilled her "oath" or "word"
(vacana; 451). Deval only goes on leveling curses and blessings at others,
and ultimately overrides PabujI's plan of leaving Phebo behind, blessing
him to rescue her COWS. 49

47Smith attributes the explanation of this and many other par scenes to Joseph C. Miller, Jr.
(1991,427, scene 74; xii).
48See Hiltebeitel 1991a, 27, 276 (plate 32), 280 (plate 36), 448-49, 452-58 (including fig.
15A, and nn. 35 and 36). There is also one in the Temple of the Heroes of Palna~u

(observed January 1997).
49'J'his sequence in Nail).asI is one of the closest in epic dimensions to Parbu's version; see
Smith 1991, 490-91. Here, too, a second Caral). sister is the most destructive in the final
battle.
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Why is the goddess so angry? Ostensibly, because of Buro's and
PabujI's procrastination (Smith 1989, 90). Only Phebo arises without
stalling, and even angrily threatens the goddess for her delay in not
waking him sooner. He alone receives her blessing-an ambiguous one,
since he will die on the expedition-without a prior curse. Phebo's
impetuosity in her service typically overrides his service to PabujI.

But I think we must also suspect that the goddess is angry at PabujI
about his wedding: ambivalently angry. On the one hand, she has clearly
aligned herself with PabujI's mare-mother when the latter bolts from the
wedding; on the other, she seems to begin to align herself with PhulvantI
as if she were angry on her account. To be sure, it is Deval who inter
rupts PhulvantI's wedding and curses PabujI to have his bridal threads
fully, and, one must assume, irrevocably severed. But Deva! is only
seeing to it that the ascetic deity of the sand desert gets to fulfill L~
m~'s promise that he would marry Surapatikha in their next birth but
not live with her after their wedding. It is for this that PabujI is
accountable, and Deval (rather than Vi~~u or Siva) seems to be the one
who keeps the accounts. Not only, however, is PabujI accountable for
Lak$ma~'s rash promise, and the cruel treatment of Surapatikha behind
it; PhulvantI must be accountable too for Surapatikha's overtures of
seduction, directed not only at Lak$ma~ but Rama, and her threatening
insults of SItae Deval seems softer on PhulvantI than she is on PabujI,
showing a positive interest in her when she tells PabujI that if he had
returned her one-eyed bull calf, she would either have made it her Sun
bull, or an ox for PhulvantI's carriage (Smith 1991, 442). PhulvantI is
softer on Deval than she is on Kesar Ka~amI, whom she curses..50

In any case, PhulvantI has less play in dealing with her plight than the
heroines of Palntu!u and Elder brothers. In particular, unlike Mancala
with Anapotu Raju, she has no subterranean interactions with phebo. 51

She has only the moment of clinging to PabujI's stirrups, cursing his
mare, being left with her parrot, and, as only PabiijI reports, weeping,
to represent her youthful feelings at being left a virgin doomed to likely
widowhood on the day of her wedding. The virgin's anger, and agency,
belongs rather to the goddess.

SOSmith 1991, 423. It may be that at their wedding Deval appeared only to PabujI, leaving
PhulvantI unaware of her appearance as a golden bird. Cf. 59 on Deval in connection with
other fate-motivating heroines (Gahlotan and Kelam).
5110 NainasI's chronicle version, "Dab5" is the only Thon brother to go with PabujI on the
wedding procession, and faces unnamed "omens of battle" with him. They go to Umarkot,
and return with SodhI (= PhulvantI). Then Dab5 "went to his own home" (490 and 493-94
nn. 8, 12, 44). Again, no undercurrents.
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6. Impalements

Phebo marches toward KhIcI's army, his horse under his arm.
Vultures circle above him. ParbU Bhopo, outside his text, told Smith that
the vultures are Jindrav KhIcI's sisters in bird form, intent on Phebo's
destruction, since he is PabUjI's best warrior (Smith 1991, 436, n. 287).
They would seem to oppose the more auspicious, yet equally ominous
bird-forms the goddess assumes on PabUjI's side. 52 South Indian folk
traditions know something similar in the Garu4adarsana, the "seeing" of
Vi~~u's "eagle" mount, in which Garu<;la is sighted as a bird of prey at
epic scenes and ritual sites of sacrificial death. 53 What is striking in
Pabujf is that the vultures are female. We shall see that, like the parrot,
they are forms of the goddess.

phebo, who has attracted she-vultures to his previous slaughters
(Smith 1991, 281, 371; cf. 448), calls only these his "vulture sisters,"
and asks them to be patient until he feeds them "fresh vital organs of the
KhIcls." But they say no:

'0 phebo, you are a hero in the land, and we are vultures; for this
reason first give us a meal of your own flesh!' Then what did
Pheba the opium-drinker say?

'0 vulture-sisters, stay alert in your mind!
Phebo will give you a meal of his own flesh!' . . .
Phebo cut open his belly and drew out his entrails.
Half the entrails he fed to the vultures;
half the entrails he cast on to a kheja':f tree. (Smith 1991, 436)

Phebo then "considered and reflected": as a "sign" that he would
"remain immortal in this age," he pronounced that his entrails would
make the khej~ tree "bear small reddish pods." Tightening his belt, he
is ready to fight disemboweled. 54 He mounts his horse and calls the
vulture-sisters to follow him "to the bloody battlefield" for their next
course, "the fresh vital organs of the KhIcls" (436-37).

When Phebo catches up with KhIcI, KhIcI taunts him, asking how it
is that he comes alone: did PabUjI send him and stay home to sleep? He

52Pour birds are shown in the par portrayal of this episode. They are not vultures, and
probably not parrots either (Smith 1991, 436, scene 78).
53See Biardeau 1989a, 156; Hiltebeitel1991a, 223, 309-10,449, 468; 1988a, 330-32, 412
13.
54Like Balu~u in Palniiq,u, who puts his intestines on an unnamed tree to give them to
Garu~a (Roghair 1982, 354-60). Mancala, whose instructions he follows in this
disembowelment, is also left behind with parrots (315).
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threatens to kill Phebo "painfully like a goat!" Angered, Phebo tells his
vulture-sisters that it is time for their meal, and launches a torrent of
arrows-intriguingly depicted on the par. 55 As PabujI approaches, he
hears the bow's twang and wonders if "Phebo has gone on ahead."
Disbelieving Cado that Phebo is still "sleeping in Ko~u," he says, '" see
these vultures, and reflect; without a battle vultures do not wheel
overhead!' Phebo the opium-drinker slew KhIcI's excellent army; alone
Phebo drove back the cows." Phebo tells the cows he will take them
back to Ko~u, but his time has run out. The bard reemphasizes that
Phebo has made his name "immortal in the land; alone Phebo began the
battle against KhIcI" and "slew his excellent army," leaving "only KhIcI
alive." Phebo duels with KhIcI, but PabiijI stays his hand, saving KhIcI's
life for the reasons mentioned earlier. Phebo is displeased, but PabujI
honors him for having "arrived before me and halted the army of KhIcI"
and "driven back the cows without your lord!" (Smith 1991, 337-40).

On the way back to Ko~u, PabiijI tells Cado to spread rugs on the
green grass so they can give Phebo opium. PabujI offers it in a golden
bowl, but Phebo says he lacks nothing: having "taken opium in your
court at Ko~u; I shall take my next opium in the court of the innocent
(god) Rama." He opens his belt, shows he has no entrails, says he will
next meet PabujI in Rama's court, and becomes "a heaven-dweller"
(Smith 1991, 440-41). PabujI then returns the cows to Deval (440-44).

With no forces left, KhIcI now seeks asylum with his maternal uncle
Jaisingh Bha~I of Jaisalmer, who hears KhIcI's tale and determines to
make the cows his own by attacking Ko~u. This is PabujI's final battle:
one in which he faces the far greater forces of a prestigious and powerful
high Rajput court without phebo. It is also the only battle in Pabajr
where Ko~ii itself is under attack. 56 Here, not only do she-vultures
"circle over" the battlefield; so does the goddess: "Lady Deval, you took
the form of the goddess Kan)I; Deval came and circled about the battle"
(Smith 1991, 448). It is in the form of her sister Kat'¢" that, vulture-like,
she at last presides. 57

55The illustration (Smith 1991, 438, scene 79) shows I;>hebo on bent knee, bow drawn, and
shooting left-handed. At the tip of his arrow is a severed human head with an arrow-like
topknot, suggesting a brahmaSiras-type weapon, while five more outward-pointing arrows
are drawn within the arc of the bow. The bent-knee posture is found in south Indian "front
runner" deities, betokening low (often Dalit) status and sometimes lameness (Masilamani
Meyer, personal communication, 1990; Hiltebeitel 1991a, 289, n. 12). I;>hebo is literally
"front-running" for PabujL
56Cf. Smith 1986, 62. NainasI's version includes no preliminary venture by Dhebo, but is
otherwise quite close to Parbu's version, especially regarding the goddess.
57The vulture identity of KarnI is assured by her iconographic depiction as a "kite on the
battlefield," a trait she shares with the Rathor kuldevI Naganecha Ji (Harlan 1992, 71, n.
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PabfijI exchanges his sword for KhIcI's whip, knowing that KhIcI's
sword cannot kill him. He tells KhIcI it is time to fulfill the vows they
took (as La~m~ and Rav~) in their previous births, and finally hits
KhIcI with the whip. At last roused to anger, KhIcI "struck at PabiijI,"
who ends his life by his own sword like Callkar and, as we shall see, like
Raja Desing. But it does not seem that he is actually killed by this blow:

Jindrav KhIcI struck at PabfijI with his sword;
a heavenly palanquin came up to PabfijI.
PabiijI entered the palanquin;
PabfijI travelled away in the heavenly palanquin. (Smith 1991, 449)

The palanquin carries PabiijI-and, according to the depiction on the p~,
he rides his mare mother on the palanquin (450, scene 85)-toward
RaIna's heaven. Indeed, it would seem that PabfijI, like AIha, leaves the
battlefield ~nslain. Blackburn and J. D. Smith have apparently overlooked
the opportunity this scene offers to consider whether PabfijI should be
considered the "real hero" of his story, or, if not, whether Pabajf is
another martial epic like Alhti that is anomalously romantic (see chap. 2
§ B).

Left to fight on, PabfijI's three retainers, incarnations of goddesses,
"could not die, and nobody could kill those chieftains" either. The three
then reflected that with PabfijI gone to heaven and with "nobody in the
land, in this village, Ko~ii," there is no more to fight for: "If we fight
these (enemies), nobody will be able to kill us and we shall not obtain
release. So let us take up our swords against each other, and cut off each
other's heads!" Cado first beheads Salji So~ankI, and we don't get to hear
how it befalls the remaining two. Finally KhIcI beheads B~o (Smith
1991, 449-51).

It is this sequence that brings Elder brothers, Palniit.!u, and Pablljf to
their most decisive ritual convergence. The khejarI is a samI. 58 The tree
with the hollow that the goddess Jagadamba swings from, the tree Phebo

44; 29, fig. 10). In AIM, Alha's wife Sunwa undergoes a similar transformation into a
battlefield-hovering magical ladyhawk (W&G 1923, 257-58), as also in AIM's BhvP
retelling, where she does it twice (3.3.23.105-16; 28.41-77), the first time with Udal's wife,
jointly offering the flesh of their witch-adversary to vultures, jackals, and crows. The two
heroines are thus portrayed like royal kuldevfs.
58See Biardeau 1989a, 302 and 306 (khejra), citing Tod (= [1829-32] 1972, 1,467 [kaijn']),
and Sleeman 1915, vol. 1 (cheonkul), with note of Tod's "editor" Smith, all discussing
forms of samipuja, Navaratra, Dasara, and Vijayadasami in high Rajput court traditions of
Rajasthan. Cf. Khan 1997b, 190: a magic Rajput kingdom-guarding sword is made of a dry
branch of "khejra" and blessed by Jambha Pir, founder of the Rajasthani Bishnoi sect and
a figure in whom Khan finds similarities to Ramdev (see chap. 10).
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uproots for PabujI's wedding, and the tree under which he disembowels
himself are the same tree that defines Campuka and Anapotu Raju's
deaths by impalement. Only Campuka is fully and unequivocally a Dalit,
but Anapotu Raju and phebo have familiar Dalit affinities. All three
impale themselves, each in an innovative way: Campuka with the samI
branch, the other two beneath a samI-Anapotu Raju with a stylus, phebo
with a dagger. The three LSRSCs all die alone, their mode of self
impalement carrying implications of extreme subaltern heroism while
denying to themselves the death by sword of their higher status "little
king" heroes and masters.

phebo also has separate affinities with each of the other two. Like
Anapotu Raju, his "lone hero" death under a samI precedes those of the
other heroes. Like Campuka, he goes into battle ahead of the heroes,
overturning their intention: Campuka by fighting Komptl!! before CaIikar
overcomes his fever; phebo by refusing to be left behind asleep. Yet
phebo's interventions do not directly affect the heroine. Unlike Campuka,
he does not return from his foray for a virgin to upbraid him. His
preliminary suicide, unlike Anapotu Raju's, is unmotivated by the virgin
heroine's designing, although it is prompted by the virgin goddess. But
phebo's death beneath the khejap does leave PabujI unprotected in his
last fight with Jaisingh BhatI. This affects PhulvantI's widowhood and
indirectly safeguards her virginity no less than the actions of Anapotu
Raju guarantee the virgin widowhood of MancaIa.

How then do we see the goddess behind this design? Looking at text
and pa~ together, the type of dagger phebo uses has a revealing recur
rence in Ptibajt's closing scenes. Just after Deval dishevels her hair and
spits blood, it appears for the first time, as noted, in a pa~ illustration,
brandished by Kar¢ when she joins her sister to demand the cows' re
turn. While both sisters bear tridents, Kar¢ threatens suicide with the
dagger should PabujI fail to recover the cows. Next, in both text and pa~,

it serves as phebo's suicide dagger. 59 After that, a more ornate dagger
of the same cross-grip type is brandished by Deval. Having just taken on
"the form of the goddess Kar¢" to "circle about" the battlefield, she sub
sumes Kar¢'s iconography in the solemn pa~ scene of the end of the final
battle. Now holding both dagger and trident herself and filling her drink
ing gourd with the blood of the slain, Deval is reminded by PabujI that
he has fulfilled her word in bringing his own life and that of the KhIcIs
to an end. As he passes over her in the palanquin on his way to heaven,
he makes the final request that she heeds: she will not separate out the

59See Smith 1991, 436 and scene 78. Dhebo also uses it in a siiyl story (see below) to open
a crocodile and retrieve a necklace of PabiijI's sister Perna (Smith 1991, 499-500 and par
scene 104).
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blood of his Rajput, RebarI, and Dalit Nayak Billl warriors, but rather let
it mingle (Smith 1991,450-51 andpaf scene 451). Finally, such a dagger
is used by Queen Gailovat, BU~o's wife, to self-deliver her baby RUpnath
before she becomes a satI (458-59, text only), and by RUpnath in his
revenge-slaying of KhIcI. 6O

Clearly Phebo impales himself with the weapon of the goddess. His
extreme action is a form of dedication to her. Here we may finally
address a sort of pending question or prasna: 61 Why did Phebo disem
bowel himself at the sole insistence of a bunch of she-vultures? If we
accept by now that it is because the she-vultures are multiforms of the
two sister-goddesses Deval and Kafl:lI, we find a parallel in Palnaqu,
when Anapotu Raju accepts his suicide by the jammi because he cannot
ignore the proscription on Akka Pinakka. Like Anapotu Raju's death as
"a lone hero by the jammi," Phebo's evokes images of a "popular
Dasara." Again, it is a question of a folk epic version of a royal samIpuja
and boundary crossing, the two Dasara subrites that combine worship of
the samI as an embodiment of the virgin goddess Aparajim, the Unvan
quished, with the opening of military campaigns. 62 This time the samI
is garlanded in suitable low status ritual fashion, by Phebo's gutS. 63 The
kheja~ also seems to denote a boundary, since it spatially marks Phebo's
entry into KhlcI territory, and temporally precipitates the beginning of the
final war. It clearly defines the opening of PabujI's last military cam
paign.

If we recall Phebo's cutting of the kheja~ outside Umarkot for
PabUjI's wedding, the impression now grows that this cutting is a viola
tion of the goddess and her tree. Moreover, we have noted Pablljts eerie

60Smith 1991, 470-75 and scenes 95-98. Here we learn that the churning rope, held earlier
by Deval when KarnI held the dagger, is not so innocent either. As Riipnath appears before
Perna holding the dagger in one hand and KhIcI's head in the other, Perna uses a churning
rope to churn her hated husband's blood, which she had caught in a butter churn beneath
his bed (473-75 and scene 97).
61I use this term as it is employed in the Tulsidas Ramcaritmiinas tradition of asking
questions of the text that reaffirm its design by posing loopholes and alternate possibilities:
e.g., "Why didn't SUa run away from Ravana when Jatayus knocked down his chariot? At
least she could have gotten a hundred yards!" (Linda Hess, oral presentation, 1992,
American Academy of Religion).
620n the royal samlpiija in Rajasthan, see Biardeau 1989a, 302, 305-8, and n. 58 above.
63Por garlands of intestines, cf. Hiltebeitel 1991a, 332, 334; Meyer 1986, 129-34 and
passim; Kinsley 1975, 98, 138. Cf. also n. 54 above (does Balu~u also hang his guts on a
sarntt). That the samI will henceforth "bear small (reddish) pods" reminds one of the early
seventeenth-century Nirnayasindhu's description of "the samI of reddish thorns (lohila
ka1J~akli), which bore Arjuna's arrows and possessed the benevolent words of Rama" (fol
lowing Biardeau 1989a, 301; cf. Kane [1930-62] 1975,5,1:190). In pat: depictions, the
khejarI usually shows spiky leaves (Smith 1991, 417, 436, 499).
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reference to the hollowed khej~ of the goddess. The samI with the
hollow now appears not only in Tamil Mahlibharata folklore to hold the
Pa~9avas' weapons, and in Elder brothers to conceal the "notorious"
Vi~~u, but in pabajr as the tree that bears the world-wearying swing of
the virgin World-Mother Jagadamba. In both Pabajrand Elder brothers,
fate's designing deity thus operates from the hollow of such a tree. From
this third instance, however, it would appear that the samI with the
hollow is not primarily an allusion to the weapon-concealing scene in the
Mahlibharata. As Biardeau has shown, the samI's Mahlibhtirata associa
tions are themselves rooted in Vedic ritual, where the samI is a source of
fire, and of Agni's connection with ritual weapons. According to different
Vedic-and eventually popular-texts and interpretations, the Vedic fire
sticks have two explanations. Either they are both made of pipal wood
that is said to be samrgarbhat, "from the womb of the samI," or else the
vertical male stick is of pipal and the horizontal female one of samI. In
one case, the firesticks come from the "womb of the samI"; in the other,
fire itself comes from the feminine samI's drilling notch or hole. 64 In
either case, the samI as source of fire implies a hole or hollow that is
considered a "source" or "womb." In pabajr, it evokes the fiery womb
of the virgin World Mother. 65 This image of the fiery womb as source
of ritual weapons may remind us that the DraupadI cult has two equiva
lent myths of the origin of the cult's ritual weapons. In one, they are born
together with DraupadI from the fire-womb of her birth; in the other,
they come ultimately from the samI tree as personified by Pottu Raja. 66

7. Satis and Salvation

As in the two south Indian epics, the deaths of the heroes are followed
by sans: Bfi:ro's queen Gailovat, PhulvantI, and "other satls" (chieftains'
wives). PhulvantI's golden parrot, having come to life, informs PhulvantI
of PabfijI's death, tells her to "become satr," and dies in her hand. 67

PhulvantI goes home to Umarkot to tell her kinsmen and seek their bless-

64See Biardeau 1989a, 50-62; 1984,4; Hiltebeitel 1991a, 104-5.
65In the DraupadI cult instance, however, KalI seems to identify the hole in the tree either
with herself or as a metaphor for her womb or vagina, saying that when the Pan~avas left
the weapons in the tree, they left them "in me," or "in my place" (enni!attil). This "gar
bled" folk text (see Hiltebeitel1991a, 315) seems to make a fascinating correlation between
the concealment of weapons in the goddess's fiery womb and the disguise theme of
eunuchhood that comes with loss of identity.
66See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 382-93; 1991a, 155-56, 235-40, 422-29 on P5ttu Raja's DraupadI
cult connections with the samI, which go back to an explicit connection between P5ta Raju
and the samI in Andhra, on which see above, chap. 3.
6

7Smith 1991, 455; or, in the pa~, it accompanies her as she approaches and enters the pyre
(357, scene 89: her inspection of Pabfip's empty palace; 456-59, scenes 88-91).
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ing, and says she will return to Ko~fi alone, with no need for an accom
panying army (Smith 1991, 455-56). One of her brief reflections is
interesting: "I (must have) committed a sin at the (very) gate of the
blessed Lord" (456). As suggested, this is probably an allusion to her
attempted seduction of Rama and La~ma~ in her previous life. Her satI
is not described.

There are no revivals of heroes in Ptibajf. PabfijI has no last words
with his wife. But, as already noted, he does have important last words
with Deval. Having not exactly died on the battlefield but "met his end, "
PabfijI, riding his mare in the heavenly palanquin, says to Deval: "0
goddess, let this blood mingle! . . . If their blood remains separate then
(in future) BhIls will not protect Rajpfits and Rajpfits will not protect
BhIls, and nobody in the world will recognize PabfijI. Honor my words
and let the blood of my warriors mingle!" (Smith 1991, 450-51). The
mixing of Rajput, BhII, and RebarI blood in the goddess's gourd guaran
tees cooperation between these communities, and secures the future of
PabfijI's cult. The vision of Deval may remind us of Arav3:!!'s closing
vision of Kuru~etra, in which he completes his eighteen-day vigil by
telling ~~~, DraupadI, and the Pa~~vas what he truly saw: ~~~'s
discus severing all the armies' heads, his conch containing the heads, and
KalI's skull-bowl collecting the blood. 68

Finally, salvation is closure on all the unfinished business of the
RamiiyafJa. One gets the sense that the exodus of our heroes and heroines
is complete, and that they have all "passed on to the court of the innocent
(god) Rama."

8. Transformations of Dasari

In chapter 3, we found that the people of Palna~u's migration from
their northern homeland required that they dig up a samI tree to bring
with them, bundled with their weapons. This story was preliminary to the
central epic narrative. Its allusions not only to a popularized form of
samIpfija and boundary crossing, but to buffalo sacrifices, served to
confirm and clarify Anapotu Raju's solitary heroic death "by thejammi"
as a Dasara subplot. We find similar supporting evidence on the
boundaries of Pabajf for much the same complex.

According to Smith, bhopos (Parbfi included) regard "the complete
text" of PabfijI as consisting of "episodes of two different types":
parvaros and sayls. So far we have been considering only parvaros,

68This vision, familiar in both the DraupadI and KiittaI,ltavar cults, can also combine the
calera with either of the other two; see Shideler 1987, 86; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 445; 1991a,
45 n. 15; 1995b, 469 and n. 13; and chap 12 below.
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literally "battles" (Smith 1991, 19). These are the main episodes of
Parbu's text. Smith, in his glossary, defines a sayl, literally a "petition"
or "prayer," as "a narrative episode not forming part of the epic story,
dealing with help given supernaturally by the divine PabujI. "69 If we
were to reconcile Smith's statement with what he learned from the
bhopos, we could say that sayls are part of the "complete text," but not
"part of the epic story." Or we might propose that sayls form part of the
text's boundary or frame. This is precisely how they are depicted on the
par, along with mythical animals and-not surprisingly-scenes from
Rtimiiya'!a (497-502).

Parbu estimated that there are as many as twenty-four sayls but
thought most bhopos knew only from zero to four (Smith 1991, 19). It
is unclear how many Parbu knew himself. At one point Smith says he
knew only one (ibid.), but later he cites Parbu's accounts of two others
(494, n. 26, 500). By the first statement, Smith seems to mean that Parbu
knew only one in metrical form (500). Most sayls "are told simply as
informal narratives," and Smith finds it unusual that Parbu knew this one
metrically (498). It is one of only two shown on the par. These two
probably represent the sayl genre on the par because they portray figures
known to PabujI himself in exemplary petitions related to the story. The
sayl Parbu knew best is the "sayl of the kheja,:i tree":

Sona, PabujI's sister, "was married to Suro Devaro, ruler of SirohI;
she had a magnificent kheja':f tree, grown from a seed phebo had
given her. Its shade spread over twelve kos, its branches extended over
thirteen koso Once Jaisitigh BhatI passed through SirohI on his way
home from a pilgrimage, and coveted the tree for its wood. The
Devaros [people of SirohI] refused to let him have it, but he
nonetheless set his axe to the tree, which wept as he did so, and cut
it down. Sona, who had always wished to see PabujI and his men
encamped beneath the tree, prayed to PabujI, and he and his com
panions mounted to pursue BhatI. Phebo far outstripped the others,
and challenged BhatI; and in the ensuing battle he destroyed the entire
BhatT army, until only JaisiIigh himself was left alive." PabujI
prevented Phebo from killing Jaisitigh, and told him only to cut offhis
ears and free him. "Then PabujI and his companions returned the tree
to Sona and brought it to life again; and to satisfy her wish they
encamped for a while in its shade before returning to heaven." (499
500)

69Smith 1991, 505. Elsewhere, Smith says sayls are episodes in which Pabiiji comes "either
from a distance or after his ascent to heaven" (19) "to the aid of his earthly devotees"
(498).
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If Ptibajf rounds off the unfinished business of the Rtimliya'!a, this sayl
rounds off the unfinished business of Ptibajf. Jaisiilgh Bha~I is the
Jaisalmer king who enabled Jindrav KhIcI to slay PabfijI. As far as we
know, he still has Deval's cows. Again, he represents the high Rajput
culture that survives the rustication of Ko~fi after PabfijI's death. His
defeat and subordination to PabfijI represents an aspiration of PabfijI's
worshipers for high Rajput recognition.

Jaisiilgh Bha~I thus covets and cuts down an extraordinary weeping
kheja~ that belongs to PabfijI's sister Sona, which she grew from a seed
she got from phebo. Presumably (yet who knows in a world of sayls?)
Phebo gave it to her before he died, but it certainly recalls his
pronouncement that once he had garlanded the kheja~ with his entrails,
it would henceforth have reddish pods-from which, of course, come
seeds-to recall his heroism. PabfijI and his warriors must somehow
retrieve the tree or wood from Bha~I to return it to Sona. Then they
revive it so that they can fulfill her petition, which was not that he
retrieve the kheja~, but that she be able to see PabfijI and his men
encamped beneath its vast shade.

The sight of PabfijI and his men at ease beneath the samI seems to be
an image of afterlife completion and perfection that is denied the hero
during his fractured real life. Other kingdoms' capitals-PhulvantI's
Umarko~, KhIcI's Jayal, now Sona's SirohI, and Bha~I's Jaisalmer-have
khejap trees outside them, while capitals of sultans do not. 70 As far as
one can tell, PabfijI's "great village fortress of Ko~fi" in "the barren sand
desert" (Smith 1991, 290, 406, 430) has no kheja~ of its own. In effect,
the sayl of the kheja~ provides PabfijI with such a samI. Sona's petition
has the effect of setting PabfijI under a sort of heavenly Saml, to which
he can descend from Rama's paradise or from his own court-temple in
Ko~fi, to meet the needs, and even fight the battles, of his devotees. It is
probably no coincidence that the scene of the kheja~ tree petition is
placed on the pa~ precisely at a point that would correspond to the
northeast comer of a temple: directly outside PabfijI's court, just below
its lower left comer, as he faces (presumably east) toward his devo
tees. 71 With PabfijI and his men beneath it, Sona's kheja~ is thus located

70There is no khejari tree mentioned outside Patan, the capital of the Muslim rulers Mirza
Khan (the cow-killer; Smith 1991, 289-93) and Lakkhu Pathan (whose garden Pabuji
destroys to get saffron for his wedding; 390-99). Located in Gujarat (map, Smith 1991,
xiv), it probably conflates the two Muslim opponents into one kingdom (perhaps linking
Patan secondarily with Pathat,l), since "true saffron" would grow only in Kashmir (yule and
Burnell [1886] 1986, 780). There is also no khejari on the way to Lat\ka in Plibajf (cf.
Hiltebeitel 1991a, 431-32: there is in the Ram LTIa, though it is only outside Ayodhya).
71See plate 10 in Smith 1991. The facing direction is in any case not crucial, since the
pattern works by axial rotation no matter which way a temple faces. The important point
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in the same position that the old mendicant Brahman assigns to Jaffar and
Fand so that they can share otherworldly worship with the heroes of
PalnaQu.

Who then is Sona? As Smith says, "Sona plays no role in the epic
narrative" (Smith 1991,502, n. 2), by which, of course, he means in the
parvaros. I have included her in PabujI's genealogical chart (table 2), but
only from her appearance in sayls and in MUhato Nai~sI's chronicle (see
n. 9). These, however, make her quite prominent. She appears in the
other two sayl stories mentioned as known to Parbu. One is the second
sayl illustrated on the par. PabujI's two sisters, Sona and Perna, once
went bathing in a tank. Perna left her necklace on the shore, and a
crocodile swallowed it. She petitioned PabujI, who sent Phebo down
from heaven. With his dagger, Phebo cut open all the creatures in the
tank until he found and opened the crocodile, returned the necklace to
Perna, and revived all the creatures (Smith 1991, 500). Here Sona is
secondary, though both sisters are shown (499, scene 104).

More revealingly, ParbU knows a sayl about Sona that tells a variant
of an episode that is part of the main "epical" narrative of the chronicler
Nai~sI, who recounts it as an incident in PabujI's life, thoroughly
interwoven with stories equivalent to ParbU's parvaro episodes. But
according to Parbu, the events "occurred after PabujI's ascent to heaven
as a miraculous intervention on his part (sayl)" (Smith 1991, 494, n. 26).
Of ParbU's version, Smith tells us only that he "knows a story in which
PabUjI punishes Sona's husband, SUro Devaro, for beating her" (ibid).
Nai~sI's account gives this incident a rich background.

Sona and her co-wife VaghelI, both married to SirohI (Suro Devaro,
king of SirohI for Parbu), play caupa,:, parcheesi.72 VaghelI's father
Ano Vaghelo, an enemy of PabujI's Thon (Dalit) companions and a
figure of somewhat looming proportions,73 had given VaghelI "many
ornaments," which she "made much of' and "praised them greatly."

is that the k~etrapala or other equivalent be at the deity's left hand (HiltebeiteI1991a, 314).
Cf. Biardeau 1981,229, and Parpola in press, § 3.1.3; Hiltebeitel1991a, 378, n. 51, on
associations of the northeast with the Vedic term aparlijitli, "invincible," which comes to
be a name for the goddess personified in the samI. The northeast also positions a temple's
guardian deity (~etraplila or nirmalyadevatli); see Hiltebeitel1991a, 99-107, 142-59, 194,
351,461-64. Such deities mark a temple's boundaries to neutralize sacrificial violence there.
72A family feud also arises in a caupar game in Harlan 1992, 148.
731n NainasI, the seven Thoris wereAno Vaghelo's servants; when famine struck, they killed
an animal, and, challenged by Ano's son, killed the son. They fled, but Ano caught them
and killed their father (as Smith notes, for Parbii, Ano doesn't kill their father; he is the
father of two of them, Cado and Phebo; Smith 1991, 493, n. 9). No one will hire the
Thoris for fear of Ano, until they come to Pabiiji (481-82). Later, when PabiijI kills Ano,
it convinces Mirza Khan that Pabii]l is invincible (487-88).
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Caught up in the game, the co-wives quarrel, and VaghelI taunts Sona:
"Your brother eats in the company of Thons." SirohI says to Sona,
"Why are you angry. She speaks the truth," to which Sona replies, "you
have no ministers like my brother's Thons." Enraged, SirohI beats Sona
with three whip-lashes. Sona writes to PabiijI, who summons Cado and
his other Than companions to "ride against" Sirohi (Smith 1991, 483
84). On the way, PabiijI and his nine companions, "all miracle-workers,"
kill Ano Vaghelo, whose "sway was great." PabiijI then tells SirohI he
has come because he whipped his sister. They kill many Deva~o warriors,
but not SirohI, since Sona asks PabujI for the boon of nonwidowhood. He
releases SirohI and gives Sona "the ornaments of Ano Vaghelo's wife"
as a wedding gift. Sona then tells VaghelI that PabujI has killed her father
to avenge the ThorIs, and "VaghelI fell to her knees" (486-87).

Like much else in NaiI.J.aSI, this story looks like chronicle-ized folk
epic, perhaps based on an oral tradition before its episodes were divided
into parva~os and sayls.74 In any case, it tells us two things about Sona
that are consistent with her portrayal in the sayls of the kheja~ and the
crocodile. She is a champion of PabujI's Dalit companions: in one case
she defends them to SirohI, in the other she wants to see them with
PabujI under the shade of her kheja~ outside the SirohI capital. And she
is associated with jewels: in one case, with her sister Perna's necklace,
in the other with her co-wife VagheII's. PabujI's purpose in NaiI.J.asI's
account is not only to restore his sister's honor after her whipping, but
to elevate her above her rival by bringing her VaghelI's mother's
ornaments, which are presumably even better than VaghelI's own.

It is Sona's connection with the samI that brings these themes together,
and no doubt supplies a major impulse behind much of what we find in
her stories. Sona means "gold." She is PabujI's only co-uterine sister,
born, like him, from the "Saffron nymph" Kesarpan. It is probable that
both ornaments and saffron are multiforms of gold in a metonymic chain
that links episodes and images. Tracing backwards, PhulvantI gets her
golden parrot; PabujI offers Phebo his last earthly opium in a golden
bowl; and Phebo supplies PabujI with a "gold stick" to strike the tora~

for his marriage to PhulvantI. That "gold stick" is, of course, an
uprooted kheja~. In connecting Sona with the kheja~, Plibajf seems
conversant with a widespread symbolism linking the samI not only with
fire but with gold.75 Again, Biardeau has done the mapping.

74Qanungo 1969, 73-74 discusses it in the context of Rajput vendetta (vair) stories.
751proposed a Tamil adaptation of this theme in the story of the self-replenishing "gold tree
of Gingee." Although not identified as a samI, it supplies the wealth for the building of the
Gingee fort that DraupadI later descends to protect. Intriguing comparatively is the account
of one DraupadI cultptiratiytir (Mbh-reciter) that the tree miraculously revived to full height
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The connection is explained in a myth, indirectly connected with the
Ramiiya'!a through Rama's ancestor Raghu, that Biardeau says is found
widely in the Deccan. A young Brahman has to pay his guru a d~if!il

(guru's fee) of fourteen crores of gold coins, and asks king Raghu to
supply it. Raghu is temporarily out of gold after a great Visvajit
sacrifice,76 but he is too pious to leave a Brahman's request unmet.
Fortunately, the "All-conquering" Visvajit now guarantees victory over
anyone he attacks. Remembering that Indra owes him "gifts," he prepares
to attack Indroloka. Alarmed, Indra asks aid from Kubera, god of riches,
and the latter showers goldpieces onto a samI. Raghu collects what he
needs for the young Brahman and lets his people loot the rest. The latter,
ignorant of the source of this gold, believe it comes from the samI.77

The story serves to explain the exchange of samI leaves, identified as
"gold," that takes place every year on the evening of VijayadasamI, after
the samIpuja. This "popular samfpuja, the one celebrated by everyone,
always retains the idea of combat. All the castes (but in principle only the
men) assemble at the samf tree. In the Deccan, where the samf is rare,
a bush is made of branches from a forest tree, the apa!a (bauhinia
tomentosa) , and there is a simulated scuffle to get hold of a branch. If
there is a samf, the people move around the tree jostling each other and
casting samf (or apa!a) leaves at the bottom. Then, in the houses, the
women perform an aratf for the men and friends visit each other,
exchanging samfand apa!aleaves and saying 'it's gold'" (Biardeau 1984,
10). A particular instance outside Sholapur (Maharashtra) is instructive
for the clear participation by Dalits. Mahar and Mang devotees of the
goddess Ellamma, and especially Potrajs, personifiers ofPota Raju, come
with long whiplike rope wicks that bum ashes at the end, which they
hand out with blessings.78 They gather at a large samI for VijayadasamI
in a park, where samIpuja and sImollanghana are performed. The tree,
the only samI around, is a point of civic pride, and during the samIpiija
it is considered as the goddess herself: Vijaya, "Victory," or Aparajita,
"the Unvanquished." At evening, closing the festival, the tree's leaves of
"gold" are exchanged along with wishes for a prosperous year. 79 The
samI's connection with gold is a multiform of its Vedic, and also popular,
associations with fire: the Potraj's burning wick being a case in point

in the time of Raja Desing (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 64; see below chap. 12, § A).
760n dak~inas in the Visvajit sacrifice, see Hiltebeitel forthcoming. Again, oral epic folklore
teems with Vedic surprises.
77Biardeau 1989a, 303; 1981, 223-24; 1984, 7-8.
780n Potrajs in relation to other forms of Pata Raju-Pattu Raja, see Hiltebeitel 1988a, 336
n. 3, 349,n.21, 364-65, 379,408-9; 1991a, 103,n. 37,150,472-73; 1985a, 174,177-79,
189-95, all citing Biardeau, especially her 1981, 239-41 (= 1984, 19-22).
79Biardeau 1989a, 32; cf. 1981, 240-41; 1984, 21.
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(Biardeau 1981; 1989a).
These popular forms of samlpiija not only explain the tree's connection

with gold, and thus supply a metonymic explanation of Sona's name, but
clarify Sona's story by telling of its function as an egalitarian rallying
point for all castes, with distinctive roles for Dalit ritual specialists. In
wishing to see all of PabiijI's men beneath her vast saInI, Sona provides
just such an egalitarian ideal, one that benevolently complements PabiijI's
darker request that Deval mix the blood of his Rajput, RebarI, and Nayak
BhIl warriors. One is reminded that the jammi tree where Anapotu Raju
meets his end dominates a grove where Balu<:1u and the other young
multicaste heroes of Palna<:1u happily played tops before their falling out.
Whereas Sona's petition calls all the heroes back together to the saInI
after their lives are over, the silent vow of Mancala separates Anapotu
Raju's brothers from him before they die, and leads to the violent inter
ruption of the egalitarian multicaste meal that would have averted the
war.

Yet if Sona brings all PabiijI's men together only in their afterlife, this
is because the separations and fragmentations of PabiijI's real life have
made such a fulfillment something to long for. The "Hindu king" ofKo~ii

village has no real-life dealings with this co-uterine saffron-born "golden"
sister, whose kheja~ comes to stand outside his court and temple only
after his heavenly ascent. Yet it is the relocation of this kheja~ to the
court of PabiijI the god that retrospectively explains the dislocations in his
life as a hero. As the Unvanquished goddess Aparajim, the samI functions
as the goddess of the boundary, the protector of the frontier, and
materializes a complementary aspect of the goddess who protects the
lineage, who habitually resides in the palace or court of the capital. 80

PabiijI's palace has a court for the lady Deval, but, during his lifetime,
neither a goddess of the limit nor a sister's saInI to protect his frontier.
As to what Deval might protect from their common court and temple,
things are even more hopeless. The ascetic deity of the sand desert can
have no lineage! PabiijI loves his mare. He also loves she-camels and
cows. But he ultimately cannot protect his borders, or Deval's cows. And
though Deval loves PabUjI, she cannot protect his lineage since he will
remain an ascetic to the end.

SOBiardeau 1989a, 299-300, 302, 306.
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Two corollary features are bolder in Aihti than in any of our other
regional martial epics: those concerning a heroic age, and affinities with
a classical epic's chief heroine. Aihti's great battle between Delhi on one
side and Kanauj and Mahoba on the other marks, with the fall of
Mahoba, the point that brings the Kali yuga to a fourth of its comple
tion. 1 A Mahiibhtirata heroic age is thus mapped onto a microheroic age
of Aihti. And Bela, Aihti's chief heroine, is provocatively identified with
DraupadI. Putting these two features together, Schomer takes Bela's links
with DraupadI as exemplary of the way that "interpenetration" of the two
heroic ages is "present in most extra-textual commentary, repeatedly
alluded to in an indirect way in the narrative itself, and often spelled out
explicitly in the preliminary section of an oral performance." She says
further it is "implicit in the Alba narrative as a whole, although it is only
occasionally brought to the foreground" (1989, 144-45). This alternance
between the tacit and explicit is important and well perceived.

There are many versions of Aihti, but only one that is sufficiently
accessible through translation and summary. The so-called "Farrukhabad
Aihti" or "Elliot Aihti" was "reduced to writing" when Charles Elliot,
District Collector of the Farrukhabad District in the United Provinces,
assembled "some three or four minstrels" near Farrukhabad in the early
1860s "and employed one of them to compile a complete set of the entire
cycle from their joint memories" (W&G 10, 58). First published in 1865
in a lithograph edition that was frequently reprinted through the
remainder of the nineteenth century and apparently less often thereafter,
it seems to have given way to more accessible printing press editions of
different versions, though at least one of them claims to draw from it.2

lW&G 273. On W&G, see already chap. 1.
2See Elliot [1881] 1992, from which Philip Lutgendorf (1997) has kindly translated some
passages for this book. Cf. Schomer 1989, 143, citing a 1970 Farrukhabad edition, stating
that it has been "continually reprinted since" 1865. A similarly structured Alhakhanda,
composed and edited by Visvambhara Natha "Vacala" ("the talkative") (1986, 2) in twenty-
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In the mid-1870s William Waterfield translated portions of this text into
an "English border ballad" style (10), and, after his death, the rest was
summarized by the folklorist George A. Grierson. According to Schomer,
the Elliot Alhii reflects Alha tradition "as it had evolved by the late
nineteenth century in the region around the city of Kanauj" (1989, 143).
From what can be gleaned from other versions, arguments based on the
Elliot Alha do not have equal force for all variants. Differences will be
noted. But variants are no reason to devalue the Elliot Alhii, or reject it
as a valid text of reference. 3 Indeed, one can only marvel that it is so
rich. The Kanauj area, along with "certain districts of Oudh, and in
Bundelkhand," is one where oral Aihii performance, "often sung to the
accompaniment of drums, particularly in villages in the rainy season," is
"most popular" (Dwivedi 1966, 23). My working hypothesis is that
Kanauj (in the Ganges-Yamuna Doab) and Mahoba (in Bundelkhand), the
two capitals, along with Delhi, of the three most important AIM
kingdoms, define the two royal nubs of Alha's "back-country" heart
land-two contiguous areas, with the Yamuna between them, in which the
story has its richest and deepest associations with the land, heroes,
mythology, and the history of its primary locations;4 and that versions
found to the east and west of this heartland reflect flanking traditions that
lose some of these associations while developing others. 5

seven rather than twenty-three la,:lif or la4iif ("battles," the tenn for "episodes" or
"cantos"), draws from the text that "Eliyat Bahadur" commissioned MunsI Bholanatha
Kayastha to write, but offers improvements by separating out material condensed in the
Elliot AIM, and adding some episodes, mainly marriages. Schomer names four other
regionally distributed printed versions, mostly in fifty-two episodes, as "among the best
known," but indicates that chapbook editions of single episodes are still more popular,
reflecting the single-episode style ofAIM performance. She also remarks that oral AIM "is
never known as Alha-khand," khanq. ("section") having been introduced by Elliot on the
model of the Mahobli khanq. as a supposed section of the Prthvfrlij-rlisau, and ever since
implying a book version (1984, 10, 15-16).
3Cf. Schomer 1989~ 143-44, making the same point.
4Por example, Baccha Singh, an AIM singer from Mahoba, invokes "the god of Kanauj"
among other deities in beginning his performances.
5Recall chap. 2, § B at on. 33-34. This approach, treating Kanauji and Bundelkhandi or
Bundeli versions of AlM as reflecting a common core, will override Grierson's emphasis
on a division of versions into "two classes, the Hindi (or Western) and the Bihari (or
Eastern) recension," bracketing the "Kanauji" Elliot AIM in the former, and Bundelkhandi
and Bhojpuri versions in the latter. Grierson's sample from a Bhojpuri "eastern" variant
shows major variations suggestive of a "flanking" tradition, as do variants I met in Agra
to the west of the AIM "heartland." Grierson suggests that the "cycle" was "[p]robably .
. . originally written in the Bundel'khan~i dialect of ... Bihari" (1885a, 209). Jaiswal,
differentiating Bundeli from Hindusthani, Braja, and Kanauji, finds written and oral versions
ofAIM to preserve the best specimens of Bundeli in what he calls the mixed Bundeli dialect
of Banaphari (1962, 11).
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Both Schomer (1989, 142, 149) and Lutgendorf (1979, 14-16) refer to
traditions that Alhtl is "the Mahiibhtlrata of the Kali yuga." Each
questions whether its links with the Mahiibhiirata are original to its oral
conception or represent "a later Sanskritization" (Schomer 1989, 143)
resulting from "'external' interpretations by pa'!4its" (Lutgendorf 1979,
16). Schomer leans to the latter explanation (1989, 143 and n. 3), while
Lutgendorf is noncommittal. The question is complicated. Grierson's
Bhojpuri version (1885a; see n. 5) seems to handle Mahlibhiirata themes
differently from the Elliot Alhii, without the incarnational theme. But the
text is too partial and brief to support conclusions. There is a less
"Mahiibhiirat-ized" version of some of the epic's events in the medieval
Hindi P1Jhvlrtlj-rtlsau, 6 what might be called an "over-Mahiibhiirat-ized"
version in the Sanskrit Bhavi~ya Purtl'!a, and in Jayanaka's P1JhVlrtlja
vijaya even a Rtlmiiya,!-ized kavya on PrthvIraja as an avamra of Rama,
composed not long before PrthvIraja's defeat and (apparent) death at the
hands of Muhammad Ghori, also known as Shihab aI-DIn, in 1193
(Pollock 1993, 274-77).

Do these texts influence oral Alhtl? Do Sanskrit epic and puraJ;Jic
themes in Alhii "come from" the Bhavi~ya PurtlfJQ, as Schomer once
suggests (1989, 143, n. 3)? Does Alhii partially de-Sanskritize, de
"pa~9itize," and demythologize the Bhavi~ya's "over-Mahlibhtlrat-iza
tion"? Do chronicle-like Rtlsau traditions (including the so-called Parmal
rtlsau, if it is separate from the P1JhVlrtlj-rtlsau7

), yield mythologized
history of the type Smith imagines behind Ptlbujt? These are necessary
questions, but one must give up the expectation that their answers will
lend themselves to theories designed to impose notions of development,
influence, and causality on relations between written texts and oral
traditions.

As with Pabujl, one cannot assume that chronicle material connects
with oral epic as a prior stage of its development, or that links with a

6Vaidya, recognizing numerous epical tropes, comments, "We have often said that the Rasa
(rasau) is plainly modelled after the Mahabharata" (1926, 337; see 334-38; cf. 1924, 18
21). Cf. Pritchett 1980, 57: "the Mahabharata of Hindi literature," translating a critic
writing in Hindi, Dr. Syamsundardas.
7See R. B. Singh 1975, 245: it is debated whether the Parmiil-riisau, a recent editor's name
(Babu Shyam Sunder Das, Paramiila Riisau, Introduction, p. 2) of the Prthvfraj-rasau's
Mahoba Kha'!4a, was originally separate, as that editor, Schomer 1984, 15, and McGregor
1984, 22, maintain, or "authentically" part of the P1Jhvfrtij-rasau. See also Dikshit 1977,
141-54; Tod [1829-32] 1972, I: 489-96. Schomer and McGregor say the text's "Mahoba
viewpoint" suggests a separate provenance, McGregor adding that it was probably
"compiled no earlier than the late 16th century" by a poet from Bundelkhand, whereas the
oldest verses of the Prthvfraj-riisau probably existed by 1470 (1984, 18, 20). Cf. Pritchett
1980, 58, choosing to analyze a mid-length edited version of the Prthvfraj-riisau.
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classical epic are extraneous loose ends. And, as with all our regional
oral martial epics, it is not just a question of looking at the classical epics
in Sanskrit to understand their "interpenetration" with oral epics, which
is one of Schomer's constraints,8 but of looking at folk traditions of the
classical epics. But allowing that one cannot reconstruct either a written9

or oral AlOO prior to any of the texts in question, and that no solutions
can be significant without contextualizing the available texts geograph
ically, historically, and in relation to each other, I would emphasize the
likelihood that links with the MahtibOOrata are part of AIhii'S primary
process inspiration and earliest development as oral epic, and that along
with AIOO, the Prthvlriij-riisau and Bhavi~ya PuriiTJ,a provide us with evi
dence that this inspiration was worked in different directions. Since I will
focus mainly on the versions in the Bhavi~ya PUriiTJ,a and Elliot AIOO, the
following table 4 will be a helpful referent for the discussion of corres
pondences between these two texts.

Table 4. Textual correspondences between the Bhaviua PuralJ,a's "Alha segment" and
the Elliot Alhalo

Bhav~ya Purm,a's Alha segment
through its thirty-two adhyayas

pal).~avas, cursed by Siva, appeal to
Krsl).a

2 End of Pandavas
Salivah~na encounters
IsamasTha

3 Bhojaraja encounters Mahamada
4 Expansion of Agnivamsa; Kali

appeals to Kr~l).a

5 Births of Jayacandra and
PrthivIraja; their rivalry over
taxes

6 PrthivIraja abducts Saq1yoginI

Elliot Alha by "canto" in Waterfield
and Grierson (1923)

Canto 1, Wooing of King PrithI

81 count ten ways in which Schomer identifies"similarities and parallelisms between the two
epics": 1. internecine wars of annihilation; 2. interpenetrating heroic ages; 3. overlapping
geographies; 4. continuities in the classification of peoples; 5. self-destructions of the
warrior class; 6. active roles for "cult deities ... even though they are not central figures"
(see chap. 2, § C above); 7. pentadic groups of heroes; 8. "relatively undifferentiated"
character of the opposition; 9. parallels between the central heroines; and 10. the "most
significant parallelism of all," the "incarnation scheme. "
9Grierson rejects "the tradition of little value" that AiM "was composed by Jagnaik, sister's
son of ParmaI" (W&G 10; cf. Dwivedi 1966,23-24; Dikshit 1977,151).1 see no reason
to suspect a written archetype.
tOOne may note that SrIrama Sarma's edition of BhvP with Hindi commentary (1968)
mutilates the pural).a's account by editing out adhyayas 8, 20-23, 25, 27, and 29-31.



7 1-27: BhI~masi~a gets mare
HarinI; Parimala (Parmal)
recovers from snakebite and
gets Jayacandra's assurance of
an alliance

28-end: Nine-Iakh chain
8 Nine-Iakh chain continued
9 Nine-Iakh chain continued
10 1-13: ~~t;lamsa (Udal), age nine,

reads Sastras; Parimala pays tax
to Prthivlraja but Lak~at;la

refuses
14-34: ~st;la~sa outwrestles

MahIpati's (Mahil' s) son Abhaya
55-54: Birth of four magical horses

from Harit;lI, which Parimala
bestows on heroes

54-62: Young heroes meet Sarada
on deer hunt

11 1-7: Young heroes go to ocean and
get boons from Sarada

7-8: Malana gives birth to Rat;lajit
9-21: ~~t;la~sa goes to Urvlya

(Urai), where MahIpati tries to
capture him in an iron net

22-25: MahIpati goes to Delhi,
convinces Prthivlraja to attack
Krsnamsa in MahavatI
(Mahoba)

26-56: Pfthivlraja is defeated
57-61: Balakhani (Malkhan) builds

Siri~akhya (Sirsa fort)
12 War in Mahi~matI (Maro)
13 1-13: Return to MahavatI;

Mahlpati obtains MahismatI;
funerary rites at Gaya; death
of LaksavrttI (Ukha), who
becomes an Apsaras

14-end: Mlada marries SvarnavatI
(Sunwa)

14 Birth of Indula (lndal); his trip to
Indraloka to be suckled by SacI

15 Sarada gives boons to heroes
16 Balakhani weds Gajamukta

(Gajmotin)
17 Brahmananda (Brahma) weds Vela

(Bela)
18 Krsnamsa weds PuspavatI (Phulwa)
19 Indula goes to Lat\ka seeking to

wed PadminI
20 Indula weds PadminI
21 Sukhakhani (Sulkhan) weds
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Canto 2, Nine-Iakh chain

Canto 3, Maro Feud, p. 72

Canto 3, p. 69

Canto 3, pp. 69-70

Canto 3, pp. 70-71

Canto 3, pp. 74-143: Maro Feud

Canto 4, Marriage of Alha and Sunwa

Canto 22, p. 269
Canto 5, Marriage of Malkhan and

Gajmotin
Canto 6, Marriage of Brahma and Bela

Canto 7, Marriage of fJdal and Phulwa
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Madanamafijarl
22 1-25: Sports and previous lives of

Krsnamsa and Puspavatt
26-70: Krsnamsa brings Candravall

(Candra Bel) to Mahavati from
Ballthatha

23 Carrying off of Indula
24 1-36: Banishment of Ahlada

37-73: Lak~ana's Digvijaya
73-end: P~hivlraja obtains the

secret of how to kill Balakhani
and Sukhakhani

25 1-38: Lak~at:la weds PadminI
39-46: Death of Sukhakhani
46-end: Death of Balakhani, satt of

Gajamukta
26 Battle of KIrtisagara
27 1-50: Return of Ahlada

51-79: Battle of Vetravatt
28 Captivity of ~sna~sa
29 War with Chinese Buddhists
30 Release of Laksana from prison in

Delhi
31 1-172: Brahmananda's visit to

Delhi; the wives of the
Kauravamsas

172-end: Vela's vengeance: she
comes to fallen Brahmananda,
and takes him on all-India
horseback-pilgrimage

32 1-15: Vela visits MahavatI, calls for
war

16-72: Gathering of the armies at
Kuruksetra

73-197: Eighteen-day war
198-206: Vela kills Taraka (Tahar)

207-9: Vela's sati
21O-end: Death of Lak~at:la; Ahlada

goes to Plantain Forest;
establishment ofKali; coming of
SahoddIna; death of Prthivlraja

A. Portions and Incarnations

Canto 8, Return of Candra Bel

Canto 9, Carrying off of Indal
Canto 10, Alha's Banishment
Canto 12, The Ganjar War

Canto 11, Marriage of Lakhan

Canto 13, Sirsa War (with satI of
Gajm6tin)

Canto 14, Battle of KIratsagar
Canto 15, Return of Alha
Canto 16, Battle of the Betwa
Canto 17, Carrying off of fJdal

Canto 18, Home-bringing of Bela, I

Canto 19, Home-bringing of Bela, II
Canto 20, Bela's vengeance, she comes

to fallen Brahma

Canto 20 continued, Bela comes to
Mahoba

Canto 20 continued, Bela kills Tahar
Canto 21, Battle of the Sandal Grove
Canto 22, The Sandal Pillars
Canto 23, Bela SatI

That Bela's reincarnation of DraupadI is central to Alha's interepic
linkages becomes clear only as this epic unfolds. Among such correla
tions, reincarnations are only the most obvious. But since this is a point
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where the Bhavi~ya PurtifJa's version of Alhii is especially rich, let us
chart our course by familiarizing ourselves with the main incarnations,
listed in table 5, as they appear from our three main sources: (1) a
"Kanauj" version, drawn from Schomer's list of incarnations that
"emerge in the course of the [Alhii] narrative" (1989, 148)-that is,
mainly in the Elliot Alhti; (2) a "Mahoba" version, recalled by the two
lead singers of a prominent Alhii troupe from Mahoba-Baccha Singh,
titled Alha Saqrrat ("Emperor of Alhti") and Charan Singh, whose
troupe's Alhti performances are recorded on cassettes (Star Cassette
Centre, Maudaha, Hamirpur District, Uttar Pradesh)-whom I inter
viewed in December 1995; and (3) those in the Bhavi~ya PurtifJQ.

Table 5. Alha figures and the Mahllbhiirata characters they incarnate in three variants

Hero/Heroine Kanauj Mahobi Bhavi~aPur. Puril;tic Name

Bela DraupadI DraupadI DraupadI Vela
Brahma Arjuna Arjuna Arjuna Brahmananda
Alha Yudhis~hira Yudhis~hira Balarama Ahlada
Udal Kr~1.la or ~sna Udayasi~a

BarbanKa
MIra Talhan BhIma Kicaka BhIma Talana
Uikhan Nakula Nakula Nakula Lak~a1.la

Malkhan Sahadeva Sahadeva Yudhi~~hira Balakhani
PrithIraj Duryodhana Duryodhana D~ra~tra P~hivlraja

Tahar Kaf1.la Kama Kaf1.la Taraka
Chaunra Drona becomes Camu1.l<;!a

RaktabIja
Dhandhii BhIma
Mahil Sakuni Duryodhana Mahlpati

Suffice it to say that whereas the Kanauj and Mahoba lists exhaust the
incarnations in their respective sources, the full Bhavi~ya PurtilJa list
would be much bigger. Let us also serve notice that table 5 opens onto
some intriguing puzzles: the main one being that in the Elliot Alhti, Udal
incarnates no one. Schomer tries to compensate for this by listing a
variant in which Udal incarnates BhIma, and treating Bhima's ElliotAlhii
incarnation in MIra TaIban as the "alternate." She does not give her
source for this adjustment of what is otherwise an Elliot Alhii list, but
possibly it comes from a "flanking" western HindI variant, since I found
it in Agra. 11 But BhIma is only one piece of this puzzle, since, as table

llThe informant, Kishan Sharma, a Brahman, insisted that the only Mbh figures to
reincarnate themselves in AiM were the Pa1.ldavas.
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5 suggests, his "movability" relates to that ofK~~J;Ul, whom I will discuss
in the next section, leaving the intriguing figure of Barbanka for chapter
12. Let us only repeat that nonuniformity does not signify triviality, and
tum to the story.

It is a cliche of both colonial British and Hindu nationalist
historiographies that Prithlraj of Delhi-in Tod's ringing words, "the last
of the Hindu emperors of India"12-draws the kings of Mahoba and
Kanauj, Parmal and Jaychand, respectively, into the pyrrhic war which,
even though he wins it, leaves the fractious Rajputs decimated and North
India open to Muslim imperial takeover at end 9f the twelfth century. 13
Although inscriptional and other evidence permits one to give credence
to the historicity of the rivalries between these principals and a battle
between them in 1182 that would correspond to their final battle inAlhii,
most other characters and events have no surer historical foothold than
what is supplied by the bardic chronicle texts, which historians tend to
regard as late and "fantastic. "14 This is the historians' judgment in
particular on Alha, Udal, and numerous other figures who appear in both
Alhti and the chronicles, but who are without the barest traces in the
solidifiable historical record. Here are some of the more salient
incongruities between (a) the epical texts (Rtisaus, Alhti) and grounded
history; (b) between Prthvlrtij-rtisau and Alhti; and (c) between Parmal
rtisau and Alhii:

(a) According to Majumdar, P~hiviraja was probably born between
1162-65, and is described as a minor as of 1177. 15 Yet according to
Alhii, he sired seven sons to fight his battles by 1182, and had a daughter

12[1829-32, 1920] 1990, 114. Vaidya uses the phrase "last Hindu Emperor of India" twice
(1924, i, 90), the second time italicizing "last"; Cf. Sherring 1872,161; Dey [1899] 1927,
230: "the last Hindu king of Delhi"; Pritchett 1980, citing other critics writing similarly in
Hindi about the Pt:thivfrlij-rlisau.
13Explanation of Muslim ascendancy by lack of "harmony among the kings of Hindustan"
occurs already in a 1808 Bengali history by the Sanskritist Mrityunjay Vidyalankar,
commissioned by the British; Chatterjee, viewing the "historiographic allegiances" of this
author as "entirely precolonial," suggests that "comments on the disunity of Indian kings"
might have been found "in Persian histories in circulation among the literati in late
eighteenth-century Bengal" (1995a, 80, 82). Cf. Bose 1956, 193-95: the "cowardly" Parma]
whose "martial spirit was not up to the standard set by Rajput traditions" prevailed over
"Alha and Udal, the two great patriots"; Munshi 1957, viii-xxix: "social stagnation and
regional consciousness" replaced"Aryavarta Consciousness"; Majumdar 1957, 125-29: "the
collapse of Hindu rule" was caused by internecine fights, false ideals of Ksatriya chivalry,
ascendancy of regionalism over nationalism, and failure to produce patriots.
14Bose 1956, 192, who continues, "it is futile to treat them on a par with the actual story
known from the evidence of inscriptions and Moslem accounts." Cf. 94-96, 195; Dikshit
141-49; Ray [1931-36] 1973,2:719-29.
15Majumdar 1957,104; 113; but cf. Vaidya 1926,321.
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Bela who reached twelve shortly before then. His chief ministers are
named, but differ from his epical ones. Indeed, according to Vaidya,
"Prithvlraja was not in Delhi as the Rasa [and other epical sources]
represents but in Ajmer" (1926, 334-35). Muslim historians also describe
an ignominious death for the Chandel king Parmal twenty years after his
self-induced epical end, while inscriptions indicate that his son
Trailokyavarman, unknown in the epical texts, was a king of mettle. 16

(b) The p1Jhvrraj-rasau mentions three queens of Prthvlraj, the
youngest being Chama1.19 Rai's (Chau!!ra's) younger sister. None is
Agma, mother of Bela and his seven sons, including Tabar. Aihti's story
of Bela's marriage to Brahma is not mentioned in the Rasau. Contrary to
Aihti, in which Chau!!ra dies at the last battle with the Chandels (1182),
Chama1.19 Rai survives this to become PrthvIraj's main general in his last
battle with Shihab aI-DIn (Muhammad Ghori) (1191-92), forcing the
latter's capture in the initial battle before dying in a subsequent one. l7

(c) Parmlii-rasau tells that Parmal was five when he acceded (c.
1165), which would make him "barely 17 at the time of the Cabamana
war, when we can hardly expect him to have a son capable of leading the
army. That Brahmajit [Brahma] is not represented as a minor is evident
from the further statement that on his death fifty of his wives became
sat[,' (Dikshit 1977, 149). Brahma-Brahmajit has fifty wives rather than
his one wife, Bela, in Aihti. Yet we will find Brahma a minor in Aihti
folklore of Agra (see chapter 14, § C). Wherever Aihti figures appear in
these other texts, their stories are thus already folk-epical in tone. The
story that we now unfold is thus one that historians do not regard as
factual.

Let us begin with the principal characters already mentioned, though
not with the story's own beginning(s) (on which see § C). Despite PrithI
raj's efforts, his daughter Bela becomes betrothed to the Chandel prince
Brahma of Mahoba. Brahma is served by a group called the Banaphars,
with whom he has been raised as a brother. IS The Banaphars, numbering
six in Aihti, include three of the figures in table 5, and unlike the stable
royal connections of Bela (DraupadI incarnate) and Brahma (Arjuna
incarnate), their incarnational identities are unstable from text to text. Of

16Ray (1931-36) 1973,727-29; Bose 1956,99-111; Dikshit 1977, 147-49. If, however,
Pritchett is correct that "Prthviraj's age can be calculated as thirty-seven or thirty-eight at
the time of his death" in the Riisau (1980, 58), he was born eight to eleven years earlier
than Majumdar estimates.
17Bose 1956, 190-91; Hoernle 1881, 4-5 n. 11, in Chand Bardai 1873-86; Tod [1829-32,
1920] 1990, 143-44.
18In the Ghasi Ram Hindi version of AiM, the mothers of Brahma and the Banaphars are
sisters, which would presumably have the effect of accentuating the "brother" relationship
further (Grierson 1885b, 255).
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those already mentioned, Alba is the incarnation of Yudhi~thira in AiM
and of Balarama in the Bhavi~ya PurafJQ; Udal is the incarnation of no
one in the Elliot AiM, of BhIma in an alternate oral version, and of~~~
in the pura~; and Malkhan is the incarnation of Sahadeva in AiM and of
Yudhi~thirain the pura~. The other three Banaphars sort themselves out
as shown in table 6:

Table 6. Lesser Banaphars

Alha name BhvPname Alha incarnation Bhvp incarnation

Sullman Sukhkhani no one Dhrstadyumna
phewa DevasiIpha no one Sahadeva
Tomar no such hero no one

As we shall see, it is especially with the Banaphars that our narratives
open onto folk Mahiibharata. Although their hybrid status is not much
defined around Dalit/Brahman ambiguities, the Banaphars are AiM's true
heroes and, broadly speaking, its LSRSCs. Their full Aiha number is six,
but one hears virtually nothing of Sulkhan (who is more prominent as
Sukhakhani in Bhavi~ya19) and Tomar (who is one of the pura~'s few
absentees). They appear in combinations with various other heroes that
usually number five, seven, or twelve. Two groupings, however, define
the underlying social continuum that structures their place in the poem.
On the one hand, they are regarded as brothers of Brahma, whose father,
the Mahoba king Parmal (who as Parimala in Bhavi~ya is the incarnation
of DraupadI's father Drupada20

), and mother, Queen Malhna, raise them
as sons (W&G 79, 125, 189, 216). In this case they form a group of
seven, and the connection with Brahma and Parmal defines their primary
Rajput-as-K~atriya connection.21 On the other hand, they are linked with
the Muslim MIra TaIban, who, after a boundary dispute (57) with the
Banaphars' fathers, became a "brother" to the four fathers (74), and then,
when the four fathers were killed, an "uncle" to their sons (169). In these
cases, the recurrent groupings number five.

The first group of five heroes to coalesce is the set of MIra Talhan

19In BhvP 3.3.9.41-42, he is a portion (a~sa) of Parsada, whom I take to be the same as
Par~ata in 3.3.1.11-13, which refers to Dh~~tadyumna. Par~ata in Mbh is usually
D~~tadyumna, but also a name for Drupada, whose portion goes to another BhvP-Alhii
hero, Parimala-Parmal.
2°An intriguing turnabout in the purana's amsa scheme, on which see further chap. 8.
21This relation parallels Balu~u's with his multi-caste brothers in Palniiqu, except that
Anapotu Raju's counterpart is not one of the seven but the Brahman general Chau!!~a.
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and the four fathers. Let us note that Aihti and Bhavi~ya PUrllfJQ give
these heroes different titles. In Aihti, MIra TaIban is called the Saiyid of
Banaras, and is thus accorded the mantle of a descendant of the Prophet,
especially via I:lusain. Meanwhile, Banaphar, according to Waterfield, is
the title of a clan "still" found in Mahoba that claims descent from the
Aihii's heroes. 22

The Bhavi~ya uses neither of these terms, nor any equivalent. Rather,
it introduces TaIana (MIra TaIban), Desaraja (Dasraj), and Vatsaraja
(Bachraj), that is, the Saiyid and the two senior Banaphars, into
Parimala's service under the much more high-toned and obviously Brah
manical title of mantrins or ministers. 23 But it leaves no doubt of their
subaltern and parvenu status when it introduces them through the "hair
raising war" that precedes their friendship. Talana is the son of the
Mleccha Satayatta, king of Varanasi (Vanarasa), named for being as tall
as a palm tree. And Desaraja and Vatsaraja are born to a beautiful AbhIrI
(Ahir or Cowherd) named Vratapa from the village of Vaksara, whose
nine-year-Iong nine-Durga-vow (Navadurgavrata) secured a boon from the
goddess Cal;1C;lika of two sons like Rama and Kr~l;la. "A king named
Vasumant," whose name means "Rich" and is otherwise unknown, was
struck by her beauty and married her, and their sons, Desaraja and
Vatsaraja, then conquered Magadha and became kings (4.22-30).

In the Elliot Aihii, the border feud between the senior Banaphars and
MIra TaIban is settled by Parmal's arbitration at Mahoba. Parmal then
appoints MIra TaIban as the "commander of his army" or "captain of all
his hosts of war, " and as his "hereditary generals" he establishes the four
senior Banaphars, who had previously been defenders of the gates of the
city of Baksar (Sanskrit Vaksara, as above) in Bihar (W&G 15, 58, 64).
These are not indifferent details, as we shall see in chapter 10. For now,
however, I will only suggest that the border dispute between the Banaphar
fathers and MIra TaIban prior to the reconciliation that allows them to
become the joint guardians of Mahoba, and of its goddess Sarada, is
analogous to the fight between Pormanna!! and the Muslim MuttaI
Ravutta!! that allows them to become the joint guardians of DraupadI
temples (HiltebeiteI1988a, 113-16). The grounded connections between
the goddess and city in the one case, and goddess temple (which is also

22W&G 12. Russell and Hira Lal [1916] 1993,4:437 identify Banaphars as Yadavas, and
thus of Lunar Dynasty origins, which may be pertinent to the connections of .Alha, Udal,
and Dhewa with the Lunar Dynasty Pandavas. Qanungo 1969, 102, mentions "descendants
of Alha and Udan of the Banafar got" having "become Bengalis to all intents and purpose
except in build and whiskers. "
23BhvP 3.3.7.40. Henceforth, wherever the context is clear, references to the thirty-two
adhyayas of BhvP 3.3, the purana's "Alhii segment," will be cited by only adhyaya and
verse. This verse would thus be cited as 7.40.
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the Pat;t<;!avas' palace) in the other, have similar introductory tales to
explain them. Moreover, in each case, it is not just the goddess and the
city or palace-temple that acquire such a combination of low status but
high title claiming Muslim and Hindu guardians, but high status K~atriya

kings of the lunar dynasty-the Pat;t<;!avas and Parmal-who obtain these
heroes as guardians. Pormanna!!, alias Pottu Raja, has of course the pan
south Indian royally elevating military title of Raja. And the rtivutta'-! of
Muttal Ravutta!! means "cavalier, horseman, or trooper." Indeed, it most
likely derives from either raja-data, "King's messenger," or rtija-putra,
Rajput, and connects Muttal Ravutta!! with a status title of Tamil Muslims
who claim conversion by an eleventh-century saiyid (Hiltebeitel 1988a,
102).

This first group of five, consisting of the four senior Banaphars and
the Saiyid, then anticipates other groupings in which the six Banaphar
sons, replacing the four fathers, carry forward this alliance in new
combinations. Thus, once the senior Banaphars have been killed, MIra
TaIban is the constant companion of their sons, training them to fight
(W&G 74), and joining the four most prominent among them-Alba,
Udal, Malkhan, and phewa-on various escapades. In the most promin
ent, told in the Elliot Aiha's third chapter or "battle" (la':tif) as "The
Maro Feud," the five disguise themselves as warrior-JogI-dancer
musicians to gain revenge for the killing of the two seniormost Banaphar
fathers, Dasraj (father of Alba and Udal) and Bachraj (father of Malkhan)
(75-143). Once they have fulfilled this preliminary and essentially
initiatory mission, the subject of this chapter's section D, MIra and the
young Banaphars return to become the guardians of Mahoba, and to form
a group defined by many of the kind of low status traits we have met
elsewhere.

The "low born" disesteem in which the Banaphars are held is
mentioned repeatedly, usually by the treacherous Mahil, whenever they
seek Rajput brides. Queen Malhna's brother and the evil genius of the
piece, Mahil incarnates no one in the Elliot Aihti, Sakuni in the
Bundelkhandi version known to Baccha Singh, and, under the name
MahIpati, Duryodhana in the Bhavi~ya PurtirJa.24 Mahil's first attempt
to thwart a Banaphar's courtship is that of the eldest, Alba. Mahil tells
Alha's prospective father-in-law a story that the Banaphars' mothers were

24See table 4; in the Elliot AIhii Duryodhana is incarnated in P~hvlraj. In either case, one
of the net effects of the reincarnated Duryodhana's efforts is thus to prevent the remarriage
ofthe Pan~avas and DraupadI-BeIa. An association with the devious Sakuni is so transparent
that it makes the purana's Duryodhana-explanation, which I discuss in chap. 9, all the more
striking by its rejection.
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not Rajputs, but Ahirs or cowherds. 25 Says Mahil, Dasraj and Bachraj,
of "Rajput blood," were in the woods chasing deer one day when by
chance they saw DevI (or DebI) and Birmha on a path to market to sell
curds.

There two wild bulls of the buffaloes fought,
They barred that path unwide;

A bull by the horns each maiden caught,
And thrust him back aside.

"The sons of these girls," stout Dasraj cried,
"Will be swordsmiths stark, God wot,"

So Dasraj took him DevI as bride,
With Bachraj was Birmha's 10t.26

Grierson, in the British mode of evaluating the legitimacy of Rajpu,t
and other royal genealogies, misses the folkloric significance of the
Banaphars' low status. He suggests that their link with Ahirs has no
evidential basis in Alhii, and is no more than a "story ... spread by their
enemy Mahil" (W&G 60). In the pura~, when MahIpati (Mahil) attempts
the same intervention, he only says that AhIada (Alba) has come to be of
low family (kule hfnatvamagata!J) because his mother is an Arya AbhIrI
(aryabhfrf: an "Aryan" Ahir) (13.88-91). Here, however, the story is
foundational, and is told not at this point in AhIada's courtship but in
connection with the girls' own marriages. The two maidens are indeed
AbhIris, daughters of the Gopalaka king Dalavahana, and accustomed to
daily tethering of buffaloes. They seize the two buffaloes not on a forest
path, but in front of many kings during a great CaJ).<:lika homa performed
by their father, when the assembled kings themselves find the buffaloes
too much to handle. Dalavahana, at the command of Durga, then gives
the older daughter DevakI (DevI) to Desaraja (Dasraj), and the younger
daughter BrahmI to Vatsaraja (Bachraj) (9.1-4). It would seem that these
buffaloes are intended for sacrifice to the goddess. Moreover, as we have
seen, the puraJ).a adds that it is not only the "Banaphars'" mothers who
are Ahirs, but their paternal grandmother from Baksar, who entered the

25Ahirs are among the "older, pastoralist tradition" of peasants who used a Rajputizing
idiom to express their values, but who were regarded as "'spurious' Rajputs" by those who
stressed genealogical ascription over achievement (Kolff 1990, 73-74). On the early history
of Ahir-AbhIras up to a tenth-century Pratihara inscription mentioning them as a menace to
be removed in western India, see Thapar 1978b, 189 n. 100.
26W&G 82. I change the spelling of the second wife from Brahma to Birmha, an alternative,
to avoid confusion with other Brahmas in this study. It is BrahmI in BhvP.
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family with a blessing of Ca~~ilrn that came not from wrestling buffaloes
but from her nine-year vow to the nine Durgas! Some of this checks out
with the Elliot AiM, where the Gopalaka king Dalavahana is called
Dalpat, king of Gwalior.27 He is still the two girls' father, but merely
gives them to Dasraj and Bachraj when Parmal requests him to supply
them with brides (W&G 65).

It is evident here, as it will be elsewhere, that the Bhavi~ya PurtifJQ not
only knows much the same folklore as the Elliot AiM, but that it can
point us toward clarifications and the formation of hypotheses about AiM
more widely. In brief, in the present instance, it would seem that whereas
the pura~ connects the story more with kings and the goddess, Aihti
places a momentary emphasis on the folkways of Ahirs. But the same
major details, deployed at different points and to different ends, are at
play in both texts.

B. Sons of Devaki

Clearly there is more to this .AbhIra connection. The Bhavi~ya names
the oldest girl not just DevI but DevakI, the name of~~~'s mother. She
is the mother of AIha and Udal, the two Banaphars through whom the
Elliot AiM most intriguingly reenplots the MahtibMrata. Here we return
to our puzzle. In anticipation of its completion, I will call AIha the Elliot
AiM's "hidden king" and Udal its "hidden avatara," and propose that
while the pura~ ignores-perhaps even subverts-this hidden royal
standing of Alba, making him an incarnation of Balarama rather than
Yudhi~thira, it so fully understands Udal's hidden avatara that it
eliminates the mystery by proclaiming it. Let me insist that I formulated
these terms, before becoming aware of the pura~c version of the story
or doing any AiM fieldwork, entirely from reading Waterfield and
Grierson's Elliot Aihti, in which AIha is not a king and Udal incarnates
no one.

In Sanskrit, Ahltida fittingly means "refreshing, reviving, gladdening"
(from ti-hllid, "to refresh," etc.), and also "joy," as when, emerging
from a period of madness, "Ahlada obtained the higher tihltida (tihltidas
cahllidam paramiiptavan)" upon hearing that his son is not dead but alive
(23.67). His portrayal in the pura~ stands out as one of the significant
differences between its Mahtibhtirata incarnation scheme and Aihti's.
While the folk epic (not only in the Elliot Aihti but in Mahoba and Agra
versions) regards Alha as an incarnation of Yudhi~thira, the Bhavi~ya

27Gwalior, also called Goplgiri, is mentioned along with Narwar and Mathura among
thirteenth-century states of "petty Hindu rulers" (Bose 1956, 111). Gwala means
"milkman. "
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calls MHida Ram~sa, "portion of Rama," and means by this not Rama
the king (Rama Dasaratha) of the Ramiiya'!a, but Balarama, elder brother
of K~~Q3.-or, more precisely, half-brother: son of the same father but of
a different mother, Rohi¢. The Bhavis,ya thus retains the brother-relation
of Balarama and K~~l).3. as a double reincarnation. But in doing so, it
contrasts with Alha in two significant ways. As one might expect, it tips
the reincarnational scheme toward conventions of Sanskritic bhakti (as we
shall see it do elsewhere). And in leaving underdeveloped the implications
of Alha's royalty (Balarama is not a king), it allows us to appreciate all
the more how AIha, as a regional martial oral epic, plays upon Alha's
reincarnation of Yudhi~thiraas the "hidden king. " Rather than mytholog
ically doubling Alba's elder brother relation to Udal, Alha can speak of
him cryptically as the "elder brother" of the Chandel prince Brahma,
incarnation of Arjuna (W&G 198).

As to Udal, despite his being an incarnation of no one in the Elliot
AIha, here are some of his ~~Q3. traits that leap off Waterfield and
Grierson's pages: Udal is dark (1923, 99, 204, 207); as he is the
youngest Banaphar, Malhna regards him as the youngest of her seven
sons;28 offered kingship, he refuses it to remain Brahma's guardian;29
he uproots a post he is tied to;30 he is put into a pit;31 while disguised,
he plays the flute (75, 88, 97) and dances like a peacock (84), all the
while filling women with thoughts of love;32 his future bride even
compares him to Rama and ~~Q3. (92), and says that to have him as her
husband would make their bed like Vi~I;1u's heaven (92); Mahoba without
him is said in an invocation to be "empty, as a garden without a bird, a
court without a sovereign, a night without the moon, a lake without a
lotus, a tree without its leaves, or a wife without her husband" (253).
This is the language of urban viraha, the bhakti language of a city's "love
in separation," and not far from the sentiments of Ayodhya at the
departure of Rama, or of Mathura at the returns of ~~Q3..33 An Alha
singer in Kanauj also describes Deval (Dev!) and Birma (Birmha) as
"daughters of Vasudev"-presumably, at some level of convoluted allu
sion, the same epic-puraJ).ic Vasudeva who is DevakI's husband and the
father of ~~Q3. (Schomer 1984, Excerpts, 1-2). Add Schomer's com
ment: "paralleling . . . the Bhagavad Gita . . . , just as a battle, or a

2SW&G 125. Kr~l.la is the seventh son of Devaki.
29W&G 241. According to Mbh 1.79.7, descendants ofYadu ~sna would be included) can
have no share of kingship.
3OW&G 213; cf. the child Kr~l.la's uprooting of the two trees in HV 51.16-32.
31W&G 218. The Kauravas try to trap Kr~l.la in a pit in Tamil Mbh traditions during his
embassy to the Kaurava court; see Hiltebeitel 1988a, 311-12.
32W&G 82-83; cf. 209, 213-14: general themes of Krsna's youthful sports.
33Riim 2.30.13-19; 35.17-38; 42; BV 2.45; 55.53-85 (see Hiltebeitel 1989c, 96).
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fresh phase of battle, is about to begin," it is "typically" Udal "who
speaks, exhorting the warriors to fight without fear of dying" (1989,
152). Note how the allusions move back and forth between the childhood
~~J;Ul and the epic ~~J;Ul.

As we shall see, such affinities multiply. How are we to see the
relation between this veiled rapport with ~~J;Ul in the Elliot AIha, on the
one hand, and the open identification with ~~J;Ul in the Bhavi~ya Pura1JLl?
While Schomer makes a brief reference to this puraJ;Ul's treatment of Udal
"as an incarnation of ~~J;Ul" (1989, 143, n. 3), her suggestion that the
"notion of the Alha as a reenactment of the Mahlibharata may have come
from this text" (ibid.) seems not to have been supported by any study of
the puraJ;Ia. The two texts' incarnation schemes are too different to posit
a linear derivation. Both must rework prior oral sources. Nonetheless, the
puraJ;Ul's portrayal of Udayas~a (Udal) as a reincarnation of ~~J;Ul is
absolutely central to it. Usually the puraJ;Ia's long "Alha segment" simply
calls him ~~~sa, "portion of ~~J;Ul," and at several point calls itself
"The Story of Kr~~sa" (Kr~fJLif!lSacaritaand variants).

c. Frame Stories and Divine Interventions

Yet the case of Udal in the ElliotAlha poses problems. We must begin
to consider what I will argue is this AIha's tacit treatment of this "portion
of~~l;11l." Let me pose the question as follows: What is a "Mahabharata
of the Kali Yuga" without ~~l;11l? Is there a wider Mahabhiirata frame
story? There are at least three Alha answers now in print, plus an oral
one I reserve for chapter 14. Of the three, one features ~~~, one Siva,
and one the goddess. The first two are frame stories, the latter part of the
main story. All three are divine interventions. Only the last two are
paralleled in the Bhavi~ya PurafJa.

The first is found in Alha variants: 34 after the Mahabharata war, the
Pal;19avas, who had not yet had their fill of fighting, besought ~~I;la to
let them have more of it, and ~~l;11l granted this by decreeing that they
would be reborn in the Kali yuga, but this time to be defeated. Kr~1;la thus
determines things in AIha from afar, and does not need to reincarnate
himself. In these versions, with ~~J;Ul'S role set apart, Udal can be the
incarnation of BhIma. 35 This story is without echoes in the Bhavi~ya

PurtifJa.

34Schomer 1989, 148; Lutgendorf 1979, 14.
3sKishan Sharma of Agra, who, as noted above, knows Udal as an incarnation of BhIma,
answered negatively to my question of whether the incarnations resulted from a
pronouncement of~~1).a. He explained the (for him) dubious stories of incarnation ("I have
not seen it") as resulting from a perception during the heroes' time that they were so strong
they must be incarnations of the Pa1).~avas.
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The "Elliot Alhti" tells a different story: "Siva, it is said, once came
to visit the Pat;i<:!avas and one of them, Nakula, accidently shot him with
an arrow, whereupon he cursed DraupadI to be reborn as Bela and to be
the cause of many battles" (Schomer 1989, 148). Here, the divine decree
comes from Siva, not K~~~, and the immediate focus of the reincarna
tions is not the P~<;lavas but DraupadI. Rather than ~~~ decreeing
incarnations of others from the distant past, the possibility is left for his
hidden presence in the story. If so, it is not a presence through incarna
tion (as with Brahma Nayu<:!u in Painaqu, who after all incarnates Vi~l.lu

rather than ~~~) but a presence through evocation, including the bhakti
evocation of presence through absence.

In this instance, such a story is featured in the Bhavi~ya Pura1JG
(3.3.1), where it is a prologue to its entire AIhti segment. But note the
differences. The new story comes after Siva has enabled Asvatthaman to
kill DraupadI's children and her brother D~~tadyumna in the night raid
that ends the Mahtibhtirata war. The Pal.l9avas, led by BhIma, are
enraged and attack Siva, first with weapons, then with palms and fists.
Siva only curses them to be reborn in the Kali yuga to enjoy the results
of their transgression. The Pal.l<:!avas get ~~l.l'l to try to intercede, but
Siva says his "curse" (sapa) is irreversible, and decrees the incarnations
(aJ?1Sas) that most of the major heroes and DraupadI will take. DraupadI's
reincarnation as Vela (Bela) is included, but it is BhIma who is singled
out: he will have to be born in the womb of a Mleccha (in this text, a
Muslim) because he is "guilty of bad speech" (durvacant1ddu~to; 1.24).
The pural;la has nothing good to say about Muslims, whereas AIhti some
times tilts its ambivalence toward the positive. But the truly striking
difference now follows. Having heard Siva's outburst, Hari (~~~)

smiles and says, "By the avatar of my sakti (maya saktyavatare'!a), the
Pal.l<:!avas will be protected ... " (30). ~~~ has a master plan, as we
shall see. As Udayasiqlha, he is the "Risen Lion," a name, known also
in the Elliot AIM, which probably stands behind his battlefield boast that
his mother bore him as a lion with a heart "shaggy with hair" (W&G
110). These may be evocations of Narasi~a, the destructive Man-Lion
avatar.

The third story, as told in the Elliot AIM, links Alha and Udal with
Sarada in a myth that contrasts them with Chau!!ra, incarnation of Dro~.
Chau!!ra, a Brahman general, leads PrithIraj's army from a "one-tusker
elephant," and keeps assuming lethal bridal disguises. As incarnation of
Drol.l'l, one of the chief warrior-Brahmans of the Mahtibhtirata, it is not
surprising that he, like Drol;la, is central to his epic's mythology of
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Brahmanicide. 36 The penultimate canto of the Elliot Aiha tells the
following story behind the events that lead to the deaths of the main
heroes.

Once, when Cha~a worshiped Sarada for twelve years, she appeared
and invited him to be the first "knight" to fill her drinking vessel-that
is, her skull bowl-to the brim with blood (see plates 7 and 8). When
Chau~a proved unable to fill the bowl in his services to PrithIraj and the
goddess at Delhi, Sarada took him to Mahoba, and there distributed two
rolls of betel to him, five to Udal, and the rest to Alha. 37 The next
morning, Alba and Udal's mother DevI, knowing this, sent Alha to
Sarada's temple, where Alha severed his own head for Sarada, filling her
cup to the brim before she revived him and made him immortal. Next
DevI sent Udal, who hoped for the same boon. But Sarada said only one
brother could receive this favor, and gave him the boon of being slain by
Chaunra, since one who dies at a Brahman's hand attains Visnu's heaven.
FinallY Chau~a came and tried to blackmail Sarada, ~eatening to
implicate her in Brahmanicide by disemboweling himself if she denied
him immortality. But she was finished dispensing immortalities, and
granted him instead the double boon of killing Udal and being slain by
Alha (W&G 269). This then requires Alha to kill Chau~a by squeezing
him to death "so that no drop of his blood may fall to the earth," since
Sarada had also (we are not told when) given Chau~a a familiar addition
al boon of near-immortality: "that if a drop of his blood should fall to the
earth myriads of Chau!!ras would rise from the ground in its place"
(272).

In the Bhavis.ya PurafJG, the goddess gives the heroes boons on two
occasions. When ~~J;13.rp.sa is ten, the youths worship Jagadambika (the
"World Mother," as in Pabajl) for a month at an oceanside forest, and
she responds to their bhakti with the following boons: "To AhIada
divinity (suratvam) , to Balakhani strength (balatvam), to Deva [Deva
s~a] knowledge of time (ktilajiiatvam) , to the king [Brahmananda]
knowledge of Brahman, and to ~~J;13.rp.sa innate yoga (yogatvam). "38

36Compare Anapotu Raju in Palnadu. DroJ;la, father of Asvatthaman, does not ride an
elephant in Mbh, but he dies when the elephant Asvatthaman is slain to provide Yudhi~thira

with the pretext for his famous sotto voce lie that "Asvatthaman (the elephant) is dead" (cf.
Hiltebeitel 1988a, 190-94, 427-29, 444-46).
37Here and elsewhere in Alhii, the roll of betel (bfra) represents a challenge for the
champion who takes it up. For the same custom in piibajf, also with the goddess Deval
called upon to set the terms, but with the bft:o leaves ~typically from campo or pfpal trees, "
see J. D. Smith 1991, 338-40.
3811.1-6; yogatvam, literally, "yoga-ness," but multivalent in meaning. I translate in a way
whose contextual appropriateness will be made clear later. Hohenberger (1967, 36)
translates "den Stand eine Yogin," "the condition of a yogin."
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This episode is unknown in the Elliot Alhti, although there is nothing
incongruous about the boons. The second story, the subject of a short
adhyaya (15) of its own, parallels the Alhti story just recounted, but has
a different setting. The incident occurs after the marriages of AhIada and
K~~~sa (Alha and Udal) and before that of Balakhani (Malkhan).39
The puraJ).a makes Camu~9a (Chau!!ra) Devan's second son, born a year
after AhIada. After the sack of MahavatI (Mahoba)40 that results in the
capture and death of her husband, while she is seven months pregnant
with ~~~sa, Devan throws Camu~9a into the Yamuna River. 41 He
is then rescued and raised by the Brahman Samanta, P~vlraja'spurohita
or court priest (9.19-20, 29-32). When Camu~9a reaches age twelve,
having completed four years of reciting what I take to be the Devf
Mtihatmyam,42 Sarada appears to test not only him and his two "broth
ers," but his cousins and mother. Fond of her devotees (svabhaktan
bhaktavatsaw), Sarada challenges each to fill her pot (kufJ4ikti), and then
grants boons with the results shown in table 7. Only Ahlada and ~~~
sa fill the pot, while the desireless (ni~ktima) DevasiI1ilia wins mo~a for

Table 7. Sirada's Boons

Hero/Heroine

Sukhakhani
Balakhani
CamuJ;lda
DevakI

AhIada
Kr~namsa

Offering

madhu flowers
meats (maf!1Sair)
blood-drops (raktakailJ,)
havyas and arcanas

limbs
head

Sarada's Boon

to be beloved of the gods
death of a hero
to become Raktabija
a lady (deVl) for a long

time in her own country*
speech that comes trueD
superior strength

*bhaved devf cirakiilam svalokagii (15.11)43
#vavatprokta (15.11)44

39Perhaps a flashback, it comes in the text after ~~J;lamsa has reached fourteen (3.3.14.1),
yet occurrs when CamuJ;l<;ia, at least two years Kr~J;laQ1sa's senior, is twelve (15.4).
4°When citing BhvP 1 will usually refer to this Chandel capital as Mahoba.
41Devaki's reasons are obscure in the text. According to Hohenberger, he was the smallest
or poorest (geringster) of the family (1967, 34-35).
42The term used is tn'caritra (3.3.15.4), triple-biography, presumably referring to the triple
biography of the goddess in DM, which is referred to just two verses earlier by the name
SaptaSatfstotra (15.2) as the text that his brothers blissfully enter into through meditation
(15.2).
431 follow the suggestion of R. Venkataraman (personal communication, November 1995).
44Quick-witted speech; foretelling; what he says will happen-again following a suggestion
of R. Venkataraman.
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having offered nothing. All are pleased (15.12). Here it is not a question
of how three heroes resolve their quest for immortality and their exits
from the story, but of how DevakI and five heroes-four of them Bana
phars in Aihii, and the fifth Camu~<:1a-obtain the goddess's preliminary
blessings. But here the three heroes are brothers: something the Elliot
AiM gives no hint of, and that is definitely not the case in Chand Bardai's
Prthvtraj-rasau or for Baccha Singh in Mahoba. 45 Indeed, it seems that
instead of throwing Chau~a into the river, DevI thwarts his plans by
sending her two favored sons to Sarada's temple before Chau~a can get
there. Yet Camu~<:1a's boon of "becoming Raktablja," the "Blood Seed"
demon of the Devt Mlihatmyam, is precisely the second boon from Sarada
that we need to know about in order to understand why AIha must
squeeze ChaU~a to death so that his blood-drops won't touch the
ground. 46

Meanwhile, the theme of Brahmanicide is much more forceful in the
Elliot AiM than in the pura~. Not only does Chau~a attempt blackmail
over this issue by threatening to disembowel himself rather than actually
offering his drops of blood; rather than having him "become Raktablja, "
the Elliot Aiha echoes the Mahtibharata's brahmanicide mythology by
making Chau~a the reincarnation of Dro~. In the Elliot Aiha it is a
question of the goddess's drinking bowl rather than a pot. AiM would
seem here to have correlated the goddess's drinking bowl of
blood-which we have met before in Pabajt and the DraupadI (and
KUtta~tavar) cult Mahabhiirata-with Chau~a's incarnation of Dro~,
who is named for the drofJa vessels used to gather the juices from the
pounded soma plant (analogous to blood, but also the drink of

45Chand presents ChamaJ)<;i Rai as the youngest of three Dahima Rajput brothers (an
"extinct" clan since Chamand's time, from west of Agra, according to Tod and others), all
serving Prthvlraj. ChamaJ)<;i Rai is "the same age as Prithiraj, and his most beloved friend"
(Hoernle 1881, 4-5, n. 11, in Chand Bardai 1873-86; Tod [1829-32, 1920] 1990, 143-44).
But according Visvambhara Natha (1986, 2), around the time Prthvlraj became king of
Delhi, a Brahman named Indradatta, resident in Baksar, had two sons who performed tapas
and gained fame: Siiryamani, the elder, and Camun<;ia Raya (also called Cauda). By DevI's
grace SiiryamaJ)i became king of Rewa and Camun<;ia Raya a general (seniipari) under the
Tomara Anandapala. When India was attacked by Muhammad Ghori, Camunda Raya
captured him many times, leading Prthvlraj's contingents. Mahoba then falls after these
battles with Muhammad Ghori. Baccha Singh's story is close to BhvP: Chau~a is born in
a village near Delhi of Ksatriya parents Langri Rai and SaSlvrala. The latter floated him
down the Yamuna where he was discovered by a BrahmaJ.1i and raised a Brahman.
460n Raktablja, see my 1988a, 301, 363-64; on Brahmaraksasas in such an aspect, 169-82.
In DraupadI cult dramas, Duhsasana's death may be similarly portrayed: after squeezing him
to death (HiltebeitelI988b, Part 2), Bhlma checks himself from drinking Duhsasana's blood
and, at Kr~J.1a's advice, offers it to Vayu so that the Wind prevents it from touching the
ground (1988a, 407-9).
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"immortality") in Vedic Soma sacrifices.47 In the Elliot Alha, Cha~a
serves the goddess in the image of the same Raktablja he "becomes" in
the pura~: the demon "Blood Seed," whose capacity to fill Sarada's
blood bowl would seem to require the offering of his own infinitely
regenerative blood by his own bloodless killing. As the goddess's victim,
he is received as an offering both in the form of the vessel (dro~) that
the goddess holds, and in the blood drops of his multiple personality,
which her vessel contains.

In the last element of his name, Chau~a is also a "king": the pura~'s

CamuJ;lc;la is "king ChamuJ;lc;l" or ChamuJ;lc;l Rai (= Chau~a) in the P1Jh
vzraj-rasau (W&G 29). In sum, he appears to impersonate the violent
warrior goddess (CamuJ;lc;la) in the mixed-caste and mixed-gender role of
a Brahman-K~atriya "King. "48 These considerations may help us under
stand Cau~a's lethal bridal disguises.

Meanwhile, one of Alba's hidden royal traits is that he is, at least in
the Elliot Alhii, an immortal royal Brahmanicide. As such, his immortal
ity is confirmed with a counterimage. When PrithIraj sees Chau~a's fall,
he hits Alba with an arrow. But milk flows from Alba's wound instead
of blood (W&G 273). In all this, Alha rounds off his destiny with a
crescendo of reminders that he is an incarnation of Yudhi~thira, who
alone among the PaJ;Ic;lavas and Draupadl enters heaven with his earthly
frame, even though he carries, like Alba for the killing of Chau~a, the
sin of Brahmanicide for his lie in the killing ofDro~. We shall consider
these episodes more closely.

If we pry apart these frames and interventions in their Alhii and
puraJ;1ic variants, we can see some of the features that distinguish them.
In the stories of the goddess's blessings, her Alhii blessings are the
heroes' exits from the story. In the pura~, she blesses with traits to be
implemented in the story ahead. In Alhii, it is Alba who offers her his
head; in the pura~ it is Kr~~sa. In Alhii, Cha~a evokes the contra
dictions in the epic figure of Dro~; in the pura~ he evokes the puraJ;1ic
figure of Raktablja, and the Devi Mlihatmyam on top of the Mahlibharata.

As to the frame stories, inAlha, Kr~~ gives a boon that will go awry:

47Curiously, in BhvP, despite his having no connection with Dro~a, Camu~da is slain when
Ahlada "churns" (mamantha) him (3.3.32.205): a verb linked with the soma as elixir of
immortality in the churning of the ocean myth.
48In BhvP, P~hivlraja offers Camunda Balakhani's kingdom if he defeats him (3.3.24.74).
Camu~~a's sibling relation to the heroes in the pura~a is curious, reminding one of~~~a
and Balarama's pura~c "sister" Ekana~sa, whom Kamsa dashes to death on a stone only
to see her rise into the sky as the destructive goddess who laughs and announces herself as
his death. BhvP evokes this episode (and Camunda's name) at the birth of Vela, when,
along with an earthquake and a rain of blood mixed with powdered bones, Camunda DevI
makes a loud inauspicious laugh in the sky (17.8).
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the Pal:l~vas will suffer defeat; or Siva curses them, and DraupadI in
particular is cursed to be the cause of many battles. In the pur~, Siva's
curse is that BhIma will become a Muslim. In one case, it is a matter of
recurrence and balance in karmic and cosmic cycles; in the other an
opportunity taken for "prophesy" about" future"-bhavi~ya-conflict with
Muslims. In Atka, the gods' initiatives never go beyond their responses
to the initiatives of the heroes. Whether they are working together or
against each other, the text is silent. The divine plan is barely disclosed,
and left a mystery. In the pura~, the initiatives are with the gods: Kr~~
will intercede against Siva's curse, and do so with the "avatar of his own
Sakti." As will become clear, Kr~~'s Sakti is the goddess: ultimately,
Yoganidra, the feminine personification of "Yogic Sleep," whom he
incorporates by his "innate yoga" (yogatvam), and also, in the story's
unfolding, such goddesses as Jagadambika, Durga, and especially Sarada,
who harmonize their actions with his, and, for that matter, with Siva's,
time after time.

D. The Mara Feud

The initiatory mission by which the young Banaphars avenge their
fathers and become guardians of Mahoba is the Elliot Atha's third
"battle/chapter" (laraI), "The Maro Feud" (W&G 67-143). Its stage is set
in the second laraI, called "The Nine-Iakh Chain." When Kariya, crown
prince of Maro, steals the nine-Iakh chain from Mahoba as a gift for his
sister Bijaisin, he kills Dasraj and Bachraj, by now Mahoba's guardians,
in their sleep. Their widows are left pregnant: DevI (already mother of
Alba) bearing Udal, and Birmha (already mother of Malkhan) bearing
Sulkhan. The killing allows the Maro chiefs to settle a score against the
Banaphar fathers, and when they steal the chain, they also make off with
Dasraj and Bachraj's heads to fix on the gate of Maro, plus various
treasures from the Chandel palace and the danseuse Ukha (66). Learning
about this twelve years later, the young Banaphars plot revenge.

Their expedition and its destination are intriguing. Noticing that the
Mahoba forces must ford the Narmada river to reach Maro (W&G 102),
Waterfield saw this detail as perhaps a "clue" that its undetermined
location "was close to the Narmada, and on the further side. "49 Jambay
is "the Baghel king" (W&G 78), which might suggest that he rules in
Baghelkhand, the region that neighbors Bundelkhand to the east and
whose major city is Rewa. But Maro seems to lie on the Narmada to the
southwest of Bundelkhand. The Bhavi~ya PUra!Jil, which knows Maro as
Mahi~matI, has the same story, except that the Mahoba forces construct

49Quoted in Grierson 1885a, 256, n. 13.
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a bridge over the Narmada to reach it (3.3.12.56). When Balakhani
(Malkhan) razes the city's palaces, the people run off to hide their wealth
in Vindhya mountain caves (58), and, further along in the same story, the
Mahi~matI princess obtains Ra~asI magic to use against the five heroes
(paficaviran) from a magician-guru named Ailavilin whose hut is in a
great forest on the Vindhya heights (93-108).

Mahi~matI can mean "City of the Buffalo," and is in Sanskrit
mythology the city on the Narmada ruled by the Asura Kartavlrya Arjuna
and conquered by Parasurama (Bhargava Rama). In this epic-pur~c

context, it is a stronghold of the Haihaya-Yadavas, a segment of the
Lunar Dynasty or Candravat:p.sa, ruled by Kartavlrya Arjuna, who either
himself or through his sons provokes the slaughter of the K~atriyas

twenty-one times over by Parasurama (see chap. 13). But in the refer
ential area of Aiha, it also figures in the Chauhan-Cahamana Rajput
legend of origins, which tells that the "first seat of the government of
'Anhal, the first created Cauhan,' was Mahi~matI on the Narbada, from
which city the power of the twenty-four Sakhas [branches] of the tribe
spread throughout the length and breadth of India" (Ray [1931-36, 1973,
1052). One may thus consider the possibility of a mythical link between
Mahi~matI and the Chauhan Prthivlraj, although the latter is usually said
to belong to the Fire Dynasty or Agnivat:p.sa rather than the Lunar
Dynasty. But the Baghels themselves also claim to be Agniv~sa Rajputs
as a branch of the Chalukyas or Solankhis, and to have migrated eastward
from Gujarat (Sherring 1872, 156-57). One might thus suspect mythic
links between Jambay and Prthivlraj, the Chandels' two enemies, and
their two Aihti kingdoms, Maro and Delhi. 50 It is not, however, unusual
for places and "dynasties" to have varied lineage affiliations (Chatto
padhyaya 1994). On the Chandel side, it may also be pertinent that the
reign of Parmal's grandfather Madanavarman "saw the restoration of
Candella power" extending south to the Narmada (Bose 1956, 90). Since
the young Banaphars serve the Chandels, we can probably assume that
resonances such as these underlie the representation of Maro-Mahi~matI
as a dangerous boundary "Baghel" kingdom-location uncertain-in the
Narmada-Vindhya area. 51

SOIn BhvP, after MahismatI is defeated, Prthivlraja actually convinces Balakhani that he and
his brothers should be happy with MahismatI's wealth, and give the MahismatI kingdom to
him (3.3.13.5-6).
51Kane [1930-62] 1975, 4:706, says MahismatI on the Narmada is one of those places
"about the exact location of which scholars have differed." Baccha Singh, who travels
widely researching AIM locations, says the Narmadii Pura1Jn (which I have not seen)
indicates that Mar6 is the mountain fort of MaJ)<;iu, a sixteenth-century Afghan stronghold
(Kolff 1990, 40) in western Madhya Pradesh. There he found Jambay's throne still extant,
seven gates, and the appropriate trans-Narmada location. Cf. Schomer 1984, 4. Maheshwar
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Once Udal learns how his father and uncle died, his mother DevI asks
MIra Talhan to teach him to fight. Udal-~~~sa is now twelve (W&G
1923, 72; BhvP 3.3.12.1). phewa, wise astrologer among the young
Banaphars, takes his "war-art book," turns "his Vedas o'er," and advises
that they assume the guise of JogIs-according to Grierson's note,
"wandering devotees and jugglers" (W&G 74-75). They dye their clothes
red, quilt them with folds and jewels, and take up diamond-studded hats,
gold bangles, pearl earrings, weapons, and musical instruments, as shown
in table 8:

Table 8. The "Banaphars'" Jogi-musician disguises upon entering Maro-M~matrZ

Hero

Dhewa
.Alha
MIra Talhan
Malkhan
Udal

In Alhli

tambourine
drum
lyre
lute
flute

In Bhavi~aPurlilJ,a

maddu drum
qamaru drum
vina
bell metal gong (kiimsya)
dancer (nartaka)

Singing of Rama and of ParvatI's wedding, they test their disguises on
their mother. When she sees she has been fooled, as she does also in the
Bhavi~ya PUrafJ£l (12.33-34), she says her litter will precede them to
Maro. Udal secures the aid of Parmal's "KshatrI" cavalry, elephant
warriors, and gun troops by gifting them, and Parma! gives the heroes
five magical horses. 53 Calling on KaII, Siva, and Sarada, they march to
Maro, camp in an acacia wood, boil deer meat, and hear their bards sing
"their legends" and pa~~lits sing the Vedas (W&G 75-80).

on the north bank of the Narmada has also "been identified as Mahishmati, the ancient
capital of King Kartiviryarjun" (Bradnock 1995, 386). Grierson cites V. A. Smith that
"Maro is now called Bijaipur, south of Mirzapur, and still has Jamba's ruined fort"; a
"Bihar tradition" also "identifies it with Mar'war, no doubt wrongly" (1885a, 256, n. 13).
Kishan Sharma in Agra calls Mar6 "Kalinga" (ordinarily Orissa, but see chap. 10, § D),
and makes Kalinga's daughter Machala (unmentioned in the Elliot Alhii) a second wife of
Alha (she is known as Machh'lavati in a "Western recension" variant summarized in
Grierson 1885b, 128, but has a different father). Note how a eastern "flanking" versions
tend to place Mar6 west of the Alhii heartland, and western "flanking" ones to its east.
52W&G 1923,75 (cf. 82; 88: Udal on flute, .Alha on lyre); BhvP 3.3.12.31-32.
53InBhvP, the mantrin heroes lead the army's divisions: Talana the whole army, Devasitpha
its chariots, A.hlada its elephants, Balakhani its horses (3.3.12.27-28): three of the four
divisions of a classical Sanskrit epic army, ofwhich foot-soldiers-equivalent to Alhii's gun
bearers-would be the fourth. BhvP mentions no gun-bearers, Alhii no chariots. Cf.
Narayana Rao, Shulman, and Subrahmanyam 1992, 226-36, on guns in sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century south Indian sources.
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After ten days and nights in the camp, phewa checks his star book
again and advises that they renew their disguises. They put Rama's mark
on their forehead, ashes on their bodies, get their mother's blessing, and
depart as JogI-pilgrims for Jambay's fort, announcing themselves as
Bairagls (renunciants) seeking alms (W&G 80-81). As we shall see in
chapter 10, their disguise combines traits of several mendicant orders, but
especially of GorakhpanthI or Gorakhnatm Nath ascetics. Here we may
begin to question the relationship between such ascetics and the heroes of
regional martial oral epics, and also appreciate that Kr~~sa's "innate
yoga" relates to a continuum between his ascetic, warrior, and musician
activities. Says the flute-playing Kr~~sa to queen Malana on one of his
disguised returns to Mahoba, "We are yogins, 0 queen, skilled in every
battle" (26.57). When DevasiQ1ha CQhewa) applies his astrological
knowledge to divine when to don the yogi-musician disguises upon
entering a kingdom, he once refers to them as sainyayoga, "the yoga of
the army" (23.38).

Introduced to Jambay, the Jogls sing and Udal dances, entrancing
everyone. When Udal says it is time to move on, the porter asks them to
stay the full four months of rains. But Udal says no, they are on their
way from Bengal to Hinglaj. They are probably traveling west between
the Sakta destinations of Kamakhya in "Bengal" (more accurately,
Assam) and Ring Laj in Baluchistan,54 and it is intriguing that phewa
consults the stars en route. As they go through the streets, women
become infatuated, especially those at a well where RUpa, Queen
Kushla's maid, pauses long to watch before going to tell Kushla of the
dark Jogls with eyes like gazelles who dance like peafowl and look like
they "come from Paradise." Once invited inside Jambay's hall, Udal
sings, plays flute, and tells Kushla they were sold by their widowed
mother to a JogI band. Kushla sends for her son Kariya and daughter
Bijaisin to see, and also asks the Jogls to stay during the rains. Malkhan
answers with the oft-repeated, "Waters that flow and JoglS that go, What
power can make them stay?,,55 Although she offers them thrones and
brides, they refuse and rise to leave. Kushla bids them wait for alms, and
returns with "three lives'" worth of gold and pearls on golden platters.
Playing the fool, Udal strews the pearls on the palace floor, pretending
he thinks they are fruits, and making this the pretext to demand the
nine-Iakh chain instead, which Kushla says she will give him ifhe dances
for her. 56

540n which more in chap. 10.
55Cf. the recurrent refrain in Gold 1992: "A seated yogi's a stake in the ground, but a yogi
once up is a fistful of wind. "
56W&G 82-90. BhvP has no scene of Krsnaq1sa playing the fool and strewing pearls. But
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Kushla calls for Bijaisin, expecting this will be "the joy of her life"
(we would think for now the chain is Bijaisin's, since Kariya got it for
her). Bijaisin comes bearing her betel case and gives five leaves to Udal,
who is smitten, as is she. Kushla is "troubled and angered," thinking
Udal is no JOgl but a lustful prince who has seen her daughter's face. But
they trick her out of killing the JOgIS, and Bijaisin admits her attraction.
The women of Maro say the JOgIS are like Rama and Kr~l}.3. and give
them gold and silver. 57 And Kushla gives over the nine-Iakh chain.
When the JOgIS part, Bijaisin goes to a lattice, catches Udal's hand, and
takes him to her bower and jewelled couch. She says she knows his guile,
that he is Udal and has come for her from Mahoba. She threatens to tell
Kariya. Udal dissembles, but she recalls that they met and flirted at a
marriage, and tells him she waters a fig tree and does weekly fasts to
make him her husband. He finally admits his identity and affections, but
says they will not marry until Maro is bathed in blood. He asks her to tell
Maro's secrets if she loves him, and she tells him various things to avoid,
and that victory will come if the Banaphars plant their guns in the acacia
grove. She invites him to her maiden's bed, but he says no, it would
break his RajpUti or Rajput code (W&G 90-94).

Udal tells Malkhan and .Alba that Bijaisin knows him and has given
him Maro's secrets for the promise of marrying her. But the brothers say
there can be no marriage with the enemy, and approach Jambay's Iron
Fort. 58 At Jambay's invitation they dance and sing, and, claiming that
they have heard of Lakha, ask to see her dance. Jambay sends for her,
and as she dances near them, Udal secretly tosses her the chain. Lakha
recognizes them and hides it in her blouse. The JOgIS head toward their
camp, but as Lakha dances toward the door, a breeze exposes the chain
to Jambay, who tells Kariya (who wears long boots) to retrieve it. Instead
of going to Lakha, however, who is allowed to proceed, Kariya goes to
his mother Kushla and demands the chain from her (it is not clear why
he doesn't ask Lakha). Kushla feigns that it is broken and being threaded,
but he demands it no matter what. Kushla then has to admit that she gave
it to the JOgIS (W&G 95-100). The nine-Iakh chain, though it is not

from Gold 1992, one can infer that it is a Rajasthani oral epic convention to offer a platter
of diamonds, rubies (149, 174, 208, 259), and pearls (201) to itinerant yogis, who are
presumably expected to reject them-although they also may strew them on the floor (204).
57Here one may wonder whether the Elliot Aihti knows the alternate tradition, found in
BhvP, linking Alha with Rama-Balarama.
58In BhvP, Jambuka (Jambay) has no such fort at MahismatI (Mara). Rather, it is
Marudhanva (Bisen in Aihti) that has more than one iron fort (iohadurgesu; 3.3.16.64; cf.
20), among them, as we shall see, a "village-shaped iron fort" (iohadurgam ...
gramarupam) occupied by Cat:l~alas or Dalits that figures in the torture of Balakhani
(Malkhan) in his courtship of Gajamuktika (Gajmatin).
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actually unstrung here, is thus first contrasted with a strew of unstrung
pearls, and is then said to have been unstrung as part of the series of
deceptions. 59

From here, the Banaphars lead the Mahoba forces in a series of routs
that result in the killing of KusWa's and Jambay's four sons, Kariya the
last to go (W&G 100-24). When Jambay tells KusWa of their loss,
Bijaisin overhears. Promising to "bind" the "Mahoba thief' Udal, she
sends spells from her bower to silence his companions, and turns him into
a ram, whom she delivers to Jambay. phewa divines this from his star
book, and goes with Malkhan, the two of them again disguised as JogI
musicians, to Bijaisin's "master," a hut-dwelling "warlock," who now
keeps the ram (Udal) as Bijaisin's "slave." They demand the ram, and
the warlock gives it along with the spell to tum Udal back into a man.
Malkhan kills him anyway before they return to Alba. 60 Then they attack
the Iron Fort, which stands until Udal devises the trick of piling up acacia
wood "thorn boughs" with powder below them to double the blaze and
melt the wall's lead. Presumably this is Udal's cryptic reading of
Bijaisin's signal that victory would come from planting guns in the acacia
grove. Once Jambay is flushed from his fort, he takes to the field and
Alba defeats him after a fight on elephants. 61 The heroes plunder and
bum Maro, and call for Kushla. DevI gets Udal's promise that he won't
harm women, and Udal demands Dasraj's turban and crest, Lakha, the
nine-lakh chain, and a litter for Bijaisin so he may wed her. Avenging
Dasraj's death, they crush Jambay in a mill-press and place his head
beside Dasraj's, which laughs. Both skulls ask to be taken to KasI:
Jambay, since he has no sons left of his own to perform his funerary rites
there.

Now Udal calls for Bijaisin's litter and a paJ;l~lit to perform their
wedding. But Alba, no doubt recalling the ram episode, says no, she will
kill Udal in his sleep when she thinks of her father and brothers. Alba
orders Udal to strike her, but Udal refuses. Then Malkhan cleaves her,
calling on Mahadeva. As she dies, Bijaisin foretells Malkhan's death; and
while Udal is lost in love, she tells him she will be reborn as Phulwa and

59In BhvP, after they bewilder the queen (= KushIa) with song and dance, ~~namsa dazzles
Vijayai~i~I (Bijaisin). She gets his promise to marry her in exchange for telling how to
defeat her kinsmen (there is no bower scene, and her disclosure is not mentioned). See
chap. 6, § C on the BhvP's handling of the nine-lakh chain.
60In BhvP, VijayaI~i~I (Bijaisin) uses her Rak~asI maya to tum the brothers over to her
father, but there is nothing about turning Kr~~aJ11sa into a ram. DevasiJ11ba sees that it was
done with the help of her guru Ailavilin, a former Daitya living in the Vindhya Mountains,
and, leaving Ahlada behind, the other four (including ~~':1amsa) go to kill the magician
(3.3.12.93-107). For a variant involving a ram in Nath folklore, see White 1996, 261.
61This fight, which features Alha in a royal role, is not paralleled in BhvP.
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predicts how they will meet to marry. 62

Even beyond what I have been able to indicate (primarily in foot
notes), it is clear that the Bhavi~ya Purti1JL1 and Elliot Aihti draw on the
same oral epic. In AiOO, for example, Jambay's allies Ranga and Banga
are Pathan leaders slain by Udal and phewa (118-23); in BhvP Jambuka's
allies RaJ:!lka~ and VaJ:!lka~ are Mleccha leaders slain by Talana (12.86
88). Moreover, in telling this part of the story, the pura~ introduces
some new incarnations, deepening its mythological groundplan and the
questions it raises for us about Aihti.

Of these, the most fully developed concerns Bijaisin, who, under the
name Vijayai~i~, is an incarnation of Radha, or, more precisely, "she
who is to be known as the Vraja-dwelling Radhaya in full part. "63 Her
first sight of ~~~sa among the wandering yogi-musicians is as
momentous as PhulvantI's first glimpse of PabUjI: "Having seen Puru~ot

tama with his dark-limbed beautiful form, fallen under his power, she
was bewildered, eager for the goal of sexual union."64 ~~~sa meets
little resistance when he uses his "smooth voice" (s~fJayti girti) to
exchange the promise of marriage for the secret of her father's defeat
(39-41).

But it is when the predictions of her reincarnation come true, and
~~~sa comes to win her hand, that the pura~, in what is otherwise
a fairly parallel account to the Elliot AiOO's seventh canto on "The
Marriage of Udal, " develops these associations most richly. As with Udal
in AiOO, ~~~sa goes to MayfiranagarI in the Indus country (Narwar
Kabul in AiOO) to restore Parimala's depleted supply of horses (21.2-5;
W&G 200). There Pu~pa, a SUdra garland-maker's daughter, sees the
sixteen-year old K~~~sa "looking like a god, radiant like a sapphire
jewel," and tells him that she gathers flowers to equal the weight of the
beautiful princess Pu~pavatI (Phulwa), who has a row of virtues like

62W&G 127-41. In BhvP, DevakI, sword in hand, grinds Jambuka's bones, bathes, and
weeps. They do not take Jambuka's head to Kasi. When the queen and Vijayaisi1:11 are called
there, the queen dies, and Vijayaisini takes a sword, cuts Balakhani's shoulder, slashes the
other heroes, and bewilders Krsnamsa. After she has slain a hundred heroes, Balakhani tears
off her head (!) and throws it on the funeral pyre. A heavenly voice then announces that a
woman is not to be killed; its fruit will be in Balakhani's death after marriage. The words
about not killing a woman and the results of having done so thus come after the killing, and
from a heavenly voice rather than from DevakI and Vijayai~inI (3.3.12.125-37).
63 12.94: puma tu sa kalii jiieya radhiiya vrajavtisinf; puma kalii, "full part," may distin
guish her from those described as amsas, "portions, fractions. " Thanks to R. Venkataraman
for this observation. The distinction is similar to that between avatara and pumavatlira.
64 12.38: dr~tvli sli sundara'!l rupam Sylimamgam purusottamaml mumoha vafamapanna
maithunartham samudyatli. "
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Radha (radheva sagU1Jiivalf; 21.10-13). 65 When she tells what it will take
for ~~~sa to win this bride, her words leave him "overwhelmed with
memory/love" (smarapfqita1J; 21.23).

Having been awakened from this bewildennent "with verses originated
in S~ya" (!) by his astrologer-brother, "the time-knowing Deva
s~a, "66 Kr~~sa remembers to buy the horses and return with them
to Mahoba (21.24-25). But once he is there, "afflicted by Kamadeva" and
unable to get Pu~pa's words or Pu~pavatI's beauty out of his mind, he
lauds the World Mother (Jagadambika) by invoking her main epithets
from the Devr Mlihtitmyam,67 and she comes to him as Sarada with
instruction in his sleep (26-32). What follows, back in MayfiranagarI, is
thus Sarada's plan.
~~~sa sends Pu~pa to Pu~pavatI to captivate her with a beautiful

necklace he has brought for her. When Pu~pavatI asks who it comes
from, Pu~pa tells her it comes from "my sister named Kr~~, very
beautiful and bewildering every world, who comes from Mahoba." Who
wouldn't be curious, if not a little suspicious? Pu~pavatI says, "Show her
to me quickly," and doesn't conceal that her thoughts have turned to
suitors and the dangers they risk from her father and her brother
Makaranda. 68 When Kr~~sa hears of this exchange, he pierces his
nose, dresses as a woman, mounts a litter, and goes with Pu~pa to the
palace. Here the puraJ.1a plays with late purat;1ic conventions of Kr~J.1aIIla.

Having seen the mind-delighting Kr~~, Pu~pavatI says to Pu~pa, "Listen
to my word, friend. Looking very much like this beautiful woman, I see
a man like this every night making love to me in my dreams. "69

Kr~~/Kr~~sa tells Pu~pavatI (s)he is Udayas~a's "playful friend"
(Lalita sakhz), and that the necklace (s)he has given her comes from him,
from Kr~~sa, who is enfeebled (mltinatvamagatam) by separation from
the woman he dreams of. Daily he has the necklace fashioned (racitam)

650n the widely found north Indian folkloric theme of the girl whose weight is measured in
flowers, see Hansen 1992, 9-10.
66In BhvP, Devasiqilia incarnates Sahadeva. Named by astrologers (3.3.8.32) and time
knowing (kiilajiia!J, [11.6 and 28; 23.22], kiiladarsf [13.104], trikiilajiia!J, [19.12]) in the
puraJ.1a, Devasimha probably draws this identity from the notion of Sahadeva as astrologer
found also in Tamil (including DraupadI cult) Mbh folklore (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 321; 1991a,
49, 284, 418). The Elliot AIM knows Dhewa as the Banaphars' astrologer (W&G 75, 80,
104, 129, 151), but does not give him a prior epic incarnation.
67Devamaya, Mahamaya, Bewilderer ofMadhu and Kaitabha, Slayer ofMahi~asura, Burner
of Dhumralocana, Destroyer of Canda and Mun<;ta, Drinker of the blood of Raktablja,
Destroyer of Nisumbha and Sumbha, etc.
68Makaranda, the juice of flowers, honey; a species ofjasmine or mango (Monier-Williams
[1989] 1964, 771), is a fitting brother for Pu~pavatI, "she who has flowers."
6921.52: yadrsryamsubha nlin-tadrsa!J, puruso maya/ svapnlinte praryaham drs~o ramamano
maya saha.
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with flowers for his worship of the goddess (21.53-57). Having heard
this, Pu~pavatI tells Pu~pa she will be delighted to marry this man she is
hearing of, and sends her visitors off with that message to ~~~sa.

But before they can get out the door the inversions tum to farce.
Makaranda is an incarnation of Mount Govardhana (21.63), who has
presumably been incarnated to serve and attend his sister, the reembodi
ment of Radha, just as that mountain overlooked the terrain of Radha's
former pastimes. Makaranda finds a chance to revive Govardhana's love
for ~~~ too, or at least for this feminized "portion," "~~~." Seeing
"the heart-stealing radiant face, dark as a blue lotus, with pleasing eyes, "
he says, "Listen to my words, dear one. Come quickly to my house. Be
my wife now." The best "~~~" can do is remind Makaranda he is a
fire-born prince and deserves a better mate than a SUdd keeping a firm
vow of celibacy. It doesn't work. Makaranda seizes "her" by force,
which compels "her" to send him off afflicted by a pain in his heart.
When the lovesick Makaranda comes to Pu~pa, he hears that this sakhi
of~~~sa has left for Mahoba, and that he can now expect Kr~~sa
himself to come with an army (61-72)-to seek his sister's hand.

The Elliot Alha tells of Udal sending a necklace, piercing his nose,
dressing as a woman, and going with the flower-girl to meet Phulwa. But
there the similarities end, as the focus turns to Ahir folkways (his
muscles, says Udal, come from chasing buffaloes-like his mother!-and
watering gardens), to matters of rajpiiti (he refuses to sit below Phulwa
on the bed), and on to a long night of getting to know each other by
playing dice and cards.70 The pura~c version thus tells us some interest
ing things about the nine-Iakh chain. It also plays on Radha-~~~

themes, and evokes rapports between ~~~ and ~~~-DraupadI:71 sex
ual humiliation in the in-laws' court, and intimations of a passion for
jewels-matters to consider further in chapter 6.

The pura~, however, also makes Mahtibhtirata allusions at the very
source of this story. Kaliya (Kariya), oldest of the Mahi~matI princes, is
the reincarnation of Jarasandha (12.123). He seems to split Jarasandha's
mythology with his father, king Jambuka (Jambay). The latter, incarna
tion of a demon named S~gala, "Jackal" (124), is a "slave of Siva"
(sivakirt,lkara; 17) who uses Siva's boons to capture the five heroes for a
sacrifice he intends to offer to Siva (saivarrt yajfiam; 108-11), just as
Jarasandha intends to offer the sacrifice of a hundred kings to Siva. 72

70W&G 1923. 200-1; cf. Gold 1992, 99 n. 66: "'Playing parcheesi' appears in many
Rajasthani stories and songs as a euphemism for sexual intercourse."
71The puraJ:l.a clearly knows Draupadi' as Krsna: "As Kr~J:l.a was, so was she, moving with
beauty by her qualities," says the text of Vela (Draupadi' incarnate) at her birth (3.3.17.17).
721 am unable to identify Srgala or Jambuka's other sons with Mbh figures. The same goes
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We must thus consider the possibility that the Mahabharata's Jarasandha
story has oral epic repercussions. For we find the following pattern not
only in Alha, but Palnaqa and the DraupadI Cult Mahabhtirata. In each,
an incarnation of Vi~~u joins the youthful heroes in donning disguises
which he himself prompts (in the Mahabharata, that of snataka Brah
mans), that enable the entry of an inviolable fort to eliminate its king-a
king who not only stands in the way of the youthful heroes' ascendancy,
but figures as a Saivite backer of the heroes' opposition, and thus as a
double opponent of Vi~~u's incarnation.

Moreover, when we compare the folk epics themselves, the consisten
cies thicken. The mission to retrieve the nine-Iakh chain from Maro, and
more particularly from Jambay's "Iron Fort," Lohagarh, holds numerous
reminders of the plot to obtain Pormanna!!'s piija items (= weapons)
from his "iron fort" within the seven-ringed "city" of Sivanandapuri.73

In each case, the goddess requires or guides the expedition, and the
"hidden avatara" carries it out. InAlhti, Sarada works in conjunction with
DevI. Sarada "sets the events of the Alba in motion" by taking the form
of a doe and "luring" Udal "into a garden. There it comes about that he
hears of his father's murder" from his mother (Schomer 1989, 146). This
prompts Udal to enable DevI to complete the twelve-year vow she has
made to wear her wedding bracelets until Jambay's death. 74 In the Drau
padI cult, the expedition is undertaken to safeguard the goddess Draupa
dI's vow not to rebind her hair until Duryodhana's death. As Kr~Qa

determines the disguises that he, BhIma, and Arjuna take to enter Siva
nandapuri's iron fort, so Udal determines the disguises that allow him and
his companions to enter Lohagarh. Kr~Qa and Udal have learned the
secrets of how to destroy the two iron forts: in one case (in one variant)
by BhIma's leaning his mace against it, in the other by melting the fort's
iron with a fire made from the "thorn boughs" of the "acacia grove"
(W&G 132). Kr~Qa wants five piija items; Udal wants the nine-Iakh chain
and four other trophies: Lakha, an elephant, a horse-all three of which
were captured from Mahoba with the necklace-and fifth, as recompense
for Dasraj and Bachraj's heads, the head of Jambay.75 Udal's last charge
is to bring his father Dasraj's head from Maro to KasI, or Banaras (129),
reminding us that Kr~Qa also gets Pormanna!! to sever his own father's

for the ve.ryll LaksavartI/Ukha, who goes to Badarika hermitage after completing her
mission and becomes an Apsaras (3.3.13.13).
13Hiltebeitel 1988a, 339-40. One cannot tell whether Jambay's Iron Fort is the same as his
"seven storied tower" (W&G 87).
14W&G 66-74. In the purana (3.3.10.54-62), Sarada as a doe leads Kr~namsa into the
garden of MahIpati (Mahil); there, in slaying other deer, Kr~t:taqlsa incenses MahIpati; but
this is not the occasion of his learning of their fathers' deaths.
15W&G 66, 113, 138: once in Maro, Udal also demands Bijaisin as his bride.
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head, bring it to the Pat;l~vas, and hold it outside DraupadI's temples in
the manner of Bhairava as the guardian of KasI-Banaras (Hiltebeitel
1988a, 374-75, 445-46). Finally there is Bijaisin, whose Sanskrit name
Vijayai~it;1I, "She who desires victory, " shows an affinity with
Vijayamp~, "Goddess Victory" or "Lady Victory," whom Arjuna imper
sonates when he cross-dresses to seduce Pormanna!!. In concealing an
identity with Durga-Vijaya, goddess of Victory, each aids the avatar by
revealing or obtaining the secret means of the fort's destruction.76

Considering that the story of Pormanna!!'s fort finds a precise
multiform in PalntU/u-with both narratives setting major conditions for
the great battles to come-it would seem that we have probatory evidence
for the migration of a key piece of interregional oral epic Mahtibhlirata
related folklore. As in the Mahlibhiirata's Jarasandha vadha, these border
feuds are initiatory scenes that establish the heroes, whether they are
kings themselves or servants of kings (as in Alhli and Palna4u). Each
episode occurs before the heroes must rectify the rupture that soon
occurs, through the violation of a heroine, between the kingdom and the
goddess-a violation of DraupadI, one of her incarnations, or a heroine
"linked" with her. At this point in AIM, Bela has not even entered the
scene. But DevI and Bela, like DraupadI, are connected with the goddess
(and several other heroines, including Bijaisin) by that elegant metonym:
the nine-Iakh chain.

76Cf. Kr~~a's role in securing the secrets of fort-entry from KaII in the Aravalli Curavalli
Katai, a DraupadI cult variant of the P6rmanna!! cycle (Hiltebeitel 1991a, 406-29). There
seems to be a variant describing Jarasandha's fort in SaraIa Dasa's Oriya Mbh (see Swain
1993, 181). See also Dumezil 1971, 132, on the possibility that the connection of the
Sisupala-Jarasandha cycle with the Rajasuya conserves older Indo-European themes (cf.
Hiltebeitel 1975, 76).
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Heroines make interesting use of jewels in Indian oral epics, as we
have seen with MancaIa and PhulvantI. It is the same in the Sanskrit
epics, where the chief heroines take what seem to be cartloads of jewels
into the forest. As noted in connection with ~maJ;J.a's "ankle verse,"
while SIta is being aerially abducted by Rava~, she drops her jewels in
the hope that they will help Rama find her, and she keeps a special crest
jewel as the last token of their union (Hiltebeitel 1980-81). DraupadI
travels with a whole retinue, and a charioteer has the task of collecting
her maids, clothes, and ornaments (vibha~a1Jnm)l when the Pa~<:lavas

break camp (Mbh 3.24.4). Whatever DraupadI does with these jewels,
AIhti folklore seems not to have forgotten them.

A. Treasures

Many of AIhti's kingdoms have magical treasures, most of which fig
ure in this epic's courtship stories when the heroes win their brides by
overcoming the obstacles those treasures present. First, Jambay of Mara
has the impenetrable Iron Fort that contains Bijaisin: Udal's true love,
and, through her reincarnation as Phulwa, his future bride (W&G 94-95,
127-34). But the pattern unfolds in the next four cantos that tell the Elliot
AIhti's main marriage stories. Naipali, king of Nainagarh, resists Alha's
courtship of his daughter Sunwa with the "drum of life" that can revive
slain warriors (W&G 163-71). Bisen's king Gajraj opposes Malkhan's
courtship of Gajmatin with his fire-breathing horse and a sorceress who
turns armies to stone (192-94). To win Phulwa from Narwar, Udal must
overcome her father Narpat's enchanted wooden horse, an arrow that
never misses, and a javelin that always kills (W&G 202). And in
Brahma's courtship of Bela, PrithIraj menaces the groom's party by his

1A collective singular (James Fitzgerald, personal communication, November 1996). Earlier,
DraupadI's "superb wealth" dispirits the Kauravas' wives (2.52.36); later in the forest,
Arjuna brings more "jewels of solar radiance" as gifts to DraupadI from Indra (3.161.26).
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"chest a good yard wide and his eyes flaming like torches" (198; cf. 215,
254), and also has an unerring magic arrow for later battles (215,
264)-"gifts" if not treasures, the last two of which seem to correspond
to his "angry glare" (vakra d':~ti) and ability to aim the bow by sound
alone (sabdvan) , his defining traits in totally different stories in the
Prthvfraj-rasau (Pritchett 1980, 61, 67-73). In each case, it is a question
of lower status heroes (three Banaphars and a Chandel) forcing marriage
on higher status kings. Reversing the norm by which a bride "marries
up," the fathers are forced to marry their daughters "down." Their
resistance to doing so is bolstered by a dowry code in which "giving
away a woman was, for the royal clans, tantamount to capitulating a
territory" (Jain 1975, 254, n. 6). PrithIraj is the only father among these
who continues to oppose the completion of his daughter's marriage, and
much follows from that. The four marriage cantos (4 to 7), narrated in
the same sequence with the same or similar treasures in the Bhavi~ya

PurtifJO,,2 mark the transition from the initiatory Maro Feud to the events
that draw Mahoba into the conflict between Delhi and Kanauj and the
eventual war of the three kingdoms. 3

It is, nonetheless, the treasures of Mahoba that are at the heart of the
story, and are poignant where others are menacing. For whereas the
others are there to pose challenges, with the loss of Mahoba's treasures
comes the end of an age. In AIM, although not in the purat;lll, Parmal has
the Philosopher's Stone that turns iron and steel to gold.4 In both texts,
he also has five flying horses. So long as he retains these (mainly for his
son Brahma and the Banaphars), PrithIraj cannot conquer Mahoba. 5 And

2In adhyayas 13 (Ahlada encounters the "drum of life" called 4akklimrta, which Hohenberg
er [1967, 38] misidentifies as the "Unsterblichkeitstrank," the drink of immortality); 16
(Balakhani encounters the fiery horse among four treasures of king Gajasena of Maru
dhanva, the others being his "fiery colored" two sons and daughter Gajamukta/Gajamuktika
[Gajmotin] herself; but no sorceress); 17 (Brahmananda, encountering no treasures); and 21
~~natrlsa encounters a stone horse rather than a wooden one). The intervening material
includes (20) Sukhakhani's marriage to Madanamafijan, daughter ofthe Varuna-worshiping
Lahara of Lahan, who can produce inundations. The Elliot AIha has no marriage of
Sulkhan.
3This includes the later marriage of Lakhan (Lak~a~a), prince and champion of Kanauj, to
Kusuma (padmiru) of Bundi (Binduga~ha). Though it has some of the features of the
Banaphar marriage stories (the men of Bundi have menacing magic), its emphasis, as in the
marriages of Prithiraj and Brahma, is more on high royal themes: the wife's descent from
four cakravartfkings inAlha (W&G 217-19); a svaya~vara in the purat:ta (25.1-38).
4W&G 115, 168, 243. Paras parar, "the stone (parar) which transforms into gold (paras)."
A legend of the origin of the Chandels, told according to Bose (1956, 1) by the bard Chand,
author of the Prthvfriij-rtisau, is that this stone was given to the first Chandel by Candra,
the Moon (ibid., 1-3; Dixit 1992,61-62).
5W&G 215. Specifics on the five horses are elusive. Brahma, Udal, and Malkhan each have
one of the five; the fourth is ridden sometimes by Alha and his son Indal; and the fifth
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for most of the story, Mahoba also has the nine-Iakh chain. Bearing these
treasures in mind, we may begin our introduction to Bela, incarnation of
DraupadI.

B. Bela Demands Draupadi's Jewels

When Bela reaches twelve, her father sends her brother Tabar out
with the customary challenge-invitation to all the Rajas to come seek her
hand by fighting. But PrithIraj instructs Tabar not to go to Mahoba lest
the "low" Banaphars seek her. PrithIraj's conditions are, however, too
severe for any raja to risk the courtship. Finally, Malkhan forces Tabar
to consider betrothing Bela to Brahma. Udal and Alba then secure the
wedding by upstaging all the Rajputs.

First, in Mahoba, Tabar challenges Brahma to withdraw a spear he has
driven through seven underground iron plates, but Udal pulls it up "like
a radish" (W&G 197). Then in Delhi, Alba proxies for both Brahma and
Parmal. At the ceremonial exchange of presents between the two fathers
in-law (samdhora), PrithIraj says his family custom calls for Parma! to
fix a betel leaf on PrithIraj's chest. Parmal flees at the sight of PrithI's
yard-wide girth and fiery eyes. But "since an elder brother is the same
as a father," Alba applies some curd to the massive chest, fixes the betel
to it and embraces PrithIraj, all in Parma!'s stead (128). Note the implica
tion. If Alba stands in for Brahma as "elder brother," he should also be
the one marrying Bela! This implication is deepened at the offering of
presents to the bride. As Philip Lutgendorf graciously summarizes and
translates, when the Mahoba herald Rupna Ban, a Dalit, "brings a box
of jewels to Bela in Delhi, the princess opens the box and looks at them,
and flies into a rage." She gives Rupna a message to take back to the
bridegroom's camp:

"You've brought jewelry of the Kali yuga, in coming to marry me,
Chandel lord.

Take this message back to the camp and tell it to Alha:
'Bring the jewelry from Hastinapura, then I'll circumambulate the fire

with the Chandel;
the bracelets and scarves (necklaces?) of the Dvapara age, bring

those, oh Banaphar Lord. '''6

belonged to Dasraj (60, 154). J;)hewa (79, 154) and Mira Talhan also have their favorite
steeds, the latter's a mare named "the lioness" (62, 79, 127, 154).
6Lutgendorf 1997, citing Elliot [1881] 1992, 225-26. The "bracelets and scarves
(necklaces?)" are curiyii~ cunan-; for the latter, Pathak (1967,348) gives "cloths died by
being tied in different places so that white spots remain on them." "Jewelry" is throughout
the passage "the standard Hindi word" gahne. I keep W&G's spelling for Candel/Chandel.
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By "the jewelry from Hastinapura," Bela evidently means DraupadI's
jewels, although it is curious that they would be in the former Kaurava
capital rather than the P~Qava one of Indraprastha-Delhi.7 It is also
striking that she addresses her message to AIha rather than any of the
Chandels. It is thus AIha, not Brahma, who obtains the jewels for her.
AIha offers his head to Sarada, "who stops him and goes to Indra 10k;
Indra summons Vasuki and sends him to Paml 10k to retrieve the
jewels."8 Rupna then returns with the jewel box, and,

Opening the box, Bela looked and her heart was greatly delighted.
Laughing, Bela put on the jewelry. "Now my wish (kama) is

fulfilled. "9

The pura~ is barely interested in episodes that show the Banaphars
upstaging the Mahoba Rajputs and matching those of Delhi. Of the three
just mentioned, it includes only the last as part of its introduction of Vela.
When her birth is accompanied by a terrible earthquake, a rain of blood
mixed with powdered bone, and an inauspicious celestial laugh by
Cam~9a DevI,lO her father does his best to propitiate the Brahmans
with gifts. But when Vela reaches twelve, she tells him, "Listen, 0 lord
of the earth, whoever will bathe me in the hall with waterfalls of blood,
he, the giver of the jewels of DraupadI, will be my husband."l1 P¢llvI
raja has these words written on a golden leaf (sval7Japatre) and sends
Taraka out to find someone responsive to such conditions, offering the
compensation (dowry?) of three lakhs of wealth and a one-lakh army. But
Taraka can find no willing king in Sindhudesa (Sind) or Aryadesa until
he questions his maternal uncle MahIpati, who recommends Brahmananda
(17.7-19). Here, Vela demands not only DraupadI'sjewels but bloodshed,
and states her conditions before her father sends Taraka (Tabar) to scour
for suitors. When Brahmananda comes to Delhi for the wedding, P¢llvI
raja reiterates the demand for the jewels on Vela's behalf. But despite
Vela's demand for waterfalls of blood, the scene is less bloody than in

7Delhi, her father's capital, is perhaps too near at hand, and Hastinapura probably already
an ancient site. Grierson summarizes, "Bela sees the pearls sent her by Pannal and throws
them away, crying that they are poor ornaments of modern times. She must have the jewels
of the Dwapara Yuga (or the age when she existed as Draupadi)" (W&G 198). "Modern
times" is a gloss, and it is not clear how Grierson gets pearls.
8Lutgendorf 1997; cf. W&G 198.
9Lutgendorf 1997, translating from Elliot [1881] 1992,227.
lOSee chap. 5, n. 48.
llMafJ4ape raktadhiirtibhir yo miif!l satrlSniipayisyati/ draupadya bhasanam data sa me
bharta bhaviryati (3.3. 17. 13). I translate bha~anam as a collective singular on the precedent
of the Mbh passages (see n. 1 and below).
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the Elliot AIM. Here it is not AhIada who gets the jewels with help from
Sarada, but his son Indula (Indal), incarnation of Indra's son Jayanta,
who uses Indra's help to get them from Kubera, lord of riches. Nonethe
less, Indula delivers them to his father, and it is still AhIada who gives
them to Vela (17.36-39). Here, despite identifying AhIada as an incarna
tion of Balarama rather than Yudhi~~ra, the puraJ;1a seems to retain
AIM's implication that Alba is a hidden king.

So Bela demands DraupadI's jewels. The Mahiibharata seems to tell
us nothing more about them than what was mentioned at the beginning of
this chapter. But a curious passage suggests some concepts behind them.
Just after DraupadI's svay~vara, D~ra~tra misunderstands Vidura's
news of the wedding. Thinking Duryodhana has won DraupadI rather
than the Pat;l~vas, Dh$ra~tra "then had his son Duryodhana told, 'Bring
DraupadI's many jewels and bring K~~t;Ia herself. '''12 I believe that the
blind and often greedy Dhrtara~tra is gleefully exulting in what he thinks
is his new prize: he wants to "see" DraupadI and her jewels. As Shah
indicates, "brides were given away properly bejewelled" (1995, 32),
referring to the "abounding jewels" (ratnair bahubhir) that bedeck
DraupadI as part of the display of wealth by which her father Drupada
and the Pancalas have just prepared her for the arrival of the party of her
five bridegrooms (1.190.6).

But one might also imagine that Dhrtara~tra is ordering that "jewels
of DraupadI" be given to her by the Kauravas (the translators mistakenly
think Dhrtara~tra has ordered the jewels "made" for DraupadI13

). In this
case, it would be implied that the groom's father or brothers should pro
vide suitable jewels for the bride. The idea is odd, but not without a weak
epic endorsement. Shah notes, "it was also enjoined in groom's family
to welcome bride with gifts of various kinds" (1995, 32-33), citing an
Anusasana Parvan line (13.46.3) where BhI~ma recalls a saying ofPrace
tasa (apparently Da~a) that a bride should be adorned (bha~ayitavy{j) by
fathers, brothers, fathers-in-law, and husband's brothers if they desire
auspiciousness (kalyanam). BhI~ma thus recommends a compromise be
tween pure dowry, with its "gift of a virgin," and pure bride-price types
of marriage. 14 But the key word is found only in some northern texts;
instead of "adorned," the Critical Edition, and southern texts, reads

12Mbh 1.192.20. I thank James Fitzgerald (see n. 1) for clarifying that DraupadI and the
jewels are serial subjects of iinryatiim in this verse. The plural for bha~anam bahu seems
clearest here, although it could mean "big ornament."
13van Buitenen (1975, 380); Ganguli ([1984-96] 1870, 1:424).
14See Jamison 1996, 213-18 on the classical opposition between four maiden-"gift" types
of marriage and Asura marriage in which the bride is "priced"; 239-40 on jewels in the
balance of marital exchange. Cf. Shah 1995, 34-35, 62-63, 80-81.
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ltilayitavyti: "she should be cherished." A southern interpolation, how
ever, taking Dhrtara~tra as giving Kaurava jewels to DraupadI, has him
add that the ornaments are to be the best possessed among all his sons (1,
1946*). The variations might suggest that the welcoming father-in-law
and the balanced marital exchange are better known in the south.

In any case, DraupadI does not demand any jewels from her in-laws,
whether they be the Kauravas or the Pat;l~vas. That is left to Bela, who
demands DraupadI's jewels (again, no doubt those she brought with her
from Pancala) from her father-in-law Parmal. In the pura~, she is mak
ing this demand of the incarnation of her own former father, since
Parimala was Drupada in his previous life (32.12). It is thus not only
"bridewealth" from the groom's father, but hiddenly a kind of resumed
dowry. This may be one of the paurat;1ika's satisfactions in Brahmanizing
the story. But in AIht1, Bela's demand is not only rather tempestuous and
intriguingly "Dravidian," but very "low." She creates an Asuric type of
marriage in which the bride-price she wants is not demanded by or for
her father but by herself and for herself. Add to this that like all of
Alha's Banaphar brides, she must be won by something further approach
ing a variety of Ra~asa marriage, in which the suitor must fight the
bride"s own father and brothers to win her. 15

The mixture of marriage types and the lowness of Bela's demand
would seem to resonate with tribal traditions about Bela among Kols in
Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh (Beck 1982, 24), and among "forest
tribes" in the Vindhya-Kaimiir ranges (Crooke 1926, 162-63), who make
Bela a sister of Raja Lakhan. In these old songs (McGregor 1984, 13),
the Kanauj prince Lakhan, the Banaphars' chief royal patron after
Parmal, is deified by the "jungle tribes" (ibid.). Cunningham supposes
that the stories, and a pillar commemorating Lakhan from 1196, three
years after Jaychand's death, point to Lakhan's leading "a prolonged
struggle with the Muhammadans as the great leader of the Hindus" (1880,
129). Crooke mentions that "some say" he was "taken to Delhi, where
he became a Musalman" ([1896] 1968, 1:198). His "sister" Bela,
prospers him with her blessings (Beck 1982, 24), and "now has a famous
temple at Belaun on the banks of the Ganges in Bulandshahr" (Crooke
[1896] 1968, 1: 199). But her story is recognizably a variation on AIht1:

Once . . . Siva went to pay a visit to Hastinapura, and the bell of his
bull Nandi disturbed the brothers Arjuna and Bhima, who, thinking the

15The approximation of Rak~asa marriage no doubt results from the stories being modeled
on it as one of the types of marriage suitable only for ~atriyas (see Jamison 1994; 1996,
218-35). As Grierson points out, the highly patterned combats do not correspond to actual
Rajput customs (W&G 22-24).
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god a wandering beggar, drove him out of the palace. Then he cursed
the Rajput race that among them should be born two fatal women, who
should work the ruin of their power. So the first was born Draupadi,
who caused the war of the Mahabharata, and after her Bela, to whom
was due the unhappy warfare which paved the way to the Musalman
invasion. (ibid.)

This Bela's story and worship apparently tie in with the cult of a Bhangi
sweeper hero named Jokhaiya, a Dalit who was slain in the war between
PrithIraj and Jaychand. At his shrine in Mainpuri District, "a sweeper,
in consideration of a small fee, kills a pig and lets its blood fallon his
altar. "16 One would like to know more about this "tribal"IDalit Alhii,
and how it relates to other versions. 17 But its heroine's "low" appeal is
of interest, for Alhii also gives Bela low status characteristics. Already we
know that her father fears she will marry a low Banaphar. And she
demands DraupadI's jewels. A "peoples' princess," one could say that
she undermines high Rajput pretensions, especially those of her father.

C. The Chain

Bela rejects Parmal' s meager pearls only in Aihii, not in the puraJ;l3..
This rejection has a curious resonance, since Malhna, from the Elliot
Alhii's beginning to near its end, is the main possessor of the nine-Iakh
chain. But more appropriately, instead of being the chain's possessor,
Malhna is its main handler, since she is Mahoba's chief queen: the posi
tion that would succeed to Bela. There is thus an equivalence between the
two jewel treasures that Parmal is not giving to Bela: those of DraupadI
from the Dvapara yuga, and the nine-Iakh chain itself. This necklace is
named for its value of nine hundred thousand rupees (W&G, 57; 62, n.
1). It appears in as many as eight episodes in the Elliot Alhti, and five of
those eight in the puraJ;l3.. But one of these is uncertain.

Alha
1. Against King Jambay's will, Prince Kar
iya of Mara wants to go to Jajmau Ghat on
the Ganges, inside Kanauj territory, for the
Dasara holy fair. His sister Bijaisin asks
what he will bring her, and he says a nine
Hikh chain. At Jajmau, he learns from Mahil

Bhavi/iYa PurlilJ,a
1. King Jambuka and Prince Kaliya of
MahismatI are invincible, thanks to a boon
from Siva. Kaliya gets Jambuka's permission
to anoint himself and his armies at the
Ganges. He asks his sister Vijayaisini what
she wants. She says, "A charming necklace

16Crooke 1926,163; cf. [1896] 1968, 1:199-200.
17There is nothing further in the cited sources. Does this Bela even marry? Unlike ptibajf,
which has its own mechanisms (standardized texts, Dalit bards, the story of mixed blood
in the goddess's bowl) for holding low-middle and low communities together, AIhii seems
to be more parcelled out.
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that Mahil' s sister Malhna has such a chain.
He attacks Mahoba to get it but is repulsed
by the senior Banaphars Dasraj and Bachraj
(W&G 61-64)

2. Malhna insists that Parmal reward Dasraj
and Bachraj with brides from within the
Chandel land. King Dalpat of Gwalior
volunteers his daughters DevI and Birmha.
Malhna welcomes DevI to Mahoba by
placing the nine-Iakh chain around her neck,
and also gives Birmha a necklace. Parmal
then gives the new Banaphar families a
village where they bear and raise their sons
(W&G 65). It is after this episode that we
learn the brides are buffalo-slinging Ahirs
(see above).

3. At least a year later, after the births of the
senior Banaphars' older sons, Kariya kills
the senior Banaphars, detroys their village,
plunders Mahoba, and heists the nine-Iakh
chain and other treasures, including the
danseuse Lakha (W&G 66).

4. With help from Lakha and the young
Banaphars' JogI disguises, Udal recovers the
nine-Iakh chain (which has become Bijaisin's
and is handled by Queen KushIa). They then
avenge their fathers in the Maro feud (W&G
73-177).

adorned with gems and pearls" (graiveyakam
hiiram malJimuktlivibhusitam; 8.8). After
bathing, Kaliya looks for the necklace, first
in Kanyakubja (Kanauj), but learns Kanauj is
wealthless. Then he attacks Mahoba. Despite
having Siva's boon, he is repulsed by the
senior "Banaphars" (8.1-26)

2. Desaraja and Vatsaraja obtain their AbhIrI
brides on their own from king Dalavahana of
Gwalior, and a dowry that includes the
dancer (veSyli) Lak~avrttI, the two brides'
friend. Once the brides reach Mahoba,
Malana gives DevakI a necklace
(graiveyakam) and BrahmI costly dresses and
ornaments (~o4asasrnglira'rl tathli
dVlidaSabhu~anam: perhaps sixteen fine
dresses and twelve jewels?). Parimala then
gives them a village (9.1-9) where they bear
their sons.

3. At least three years later, Jambuka
himself burns and sacks Mahoba, kills
Desaraja and Vatsaraja, and makes off with
the necklace adorned with gems and jewels
(graiveyakam . . . hiiram maniratna
vibhusitam; 9.27), and also other treasures,
including LaksaratI (sic) (9.21-29).

4. With help from Lak~avartI (sic) and yogin
disguises, ~sna~sa bewilders the queen and
charms Vijayaisi~ into handing over "the
necklace dear to Desaraja worth nine lakhs"
(12.42). The young "Banaphars" then
avenge their fathers by razing MahismatI
(12.35-124).

5. Ma.lhna places the nine-Uikh chain on the neck of Alba's wife Sunwa
in joy at her bridal homecoming (W&G 191).

6. Udal weaves a fourfold chain mixed with
pearls in the garland he sends to Phulwa
(Bijaisin reborn) (W&G 200).

6. ~~~a~sa charms PuspavatI (Vijayaisi~

reborn) with a lovely necklace he has
concealed (guIJ!hitam) and taken (grhitvli)
from Mahoba, where it is daily decorated for
worshiping the goddess. It was originally
"fashioned (racitam) by Tvastr" (21.36-54).

7. When Prithlraj attacks Mahoba at the battle ofKIratsagar, he demands
the nine-Iakh chain from Mallma, the five flying horses from Parmal,
their daughter Candrabal (already married according to the pura~) for
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Tabar, and two forts. When Chau~a reaches Malhna's litter and demands
the chain, Malhna calls on Udal, who comes, again in JogI guise, and
rescues her (W&G 239-40).

8. With Brahma dying of wounds, Bela, making her tragic bridal
homecoming under Alba's guard, is received by Sunwa, then by DevI,
who gives her the nine-Iakh chain, and by Malhna (W&G 265-66).

Note that in the puraJ;Ul, a necklace is only once (in item 4 above)
explicitly described as "the necklace dear to Desaraja worth nine lakhs"
(desarajapriyhiirarrz nava~asya malyakam = Hindi nauliikhahiir). But
it is clearly the same necklace through the puraJ;J.a's first four episodes,
and thus, I suspect, implicitly also in number 6, when ~~~sa brings
a necklace from Mahoba to court Pu~pavatI-Phulwa.

Looking over all eight AIhti episodes, one sees that the nine-Iakh chain
is "lacked" by AIhii's three most prominent kingdoms outside Mahoba:
by Maro, Kanauj (at least in the pura~), and Delhi. Maro and Delhi
contend for it, while Kanauj is Mahoba's ally. A vied-for symbol of
Mahoba's royalty and the "goods of life," it is linked especially with
Queen Malhna, who, along with DevI, places it over the necks of brides
when they are welcomed to Mahoba. 18 Similarly, KusWa, queen of
Maro, bestows it on Lakha, who is loyal to Mahoba. No woman ever
keeps it, much less possesses it. Rather, if I am right in including the
sixth episode in the chain's history, it belongs to the goddess of Mahoba,
Sarada and is used to worship her-a point that seems to have been
understood by Kipling. 19 Frequently identified with Durga, Sarada is
also a queen, and thus the real queen of Mahoba. 20 The nine-Iakh chain
seems not to be strung permanently, but to be daily fashioned and
refashioned, especially-if it is what Udal takes to court Phulwa-when
combined with flowers (21.36, 54). Yet there is no set description of its

18It is not placed over Gajm6tin, Malkhan's wife, but her name means "large pearl" (W&G
236, n. 3): indeed, "elephantine pearl."
19J<.ipling, who would have had opportunity to know of Waterfield's 1875-76 translation of
"The Nine-Lakh Chain or the Mar6 Feud," titles his co-authored novel Naulahka after a
"nine-Iakh" necklace of "diamonds the size of hens' eggs, yokes of pearls, coils of sap
phires the girth of a man's wrist, and emeralds until you can't rest-and they hang all that
around the neck of an idol, or keep it stored in a temple ... " (Kipling and Balestier [1891]
1905, 21). Kipling then named his new house in Brattleboro, Vermont, "Naulakha," cor
recting the novel's spelling, which was probably Balestier's. I find no one who has traced
Kipling's experience of what one biographer calls "the Hindu (sic) word for nine 'lakhs' of
rupees ... and the name ... applied in India to a fabulous jewel" (Carrington 1955, 140).
2°Sarada is "the patron goddess ofMah6ba" (W&G 35, 67-68, and 68, n. 1, 78 and n. 6).
She has a shrine in the Mahoba Cat:l~ika temple, Candika also being frequently mentioned
in BhvP's Alhii sequence.
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components. Strung and unstrung, it fits the situation where it is
envisioned, or compared to, a strew of pearls.21 Or according to Krishna
Chaurasia and Zahir Singh, Alhii scholars from Mahoba, it is made of
gold and diamonds. Treated as the complement to PrithIraj's nine-Iakh
golden earrings, similarly named for their value (W&G 263), one might
also suppose that it is made of gold. In any case, the rivalries for it begin
when the Maro prince seeks it for his sister Bijaisin-Vijayai~iI;lI, "She
who is Desirous of Victory," when he goes to a fair at the Ganges.

D. Bela's Wedding

Once Bela receives DraupadI's buried treasure, the Banaphars join
Brahma's wedding party and guard him through the seven circuits around
the wedding post. PrithIraj's sons and allies make repeated attempts to
kill him: standard fare at Alhii weddings.22

In telling of Bela's wedding and homecoming (gauna), the ElliotAlhii
seems to draw again on folklore that resonates with the Mahtibhiirata's
second book, which contains the killings of Jarasandha and Sisupala, the
Rajasfiya sacrifice, and the dice match. The Rajasfiya is of interest here
for two things. First, it establishes its performer as an emperor, which is
what is at stake when ~~~ tells Yudhi~thira he cannot complete it with
out eliminating Jarasandha of Magadha as imperial rival. 23 AIhti begins
with a story that betokens the imperial rivalry between Delhi and Kanauj:
the "Wooing of King PrithI" or the "Rape of Sanjogin,"24 in which Pri
thIraj abducts Jaychand's daughter Sanjogin from her wedding ceremony.
It then goes on to tell how Mahoba is subsumed in that rivalry, while the
rivals themselves are then subsumed in the imperial sweep of the Ghurid
Muslim Shihab aI-DIn. Second, the Mahtibhiirata Rajasfiya is concerned
with establishing rank among K~atriyas (Thapar 1992, 145, 159, n. 34):
from God and the emperor, as it were, on down. As Schomer indicates,
issues of rank among K~atriyas are generally less prominent in the Mahti
bhiirata than among Rajputs in Alhii (1989, 149-50). So it would seem
that AIhti's Rajasfiya allusions build upon the episode's somewhat unusual
focus on this theme-especially as it relates to ~~~, whom Sisupala
berates as a mere cowherd (Mbh 2.38.6; 41.17).

Presumably it is an issue that would interest AIhti audiences sensitive
to the mixed-caste K~atriya-Ahir identity of the Banaphars, and of Udal

21Palnlidu is similarly elusive about Mancala's necklace, which is golden, made of tulasi,
of pearls, and actually strewn on the floor.
22See above nn. 3 and 15.
23See further Hiltebeitel in press-g on the highlighting of empire in the Mbh's RajasUya
episode.
24S0 W&G 41, the latter title being Grierson's fancy as a parallel with Troy.
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in particular. Like Kr~~, Udal (and the rest of the Banaphars) is
susceptible to "mean caste" slurs and slights because of his combined
K~atriya (Rajput) and cowherd (Ahir) background. Moreover, the ob
streperous Sisupala is king of Cedi, the area that becomes the land of the
Chandels, and known from the fourteenth century on as Bundelkhand,25
the Aihii heartland. In this overlay of regional royal folklores, whenever
Mahil slurs the Banaphars for their Ahir blood, he echoes the words of
Sisupala.

When Brahma is finally invited into the women's apartments to eat the
wedding breakfast, Udal "insists on accompanying him as 'best man. '''26
When they are seated, Chau~a, who has dressed himself as a woman,
stabs Udal in the side. Bela rushes forth, "cuts her little finger, puts her
blood into the wound, and heals it at once" (W&G 199). This inci
dent-which has no parallel in the pura~-is paralleled in the DraupadI
cult Mahtibhiirata's reworking of the killing of Sisupala at the Rajasuya.
After ~~~ has wounded his finger hurling his discus to end Sisupala's
unpardonable tirade by beheading him, DraupadI, as ~~~'s "younger
sister," rushes forth to stanch the blood with the end-piece of her sari
(Hiltebeitel 1988a, 226-27). Wadley (1976, 158) has found this same
Mahtibhtirata-derived folktale in Hindi-speaking north India connected
with the ceremony of rakhibandhana, in which sisters tie a protective
thread around their brothers' wrists. In that context, the story highlights
the theme of sisterly ties of affection. DraupadI and Kr~~'s sister-brother
relation, which lies behind the story's connection with rakhi-tying, is thus
north Indian Mahtibhtirata folklore as well.

In the Sanskrit Mahtibharata, the Rajasuya episode also hinges on
Kr~~'s status as "best man," but in another sense. The scene begins
when Narada sees all the K~atriyas present for the Rajasuya. Realizing
that ~~~ is about to bring them to their doom, he understands that
Kr~~ is "Hari Naraya~, the lord who is to be praised with sacrifices
(harirrz niirayafJarrz jiUitvtl yajftairrq,yan; tamrsvaram)" (2.33.20). When
Sisupala fails to recognize what Narada has seen, he berates BhI~ma, who
does understand, for naming ~~~ to receive the highest honor among
all present, and further belittles Kr~~ himself by calling him a Cowherd.
The result is that Sisupala becomes the Rajasuya's victim: Kr~~ beheads
him, and then miraculously draws Sisupala's luminous spirit (tejas) into
his own body so that it "entered the Best of Men (vivesa ... puru
~ottamam)" (2.42.24). The episode saves this term puru~ottama, "best of

25Dey [1899] 1927, 48, 226; Thapar 1978a, 340.
26Udal also insists on coming with Lakhan as "Best Man" (sahbolti) at his wedding (W&G
218).
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men" or "supreme Puru~a," for this climax.27 As we have seen, it is
also used for Kr~~sa in the Bhavi~ya Purti1JG when Vijayai~i¢ is first
struck by his dark beauty.

Alha thus seems to retain the "best man," cowherd, and brother-sister
themes in its Bela-Udal vignette, but also to have inverted the manner in
which the virgin heroine shows her solicitation. Bela stanches Udal's
bleeding using blood from the tip of her own finger to heal his side.
Considering that she never has sexual relations with her husband Brahma,
and thus never joins blood with him in that sense, this mixing of blood
has a powerful impact. Since Udal and Sunwa (Alha's wife) refer to each
other as "brother" and "sister" (W&G, 164, 185-87), a "brother-sister"
relation must extend to Udal and Bela, since Brahma, as we have seen,
is likewise a "brother" to the Banaphars. As with K~~t:Ja and DraupadI in
the DraupadI cult, this relationship carries hidden ties between them.

Even after these trials, however, the Mahoba party does not get to take
Bela home, since Prithlraj reveals at the last moment that "it is the
custom of his house never to send the bride to her husband's home
immediately after the wedding, but that he will let her go in a year. "28

Prithlraj has no intention to keep this promise, and its breach leads to the
final war. Here one may note Grierson's shortsightedness in saying that
the subject of Alha's first canto on PrithIraj's abduction of Sanjogin "has
no direct connection with the rest of the Mha cycle" (W&G 39). It is
PrithIraj's ability to steal his bride at the beginning of Alha from a then
"higher" imperial king that is prelude to his own imperial prevention of
a lower prince from stealing his own daughter as a bride: an obsession
that preoccupies PrithIraj to the story's end.

E. Bela's Homebringing

When it comes time for Bela's homebringing, Parmal calls for
volunteers and offers a role of betel (a blra) to be taken up by the
champion who will undertake this challenge. Udal lifts the betel, but
MalIil-perpetual agent-provocateur in the Mahoba camp-tells Brahma
that Udal's "mean caste will give rise to difficulties, and spurs him to

27Earlier in the Sabhii Parvan, the term Puru~ottama has another precise usage: in plotting
the death of Jadisandha, ~~J.la tells that one of Jarasandha's allies is king Vasudeva of
Pundra who also claims the title of Purusottama, though falsely (2.13.17-18). When ~~na

releases the kings Jarasandha has held captive, it is ~~J.la whom they praise as Purusottama
(22.33). Viewed in sequence, this deepens the usages of this "best man" theme.
2SW&G 199; similarly BhvP 3.3.17.63-64, in which, rather than it being a matter of custom,
Prthivlraja, humiliated by the "Banaphars" in bridal jousts, says, "Vela is only twelve. This
girl is not bearing separation from her father and mother. Therefore, leaving her here, go
home happy. When she may be united with her husband, then you may again wish for her."
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snatch the bIra" from Udal (W&G 259). Brahma, whose hotheadedness
and lack of judgment can be surprising, does this, and both Udal and
Alba feel disgraced and withdraw from the campaign for Bela. Here again
one may remember the folkloric handling of the killing of Sisupala at the
Rajasiiya. The honor which ~~~ receives as "Best of Men," and which
Sisupala so hotly contests, is also a kind of champion's portion. DraupadI
cult dramas portray it not as a benediction with water-as in the Vedic
ritual recalled in the Mahtibhiirata-but a role of betel.29

The upshot is that Brahma must lead his march to Delhi accompanied
only by the treacherous Mahil, and with no Banaphars to guard him. 30

His mother Malhna sees the peril, and tries to get Lakhan to protect him.
But Udal and MIra Talhan persuade Lakhan to withdraw: an important
moment, since Lakhan, incarnation of the Pa~9ava Nakula, now joins
ranks with the Banaphars, and in effect compensates for the loss of
Malkhan, who is now no more. One thus sees Brahma set out this one
and only time as an independent hero attended by his betrayer. His
inevitable doom thus accentuates the importance of the absent Banaphar
guard.

When Brahma reaches Delhi, he is a stem match for PrithIraj's
champions, killing three heroes, two of them PrithIraj's sons (and thus
Bela's brothers). Mahil then tells PrithIraj "that a hero like Brahma can
be defeated only by fraud. "31 He proposes that Tabar be brought to
Brahma in a litter, dressed as a woman and pretending to be Bela. Tabar
refuses: it would violate his Rajput code. But the Brahman Chau~a, we
recall, has no such compunctions. He "dresses himself like a woman,
arms himself with a poisoned dagger, and sets out on a gorgeous litter,"
Tabar in attendance. When they reach the Mahoba camp, Tabar embraces
Brahma and tells him PrithIraj wishes to contend no more, and has sent
him his daughter. The false Bela then "descends from the litter and
strikes Brahma in the heart with his dagger" (W&G 260).

The pura~ tells this story too (31.161). But its closing war scenes are
pitched in a different direction, which I will discuss in chapter 8. For
now, it is only important to recognize that what follows in this chapter is
Aihii, not pura~.

When news reaches Delhi of Brahma's "apparent death," Bela "iso
lates herself in her own apartments." At Mahoba, however, the news is
that Brahma can live only a day or two. Amid great lamentation, Alba
and Udal "meditate revenge" (W&G 260). Here the motivations and

29See van Buitenen 1975, 22; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 226.
30BhvP 3.3.31.11-20 has much the same story, but without the betel leaf episode.
31Lutgendorf 1997 comments that Elliot [1881] 1992, 561, uses no word for "fraud" here;
"that is Grierson's addition," though "obviously, trickery is involved. "
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underlying identities of Bela and the Banaphars-the virgin hero
ine-goddess and her LSRSCs-finally converge and clarify themselves.
Bela, writing to Udal, "charges him with being at heart a woman,"
rebukes him for staying at ease at Mahoba and "sending Brahma to his
death," and implores him to "unite her with her husband" (261). This
suggests that she already intends to become a satI. Having received the
letter, Udal and Ukhan get Alha's permission and concoct a revealing
subterfuge-and since Udal is throughout a master of disguises, the plan
is surely his. They dress their troops in black uniforms, with black flags,
and when they reach Delhi, tell Chau~a, who comes to ask who they
are, "that they have come to seek employment under Bela." Chau~a,

believing them,32 convinces PrithIraj to hire them at an exorbitant fee
for eight days "to guard Bela's apartments," since Pritmraj "has great
fears of an attack" from Udal. Moreover, he should then "use them to
sack Mahoba" (261)! As elsewhere, one has a group of five: Udal and
phewa, MIra Talhan, Lakhan, and another Kanauj champion-otherwise
little heard of-named Dhanua Tell. Alha remains for now in Mahoba.
Bela, "imprisoned" (W&G 262) in her apartment-her "sealed shrine,"
if I may transport Shulman's term (1980, 192-211) to the north-thus has
her LSRSCs right where they should be. Under their black guises, they
have become the guardians of Bela's enclosure, poised to lead her forth.

The manner in which Bela and her guards make contact is intriguing.
Udal and Lakhan play dice. As Lutgendorf translates,

The die were first thrown by Ukhan, taking the name of Ramcandra.
"If Bela is true (sa'!lCl), let the dice fall in my favor. "33

Lutgendorf comments, "Sa'!lCf obviously comes from satya (sac is the
standard modem Hindi form). My sense of the meaning is the obvious
one: it means if she is chaste, a virgin. It is evidently a challenge; he
knows that she will overhear him. It is a means to establish contact with
her, since he is in disguise and surrounded by enemies" (1997, 2). There
is also a likely allusion here to the Mahiibharata, and once again to its
second book. When Bela overhears, she sends a servant girl to find out
who is "taking her name in vain" (W&G 262). Her "truth" and "chas
tity"-and, if we invoke the DraupadI cult Mahiibhtirata, her virgin
ity-are, like DraupadI's, at stake in a dice match. Bela takes some
convincing that it is Udal outside, "waiting to take her away on the
home-bringing." But she at last sends for him. He tells her that Brahma

32The Brahman-advisor-general has a P6ta Raju-like stupidity here.
33Lutgendorfl997, translating from Elliot [1881] 1992,569. Cf. W&G 262: "IfBela is true
I win."
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is soon to die, and explains that he, Udal, is not to blame for Brahma's
having come for her alone, since Brahma had snatched the betel from
him.

Bela then tells of her seven births, only the last two of which have
been human. From the first, when she and Brahma were fish, to the last,
the same pair reincarnated, and "in all these births she has had the same
fate, never to be really united with her beloved."34 Lutgendorf,
however, comments, "The paraphrase 'never to be really united with her
beloved' does not reflect the actual wording of the highly formulaic
passage" (1997, 3). Having "puzzled" over it with his assistant, Mrs.
Bhatnagar, Lutgendorf translates,

"In my first birth I was a she-fish, and the Chandellord became a he
fish.

Our tapasya became broken (khan.u!ita), neither I nor the king was
satisfied (aghiiy).

In my second birth I was a she-snake and the Chandel lord became a
he-snake.

Our tapasya was broken and neither I nor the king was satisfied."

In this "repeated pattern, ... the first line describes an incarnation, and
the second tells what went wrong that caused it to be incomplete. In both
cases above, the latter line begins with a phrase meaning '(my? our?)
tapasya became broken (interrupted?).' The second half of the line may
mean 'neither I nor the king was satiated.' That is my guess. " Lutgendorf
wonders whether tapasya could "here refer to ardor in the erotic sense?"
(1997, 3). I suspect that it does have that resonance, but that it has the
usual prior sense of "penance" or "austerity," with erotic ardor as the
outcome that is left UD-"satisfied" because the tapasya is repeatedly
"broken." Bela does not repeat these terms for her last two births as a
human:

"The sixth birth was as DraupadI; I took avatar at Hastinapur.
The Kauravas were my enemies, and five men were called my

husbands.
In my seventh birth I was Bela; I took avatar in Delhi.
My father became my enemy and got my husband murdered. "35

'34W&G 262; cf. the seven births of the virginal Sri Lankan Patti!!i (Parker 1909, 634;
Obeyesekere 1984, 83, 127). The chaste yet sexy fish figures not only in the Draupadi CUlt,
but in a pan-Indian Mbh folklore as the target Arjuna must pierce at Draupadi's svayaQ1vara
(1988a, 195-211). The original birth as a pair of fish might presage this theme.
35Lutgendorf 1997, 3, translating from Elliot [1881] 1992, 572-73.
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But it is clear that marital dissatisfaction describes the last birth and is
probably also implied in the sixth. 36 We shall see in chapter 14 that
Baccha Singh knows a different version of DraupadI and Bela's
successive "dissatisfactions." We shall also appreciate the power of
Bela's identification, in the Elliot AIha, of her father as her last enemy.

Udal now tells Bela that he and her other guardians will be able to
bear her away. Lakhan and MIra TaIban come in, and Bela "tells them
that when she was DraupadI, MIra was then BhImasena and Lakhan was
Nakula." She thus has the power to recall and reveal epic identities, to
make Mahtibharata connections. 37 Udal then sheds his guise, goes to
PrithIraj to tell him he has come to bring Bela "home" to Mahoba, and
demands her dowry. PrithIraj throws down his precious golden ear
rings-worth nine lakhs like the nine-Iakh chain-thinking Udal will bend
over for them, exposing his neck. But Udal stays on his horse, picks up
the earrings with his spear, and rides off.

Meanwhile, "Bela gets into her litter and starts off under the protec
tion of Lakhan and MIra." She stops to collect her jewelry and bid fare
well to her mother Agma. Agma implores her to stay and marry someone
else, but Bela replies that she will not marry any Muslim "Mughul." Alha
introduces this anachronism many times over, the Mughals making their
entry into India several centuries after the time of PrithIraj. But in this
instance it may be a significant anachronism, since in the course ofAlha's
textual history the Mughals come to be the true imperial successors of
PrithIraj, and Bela-with all her associations with the goddess of the
land-prefers satI to accommodation to them. 38 Bela then says,

"Think (don't think?) Bela has become a widow, (for) there (will be)
widows in every house in Delhi.

In three months and seventeen days, a river of blood will flow in
Delhi.

You won't be able to seek out a single suhagin (auspicious
unwidowed woman), a thunderbolt will fall on Delhi.

My seven sisters-in-law, by Ganga, will become widows. "39

36BeHi seems to hint that even as DraupadI, she never consummated her marriage. Such a
complaint could reflect her polyandry in the classical epic, which might be said to prevent
her marital satisfaction with Arjuna. But given the folk context, Bela would seem to recall
another life as a virgin, like the DraupadI of the DraupadI cult.
37Cf. DraupadI's clairvoyance (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 303-8) and determination of what is
Ptiratam or "Mbh" (l991a, 420) in DraupadI cult folklore.
38"Mughul" may connote not only "imperial" but "SunnI" here, since MIra Talhan, a
ShI'ite, if not indeed an Isma'TII (see chap. 10), is among those to spring Bela from her
father's imprisonment.
39Lutgendorf 1997, 4, translating from Elliot [1881] 1992, 577, and commenting, "She
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It is like the prophesy DraupadI makes about the Kaurava women after
her disrobing.40

Now begins the amazing march of BeUi's litter on her bridal "home"
coming. Once she completes this tour, which I discuss in section I, she
has only to meet Brahma's dying wish: that she become a satI. She calls
for Udal to get wood for her pyre from her father PrithIraj's sandalwood
grove. The Mahoba and Kanauj forces cut the grove down and bring the
wood after routing the Delhi army, but Bela says it is damp; she now
requires dry sandalwood from the twelve pillars in her father's audi
ence-chamber. Udal is reluctant: it will mean certain death for all. But
she threatens curses and says a satI's time is short. Of the seven days
allowed her, three "have passed, and only four remain." Udal "must
therefore hasten" (W&G 268). After several battles the pillars are brought
to the camp where Brahma's body lies. Bela instructs Udal to build the
pyre. "She puts on all her ornaments, dresses herself in her bridal array,
and ascends" (W&G 271).

Pritmraj and his forces now arrive to protest that only a Mahoba
Chandel Rajput of Parmal and Brahma's clan can light the pyre, not any
low Banaphar. But Udal is determined to follow Bela's command. Grave
fighting resumes. Many die, including MIra Talhan. As the Elliot Aihli
describes it, amid the tumult, "(no one) could set fire to the pyre, (so)
Bela loosened her hair. A flame then flew from that hair and instantly
ignited the great pyre. "41 Grierson's summary continues: "The pyre at
once bursts into a blaze, so that with the corpse she is consumed" (W&G
271). Battle continues while the pyre burns, and after nearly all the great
heroes beside Alba, his son Indal, Mahil, and PrithIraj have died, the
widows of the Mahoba heroes come to consume themselves in it
(271-73).

Clearly, the DraupadI incarnated in Bela is more like the DraupadI of
DraupadI cult folk traditions than the DraupadI of any classical Mahli
bhlirata. Bela's homecoming is seldom orally performed because it is
"inauspicious to hear"; there are stories of patrons coming to grief
because of sponsoring it (Schomer 1984, 12-13). In this it is like the
Terukkiittu drama on DraupadI's disrobing (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 228-29).

seems to swear by the goddess Ganga in the last line ... ; in effect saying, 'May Ganga
make it so that they may become widows.'" Cf. chap. 14, § A on Ganga's role in removing
the Kaurava widows to heaven in the Mbh. Cf. W&G 262.
40See chap. 14, § A; also Hiltebeitel1981, 188, citing Mbh 2.71.18-20, and, for the same
prediction in DraupadI cult folklore, Hiltebeitel 1988a, 306.
41Lutgendorf 1997, 4, translating Elliot [1881] 1992, 639. Lutgendorf observes, "In the
midst of the long description of the battle, a mere two lines cut away, as it were, to the
scene.... Then it is back to the battle, to a dialogue between Lakhan and Prthlraj." Cf.
W&G 271.
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We have noted Bela's virginity, her low status and Muslim guardian, her
healing of Udal, her multiple lives with Arjuna. We must understand, it
seems, that she also becomes a satI in DraupadI's jewels, and lights her
pyre with a fire latent from DraupadI's hair.

F. Dasara

Aihil performance is said to be entertainment rather than ritual. 42 But
the Elliot Aihil has a rather explicit ritual subplot that has escaped notice.
It draws on much the same NavaratrI-Dasara complex as other regional
oral martial epics and the DraupadI cult Mahtibhilrata. InAihil, however,
Dasara allusions are not indirect but direct, and to Dasara itself rather
than through the folklore of one of its primary components (e.g., the
SamI). The evoked Dasara is not, however, a regularized Brahmanical
form of this royal festival. Like our other oral epics, Aihil draws on folk
transformations. While the Elliot Aiha mentions royal Dasaras, it is only
in folkloric variations on aspects of Dasara subrites that one can trace the
ritual's narrative unfoldings. Intriguingly, theAihil kings who perform or
concern themselves with Dasara, and with its subrites, are not those of
Delhi and Kanauj, who, as we have seen, tap into imperial Rajasiiya
mythologies, but the lesser regional kings of Mahoba and Maro.

After the imperial prologue confronting Delhi and Kanauj, the "story
proper of the [Aihil] cycle begins" (W&G 57) not only with the "Maro
Feud," but with the events of a Dasara. The story continues to be tied in
with Dasara themes to its very end. The Dasara in question is, according
to Grierson, a fall Dasara: "The great feast in October at the close of the
rains, when kings go forth to battle and the exploits of Rama are
celebrated" (W&G 61, n. 1). On such a day, Kariya, prince of Maro,
goes to bathe in the Ganges at the Jajmau Ghat, and promises Bijaisin
Vijayai~i¢, "She who is desirous of victory," to bring her back a
nine-Iakh chain (51, 61-62). There he learns that he must attack Mahoba
to get it. It is not, however, precisely Mahoba that he attacks. After
Malhna had given the nine-lakh chain to DevI, DevI had insisted on
settling in "a home of their own" (W&G 65). As Lutgendorf translates,

At one kos from Mahoba, a town was established for them.
It was given the name Dasahara purva, and there the Banaphar lords

lived. 43

Or as Waterfield rather freely rhymes,

42Blackbum 1989; Schomer 1989.
43Lutgendorf 1997, 4, translating Elliot [1881] 1992, 26.
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So a hamlet a mile from Mahoba wall
They gave the Banaphars to dwell

And Dasrapur to this day they call
Where Alba's birth befell. (W&G 65).

Purvti, as Lutgendorf notes, "is given in Bhargava's dictionary as 'a
small village, a hamlet. '''44 Dasahara purva or Dasrapur-with further
variants Das'harpurwa, Daspurwa (W&G 58,65), and said at Mahoba to
have formerly been called Dasarapurwa, but now Dasraput5-can
hardly be anything than Dasara-pur, "Dasara-ville." The pura~ knows
it by various names, all beginning with dasa, "ten," with "the village
called Dasahara" among them. 46 Today the spot is no more than a hol
low below and a hill above, with a few cut stones partially showing above
ground, a tank (the Madan Sagar) and well nearby, and assurances that
more remains have been found underground in the hill. 47 It is here that
Kariya kills the Banaphar fathers, burning the "hamlet" down (66).

Let us note that this name does not occur either in the western "GhasI
Ram" AIM summarized by Grierson (1885b, 255, 258), in which the
Banaphar fathers settle in Jhijhavat Fort and their sons then have separate
forts, or in the Pt:thv[raj-rasau, where their fort is the far grander one of
Kalanjara.48 The import of the name Dasrapur in the Elliot AIha, where
it is introduced as the birthplace of Alba, the hidden king, would thus
seem to be transparent. I take the Banaphars' birth at Dasrapur, with
Alha first and Udal last, to indicate that they are not only Mahoba's
guardians, but reside in a place that defines its royal power. From this
base they set out to avenge the Dasara-linked killing of their fathers and
the theft of the nine-Iakh chain-linked from the start with Mahoba's
goddess Sarada, and thus with Dasara itself9-by making the sack of

44Lutgendorf 1997,4; Pathak 1967, 694 s.v. purava.
45According to Zahir Singh, retired principle of a college, and Krishna Chaurasia, Secretary
of the Bundelkhand Development Council, two elderly gentlemen who conduct research on
AIha, including BhvP.
46DaSaharakhyanagaram(19.55); cf. Dasapura (9.9); Dasagrama (14.13); Dasagramapuram
(14.18).
47Grierson seems to describe the same spot, but unless all has changed it is hard to believe
he actually saw it: "where the ruins of [the Banaphars'l pleasure house are still to be seen
towering on one of the hills above the beautiful Madan Sagar Lake" (y/&G 12).
48Dikshit 1977, 145, 148, 157. KalanjaralKalinjara is referred to as the Chandels' "military
capital," along with Mahoba as its "political capital" and Khajuraho as its "religious
capital" (e.g., Bose 1956, 11). Zahir Singh of Mahoba used the same terms.
49According to the Dharmasindhu, a late eighteenth-century ritual manual (Biardeau 1989,
302), the "Unvanquished" goddess Aparajita (i.e., Durga) should be envisioned by the king
as "wearing a beautiful necklace and a resplendent golden girdle" (harena tu vicitrena
bhiisvatkanakamekhalii) when worshiped during the royal samlpuja as embodied in the samI
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Maro a kind of counter-Dasara. Udal promises to accomplish this
revenge, which occurs after a year-like twelve-year cycle that allows the
boys to mature, in just nine days (W&G 72, 110)-a likely allusion to the
nine days and nights (Navaratri) that would precede Dasara's victorious
tenth.

One thus has a double reference to Dasara-one mainly temporal, the
other mainly geographic-to open the story, with the two episodes linked
by themes of revenge and rivalry over the precious chain. They reflect
a narrative conception of Dasara as a dangerous rite to perform. Kariya
is warned by Jambay that his Dasara-journey to Jajmau Ghat is filled with
peril, since Jajmau belongs to Jaychand of Kanauj, who might imprison
Kariya because of Maro's unpaid tribute. And Dasrapur is burned down.
The fact that the young Banaphars and MIra TaIban remain twelve years
at Dasrapur after its restoration, before gaining revenge and retrieving the
necklace, is a further indication that Dasara holds the symbolism of
extended "yearly" cycles of combat and revenge. 50 It is tempting to
think that the name Jajmau Ghat, a site across the Yamuna from Kanpur,
might mean the Yajamana's or Sacrificer's Ghat: a location situating the
story's opposition between rival sacrificers.

The Elliot AiM's treatment of Dasara thus has much in common with
the way the Mahiibhtirata brings out the latent violence in its Rajasiiya
and Asvamedha sacrifices. 51 As the successor to these two most promi
nent Vedic royal sacrifices, Dasara seems to carry forward elements of
both,52 centering worship on the goddess rather than on Vedic deities,
and replacing the horse with the buffalo. 53 AiM defines a relation

(Kasinatha Upadhyaya 1968,196). Cf. Kane [1930-62] 1975,5,1: 190; Kinsley 1986,107).
soGrierson indicates nothing in his summary of the western GhasiRam variant (1885b, 256)
that the bath occurs at Dasara. In this account, not only is Kariya there, but Parmal, whose
camp Kariya raids in an initial unsuccessful attempt to get the nine-Iakh chain. See also
W&G 212: Alha tells Udal he should not bathe at BithOr, another spot on the Ganges,
during a Dasara festival, because "he is sure to pick a fight with some Raja there"-and
sure enough, he does, this being where Alha's son Indal is abducted, upon which not only
many battles follow, but a rupture between Alha and Udal. BhvP 3.3.23.4 knows this spot
as Barhi~mati Sthana, but mentions nothing about Dasara.
510n the RajasOya, see van Buitenen 1975, 3-30; Gehrts 1975, especially 166 on the rite's
dangerous potential; Hiltebeitel 1977. On the Asvamedha, see Biardeau and Peterfalvi 1986,
119-20,128-31,148,166-67,200,215-16,227,239, 247,262-63,328-334, and Hiltebeitel
1988a, 395-96 and n. 4; 1991a, 94-95, 371-87.
52See Hiltebeitel1985a, 171, 188-92; 1988a, 132-33. In what may be a carryover from the
RajasOya, in which a subrite calls for the king to shoot an arrow in the direction of a
"relative" in the symbolic role of rival or enemy (Heesterman 1957, 129-32, 138-39; 1985,
119), the samipOja may call for the king to shoot an arrow at an effigy of his enemy
(Hiltebeitel 1991a, 94-96, 152-53, 430-32).
53The canto on the Banaphars' revenge against Mar6 opens with an invocation to the
lion-riding, flesh-tearing Durga, slayer ofMahisasura, and overthrower of the earth's tyrants
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between Rajasiiya and Dasara as royal rituals fused in its folklore, but
pitched toward "little kingdoms" rather than the imperial rivals of Delhi
and Kanauj. What concerns these little kingdoms are features of Dasara
specific to its tenth day: VijayadasamI, "Victory's tenth," Vijaya
("Victory") being Durga and, as observed, a telling element in the name
Bijaisin.

Beyond the Maro Feud, AIM's Dasara subplot revolves around two
episodes that launch the story's final battle: a boundary war that opens the
final defense of Mahoba; and a ceremony connected with Navaratri and
VijayadasamI, the sowing of sprouts.

G.TheD~thofMallihan

Once the Banaphars have grown to marriageable age, they have at
some point taken up two residences. Alba and Udal remain at Dasrapur,
while Malkhan and Sulkhan live at the frontier fort of Sirsa, where
Malkhan comes into full view.

Malkhan performs the one truly shocking killing, the only violation of
the Rajput code, that any Banaphar commits: the killing of Bijaisin. 54 As
noted, he does this at Alha's command. Calling on Mahadeva (perhaps
in connection with this "low" slaughterer's role), Malkhan cleaves
Bijaisin's shoulder. When Bijaisin dies, predicting her reincarnation as
Phulwa, she curses Malkhan to a death we must now consider:

But, cruel Malkhan, woe to thee,
Thy brother's wife hast slain:

So shalt thou die with no brother by,
Unhelped in an open plain. (W&G 140).

We have here once again the "curse of a maiden." Uttered in anger for
preventing a virgin heroine's union with her husband, it is reminiscent of
Mancala's curse in Paintil/u, and of Deval's, on behalf of PhulvantI, in
Pabajc. Like Bijaisin reborn as Phulwa, PhulvantI is maimed (in her
former life as Siirpat;takha rather than her current one) and then returned
under a "flower"-name (in this life rather than the next) to marry the
avataric hero, who in each case leaves the maiming to his henchman
brother. Indeed, Phulwa and PhulvantI have virtually the same name.

Bijaisin's curse requires Malkhan to die unaided, a "lone hero" on the

(W&G 68).
54Schomer 1989, 153. Malkhan also kills the "hermit" who holds Udal captive when Bijaisin
turns him into a ram, but this is after Udal has identified the hermit as a "warlock" (W&G
133). He is especially sensitive to the Rajput code (see, e.g., 85).
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"open plain." The question is inevitable: How much is he like Campuka,
Anapotu Raju, and Phebo? There is no discernible sexual tension between
him and Bijaisin, no evocation of the mythology of the goddess and the
buffalo. But there are other surprises.

When Tabar goes to find Bela a suitor, he follows PrithIraj's orders
to avoid Mahoba. But "Tabar meets Malkhan out hunting" (W&G 197).
In the puraJ;la, four of the heroes are defined by their hunting quarries.
On the hunt that leads ~~~sa to chase the golden deer that finally
reveals herself to be Sarada, Brahmananda slays deer, Ahlada tigers,
Devas~a lions, and Balakhani (Malkhan) boars (10.53-54). As with
Campuka, a boar quarry probably typifies meanness of rank. 55

His hunt interrupted, having intercepted Tabar, Malkhan proposes
Brahma as Bela's husband. He takes Tabar and Chau~a prisoners at
Sirsa, leaves them with Sulkhan, and heads toward Mahoba, where he
"forces" Parma! and (with DevI's cooperation) MaJ.hna "to give an
unwilling consent" to the betrothal (W&G 197). Since he will die before
Bela's "homecoming," this will be Malkhan's only direct involvement in
her story, other than some further collaboration with Udal in arranging
her marriage (197-98). He will thus never be one of her actual Banaphar
guard.

If Malkhan is never to guard Bela, however, he is, among the
Banaphars, the primary guardian of Mahoba. His role at Sirsa is an
extension of the Banaphars' primary guardian role at Dasrapur. Sirsa is
an identifiable fort-Sirsagadh, on the river Pahuj-and Malkhan's
defense of it is mentioned in the Parmal-rasau. 56 The puraJ;Ia, calling it
Siri~akhyapuram, tells that Balakhani built it to accommodate the four
castes, offending P~hivlraja in doing so by cutting down a sirI~a (acacia
sirissa) forest. 57 Similarly, the Elliot Atha says it was built by Malkhan
"in a forest wild" at a "strategic point, where a number of roads met,
between Delhi and Mahoba" (W&G 222). Malkhan speaks of himself as
a "vassal" at this boundary location not only of Parmal but of PrithIraj
(222, 227). Whatever one makes of this alleged fealty to Delhi, Malkhan
defends only Mahoba in the Elliot Atha.

It is the treacherous Mahil who tells PrithIraj that Malkhan has built
Sirsa fort to bar the way to Mahoba, and moreover, that Mahoba cannot

55Low ritual status connected with hunting pertains also to Siva as mrgavylidha, slayer of
Prajapati-Brahma in the form of a deer, and as a boar hunter (kirli!a) during Arjuna's tapas.
56See Dikshit 1977, 144; W&G 223; Tod [1829] 1972, I: 489. Grierson notes: "It is now
a village . . . in the Lahara Pargana of the state of Gwalior. Legends of the battle still exist
in the locality" (W&G 222, n. 1).
5711.57-60; 24.79-80. Cf. Kolff 1990, 62 on Jahangir' s alleged practice against Rajputs of
eliminating "powerful zamIndars" by surrounding their villages, cutting down "the dense
forests which were used by them as hide-outs," and then killing them "to the last man. "
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be taken so long as Parmal has the five flying horses. PrithIraj writes to
Parmal demanding them. Parmal weakly commands Alba and Udal to
come from Dasrapur, reads them the letter when they arrive, and orders
them to relinquish their mounts. They refuse, and Parmal answers their
insubordination by banishing them from Mahoba with a terrible triple
curse-to be discussed in chapter 10-which insults Alba and Udal
beyond their tolerance. They leave Dasrapur and Mahoba amid great
lamentation and go into exile at Kanauj with their mother, wives, phewa,
Indal, Alba's elephant Pachsawad, and MIra TaIhan. On the way they
refuse Malkhan's offer to live with him at Sirsa, leaving him there as
Mahoba's "only defender" (W&G 215-16). One notes that Parmal has not
asked Malkhan for his horse, the mare KabutrI, who is regularly listed as
the sole mare among the five horses. KabutrI plays her necessary part in
what follows.

PrithIraj gives Chau~a the honor of attacking Sirsa (W&G 225).
Malkhan begins well, drags Chau~a from the howdah of his "one-tusk
er" elephant, binds him, takes him to his tent, dresses him as a girl, and
sends him back to Pritmraj with a letter describing him as a Chandel
bride fit for Pritmraj's son, presumably Tabar. Again Malkhan "forces"
the issue of an impossible marriage, this time involving his opposite
number: Delhi's Brahman-general-as-bride, the same Chau~a who will
later slay Brahma by pretending to be Bela. Malkhan thus prevents the
marriage of Udal and Bijaisin, forces the fateful betrothal of Brahma and
Bela, and satirizes a mock union of ChaU!!ra and Tabar. The opposition
of Chau!!ra, the high ritual status (Brahman) general of Delhi, and
Malkhan, the low ritual status (Banaphar) general of Mahoba, supplies the
narrative with ritually charged themes and motivations that remind us of
Campuka and Anapotu Raju.

The Delhi forces are initially repulsed. But Mahil tricks Malkhan's
mother Birmha into revealing that Malkhan is invulnerable in all but one
spot on his body: a lotus mark on the sole of his foot. 58 Advised by
Mahil, PrithIraj orders the digging of two hundred pits, one hundred as
decoys and the other hundred covered over, and concealing short spears
driven into the ground and set upright below. 59 Malkhan is then chal-

5SW&G 229. In BhvP, Siri~akhyapuram is defended by both Sukhakhani, killed first with
Prthivlraja's Rudra weapon, and Balakhani (3.3.25.39-61). After Sukhakhani defeats
Camunda and the two brothers send him back to P~hivlraja dressed as a woman, P~hivlraja
sends female BrahmaJ.lls as messengers to learn from BrahmI how to kill Sukhakhani, not
Balakhani (3.3.24.92-106).
591 draw on Lutgendorf 1997, 5, who translates and describes Elliot [1881] 1992, 432-33,
437. The spears are stirrtgis; there are two hundred rather than just one hundred pits (as in
W&G); and the covering is not specified, although W&G describe it as a "roof of grass."
According to Baccha Singh, there are hundreds of bayonets and spears (barachfs).
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lenged to defend the land Prithiraj has "seized" (W&G 230-31). After the
inevitable flourish of courageous defiance by both horse and rider,
Malkhan meets his end:

O'er every trench did Kabutn pass,
Nor lance nor pike did fear,

But she marked not the treacherous roof of grass,
And she fell on a hidden spear. (235).

As the horse falls, a "cruel blade" pierces the lotus mark on Malkhan's
sole, killing him (235). His wife Gajmotin vows to become satI, and
predicts the widowing of the women of Delhi and the burning of the city.
She joins her husband on the pyre at a crossroads on a spot known as
Pachpe~a, "five trees," after the trees that "wave o'er" their "lonely"
cremation site (237). The trees are unnamed, but they remind us of the
five (or fewer) trees at the site of Anapotu Raju's death as a "lone hero"
by the jammi. 60

According to Baccha Singh, Malkhan emerges from the pit to be
beheaded and fight on as a rufJq, a headless and limbless trunk, with such
power that he kills four thousand more soldiers and PrithIraj's
elephant. 61 Finally, PrithIraj's minister Gop Chand announces that
Malkhan is protected by Bhairo (Bhairava), and advises PrithIraj to have
his warriors tum back, put their swords and shields away, and recite
Bhairo-mantras. This pacifies Malkhan's Bhairo-power, and he dies.
There is no Pachpe~a, but there is asat[-cabatarti (platform-shrine) where
Gajmotin became satI, and its mud cures wounds from iron.

Malkhan thus supplies the same "functions" in Alhti that his
counterparts do in Elder brothers, Palnaqu, and Ptibajf. Each moves his
story along through the same skeletal sequences: intervention by an
LSRSC, a virgin's curse, impalement, and satI. It is not only a question
of fleshing out these skeletal functions with themes of caste, sexuality,
ritual, and mythic allusion, but of precise recurring details. Like one or
more of his counterparts, Malkhan is the primary guardian, but from the
furthest boundary; he sounds the war drum;62 he hunts boar; he is a

60In BhvP 3.3.25.39-61, Prthivlraja offers his kingdom to Balakhani if he leaps twelve pits
with his mare Kapota (like Kabutri, "Pigeon"), but he conceals a thirteenth pit with earth
and grasses. The horse falls in and Balakhani's lotus-marked foot is split. He climbs out and
continues to fight until Camunda beheads him. Gajamukta then rather lyrically becomes satI
(59) at a spot marked by neither trees nor crossroad.
61The dismembered Abhimanyu similarly grinds three Kaurava battalions like a grinding
pestle in the Terukkiittu (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 402-3).
62During the combats that precede Alha's wedding to Sunwa, Udal momentarily secures the
"drum of life" for the Banaphars from Sunwa's father, and calls on Malkhan to sound it and
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boor with heroines. Yet unlike these other LSRSCs, Malkhan's death by
impalement involves no samI.

Nonetheless, although it must seem like reaching for a dangerous
bough, both the acacia and the sirI~a, which figure prominently in
Malkhan's story, are thorny trees like the samI, which the early
seventeenth-century Nil7JLlYasindhu describes as having "reddish thorns"
(lohitakafJ(akti) when it is invoked for the samI-pfija. 63 The acacia,
according to Grierson, is "the Babul or gum-arabic tree" (W&G 79, n.
2); as noted, an acacia grove figures repeatedly in the Maro episode,
providing, at Udal's inspiration from Bijaisin, the "thorn boughs" that
blaze along with guns to "melt" Jambay's Iron Fort. Risky as it is, this
branch must tempt us once again.

Malkhan has alternate prior Pa~<:lava identities. Alha traditions usually
make him Sahadeva's incarnation,64 probably evoking Sahadeva's affini
ties with fire and Malkhan's juniority and lowness relative to Alba and
Udal. 65 Yet it is not Alha but the Bhavi~ya PurafJQ that accentuates
Balakhani's (Malkhan's) lowness by association with Dalits, and connects
him most deeply with fire. To win the fiery-complexioned Gajamukm
Gajmotin as his bride, he must overcome a variety of fiery obstacles that
the pura~ multiplies. Gajasena, Gajamukm's father, is a "servant of
Agni" (agnisevaka; 16.28) who has obtained his fiery blessings from
Agni after a twelve-year penance (1-5). He first pretends to accept
Gajamukm's choice of Balakhani, but then imprisons him and orders him
beaten by Ca~<:lalas, Dalits. 66

When AhIada and the other heroes come to Balakhani's rescue, Gaja
sena's fire-power reduces their army to ashes (16.40-51), and they are
only able to revive it with advice from the goddess that AhIada's son
Indula ride the submarine mare, whose showers appease the fire67 and

"marshal the host" (W&G 165-67).
63See chap. 4, n. 63 with citations.
64This identification is not made in W&G, but is mentioned by both Schomer 1989, 148, and
Lutgendorf 1979, 15. For variations, see chap. 5, § A.
650n Sahadeva and fire, see Wikander 1957, 73 (Sahadeva sent to fetch fire [Mbh 2.61.6]),
89-95 (Sahadeva's contest with king NTIa, who also, under Agni's protection, has mastery
of fire [2.28.11-37]). Sahadeva is youngest and thus "lowest" of the Pandavas, and, like
Malkhan, has a lower status mother than his "brothers." Note that Baccha Singh
complements Malkhan's connection with Sahadeva by a blessing of Bhairo, a low and
wrathful-fiery form of Siva.
663.3.16.19-20. Can<;lalas also bring ~~J:latrlsa and Pu~pavatI to him at Siri~akhya after
Ahlada, suspecting ~snatrlsa of killing his son Indula, orders the Can<;lalas to beat
~~namsa and kill him (23.19-28; cf. W&G 213: "executioners" receive the order to kill
Udal, but do not take him to Sirsa). As noted above, Mahismati has no iron fort in the
puraJ:la. Likewise, Gajraj's kingdom of Bisen has none in the Elliot AIM.
67Samibhare (var. -bht:re) radii vahnau (16.56); samibhare hi pavakalJ, (57). I follow Sarma
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whose saliva revives the army (52-57). Finally, the heroes, again tricked
and captured, must force their way out of Gajasena's "village-shaped iron
fort (iohadurgam ... gramarapam)" (63-64), residence of the above
mentioned Ca~<;lalas, before they can obtain Gajasena's consent for the
wedding. The story line is similar in the Elliot Aihii, but with the
following differences: Malkhan is beaten, but not by Dalits; Alha's army
is turned to stone, not burnt to ash; Indal (Indula) gets the drink of
immortality from Sarada to revive the army; and the iron fort belongs to
Jambay of Maro, not Gajraj/Gajasena (W&G 193-94).

Yet even though the pura~ deepens Balakhani's fire connections, it
makes him an incarnation not of Sahadeva but Yudhisthira. Siva curses
Yudhi~thira to be born as Balakhani and to be king of ·SirI~akhya(1.23),
and after his final appearance as a pisaca or ghost, Balakhani goes in this
form on a chariot to the heavenly vault (ntikam) and dissolves (layaf!l
gatalJ) into Yudhi~thira (26.47-50).68 Otherwise, all references to
Balakhani's prior life as Yudhi~thira recall the latter's personification and
incarnation of dharma/Dharma. Balakhani is Dharm~sa (16.7 and 10)
and Dharmaj~sa (9.17; 26.47), and also dharmatma (20.42). In the
ghost passage, ~~~sa, grieving over Balakhani's death as "a portion
of the one born of Dharma," says he, K~~~sa-Udal, has come to earth
on Balakhani's account, and demands sight (darshan) of Balakhani quickly
lest he die too, whereupon Balakhani and Gajamukm flit into view and
tell their tragic story.

What kind of Dharma or dharma is it that the pura~ imparts through
Yudhi~thira to Balakhani? The god Dharma-Dharmaraja figures in the
pura~'s Aihii-story. Worshiped by Pu~pavatI's brother Makaranda,
Dharma reveals the black magic that the Bahllka princess Citrarekha
obtains from Yama' s servant Citragupta. 69 It enables Citrarekha to
abduct Indula and tum him into her love-slave as a parrot by day and a
man at night. 7~ Dharma supplies Makaranda and the heroes with yantras
to overcome her magic in the Bahllka kingdom (23.31-39, 46,63), which
typifies non-Arya encroachment on the northwest with its army of
"Mlecchas of ghastly (paisaca) dharma" (87) that belongs to Citrarekha's
father, the Tomara King Abhinandana. Balakhani leads the expedition into

1968, 2:43-44 in taking samrin these verses as implying pacification of fire rather than any
reference to the samI tree. Thanks to B. Hebbar for help in reading Sarma's Hindi
translation.
68Cf. W&G 1923, 239: a ghost, but with no such destination.
69Citragupta records for Yama everyone's good and bad deeds. Citrarekha may be the same
as Chitra Rekha, a sorceress in Himachal Pradesh who figures in the story of Banasura
(Justa 1993, 63; cf. Hiltebeitel 1991a, 187-207).
7°Cf. the parallel story, with no role for Citragupta or Dharmaraja, in W&G 212-14; see
also Gold 1992, 238, 266, 278.
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this Paisaca realm, encountering further magic (80-149), and eventually
becomes a Paisaca himself. Clearly, this is the same Dharma that the
Mahiibhiirata knows behind, and prior to, the births of Vidura and
Yudhi~thira: a Dharma invoked through black magic, as in Yudhi~thira's

birth; a Dharma who punishes by anal impalement, behind Vidura's birth;
and a Dharma linked with Yama whose yantras counteract the black
magic of Yama's servant Citragupta. 71 It would thus appear that whereas
the Mahiibhiirata softens the cruelty of this prior Dharma in the persons
of Vidura and Yudhi~thira, the paur~ka revives it behind the destiny of
the latter's incarnation, Balakhani, recalling it to explain Malkhan's
unique fatality of death by impalement.

H. Sprouts

Malkhan's story allows an interpretation of its preliminary boundary
fights and images of fire and impalement by reference to Dasara, but
would not call for this interpretation by itself. Its sequel, involving a
ritual often associated with Dasara, provides one of the reasons why such
an interpretation is offered.

In connection with Dasara and some other goddess festivals, sprouting
ceremonies can hold implications of combat. For Dasara, the sowing is
done at the beginning of the nine-day period of NavaratrI, and the sprouts
are dispersed at the end. A form known as "Nine Grains" is common at
DraupadI festivals ,72 and a latent violence has been noted in the
DraupadI cult myth that tells how the seedlings are a source of contention
between the Kauravas and P~~vas.73

Such seedling rituals are widely associated with Dasara in north and
central India. Among Gurkhas in Nepal, barley sprouts that grow through
the nine days and nights of NavaratrI are uprooted on Dasara "tenth" and
distributed by Brahmans in small bunches "to their followers" (Crooke
1914, 457). At Jaipur, at the conclusion NavaratrI, sorghum seedlings are
"uprooted and then carried in a procession to be thrown in the water"
(Biardeau 1984, 9). Kols in central India-some of whom, we have seen,
worship Bela-}(eep to the same calendar for their version of this popular
ceremony, which they combine with possession by the goddess Shardamai
(Sarada), tongue or cheek-piercings, and animal sacrifices to her.74

Uprooting followed by either dispersal or distribution is a common end

7l0n Dhanna and black magic (abhicara) in the Mbh, and the episodes referred to here
(including Mbh 1.101, on At;1ImaJ.lc;iavya or "MaJ.lc;iavya-of-the-Stake" as the victim of
Dhanna's cruel punishment behind the birth of Vidura), see Hiltebeitel forthcoming.
72Hiltebeitel 1988a, 301-9; 1991a, 53-78.
73Hiltebeitel 1988a, 309; cf. 1991a, 75-77.
74Griffiths 1946, 169-70; cf. Babb 1975, 132-41.
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to such ceremonies, each with variations and associated meanings.
Another is for people to scuffle to obtain the seedlings to bury in their
fields. Especially pertinent is the "popular samIpuja" in Maharashtra,
noted in connection with Sona's samI tree on the borders of Pabajf.
There, people scuffle for the samI and/or apata tree's "gold" leaves mixed
with uprooted sprouts of sorghum, and then distribute the "gold" at
home.75 Seedlings, like golden leaves, are metonyms for the goddess
and metaphors of her fertility and resplendence. In such practices, the
dispersal of the sprouts and "gold" is clearly linked not just with the end
of Navaratn, but incorporated into a "popular" conception of the "goods
of life," the "prosperity," that VijayadasamI distributes.

In north central and western India, the basic rite is called Jawara,
named for the large millet (jawar,javara: Sorghum vulgare) sprouted. In
central India, Jawara is performed twice annually: in the spring month of
Chaitra (March-April) in conjunction with Rama's birthday, and in the
fall month of Kunvar (September-October) in conjunction with Navaratn
and Dasara, with the chief goddess sometimes being Sarada. The winter
crop is planted after Dasara, and the vitality of the seedlings can be taken
as an augur of its failure or success. Since sorghum "is not grown to a
great extent in Central India, it is more usual to find that wheat rather
thanjawar is used. "76

Sorghum, just noted in Dasara rituals in Rajasthan and Maharashtra,
looks to have been made the subject of a narrative turn on seedling rituals
in Palntic!a. "Very white" sorghum seeds are first mistaken for pearls and
strung as such on necklaces. Their ripe plants are then fought over and
uprooted, and the "vegetative pearls" distributed by each man to his
family (Roghair 1982, 166-68)-like "gold" in the "popular samIpuja."
The play of such conceptions at the popular level may remind us that the
"two Dasaras" that open Alhti involve conflict and combat over a nine
lakh chain.77 As we have seen, it is not clear whether it is a pearl,
diamond, or golden necklace, or, more likely, a combination. In belong
ing to Sarada, it would seem to symbolize both. More than this, in the
ElliotAlhti, the Delhi forces demand the nine-Iakh chain in the very midst
of Mahoba's seedling ceremony at the Battle of KIratsagar. 78 As in
Palnii4u, seedlings and necklaces are strung together.

75Biardeau 1984, 10; cf. Babb 1975, 156.
76Griffiths 1946, 169-70; cf. Babb 1975, 132-34, 140.
77JIhii speaks of two Dasaras, the autumn one that has been our main focus here, and one
in Je~h (Jye~~ha, May-June) which celebrates the birth of the Ganges (yV&G 256, n. 1). The
Ganges bath on spring Dasara day, said to purify one "from ten sorts of sins" (idem), is the
setting for the AIhii story of the "carrying off of Indal" (212-14).
78As mentioned above in § C, in the seventh appearance of the nine-Iakh chain in the Elliot
AIhii.
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The Elliot AIM sets its seedling ritual in a festival called Bhujaria,
which provokes the Battle of KIratsagar. The large KIratsagar (Sanskrit
KIrtisagara) lake was constructed by the Chandel king KIrtivarman (1060
c. 1100),79 and Mahoba tradition locates a grave of "Meer Tala Saiyad"
(see plate 9) on "the northern hill top" nearby (despite MIra TaIban's
dying at the final battlefield in the Elliot AIM). 80 As Grierson describes
the festival, "A bhujaria is a small leaf basket in which are sown wheat,
barley, &c. The grain springs up and in about ten days forms a little
garden (like the 'Gardens of Adonis' in the West). On the full moon of
Sawan [July-August], the women of Mahoba carry these bhujarias in pro
cession to the KIratsagar [Lake], into which they throw them" (W&G
238). At Mahoba, Alba performances now occur at fairs (mela) during
this ceremony. The ritual's and fair's preferred name is Kajaliyan
(plural), although Bhujariyan/Bhujaria is also a readily known
equivalent. 81 The ceremony at Mahoba is a form of Jawara that is
detached from Dasara, but still must be interpreted in relation to it.
Variations of the rite in Chhattisgarh (eastern Madhya Pradesh), where
it is called BhojalI, make this evident.

In the rural area around Raipur, the ceremony is linked directly with
NavaratrI, and married women predominate; in Phuljhar, the nine nights
of sprouting simulate NavaratrI but occur in Bhadon (August-September),
and unmarried girls predominate.~ In Raipur, BhojalI is primarily a
goddess festival associated with sowing jawar as part of "both" the spring
and fall NavaratrIs (Flueckiger 1983, 31-32). Married women and unmar
ried girls both participate, and men sow the seeds. Married women lead
the singing, and songs reflect their participation by accentuating sexual
and agricultural maturation and fertility. Girls bring soil from the fields
to be placed in the baskets for the sowing, carry the baskets to the tank,

79Adopting Bose's chronology (1956, 197).
soThe Muslim hero actually has two adjacent grave sites on this hilltop. There is also an
open-air stone pavilion called Alha Bai~hak, "Alha's Seat," on the lake's southeastern bank;
see Dixit 1992, 66, 69. Yet Kishan Sharma of Agra tells that Mira Talhan (or Talhan, as
he calls him) and his brother Daula's mausoleums are in Alwar, and are frequented today
by many pilgrims. He says Talhan and Daula led one of five invasions by Muslim
conquerors (including Mahmud of Ghazna and Muhammad Ghori) from the northwest;
Talhan and Daula settled in Mahoba, and first allied with Parmal against king Kalinga
(a.k.a. Jambay of Maro; see chap. 5, n. 51).
81Bhujariyan ko laOOf is the title of Baccha Singh's five AiM cassettes on this episode (Star
Cassette Centre: Maudaha, Hamirpur District). See Schomer 1984, mentioning that AIM
fairs at this time also occur elsewhere; Dixit 1992, 63-64, on a Mahoba-Bundelkhandi
version of the story; and W&G 238, giving "festival of Sanino" as another variant. BhvP's
version of the episode calls the festival a Vamana Mahotsava, and says that it is done with
barley and rice (26.3). Kols call it KhajIeniya (Griffiths 1946, 170).
82See Flueckiger 1983, 28-40, and Hiltebeitel 1991a, 72-73, for an earlier summary.
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and form ritual friendships there with the exchange of seedlings. In
Phuljhar, however, BhojalI is for unmarried girls only, and only rarely
combined with goddess festivals (34). The girls sow the seeds, sing the
songs themselves, and the ritual friendships formed through the seedling
exchange are accentuated rather than fertility (35). Yet in both areas, on
"the last of the nine days, the seedlings are carried in procession by
unmarried participants to the village pond and immersed"; "the soil is
washed off from their roots"; the seedlings "are distributed as prasad"
and exchanged "to formalize a ritual friendship" (28). The goddess per
sonified in the sprouts also has royal associations. 83

Many of these details illuminate the AiM Bhujarla as a detached piece
of NavaratrI-Dasara ritual-as-folk1ore. After the sack of Sirsa, PrithIraj
attacks Mahoba at the onset of Bhujaria. Only a short time before the
Sirsa war and the Bhujaria, queen Malhna had secured Udal's help in
bringing her daughter Candrabal (Sanskrit CandravalI; Chandra Bel in
W&G) back from Candrabal's husband's house to Mahoba to join in this
women's ceremony (W&G 203-11). Due, however, to PrithIraj's attack,
Mahoba is surrounded and its gates closed, so no one can carry the
bhujarias to the lake on the full moon night. Malhna beseeches the
goddess (DevI) to summon Udal "for help" (238). DevI comes to the
exiled Udal in his sleep and directs him to Mahoba. Heeding her, Udal
ignores Alha, who tells him not to go, and leaves with phewa, Ukhan,
and MIra TaIban, again all disguised as JogIs. First they go to the ruins
of Sirsa and learn all that happened there from a bird-catcher and
Malkhan and Gajmotin's ghosts. Then they enter Mahoba, and Udal-still
the JogI-promises to help with the festival and "be a brother to Chandra
bal." Mahil overhears, and tells PrithIraj to expel the JogI troops from
their forest camp. The JogIs "refuse to march" until the period of the
waxing moon is over. PrithIraj then tells Malhna he will lift the siege if
he receives the five flying horses (not registering that one of them has
just died with Malkhan), the two Chandel forts of Khajuraho and
Gwalior, the nine-Iakh chain, and Candrabal as Tabar's bride. 84

83At Raipur songs tell that she comes from "the house of the king"; in Phuljhar (a fonner
small kingdom and later zamfndiiri or landed estate, whose old fort's ruins still stand) she
comes from that kingdom itself (Flueckiger 1983, 28, 30-31).
84W&G 231. According to Krishna Chaurasia and Zahir Singh, PrithIraj demands Kalanjara
and Khajuraho, the philosopher's stone, and Candravali (already married) and her daughter
for Tahar. In Dixit's Bundelkhandi account (1992, 64), he demands the nine lakh-chain,
Candravali, Kalanjara Fort, and the philosopher's stone. This version is close to BhvP in
making P~hiviraja's encampment outside Mahoba the occasion for MahIpati-Mahil to
provoke hostilities by tricking Parimala to attack the Delhi anny at night (3.3.26.1-10). But
P~hiviraja is not on his way back from the Deccan (Dixit 64); rather, MahIpati has urged
him to come directly from Delhi to see the sprouting festival. Other accounts (including
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It is never clear from Waterfield and Grierson's text how Candrabal,
long married when she returns to Mahoba for Bhujaria, is repeatedly
sought for Tabar (W&G 240, 243). Grierson just notes the "contradic
tion. "85 Zahir Singh and Krishna Chaurasia explained that "in those
days," a marriage was only as good as the ability to defend the wife from
capture. 86 The puraJ;1a tells us CandravalI is long forgotten by her
parents before Malana sends for her to join in a Holika festival,87 and
that her marriage is an unhappy one: her husband Kamasena beats her. 88

Nonetheless, she is devoted to him, and spots the cupidity of CamUJ;l~
(Cha~~i), disguised as a Brahman named Devldatta overwhelmed with
lust at seeing her "decked in every jewel," as a threat to her marital
chastity (35-39, 59). One should not miss the parallelism and opposition
between the marriage obstacles that entangle the two pairs of brothers and
sisters from Mahoba (Brahma and Candrabal) and Delhi (Tabar and
Bela), and the implication that had their marriages been handled dif
ferently, all might have been well. In the one case, PrithIraj prevents the
union of Bela and Brahma, DraupadI and Arjuna incarnate. In the other,
he seeks to impose an inappropriate union between Tabar (KarJ;Ia incar
nate) and Candrabal. 89 Perhaps Candrabal's ambiguous status is analo
gous to the alternating married and unmarried roles for women one finds
in BhojalI ceremonies.

Malhna refuses PrithIraj's demands. But Brahma is useless in
defending his sister, and says they should rely on the Jogls. Within
Mahoba, the only defense comes from Mahil's son Abhai (Malhna's

Prthvfrtij-riisau) agree that Prthiviraja opened hostilities after Parmal killed some of his
soldiers while Prthiviraja was passing through Mahoba, but give different occasions that are
not connected with the sprout-festival (Dikshit 1977, 144; Bose 1956, 93-94).
85W&G 1923, 29, 239, n. 2. Dixit 1992, 63-64 has her as Parmal's "princess"-daughter,
and seems to conflate Alhii and Prthvfrtij-riisau by giving her the brothers Bramajit (from
the former) and Samarjit (from the latter). He mentions that Tahar and Chaum-a help Udal
bring her back to Mahoba for her "Chauthi," and that PrithIraj then demands her in revenge
for the killing of his soldiers but does not clarify her marital status.
86Jamison 1994 raises interesting points in this connection about the "legalities" of
"Rak~asa" marriage and scenes of "reabduction."
8'7The pural;1a parcels out the Bhujariya into two rituals: Vamana Mahotsava for the actual
ceremony, and Holi for Candravali's return to Mahoba.
8822.26-51. She has also married into a kingdom of Yadava lineage, with its capital at
Balithatha (26-32). This evidently gives her an affinity with the Banaphars through their
AbhIri (= Yadava?) mothers, not to mention with the Yadava ~~l;1a. Parimala seems to
have married his daughter "down" in the very fashion that other kings resist in opposing
their daughters' marriages to the Banaphars. Yet, if the text makes him out more egalitarian
or, more likely, less able to oppose such a marriage militarily, it also portrays the marriage
itself as violent.
89Candrabal's tensions with Tahar recalls Draupadi's incompatibility with Kafl;la, which has
so many resonances (Hiltebeitel 1980a; 1988a, 235 and n. 21, 288-89, 315-16).
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nephew, who unlike his father is loyal to Mahoba) and Brahma's younger
brother Ranjit. Malhna, who carries her own "gunpowder and flint and
steel" (a superb anachronistic reminder of the latent violence of this rite,
and the toughness of this queen), then has all the fourteen hundred
women of Mahoba set off in procession, Candrabal in the middle and
Malhna leading, each in a litter with her bhujaria, each dressed in green
(like the sprouts) and each carrying poison powder and a poison-dipped
knife, swearing not to "fall alive into the enemies' hands or to be carried
off to Delhi" (W&G 239). Abhai and Ranjit fight bravely but are soon
killed trying to protect the procession: 90 a likely reflex of the link
between heroes who die young and the doomed but beautiful seedlings. 91

Small platform-shrines or chabatrtis, still tended by women, are said to
mark the sites of their deaths near the KIratsagar. 92

At last Brahma enters the fighting, and when he is surrounded, Udal
and the other "JogIs" finally come to the field. Cha~a now reaches
Malhna's litter and demands the nine-Iakh chain. She refuses, cries out
for Udal, "if he is anywhere on earth or in heaven" (!), and Udal, still
disguised, comes to the rescue. Cha~a takes flight. But Tabar captures
Candrabal's litter-a foreshadowing of the fight over Bela's litter-and
leads her off to "Pachpe~a, where the four roads join" (W&G 240). This
Pachpe~a, "Five Trees," is certainly different from the one outside far
away Sirsa that marks the spot of Malkhan's cremation and Gajmotin's
satI. It is thus instructive to see how the Elliot Aihii brings together,
through what are apparently three Pachpe~as, the ritual interlinkages of
the Iron Fort, impalement, satI, and bhujaria. 93

Ukhan defeats Tabar at this KIratsagar Pachpe~a and rescues Can
drabal and her bhujaria. Then an all-out attack forces PrithIraj to retreat
to the Kiratsagar's south bank, while the litters and the women come with
Udal to the north side. Candrabal seems to have an honorary role of
being the first to throw her bhujaria into the water. But it floats to the
other side where PrithIraj, at Mahil's suggestion, orders Cha~a to take
it up. Candrabal cries that "if the enemy gets it," the festival "will be
ruined." So Udal goes to retrieve it, and after he brings it back, she steps
"up to him to fasten the plants in his turban": a variation within the
seedling rites of honoring the recipient, who is most commonly a brother,

90Their headless trunks fight on until Bhura Mughul waves a blue flag over them (240; cf.
50). Bhura Mughul is a "bad Muslim" (he slaughters cows on the altars of DevI; W&G
245) who becomes the eventual "last victim" of the "good Muslim" MIra Talhan (271).
91Cf. Hiltebeitel 1991a, 65-66.
92Information from Zahir Singh and Krishna Chaurasia.
93Baccha Singh recalls only one Pachpe~a, that at Maro, in the middle of which was an
akha~a or a wrestling place, with mango trees! Akha~as are connected with sites where Alha
heroes are said to have wrestled: e.g., at Maihar in Banda District, Madhya Pradesh.
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husband, or intended. Udal refuses to accept it, however, saying Lakhan
is the "senior JOgI. "94 Candrabal then gives Lakhan the first plant and
Udal a second, signaling that Udal's protection of Mahoba is now con
tingent upon his subordination to Lakhan and Kanauj, while at the same
time establishing Lakhan in a ritual bond with Candrabal that promises
his protection of Mahoba. Having promised to be Candrabal's brother,
Udal reciprocates by giving her a bracelet from his wrist (240-41). This
exchange recalls the one between unmarried girls at BhojalI, but trans
poses it to a "fictive" brother-sister relationship between Udal and
Candrabal, a relationship like the one noticed earlier between Udal and
Bela. Mahoba informants indicate that this ceremony, which completes
Bhujaria, is precisely the north Indian rite of rakhibandhana, in which a
sister ties a protective wristlet on her brother. Around Mahoba, AIha's
fusion of Bhujaria with rakhibandhana seems to have redefined the latter's
timing: because the battle of KIratsagar delayed the Bhujaria by a day, it
is done in Bundelkhand a day later than elsewhere. 95

The exchange also unveils Udal's disguise, for it is when Udal the JogY
gives Candrabal the bracelet that Malhna and Candrabal recognize him,
"and PrithIraj, hopeless of success" until Udal returns to Kanauj, departs
for Delhi. Parmal then embraces Udal, weeps over him, and offers him
"the philosopher's stone, and as guardian of Brahma, the realm of
Mahoba, if he will return and live there, instead of going back to
Kanauj." But Udal recalls ParmaI's dreadful curses, and says that
although he will come to help if needed, he will never return to live in
Mahoba. 96

This whole episode holds reminders of the contest over the nava
dhtinya seedlings in the DraupadI cult drama Turopatai Ku!.avanci (Hilte
beitel 1988a, 301-9): the disguises; the hidden threats of violence
connected with the ceremony; the precariousness of the "married/virgin"
heroine either entering the enemy camp to obtain the seeds (DraupadI) or

94Udal's Banaphar (Le., Cowherd-Rajput) deference to the fully Rajput Lakhan, the Kanauj
heir-apparent, replicates Kr~J;la's Yadava-Cowherd-~atriya subordination to the "true"
~atriyas of the Mbh; see Hiltebeitel 1988a, 35, n. 6, 185-86, 220.
95According to Zahir Singh and Krishna Chaurasia, and also as worked into Dixit's account,
when PrithIraj's soldiers are killed in Parmal's garden on the way back from the Deccan (a
Riisau story [see n. 84]), PrithIraj vowed "he would take away the Mahoba princess,
Chandravali, when she came to dispose ofKajarian at the Kirat Sagar in the month ofSavan
on the day of 'Purnima' " (Dixit 1992, 64). He attacked, but Alha (!) and Udal prevailed and
killed his four sons. The PuI'J;lima was thus completed with rejoicings, with rakhibandhana,
and disposing of Kajarian on the following day, the first day of Bhadon. PrithIraj then
attacked again, and Parmal fled to the Kalanjara Fort (ibid.; cf. Crooke [1896] 1968, 2:293.
96W&G 241. Udal's refusal of "the realm" again recalls the Yadava theme of having "no
share of kingship"; his refusal ever to return is also another scene of urban viraha bhaktL
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demanded by the enemies who try to capture her seedlings (Candrabal);
the rivalry over the seedlings (Kauravas and Pa~<:Iavas; Delhi with its
incarnate Kauravas and Mahoba plus Kanauj with their incarnate P~<:Ia

vas); the interventions of~~I;Ia (who miraculously makes the burnt seeds
grow) and Udal (who rescues Candrabal's seedlings from the water).

I. Bela's Tour

The Elliot AIM's brings its Dasara subplot to a close, after the "Battle
at KIratsagar," with the return of Alba and Udal to defend Mahoba for
the last time. Alba remains behind at Mahoba-more precisely at Dasra
pur (W&G 259)-while Udal sets out for Delhi in black disguise to form
the Banaphar guard that springs Bela from her father's "prison." While
her husband lies dying, the Banaphars attend her "homecoming."

First, Bela stops to worship the goddess and send a letter via the
flower-girl Phulwa shaming Tabar's manhood and challenging him to try
to prevent Ukhan from taking her to Kanauj "in revenge for Sanjogin
(vadlo lihairrz samjogini ko)"-that is, PrithIraj's abduction of Sanjogin
from Kanauj. 97 It is clear she is doing everything she can to gall her
brother, since Kanauj is not her destination and Ukhan not a captor.
Tabar rides forth and Ukhan repulses him until Bela's litter reaches the
Mahoba camp. There Udal rejoins her and gives her the nine-Iakh ear
rings he has tricked from PrithIraj for her dowry, which delights her.
This seems to anticipate her receiving the nine-Iakh chain, and it is
intriguing that the total value of the two treasures, Bela's alone at the
end, is eighteen lakhs: the MahtibMrata's signature number as well as the
maximum iconographic number of the goddess's weapon-bearing arms.
As Bela's litter progresses, it is captured several times and each time
regained as Bela's guardians fend off PrithIraj, Chall!!ra, Tabar-Dur
yodhana, Dro~, and Ka~ incarnate (in the Elliot Alha)-and other
attackers (W&G 263-65).

The passage is clearly agonistic: both sides vie for Bela and all that
comes with her, just as they have vied over the nine-Iakh chain and
bhujaria, and as the Kauravas and Pa~<;lavas vie over DraupadI. The litter
suggests a processional palanquin or "chariot," as in the procession of an
icon. Even if there have never been hero cult or festival reenactments of
AIM, as there are none, at least, today, one can hardly avoid the impres
sion that the description is influenced by the imagery of processional
rituals of both icons and royalty. Just as DraupadI's processional "char
iot" is led from her temple by Pottu Raja through Tamil villages to a
ritual battlefield identified as Kuru~etra, Bela's litter is led by her

91W&G 263; Lutgendorf 1997, 5; Elliot [1881] 1992, 577.
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Banaphar guard from her Delhi home to and through Mahoba to the site
where Brahma lies dying, which is not only a battlefield but the site
where she will eventually become satI. The ElliotAlhii makes her destina
tion the final battlefield of the Mahtibhiirata of the Kali yuga.

Bela makes four stops on this tour. First, where Brahma lies dying,
she sees him for the first time since their betrothal, fans him with flowers
and "utters a great cry of 'Awake, awake, my beloved'" (W&G 265).
Brahma regains consciousness. The passage has a formulaic and ritualized
ring. Earlier, after Malkhan has been slain, before his widow Gajmotin
mounts his pyre to become satI, she utters virtually the same words:

"Awake my husband, awake," she said,
"Or wait till thy love shall come!"

And still to every god they prayed,
And still they beat the drum. (236)

In the pur~, when Vela approaches the unconscious and stupefied
Brahmananda at night, before the final war, he becomes "undead" in his
little finger (kani~!hamfta-bhavena). After she tells him who she is and
gives him water, she says, "0 son of Malana, I am Vela, daughter of the
husband of the earth (mahfbhartuIJ).98 You are my resolute husband,
slain by fraud and deceptions. Come alive, 0 lord of kings. Enjoy joys
together with me. "99 Here the awakening clearly takes on the air of one
of those last-moment revivals such as we saw in Elder brothers. 1

°O Once
Brahma regains consciousness, he calls Bela a traitor's daughter and
orders her dismissed. But she convinces him she shares his cause, and he
replies that "if anyone will bring him the head of Tabar he will live
again" (W&G 265). Bela promises to kill her own brother, Kan;m
reincarnate.

When Bela returns to her litter, it is now under the "charge of AIha,"
who finally completes what remains of her Banaphar guard. Her next stop
is Mahoba for her "homecoming." She is greeted by Sunwa, DevI, and
Malhna, and DevI gives her the nine-Iakh chain (W&G 266). Then she
persuades AIha to take her on a most curious outing. Following Lutgen-

98The name makes explicit the resonance ofPrthiviriija's name ("king of the earth") and his
usual BhvP name Mah'ipati ("lord [or husband] of the earth").
9931.172-77, closing with: jivana'!l kuru rajendra bhun~va bhoganmaya saha. Note that the
Mbh's postwar Asvamedha centers on a revival of Arjuna, whom we find here reincarnated
in Brahmii/Brahmananda.
lOORecall the Draupadi cult dying and rising rituals at Melacceri-Gingee in which
impersonators of the slain Young Paficapa~~avas wiggle their toes, and variations on the
death scene in the Cilappatikiiram (HiltebeiteI1988a, 336; 1991a, 339-80; in press-c). Gopi
Chand's power of revival lies in his little finger (Kolff 1990, 78).
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dorf s summary and translation, she has Alba conduct her to the
KIratsagar lake and "asks to be shown Brahma's villa there," where she
would have been queen. Then they "get into a sandalwood boat which
Alba rows, presumably to an island in the lake,101 and approach the
house"-to tour the empty palace, as PhulvantI also does at the end of
Piibajf.

Bela entered the villa and saw the splendor on all sides.
There was a caupar game set on a shelf so Bela took it down.
"Come, 0 son of Dasraj, you and I will play dice."
Bela took on the form of RatI and removed the veil from her breast.
Alba, though inwardly agreeable (to her offer), hung his head

downward (cast down his eyes, so as not to be tempted by the sight
of her).

She took the tenth (?)102 form of a hag (q,ayan) ,103 and (then he)
said to Bela,

"Bela, though you try to frighten me, I'm a K~atriya (chatrz) and not
deceived.

You are like my dharma-mother (dharma ki mata)" (and Bela said?)
"You are like my son, Banaphar Lord. "

"Remove that form, Bela, and assume (your) former form."
(Bela said) "I am now convinced that there is no sin in your heart."

Then Bela left the villa and came and sat in the boat. 104

Once Bela returns to her litter, she is still under Alba's guard.
Given that in Grierson's summary there is only a reduced seduction

scene and no caupar game,105 Lutgendorf remarks, "It is (1 assume)
interesting to you that she uses the game of dice to try to tempt him, and
also that she removes her aflcal (Hindi for veil, end of sari), exposing her
bosom, which seems a pretty outrageous thing for a Rajput princess to
do" (1997, 6). Here the allusions to the Mahiibhtirata dice match are, I
believe, unmistakable, and confirm that the prior allusion-Lakhan's

lOlAs I recall, there is no island today in the KIratsagar.
lO2Lutgendorf 1997, 6, comments that the occurrence of dasva~, "which seems to mean
'tenth, '" is of uncertain meaning here.
l03Lutgendorf 1997, 6, cites McGregor 1993, 419, as tracing tf.ayan to 4iiin and ultimately
to Sanskrit 4tikinf. Grierson has "ogress" (W&G 266).
lO4Lutgendorf 1997, 6; Elliot [1881] 1992, 595-96. Cf. W&G 266, where Grierson cuts
more than usual: perhaps, as Lutgendorf suggests, "due to Victorian scruples": at Brahma's
lakeside bungalow, Bela "tests" Alha, "first assuming a beautiful form, and attempting to
seduce him, and then appearing as an ogress, and attempting to terrify him. " Seeing that
he is "unmoved by both apparitions" she learns that "she can trust him."
lOSSee previous n. 104.
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statement, "If Bela is true (StltrlCl), let the dice fall in my favor"-is this
one's foreshadowing. Lakhan and Alba are the two implied kings among
the Banaphars: the one as prince of Kanauj, the other as hidden king of
Mahoba. And Bela is both a stake and a player. Like DraupadI after she
is wagered, who puts herself in play by asking the question whether
Yudhi~~ra could have truly wagered her if he wagered himself first, 106

Bela is put in play by Lilian, and puts herself in play-even sexual
ly-with Alba, inviting him to the game. In a Telugu folk Mahiibhtirata,
it is DraupadI, rather than Yudhi~~ra, who plays dice with Duryo
dhana. 107 But Aihti gives us the dice match everyone has been waiting
for: the one between the DraupadI and Yudhi~~ra, reincarnated. The
Elliot Aihti retains, and at last seems to resolve, a fundamental Mahiibhti
rata question that lies unsettled between DraupadI and Yudhi~~ra from
the time of the dice match on: that of whether Yudhi~~ra gambled her
away with any sin in his heart. 108

Bela's alternate forms may remind one of DraupadI's folk evocations
of SrI and KaII, and also of the Indo-European initiatory test of the
would-be king who must kiss a hideous hag before she reveals herself to
be a beautiful maiden and the "Sovereignty" he seeks (Hiltebeitel [1976]
1990, 175-91). Alba, of course, can pass this test only by its inversion,
by averting his eyes and not kissing Bela, since his kingship is hidden.
The sexual implications of this seduction scene are powerful, and it would
seem that the Elliot Aihti eliminates such overtones in Alba's relation to
Bela only by putting them to this test. As to Bela's seductive lowering of
her veil and baring of her breast, we have learned not to be surprised
when she lowers high Rajput standards. The Terukkiittu drama "Dice
Match and Disrobing" lowers and even reviles DraupadI around the same
nexus of themes. 109

Bela's third stopping place (without equivalent in the Bhavi~ya PurtlTJ,a)
is Sirsa fort, where Malkhan has died and Gajmotin has become satI. As
Gajmotin had done before her, Bela now prophesies to Gajmotin's ghost
that the women of Mahoba and Delhi will soon be widows, and that she
will soon become satI too.

Bela's fourth stop returns her to Brahma (who is still alive despite the
improbable length of her clearly symbolic journey). She reassures him
she hasn't forgotten her brother's head, but first had to visit her mother
in-law at Mahoba: "Now I am going to Delhi to fetch it" (W&G 266).

l06See Hiltebeitel forthcoming on the Mbh's wagering.
lO7Rama Raju 1982; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 238.
lO8ef. n. 104: in Grierson's paraphrase, whether she could trust him. On DraupadI's
question, see also Hiltebeitel forthcoming.
l09Hiltebeitei 1988a, 228-81; Frasca 1984, 351-400.
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Bela dresses like Brahma, armors herself, mounts Brahma's horse, and
sets off with the army, rejecting Udal's escort. Once again Bela reminds
one of MancaIa, who dresses as a warrior and rides the fallen BaIu~u's

horse to fight his last battle. 110 But these similarities end here. As noted
in chapter 3, Mancala's foray seems curiously amorphous, rarely told,
and largely unmotivated. BaIu~u leaves her with no mission to behead an
adversary in revenge;l11 and after she has fought, it seems she dies
embracing BaIu<:lu without it clear whether or not she becomes satI. 112

With all their other affinities, one must consider the possibility that
Mancala has been losing part of her story.

In any case, Bela goes forth to fight. As Brahma had done, she goes
without guard. But she does so intentionally: an image of the virgin-god
dess-heroine who fights ultimately on her own. She stops at the Delhi
border and sends a letter claiming that Brahma has recovered from his
wounds. In his name, she demands the remaining half of her dowry (this
is unclear) and challenges Tabar to bring it lest she burn Delhi to the
ground. When they fight, her sleeve is tom, revealing her woman's
bangles. Chat@."a tries to warn Tabar, but too late. She beheads her
brother and brings his head to Brahma, arousing him this last time with
the words, "Awake, my lord, upon thy jewelled bed." Brahma's revival
at seeing his enemy's head is brief, and he dies "at peace" with a
challenge to Bela to become satI. She begins a deep lament. Mahoba fills
with weeping (W&G 266-67), and, as described above in section C, she
lights her pyre with her hair.

It is thus during the march of Bela's litter, protected by her Banaphar
guard, that she is first carried to Dasrapur, then to Mahoba to receive the
nine-Iakh chain and put Alba to her test, and then, with Alba now her
chief guard, to Sirsa, where she announces her satI and the widowhood
of the women of Delhi. This tour, which looks like the festival procession
of a goddess, ties together many of the Elliot AiM's major themes.
Above all, the nine-lakh chain ends up with Bela. Throughout, it seems
to have combined its representation of gold and jewels as "prosperity"
with the imagery of the "unvanquished" and "victorious" virgin. Bela's
procession through Dasrapur, Mahoba, and Sirsa thus provides one last
reinforcement of the Dasara-linked themes that unite these sites together
into a royal complex. Indeed, just as Bela begins her homecoming under

1100n Mancala's war-ending ride, see the retelling ofPalniiqu. in Chandra Sekhar 1961, 184.
Each is disguised as her warrior husband. See Hansen 1992, 187-90 on Bela as a vfrlinganii
or woman warrior.
111She has, however, taken her own revenge on Anapotu Raja, resulting in his self
beheading before the battle.
1120r her death by fighting could be meant as another kind of satI death; see chap. 14.
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the protection of Udal, she makes the last parts of her journey with Alba.
The unvanquished virgin joins the hidden king.

None of this is found in the Bhavi~ya PurtifJll, where Ahlada is an
incarnation of Balarama and the story is almost entirely different. 113 But
other oral Alhas intensify the hidden kingship of Alba in ways that play
upon his relations with Brahma and Bela. In Agra, where the Chandel
lineage of Mahoba lacks centrality and can be virtually removed from the
story, Kishan Sharma tells that when Parmal dies soon after the senior
Banaphars, and thus well before the final war, Alba is made regent of
Mahoba because Brahma is too young. As such, Alba occupies the Maho
ba throne (rajagaddi), although he is not a K~atriya, and opposes all wars
except the final one, which pits PrithIraj not against Parma! but against
Malkhan. Indeed, in this account, the fight over Bela's homecoming is
prior to the final war, and Bela's satI prior to Gajmotin'spl4 On the
contrary, Baccha Singh tells that when Alba, at age thirteen, led the
defense of Delhi against the "Mughals," PrithIraj was so pleased that he
offered him Bela to marry. But Alba declined, since he was subordinate
to Brahma, and, leaving Bela dissatisfied, told PrithIraj that she should
be given to Brahma instead. In this light, we might suspect that there
could be a less chaste reading of Bela's attempted seduction of Alba.

Bela's tour is on one level an inversion of Dasara: a tour not of
victory but defeat. As Udal says, hands joined and weeping, repeatedly
invoking Bela's name as he approaches the pyre on which she has
burned:

"Why did you go and take birth in Delhi, you who caused the
destruction of the lineage (vatrJ,S kf htini).

The lamp of Mahoba was extinguished, the Chandel prince was
slain. "115

The Bhavi~ya PurtifJa describes the heroine similarly when P~vlraja

predicts that if he doesn't receive the horses he demands from Parimala,

113BhvP omits the story of the sleeve and the last appeal that Brahmananda revive. Vela's
san lacks most of the dramatic features it has in the Elliot Alhit (the demand for sandalwood;
putting on all her ornaments and dressing herself in bridal array; the lighting of the pyre
with fire from her hair). The paura~ka has Parimala command the lighting of the pyre,
which meets the demand Prithiraj makes in the Elliot Alhit to keep a low Banaphar from
doing so. See further chap. 8.
114Por Kishan Sharma's narratives, see chap. 5, n. 51; above n. 80; and below chap. 14.
115Lutgendorf 1997,7, translating Elliot [1881] 1992, 642 (I summarize Udal's approach
from this translation, and take vaf!lS in the singular-Lutgendorf translates "line
age(s)"-since the next line refers only to the Chandels. Cf. W&G 272: "Born wast thou
in Delhi to be the ruin of the clans. "
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"all the army-protectors will go to destruction by the fire of Vela"
(veltignina; 24.12). These descriptions echo the heavenly words that
announce the birth of DraupadI: "Foremost among all women, ~~~ will
lead the K~atra to destruction" (Mbh 1.155.44). As the "Mahlibhllrata of
the Kali yuga" comes to a close, the heroes have failed to protect the
goddess and the land. But they have also returned to protect the heroine
who represents the goddess and the land, and who exhibits the goddess's
powers of revival and revenge. Bela's march is thus not simply an
inverted Dasara tour of a lost and cherished kingdom. It is also an
affirmation that although the mutually protective links between the
goddess, the king, and the avatar are broken, they survive in hidden
ways, and that even in defeat, something survives in the tellings.



Plate 1. Campuka with drum and drumsticks at Vrramalai pa!Uka~am, where he
is locally called Vrrapahu
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Plate 2. Two Muslim warriors, Jaffar and Farid, at Temple of the Heroes,
Karempfi~i
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Plate 3. Vrramalai pa~a~am from the back of Mayavar's shrine, facing the main
temple. A tiny vanni maram sapling is planted behind the Mayavar shrine. The
three shrines between Mayavar and the main temple mark the pa~aJam or dying
ground of the major heroes.
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Plate 4. Mayavar in his small Vrramalai patuka~am shrine. Holding the bow and
arrow which signal the end of the heroes' lives, he stands beside a vanni poised
to shoot. A sacrificial post-stone to his right has perhaps a flower or cakra design
on its top.
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Plate 5. Ponnar in his Vrramalai patuka~am shrine, stabbing himself. CaDkar is
shown similarly in his shrine.
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Plate 6. Weapons of the heroes of PaIna<;lu at back wall of the Temple of the
Heroes, Karemp\i<;li. All are thickly coated with turmeric. The central huge
broadsword is Kannama Dasu's weapon. To its right is Brahma Nayu<;lu's
weapon; to its left Balu<;lu's. Further to the left, upright from the floor, is a cross
grip sword of the kind found in many DraupadI temples.
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Plate 7. Sarada in her sanctum at the Bairagarh Sarada DevI temple
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Plate 8. Colorful medallion on a branching votive spear (sang) at Bairagarh (see
also plates 16 and 17), showing Chau!!ra, beheaded, filling Sarada's bowl with
his blood
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Plate 9. One of two tombs for ~tra Talhan on the northern mountain overlooking
the IGratsagar Lake at Mahoba. The lake extends into the background.
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Plate 10. Tomb (kori or gor) near Kadali village of Raja Desing's horse Paracari
(foreground). On the other side of a tank a recently constructed masjid stands
near the tombs of M6vuttukkara!! and his horse Nilave¢.
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Plate 11. Well-maintained tomb of Movuttukkara!! (Mohabat Khan on the plaque)
visited by young women and girls for immediate rewards
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Plate 12. SatI platform of RaJ;liyamm~q, wife of Raja Desing, below the Gingee
Fort. Steps in back of the platform lead down to the Ce~ikuJam, a tank
surrounded by crags and boulders.
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Plate 13. Kalki on horseback with rider; or Desing's father Dhana Singh
(Ta!!ciDku), left, and uncle Tera~ Singh, right, as protectors of Gingee Fort.
MantaiveJi or grazing ground, Gingee town below the fort.
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Plate 14. Bela becomes satl. Elliot 1ZM illustration.
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Plate 15. Memorial stone showing the Gingee king and his sat! concubine at the
11 PaftcaQ Kovil; Melacceri or "Old Gingee"
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Plate 16. Bela's sat! chabutra, Bairagarh
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Plate 17. Sarada Dev! Temple, Bairagarh, with votive spears (sangs) outside
entrance
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Plate 18. Branching votive spear (sang) outside Bairagarh Sarada Dev! Temple,
showing the beheaded Chau!!ra ftlling Sarada's bowl with his blood (as on plate
8) and, opposite to the right, a hand holding a bloody sword
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7 The Story of ~~l).a~sa

The last two chapters have allowed us to appreciate that the Bhavi~ya

PurafJa frequently illuminates the Elliot Alhii by a parallel version that
must draw on a common regional martial oral epic folklore. We may now
ask what kind of text the Bhavi~ya's Alhii segment is. I hypothesize that
it is one that "over-Mahiibhiirat-izes" an oral Alha that it knows by
Sanskritizing, Brahmanizing, and pur~cizing it. It is a text that positions
itself somewhere between oral Alha and Mahiibhiirata by reenplotting into
"AIhti" the battle of Ku~etra.

Moreover, if we consider this reenplotment a kind of translation, we
will be able to appreciate it as a kind of Rosetta stone that sharpens our
ability to make intelligent moves back and forth over the divide between
India's folk and classical epics, and to see that the divide itself has, in
large part, been constructed by Western scholarship in ways that have
allowed it to apply its own poorly adapted engineering solutions: oral
tradition, great tradition, little tradition, myth and history, deification,
oral formulaic verse, interpolation theory, legitimation theory, ideology,
etc} Going back to Ramanujan's three types of translation,2 this exam
ple would be primarily indexical, but with a reverse situation from the
one Ramanujan defines-a translation not from a puraQic to a local-verna
cular index, but from the local and vernacular to a pur~c index. The
pur~s translate local material endlessly, but the pur~'sAIhii segment
is unique, as far as I know, in being a translation of a regional folk epic
into Sanskrit puraJ;lese. 3

lCf. Chatterjee 1995a, 169, on the maladaption of Europe-based analytical instruments to
the "sheer vastness and intricacy" of Indian peasant history: "When those instruments now
meet with the resistance of an intractably complex material, the fault surely is not of the
Indian material but of the imported instruments. "
2See chap. 2, § D.
3Cf. Shulman 1993, 67-84, on Srinatha's Brahmanized-pura~cized "translation" of the
Cirutto~~r-Siriyalastory, comparable especially for transforming a harsh tale into a "vilasic
ontology" of divine play. But the story is not an epic; it already has a long literary history
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Let us begin by asking what the Bhavi~ya's AIhti story has to say about
itself intertextually, not only in relation to AIhti and Mahlibhtirata, but in
relation to other texts. We can then be more precise about its place on an
AIhti-Mahlibhtirata gradient.

A. What Kind of Text?

The paura~ka places great weight on written texts, not only referring
to many by name or allusion, but making Kr~~sa the best among the
heroes at writing his name by age eight (9.49), and the most competent
at reading sage philosophical inquiry (pa!hitvtlnViks.ikfrrt vidytim) and dhar
masastra by age nine (10.1-2). This provides Udal with a Brahmanical
education, and distances the text from an oral tradition.

The text has a transparent name for itself: the K':~fJiirrzSacarita (or 
caritra) , "The story of Kr~~sa." The title refers to the Aihti segment
as a whole, and more narrowly to certain chapters (adhyayas) which, in
typical epic-pur~c fashion, bring rewards to those who hear or read
them. Usually, the auditors are just such hearers or readers. 4 But charac
ters themselves may be said to follow the text: when the women follow
the yogi-disguised Kr~~sa's advice and go with the barley and rice
plants to the KIrtisagara lake, they "all went (according to) the auspicious
K':~fJiirrzSacaritam" (26.2). And at one turning point, they marvel reflex
ively upon hearing that they are part of this awesome story themselves.

This comes when the "troubled (apanna)" Taraka (Tabar) reports to
Prthivlraja "about the highly amazing K':~fJiirrzSacarita" (24.2), which at
this point defines a narrative that suggest to the speakers the impossibility
of Delhi's quest for paramountcy so long as Kr~~sa and the "Bana
phar" heroes remain allied with Parimala. Prthivlraja's mantrin (minister)
Candrabhatta then chimes in: "The all-doing goddess Vai~~vI was
praised by me, and at the end of three years the fear-removing boon-giver
was pleased. An auspicious knowledge was given by her that makes for
the scattering of weak intellect. I then, having become a possessor of
knowledge about Kr~~sa, told this caritra of him that is destructive of
sin." Accordingly, Candrabhatta recites "this auspicious speech-made

behind it; and it is in Telugu, not Sanskrit.
4When referred to by name, usually at the beginnings or ends of adhyayas, the text is said
to afford bliss (20.53) and to destroy the sins of the Kali yuga (22.70) or be destructive of
Kali (23.140); it is seen through the strength of yoga (30.94), and, as known by
Candrabha~ (bard Chand of the P1Jhvfrtij-rasau) through his knowledge (jnana) and
devotion to the goddess Vai~~avi, it destroys sin (24.2-6). The first four references, coming
at the end of adhyayas, are typical phalaSrutis. At 3.4.1.11, however, it is referred to as
Kt:~1JOSYa can'tam, "The Story of Kr~na," which, just "heard," now leads the ~~is to ask
the bard to describe the lineages of Agniva~sa kings,
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book (grantha), the glorification of the devotees of the goddess (mtihtit
mya'!l devibhakttiniim) , before the assembly (sabha)." The schemer MahI
pati (Mahil) then confirms that Candrabhat~is in some manner telling the
Kr:ffJiirrzSacarita itself, saying, "The story has described a youth named
Udaya. . . ." Having heard it, MahIpati then applies its lessons to
recommend a double plan: use deceit to kill Balakhani, and trick Parimala
into believing that Brahmananda can complete his marriage to Vela only
if P¢llvlraja gets the four flying horses. 5

Now Candrabhat~, whom the Elliot Aihti -doesn't mention, is none
other than Chand Bardai, putative author of the Prthvfrtij-rlisau, in which
he is a prominent figure as P¢llvlraja's bard. 6 Symmetrically, the
putative author of Aihti, Parimala's sister's son Jaganayaka (in Aihti,
Jagnaik), also figures in the Kr:ffJtirrzSacarita, which introduces him
through the same story that stands out as his only prominent episode in
the Elliot Aihti: his mission on behalf of Malhna, after the battle of
KIratsagar, to bring the Banaphars and Lakhan from Kanauj to defend
Mahoba and prepare for the final battle with PrithIraj.7 The poets of the
two traditional variants of the story thus both appear in the Kr:ffJti'!l
sacarita. They are on opposite sides, something like Vyasa and Saiijaya
in the Mahlibhtirata: Chandrabhat~on the side of the incarnate Kauravas,
Jaganayaka on that of the incarnate P~Qavas. But neither is a poet
author. Each is introduced toward the end of the text (in the episodes
cited above), and each around a different point that the paura~ka clearly
regards as weighty. Through Candrabhat~, he evokes intertextual links
between the literatures of Vi~~u and the goddess. And through Jaganaya
ka, he evokes connections between the lunar and solar dynasties. We
must consider these matters, which have no parallel treatment in the Elliot
Aihti.

524.3-13. Note that the pauraJ,lika seems to correct the demand to four rather than five
horses, but before the death of Balakhani's horse rather than after it.
6"It is important to remark, that the national faith of the Rajput never questions the power
of their chief bard, whom they call Trikala, or cognizant of the past, the present, and the
future.... Chand was the last whom they admitted to possess the supernatural vision"
(Tod [1829-32] 1990, 721).
7Alha canto 15 (W&G 242-53), "The Return of Alha," is closely paralleled by 27.1-50: both
include Jagnaik's fight with Chaum-a, the theft and return of his horse, retrieval of his
jewelled whip, and Lakhan's challenge before welcoming Jagnaik at Kanauj. The ElliotAlhd
introdUces Jagnaik before this episode, but only in minor appearances, and without
mentioning his reputation as the story's poet. The K':~1JiimSacarita, which knows him also
as Jananayaka (27.8-15) and Jagannayaka (32.55, 103), and as an incarnation ofBhagadatta
(BhagadattaQ'lsa; 32.55), gives him a minor later role in the expedition to China (see below),
and lets him survive the final battle, which he does not do in the Elliot Alha, though it is
not said how he dies (W&G 31, 273). His name, Lord of the World (or Lord of the People,
Jananayaka), and his ambassador role suggest echoes of ~~I.la.
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One is reminded that Candrabhat~ has obtained his auspicious know
ledge of this "glorification of the devotees of the goddess," the
Kt:~fJ1if!lSacarita, by a three-year devotion to the goddess Vai~~vI. As
prewar hostilities mount, P¢rivlraja imprisons in Delhi his rival ~al;Ul
(Ukhan), heir to the Kanyakubja (Kanauj) throne. Seeking to free
~aJ;l3., ~~t;W!lsa and company disguise themselves as yogi-musicians
once again (with ~~t;W!lsa again on flute) to fool P¢rivlraja by their
lIla. 8 Candrabhat~, having seen through their disguises, tells P¢rivlraja,
after the yogis have left, that, "by the grace of DevI" (devfprasadatas) ,
he has "seen" the yogis' secret "play" (kriqam); indeed, "I am seeing
~~t;W!lsa by Yoganidra, the sleep of yoga.,,9 The theme of play (lIla) is
recurrent. 10

Yoganidra is thus both a source of bardic inspiration and a form of the
goddess closely related to Vi~J;lu. The name Vai~l;UlvI has many resonan
ces, but can generally be taken as a name for Durga as MahaI~mI

(Brown 1990, 135-38, 147). Indeed, we are told that ~~t;W!lsa is not so
much a "portion of ~~~" as "the descent of Vi~J;lu's saleti (vi~fJor

saktyavattiraka)" (11.1; 24.31), or an avamra of Hari or ~~l;Ul's sakti
(1.30)-that is, in either case, an avatar of Vai~~vI herself. Moreover,
it is after the first such instance that the goddess grants him the boon of
"innate yoga. "11 But the vision of ~~t;W!lsaby means of Yoganidra has
other resonances. Yoganidra is popular in the Aihti area as an identity of
the goddess VindhyavasinI, "She who dwells in the Vindhya mountains"
that range south of the region (and include Maro). Yoganidra is further
a form of MahakalI taken by the great goddess in the Devf Mtihiitmyam
as the first of her three caritas-her three transformations into the saktis
of Vi~J;lu, Siva, and Brahma (the trimurti). 12 In the latter text, Yoganidra
awakens Vi~J;lu from his yogic sleep to kill the boon-seeking demons
Madhu and Kai~bha. Had this pair of demons' request for immortality

830.25-29. They sally forth as warrior yogis once again shortly after this, making their
horses dance (60-61), but not explicitly as musicians.
930.34-37. This episode is one of two devoted to the enhancement of Lak~aJ.la in the
K':~1Jii~acarita that form its adhyayas 29 and 30. Being without true counterparts in the
Elliot Alhii, they fall between its accounts of the "Carrying off of Udal" (Elliot Alhii canto
17 = BhvP 28) and the "Home-Bringing of Bela" (cantos 18-19 = 31). I will discuss them
in § E below.
lOOn fna, see further 3.3.13.7: "When the powerful ~~J:lamsa was age thirteen, ... a lila
of Han was produced (jiitii harerlilii)" ; 24.35: Kr~naQ1sa and Awada toy with two lotus
trampling (kuvalayiipit!a) elephants "by their lila"; 30.29: Prthivlraja is "bewildered by the
~~J;lalila."
11Yogatvam; 11.6; see chap. 5 at n. 38.
120n VindhyavasinI-Yoganidra, see Humes 1996, 49, who, however, is bent on selecting
out, at the expense of DM, those aspects of this goddess's myths which highlight
primordiality and independence as her only original aspects.
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been rewarded, they would have killed Vi~l;lu and destroyed the universe
(DM 1.54-104). The goddess as Yoganidra thus allows Candrabhatta to
"see" that Kr~~sa's last musical flute-and-dance yoga is a divine lIla.
Coming just before the Kt:~fJiirrlSacarita's version of the final battle, one
is reminded that ~~~ is also awakened from sleep when Arjuna and
Duryodhana come to his bedside at Dvaraka to request the boon of his
service at Kuru~etra. That awakening of Kr~~, I have argued, also
evokes epic versions of the awakening of Vi~l;lu for his giving of boons
to Madhu and Kaitabha.13 In an intertextual spiral, epic evokes purat;rlc
myth, and purat;rlc epic evokes the evocation.

The Kt:~fJiirrlSacarita is in fact laced with DevfMtihiitmyam references.
Raktablja, the demon "Blood Seed" whom KalI must defeat in that text,
makes his appearance as P¢llvlraja's Brahman-general Camul;l<:1a. The
heroes sometimes invoke the goddess into the action by reciting the
SaptaSatzstotra (another name for the DevfMtihiitmyam) at the beginnings
of episodes; 14 and, as we have seen, ~~~~a, by lauding the goddess
with her most prominent Devf Mtihiitmyam epithets, gets her to awaken
him from sleep with a plan to win the beautiful Pu~pavatI, Radha
incarnate. 15

In this regard, the references to Vai~~vI, Yoganidra, and the sakti of
Vi~nu's or ~~~'s avatara are precise. Within the Kt:~fJii~sacarita,

MayadevI is credited with having created or fashioned (vinirmita) Mahoba
(MahavatI) (1.31). In the encompassing Pratisarga Parvan (the Bhavi~ya

Pura1Jn's third book), we learn further that Mahoba is founded after the
goddess favors a king named Ra~trapaIa, who had worshiped the Sakti
Vai~~vI as Sarada. 16 This means that Mahoba is founded not only by
the goddess worshiped in the Devf Mtihiitmyam as Vai~~vI and Yogani
dra, but by the territorial goddess of Mahoba. Not only that, when
Ra~trapala's second son Prajaya desires his own kingdom and worships
Sarada with tapas for twelve years, she appears to him, smiling and
riding a horse, in the form of a flute-playing virgin (kanyamartimayfdevf
ve'!uvadanatatpara; 44), and leads him to the site on the bank of the
Ganges where she fashions the city of Kanyakubja (Kanauj) for him (42
51). She thus establishes the two main allied kingdoms of Aihli.!? This

130n bhakti features of this scene, see Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990, 102-7; cf. also Brown's
discussion (1990,83-93) of variations of the Madhu-Kaitabha boon-granting myth from the
Mbh through various puraJ)as.
14E.g., 11.3, 15.1-3 (it is called both Saptaiatfand Tricaritra); 18.3-4. See chap. 5, n. 42.
1521.25-32 and chap. 5, § D.
163.4.3.40-41. Ra~trapala is a Sukla (Caulukya) king, not a Chandel, and is not a name
connected with the latter dynasty.
17Cf. Schomer 1984, Excerpts, 1-2: in a recorded AIM song, the "patron goddess of
Kanauj" is "Kshemkali."
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flute-playing Vai~~vI who is also Sarada certainly evokes the flute
playing disguises of ~~~sa, not to mention the flute-playing ~~~.

Indeed, this combination suggests a fusion of "KaII's sword and
~~~'s flute" reminiscent of the merger of the two in the Bengali songs
of Ramprasad (eighteenth century) and the life of Ramakrishna. 18 Such
a connection might seem adventitious were it not that an additional
Pratisarga Parvan passage reinforces the emphasis on ~~~ and Radha.
The very first adhyaya that follows the Kr:~1JiiJ!1Sacarita begins, "Homage
to SrI Gat;lesa. SrI Radha-Vallabha conquers" (3.4.1.1). And it continues,
building from the end of the carita to the ~~is' leading question about the
lineages of the Agniv~sa kings (1-13), with the statement that toward
the end of the time to be described, "there is an avatara by a portion of
Hari. He is surely the Saktyavatara of RadhaIq~~ on earth. "19

Here-where the passage introduces events that will take place after the
Kr:~1JiiJ!1Sacarita-the reference must be to Caitanya, the incarnation,
according to Gau<;tiya Vai~~vas, of Radha and ~~~ in one body. Within
the Kr:~1JiiJ!1Sacarita, "avatara of ~~~'s sakti" refers to ~~~sa, who
is the incarnation of~~~ just as his wife Pu~pavatI is the incarnation of
Radha. Indeed, let us recall how the scene of ~~~sa and Pu~pavatI's

courtship plays on ~~~sa-~~~'s bisexuality. The pauraJ;1ika thus
casts ~~~sa in the image of Caitanya.2o

The play on Radha-~~~themes, the conjunction of identities between
~~~sa and the goddess, and the recurrent emphasis on play itself, thus
suggest that the Kr:~1JiiJ!1Sacarita is composed in a milieu influenced by
Gau~iya Vai~~vism, and in a conceptual world of late puraJ;1ic bhakti.
But how late? Later certainly than Arora's thirteenth-century estimate
(1972, 19). Arora acknowledges that portions of the pur~ were com
posed as late as the nineteenth century, and that this applies in particular
to the Pratisarga Parvan, which includes not only the Kr:~1JiiJ!1Sacarita but
references to Calcutta, and which "ends with the arrival of the British in
India and the rule of 'VictavatI' (Queen Victoria). "21 But he seems to
assume some proximity between the text's "story of Alba and Udal
(Besavari version)" and the late-twelfth-century events it purports to

lS1(ripal 1995, 50-52, 83-85; Kinsley 1975.
19Vikramiikhytinakiiliif!lle 'vattiralJ, kalayti harelJ,/ sa ca saktyavattiro hi rtidhlikt:s'!£lSYa
bhutale (3.4.1. 7).
200n Caitanya (Kr~t:lacaitanya, YajfiaQ1sa) in BhvP (3.4.19) as, among other things, a
favorite ("Liebling") of Sarada, equally a Sakta, Saiva, and Vai~t:lava, and "drunk: with
bhakti" (bhaktimada), see Hohenberger 1967, 79-81. Caitanya is the culminating figure in
the paurat.rika's series of spiritual biographies. See further n. 22.
21The British hoisted the flag on the banks of the Hooghly to found Calcutta in 1690, and
in 1717 it was still "known as a village" (Deb 1905, 9, 14). On VikatavatI (Victoria), see
BhvP 3.4.22.75.
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describe (1972, 4-5, 18-19). Since the K':~fJfil!lSacarita is clearly by a poet
steeped in folklore from a central area of AIhti tradition, it would appear,
if the Besavari version comes from around Kanpur, that this would be the
first place to consider in looking for our author's native region.22 But
the text is certainly much later than the period it describes.

I propose on the basis of the K':~fJfil!lSacarita' s internal evidence that
it can be no earlier than the north Indian atmosphere that produces I4~J.l'l

and Ram IIlas, which can be traced back no earlier than the mid sixteenth
century, but continue to be influential thereafter. Its inversions of ~~J.l'l

Radha love-play are reminiscent of those in the Brahmavaivarta Purti!Ja,
which should probably be given a sixteenth-century date. 23 But on the
basis of its place in the Pratisarga Parvan, one cannot ignore the attrac
tions of a mid-nineteenth century date. For the moment, it is enough to
note that the latter date is not far from the views of other scholars, who
likewise offer no reasons to think that the K':~fJfil!lSacarita is earlier than,
or originally independent of, the Pratisarga Parvan, which contains it as
its third of its four kha'!4as. 24 Following Bonazzoli, "We can suppose
that the Pratisarga Parvan, more than any other, bore responsibility for
the name Bhavi~ya being given to this pur~; more than all the other
parvans it was meant to narrate future events and thereby more liable to
receive new additions to keep the pur~ up-to-date in different ages"
(1979a, 27). I consider it most likely, however, that the whole of the

221 thank Romila Thapar for the following note: "The Baisvari version of the AIM is a Hindi
dialect version, recited largely in the Kanpur area (I think). It has remained part of the oral
tradition for perhaps longer than the Braja and Bundelli versions, so some think that it is
more authentic" (personal correspondence, November 4, 1995). Shaligram Shukla confirms
the Kanpur-area geography for Besavari (personal communication, April 1997). Cf.
Hohenberger 1967, 7-8: the prominence of Mahoba in the work extends through family
connections into all directions; U.ijain is the most frequently recalled site; but references to
Caitanya and Puri (see n. 20) suggest Bengal or Orissa as the site of the last stages of
composition. But the author seems to also know local Mahoba folklore. In any case, one
may tentatively posit a Kanauj-Kanpur-Mahoba triangle for the central area of the author's
AIM-familiarity.
23See Brown 1990, 222 (no earlier than fifteenth century); Dimmitt and van Buitenen 1978,
118-24, 127-30. One may suspect that such inversions show a tradition working inward on
itself constructing "in-group" esoteric erotica in the face ofout-group (Muslim) dominance.
24Portions of the parvan relating to Muhammad and the Bible (see chap. 9) are dated to a
background of the Indian renaissance by Bonazzoli (1979a, 27-28, 36-39); to "as late as the
18th or even 19th century" by Diehl (1981, 75); and considered "a modern fabrication" by
Kane (1930-62, 5, 2: 896-92). As to the parvan as a whole, Hohenberger suggests
eighteenth century (1967, 6); R. N. Sharma considers it "practically a new work" with
references to "British rule in India ... Calcutta and Parliament ... [that] betray its late
date" (1984-85, 1: 3-4, repeating Hazra [1940] 1975, 169, verbatim without citation);
Pargiter says "the Vellkatesvara edition shows all the ancient matter utterly corrupted but
the prophesies brought down to the nineteenth century" ([1913] 1962, xxviii).
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parvan in its Venkatesvara Press edition (1897) is an update written
earlier in the nineteenth century, and that where separate authorship is to
be considered, it is more likely to be a case of editing in older material
rather than interpolating new material. The question ofa single authorship
of a unified Pratisarga Parvan inclusive of the Kr:~fJLirrzSacarita is moot.
I would only argue that the Kr:~fJLi~acarita's structure of thirty-two
adhyayas results from single authorship, and that the integration of older
material in it is worth considering in only one instance.25 From here on
I will simply argue that the Pratisarga Parvan, with the Kr:~fJLi~acarita

within it, is a conceptually congruous work, and I refer to a paurat;rlka
"author"-whether single or concerted-as a shorthand for the "author
function" that lies behind it.

B. The Muslim Captivity of Udal

For the paurat;rlka, then, Alhti is a Kr~~sa lIla: one that is like
"DraupadI cult IIlas" in implicating not only the refined thematics of Braj
but the dark thematics of the Mahiibhtirata.26 But rather than being ori
ented toward ritual reenactment at local festivals like Ram LIlas, Kr~~
LIlas, P~c;1av LIlas, DraupadI festivals, or, for that matter, Alhti perform
ances at local fairs, the Kr:~fJLi~acarita constructs its final battle as the
centerpiece of a sweeping vision of the Kali yuga's disasters. This vision
is ultimately a Vai~~va theodicy of play. Here, the paura~ka is explicit
in two areas where the Elliot Alhti is not: in the identity of Udayas~a
Udal as a "portion of Kr~~," which takes new twists at every turn; and
in the nature of the disasters themselves.

As noted, whereas Alhti can be ambivalent about Muslims, the
Kr:~fJLiJ!lSacarita is not. The paura~ka is most "wicked" in this regard in
his version of "The Carrying off of Udal," AlM's seventeenth canto and
the last episode before the sequence that builds up to the final' battle.27

InAlhti, at Sunwa's request, Udal sets out with a huge army to attend the

25The passage is in the last adhyaya: a portion in tt:~rubhs rather than slokas (32.109-62) that
could be by a different hand than the rest, and, if this were argued, is more likely an older
embedded passage than an interpolated new one. Alternately, our main Kt:~1JLi~acarita

author could have switched to tr~tubhs for this battle scene to give the archaic feel of similar
switches in the Mbh.
26Hiltebeitel 1995c; cf. 1988a, 183-90; forthcoming.
27W&G 256-58. Grierson appreciates an incongruity: "This Canto is wrongly placed, for
Malkhan, who in Canto xm was killed at Sirsa, appears here alive and well" (W&G 257).
Possibly Malkhan's part is an oral slip, called forth by the mood of this being the
Banaphars' last geste, rather than evidence (as Grierson takes it) that the episode is
misplaced and unoriginal. The Kt:~1JLi~acarita retains the story's sequential place but
"correctly" does not mention Balakhani.
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spring Dasara at Bithiir.28 There, Subhia BirinI of JhUllIIagarh (natal
home of Gajmotin, Malkhan's wife), a Muslim gypsy (nafnl> magician,
turns Udal into a parrot, puts him in a cage, and takes him to the
JharkhaI:lC:! forest, the "hilly region between Birbhum ... and Benares"
in Chota Nagpur (Dey [1899] 1927, 81-82). Having turned him into a
man for a game of caupar (dice, parcheesi), she interrupts the game at
midnight to propose to him:

"Marry me and just do what I tell you.
Give up the name of Lord NaraYaI:l, Udan, and say 'J91uda, J91uda.'"
(Udal replies) "I will neither relinquish my dharm nor will I say

'Khuda Khuda. '''29. '.

When he refuses, she beats him, demanding that "he utter the Muslim cry
of 'Allahu Akbar. ,,, He still refuses (W&G 257).

Sunwa, a witness to all this, then uses her magic to become a female
kite and come to Udal's rescue. As Grierson (W&G 257) puts it, she
"commends his conduct in refusing to change his religion" (referring to
his dharm, as above):

"She beat you with a bamboo stave, why didn't you say the name
'J91uda'?"

Then Udani [Udal] said to Sunwa, "I tell you, sister-in-law,
I hold to the way of Rajputs, and to the honor [/aj, lit. "shame"] of

grasping a sword.
How will I give up my dharm [and] K~atriyahood [chatripan] and

become a Musalman?
I'll fall cut to pieces on the battlefield, but even then I won't let go of

Ram's name."30

Since, however, Udal has been beaten by a woman, he refuses to let
Sunwa bring him back to Mahoba and sends her instead to bring AIha and
the army to defeat Subhia in battle. The Banaphars (Malkhan, now slain,
incongruously included) then fight an army of five hundred gypsies whom
Subhia creates with the "magic of Dacca. "31 Sunwa and Subhia contend
with spells, and then as female kites, until Subhia's "spell of Blr

28See chap. 6, n. 50.
29l(Jludti is "the common Persian name of God": Lutgendorf 1997, 7-8, translating from
Elliot [1881] 1992, 544.
3OLutgendorf 1997, 7-8, translating from Elliot [1881] 1992, 544.
310n Bengal as the land of black magic in north Indian folklore (something like Kerala in
Tamil folklore), see Gold 1992, 63-66, 219-20, 265-66.
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MahamdI" loses effect. Sunwa then defeats Subhia and tells Indal to kill
her, but he refuses to kill a woman and instead cuts off her hair, ending
her power (W&G 258).

This is not very ambivalent, to be sure, but let me propose that it
portrays the Banaphars in one last battle before the denouement, acting
on their own rather than on behalf of kings, and showing how they con
tend with and triumph over Islamic forces that work at a popular or folk
level corresponding to Alhli's own level. Indeed, the pur~'s version of
this episode also portrays the heroes in one last geste before the final war
and its aftermath, in which politically motivated and historically known
Islamic forces invade for real.

Yet whereas the heart of the Alhli story is that Udal resists conversion,
the K':~1Jiif!lSacarita, to put it simply, envisions a Muslim captivity of
God. Here ~~~sa meets a seductive Mleccha (again, Muslim) court
esan (veSyd) named Sobha (or Sobhana). She finds "the supremely
delightful best of men (paraf!l ramyaJ!l ... puru~ottamam)" irresistible
and wants to seduce him (28.6). This happens not at a Dasara fair but in
ValmIki's "purifying lotus forest, the foremost iron bolt consisting of
brahman (brahmamayam lohakrlakamuttamam) on the bank of the Ganga"
(3). This is none other than the Naimi~a Forest, made once again, as it
is not only in many pural;las but in the Mahtibhtirata, a site for pural;lic
recitation. 32 Before concerning himself with Sobha, ~~~sa gives a
thousand cows to Brahmans and asks the learned Sastris about the authors
and "fruits" of each of the eighteen pur~s. Dividing the latter into
groups of six according to the three gul;laS or qualities of primal matter,
the sages tell him that the Bhavi~ya is among the lowest or darkest
"tamasic" pural;las "devoted to the dharma of Sakti," and that, of all the
pur~s, the Bhtigavata is the best (28.9-15)-another reinforcement of
the interplay between Sakta and Vai~~va texts. ~~~sa listens to the
Bhtigavata Sastra (sic) for seven days, and then gives more wealth to
Brahmans and feeds a thousand of them. 33

Sobha, who seems not to have benefited from this edifying discourse,
has become an almswoman (bhi~ukl) and set herself to meditating on
"the heroic Mahamada, the Paisaca servant of Rudra" (28.20-21).

32See above chap. 4, n. 7, and Mbh 1.1.15: the Naitni~a Forest R~is ask the bard Ugra
sravas for the "ancient lore proclaimed (proktam puriilJQm) by the supreme R~i Dvaipayana
[Vyasa], which was revered (or "approved": abhipajiram) by the gods and Brahman ~~is

when they heard it." See Bonazzoli 1981; Hiltebeitel in press-h and forthcoming.
33It is striking that the Bundela king Bir Singh Deo, ruler of Orccha from 1612-27 and
notable for varied Brahmanical and pura~cizing interests, "according to later legend, was
well acquainted with the dharmaSiistras and once listened for seven days to recitations from
the Mahapuranas" (Kolff 1990, 131 and passim). One could say that ~~~aqlsa and Bir
Singh Deo (and similarly other Bundelas, 137) were "brought up" to the same standards.
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Mahamada ("the great drunk") is this text's name for Muhammad, and
one wonders whether she is now a Muslim "gypsy" in the guise of a
Buddhist nun. In any case, it is from worshiping Mahamada that she
draws magical powers (maya) that enable her to transform Kr~~sa into
a parrot, capture him in a cage, and take him home to Vahllka country
to be her nightly lover and daily pet. As we have seen (chap. 6, § G),
MHida's son Indula gets similar treatment when he is captured by
Citralekha, whose father Abhinandana and his Tomara K~atriyas defend
Vahllka with five lakhs of "Mlecchas of ghastly dharma" (paistlca
dharmioolJ; 23.87-88). Now the Mlecchas are clearly Muslims;34 Muh
ammad is the Paisaca responsible for their dharma; and Vahllka,
somewhat loosely located in the Punjab in classical epic sources, now
extends into Balkh or Bactria. 35

When Sobha implores Kr~~sa to "protect me with the gift of pleas
ure," he lauds the World Mother (Jagadambika) by reciting the Ratrisakta
(28.39), presumably the ~g Vedic "Hymn to Night, "36 and responds
with a long, discouraging speech on the virtues of monogamy (clearly not
taking his cue from Bhtigavata Purtl1Jn). Spousal fidelity, he tells her, is
the "Aryan way" (aryavartman) , which he exemplifies further with the
admonition, attributed to tradition (sm!Ji), that, "One should not speak
YaVanl speech even with the breaths gone from the throat (00 vaded
yavanfm bhti~af!lpra1JnilJ, kaf!lfhagatairapi); so even crushed by elephants,
one should not go to a Jaina temple (gajairapzq,yamano 'pi na gacchej
jainamandiram)" (53). Clearly the disasters of the Kali yuga are not
limited to the magic of Mahamada. 37

Undaunted, Sobha continues her tricks, but to no avail. And eventual
ly, rather than availing herself of the "magic of Dacca," she goes to
MadahInapuram (Medina) to satisfy Mahamada himself, who then comes,
speaking Ar~abha Bha~a ("bull talk"?), to the temple of Marusthalesvara,
Lord of the wilderness (Le., Lord of the Rajasthan desert) to worship its
Sivalingam. 38 The heroes and Sv~vatI (Sunwa) must then contend not

34The Elliot AiM, at least in Grierson's summary, does not seem to highlight the religious
identities among king Abhinandan's nine Uikhs of soldiers (W&G 214).
35See Dey [1899] 1927, 19,221; 1927, 113.
36~V 10.127; later, Ahlada also worships Sarada with the "Day Sukta" (Divasakta; 31.93).
37Gahlot and Dhar 1989, 62-63, cite an overlapping Rajasthani "saying": "A Hindu had
better be overtaken by a wild elephant than take refuge in a Jain temple, and he must not
run across the shadow of it even to escape a tiger." Cf. the words attributed to Vi~J.1u

Jagannatha spoken to Caitanya (called YajfiaJ11sa) at Purl at BhvP 3.4.20.91: "By whom
Yavani speech is spoken; by whom the Buddha is glanced at; when a great sin overtakes,
I stay here, extinguishing guilt. When a man has glanced at me, in the Kali yuga he is
purified." See Hohenberger 1967, 15, and above nne 20 and 22 on Caitanya in BhvP.
3828.62-63. Once again Mahamada is referred to as "the Paisaca skilled in the intoxication
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only with Sobha and ten thousand gypsies (na!as) attendant upon Sobha's
brother Sahura, but with Mahamada himself-rather than "the spell ofBlr
MahamdI." "Devoted to meditation on Rudra," Mahamada produces
lions, monkeys, flies, serpents, vultures, and crows with his magic
(sambarf maya), but Sva~vatIneutralizes them by invoking the goddess
Kam~I and creating far fiercer Tar~yas (Garu<;las) and Sarabhas (eight
legged monsters) (28.74-77). Finally, when the gypsy army is pulverized
(cu17J,italJ,) by Ahlada, Sobha becomes Sv~vatI's slave (dtisi).39

Geographic, temporal, and textual horizons clearly widen from the oral
epic to the puraJ;1a, which looks as if it has turned folk religion to fantasy.
Nonetheless, but for Mahamada's availability for a "late twelfth-century"
visit to Rajasthan, which need not overly surprise us considering other
things we will find in this text, the story fits squarely into the Pratisarga
Parvan's world history, which we may now begin to trace more attentive
ly by returning to Jaganayaka-Jagnaik, Parimala's sister's son.

c. Solar and Lunar Lines

As mentioned, Jaganayaka, a complement to Candrabhatta (Chand
Bardai) for his reputation as the AiM's poet, provides the paurat;rika with
a hidden link between the solar and lunar dynasties. As far as I can see,
this link is not to be found outside his text. In the Elliot AiM, which
seems to show no interest in Jagnaik's residence of Argal (W&G 244),
Jagnaik refers to himself as "Jagnaik Chandel" and "Jagnaik ... of the
Chandelland" (247, 249). That is, he identifies himself matrilineally and
as living matrilocally, and no longer in Argal. 40 With its old Kora fort,
Argal, "on the Rhind river, in the Kora pargannah, in the district of
Fathpfu" is the "principal seat" of the Gautam Rajputs (Sherring 1872,
202-4), to which v~sa, according to the Kt:~1JiitriSacarita, Jagnaik
belongs (27.2,38; 32.55, 103). But in the puraJ;1a, the Gotamas or Gauta
mas are from Kacchapa or Kacchadesa on the Indus River, and Jaganaya
ka is the son not only of Parimala (ParmaI's sister) but of Kamalapati, a
Sfiryav~sin king of that realm. 41 The term saryavan:zsa/-in is used three
times in the passage that introduces Jaganayaka. Yet when he undertakes

of maya who was stationed there" (62). Hohenberger 1967, 49, reads Ar~abha Bha~a as a
form of speech.
3928.78-79. This is the second instances where Svan:tavatI becomes a female hawk, both
occurring in Vahlika-Balkh (cf. chap. 4, n. 57).
40It is not, however, made clear that Argal is Jagnaik's paternal residence. In theAIM edited
by Chaudh'ri Ghasl Ram, another "western" version in Hindi, Jagnaik (called Jagin) is
given the fort of Jag'neri by Parmal (Grierson 1885b, 255), which could parallel the story
cited below in the BhvP.
41According to'Sherring, however, the Gautams are not solar but lunar (1872, 204)!
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Malana's mission to bring AhIada and ~~~sa back from Kanauj to
Mahoba, he no longer resides in Kacchadesa. Having once failed to
defend what was by then his kingdom against a tax-collecting siege by
P¢rivlraja, he abandoned it and took refuge with his clan (kula) in
Mahoba with Parimala, who gave him an unnamed "auspicious village. "
He is still, however, referred to as "that foremost SUryavarp.sin" when he
sets off for Kanauj (27.1-19).

Given our author's interest in connecting the two lineages, it is striking
how shallow he makes them. The SUryavaI!1sins of Kacchadesa on the
Indus are clearly far from the Ayodhya-Mithila center of solar line
descent, and are traced through only two generations (27.1-13).42 And
the Candravarp.sins of Mahoba, though well within the range of the more
"segmented" extensions of the lunar dynasty, have a depth of only three
generations.43 Moreover, Pradyota and Udyota, the two fathers who are
referred to as "K~atriyas born in the CandravaI!1sa" (5.13), begin not
with Mahoba as their own land but as "mantrins" of Jayacandra in '
Kanauj, who makes their sons into leaders of his anb.y-Parimala of his
cavalry, Bhi~maka of his elephants-before giving them Mahoba as his
vassals after securing their military services for his rivalry with
P¢rivlraja.44 I assume Pradyota and Udyota are brothers, but this is not
made clear. Table 9 gives the ~~~sacarita's full information on these
two lineages, and leaves a strong impression that the doubled names of
the children of Pradyota are hints at an authorial design. For the moment,
it will suffice to say that the paura~ka looks no further into Chandel
history than oral .AIM, which knows Parma! as a Chandel (W&G 60),
indeed as the last Chandel, but offers nothing (at least in the Waterfield
and Grierson translation) about his ancestors.

42Their peripherality is like that of the Candravatpslya Kaikayas (32.29-33), both of them
presumably "subclans" reflecting not real segmentation of any original solar and lunar
dynasties, but a process of absorption of locally emergent lineages into Rajput networks at
a point when their vassal or independent status allowed them to claim solar or lunar origins
for their lineage or dynasty (cf. Chattopadhyay 1994).
43See Thapar 1978a, 301-2, 342; 1984,46-48,69; 1991, 16-17, on lunar dynasty segment
ation.
445.13-28. Also surprising, Mahil (MahIpati) has ruled Mahoba to this point; displaced, he
founds a new city at Urvlya (Urai) (5.22-24). This also foreshortens the history of the
displacements of the Parihara-Pratiharas (Mahil-Mahipati's line) by the Chandels, thought
to have taken place in the mid eighth century (W&G 14). Mahoba informants Zahir Singh
and Krishna Chaurasia also say that Parmal "snatched Mahoba from Mahil, and thus Mahil
caused trouble for Parma!." The puranic author and these informants may thus know an
AIM tradition that views Mahil, and possibly some earlier generations of his Parihara line,
as having ruled Mahoba prior to Parmal, perhaps interrupting the Chandel "dynasty, " which
historians may have reconstructed with some "tendency to 'dynasticize'" (Chattopadhyaya
1994, 161; Henige 1975, 576). Cf. Schomer 1984,6-7.
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Table 9. Solar (27.1-3) and Lunar (5.13-28) dynasties in the Bhav4Ja PuralJ,a's
Kr~lJ,a,!,sacarita

Silryavalpsins of
Kacchapa on Indus

I
I
I ?I _

I I 1
I 1 I

I Pradyota Vidyota
I 1 II __1__ 1

I I I I
KamaIapati - ParimaHi Parimala - Malana BhI~maka

I I I
I 1___ I
I I I I
I I I I

Jaganayaka Brahmananda Candravali Devasitpha

Now the first striking thing about Jaganayaka's ambassadorial mission
is that, as a SUryavaIp.sin, he puts himself at the service of his Can
dravaIp.sa matriline. For whereas the SiiryavaIp.sa comes into the story
only peripherally, the CandravaIp.sa, despite its lack of generational
depth, is central. As the Kf~fJLirrlSacarita frequently reminds us, Parimala
is a scion of the lunar dynasty and is the Candrav~sin. The author
develops this theme adroitly, highlighting it in four episodes that would
look like history were they not spun whole cloth out ofAIhti mythology.
In the first, P¢rivlraja, claiming sway over all of Bharata (India) and the
right to tax all kings, even those "who have gone over to the side of
Jayacandra," brings his army to Mahoba and threatens to destroy the city
with his "terrible Rudra-weaponed armies" unless he receives a one-sixth
tax from the "Candrakula progenitor" (candrakuIodbhava).45 Parimala
pays the heavy sum, which does not prevent P~hivlraja from plundering
"his former enemy" (10.2-9). P¢rivlraja then goes to Kanauj and claims
power (da1J4am) over Jayacandra, whom he had tried to tax earlier,46
but La~aJ;Ul(Lakhan) puts P¢rivlraja's forces to flight with his Vai~~va
weapon (10-14). One appreciates by now that P¢rivlraja is ruthless in his
taxation policies, and that these have been particularly grievous to kings
of both the solar and lunar lineages, as well as to the more powerful
Jayacandra. Moreover, the only defense the kings of these lines have

45Although one could say that in these episodes, and the digvijaya Lak~a~a undertakes for
Jayacandra, the narrative depicts wars for the collection of "tribute," I translate by "tax"
because I take the author to model his accounts on his understanding of an imperial system.
On the distinction and the transition from tribute to tax in Mughal India, see Richards 1993,
83-87.
46'fhe first attempt being at 5.34-35; see below.
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against his "raudra" power will come not from themselves, but from two
"vai~~va" heroes, ~a~ and ~~~sa. Of all this, the Elliot Aihii,
which does not seem to evidence much concern with the politics of
taxation, tells only that PrithIraj and Lakhan have Raudra and Vai~~va

weapons. 47

When P¢rivlraja's makes his tax-collecting raid of Mahoba, ~~~sa
is only nine, the point in his young life at which we glimpsed him reading
philosophy and dharmasastra (10.1-2). Within two years, Sarada has
appeared as a doe, led him into the forest, and given him her promise
that she will rescue him whenever he remembers her (10.50). Shortly
thereafter, she has also, as Jagadambika, given him the delusive power
ofyogatvam, "innate yoga," as a boon (11.6). He has received his horse
Bindula from Parimala (10.50); and he has twice taunted MahIpati
(Mahil) at the latter's capital of Urvlya (Urai), outwrestling his son
Abhaya (10.14-34) and returning to cause further havoc (11.9-21). Much
of this is paralleled in the Elliot AiM,48 but what follows is not. As
MahIpati (as I will call him from now on when he is in his puraJ;1ic
persona) rides to Delhi to provoke P¢livlraja to attack Mahoba again, the
eleven-year-old ~~~sa is "infatuated for war (yuddhadurmade)" (22),
and is this time able to lead Parimala's young "ministers" in repulsing the
Delhi attack, even though P~hivlraja brings "three thousand sataghnis
[weapons known as "thousand-slayers"] against the Candrav~sin's two
thousand" (11.35). It is this battle that the paura~ka sets as prelude to his
next adhyaya's story of the young "Banaphars'" expedition to Mahi~matI

Maro to avenge their fathers and recover the nine-Iakh chain, which
begins, as we have seen, with Udal-~~~sa having reached age twelve
(12.1).
Candrav~sa concerns go unspecified for some time. But they are

implicit in the impasse that arises from Brahmanatlda's unconsummated
marriage to Vela (adhyaya 17), which leaves the lunar line's heir without
his queen.49 They return to the fore in the battle over the sprouts at
Klrtisagara. Again, MahIpati is in the thick of the intrigue. First he
incites P¢rivlraja, "ever fond of strife," to camp outside Mahoba during
the festival in a sirr~a thicket. Then, "bowing to the Candrav~sin king, "

47Yet see Schomer 1984, Excerpts, 3-4: in an oral AIIui song recorded at Kanauj, Lakhan
repeatedly taunts Chau~a as PrithIraj's "darling tax-collector."
48The wrestling match with Mahil's son Abhay, bestowal of the horses, deer-hunt encounter
with Sarada, havoc in W&G 69-72 (see table 4).
49'fhe only exception comes in another episode not found in the Elliot Alhii: the attempt by
the Pai'icaladesa king to arrange his daughter's marriage to DevasiQ1ha, considering him "the
best of CandravaQ.'lsins" (20.28-31). Since DevasiQ1ha's celibacy prevents this, Parimala
proposes Sukhakhani as alternative groom, and the latter is accepted over Mahipati's
protests (see below).
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he deceitfully tells Parimala that P¢rivlraja has come "for the sake of
war," and that once he has worshiped the divine Sivalingam, "he will
seize by force your daughter CandravalI and son Brahmananda. " Like the
reader, Parimala has been prepared by P¢rivlraja's prior tactics to
consider this plausible. "Swayed by fate," he heeds MahIpati's (doubly)
treacherous advice to attack P¢rivlraja's sleeping soldiers at night, and
kills "five thousand sleeping K~atriya heroes." P¢rivlraja considers this
"the utmost hostility" (vairil1am paramam) and declares "big war
(mahadyuddham). "50

As battle rages, Malam invokes Sarada, who wakens ~~~sa, "0
son, your mother the Earth is oppressed by MahIraja [the king of the
Earth] (putra te jananr bhamir mahrrajena prqita). He will quickly meet
destruction. Therefore, lift yourself up (samuddhara)" (26.15). These
words remind us once again that ~~~sa's "innate yoga" connects him
with Yoganidra, who awakens Vi~l:lu from his yogic sleep. They also
echo Vi~l:lu's relief of the Earth's burden in several avatara myths,
especially as ~~J;Ia in the Mahiibhiirata. And so we are drawn into a
pura¢c version of the relief of Mahoba in which the city, kingdom,
queen Malam, goddess Sarada, and DevakI merge in the image of the
Earth as ~~~sa's aggrieved mother.

This account of the "Battle ofKIrtisagara" differs from the ElliotAlhii's
version in further ways. When MahIpati perceives that it is ~~~sa and
company disguised as rescuing yogis, he deceives "the Candrav~sin"

(26.64) once again by telling Parimala they are enemies come to seize
Malam and CandravalI. This provokes a battle of mistaken identities that
culminates in a duel between Brahmananda and ~~~sa, and produces
the epic-pura¢c cliche that they are not only portions of Arjuna and
~~J;Ia, but of Nara and NaraYaJ;Ia (76). But the culmination of the episode
comes when P¢rivlraja's seven "Kaurava-portion" (kauraVtitrJia) sons
(counting Taraka, the portion of Kart;ta) attempt to keep the Mahoba
women from carrying their rice and barley sprouts to the lake. After
three of these Kauravat11sas have been killed (90-95), P¢rivlraja,
"miserable with grief over his sons, made a terrible resolution
(satrlkalpam kt:tavan ghoram) whose hearing was borne over the entire
earth: 'As the delightful SirI~akhyapuram was made empty by me, so too
all Mahoba with Brahmananda and the rest, all the Candrav3J!lsins will
be destroyed by my arrows. '''51

With this resolution ringing in the world's ears, P¢rivlraja retreats to

5026.1-10. As observed (chap. 6, 00. 84 and 95), although this incident is not found in the
Elliot Ailui, it has similarities to other variants, inclUding that of the Pr:rhvfraj-rasau.
51Sin~akhyapurarrt ramyarrt yatJui sunyarrt maya kt:tam/ tatoo maluivatf sarva brah
manandlidibhis saha/ ~ayam yasyanti madbanailJ, sarve te candravarrtiinalJ, (26.103).
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Delhi (26.105), and the distressed Malana calls on Jaganayaka to bring
not only ~~~sa this time, but AhIada too, from Kanauj (27.1-7).
Jaganayaka at first says that AhIada won't come because of Parimala's
grievous insults over the horses. But Jaganayaka agrees to go after
hearing Malana's passionate cry of encrypted bhakti, "Oh great-armed
Ram~sa, beautiful child ~~~sa (vatsa kT:~1JiiftlSa sundara), where are
you two gone together with Devan, having abandoned me of impover
ished share (mandabhtiginfm)?" (6). When he finally reaches Kanauj, the
SUryav~sin makes his case plain to La~~: "0 Maharaja, summoned
by the Candrav~sin, I have come to you, 0 one who protects those who
have surrendered; with his Raudra weapons, the powerful MahIraja,
delighted with MahIpati, will destroy the Candrav~sin and his clan
(kula). Therefore, together with your forces and united with AhIada and
the rest, go, go now, Maharaja, and restore the dead to life (rnt:tan
ujjfvayadhuna)" (34-36). Jayacandra at first refuses to release the heroes,
but agrees to discharge them on the pretext that they will accompany
~aJ;l3. on a "conquest of the regions" (digvijaya; 44).

This will now be the third "digvijaya" in four adhyayas, all of them
alluding to imperial politics by this ritualized form of conquest that is the
epic equivalent of a subrite of the Rajasiiya (van Buitenen 1975, 18-19).
Just previously, without any apparent permission from Jayacandra,
~~~sa, Devas~a, and~~ had made a "pretext" of launching
a digvijaya to come to Mahoba's rescue at the KIrtisagara (26.19). And
both expeditions are preceded by a "real digvijaya" in which ~~,
accompanied by ~~~sa and other "Banaphars," undertakes an expedi
tion that rivals those of P¢llvlraja in collecting taxes. 52 This initial
digvijaya is clearly the Kf~1JilftlSacarita's counterpart to the Elliot Aihti's
episode of "The Ganjar War" (canto 12). It occurs in the same place in
the cycle, and each involves a military expedition endorsed by Jayacandra
to tax kingdoms that lie primarily to the east and southeast,53 thus
making no direct challenge to Delhi's tax base in the west and northwest.

5224.37-73; for the details, see Hohenberger 1967, 45-46.
53See table 4. Grierson notes, "The meaning of [Ganjar] is obscure. The poem certainly uses
it as the name of a tract of country, practically equivalent to all of India east of Gorakhpur"
(W&G 220, n. 1). Sherring describes a fascinating localization of this episode concerning
Ramkot, the "Fort of Ram" at Ayodhya: Raja Samthar ofRamkot "threw offhis allegiance
to Kanouj, and refused to pay the annual tribute. On this, Raja Jai Chand gave Ala and Udal
the grant of all the Ganjar country; and they attacked and destroyed Ramkot, leaving it the
shapeless mass of ruins we now find it." There are treasures there, but they bring ruin on
their finders (1872, 219). Neither Ramkot nor a king Samthar are among the Ganjar
conquests in the ElliotAlha or the digvijaya conquests ofLak~aJ.la in the puraJ.la. On Ramkot
as the central site of Ramjanmabhiimi, the sacred land of Rama's birth, and its discovery
by Vikramaditya, see van der Veer 1989, 18-20.
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This is a logical and typical orientation of Kanauj kings. 54 But whereas
the pural;lic~~ leads the expedition under the high-toned title of a
Vedic-sounding digvijaya, the Elliot Alha's Lakhan stays home in Kanauj,
and leaves the Ganjar fighting to the leadership of Udal. I will return to
L~~'s digvijaya. Suffice it to note for now that the pauraJ;rika embarks
on a major upgrading of L~aJ;Ia's status and accountability, and deepens
the story's implications for imperial history.

And so, against the background of this enhanced portrayal of P¢rivi
raja's aggrandizements, MahIpati's machinations, Parimala's rash credu
lity, and La~a~'s potential for imperial succession, the war-opening
battles of SirI~akhya and KIrtisagara-which follow immediately upon
"~a~'s Digvijaya" /"The Ganjar War"-move us toward a final war
in which Parimala, who doesn't even come to the final war in'the Elliot
Alhti, leads the "Candrav~sa side (p~a ... candrava~sinalJ,)"as king
of the "lunar line" (sasivatrlsin; 32.59-61) against an enemy who has
sworn the end of his line, city, and kingdom.

D. The AgnivatpSa

Whatever may be the SUryav~sa affinities of the Gautamas of Kaccha
desa, the paural;lika is clearly aware-though he never uses their dynastic
name-of Chandel claims to Candrav~sa descent, which first appear
(rather curiously) in inscriptions during the reign of Paramardi (Parma!)
attributing lunar birth to the dynasty's ninth-century founder (Bose 1956,
1-3), and are recalled, as was mentioned, in the Elliot Alha. Indeed, the
author has gone to great lengths to work out a pattern of recurrence
between the trauma of the lunar dynasty in the Mahiibhtirata and the
lunar dynasty's elimination in the Kr:~1Jfi1!1Sacarita. I will say more about
the solar and lunar lines, for they are important in epic and puraJ;ric texts.
What is presently suggestive is that their shallow generational depth in the
Kr:~1Jfi1!1Sacarita is not typical of portrayals of the lunar and solar
dynasties in other epic and puraJ;ric texts. One may thus detect that they
are not what really interests the bhavi~ya pauraJ;Iika. The solar and lunar
lines are window dressing for his real concern, which is the Agniv~sa:

the fire lineage, the royal lines that trace a third line of descent from
Agni, god of fire.

Here we must let two speakers complete what they were saying in
passages that I cut short. First, when Siva curses the Pat;J.~vas and
DraupadI to be reborn, and ~~~ counters by promising that he will help
them, this is what the smiling (vihasya) ~~~ says in full: "By the avatar
of my sakti (maya saktyavatarefJ,a) the Pa~~vas will be protected. The

54Tripathi [1937] 1989, 100-6, 197-201,229-34,248-50,309-10.
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delightful city of Mahoba is created by MayadevI. My portion, known as
Udayas~a, will be born there as the son of Desaraja, born in the womb
of DevakI. A portion of my majesty (mama dhamlif!lSa) will be born as
my guru (Le., elder brother) AhIada. Having slain all the kings born into
the Fire-lineage (AgnivaqIsa), I will establish Kali (sthtipayi~yami vai
kaUm)" (1.30-34).

Second, let us allow Candrabhat~ to complete what he has to tell
P~hivlraja when the "sleep of yoga" allows him to at last "see" behind
K~~~sa's musical flute-and-dance disguise, just before the final war:
"At that time the skillful mantrin Candrabhatta, skilled in all the
meanings of the sastras, a worshiper of Vai~~vI Sakti, approached
MahIraja and said, 'Listen. I see this secret play (rahalJ krzt!a) by the
grace of DevI. Udaya ~~~sa came to the refulgent Brahma (PUl7JQ
brahmlifJilm). Inwardly pleased (prasanntitma) , he said, "Listen, you who
are the personification of goodness (sattva). I now go to Delhi for the
destruction of the AgnivaqIsa. Having slain the portions of the Kauravas,
having established Kali on earth (sthtipayitva kaU'!l bhuvi), having reached
your side again, I do this secret play." Having thus spoken, riding
Bindula, the hero stood beside you. By Yoganidra I thus see ~~~sa,
o king (ityaha'!l d,:~~avanbhupa k':~fJtif!lSa'!l yoganidraya) '" (30.33-37).

These passages allow us to appreciate how the rapport between Vi~~u

and the goddess is intertwined with the rapport between the solar and
lunar dynasties. In each case there is a third party: in one Siva, in the
other-hardly fortuitously-the Agniv~sa.55 The resolution to efface the
lunar vaqIsa by the arch AgnivaqIsin and Rudra worshiper P¢llvlraja is
but a byproduct of~~~'s deeper design-or play-of effacing the Agni
vaqIsa, ostensibly to mitigate the curse of Siva and protect the portions
of the Pal;19avas. When P~hivlraja makes his vow to destroy the Candra
vaqIsa, K~~~sa has all along intended to destroy the AgnivaqIsa, to
which P~hivlraja belongs.

Let us recall that AIha, as a "Mahtibhtirata of the Kali yuga," takes
place a quarter of the way into the Kali yuga. In parallel, the
K':~fJtif!lSacarita, distancing itself from the epic-purat;rlc convention that
the Kali yuga begins with the aftermath of the Mahtibhtirata war,
identifies the real "establishment of Kali"-of the demon of the Kali
yuga-as occurring through its "AIhti's" second "battle of Kuruk$etra"
(see chap. 8). This real "establishment of Kali" links the coming of the
"Mlecchas" with a judgment upon the AgnivaqIsa.

But what is the AgnivaqIsa? Why this terrible judgment? Surely it is not
just a sectarian countering of Siva or a second shielding of the Pa~9avas.

55Siva figures prominently in the Prthvfraj-rasau's version of the Agnivatrlsa origin myth
(R. B. Singh 1975, 221).
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An answer begins to emerge if we consider how the primary Mahtibha
rata adversaries incarnate into three of the prominent Rajput lineages that
figure in the story: the lunar Chandels, and the fire-lineage Chauhans and
Pariharas. The first thing to note are the shifts in lineage (v~sa) and
incarnation (~sa) from one text to the other as shown in table 10.

Table 10. A.tpSa and vmpSa realignments from the Mahllbhllrata to the Kf~lJll1!lsacarita

Mahllbhllrata

I
I

Dhrtarastra - W(ife)
I_____1_

I I
I I

Duryodhana + 99 Kauravas
(Kali) (Rak~asas)

Candra VaQ1sa
I
I

"Chandels"
I
I

Pradyota

I
I

Taraka
(Kart:la)

I
I

nil

I
I

6 Kauravaqlsas
(6 Kauravas)

I
I

nil

I
I

nil

\
Bhi~maka

I
I
I
I
I
I

DevasiQ1ha
(Sahadeva)

I
I

nil

Whereas the "portions" of the Pat;l~vas will either be born into the
Chandel lunar line or ultimately join its cause,56 the portions of
D~ra~~ra and certain Kauravas-as lunar as the Pat;J.~avas in the
Mahlibharata-are born into the Agniv~sa as either Pariharas or

56As with Yudhi~thira as Balakhani, Bhima as Talana, and Nakula as Lak~~a.
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Chauhans, and ultimately join in common cause against the Chandels.
That is about it for simple statements.

As one can see, Kan:m and DraupadI also shift from the lunar to the
fire line. 57 And while Arjuna (reborn as Brahmananda) becomes the son
of DraupadI's Mahtibhtirata father Drupada (reincarnated as Parimala),
DraupadI (reborn as Vela) becomes the daughter of Arjuna's paternal
uncle D~ra~tra (reincarnated as P¢rlvlraja). This reincarnational
pattern supplies the paternal components of a cross-cousin marriage, but
of a fantastic sort in which it is not one's children who cross-marry but
one's selves. 58 It is also obvious that the Mahtibhtirata theme of lineage
continuity and regeneration, figuring Abhimanyu as the dynastic moon
(Candra or Soma) that renews itself through his son Pari~it after the
war, is precisely what is absent in the desolation that ends the
Kr~IJiitr1Sacarita. 59 Unlike ~~~, who gives his sister Subhadra to
become Abhimanyu's mother, ~~~sa has no sister through whom to
bless a world renewal. His mission to destroy the Agniv~sa does not
appear to entail saving a Candrav~sa remnant. The lunar dynasty
appears to be regenerated neither by its PaJ;l~va "portions" through its
putative offshoot, the Chandels, nor rerouted by its Kaurava "portions"
through an Agniv~sa detour.

Yet the full extent of the Kr~IJiitr1Sacarita' s judgment on the Agniv~sa
cannot come into view until we realize that its final battle embroils not
only the Chauhans and Pariharas, but two other major Agniv~sa line
ages, the Paramaras and Caulukyas, along with numerous lesser lines.
The Paramara presence is minimal, and is embodied in a king named
Gangas~a, maternal uncle ofLa~a~ (5.8-9), who rules at Kalpa~etra
(Kalpi) in the Ganga-Yamuna Doab, the area known as Antarvedi, the
"middle altar."60 His kinship ties and location make him a logical
Mahoba-Kanauj loyalist, and that is the side he joins and dies fighting for
in the Kr~1Jtitr1Sacarita's final battle (32.183-85). But the Caulukya

57The Pancalas are descendants of POru, and a branch of the lunar dynasty (see Thapar
1978a, chart facing p. 376).
58For this pattern to have a Mbh foundation, Draupadi would have to be the daughter of
Drupada and a (nonexistent) sister of PaJ:1~u and D~rastra. Perhaps the pattern is a north
Indian fantasization of the closeness of a cross-cousin type of marriage into a design that
allows for the remarriage of spouses through consecutive lives. Since the pattern does not
hold for Alhii, where Prithiraj is the incarnation of Duryodhana, I would doubt that it is
influenced by Dravidian kinship patterns residual in north India. Cf. Trautmann 1981, 320
36, on such possibilities in the Mbh and early Buddhist literature.
590n Abhimanyu's incarnation of Soma-Candra and the revival of the Candravamsa, see
Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990, 336-53; 1988a, 431.
w4.3-4; 27.49-50. Further along in the Pratisarga Parvan (3.4".1.11-46), we learn that his
father KalpasiQ1ha moved a Paramara branch from Malyavati to Kalpaksetra, naming the
city Kalapa, and that Gangasimha died childless at Kuruk~etra (Hohenberger 1967, 20).
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presence is major. For according to this text, King Jayacandra of Kanauj
and his nephew L~a~ are Suklav3.Qlsins, that is, Caulukyas, despite
historical evidence that Jayacandra was a Gaha~vala (Gaharwar).61
Moreover, it is not only the Kt:~fJiirrzSacarita that changes Jayacandra's
lineage, but the Elliot Aihti. And remarkably, the AiM makes him neither
a Gaha<;lavala nor a Caulukya, but a Ratho~. 62 Clearly the Gaha<;lavalas,
whose "modem representatives" in Uttar Pradesh make lunar dynasty
claims for themselves through Yayati (Tripathi 1964, 296-97), but about
whom inscriptions say no more than that their dynasty was founded "after
the lines of the protectors of the earth born in the solar race had gone to
heaven" (ibid., 300), left something of a folkloric vacuum that was filled
in these two different ways. 63

The important point, however, is that in the Kt:~fJiirrzSacarita, both
P~hivlrajaand Jayacandra are Agniv3.Qlsins. Both the Kt:~fJiirrzSacarita and
AiM open with the imperial rivalry between these two kings, but only the
pura~ makes it one between Agniv3.Qlsins. Moreover, whereas AiM
actually opens with PrithIraj's abduction ofJaychand's daughter Sanjogin,
the pura~ gives its version of this story a prior "historical" setting. Here
we learn that Jayacandra and P¢llvlraja have already opposed each other
as bitter rivals for empire and the license to tax. 64 This has kindled a
"terrible enmity (ghora'!l vairam)"; each ruling "half the kingdom of
Aryadesa, . . . an enmity was born between them that was the destruction
of the Agniv3.Qlsa (agniva1?lsapranasanam)" (5.36-38). These words
emphatically end the adhyaya that serves as prologue to the pura~'s

"translation" of AiM proper, which begins with the next chapter's story
of S3.QlyoginI's (Sanjogin's) abduction.

E. Defending Folk Hinduism

Since it is a folkloric vacuum that the paura~ka fills by making
Gaha<;lavaIas into Suklav3.Qlsin-Caulukyas, it is thus safe to say that he has

61Tripathi 1964: the Gaha<;iavalas brought stability to Kanauj from about 1080 to the death
of Jayacandra in 1193, beginning in the chaotic conditions that followed the attacks which
weakened the Pratiharas, who had been a prior force in Kanauj since the early ninth century
(219-91).
62" The tradition that Jaychand was a Rathor is incorrect. He was really a Gaharwar, but
throughout the cycle he is called a Rathor" (W&G 39, n. 1). Tripathi 1964, 296-300, seems
persuasive in dismissing arguments that the Gaha<;iavalas were Ratho~s (Ra~trakiitas); the
latter might have retained associations with Kanauj from prior raids of the area and
opposition to its earlier rulers (ibid., 214, 219; cf. Thapar 1978a, 170-71).
63See Tripathi 1964, 292-97, on the chaotic conditions of their emergence and the obscurity
of their origins.
MIn P1Jhvirlij-rlisau, the abduction takes place in the midst ofJaychand's Rajasuya (Dwivedi
1966, 20-21).
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filled it with what he considers to be Agniv~sa folklore. And here,
although he usually appears to rely on oral AIhil, he seems to have
imported a theme from the Prthvrrtij-rasau, in which Chand BardaI
(Candrabhatta) himself provides what may be the earliest version of the
story that the ancestors of the four Agnikula K~atriya clans-the
Chauhans, Paramaras, Pariharas, and Caulukyas-emerged from a firepit
(agniku'!4a) during a sacrifice performed at Mount Abu. 65

As Agniv~sins, Jayacandra and his nephew La~at;ta are essential to
the puraI;llc author's Agniv~sa subplot. This we see from two adhyayas
that break into the sequence of AIhil episodes between "The Carrying off
of Udal" and "The Home-Bringing of Bela." In introducing these two
episodes at this juncture (see table 4), the Kr~1Jtitrliacarita opens a
considerable window on a transition that was discussed earlier. This is the
passage, in Elliot AIhil terms, from the Banaphars' last hurrah as
guardians against the penetrations of Muslim magical folk religion to the
events that embroil them, beginning with Bela's homecoming, in the final
war. Following from the purat;ta's version of the Muslim captivity of
Udal-~~~sa,we might expect it to continue widening our historical
and geographical horizons. And so it does. We now begin to hear more
and more about what might be called "outlandish" peoples and places:
that is, those on, and beyond, the boundaries of Aryadesa.

As adhyaya 29 opens, the R~is ask the bard Lomahar~at;ta about a girl
named KinnarI-as if she had just been mentioned, which she hasn't. 66

The bard responds: Born in the Caitraratha country, she is the
granddaughter of the heavenly courtesan Mafijugho~a and the sage (muni)
Suka, and daughter of their son Mum, who married a daughter of Kubera
whom he won after twelve years of tapas to Siva. Kinnan did tapas on
a snowy peak (or Mount Himatunga), and Rudra, granting Mum's request
that she be given a growing kingdom, gave her in marriage to
Makaranda, brother of Kr~~sa's wife Pu~pavatI. Rudra set a limit:
after thirty years, the kingdom, Gurut;l~ on the snowy peak, would be
destroyed (29.1-14). Meanwhile, another mountain kingdom, Netrapala,
is under attack (29.15ff.), with its city of Netras~aga<;1haon Mount
Navatunga "on the border of Kashmir" (13.21). Here rules king Netra
s~a, who, as noted in chapter 6, once had the "drum of life" to revive
slain warriors and fend off his daughter Svart;tavatI's suitors, until the
drum was destroyed when she was wooed by AhIada. A pattern emerges.
Mountain kingdoms associated with the natal families of AhIada and

650n this myth and its datings, with the paura~ka's clearly one of the later variants, see
chap. 13.
66Lomaharsat:la is father of the bard Ugrasravas's who recites the Mbh to the R~is of the
Naimi~a Forest in the epic's outer frame; see chap. 4, n. 7.
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Kr~~sa's wives are threatened.
But now a surprise. 67 NetrapaIa is besieged by a Buddhist (bauddha)

king called Nyunapati, "Lord of the Defective, "68 or Bauddhas~a,

"Buddhist Lion." The Buddhists, all magicians and worshipers of
Lokamanya (bauddhli mliyavinas sarve lokamanyaprapujaka1J,; 29.20),
come mainly from China (ctnadesa, 26), but also draw forces from
Japaka and Syama, which would seem to be nothing but Japan and
Siam.69 Netrapala is defended by Netras~a's three sons (Svart;IavatI's
brothers), and eight heroes: ~~~sa, Devas~a, Indula, Talana,
Jaganayaka, MaJ;l9a1Ika (Ahlada),7° Dhanyapala (a.k.a. Dhyanapala), and
Lallas~a. The last two, "portions" respectively of Yuyutsu and
Kuntibhoja of the Mahiibhlirata, are permitted to come by L~aJ;1a, their
patron at Kanauj, and are mentioned here for the first time (21-24). After
over a month's siege, the Bauddhas are repulsed and retreat to China. But
there they make a battlefield (yuddhabhumi), regroup and collect more
Chinese, Syama, and Japaka forces. The Bauddhas and Aryas now fight
a fortnight-long war, "increasing the world of Yama with seven hundred
thousand Bauddhas and two hundred thousand warriors of Aryadesa" (32
33). The Buddhists first deploy a kalayantra to make a wooden army:
wooden foot soldiers; wooden warriors riding wooden horses, elephants,
buffaloes, hogs (kola), lions, ganders, cuckoos, herons, jackals, and
vultures (33-37). When Indula incinerates them with a fire-weapon, the
Buddhists create energized iron horsemen, and then an iron lion. Before

670nly pieces of the following story have Elliot AlM parallels: A wooden horse belongs to
Narpat, father of Udal's wife Phulwa, which Makrand rides until DevI finally destroys it
with a kick (W&G 201-2); Makaranda rides a stone horse in the purat:ta (21.20-21).
Sunwa's brothers are killed by Satan, Raja of Patti (unidentified by Grierson: W&G 221),
in the "The Ganjar War" in which many kings are besieged for tribute. Satan claims he had
defeated Jaychand and not paid him tribute for twelve years.
68The name is certainly curious for a Buddhist, and philosophically suggestive: see Monier
Williams [1899] 1964, 573: less, diminished, defective, deficient, deprived, inferior, vulva.
69'fhough first mentioned as SyamajapakadesagalJ (29.19), which could be taken as "those
from the country ofthe dark prayer-mutterers" or "dunkulfarbige, buddhistische Zauberer"
(Hohenberger 1967, 50), it becomes likely that the Syamas and Japakas are distinct from
the Chinese when they supplement the ten-Iakh army of CInadesa with a lakh each of
Syamadesa and Japaka forces (29.28); curiously the latter are never mentioned as having
a desa. On the Chinese as Mlecchas in classical sources (Mbh, Manu, Matsya Pura1Ja), see
Thapar 1978a, 174 and 190, n. 16.
70A.h1ada is present later in the episode (see below), and Mat:t~aIIka rides an elephant
(29.22), which is typical of AhIada. As meaning "provincial governor," AhIada could have
this title at Kanauj where, as Lak~at:ta says, it is borne by many feudatories (10.12). It is
also used for Prthivlraja's eldest brother as a Delhi courtier (32.146, 150). Schomer has also
found "Mandalik" as a name for Yudhi~thira as he is incarnate in Alha, used at a point
when Prithiraj looks down on Alha even though he is an incarnation of "Mandalik" (1984,
Excerpts, 3 and 5).
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they are destroyed, the iron conjurations kill two ofSv~vatI'sbrothers.
When Indula sees his maternal uncles slain, he pulverizes the kalayantra,
binds Bauddhas~a, and brings him to ~~~sa. The Aryas plunder the
city before releasing Bauddhas~a in his own fort. There, he "gladly"
gives his daughter Padmaja to Indula and heaps of wealth to AhIada.
Finally, in what seems to be the point of the story, "An oath (sapatha1J,)
was made there by all the hosts of Buddhists: 'We will not go to
Aryadesa for the sake of any kingdom (aryadesa".l na yasyamal! klldacid
ra~(rahetave)"9 (52). This India-China nonaggression pact seems little
known to twentieth-century historians and politicians. The heroes then
return to Netrapala on the mountain borders of Kashmir, which are
clearly meant to define a point not only on a Hindu-Buddhist divide, but
an international boundary. As one can see, it is also, as in the story that
precedes it-in which Balkh is made a boundary with Islam-a boundary
at which the heroes, without participation by any of the story's imperial
kings, guard Aryadesa and Indian folk religion, by which it would be
pointless to argue that the author means anything but folk Hinduism,
against another religion's dark magicians.

The paurat;rlka thus gives the "Banaphars" a second last hurrah before
the denouement, which he now plunges into in the next adhyaya (30).
This plunge also begins distinctively, as we may recall, with another
episode not paralleled in the Elliot Alha: K~~~sa's lIla as a yogi
musician in which he undertakes to release L~~ from P¢tivlraja's
prison in Delhi. This episode will allow some of the "Banaphars" a third
last hurrah.

As is now clear, the author returns here not only to his continuing
elevation of ~aI)a over Jayacandra in the imperial politics of Kanauj,
but to his enhancement of the main"AgnivaI!lsa" conflict between Kanauj
and Delhi. Picking up on P~ivlraja's increasing rivalry with La~aI)a,

adhyaya 30 builds from La~a~'s marital situation. Padmakara, brother
of La~~'s wife Padmim, had arranged Padmim's svay~vara. But,
already an ally of P¢tivlraja, Padmakara had opposed her choice of
L~a~ and fought him after hearing from MahIpati that his sister was
marrying a man who keeps company with sons of an AbhIn (25.1
38)-that is, with "Banaphars. "71 Now, while La~~'s "Banaphar"
companions are far off in China, La~a~'s father-in-law KamapaIa
Saradanandana, king of Binduga<;lha, persuades Jayacandra to send
La~a~ to Binduga<;lha on what they both seem to know is a collision
course with P¢tivlraja (30.1-6).

71In the Elliot AIM's Canto 11, Lak~ana's wife is Kusum De or Kusuma, which, like Pad
minI, means "lotus/flower." Her kingdom, Bundi, her brothers, and their whole story are
quite different (W&G 217-19). Lakhan has a varied folklore, as indicated in chap. 6, § A.
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Knowing that La~aJ;Ia is on his way, Padmakara invites Prthivlraja to
join him in fighting La~aJ;Ia, but ~aJ;Ia's forces triumph (30.7-9). It
is then that Prthivlraja hatches his plot with Padmakara to poison "my
great enemy (me mahtifichatrus)" La~a':l3., bind him, and hand him over
to be imprisoned in Delhi (11). Padmakara complies, but PadminI
worships the goddess Cat;l<;lika, who comes to La~a':l3. in his sleep and
tells him to mutter the tantric mantra "Hri1!l Phat Gheghe," which
removes all obstacles (13-15).

At this point, the eight heroes return from China and disperse. Finding
~a':l3. absent from Kanauj, TaIana, Dhanyapala, Lallas~a, and
~~~sa reassemble and begin to search for him in yogi-musician
disguises. They dance their way into the home of Padmakara. Women
swoon seeing ~~~sa play flute, but PadminI recognizes him and asks
the "lord yogin" how her husband, captured by Prthivlraja, can be freed
(30.16-25). ~~~sacomforts her, and the heroes go disguised to Delhi,
where, as we have seen, they fool Prthivlraja, but not Candrabhat~, and
do not find La~a':l3. (16-37).

Now fearful of ~~~sa, Prthivlraja sends a thousand Agniv~sa

heroes to remove~~ from Delhi and take him to Binduga<;lha. Their
leader Bhagadanta returns with Padmakara's assurance that his sister
PadminI will make ~aJ;Ia, her husband, vanish with her secret
knowledge (vidya). The "Banaphars" mount a great search party of
"twelve lakhs of K~atriyas badly crazed for battle" (30.32). First
besieging Delhi, they only intimidate Prthivlraja into showing them his
house and swearing on Mahadeva that La~at;J.a is not there. Nor do they
find ~a':l3. at Binduga<;lha (where king Kamapala misleads them) or
Kanauj (where they inform Jayacandra of his nephew's disappearance;
38-54).

SVarJ;1avatI now swings into action with her new "servant" Sobha,
who, we are reminded, is skilled in Mleccha magic. They go to
Jayacandra, who can tell them nothing. Sobha announces that she will
bring La~aJ;Ia and Padmim back by calling, once again, on "Mahamada,
the Paisaca servant of Rudra" (30.55-60). The heroes set off with the two
women magicians and search everywhere, "in home after home, among
people after people," and from country to country, until they reach
Bahllka, Sobha's "own country of the Mleccha dwellers." There Sobha
sings and dances for the forest lord Markatesvara, Lord of Apes.
Worshiped by Mlecchas, he is invincible, but unable to help them find
La~at;J.a. This leaves Sobha without hope (61-69).

Svaft;J.avatI then worships Cat;l<;lika during the springtime (Caitra)
Navaratra, and on the ninth night the World Mother (Jagadambika) tells
her the previous life of PadminI. She was married to MaJ;1ideva, who was
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slain by BhIma in the Mahlibhtirata's Ya~a wars.72 She prayed to Siva
for reunion with her husband, and after a hundred years Siva responded:
In the Kali yuga, nearly twelve hundred years into the Vikrama era,73
PadminI will first marry a portion of Nakula-Le., La~a~-andenjoy
great happiness with him. Having abandoned her body, she will then
rejoin Ma~deva on KaiUisa, and the goddess Sarada will make Ma~deva
the protector of Mahoba (30.70-78). It is a strange interlude, even for
Ya~Is. Jagadambika then tells Sv~vatI where to find PadminI in the
abode of Guhyakas on Mount Kailasa. PadminI is sick with compassion
at the news of her husband's capture. She heads to BindugaQha, and
sends Sv~vatI back to Mahoba with a letter telling ~~~sa to rescue
La~a~ from her brother.74 But when Kr~~sa arrives at BindugaQha
with a big army, he finds that PadminI is now helping her father and
brother by giving them a "letter" (?-patram) that enables them to
disappear and kill ~~~sa's hosts invisibly. ~~~sa then meditates
on the goddess, obtains a divine eye, meets this challenge, binds the
father and son, and rescues La~a~. At last he brings L~a~ and
PadminI, who finally seems to have ended her ambivalence, to the
rejoicing Jayacandra. And as the Kanauj king gifts Brahmans, the
bhavi~ya paurcu;ri.ka concludes his preambles: "Thus the auspicious
Kt:~1Jflcaritam. .. , seen by the strength of yoga (yogabalena)" (79-94).

PadminI's connection with Ma~deva is intriguing, since he seems to
be a multiform of Maniya Deva or DevI, the guardian god(dess) of
Mahoba. But this deity is hard to figure. Maniya Deo, a "granite tutelary
deity of the Chandel Rajput kings, "75 seems to have both female and
male identities. The Elliot Alhti has her definitely as a goddess, Maniya
DevI (W&G 33, 124, 170). Grierson annotates her as the "tutelary
goddess of Mahoba" (113). Smith and Black add that "Maniya Deo is the
tutelary goddess of the Chandels," and trace the connection to the
Chandel's "aboriginal" association with Maniya Garh, their ancient fort
on the river Ken (1879, 286). Noting that she may correspond to an
image found in the ruins of this fort of a female with sword in hand,
Mitra adds that Maniya Deo or DevI is mentioned "in the bardic account
of Cand ... as the goddess of the Candellas [Chandels] to whom they

72A reference to Mbh 3.157-58, where the slain Yak~a in question must be Mat.rimat.
7330.75: kalau vikramakiile hi satadvadaSake 'ntike (cf. 2.6-8). One should not miss the
historical precision: with the Vikrama age beginning ca. 58 B.C., we are indeed in the
twelfth century.
74This is a bit confusing, since it would seem she could give the letter directly to Kr~namsa,

who is there with SvaqlavatI. It seems that the letter must be read by Parimala. Binduga~ha
seems to be south of Mahoba, so the latter would thus perhaps not be out of the way from
Kailasa.
75Dixit 1992, 71; cf. Bose 1956, 4.
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appealed in times of danger" ([1958] 1977, 185). Yet Schomer takes
"Maniya Dev" in oral AIhti from Kanauj as the "patron god of Mahoba"
(1984, Excerpts, 1-2). And in a composite of two oral accounts gathered
by Crooke in and around Mahoba, the deity is originally a Brahman
pa~~lit. Having predicted a full moon rather than a new moon, the
Brahman goes home in distress, where his virgin daughter prays to
Candra to "justify her father's words." Candra does so by impregnating
her with a son who will found the Candella lunar line, but the father
expels her to the jungle. The child is born and the two are brought home
by a "Banafar Rajput." Shamed by his daughter's "affair," the father
"turned himself into a stone, and as his name was Mani Ram, he is now
worshiped as Maniya Deva." Without mentioning Maniya Deva or this
outcome, the Parmiil-rasau (or Mahoba KhafJ4a of the pt:thivrraja Raso)
has a related story: the father is a Brahman chaplain of a Gaha<:lavala king
of KasI, whose widowed (rather than virgin) sixteen-year-old daughter
HemavatI ("possessing gold") is impregnated by Candra, the Moon, when
he sees her bathing on a hot summer night. Later, he gives her son, the
first Chandel (Nannuka-Candravarman), the philosopher's stone at age
sixteen, which the son uses to amass gold to found his kingdom at
Mahoba and support an expansionist army. Candra also directs him to
perform a sacrifice at Khajuraho to erase his mother's shame.76

The paura~ka, who probably knows some such local Mahoba folk
traditions about this deity, but seems bent on improving them, clarifies
the linkage in his account of the lineages of the Agniv~sa K~atriyas,

which immediately follows the Kt:~1Jii1!1Sacarita. There he describes
Mahoba not only as built by Sarada, but "protected by MaJ;lideva
(mafJ,idevena r~itam)" (3.4.3.40-41). He has thus given the deity an
appropriate Sanskritized male Y~a identity from the Mahiibhtirata. Or
perhaps that too is part of the folk tradition he knows. PadminI's prior
relation with Ma~deva thus makes her a link, through her two husbands,
between Mahoba and Kanauj. In this she is like Sarada herself, who, in
the same sequence that mentions Ma~deva, founds both cities (4.3.39
51). The reunion of PadminI with Ma~deva after she has lived out her
"epic" lifetime with La~a~ also occurs at the same time that the folk
tradition has Maniya Deva (male) turning his back on Mahoba. According
to informants at his temple, this occurs at the end of AIhti when the
philosopher's stone is thrown-by Malhna, in the Elliot AIhti (W&G
273)-into the Klratsagar. So is the god represented in the temple, where

76SeeMitra [1958] 1977,21-26; Dixit 1992,61-62; Bose 1956, 2-4; R. B. Singh 1975,245
57; Asopa 1976, 208-10; Wright 1873, 33. Bose and Singh support Vincent Smith's dubious
view that the image (a slab covered with minium like so many in north India) looks to be
originally Gond.
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one sees only his back.
What is striking in all three of these last hurrahs, two of which are not

found in the Elliot Alha, is that the Sanskritizing author projects the folk
epic heroes and heroines as defenders of folk Hinduism against intrusions
of Muslim and Buddhist folk religion. But is that really his purpose? The
pauraIftka does not appear to relish such continuities in the folk tradition.
Rather, he seems to sever them by consigning folk gods and heroes to a
past defined by higher purposes, such as the establishment of international
boundaries. By defending these boundaries, the folk heroes defend
Aryadesa. Ultimately they are defenders of Sanskritic Hinduism, not folk
Hinduism. But, as the next chapter will show, it is not spatially but
temporally-in the higher, divinely ordained continuities of puraIftc
history-that the purpose of redesigning Alha becomes clear. It is with
high historical purpose that the paura~ka takes up the "unfinished
business" of the Mahlibhtirata.



8 Kuruksetra II

Once one is past its "historical" prologue, the Kf~fJLirrlSacarita either
runs in close parallel to the Elliot AiM, or shows such puraJ;Iic additions
as we have noted. But once the final war unfolds, the two stories touch
at only a few points, most of which are now noted: (1) Brahmananda sets
out for Delhi with no "Banaphar" companions, only MahIpati, to bring
Vela to Mahoba; (2) MahIpati counsels the fraud whereby Camu~9a,

dressed as Vela, stabs Brahmananda with Taraka close by; (3) Vela
comes and refreshes Brahmananda; (4) Camu~9a beheads Kr~~sa (fif
teenth day of battle in the pura~); (5) AhIada squeezes Cam~Qa to death
(sixteenth day); (6) Brahmananda tells Vela to disguises herself as himself
so as to kill Taraka (sixteenth day); (7) riding Brahmananda's horse, Vela
decapitates Taraka, who mistakes her for Brahmananda (sixteenth day);
(8) Vela becomes satI, as do other widows (sixteenth day); (9) Prthivlraja
kills La~a~ (seventeenth day); (10) AhIada goes to the forest of
immortals (eighteenth day).

Even where the two stories remain parallel, there are important
differences, especially regarding Bela's tour with Brahma and the death
of Lakhan. In the Elliot AiM, Bela makes only one tour: her homecom
ing, which folds her meetings with Brahma into early and later moments
while battle attends both her departure from Delhi and return to kill her
brother. Her movements all occur between Delhi and Mahoba, and the
final battle takes place somewhere between them. In the pura~, Vela
makes two tours. First, with what is clearly the greater authorial
emphasis, she takes the dying Brahmananda on a pan-Indian horseback
pilgrimage from Kapila in the eastl to Setubandha in the south to

lSince other directional sites are well known (Setubandha is Rameshwaram in Tamilnadu),
and since elsewhere the paurat.lika refers to Kapila or Kapilasthana as a tIrtha defining an
eastward limit (3.2.23.7; 3.2.10; 3.4.6), this eastern site's location is probably Kapilasrama,
the Rsi Kapila's hermitage on Sagara Island near the mouth of the Ganges (see Dey [1899]
1927, 90). But given the pauranika's interest in the upper Narmada area, it might also be
Kapila, the "portion ofthe river Narbada [Narmada] near its source, " which, after "running
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Dvaraka in the west to Badan and mount Gandhamadana in the north
before he tells her on Gandhamadana he wants her to kill Taraka. When
she convinces him to stay alive, she brings him back to north central
India and deposits him at "dear Kuru~etra (priyam kuruks.etram) ,"
promising him she will return to him and go to Delhi to kill Taraka after
she first goes to Mahoba (31.179-86; 32.5). At this point, the eighteen
day war is yet to happen. Her second tour, in terms of Alhii her
homecoming to Mahoba, is only to impart news of Brahmananda's
tragedy and rally the Mahoba champions (32.1-6). Brahmananda must
thus survive not only this preposterous horseback pilgrimage and Vela's
trip to Mahoba but fifteen days of battle before he "abandons stupe
faction" once again to remind Vela he wants her to kill Taraka (32.198
99).

The pauralftka thus robs Vela of the initiative of figuring out how to
kill Taraka, but gives her-DraupadI incarnate-the initiative of making
"dear Kuru~etra" the place where the war will occur by having her
deposit Brahmananda there. He has thus contrived to have the final battle
of the Mahtibhlirata of the Kali yuga take place not only in eighteen days,
but at Kuru~etra. Kuru~etra, however, is not between Delhi and
Mahoba. For the Mahoba forces to satisfy the pauralftka's wish to have
the battle there, they have to go well beyond Delhi to the northwest to
accommodate him.

The pauralftka also saves La~a~'s combat with Prthivlraja for the
war's last killing to round off the imperial rivalry he has heightened
between them. In the Elliot Alhli, Lakhan dies before Udal (W&G 272),
while in "tribal" Alhli he seems to live on (chap. 6, § A). Given that only
items 4 through 10 occur in the K':~1JfitriSacarita's version of the final
war, one may say that the pauralftka compresses everything about the war
that interests him from oral Aihii into the its last four days. He thus
leaves the first fourteen to play with.

A. Divine Plan, Master Plan

Ku~etra II is a strange affair. P¢livlraja has been foiled in his
attempt to eliminate his "great enemy" La~a~ on its eve. Having vowed
the destruction of the Candrav~sa, he will thus have to achieve it with
the "Agniv~sa" divided. This, as we can infer from Candrabhat~'s

for about two miles falls over the descent of about seventy feet into what is known as the
Kapiladhara"-the river's first fall from the AmarakaJ.1~ka mountain in eastern Madhya
Pradesh (ibid. 90, 240; cf. Bhardwaj 1973, 49 and n. 26). Unlikely are Hardwar, "where
Kapila Maharshi did penance" (Ragam 1963, 251), and Kapilavasthu where the Buddha was
born in Nepal.
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vision by the grace of Yoganidra, must be part of ~~~sa's divine
plan. Moreover, Kuru~etra is itself the site of a translation of the end of
Alhii into an eighteen-day war that ends the lunar dynasty-this much,
straight from the Mahlibhtirata. Rather than a Dasara subplot, the
K':~fJLirrtSacarita overlays a Kuru~etra supraplot on Alhti-whatever Alhii
its author knew.

It is, however, not just Mahlibhiirata correlations-the aqIsas, the
vaQIsas, the site, the duration, and perhaps a few coincidences-that
interest this paura~ka about what we might now call Kuru~etra II. What
consumes him is the AgnivaqIsa, evidently a non-Mahlibhtirata subject. 2

Kuru~etra II is the site of his unfolding of what I have called a master
plan on this very subject, one that he intertwines with an AgnivaQIsa
frame story. I distinguish the Delhi-Kanauj rivalry as prologue from the
frame itself, which will be discussed in section B of this chapter and in
chapter 9. As we shall see, the paur~ka interprets the Delhi-Kanauj
rivalry within this frame as an intra-AgnivaqIsa feud. But first the plan.

As just outlined, Brahmananda's trip to Delhi with Mahlpati (Mahil)
to bring Vela "home" is one of the few points in common between the
closing episodes of the Elliot Alhti and the K':~fJLirrtSacarita. But things are
different from the start. The war-opening adhyaya creates a few Mahii
bhiirata echoes. After meditating on the goddess Siva, Candrabhat~,

"equal to Candra (candratulyam) ," tells Prthivlraja how to dispose of his
anxieties about ~~~sa: "Born at Mahoba as a portion of Ji~t;lu

[Arjuna] , Brahmananda, ~~~sa's best friend (sakhalJ, sre~thalJ,), is
always disposed to that dear one. When that son of Malana [Malhna]
dies, then all the divine aqIsas will return to their destinations."3 This
reverses matters in the Mahtibhtirata, where it is ~~t;Ia'S death-as Vyasa
tells Arjuna-that signals the "great departure" of the Pat;l~vas (16.9.25
36). MahIpati and Prthivlraja seize upon this news to concoct a plot to get
to Brahmananda through Malana. Deceived by her brother's treachery,
Malana vouchsafes her son's departure under the illusion that MahIpati
will provide him safe escort to and back from Delhi. "Bewildered by
divine maya" (mohitti devamayaya) and swearing on the reliability of her
brother (bandhu), she overrides Parimala's protests that "MahIpati is very
cunning, and has arisen for my destruction" (31.16-17). MahIpati, arch
AgnivaqIsin and incarnation of Duryodhana, is thus more at the center of
things than ever, able to draw his sister into a scheme that is not his

2The Mbh does refer to Kiratas, mountaineer warrior-hunters (it is one of the same whom
Siva impersonates to wrestle with Arjuna in the Kairiitaparvan), as "fire-born" (agniyonija;
7.87.30); so too is DraupadI's brother Dh~~tadyumna born from fire. But there is no
evidence of a vamsa or a vaQ1sa myth.
331.1-6, closing: tadii te sarvadeviimSii gamisyanti yato gatiih.
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alone, but part of a divine maya that, as Candrabhatta has earlier seen,
is spun not only by the goddess but by K~~~sa.

Malam is not MahIpati's only sister. As in Alhil, Agama (Agma), a
second, is married to P¢llvlraja. Agama is thus also Brahmananda's
mother's sister. When Brahmananda arrives in Delhi, he finds this
maternal aunt and her seven daughters-in-law where they have come at
evening to the royal temple. The daughters-in-law are the wives (or, in
three cases, widows since the battle of KIrtisagara) of P¢llvlraja and
Agama's seven sons. Each of the seven is an incarnate Kaurava. 4 The
Elliot Alhil tells us about the seven sons, and even about the deaths of
three of them at the battle of KIratsagar. But it does not know them as
Kaurav3.Q1sas, and says nothing of their wives. 5

The women, close kin that they are, greet Brahmananda warmly. But
his conversation with the Kaurav3.Q1sa wives and widows turns sour. The
four wives, wishing him a happy marriage but to leave their husbands
unharmed, say this "arrow-made word": "Listen attentively. Your wife
Vela, possessing the form of strife, is KalI herself (tava patnzsvayal1J kaIz
vela kalaharapilJ,i). Destroy our husbands and we will be very miserable"
(31.25).6 Brahmananda does not respond directly, but addresses the three
widows. In a "speech versed in sruti and s~i," he taunts them with the
decline of satI practice from yuga to yuga-a rebuke at their having
survived their husbands. Not only that, he invites them as women of the
Kali yuga, the worst of times in which "there is no satI vow" and widows
"enjoy another man," to "enjoy taintless happiness together with me"
(27-32)! Impervious to the reproach, the widows shamelessly put on their
best jewels and try to embrace him. Brahmananda steps up the insults:
"The husbands who were slain by my brother are freed/relieved from you
(yu~lnabhilJ, patayo mukta ye ca lnLldbandhuna hattilJ,)! So I won't take
you" (31.35-36).7 Having heard this "terrible word combined with laugh
ter," the wives (yo~italJ,: presumably all seven) tell P~hivlraja that the
"cunning husband of Vela" destroys their dharma, and should be
punished. P~hivlraja then summons Brahmananda, tells him he comes
from "the lowest of royal clans (bhapakuladhalnLllJ,) ," and orders him
imprisoned. Hearing this "terrible word," Brahmananda removes his

4Counting Taraka among the KaurvaQ.1sas as a portion of Karna, as the text does (17.3-4).
5Except for Tahar as an incarnation ofKafl:la, the Kauravamsa identity ofP~hivlraja's other
six sons was unknown to my Mahoba informants Zahir Singh, Krishna Caurasia, Baccha
Singh, and others in his troupe.
6In the Elliot AIM, Brahma kills three of PrithIraj's sons on this trip to Delhi (W&G 260).
7The kinsman in question is Brahmananda's brother Ranajit (Ranjit); in the purana, a dark
limbed portion of the Mbh's Satyaki (11.8), who slew the three Kaurava~sas and was then
slain himself by Taraka-Karnamsa (26.90-100). See chap. 6, n. 90, on Ranjit's death in the
Elliot AIM.
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sword and rushes at P~hivIraja, who finds protection from Camul;1<:la (36
41).

We meet many scenes of escalating "terrible words." Of this one, let
us ask three questions. One, which allows no good (Le., simple) answer,
is whether, given the craziness of his reaction, Brahmananda has any
interest at all in really marrying Vela, this incarnate KalI who at age
twelve demanded a husband who could win her amid waterfalls of blood.
His response is far worse than the wives' first arrowy words seem to
deserve, softened as they are by good wishes and appeals for peace. If
Vela is to be an incarnation of strife, Brahmananda is her over-willing
accessory.

A second question-Why does the paural;lika "invent" this story?-may
have several answers. One, textually convoluted but perhaps beginning
to answer our first question, is that Brahmananda's response provides an
opportunity to exalt satI in anticipation of Vela's satI, which becomes a
great reversal of the Kali yuga's decadence. 8 Such an exaltation, how
ever, seems to tap into a persistent strain of essentializing distrust about
the unsavory lust of widows: not only in the pural;la, which makes such
craving explicit among the three Kaurav~sa widows, but also in the
Elliot Alha, which leaves open such a shadow-side reading of the
widowed Bela's attempt to seduce Alha. Not only does Bela test Alba to
learn whether there is any sin in his heart; so does the dying Brahma
challenge Bela to become a satI to learn whether there is, by implication,
any sin in hers.

But another answer to our second question is more straightforward: the
paural;lika's "invention" allows him to ask what is also our third question
through the mouths of the listening ~~is: "Of these women, how did their
marriages come about? Tell us truly at length (tattvan:t no brahi vistartlt)"
(42). The ~~is give the author plenty of leeway. He will take a hundred
and fifteen verses (31.158-32.10) before returning to the tragic end of
Vela and Brahmananda.

It would seem that the whole story is a set-up to make the ~~is curious
about the forwardness and degeneracy of the seven Kaurav~sas' wives.
They hear a fascinating vignette about each one. But they also receive
information that will help them to understand the war that lies immediate
Iy ahead. This information is set forth in table 11.

In the first six cases, each Kaurav~sa marries the youngest sister of
ten brothers, themselves also Kaurav~sas. The first three women
become sexually active-"spoiled" in the conventional idiom-before
marriage. Taraka's future wife is ravaged by a Daitya, and the next two

8Both Alha and Udal commend sat! in the Prthviriij-riisau; see Tod [1829-32, 1920] 1990,
722-23.
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Table 11. Wives of Prthivir~a's Kaurav~a SODS; the women's fathers; fathers'
lineages; fathers' kingdoms; fathers' alliance at Ku~etra II; day of fathers' deaths
there; the wives' prior suitors (rivals for their hands or obstmctioDS to their
marriages); number of the wives' Kaurav~a brothers; their Kaurav~ahusbands'
names; Kauravas whose ~as their husbands incarnate; places of their husbands'
deaths

Wife Her father Lineage Kingdom Allied with Day slain
Suitor-opponent Brothers Husband ~aof Slain at

Madireksana Mayavarman Parihara Anga Prthivlraja 3
Daitya 10 Taraka Kama Kuruksetra

PrabhavatI Miilavarman Sukla Gurjara Parimala 12
Yak~a 10 Nrhara Du~sasana KIrtisagara

MadanavatI Kaikaya Candra Kashmir Parimala 13
Gandharva 10 Saradana Uddar~a KIrtisagara

Suvela Nagavarman Naga PuJ;l~ra Prthivlraja 4
Naga 10 Mardana Durmukha KIrtisagara

Kantimata Madrakesa Tomara Madra Prthivlraja 4
Rak~asa 10 Siiryavarman VikafJ;la Delhi

Vidyunmala Piirnamala SardiilIya Magadha Prthivlraja 12
Paisaca 10 Bhlma Vivimsati Delhi

Kinnan Manka~a Kinnara Rome Prthivlraja *
x 8 Varddhana Citrabana Delhi

* Mankana fights on the fifth day but becomes invisible and does not die (he also has a non-
Kauravamsa brother who fights on this day).
x No such story

have liaisons with a Ya~a and Gandharva. The tone for these three is set
by the first, Madire~a~, who lives up to the ruder potential of her name
- "she of liquory-eyes"-by catching the Daitya's fancy with an "eye that
rolled drunken!y (madtigharr!italocanam) " (31.46-47). The fourth, Suvela,
is not sullied before marriage, but, as a lower counterpart to her
namesake Vela-who demands that her suitor must provide her with
DraupadI's jewels, which must come from heaven-she demands a snake
ornament (ntigabha~a,!am, 102) that must come from outwitting a serpent
king of Nagaloka. Coming from a Naga dynasty herself, she has an
underworld Naga to guard the jewel of her virginity. Wives two, three,
and four become the debauched widows taunted by Brahmananda. The
fifth, seized by a Ra~asa (a relative of Vibhf~a~, who is warned to
learn a lesson from his older brother Rava~ and stop stealing women9

),

is again a case of defilement, but shortly after marriage rather than before
it. And the sixth, Vidyunmala, "Lightning-wreath," inspires another
attempt at postmarital abduction, this one by a Paisaca-Mleccha-cow-

~aksasa marriage being evidently no longer in fashion.
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slaughterer: that is, a Muslim. This illicit union is thwarted, but only
temporarily, as we shall see. Whatever the troubles, the fathers always
think ofP¢llvIraja as having the right sons for their daughters. Each time
P¢llvIraja, who never questions the women's dubious characters, must
also ask the "Banaphars" to rescue the suitors or husbands-that is, to
rescue his own inept sons-and help work things out so that the marriages
can either occur or be saved. He must then always reward the "Bana
phar" heroes with great wealth: the last thing he wants to do, since they
are always his enemies.

Finally, the seventh wife breaks some of the pattern, which suggests
it has built up to the sixth. She is a virgin from Rome (apparently non
vestal) named Kinnan ("What-woman?"), and is given by Kubera to the
seventh Kaurav~sa with no "Banaphar" intervention. 10 In her case, it is
her origins rather than her lovers (or other rivals to her would-be
Kaurav~sa husband) that is outlandish.

With only seventy-five Kaurav~sas accounted for so far,11 we should
expect more. But it seems we only reach ninety-eight, adding the sixteen
reborn as the Vi~vaksena-clan brothers of Madanamafijan (who marries
the "Banaphar" Sukhakhani), and the seven reborn as the Tomara
brothers of Citrarekha (one of the wives of Ahlada's son Indula).

As this small sample already shows, aside from P~hivIraja's seven
Kaurav~sa sons, other Kaurav~sas have sisters who marry into both
sides. The following table shows the connections of women marrying into
the Mahoba faction. The first four are the wives of the four leading
"Banaphar" heroes; the next three are the outlandish wives of AhIada's
son Indula; and the last two are the wives of the "Banaphars'" two royal
patron-companions. One can note that the author shows no interest in
providing a wife for Talana, the Muslim incarnation ofBhIma, despite the
fact that as MIra TaIban, he has nine sons and eighteen grandsons in the
Elliot Aiha.

1°31.43-157. Her father is the Kimnara ("What-man") MatikaJ.1a, "the lord of Rupadesa on
the further shore from CInadesa (China) and known by the wise as Rumadesa (Rome),"
where "good-looking (fair-faced? priyadarsana) men of the Ki~ara jati dwell" (32.44).
llNow counting Mahlpati as the portion of Duryodhana, who is one of the hundred in the
Mbh, but not counting Taraka as the portion of Kama, who is not one of the hundred
Kaurava sons of Dhrtara~tra. This total also includes the eight born in Rome as "What
men?" or Kinnaras: sons of MaQ1kal;1a and brothers of Kinnan, who marries the seventh
Kauravamsa Vardhana. BhvP 3.3.32.44-47 lists these eight and says they had the same
names in their former births. Seven-Viravin, Pramathin, Dlrgharomaka, Dlrghabahu,
Mahabahu, Vyudhora, and Kanakadhvaja-are recognizable names of sons of Dhftara~tra,
or clear modifications thereof, leaving only the eighth, Prathama, unaccounted for. The
passage follows others listing Kauravaqlsa sons arriving with their fathers at Kuruk~etra, but
it does not explicitly identify the Roman sons as KauravaQ1sas.
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Table 12. Wives of the Mahobi faction; their fathers' lineages, kingdoms, alliances,
and days slain; epic-pur8I;tic heroines whom the wives incamate; their husbands; whom
the husbands incarnate; where and when the husbands are slain

Wife
~aof

Her father
Husband

Lineage
~aof

Kingdom Alliance Day slain
Slain at Day slain

A. Wives of the leading "Banaphar" heroes
Svaf1.1avatI Netrasiqlha SardulIya Netrapala Mahoba 2

RevaH Ahlada Balarama Unslain immortal
Pu~pavatI Mayuradhvaja Vi~vaksena Sindhu Mahoba 1

Radha Krsnamsa Krsna Kuruksetra 15
Gajamukta Gajas~~a " Sardu"IIya Marudhanva Delhi 2

no one Balakhani Yudhisthira Sirisakhya prewar
Madanamafijan Lahara Bisena* Lahari Delhi 1

no one Sukhakhani Dhrstadyumna Sirisakhya prewar

B. Wives of Indula
Citrarekha Abhinandana Tomara BahlIka Delhi #

no one Indula Jayanta Kuruksetra 5
PadminI Aryasimha Rak~asa Lanka none 0

no one Indula Jayanta same 5
Padmaja Bauddhasiqlha none CInadesa none 0

no one Indula Jayanta same 5

c. Wives of Kanauj and Mahoba princes
PadminI Saradanandana Visvaksena

Manideva's wife Laksana Nakula
Vela Prthivlraja Chauhan

DraupadI Brahmananda Arjuna

Binduga~h none
Kuruk~etra 17

Delhi Self
Kuruk~etra 16

o

postwar

* Bisena vaqlsa at 20.2, or Vi~vaksena at 32.16
# Abhinandana comes to the war with his eight sons, but there is no mention of their
fighting or deaths.

Mythologically, whereas KauravaI!lsa wives are defined by outlandish
liaisons or origins, and none are incarnations of epic-puraJ;ric figures,
wives of the Mahoba faction-even the far-flung brides of Indula-are not
tainted before or during marriage. Of the four who have prior identities,
three (Sva~vatI, Pu~pavatI, and Vela) remarry the husband of their last
lives (a conventional sign of pativratti or marital chastity), while the
fourth (PadminI) has the same husband (Ma~deva) before and after her
marriage to La~at;l3..

As to the KauravaI!lsas whose sisters marry into one or the other of
the two factions, one finds the surprise that twenty KauravaI!lsas, the sons
of Miilavarman and Kaikaya,12 appear to fight on the side of Parimala,

12Taking saputra as "with sons" rather than "with son," which is how each is described at
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presuming that sons always fight on the same sides as their fathers. They
are thus pitted against P¢llvlraja, the incarnation of D~ra~tra, and
MahIpati, the incarnation of Duryodhana, not to mention most of the
other Kaurav~sas. The author has not interested himself in the Kaura
v~sas' heroics or deaths. He is content to have them make variegated
camps "on the bank of the Ganga,"13 bathe, and depart for the
battlefield (32.14-15). Then, after listing them by name as they arrive, he
forgets all about them, except for the three remaining sons of Prthivlraja,
who die after the war, and, of course, Taraka, who dies on the sixteenth
day. Candrabhatta's insight that ~~~sa will "slay the portions of the
Kauravas" as part of his destruction of the Agniv~sa (30.36) seems to
tell us all we need to know.

But as we have seen, there is more to the Agniv~sa than just
Chauhans and Kaurav~sas. Of the five marriages made by Prthivlraja's
Kaurav~sa sons that are not outlandish, four are into Agniv~sa

lineages, while the fifth is with the Kashmir-Kaikaya branch of the
Candrav~sa.14 And of the five "Banaphar" marriages that are not
outlandish, all are into Agniv~sa lineages. This is because, even though
the paura~ka seems to have fabricated most if not all of the branch
relations himself, he regards Tomaras ("who have never been included
with the 'Agnikula"'15) as a branch of Chauhans, Gurjaras as a Sukla
Caulukya kingdom (even though scholars speak more conventionally of
the Gurjara-Pratiharas), Sardiillyas as a branch of Parihara-Pratiharas,
and Vi~vaksenas as a branch of Sukla-Caulukyas. 16 This of course
means that, at least from the paura~ka's perspective, Agniv~sa and
Candrav~sa kings from all over north India are rushing to Kuru~etra

to meet their deaths: as the Mahtibhtirata would put it, like moths to a
flame. In particular, the arriving kings are especially those whose

the point of siding with Parimala (32.57-58). Both have just arrived at Kuruksetra with all
ten of their Kaurava~sa sons, each one named (32.26-33).
13The Ganges is quite a distance east of Kuruk~etra, which is west of the Yamuna. The
presence of all the Kaurava~sas on the bank of the Ganges is contrasted with those
following Parimala, who camp at Syamantapaficaka near the dying Brahmananda (32.11-13)
-the site of Bhargava Rama's numerous destructions of the ~atriyas.

14Thus ten of the KauravaQ1sas, those born into the NagavaQ1sa, are not AgnivaQ1sins.
Despite the fiery poison which the Naga king exudes to defend the jewel demanded by
SuveIa (31.114-16), Nagas have a different descent.
15Baden-Powell 1899, 549; cf. 551-52.
160n Vi~vaksenas as SUkla-Caulukyas, SardulIyas as Pariharas, and Tomaras as a Capahani
Chauhans in BhvP, see Hohenberger 1967, 20-23. On Gurjara-Pratiharas, and their primary
claim to Suryavamsa descent, see Thapar 1978a, 188, n. 100; 189, nn. 103 and 104, and,
countering the argument that Pratiharas are Gurjaras, R. B. Singh 1975, 108-11. Unlike the
BhvP's SUklas, Calukyas of Vengi, Badami and Kalyani all claim solar rather than fire
descent (Thapar 1978a, 189, n. 103).
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daughters have married partisans of the senior Delhi and Mahoba
branches of these lines, which have fatefully intermarried through Vela
and Brahmananda. 17

Looking at it from the standpoint of these kings, if we define "side"
as centered on loyalty to the two principle kings in each party-the
Chandel Parimala and "Caulukya" Jayacandra on the Mahoba side (M);
the Chauhan P¢rivlraja and the Parihara MahIpati on the Delhi side
(D)-we obtain the information about the ten daughter-giving kings shown
in table 13.

Table 13. Agniv~a and Candrav~akings whose daughters marry Kaurav~as

or "Banaphars": their Daughters; Kingdoms; Lineages; Sides taken at K~etra II;
Candrav~aor Agniv~a lineage alliances (LA) with the Delhi (D) or Mahoba (M)
sides; and marriage alliances (MA) with either side through the daughter (and
equivalents in Elliot Alha)

King Daughter Kingdom Lineage Side LA MA

A.
Mayavarman Madireksana Anga Parihara D D D
Miilavarman PrabhavatI Gurjara Sukla M M D
Kaikaya MadanavatI Kashmir Candra M M D
Madrakesa Kantimata Madra Tomara D D D
PiirJ;lamala Vidyunmala Magadha SardiilIya D D D
(? Piiran) (Patna)

B.
Netrasiqilia SvarJ;lavatI Netrapala SardiilIya M D M
(Naipali) (Sunwa) (Nainagarh) (Baghel)

Mayiiradhvaja Pu~pavatI Sindhu Vi~vaksena M M M
(Narpat) (phulwa) (Narwar)

Gajasena Gajamukta Marudhanva SardiilIya D D M
(Gajraj) (Gajm6tin) (Bisen)

Abhinandana Citrarekha BahlIka Tomara D D M
(Abhinandan) (Chittar-rekha) (Balkh-Bukhara)

Lahara Madanamafijari Lahari Vi~vaksena D M M

A. Kings whose daughters marry Kauraval11sas
B. Kings whose daughters marry "Banaphars"

Three of the four main Agniv~sa lineages have branches on both
sides: the Chauhans (including Tomaras), Pariharas (including
Sardiillyas), and Sukla-"Caulukyas" (including Vi~vaksenas). This is
reminiscent of the Mahabhtirata, where, for instance, Kurus and Yadavas

17Note that Laksana's intra-Sukla (Caulukya) marriage is with a family that suffers no
mentioned casualties at Kuruksetra II.
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split. In four cases, the kings' lineage alliance is consonant with their
marriage alliance and side taken: three of them are allied with Delhi (the
DDDs: Anga, Madra, and Magadha), one with Mahoba (the MMM:
Sindhu or Sind). But in six cases, these affiliations are in conflict. It is
uncommon to fight against agnates. In eight out of the ten cases, the
lineage alliance is the same as the side chosen. One of the two exceptions
is Netrasitp.ha, a Sardiillya (from a Parihara branch) who sides with
Parimala rather than with the Parihara MahIpati. The other is Lahara, a
Vi~vaksena (from a Caulukya branch) who sides with P¢rivlraja rather
than with the "Caulukya" Jayacandra. Let it be noted, however, that
where it comes to the clans of the two primary adversaries, no
CandravaIp.sin fights against Parimala, and no Chauhans (e.g., Tomaras)
fight against P¢rivlraja.

It is also more common to fight against affines than agnates. Of the
ten, five fight against the side their daughters have married into. In four
of these cases, lineage alliances take precedence over marriage alliances.
Miilavarman and Kaikaya, the two kings who override their daughters'
marriage alliances with Delhi to fight for Parimala, have lineage ties,
respectively, to Kanauj as SuklavaIp.sins ("Caulukyas"), and to Mahoba
as CandravaIp.sins (Chandels). And Gajasena of Marudhanva and Abhi
nandana of Bahllka have the same reason for the reverse preference for
P¢rivlraja: the former is a Sardiillya-Parihara with a tie to MahIpati, and
the Tomaras, as mentioned, are considered to be a branch of the
Chauhans. Netrasitp.ha is the only king whose alliance favors his
daughter's marital in-laws over his own lineage ties. And Lahara is the
only king to break both his lineage ties and his daughter's marriage ties,
siding with P¢rivlraja to do so. I can only guess that this results from the
pull of his having sixteen Kauravarp.sa sons (32.16-18).

Now of these ten kings, only five can be found in the Elliot Aihti.
Four of the five are fathers of "Banaphar" brides, and the other a father
of one of the "Kauravarp.sa" brides-with the quotation marks to remind
us that the pura~ does not recognize the heroes as Banaphars, and the
oral epic does not consider PrithIraj's seven sons to be Kauravarp.sas. 18

In the latter case, there is no reason to doubt that king Piiran of Patna is
king P~ala of Magadha. But AiM gives no indication that Piiran of
Patna has a daughter named VidyunmaIa who might have married one of
the seven Delhi princes; and, although it makes Piiran an adversary of
Jaychand and an ally ofPrithIraj, it does not even mention him among the

18There is also a Manna Gfijar who could be the same as Mfilavarman of Gurjara, but if this
were argued, one would have to explain why he is a Mahoba champion at Banaphar
marriage scenes (including those of Brahma and Lakhan) rather than an ally of Prithivlraj
(W&G 33). In any case, Manna Gfijar has no daughter and no son-in-law in Delhi.
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kings who come to the final battle. 19 As for the four fathers of
"Banaphar" brides mentioned in AiM, we have seen that they are famous
in both texts for the magical treasures or powers they deploy to
discourage their daughters' suitors. Indeed, in the Kr~1JLirrzSacarita, these
treasures and powers are the complements, as narrative devices, to the
obstacles P~hivIraja faces in securing wives for his Kaurav~sa sons. In
the one case, incarnations of the PaJ)~avas and their MahlibMrata allies
overcome outlandish adversaries to complete the marriages that overeager
kings have arranged for their ignoble daughters with the incarnate
Kaurava sons of P~hivIraja. In the other, the same heroes fight reluctant
kings to win their noble daughters as brides for themselves. But whereas
the Kt:~1JLirrzSacarita knows both types of stories, the Elliot AiM knows
only the latter, and of these, only four of the five in question. It does not,
as we have seen, include the marriage of Sulkhan-Sukhakhani to
MadanamafijarI, and it also makes no mention of Madanamafijari's father
Lahara.

This whole schema of pitting Agniv~sa lineages against each other,
first with P~hivIraja and Jayacandra (and MahIpati in the middle), and
then with the kings who intermarry their daughters into the two factions,
is thus a Kr~1JilrrzSacarita creation. Indeed, let us recall that there is one
more Agniv~sin present at Kuruk$etra II: the Paramara king Ganga
s~a, from the fourth original Agniv~sa line. He rules at Kalpak$etra
and fights for Parimala and dies on the fourteenth day. He too is
unknown to the Elliot AiM. More than this, even when the Elliot AiM
knows the kings in question, they are never described as Agniv~sins.

Among the senior branch kings, we have already seen that Jaya
candra-really a Gaha~avala, but called a Ra~o~ in AiM-has his
Agniv~sa "Caulukya" identity pressed upon him. And among the daugh
ter-marrying kings of the junior branches, one hardly hears of their
v~sa connections at all, much less that they are Agniv~Sins.20

But now we come to a disclosure that the Kr~1JilrrzSacarita has saved
for the end of its tale. The holocaust of the Agniv~sa is fed not only by
the rivalry of Delhi and Kanauj, and by the supporting cast of the ten

19Piiran is one of the kings conquered by Udal for Jaychand in "The Ganjar War" (W&G
221), and fights on Prithlraj's side against Kanauj and Mahoba in "The Battle of the Betwa"
(254). The purana does not parallel these involvements. In Lak~al;1a's digvijaya, which
corresponds roughly to the Ganjar War, tax is exacted from Magadha, but its king is
Vijayakarin (24.41), not Piifl;lamala; and Piifl;lamala makes no appearance at the (somewhat
briefly recounted) battle of the Vetravatl (= Betwa).
20Sunwa's father Naipali ofNainaga~h's identity as a Baghel is the only exception. Though
they do not appear to do so in AiM, Baghels claim to be Agniva111sa Rajputs as a branch
of Caulukyas or Solankhis, and to have migrated eastward from Gujarat (see chap. 5, § D
and Sherring 1872, 156-57).
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kings who intermarry their daughters, but by thousands of "little kings."
Their first mention occurs after notice is given of the arrival at
Kuru~etra, in clear order of precedence, of all the kings and heroes.
P~vIraja and Parimala (32.9-13), the Kaurav~sas and the kings who
intermarry their daughters (14-50), La~a~, Talana, lesser kings and
what may be provincial governors ,21 and the remaining "Banaphars"
(AhIada, ~~~sa, and Indula) and Jaganayaka (54-55) are each des
cribed as they arrive by their v~sa and/or ~sa. Last-unnamed,
unpedigreed, and undifferentiated-"little kings (ks.udrabhupI1Sca)
augmented by thousands came one by one to Kuru~etra, the high place
(para1!lsthl1nam) , agitated withintoxication(madavihvala~)" (32.56). The
adjective ks.udra connotes not only "little," but "low, base, or cruel," as
in ks.udradevatCi, the "little divinities" who receive inferior offerings,
including blood sacrifice. As the two sides draw up to face each other,
additional lesser kings arrive to swell the ranks of P~hivIraja, so that as
the eighteen-day war begins, he is surrounded by a thousand little kings
(ks.udrabhamipl1~) augmented by a thousand armies, and is able to lead
two thousand kings to war (71-73). One is thus given the impression that
most of the "little kings" side with P~hivIraja.

Once battle begins, the first thirteen days are orchestrated around the
somewhat perfunctory deaths of the kings who intermarry their daughters.
They fight and kill each other. 22 But the fourteenth day is special. When
La~a~ kills P~hivIraja's nephew Bhagadatta (174), it signals a "festival
ofbattle (yuddhamahotsava)" (178) in which the few lesser kings who are
named-including Gangas~a (183), the pedigreed Paramara Agniv~sin
who has not married off his daughter-annihilate each other and their
ranks: "Then three thousand kings, augmented by thousands, one by one,
little kings against little kings, three thousand came together. All were
slain by one another, having made frightful war. "23 The fourteenth day's
battle in the Mahiibhtirata, described in the Jayadrathavadha and
Gha(otkacavadha subparvans of the DrofJa Parvan, is likewise its text's
vastest canvas for depicting the deaths of lesser kings. Arjuna slays
countless kings and their supporters to complete his vow to kill
Jayadratha on that day; the Kauravas kill many in trying to defend

2132.51-53. The Yadava rulers VIrasena and Kamasena (CandravalI's husband); Laksa~a's

Kanauj retainers Dhanyapala and Lallasimha who may be among the "ma~daIIkas" he
mentions as numerous in his kingdom (3.3.10.12; cf. chap 7, n. 70).
22See tables 11 and 12, showing that their deaths occur on days 1-4 and 12-13, with day 5
marked for the disappearance of the Roman-Kinnara king Matika~a and Indula (32.130-42).
Days 6-11 feature elephant fights and mostly inconclusive duels, with the exception being
the death of Dhundhukara, P~hivlraja's oldest brother (143-62).
2332. 184c-85: trisatani tato bhupah sahasradhyah p1Jhakprthakll ksudrabhupalJ, ksudra
bhupams trisatani samayuyuhl anyonyena hatah sarve krtva yuddham bhayanakam.
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Jayadratha; and the battle rages into the night for the killing of
Ghatotkaca. Indeed, it is on this day that Jayadratha's father "Old K~atra"

(V~ddha~atra)dies: an emblem of the "old K~atriya order" that dies with
him, as the "little kings" of the Agniv~sa die with the old order of the
Agniv~sa Rajputs. 24

Finally, after Kuru~etra II is over-recall that the chief events of days
fifteen through eighteen were summarized at the beginning of this chap
ter-Kali bows to the immortal AhHida, acknowledges him as Yogesvara,
and continues: "In the Kali yuga, coming all alone, by you the burden of
the earth has been lifted (bhuvo bharastvaya ht:talJ). Having slain all five
thousand little kings severally (hatva tan paficasahasran ~udrabhupan

anekasaIJ) , the Pavaldya (Fire-lineage) kings, endowed with tapas and
strength, you remained in the midst of yoga when so many were killed.
. . . Tell me what boon your heart desires" (32.223-25).

Until this last adhyaya, the Kt:~lJarrtSacarita has kept silent about the
little kings. But if they have not been explicitly mentioned, we have had
hints of their presence. One was P~hivIraja's warning that if Parimala
does not yield the four flying horses, "all the army lords will go to
destruction by the fire of Vela. "25 Vela, KalI incarnate to her sisters-in
law, is also a fire at the heart of the Agniv~sa. Kings big and little are
consumed in her fire: like the "entire warrior class (~atra)" that is
destined for destruction, according to a heavenly announcement, at the
birth of DraupadI. As the conversation between Kali and AhIada suggests,
the little kings are at the heart of Kuru~etra II as the mass-victims of its
"festival of battle." The phrase yuddhamahotsava echoes Devf Mtihtit
myam 2.55, where it is used to describe the battle between Durga and
Mahi~asura. The echo is another sign that as Kuru~etra II concludes the
mission of the ~sas of ~~l;13. and Balarama, it redefines oral Alha
folklore through the goddess's Sanskrit textuality.

We also see here at last some of the things that the paura~ka has done
with AhIada's incarnation of Balarama. As Balarama's incarnation,
AhIada is referred to as Se~atp.sa, "portion of Se~a" (23.133). In this he
is like Balarama himself, who is an incarnation of the world serpent Se~a,

the "Remainder," also known as Ananta, the "Endless," who provides
the serpent-couch upon which Vi~~u awakens to regenerate the triple
world after each occasional dissolution (pralaya), or night of Brahma.
The paura~ka's translation would seem to connect AhIada's immortality,
unique among the destinies of the story's arp.sas, with Ananta's infinity,
and his lifting of the earth's burden with the world serpent's upholding
of the earth. Ahlada would also seem to have been invested with

24See Biardeau 1978, 169; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 404-5, 416, and forthcoming.
2524.12: no cedveliignina sarve k~ayam ylisyanti sainyaplih.
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Balarama's aspect of S~r~a~, the vyuha or aspect of Vi~~u that
replicates the destructive power of Rudra-Siva. To have lifted the burden
of the earth, the hidden king has become a destroyer.

B. The Establishment of Kali and the Last of the Little Kings

When he praises AhIada for relieving the burden of the earth, Kali is
at the point of achieving what I have called his second establishment. In
the Pratisarga Parvan, the Kali yuga does not begin (as in most puraJ;1as
and in some Mahabharata passages) with the end of the Mahabharata
war. Rather, as we shall see, it begins with the Flood. But there is also
a sense that the Kali yuga truly begins with the end of the K':~1JLi1!1Sacarita

as the result of K~~~'s promise at the beginning of this text, in his
answer to Siva at the end of the Mahiibharata war, that he will
"establish" Kali by the destruction of the Agniv~sa. ~~~ will truly
establish Kali in the Kali yuga through the "Banaphars," who include
"portions" of the Pa~9avas, and K~~~sa, the "sakti of his own
avatara," and he will do this "for the increase of the Kalidharma (or, the
dharma of Kali). "26

In making his promise using causatives of the verb stha, "to
establish," with the name of the yuga-sthapayi~yami vai kaUm (1.34);
sthapayitvti kaUm bhuvi (30.36)-K~~~ echoes his own famous statement
in Bhagavad Gita 4.7-8 that, as Lord of yoga, he saves the world by his
repeated avatars. But here, rather than working "for the establishment of
dharma from yuga to yuga, "27 he establishes the yuga by enabling
adharma, of which Kali is the exemplar. But of course, "subtle" as such
matters are-s~mo dharmalJ" "subtle dharma," is a repeated Mahiibha
rata refrain-adharma is the Kali yuga's true dharma. Just as he restores
dharma (mixed with adharma) through the Pa~9avas, so he increases
adharma (mixed with dharma) through their ~sas. Yet in either case, he
enables an "establishment of Kali."

The K':~1JLi1!1Sacarita plays out this second establishment of Kali
through an Agniv~sa frame story that brings us back not only to the lIla
of~~~saand the Delhi-Kanauj rivalry of the text's prologue, but the
thin presence of the Paramaras as the fourth of the chief Agniv~sa
lineages. As we shall see, the Paramaras provide a thread that runs
through the K':~IJii1!1Sacarita between the past and future reaches of its
Agniv~sa frame. Glimpsing for a moment this glorious past as it frames
events prior to the K':~1JLi1!1Sacarita, the dwindled Paramara line is named
after Pramara, the first Paramara, born from a fire pit on Mount Abu

2~.3: jani~ante tadatrLSa vai kalidharma-vivJ:ddhaye.
27BhG 4.8: dharmasamsthtipantirthtiya sambhavami yuge yuge.
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(3.1.6.45-7.4). Of Pramara's three greatest descendants, all mentioned
when the Paramaras are counted among the Agniv~sa lineages in the
Pratisarga Parvan's fourth kha'!4a (3.4.1.22-32), only the third seems to
have actually been a Paramara, and the earlier two, originally unrelated
and probably fictional, connected with the third retrospectively. The first,
number six or seven from Pramara, is the illustrious emperor Vikram
aditya;28 the second, the almost equally famous emperor Salivahana; and
the third Bhojaraja. I will discuss the Pratisarga Parvan's treatment of
these kings in chapter 9. For now, what matters is that once the
K':~fJiirrzSacarita moves on from its prologue, in which Siva's curse and
~~t;m'S intercession set "AiM" destinies for the MahlibMrata's heroes
and heroines, it begins to draw this frame into its "Agniv~sa" rivalries
by picking up GangasiJ11ha as a descendant of these grand Paramaras
(3.2-3).

GangasiJ11ha rules virtuously (dharmatas) at Kalpa~etra in the
Antarvedi or Doab as a vassal of Jayacandra (4.1-4). He is not the only
virtuous AgnivaIp.sin, and that is how the thinned-down Paramara thread
is now woven into the AgnivaIp.sa tapestry. While GangasiJ11ha begins his
rule at Kalpa~etra, the Tomara king Anangapala of Indraprastha, who
will be the grandfather of both P~hivlraja and Jayacandra through his two
daughters (5.1-12), is expanding the sway of the Chauhans. In this way,
as "many other kings became lords of villages and kingdoms (grama
ra~trapalJ), the Agniv~sa expanded its power (agniva11}sasya vistaro
babhuva balavattaralJ): in Kapilasthana to the east, in VahIka (Bahllka)
to the west, in Clnadesa (China) to the north, in Setubandha (in
Tamilnadu) to the south. Sixty lakhs of kings, powerful lords of villages,
performers of Agnihotras, desiring the welfare of cows and Brahmans,
became skilled in doing dharma like (the kings of the) Dvapara (yuga).
Time turned everywhere as it was known in the Dvapara. In every house
was wealth, among all people dharma, in every village a god, in every
country sacrifice. On all sides the Mlecchas held the law of the
Aryas. "29 Although we do not hear them called little kings, we realize
now, from knowing the outcome of the K':~fJiirrzSacarita, that these six
million rulers of kingdoms and villages are precisely the little Agniv~sa
kings who will be decimated at Kuru~etra II. Moreover, their legion
extends to Vahlka and China, from which, it now appears, intrusions of
Mahamada and the Buddhist king Nyiinapati-BauddhasiJ.11ha's are only
further signs of the lack of distinction between Aryas and Mlecchas in

28According to Sheering 1872,48, however, Paramaras (ponwars) ofGhazipur District trace
eighty-six generations from Raja Bikramadat (Vikramaditya).
294.6-10, closing: griimegriime sthito devo desedese sthito makhalJ,/iiryadharmakarii mlecchii
babhuvulJ, sarvatomukhiilJ,.
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this Agniv~sa expanse. 30

Having seen the Mlecchas devoted to Arya dharma, the terrible
(ghora) Kali goes with the terror-striking Mlecchas (mlecchaya saha
bhrrukaIJ) to the Blue Mountain (NIUidri) and seeks refuge in Hari.
Seeing the eternal Radha and Kr~~ in V~davana after twelve years of
meditation, Kali lauds Hari and makes an appeal: "'My sons known as
Mlecchas have taken on the character of Aryadharma. My fourfold
home-dice, wine, gold, and laughter among women-is destroyed by the
Agniv~sa K~atriyas.31 Having abandoned my body, family (kula), and
kingdom, having meditated on your feet and arms, 0 Janardana, I stand
in your refuge.' Having heard this, Lord ~~~ spoke, laughing aloud,
'Oh Kali, for your protection I will take birth in Mahoba. When my ~sa
reaches the earth, it will destroy this great power; it will establish the
Mlecchav~sa kings on earth (mlecchava"Jsasya bhapaltin sthtipayi~yati

bhutale).' Having thus spoken, Bhagavan disappeared. Then Kali, to
gether with the Mlecchas, obtained supreme joy" (4.11-21). ~~~sa's
destruction of the Candrav~sa and the Agniv~sa is thus not only a
second "establishment of Kali," but an "establishment of the Mleccha
v~sa." On the face of it, the Agniv~sa must be destroyed because its
virtuous rule and vast spread to both foreign lands and little kingdoms
have erased the boundaries between Aryas and Mlecchas. The dharma of
Mlecchas, after all, is not to be Arya but Mleccha.
~~~sa's promise to Kali leads also to a pact with the Asura Bali.

We return to the story of VidyunmaIa, daughter of king Pii~ala of
Magadha and wife of the sixth Kaurav~sa, where we left her at the
beginning of this chapter: awaiting capture by a Muslim. When BhIma,
the sixth son of Prthivlraja, brings this beautiful bride back to Delhi, "the
great lord (mahrpatilj) Sahoda, stationed in Paisaca country with ten
thousand Mlecchas, rose up for Vidyunmala's sake. At the command of
Bali, he reached that auspicious place, Kuru~etra. Having broken images
of the gods, he mixed tlrtha-water with cow blood. "32 Sahoda sends a
messenger to Prthivlraja with a challenge to fight for Vidyunmala. The
"virtuous" P~thivlraja, considering himself under the yoke of Cauryadesa
(the Land of Thieves?), goes to Kuru~etra with an army of three
hundred thousand. He fights a terrible war with Sahoda, and then with
Bali too, who comes at night with a host of Daityas from the underworld,
PataIa, to destroy and devour (b~ayitvt1) the Delhi army. Smitten with

300n the importance and problematics of "distinction" between classes of beings in the Mbh,
see Hiltebeitel forthcoming.
314.16c-17: matputrtiScasmrta mlecchiiaryyadharmatvamiigatahlI caturgehatrl ca me svamin
dyutam madyatrl suvamakaml stri hiisyatrl cagnivarrziaisca ksatriyaisca vinasitam.
3231.140-41, closing: bhittva martin suralJiim goraktaistfrthajalam krtam.
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fear, P~hivlraja calls on Sarada for refuge, and the five "Banaphars,"
called here "high-powered gods" (deva!J,) , arrive in a moment. 33 They
slay thousands of Daityas and gratify Bali with their swords, leading him
to offer them a boon. They reply, "These Daityas, let them not come
with you to Aryadesa. Having obtained Mlecchadesa forever, devour
those who go by the Mlecchadharma."34 These "terrible, disagreeable
words" do not please Bali. He tries to get them softened by praising
~~~sa, who then dictates the terms of another international treaty: "So
long as I am dwelling on earth, that long may you dwell at home. Having
come to earth after that, do as is fit" (31.152). Hearing this, Sahoda
returns to Paisaca country; Bali goes back to Rasatala; and Prthivlraja,
relieved at the outcome, rewards the "Banaphars" for the sixth and last
time in connection with the marriages of his seven sons (142-54).

Sahoda and Bali do not forget this treaty. On the morning of the
eighteenth day of Kuru~etra II, Kali comes to collect the "fruit" of his
efforts. He praises Ahlada, telling him he is truly named for bringing joy.
In return for this, and for lifting the burden of the earth through the
destruction of the five thousand little kings, Kali offers Ahlada a boon
(32.222-26). AhIada then asks the "god" (deva) Kali that his fame (kfrti)
will be spread among people; and, saying he will do Kali' s "unequaled
work," he makes what seems an odd request: "MahIraja [P¢rivlraja] is
filled with Sivabhakti and is a soul of virtue (dharmiitmll). His eyes,
which are blue in color, should purify me. Blue is always dear to you
(tava priyaIJ); so too is it dear to me-giving misery (du1Jk,ha) to the
gods, 0 god, and increasing the joy of the Daityas" (227-29). Saying
this, AhIada duels with P~hivlraja, each fighting on their elephants, and
when the elephants kill each other and go to heaven, he chases the fleeing
king and seizes him by the hair. Then "the great blue given by Kali was
put into his (presumably Ahlada's) eyes. "35 From then on Siva
withdraws his protection from the "impure though still dear king

33The two heroic sons of Desa (AhIada and Kr~naqlsa), of Vatsa (Balakhani and
Sukhakhani), and Devasiqlha are each accounted for (31.148). This war is thus "dated"
before the death of Balakhani.
3431.150: aryadesaf!l ca te daitya niigacchantu tvaya saha/ mlecchadesam sadii prapya
bha~adhva~ mlecchadharmagan.
3532.243cd: kalidatta~ mahiinl1a~ netrayos tena tatJa:tam. In making what sense I can of
this confusing but important passage, I have drawn on the Hindi translation of BhvP by
Sarma (1968, 2:156-58), kindly translated for me by Balaji Hebbar. Sarma, however, takes
what is "dear" to Kali and Ahlada as their own eyes, with the result that AhIada asks Kali
for blue eyes that are not only like Prthivlraja's, but like Kali's. Sarma bafflingly then has
the "great blue given by Kali" finally put "into the eyes of MahIraja." The Sanskrit,
however, may just be saying that blue is dear to Kali and Ahlada as a dark color of the Kali
yuga (cf. Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990, 62-63).
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(asuddha'!l nfpati'!l priyam) ," and goes to KaiHisa. And AhHida, escorted
by Kali, departs this world for the Plantain Forest (kadalrvanam) on
Mount Gandhamadana to dedicate himself to yoga and remain immortal
(230-36)".

Seeing him so engaged, Kali, filled with gladness, leaves Ahlada. He
goes to Bali, and then comes with him and a host of Daityas to Gaura
Desa (probably Ghor/Ghur in Afghanastan, and not Bengal) to tell Sahoda
(now called Saho~~Ina): "Go with your forces, protected by me at night.
Having slain P~hivlraja, seize Vidyunmala" (239). It does not seem to
be an impetuous passion. Sixteen years later, 36 Saho~~Ina conquers
P¢llvlraja's (remaining) sons at Kuru~etra. Summoning MahIpati, he
challenges Mahoba and plunders its wealth, but goes home after he is
unable, despite efforts, to obtain a "lingam" in the KIrtisagara (32.240
42)-probably the philosophers' stone, which in the Elliot AlM, at least,
was thrown there by Mal.hna to remain forever after the desolation of
Mahoba (W&G 273). Jayacandra, out of grief for his "son" (Le., his
nephew La~aJ;lll), stops eating, becomes an ascetic (yati) , and goes to
heaven after a terrible battle with Saho~~Ina (243-44). And after several
battles with Saho~QIna, P~hivlraja is captured, but dies unbound, slain at
his own command by Candrabha~~ with a luminous arrow, whereupon
Candrabhatta burns in fire. 37

Although the pauraJ;lika's version differs, and may indeed be old, he
seems to allude to the prthvrraj-rtisau's story that when P~hvlraj was
captured by Shihab al-Dln/Shihabuddin (whom we have been hearing of
as Sahoda-Saho~~Ina, and who is also known as Muhammad Ghori or
Muhammad of Ghor) and taken to Ghazna in Afghanistan, he was blinded
in prison and eventually able, with Chand's clever help, to kill his captor
with his talent of shooting at a target through hearing alone. 38 But if so,
the pauraJ;lika's strange encapsulation has another focus. It seems that
P~hivlraja's blue eyes were "given by Kali," and that, with Kali's boon,
Ahlada is purified by the last look those eyes give before Siva withdraws
from the king's protection-perhaps foreshadowing P~hivlraja's eventual
blinding. In any event, the story that Shihab aI-DIn lusted for Vidyun
mala, a daughter-in-law of P~hivlraja, seems to be unknown outside the
Bhavi~ya Purti1Jn. Moreover, it is highly intriguing that while Chand
Bardai claims Rajput credit for the assassination of Shihab aI-DIn, the
Isma'IIIs claimed credit for it as well. In such accounts, after Shihab al-

36Most sources place the final battle with Prthivlraj, which comes still later, only eleven
years after "Kuruksetra n."
3712.245-46. Through all this, the text is obscure and allusive, and not much clarified by
Sarma 1968,2:158-59.
38Pritchett 1980, 67-73. Cf. Vaidya 1926,338; D. Sharma 1940,741-42.
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DIn forced the submission of the NizarI Isma'IIIs of Quhis1an in Persia
and massacred those in Sind, the NizarIs "claimed responsibility for the
act. "39 Most interesting is one source which says that the "killers were
half of them circumcised and half uncircumcised," by which "it has been
suggested that the IsmA'ilis got together on the job with a certain Indian
tribe which was also accused, having recently been subdued by him"
(Hodgson 1955, 213). NizarI missions into India through Sind during the
Alamut period (1090-1256) are at the heart of doubled Muslim-Hindu
narratives that we shall explore further in chapters 10 and 11.

c. Duryodhana's Return

Thus Kali achieves his "establishment" through his Mleccha "sons,"
the Mlecchav~sa. P~hivIraja achieves the destruction of the Candra
v~sa. And K~~~sa achieves the destruction of the Agniv~sa. Or so
it seems. For we cannot be sure of everything in this ~~~saIIla.

Something has been left open. MahIpati is still alive. As we have seen,
he is the ~sa of Duryodhana. And Duryodhana, in the Mahiibharata, is
the ~sa of Kali.

If we look back over the career of MahIpati, of this incarnation of an
incarnation of Kali, it is not hard to detect that he has worked hand-in
hand with most of these "higher" puralftc designs: especially those of
Kali himself. MahIpati's scheming can be suspected to be motivated
historically by the displacement of the Pariharas not only from Mahoba
but Kanauj. He also always upholds the principle of caste hierarchy and
the purity of K~atriya lines. Although he deceives P~hivIraja as readily,
if not as often, as he does Parimala, he has married his two sisters to
them. He has thus married them to two of the three highest kings possible
(Jayacandra being the third), but he clearly resents his subordination to
the lunar Chandels, whom he has taught P~ivIraja to regard as "the
lowest of royal clans" (bhupakultidhamalJ) because of their affiliation with
the "Banaphars." Having opposed all marriages "down" by Agniv~sin

kings to the low "Banaphars" themselves, he must indeed question
Malam's marriage to Parimala, and perhaps even Agama's marriage to
P¢rivIraja, since the latter is ultimately only an Agniv~sin who is
forced to marry his own Kaurav~sa sons to the most outlandish and
degrading women imaginable, and his daughter "down" to a Chandel.

Disdaining the Candrav~sins and the intermarrying Agniv~sins,

MahIpati nonetheless allies himself with P~hivIraja. Now in the
Kt:~1JiirrlSacarita, PqhivIraja is the incarnation of D~ra~tra, the
Mahiibharata's blind king and father of Duryodhana, whom MahIpati

39Daftary 1990, 404; cf. Kassam 1995, 62.
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himself incarnates. As Duryodhana plays on the blindness of Dhrtara~tra
in the Mahtibhtirata, so Mahlpati plays on that of P~hivlraja, who
becomes literally blind in the end of the story.40 Like Duryodhana,
MahIpati is thus a great leveler, undermining the hierarchical principles
he supposedly stands for.

It is thus altogether fitting that MahIpati ends up "established" as a
vassal of Mleccha kings ruling from Mahobti. In the wider terms of the
Pratisarga Parvan's world history of north India, Mahlpati and the
Pariharas are the Agnivatpsa's only true survivors. Once the K':~1Jtif(lSa

carita is over, the Pratisarga Parvan's fourth kha~~a begins by tracing
each of the four Agnivatpsa lines from its origins to its end at Kuru~etra
II, and on into the medieval "future" of its "remnants. "41 The first four
adhyayas of kha~~a four end with a wind-up on each of the Agnivatpsa
lineages. For the Paramaras, once Gangasi~a dies childless at Kuru
k$etra, caste-mixing becomes widespread among Paramara women, and
their K~atriya remnants (se~tis ~atriyas) all act like Vaisyas and are equal
to Mlecchas.42 For the Chauhans, once P~hivIraja falls to Shihab aI-DIn
(now spelled Sahoddlna), the wives of the fallen Rajanyas carry on
mixed-caste unions with Pisacas and Mlecchas, and produce offspring
who are neither Aryas nor Mlecchas, but Jat~s (no doubt Jats) and
Mehanas (probably Meos)-although "here and there remnants are born
as Capahani (Chauhan) K~atriyas. "43 For the "Caulukya"-Suklas, not

40See above at n. 38.
41As the bard (suta) puts it in launching his account, "Listen at length to the account of the
kings of the Agniva~sa (agnivaf!lSanrpanam ca caritra'!l S1J!u vistarat)" (3.4.1.13).
423.4.1.45-46. Cf. Vaidya 1924, 116: Paramaras "have left very few representatives at the
present day"; with "minor chiefs only," some branches "have now become Mahomedans. "
433.4.2.26-28, closing: kvacitkvacicca ye se~alJ, k~atnyas capahiinijalJ,. Curiously, after
saying such offspring were neither Arya nor Mleccha, BhvP 3.4.2.28 tells that Jattas are
known as Arya and Mehanas as Mleccha. Meos (Meds, Me~s, Mewatis) of Mewat in
eastern Rajasthan and Bharatpur, from their earliest-known twelfth-century history, are
linked, often adversarially, with Jats, and maintained a "dialogic" Hindu-Muslim identity
up to Partition (Mayaram 1997, 27-30, 255-60; cf. chap. 1, n. 2). Early ethnographers
called them Mairs (Tod [1829-32] 1972, 1:538-43: mountaineer "marauders," some in the
north having become Muslims), or Me<;!s and Mers, as described along with the Jats among
the "Panjab Rajputs" by Baden-Powell (1899, 533-40). Straddling a "so-called [Hindu
Muslim] faultline" (Mayaram 1997, 47), they have a history and folklore of resisting state
regimes, whether Mughal, British imperial, Hindu, or Sikh, and now face both hinduizing
and islamizing "religious nationalisms" (32 and passim). In recent folklore, their lawyer
spokesman Yasin Khan depicts a Rajput identity for their clans (one "agnfvamf"-Chauhan;
others lunar from the Pan<;!avas, solar from Rama, Yaduva~sa from Kr~na, and one
"small"; 131), despite opposition from the Alwar king, who views them as Siidra and Dalit
(Chamar), and not originally from India (126-36, 146). The king, Maharaja Jai Singh of
Alwar (1882-1937), actually espoused a high Rajput nationalist rhetoric, Ram rajya state
ritualism, and ties with Arya Samaj and Sanatan Dharma campaigns to "reconvert" Muslims
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only do Jayacandra and La~aJ;lll die sonless, but "all their chief K~atriya
warriors were destroyed at Kuru~etra"; henceforth "little-king remnants
arose through caste-mixing" and were "corrupted" by Mlecchas. 44

But for the Pariharas, when "all the K~atriyas were slain at
Kuru~etra, MahIpati became the king of Mahoba. He then ruled the
kingdom with Shihab aI-DIn (SahoddIna) for twenty years. Those who
were partisans of the portion of Duryodhana died at Kuru~etra. "45 Not
only that, a descendant of the Pariharas' SardiilIya branch, Ghoravarman,
rules in Kalanjara, formerly the great fort of the Chandels, where he
establishes a kingdom that continues by the grace of Mahamaya.46 The
AgnivaI!lsa is thus doomed, with these major Parihara and minor Chauhan
exceptions, to merge into a great mixed-caste mass of Vaisyas, Mlecchas,
and little kings, the latter unpedigreed but for the name. Through the
collusion of Kr~~sa, Ahlada, Kali, Bali, MahIpati, and the Mlecchas,
they can no longer resist the establishment of Kali, now that their
predecessors, the five thousand little AgnivaI!lsa kings of Kuru~etra II,
have been annihilated. 47

In terms of the Kt:~rJiirrzSacarita' s working ofAlha's folk Mahabhtirata
back into "true" Sanskritic idioms, this pura~c complex would seem to
center on a precise indexical translation. MahIpati, incarnation of an
incarnation of Kali, is both a remnant of the CandravaI!lsa and a remnant
of the AgnivaI!lsa. K~~~sa's mission to destroy the AgnivaI!lsa has
entailed saving a CandravaI!lsa remnant after all: not via any of the
Pa~~ava "portions" who sided with the Chandels, but via the king of the
Kauravas, rerouted through an Agniv~sa detour by his reincarnation in
MahIpati, who survives Kuru~etra II for a brief rule from Mahoba at the
call of Shihab aI-DIn. This would seem to be one more meaning of the
"establishment of Kali": a collusion not only of Kali and Bali, but of a
portion of Kali through a portion of Duryodhana. How fitting that
Duryodhana, Kali incarnate, should share in the "establishment of Kali,"

and "purify" them, along with Dalits (54-71). Recall that Kishan Sharma places MIra
Talhan's tomb in Alwar, and links his "invasion" of India with those ofMahmud of Ghazna
and Shihab aI-DIn (chap. 6, n. 80).
443.78-79: sarve te ksatriyti mukhyti/J kuruksetre layam gatah ... sestistu k~udrabhaptilii

vamsaf!lkarasambhavtil). ... dUsittilJ,.
454.35-36: kuru~etre mt:tim prtipttih suyodhanakaliimfaktilJ,.
464.37-39; for further details, see Hohenberger 1967, 19-23.
47The pauraI,lika taps into traditions about Rajput lineages that are also reported by Sheering:
various clans tracing their reduced history and migrations through changed conditions
resulting from the conflicts between PrithIraj, Jaychand, ParmaI, and Shihab aI-DIn;
Paramaras, Chauhans, and other clans becoming degraded, or having many among them
convert to Islam (1872, 148-49, on Paramaras; 160-62, on Chauhans; 125-211, on
numerous references to clan histories linked with P~hvIraj and Jaychand). Cf. Wright 1873,
34-37, on manuscripts recounting Chandel migrations after these events.
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subordinating himself to Shihab aI-DIn, reborn as, ofall things-and with
what perfect irony-the last of the little kings.

To this, an oral AiM variant provides one more twist. Around Agra,
Mahil [MahIpati] is called Bauna Cora, the "Dwarf-thief. "48 His
motivation in upholding rank only to undermine it is here explained
simply as a desire for "loot": when people fight, there's loot for the
taking. He sows discord to enhance his prospects for plunder. Although
the K':~fJ1i1?1Sacarita does not know Mahlpati as Vamanacora (Bauna
Cora), or inform us on his height, he is summoned by Shihab aI-DIn
when the latter loots the wealth of Mahoba. 49 Perhaps what I have called
his "leveling" drive may help to connect his motivations around plunder.
In any case, when MOOil survives alone as "Baunachor," he is now a
"little king" in another sense. Although sources in Agra did not know
him as incarnation of Duryodhana, they knew him as a very short Rajput
thief.

480rally, from Kishan Sharma and two AiOO singers heard in Agra on December 3, 1995,
and in PatOOnga4ha ki laqaf, the chapbook AiM text the two singers sang from. The name
is not used in the Elliot AiM and is unknown to the informants I questioned in Mahoba. One
marvels that John Irving (1994) could imagine his "thug dwarf' Vinod without possibly
knowing this counterpart in a local folklore.
4932.241: mahfpatim pre~ayitva iUlJrOOyitva ca tadvasu. It is not clear what he is summoned
to do. Presumably he joins in the looting.



9 Time-Routes through
the Krsnamsacarita

The BhaviIiya PurtifJa, or "PuraJ;J.a of the Future," is above all about
time. The term pratisarga, referring to "secondary or continuous
creation," defines one of the five traditional topics of a pura~. 1 It bears
this meaning in the title of the BhaviIiya's third book, the Pratisarga
Parvan. Bonazzoli, as cited in chapter 7, is no doubt right that this
parvan best defines the puraJ;J.a's futurist agenda, and that it has been
subject to repeated updating, although I will question his view of how this
took place with regard to the present text.

The Kf~fJtirrzSacarita, embedded in the Pratisarga Parvan's AgnivaIp.sa
frame story, tells of the destruction of the Agni and Candra vaIp.sas by
focusing primarily on three lineages and kingdoms: the Delhi Chauhans,
the "Caulukyas" of Kanauj, and the Mahoba Chandels. The paura~ka,

however, provides two threads from this "AiM" back out to his past-as
prologue futurology. One, noticed at the end of the last chapter, is the
Parihara thread into the "future" through the rule of Mahipati and
Ghoravarman at Mahoba and Kalanjara. The other, noticed earlier, is the
Paramara thread back into the past through Gangasirpha. The Paramaras
end up as the thinnest strand within the Kf~fJtirrzSacarita: the first
AgnivaIp.sa lineage to dissolve into the mass of little kings on their
decimation day, the fourteenth of Kuru~etra II, with Gangasirpha's
death. But within the frame, they begin as the thickest strand of the
original AgnivaIp.sa K~atriyas when they pass through the reigns of the
great Vikramaditya, Salivahana, and Bhojaraja.

As observed in chapter 8, not only is the line of Paramara descent
between these three emperors fictive; the first two are probably figures
of historicized myth. Following Sircar, who has made the most
convincing study, Vikramaditya is probably based on Candragupta II

IThe five are: primary creation (sarga); secondary creation; reigns ofManus (manvantaras);
genealogy (vamSa) ofgods and sages; and genealogical lists (vaf!lStinucarita) of solar, lunar,
and other kings, which in most puranas carry "all the known lineages and dynasties up to
the mid-first millennium A.D" (Thapar 1992, 152).
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Vikramaditya (376-413 A.D.), called Sakari (Foe of the SakaS).2
Candragupta II's triumphs over the Sakas were probably transposed back
upon a fictional Vikramaditya, who is credited with founding an era in 58
or 57 B.C. that may have Scytho-Parthian origins in eastern Iran.
Salivahana, linked with the Saka era that seems actually to mark the
beginning of Ku~a~ rule in 78 A.D., is probably a personification of the
Satavahanas (based in Paithan on the Godavari river near Aurangabad in
Maharashtra, but with origins in Andhra and north Kanara). He seems to
draw his profile especially from the first dynast Simuka-Satavahana (mid
first century B.C.) and GautamIputra SatakaQIi (ca. 106-30 A.D.) who
defeated a branch of Sakas. 3 The Paramaras then promote the
Vikramaditya legend and era, and Bhoja Paramara (1000/1018-55) in
particular, who finds Vikramaditya's lost throne and listens to miraculous
stories about him, enters the Vikramaditya legend as the Mleccha-halting
Paramara whose imperial claims are enhanced by the association.

The thread of empire that runs through these figures, and the links
between empire and era that connects the mythology of the first two,4 are
sure reasons for rejecting the attempts by Edgerton and others to hold out
for the historically possible: that a real but unattested Vikramaditya
"might" have been a "local king of Malava" who "founded the era of 58
57 B.C." (1926, lxiv, lxvi). As Sircar shows, Indian usages regarding
eras are built over time upon the consensus of "successors and
subordinates" within imperial traditions (1969, 159). It is unimaginable
that a little king without known successors could have started an era. 5

But the Agniv3.Qlsa frame is nestled into a still wider frame. The great

2Sircar 1969, passim and especially 18, 81-83,89-91,108-19,161-67. Cf. Edgerton 1926,
xxvi, Iii, lviii-Ixvi; Basham 1967, 74, 495; Rajan 1995, xv-xvi, xxix-xxx, and 235, n. 2;
O'Brien 1996, 8-9.
3Pre-Paramara Malwa connections are in each case provided: the Satavahanas by extending
their Saka-conquests and rule into Malwa; Candragupta II by conquering and annexing west
Malwa and Ujjain from theSakas (Sircar 1969,65-71,101-3).
4In some sources Vikramaditya and his era represent north India and Sanskrit, Salivahana
and his era south India and Prakrit; in some the two become foes, in others they are even
identified (Sircar 1969, 109-12, 118, 167, n. 36). Each becomes a "national hero of Indian
folklore" (120, 167, n. 36). Cf. 158-59, 163-65 on the link between era and empire,
including usage ofthe Vikram era by the imperial Pratiharas. The Paramaras also flourished
under Bhoja (Basham 1967, 74).
50'Brien's study (1996) is interesting in this regard. The Bhattika era of laisalmer kings of
Rajasthan, dating from 624-25 A.D., begins as that of a "little kingdom," apparently tied
into a popular (laukika) era marked by hundred-year cycles, and possibly dated to
correspond to the Hijra of Muhammad, which marks the beginning of the Islamic era. The
Bhatt clan does, however, trace a continuous descent (and appears prominently, as we have
seen, in Ptibajlj, and by the fourteenth century the era is subordinated to the Vikram era.
Cf. also Hoemle 1909.
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early "Paramaras" and, with them, the Kt:~fJLiJ?1Sacarita, figure in only a
quarter of this larger frame: the fourth that concerns the Kali yuga. The
full outer frame pulls together all four yugas and is composed of a more
complex set of strands that considerably enlarges the career of Kali
himself: even into times that precede his yuga. 6 Combining the pura~c

conventions of genealogical lists (vaJ!lsanucarita) and yuga chronology,
the Pratisarga Parvan opens onto a distinctive vision of the Kali yuga,
and of the yugas that precede it.

A. How Do We Get to Where We Are?

The Pratisarga Parvan opens this vision in its first kha'!4a, tracing the
primal history of the solar line's Siiryav~sa-I~vakukings through the
Satya (or~) yuga (3.1.1). For the Treta yuga, it continues this line
through sixty-five Raghuv~sa kings, including Rama, who were "all
devoted to the worship of DevI" (3. 1.2. 1-38b), and introduces the
founding of the lunar Candrav~sa. Tracing this line from Candra to
S~vara~, it higWighs its segmentation through Yayati's five sons: the
Pauravas from Puru, Yadavas from Yadu, and Mlecchas from the other
"three [who] attained Mlecchahood."7 This is the first appearance of
Mlecchas in this yuga-chronology (3.1.2.38c-72).8 The Dvapara yuga
account then briefly locates the Yaduv~sa in Madhura (Mathura) and the
Mlecchav~sa in Marudesa (Rajasthan) (3.4-5), but concentrates on the
Paurava segment of the lunar line, following it through Kuru (after whom
it becomes also the Kaurava line) to the main Mahiibhtirata generations,
and on down to SatanIka, the Pa~~avas' twenty-third descendant (3.1.3.1
94), who hears the beginning (first book) of the Bhavi~ya Pura"a. From
here on, although the list goes on, it describes what SatanIka would hear
about the "future," even though much of it (including the Kt:~1Jii~acarita

and most of the Pratisarga Parvan) is told in the past tense. 9 The
pura~'s bard is from the beginning Lomahar~~, father of the Maha
bharata's bard Ugrasravas. And his chief ~~i-interlocutor in the
Pratisarga Parvan is Saunaka, the "master of the house" of the Nai-

6As does "Nala and Damayanti" (see Hiltebeitel forthcoming).
73.1.2.48: trayo mlecchatvamagatiilJ,. On the three sons who originate Mleccha lines
(Mlecchas, Bhojas, and Yavanas) in the Mbh, however, see Dumezill973, 18-19,47-48.
8Altemately, Vi~nu PuriirJa 4.3.40-49 traces the Mlecchas' (Sakas, Yavanas, etc.) desertion
(parityiiga) of Vedic rites to pronouncements by Vasi~tha during the originary time of king
Sagara. Several pura~as amplify this scheme (Wilson [1840] 1972, 299-300).
9See Hohenberger 1967, 1-3, 11; BhvP 1.1 opens the purana with the ~~is visiting king
Satan'ika, who questions Vyasa about dharmaSiistra and is referred to Vyasa's pupil
Sumanta; 3.1.3.93 mentions Satan'ika in the lunar genealogy; 3.4.6.1-42 describes how the
future is known through a yogic journey (see below).
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me~eya ~~is who listen to Ugrasravas in the Mahiibhtirata's outer frame.
Having heard Mahtibharata as pura~ from the son, Saunaka-twenty
three generations later-now hears pura~ from the father. 10

Now we learn that the Dvapara age ends not with the Mahtibharata,
but continues through some momentous novelties. The first comes when
SatanIka's great grandson, K~emaka, is killed by Mlecchas, and his son
Pradyota performs a "sacrifice of Mlecchas (mlecchayajna)" in revenge
(3.1.3.95-97). "How was this brilliant (vicaks.alJfl) sacrifice performed?"
asks Saunaka. ll Lomahar~a~answers: "Once, in Hastinapura, Pradyota
was caught up in the middle of a story (asthitalJ, sa kathamadhye)!" As
in the Mahtibhtirata and RamiiyafJa, Naimi~a Forest is once again where
stories turn. 12 Narada arrives and tells Pradyota, "Your father, slain by
Mlecchas, has gone to Yamaloka. By the efficacy of a mlecchayajfia, he
will go to heaven." Eyes aflame, Pradyota summons Veda-knowing Brah
mans to Kuru~etra to offer up the Mlecchas. One might call this
Kuru~etra I-A, since it comes after the Mahtibhtirata but is still in the
Dvapara yuga. Fashioning a vast four-cornered sacrificial pit (yajfia
kufJc!a) , the Brahmans deploy Vedic mantra, and the Mlecchas-who
include Harahii~s (Huns), Guru~~as, Sakas, Yavanas, Pallavas, Romajas
(Hair-Born People? Romans?), Kharas~bhavas (Donkey-Born People),
Dvlpasthitas (Island Dwellers), Clnas (Chinese), and Sagaramadhyagas
(Ocean Farers)-are burnt to ash. The episode resembles and probably
builds upon elements of two Mahtibhtirata sacrifices: Janamejaya's snake
sacrifice, which pulls serpents worldwide into a firepit to avenge the
biting of Janamejaya's father Pari~it; and Yudhi~thira's Rajasiiya, which
provokes the destruction ofK~atriyas in the Mahtibhtirata war, and which
Narada prompts Yudhi~thira to perform so as to transfer the latter's father
Pa~~u to heaven. Pradyota gives the Brahmans their honoraria, his father
K~emaka goes to heaven, and he himself comes to be known through the
rest of his ten-thousand-year reign as Mlecchahant~, Mleccha-killer
(3.1.4.1-10). Clearly, the Barbarian horizons will remain much the same
in the K':~fJti~acarita; but now we begin to see the type of history from
which they unfold.

It is then during the shorter two-thousand-year reign of Pradyota's son
Vedavat that the "Mleccha Kali," who, as we know, has yet to
"establish" himself and his Mleccha following, eulogizes Vi~~u and

lOOn Naimisa Forest, see chap. 4, n. 7; on the Naimiseya Rsis of the Mbh's outer frame
asking to hear Ugrasravas recite purana, see chap. 7, n. 32.
llFor vica~a1J.a, I try to render both is meanings of "splendid" and "clever." Clearly
Saunaka approves.
120n Naimi~a Forest conventions related to time and collapsing narrative frames, see chap.
4, n. 7, Hiltebeitel in press-h and forthcoming.
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laments the destruction of his lineage. Vi~~u delights him with the
promise that the MlecchavaqIsa will once again increase through a man
named Adama (tidamo niimn puru~alJ) and his wife HavyavatI; they will
originate from the mud or clay of Vi~~u (vi~fJ,ukardamntas;3.1.4.11-19).
Vedavat' s son dies childless, leaving kings to rise from all four castes.
And as the Dvapara yuga winds down to its last eight thousand-plus
years, Adama and HavyavatI-the former named for his restraint of the
senses (indriytifJ,i damitvti) and devotion to meditation on the atman
(3.1.4.29)-find themselves in an Indianized Garden of Eden:

A delightful great forest was made by the Lord, four krosas in extent,
in the eastern portion of the city of Pradana. Having gone to the base
of the tree of sin with the intention of seeing the wife, Kali approached
quickly, having taken the form of a serpent. Tricked by that deceiver,
the command of Vi~~u was broken. The husband, having eaten that
delightful fruit given according to the prevalent custom, food of air
was made for the two with leaves of the fig (udumbara) tree. The
daughters and sons born to them all then became Mlecchas. 13

For the moment, let us just mention the most endearing detail. Adama
seems to eat the fruit first, for that must be what is meant by "given
according to the prevalent custom" (lokamtirgapradam). Despite her being
the mother of Mlecchas, Eve has the makings of a good Indian wife,
feeding her husband before herself. She is deceived by the serpent, but
certainly no first sinner, and neither she, her husband, the author, nor the
Lord is bothered about anyone's nakedness.

Thence follows the descent from Adama and HavyavatI to the three
sons of Nyiiha/Noah (3.1.4.35-5.5). In his main story (4.45-5.5), Nyiiha
is a Mleccha Muni devoted to Vi~~u. Elsewhere in the Pratisarga
Parvan, he is also a Yavana or Greek (3.4.3.10); and, most important for
our purposes, the last king before the onset of the Kali yuga. 14 Vi~~u

tells him in a dream to prepare for a world-dissolution (pralaya) in seven
days by building a ship. Of biblical proportions,15 this ark allows

133. 1.4.30-33: pradiinanagarasyaiva purvabhiige mahiivanaml isvarelJa k':ta'!l ramyam
catuhkrosiiyatamsmrtamlIpiipavt:ksatale gatviipatnfdarsanatatparalJ,lkalistatriigatasturtJ,am
sarparapam hi tatkrtamll vamcitii tena dhurtena visnviijfiti bhamgatii~ gatiil khiiditvii
tatphalam ramya~ lokamargapradam patihll uduf!lbarasya patraisca tiibhyiim viiyvaSanam
krtaml sutiih putriis tato jiitiilJ, sarve mlecchii babhuvire.
143.2.5.10-11: kaleriigamanam; Hohenberger 1967, 12. The passage in the Nag Publishers
edition has kaleragamamanam in the second usage, a seeming misprint leaving a metric
irregularity. The passage occurs in the Pratisarga Parvan's version of one of the tales of
Vikramaditya and the genie (vettila). Cf. Rajan 1995, 59-60, where Nyfiha is not mentioned.
15Three hundred hastas long, fifty wide, and thirty high (3.1.4.50; cf. Gen. 6:15).
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Nyiiha, his relatives, eighty-eight thousand Mums, and "all living beings"
(sarvajrva) to survive the "rolled up" (stiJ!lvartaka) clouds of the Indian
pralaya, which produce a biblical forty-day rain that inundates all of
Bharatavar~a.I6 The floating Mums revere Vi~l:1u's Maya-that is, the
goddess-under names that resonate with the Kf~1JLif!lSacarita: "Homage
to MahakalI, to DevakI. Homage to Mahala~mI, to the mother of Vi~l:1u,

to RadhadevI. Homage to RevatI, Pu~pavatI, and Sva~vatI. Homage to
Kama~I and the mother named Maya.... 0 BhairavI, protect us, your
servants, from fear." Pleased, the goddess "makes the water peaceful."

In a year the earth is dry, and Nyiiha lands on the slopes of two
Himalayan peaks named Arac and Si~ira. 17 Dwelling there, the Mleccha
(Nyiiha) bewilders Vi~l:1u, presumably by offering or praise, and pleases
him. His Mleccha v~sa thus increases. 18 Also, for the increase of Kali
himself and the "discord" he embodies, Vi~l:1u turns his back on Vedic
speech and makes Mleccha speech for NyUha, who now, speaking
"backwardly" or "against the hair" (vilomam) , changes his three sons'
good Sanskrit names SIma, Sama, and Bhava (3.1.4.44) to Sima, Hama,
and Yakiita (3.1.5.4-5), in which one can better recognize Shem, Ham,
and Japheth.

From here on, as the Kali yuga gets underway, NyUha's biblically
identifiable descendants fill kingdoms named after them until the goddess
SarasvatI utters a curse: their Mleccha speech will increase in the Kali
yuga, but it will be the very lowest (mahiidhamalJ) of all languages;
meanwhile, the sound of Sanskrit (sarrzsk,:tasyaiva VtifJZ] should be heeded
in Bharatavar~a (3.1.5.5-21). Mlecchas cover all the earth except
Bharatavar~a, up to the SarasvatI River's auspicious bank. SarasvatI, who
hates Siidras, AbhIras, and Ni~adas for their encroachments even in the
Mahlibhiirata,19 thus makes it clear by her curse that she now defines
her scruples no longer primarily by caste but by language, culture,20
and, given all the emphasis on primordial descent, by something

16rJne condensation does not allow us to know whether "all jivas" come in pairs. Other than
the eighty-eight thousand Munis, Nyuha and his kin, those who remained were all destroyed
(3.1.4.54)-that is, presumably all other humans.
173.1.4.59: himiidresra~abhamayah, "slopes of the snowy peaks," seems to suggest that
aracca si~ina nama be taken as two slopes (cf. Hohenberger 1967, 12) rather than one
"peak'Aracca' (Ararat?)" (Bonazzoli 1979a, 34).
18"Then the Mleccha made Vi~l).u bewildered (mleccho vi~,!umohaf!l radiikaror)" (3.1.5.2);
it does not say how, but Hohenberger supposes it is through an offering (1967, 12), as in
Gen. 8:20-9: 1, where Noah's offering is followed by God's blessing, "Be ye fruitful and
multiply. "
19Sudras and AbhIras at 9.36.1-2, Nisadas at 3.130.4.
20See below on circumcision, beards, and beef eating as elements of the "Mlecchadharma"
(BhvP 3.3.3.23-27).
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approximating race. Yet one can probably also divine the principle by
which so many improvements in biblical history are made in the names
of the goddess-perhaps even including the exoneration of Eve.

The goddess has now to contend with the impact of a new barbarian
teacher: Miisa/Moses, the"Acarya of the Mlecchas," who fills the world
with his doctrines. 21 While god-praising Vedic speech is being
destroyed, four Mleccha languages (of four hundred thousand languages
total) take root in Bharatavar~a itself: Vrajabha~a, Mahara~trI, YavanI,
and Gurul:l<;lika. The last, which the text derives from the "mutilation"
(rulJ4a) of "cows" (gO),22 may, following Hoffmann, derive its name
from MurulJ4a, originally connoting a Saka people in India speaking an
Iranian language; as Guru1J4a, it would then have been applied over the
centuries to Buddhists, Christians, and ultimately the British, from whom
the pauraJ;Iika selects "Sunday, February, and sixty" as three exemplary
"Guru~9ika" words.23

Once the Mlecchas launch the Kali yuga by expanding their domains
and languages and spreading the teachings of Moses, they are resisted by
the R~i Kasyapa, who undertakes a kind of Vedic missionary trip to
Egypt. This expedition results in Mlecchas being brought into "India" for
the first time: more specifically, into Brahmavarta, the holy land between
the SarasvatI and Dr~advatI near Kuru~etra. Kasyapa's sojourn in Egypt
is still part of a biblical sequence, since, as Hohenberger observes (1967,
13-14), when the pauraJ;Iika refers to Egypt as Misra,24 it stands for
Mizraim of Genesis 10:6. The immigrants are either those whom Kasyapa
has converted to twiceborns and returned with himself, having made them
"disciples";25 or they are ten thousand (males by implication) whom his
son Ka~va has subdued by the power of Sanskrit speech.26

Upon accompanying Ka~va back to the Punjab, the ten thousand do
five years of tapas to SarasvatI, who seems to upgrade them from
Mlecchas by turning all their wives (not counted in the original number)

21MlecchticaryaSca musakhyas tanmataih puritam jagat; 3.1.5.30. The doctrines are not
specified.
223.4.22.70, as cited by Halbfass 1988,194 and 515, n. 109.
23Sande,pharvarf, andsiksati (3.1.5.37 and preceding); cf. Hoffman 1967, vii-xii. "Sun
day" and "sixty" (with all the sixty-year jubilees in the Bible) could allude to a Christian
preaching context. Hoffmann discusses "Gurundika" and the vocabularies selected for the
other three languages, confirming Vrajabhasa as a form of old Hindi from around Mathura;
Maharastri as a Prakrit; and tracing YavanT to words of Iranian (rather than Greek) descent.
243.1.5.9; cf. 6.12; 3.4.3.12; 21.15.
253.4.3.11-14; cf. 6.1-16.
26It is intriguing that the conversion ofMlecchas should take place between the SarasvatT and
Dr~advati, holy to Vedic Vratyas. See Hiltebeitel forthcoming on Vratya echoes in the
Mbh's sattra sacrifices, especially those performed in the Naimisa Forest and on the
Sarasvati; see also above chap. 4, n. 15.
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and eight thousand of the men into Sfidras, plus two thousand of the men
into Vaisyas. One might wonder whether the author imagines a kind of
inverse Exodus, with the majority of Mlecchas being led out of Egypt,
but into the alternate "servitude" of becoming Sfidras. In any case, one
of the Vaisyas named Acaryap~thu does twelve years of tapas and wins
Ka~va's blessing to found the city of Rajaputra (Rajaputrapuram),
perhaps Rajasthan (see below), or Rajgir in Bihar. There his wife
Rajanya has a son named Magadha, to whom Ka~va then gives the village
of Magadha, to the east (3.4.21.3-20). Alternately, under the name
Aryap~hu, he rules eight thousand Sfidras (who have perhaps migrated
with him) in the land of Rajyaputra (rajyaputradesa), here more likely
Rajasthan, before his son Magadha is consecrated, presumably at
Magadha. 27 One may note that the pauraJ)ika seems to "rajputize" this
phase of history by the names he selects. Another son of Kasyapa,
Praptavat, then divides Aryadesa into nine kingdoms. It is intriguing that
these stories of the conversion and rajputization of Mlecchas should all
be connected with Kasyapa, after whom Multan (Mfilasthana) in Sind
takes the alternate name of Kasyapapura (Dey 1927, 96). It is in Arab
Sind "sometime between A.D. 800 and 1000" that the Devala-sm,:ti is
written as the first Sanskrit text to define various penitential rituals of
suddhi ("repurification") whereby individuals "polluted by association
with mlecchas . . . could be readmitted to the Hindu caste system. "28

From here on, however, it is Magadha (Magadha) that comes into
view, as it usually does in purat.llc genealogies, as the rising power of the
Kali yuga: a land ruled by a lineage of nineteen listed but unpedigreed
kings-descendants of Mleccha converts, Sfidras, and Vaisyas. 29 While
Magadha's power grows, Vi~~u is born as a prince descended from
Kasyapa named Gautama (i.e., the Buddha). After perfecting the
Bauddhadharma or Buddhist religion (bauddhadharma'!l ca satr/Skr:tya),

273.1.6.17-18. These connections may recall the synchronism and rivalry between the
Pradyotas of Avantt-Ujjain in Malwa (ca. 546-396) and the Haryankas (ca. 546-414), first
ofwhom was the Buddha's contemporary Bimbasara, founder of Rajagrha in Magadha (ca.
546-414 B.C.); see Sircar 1969, 26-36, 44-45. In the Ram, Rajag~ha is also the Kekaya
capital on the upper Vitasta river southeast of Tak~asila (Schwartzberg 1992, 13 and 15).
2SMacLean 1989, 78. It was the nineteenth-century rediscovery of this text, for which Sindt
Muslims are both Mlecchas and Cal;1~alas, that "gave the modem suddhi movement (aimed
primarily at Muslims [and advanced by the Arya SamajD its classical referent for
reconversion" (Maclean 1989, 79, 82; brackets mine). Kasyapa's conversion of the
Egyptians to "twiceboms" also looks like an anticipation or playback of this history. Cf.
the views of Asopa 1976, 7-10 cited in chap. 14.
293.1.6.20-35. See Pargiter [1913] 1962, x-ii; Thapar 1978a, 273,352; 1984,47,70-71,
87-88, 113-14, 138-41; 160-64; 1991, 3, on Magadha in puranic lineages and in the
formation of the monarchical metropolitan state; Sircar 1969, 51, 54, 66-68, on the
"lowness" of Nandas, Mauryas, and Satavahanas.
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he goes to Pattat;m (Patna, in Magadha country). This marks the passage
of a fourth of the Kali yuga by the destruction of Vedadharma. Maurya
kings of Magadha are then traced down to Asoka (3.1.6.36-44). AIhti
claims the same one-fourth fraction for its Mahtibhiirata of the Kali yuga.

Hohenberger (1967, 5, 11-13) and Bonazzoli (1979a, 27-28, 33-39)
are surely right to see the biblical features of this sequence as well
worked from primarily Christian sources into a puraJ>ic frame or
structure, and to discount Aufrecht's contention that it is a literary hoax
perpetrated by an unscrupulous employee on the gullible owner of the
Venkatesvara Press, whom Aufrecht otherwise credits with good service
to the distribution of purat;Ias (1903, 276, 284). This press published its
first printed edition of the Bhavi~ya PurtifJa in 1897. But if it is not a
hoax, one can still not rule out parody. Pargiter, who sees the incorpora
tion of Genesis material as a "pious fraud" and an "interpolation,"
nonetheless adds that being "able to point to such prophetic accounts in
the literature would have been a valuable weapon . . . in the hands of the
brahmans against adversaries of other creeds" ([1913] 1962, xviii, n. 1).
Contextualizing such a view, Bonazzoli argues that a passage describing
Jesus as Isamasma, Jesus/"Lord" -the-Messiah (3.3.2.21-32), is composed
"by some cleverpafJ4it" against the background of the nineteenth-century
"Indian Renaissance" (1979a, 35-39): an argument, I will urge, that
should be strengthened and extended beyond this one passage. Since both
the Genesis-Exodus sequence and the Jesus passage are part of a Prati
sarga Parvan "history" of the Mlecchas that also embraces the Buddha,
Jesus, Muhammad, the Mughals, and the British in Calcutta, the whole
train would seem to be an answer to Muslims as well as Christians.
Moreover, the Jesus-passage carries this Mleccha history directly into the
Kf~1JLiJ!lSacarita, where its appearance in its second adhyaya sets it in a
diptych beside a portrait of Muhammad in the third adhyaya. These con
secutive adhyayas come between adhyaya 1, which tells of Siva's curse
of the Mahtibhtirata heroes to be reborn in "AIhti," and adhyayas 4-6,
which introduce the following: Kr~t;Ia'S promise to Kali to establish the
MlecchavaqIsa; the actual incarnations starting with BhIma's as the
Mleccha Talana or MIra Talhan (4.28-29); and the destruction of the
AgnivaqIsa as prologued through the imperial "AgnivaqIsa" rivalry be
tween Delhi and Kanauj.3O

The diptych thus places Jesus and Muhammad at the center of those
Kt:~1JLif!lSacarita events that bring the Pratisarga Parvan's wider Mleccha
history into focus as it ties in with continuities from Mahtibhtirata to
"AIhti." The two portraits are a study in contrasts.

30See chap. 5, table 4.
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The Jesus passage is set amid events that follow the reign of
Vikramaditya, who had established the four comers ofBharatavar~aat the
Indus in the west, Setubandha (Rameshwaram) in the south, Badansthana
(Badrinath) in the north, and Kapila in the east, with eighteen kingdoms
therein. 31 A hundred years after Vikramaditya, within the eighteen
kingdoms, "various tongues were established and many dharmas advanced
(ntinabhti~alJ,sthitastatrabahudharma-pravartakt1lJ,)" (2. 14)-presumably
not only the Buddhist and other "heterodox" dharmas, but Mleccha
teachings gathering strength from outside. "Having heard of the
destruction of the dharma," hosts of Sakas and others now entered
Aryadesa by crossing the Indus and the Himalayas. They plundered the
Aryas, seized their wives, and returned to their own countries (15-17).

Salivahana, Vikramaditya's grandson (pautras) , then conquered the
Sakas and other barbarian kings, seized their treasuries, made them
submit to his royal staff (da'!4a) , defined the boundary of propriety
(maryyada) to distinguish Aryas from Mlecchas, and established the Indus
as the geographical border between Sindhusthana (Sind) as the "furthest
of the Arya kingdoms," and Mlecchasthana, the land of Mlecchas,
beyond the Indus. Sind, whose islamization begins as early as 711, thus
becomes pivotal to this story, as it is to the story of Isma'III missions in
India. 32

Having accomplished all this, Salivahana, now as supreme ruler over
the Sakas, once came to a snowy mount (or Mount Himatunga), and
there, in the middle of the land of the Hu~s (Huns), he "saw an auspi
cious man (puru~a) standing on a peak, yellowish-white-limbed (gaur
a1!lgam) and dressed in white (svetavastrakam) , " who joyfully announced
himself; "Know me as the son of the Lord, born of a virgin womb, a
proclaimer of the Mlecchadharma, whose highest goal is the vow of
truth. "33 Asked further about his dharma, the son of the Lord replies
that he has appeared because "truth has been destroyed in the borderless
land of the Mlecchas," and that, as IsamasI, causing fear among the
Dasyus, he has reached the status of MasIha (masfhatvam upagatalJ,). His
dharma: by purifying the mind and body through murmured prayer
(japam), one murmurs the taintless supreme (japate nirmala1!l para1!l) , so

313.3.2.9-13; cf. 3.2.23.7.
32MacLean 1989; Khan 1997a; Kassam 1995.
332.22-24: giristham purusam subham . .. gaurlif!lgaf!l svetavastrakamll ... isaputram ca
mamviddhikumangarbhasaf!lbhavamlImlecchadharmasya vaktliramsatyavratapartiyanam.
This Jesus passage is also translated by Bonazzoli (1979a, 32-34), summarized with
translated verses by Hohenberger (1967, 17-18), and discussed with translated verses by
Diehl (1981). I do not note all my differences in translation. Salivahana's encounter with
the Huns, who invade India in the fifth and sixth century, must either be an intended
anticipation or an unintended anachronism.
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that, "by the rule of truthful speech, by mental oneness, by meditation,
one may worship the Lord (Isam) who is established in the maJ;l<;lala of
the sun," the immovable Lord in the Sun who "draws" all moving
beings. "By so doing, the masrhti, ever purified and beneficent, goes to
dissolution, having received the form of the Lord in the heart. "34

Although the term masrhti is feminine, it seems that the paurat;rika also
uses it in an Islamic sense, since Arabic al-Masf/J can denote not only the
son of God, but refer to "a spirit from Allah," and mean "purified" or
"filled with blessing. "35 As if in derivation from this presumed spiritual
quality, the son of the Lord finally gives his name as Isamaslha (2.18-31).
Salivahana bows "to him who was worshiped by Mlecchas," makes him
stay in the terrible Mlecchasthana, goes home to perform a horse
sacrifice, and ascends to heaven (32-34).

As the Jesus passage is set in the aftermath of the reign of Vikram
aditya, so the Muhammad passage is set in the aftermath of Salivahana.
Through the five-hundred-year rule of the latter's "Paramara" successors,
the boundary of propriety (maryyada) is lowered until the reign of the
tenth, Bhojaraja: the "real" Paramara Bhoja. Having seen this moral
boundary destroyed, he undertakes an imperial digvijaya. Joined by the
great Sanskrit poet Kalidasa36 and other Brahmans, he approaches the
banks of the Indus with his army, conquers various kings, obtains their
treasuries, and submits them to his royal scepter (da~~a). At this time a
Mleccha named Mahamada comes in the company of a teacher and a divi
sion ofdisciples (3.1-5). Hohenberger is surely right that Mahamada must
stand for Muhammad (1967, 18, n. 2): as elsewhere in the Kt:~1Jii1!1Sacar

ita, it would seem that the Prophet is conflated with Islamic invaders,
perhaps in this case with Mahmud of Ghazna.

Bhojaraja worships Siva in Marusthala (the Marwar area of Rajasthan),
and Siva, after purifying him, sends him to Mahakalesvarasthala, which
the god describes as follows: a land corrupted by Mlecchas called
VahIkas, where Aryadharma counts for nothing; there a great magician

342.26-31 b, closing: kt:tYena ... masihli vilayamgaltl/ isamilrrihradi prtlpltl nityaSuddhii
sivamkan-. Isa is translated here as "Lord," as in Sanskrit; but it is also Hindi and Bengali,
via Arabic, for "Jesus."
35Gibb and Kramers 1953, 173, 361. I do not follow Bonazzoli's view that "the sloka
identifies Masihii with impermanence" (1979a, 37; cf. 33). But Diehl's comment that
IsamasI (2.26) is "by some interpreted as a goddess" (1981, 74: he does not say by whom)
is intriguing given the feminine of masihii (2.30), and the tendency noticed above to
introduce the goddess into biblical stories. Cf. Bonazzoli 1980, 221-23, 231 on the "tantric
flavor" of BhvP 2.1.9.54-56, a passage referring to "devI in the form of a lingam."
3%e paurat;lika seems to have brought Kalidasa from the court ofVikramaditya, where he
is already an anachronism (Sircar 1969, 122-23), to that of Bhoja where he is even more
of one.
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(mahtimayin) named Mahamada has come, whose highest goal is the work
of Paisacas (3.6-13). At the bank of the Indus, Mahamada tells Bhojaraja,
"Your god, 0 king, has come into my servitude. He would eat my
leavings. Just watch!" In his harshness, Bhojaraja has an inclination
toward Mlecchadharma. But KaIidasa, recognizing his bewilderment,
turns furiously against Mahamada, and announces that he will slay this
"ill-behaved VahIka lowest of men." Having murmured (japtva) and
offered ten thousand silent prayers, he turns Mahamada to ash. Yet
"having become ash, the magician (miiyaVl) attained the state of Mleccha
divinity (mlecchadevatvam-agata'J)" (20). His disciples take up their
guru's ashes and return to Vahlka country, approaching it in a non
intoxicated state (madahtnatvamagatam, 21). There they found the city
ofMadahIna, "Without intoxication," Le., Medina, which is "like a tlrtha
to them"; but they dwell there "having intoxication as their highest goal
(madatatpara'J)" (21-22).

One night, using magic, Mahamada then takes on a Paisaca body to
tell Bhojaraja that, although Aryadharma is the best of all dharmas, his
doctrine (mata), "by the command of the lord (tsajiiaya) , " will make the
Paisacas' dharma harsh: they will circumcise, wear beards but not
topknots, eat cows, and use a pestle (musala) rather than kusa grass for
their sacrament (salflSktira). The latter implies that the name "Muslim"
is derived from their being "born possessing a pestle (musalavanto hi
jatayo)" (3.23-27). Having thus spoken, the god (deva) departs, and
Bhojaraja comes home. He establishes the heaven-bestowing sound of
Sanskrit among the three va~s, and Prakrit among SUdras; and during
his fifty-year rule, the boundary of propriety resembles that of the gods.
Aryavarta becomes a world ofmerit (pufJyabhami) between the Himalayas
and Vindhyas; there Arya va~s are instituted, while caste mixture is
entrenched beyond the Vindhyas (28-31)-that is, in south India!

The third adhyaya brings closure on this diptych in its last verse: The
Mleccha realms are divided between the "Musala-possessors" on the far
bank of the Indus, and followers of the "religions (dharmma'J) of
Isamasiha"-note the plural-in the barbaric Tu~a country and in various
islands (3.32). No doubt the Christian "religions" are Catholic and
Protestant, and Great Britain one or more of the islands. That it is a
diptych can hardly be doubted. In this case we can even argue, along with
Bonazzoli, that "the author of the two adhyayas is most probably the
same" (1979a, 35): a point that I would extend, allowing for the authorial
redaction of variants, to most if not all of the K':~fJCitr1Sacarita, and the
earlier Mleccha history from Adam and Eve to the sojourn in Egypt. 37

37With a "methodological approach" committed to arguing for "the process of inserting new
topics" (1979a, 27), i.e., interpolation, Bonazzoli offers no thought on the two adhyayas'
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The Jesus and Muhammad passages show a common concern with the
emergence of multiple tongues and dharmas; with etymology; with
appearances by both Jesus and Muhammad on the borders of India; with
boundaries of both propriety and land; with kings who restore the
boundaries, but with diminishing returns from Vikramaditya through
SaIivahana to Bhoja. From the first to the last, Aryadesa has shrunk from
all India to north India, the latter being the constricted world of the
heroes of AiM, whose story immediately follows. Contrasts are further
evident between Jesus and Muhammad. Each attains a kind of divine
"status": Jesus that of Masma, Muhammad that of Mleccha divinity.
Jesus teaches japam as a means to the highest realization; Muhammad is
burnt to ash by japam. Jesus's dharma is essentially Upani~adic, and
consonant with Veda;38 Muhammad's dharma is demonic (paisaca), and
a caricature of Islam by way of non-Vedic customs.

Our author is doing comparative religions. On each side, however, it
would seem to be not just a case of appropriation and parody, but of
playful yet deliberate misunderstanding and distortion. This is obvious in
the case of Islam and Muhammad, but equally so for Christians and
Jesus. Although biblical Mlecchas are low in their speech and teachings,
Jesus is not alone among them in having elevated Upani~adic insights. So
too Hanuka (Enoch) "had Vi~J;lu-bhakti as his highest goal, making fruit
offerings, and always conquering (in the conviction) 'That art thou indeed
(tat tvarrt hi asi).' "39 This of course depletes the biblical figures of any
spiritual originality: a stance consonant with the Hindu Renaissance's
Vedantic elevation of the "spiritual East" to the source of all religious
unity, the source from which other religions' (and even Hinduism's)
differences can be "tolerated." Muslim (and also Buddhist) Mlecchas lack

context in the Kr~1JLimSacan·ta or the Pratisarga Parvan.
38The masiha goes to dissolution in the heart in the purified image of the Lord; the Lord is
worshiped in the mandala of the sun. I do not agree with Diehl (1981, 74-75) that these
descriptions are residues of Iranian sun worship (in the BhvP these are mainly in the first
book). Some key passages are BAUp. 2.3.3: distinguishing the brahman that is formed,
mortal and unmoving from brahman that is unformed, immortal, and moving, the latter's
"essence is the person (puru~a) in the ma~~ala of the sun"; Maitn- Up. 6.1: this "golden
puru~a (hiranmayal! puru~ah) who is within the sun (aditye)" is also "within the lotus of the
heart"; ChUp. 1.6.7: "the golden person who is seen in the sun has a golden beard and
golden hair; all is golden to the tips of the fingernails"; Katha Up. 2.2.11 on the sun's
purity; and various texts (e.g., ChUp. 8.6.5) on passage through the sun on the itinerary
of liberation. Jesus is a "yellowish-white-limbed puru~a" (gaura can mean golden, his skin
being distinguished from the pure-white sveta of his clothes). The Chatra PraMs repeatedly
describes Rajputs slain in battle as ascending to the mansions of bliss in warlike dress
through the solar orb (pogson [1828] 1971,39,45,52,68,76).
393. 1.4.39-following Hohenberger 1967, 12, taking 'hi' as a metrical necessity. So too
Adama, as cited above.
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Upani~adic refinements.
Moreover, resonances between the stories relating biblical and Muslim

traditions and the K':~l,!lirrzSacarita's "Alhti" suggest that the Pratisarga
Parvan is a relatively congruent work. The "command" (ajM) of Vi~~u
in paradise recalls the "divine command" (fsajM) by which Mahamada
corrupts the Mlecchas (3.24) and the command (ajoo) of Siva that
determines the reincarnations of Mahiibharata heroes. The term for
"deceiver" (dharta) describes not only Mahamada (3.18) and Kali as the
serpent in paradise (3.1.4.32), but the "rogue-deceiver" MahIpati (20.34;
22.42), who, by incarnating Duryodhana, inherits (as it were) a portion
of Kali that Duryodhana himself incarnated.

Historically, as Hohenberger observes, the Pratisarga Parvan also
knows Mughal (mukula) history from about 1400 with its account of
Timiir-Tamburlaine-called Timiralinga, "Dark Linga" or "Linga of
Darkness" (3.4.6.44-57)-through the great Indian emperors to the
plundering of Delhi in 1739 by the Persian Nadir Shah (called the Daitya
Nadara) during the Mughal rule of Muhammad Shah (3.4.22.1-58). Thus
1739 could mark a terminus a quo for the text's history of the Mughals.
If so, the same terminus would apply to its Genesis-Exodus sequence in
its first kha~<;la, its Jesus-Muhammad diptych in its third (the
K':~TJLirrzSacarita), and the history of the Agniva1p.sa kings at the beginning
of the fourth, since all these segments tie conceptually together.

Hohenberger suggests 1739 as a date "around" which the Genesis
Exodus sequence would already have had prior Indian tellings in response
to the Syrian Bible of the Thomas Christians and Bible translations into
various Indian tongues (1967, 7,23-25). Recalling that "Sunday" is an
example of "Guru~<;la" speech, it is even possible that the Pratisarga
Parvan answers not to vernacular Bible translations or the Syrian Bible,
but to the English Bible. In any case, it surely knows details that
condense from a biblical text, or from an oral tradition that has kept
specific biblical details in mind. From the story of Adam and Eve, it
knows man's birth from mud or clay, the east of Eden (Pradana, "giv
ing" or "gift," seems to be chosen for its homophony with "Paradise"
and "Eden" rather than for any etymology), the divine command (with
no explanation), and the fig leaves (to eat air rather than hide naked
ness).40 From the story of Noah, it knows the proportions of the ark.
From the story of Jesus, it knows the virgin birth, perhaps the sermon on
the mount, and, even if it is not biblical, the title "son of God."

Nonetheless, virtually all the biblical names seem to be of Arabic

4°This matter is obscure to me.
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rather than English derivation. 41 It appears that the paura~ka knows the
stories from some closeness to biblical sources, but prefers names
familiar from Muslim usage. 42 Moreover, along with points that could
be drawn from either Islamic or biblical sources (Adam's creation from
mud; Jesus's virgin birth), there are at least three that could echo Muslim
traditions: (1) the name IsamasIha, as above; (2) a Hadith describing a
dream in which Muhammad "saw at the Ka'ba a very handsome brown
complexioned man with beautiful locks, dripping with water, who walked
supported by two men; to his question who this was the reply was given:
al-Masil.I" (Gibb and Kramers 1953, 361)-could the Ka'ba be trans
formed into the site for a sermon on a snowy mount? (3) Ahmadiyya
traditions of Jesus' sojourn in Kashmir, possibly reflected in his
revelation on the snowy peak-if, as Bonazzoli (1979a, 37-39) and Diehl
(1981,76-77) suppose, HUl;ladesa (2.22) refers to Kashmir. 43 Given such
considerations, it is probably best to assume that the paura~ka and his
Sanskrit-reading audience would have shared not only some awareness of
Bible stories, but a knowledge of Islamic names and some familiarity with
Islamic lore. Such Islamic names are well attested in nineteenth-century
Bengali (Chatterjee 1995a, 87, 191-94).

Since references to Queen Victoria's Calcutta provide a mid- to even
late-nineteenth-century terminus ad quem for other Pratisarga Parvan
passages, I would suggest that this century-and-a-half-Iong window is not
only a period in which to envision the composition of these obviously
"late" segments, but of the Genesis-Exodus sequence and the Kt:~fJtirrtSa

carita-with its Jesus and Muhammad passages-as well. Clearly we are
beginning to narrow this window. For the moment, let us register that a
pura~c project of this kind would not have been undertaken in isolation.
For one thing, it is a kind of inverse hierohistory that connects the
founding stories of the "western Mleccha" traditions not with the creation
of the universe and the guiding hand of God in history, but with the great
revivals Barbarism that go by the names of Buddhism, Christianity, and
Islam. The threading into one such history of the seven mlecchacaryas
whose stories it emphasizes-Adam, Enoch, Noah, Moses, Buddha,

41See Gibb and Kramers 1953 on Adam (13-14); Hawwa (138), from which HavyavatI is
more easily derived than from Eve; Nuh (450-51); Musa (414-15); 'Isa (173-75) and al
MasTh (361). Yafith (637-38) is no closer to Yakiita than Japheth.
42Cf. Bonazzoli 1979a, 34-35, who says both that "the source of all these [biblical] passages
seems to be the Bible either read or heard," and that, for the Jesus passage, the "source
seems to be both Christian and Muslim. "
431 do not, however, agree that the "play on the words 'acala-cala" of slokas 29-30,
although common in Sanskrit Literature," could be "an attempt to interpret 'Christ' as a
kind of 'wanderer'" (Bonazzoli 1979a, 37). Bonazzoli ignores straightforward explanations
by way of the Upani~ads and BhG 18.61, as noted in the latter case by Diehl (1981, 74-75).
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Jesus, and Muhammad-bears a five-sevenths resemblance to the
sequence of prophet-"enunciators" (na#,qs) who mark the seven eras of
Isma'III heirohistory-Adam, Nfil:1 (Noah), IbrahIm (Abraham), Miisa
(Moses). 'Isa (Jesus), and Muhammad, to be followed by the messianic
Imam (the MahdI, Rightily Guided One, or Qa'im, Riser).44 Even if one
cannot safely posit a direct Isma'III or ShI'ite inspiration, the paurat;rlka
refashions an appropriated heirohistory like theirs that spirals downward
into the depths of the Kali yuga, only to subsume and redeem it as a
divine lIla-without, let us note, a messiah. Moreover, if we are right
about the nineteenth century as the period of composition, it is one that
was preceded by over a century of attempts by European writers "to
explain" Indian mythology within "the limits set by Genesis" (Mukherjee
1987, 10), and corresponds to the time in which William Jones was not
only to link his discovery of the spread of Indo-European languages with
the Tower of Babel, but to write The History of the Life of Nader Shah
(1773) "for the sake of exposing 'the most infamously wicked' and of
'displaying the charms of liberty' by 'showing the odiousness of tyranny
and oppression. '''45 Who "owns" these "stories of old" (pura~s) is thus
as serious a question as how one tells them-in relation to other stories
of religion, empire, eras, and invasion. 46 From our pauraJ;lika's
perspective, the Bible is quite justifiably a Mleccha pura~.

B. The Buddhists and the Agnivaql§a

Yet as we have seen, this paura¢ka is no less interested in outlandish
western Mlecchas who challenge the borders from outside than he is in
those Mlecchas who begin, at least, by coming as immigrants from Egypt
under the sponsorship of the great ~~i Kasyapa: the fifth-column Bud
dhists. It is in response to the rise of Buddhism in connection with
Magadha imperial power that we get the Pratisarga Parvan's account of
the origin of the Agnikula K~atriyas. A Brahman named Kanyakubja
arranges a sacrifice to Brahma on Mount Arbuda (Mount Abu in Raja-

44Daftary 1990, 139-40, 219, 394, 564; there are also variants (see 105). The place of
Kasyapa in this heirohistory could be taken as an eighth such preceptor. The omission of
Abraham might raise intriguing questions.
45Quoted from Jones's Preface by Mukherjee (1987, 38), though as Mukherjee shows (38
40), Jones resisted making Nadir Shah an "oriental despot." See ibid., 85-97, especially 93
on fitting "Creation, the Deluge and migrations" into the Genesis framework. It was also
the period in which Voltaire could say, "there is no mention of Adam or Noah, or any of
our sacred history in the ancient books of the Hindus" (Mukherjee 1987, 7, citing Voltaire,
Fragments sur l'Inde, pp. 47-47)-a statement that the purana and Jones might be said to
"correct" with their novel antiquities.
46See Hiltebeitel 1994 on Jain treatments of Hindu puranic themes, and in press-g. Cf.
Bhabha 1994a, 102-22, on strategies of receiving the English Bible.
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sthan) , and by means of Vedic mantra, four K~atriyas originate: the
Samavedin Pramara, ancestor of the Paramaras, who lived in the Avanta
city AmbavatI (that is, Ujjain); the triple-vedin Sukla, ancestor of the
Caulukyas, who went toward Allarta and lived in Dvaraka; the Yajurved
in Capahani, ancestor of the Chauhans, who went to Ajamera (Ajmer) in
the land of Rajyaputra (which is more clearly Rajputana-Rajasthan here
than in the Acaryaprthu-Aryaprthu story); and the Atharvevedin Parlhar
aka, ancestor of the Pariharas, who lived in Kalanjara. We shall look at
the myth of Agnikula origins more closely in chapter 13, but no variant
is more Brahmanical than this one: all Buddhists were destroyed, four
hundred thousand struck by heavenly weapons. 47 Agnivat:p.sa kings also
destroy Buddhists at Bodh Gaya (3.4.21.23-35).

Problems with Buddhists persist into the KJ:~1JLirrzSacarita itself, where
Agnivat:p.sin heroes join the "Banaphars" in their anti-Buddhist China
expedition. 48 But the important point is that the Agnivat:p.sa K~atriyas are
created to oppose them. As far as I know, a connection between the rise
of the Agnikula and the suppression of Buddhism is historically unverifi
able. 49 But that has not discouraged the inference and the generation of
myths, including scholarly ones. Thus Crooke could say that the Agnikula
origin myth "describes how, by a solemn act of purification or initiation,
under the superintendence of one of the ancient Vedic Rishis or inspired
saints, the 'fire-born' septs were created to help the Brahmans in repress
ing Buddhism, Jainism, or other heresies, and in establishing the ancient
traditional Hindu social policy, the temporary downfall of which, under
the stress of foreign invasions, is carefully concealed in the Hindu sacred
literature."5O Similarly, the Muslim ideologue Abul Pazl, who recounts
the ancestry of Akbar in strains reminiscent of a puraJ).a51 and chronicles

473.1.6.45-7.4, especially 6.48: sarve bauddhii viniiSitiih/ caturla~iih smflii bauddhiih
divya.sastrailJ, prahiiritiih. Note that the Pariharas are in Kalanjara, preceding the Chandels
in this pivotal fort, as pre-Chandel history would expect.
48See chap. 9, § D. Recall also the cautionary words of Caitanya at Puri (chap. 7, n. 37).
4~. B. Singh 1975, 33, 158, insists there is no record of opposition to Buddhists in the
history of the Agnikula clans. Stressing Hindu-Buddhist harmony, he suggests the legend
may be a sixteenth-century back-reading from encounters with Muslims.
soCrooke in Tod [1829-32, 1920] 1990,1 :xxxiii; Crooke refers to other texts than the Prat
isarga Parvan, which does not conceal such matters. Regarding Crooke's notions of purifi
cation or initiation as supposititious, Asopa distinguishes "theories" that the Agnikula
~atriyas were born to help the Brahmans against Buddhists (1976, 28, 87, 90) from ones
that they were former Buddhists whom the fire-birth purified (ibid., 26, 37-38). Crooke
thinks the myth (and others like it) conceals the successes of Buddhism and other
heterodoxies Asopa that it conceals the Agnikula Rajputs having originally been Brahmans
(29-31,39, 94, 98). On concealment theories regarding the Agnikula, see further chap. 13.
51See Richards 1993, 45-47 on Abul Fazl's Akbar-Nama and Ain-i-Akbari, which, I would
suggest, appear to be puranic in much the same flavor as the Pratisarga Parvan. See further
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Akbar's (and thus his own) familiarity with Rajputs (a band of whom
eventually slew him from ambush),52 gives a straightforward account of
Agnikula opposition to Buddhists:

To consume his passions, an ascetic named Mahabaha kindled the first
flame in a fire temple, and was surrounded by other penitents. "About
this time the Buddhists began to take alarm and appealed to the
temporal sovereign, asserting that in this fire-temple many living
things were consumed in flaming fire, and that it was advisable that
the Brahmanical rites should be set aside." When the king followed
their advice, the ascetics, "resolved on redress, sought by prayer a
deliverer, who should overthrow Buddhism and restore their own
faith. The Supreme Justice brought forth from this fire-temple, now
long grown cold, a human form, resplendent with divine majesty and
bearing in its hand a flashing sword." This champion of the Brahmans,
named Dhanji, obtained the throne, renewed brahmanical observances,
and became the ancestor of the Paramaras. (R. B. Singh 1975, 223-25)

As we shall see, the Paramaras are the first Agniv~sa clan to claim their
ancestor's birth from fire. One should probably not make much of the
distinction between their ancestor's being born from fire, and from a
"fire-temple, now long grown cold" (R. B. Singh 1975, 224). Certainly
Abul Fazl's version of this myth-"apparently based on some current
tradition of the sixteenth century" (ibid.)-would have come from Hindu
(Rajput and/or Brahman) sources.

Quite possibly, the origin myth of the Agniv~sa Rajputs may have
absorbed themes from the history ofHfi~ invaders, who, by 500 A.D.,
had established powerful kingdoms in western India under Toramat;Ia and
his son Mihirakula. The latter was remembered by the seventh-century
Chinese Buddhist pilgrim Hsiian Tsang as "a fierce persecutor of
Buddhism, "53 and by the fifteenth century, Hfi~s could be listed among
Rajput jagfrdars. 54 The myth also seems to reflect a "resurgence of
Brahmanical Hinduism . . . in north India at the expense of Buddhism
and Jainism," one that took place between the late eighth through twelfth

ibid., 26, 129.
52He was killed by the Bundela Rajput chief Bir Singh Deo under orders from Akbar's son
Jahangir.
53Basham 1967, 68; adding: "The invasions of the Hiit;las destroyed and dispersed the older
martial tribes of Rajasthan and their places were taken by newcomers, either acclimatized
invaders or indigenous tribes from the hills, from whom most of the Rajput clans of the
Middle Ages were descended" (69)-a sort of compromise, recognizing the "older martial
tribes." Cf. Thapar 1978a, 170; 1992, 73.
54See Thapar 1978a, 190, n. 108, and 172, 177; Bose 1956, 3; D. Sharma 1959.
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centuries with the population and royal courts becoming generally
Vai~J;Iava, Saiva, or Sakta. 55 Yet at the key crossroads of Sind, the
predominant Buddhists (the Sammitlyas or Pudgalavadins) of lower Sind
and the Indus trade routes did quite uniformly collaborate with eighth
century Arab invaders, separating themselves (and their merchant inter
ests) from "Hindus" (avant la lettre), who followed the unsuccessful
resistance of the Brahman king Dahir (whose wife instigated a mass
widow-burning after his death). While the results of Buddhist collabor
ation in Sind were short-lived, the history of Hinduism there continued
in multiple forms, first with Brahman-led resistance continuing in upper
Sind around Multan, and by the mid-ninth century yielding the earliest
indications of Isma'III-Hindu "syncretism. "56 To look ahead to the next
chapter, one may suspect that the centrality of Multan for Isma'III
missions from Persia in the subsequent Alamiit period (1090-1256) draws
not only on the earlier history of Alids and Fatimid Isma'IIIs in upper
Sind, but on determinations of both NizarIs and hinterland Rajputs in that
area and beyond to tum common peripheralities into resistant political
alliances57 while their Pits and Jogls forged interchangeable religions
visions.

In any event, it is at the source of the mix of Mleccha (including
Muslim) invasions and the rise of Buddhism that the Pratisarga Parvan
places the origin of the Agnivat11sa K~atriyas, and it is into this mix that
it introduces the great "Paramara" Vikramaditya.

c. Vikramaditya's Era

It cannot be an object of this study to explore the mythology or oft
doubted historicity of Vikramaditya. 58 For our purposes, however, he
is a pivotal figure, and four points must be made in relation to the
complex that surrounds him. These concern (1) his portrayal in the
Pratisarga Parvan, (2) his relation to the other AgnivaQlsa lineages; (3)
his "era"; and (4) his foothold in the K':!i1Jii~acarita, which has to do
with the Naimi~a Forest.

1. The Pratisarga Parvan does not link Vikramaditya directly with the
destruction of Buddhists, although it situates him historically after the
death of Asoka, by which it defines their ascendancy. It does, however,
connect him with Mleccha history through the figure of Kali. Kali

551 quote from McGregor 1984, 4, 6, who speaks only of the period from 1000-1200 A.D.
But the trend precedes this, and also has south Indian antecedents.
56MacLean 1989, 13, n. 43, 50-82, 131-37.
57Cf. Maclean 1989, 127-50; Kassam 1995, 47-67.
58See especially Sircar 1969, 94-168; Edgerton 1926, lviii-ciii; Pandey 1995, 372-78; Gold
1992,61; aboveatnn. 2-5.
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worships the Sun, and after five years Siirya gives him a man named
Saka, who receives from Kali the city of Taittira in what the paurat;rika
calls "Taittiri country" (taittiridesa). Saka brings bands of Dasyu
herdsmen (gopan. dasyaga,!an) from that region under his power, and
makes repeated efforts to destroy Aryadesa (3.4.1.17-20). The Sakas have
already appeared toward the end of the Dvapara yuga to be sacrificed by
K~emaka and regenerated through "Adam and Eve" with the help of Kali.
And in the Kf~,!arrlSacarita, Vikramaditya's "grandson" Salivahana
conquers "the hard-to-attack Sakas born in the Clna-Taittiri region"
(2.18) just before his encounter with Jesus in Hii~desa. Taittiri also
becomes associated with the Mughuls (Mukula) through the depredations
of Tamburlaine, who will come from Taittiri, raid Delhi, mock Hindu
gods, bum books, ridicule Vi~J;lu's presence in salagrama stones, and
return to Taittiri to build his fort with steps to the throne made of
salagramas brought back on camels (3.4.6.44-56). Taittiri in these
passages derives from "Tartary," as Dey has perceived, citing the
Pratisarga Parvan as his only source. 59 As with "Sunday, February, and
sixty," it seems that the paurat;Uka has Sanskritized an English (or
GUfUJ;l<;tika) usage.

It is in this long-range history of conflicts with Buddhists, Muslims,
and the British that we may probably understand Siva's interest in sending
Vikramaditya to earth as an ideal "Hindu" emperor to counter rival
emperors of these other two faiths. Siva establishes a lion throne
decorated with thirty-two designs for Vikramaditya at Ujjain, and ParvatI
creates a Vaitala (genie) to protect him and instruct him by riddles with
the famous stories of "The King and the Corpse."6O After hearing these
stories, Vikramaditya performs a horse sacrifice that is celebrated by all
the gods but Candra, who claims, no doubt significantly in relation to the
disappearance of Candrav~sakings, that he cannot tarry on earth in the
Kali yuga. The horse's wandering defines the aforementioned boundaries
of Vikramaditya's empire at Kapilasthana (east), Setubandhana (south),
the Indus (west), and Badanvana (north). After a thorn-free rule, he goes
to heaven (3.2.23.3-16), leaving, as noted earlier, eighteen kingdoms
within these clearly ideal imperial boundaries.

We have met these boundaries at the end of the Kf~1JtirrlSacarita. These
four comers of India are the same destinations that Vela and the dying
Brahmananda visit as pilgrims on horseback. Considering that they are
defined by Vikramaditya's imperial Asvamedha, it looks as if the

59j)ey [1889] 1927,200; 1927,9-10,118.
603.1.7.18-2.22.37; Hohenberger says these twenty-two vaitala stories agree "extensively
with those of the VetalapancavimSati" (1967, 4). They are ignored by Edgerton 1926 and
Rajan 1995.
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paura~ka makes Vela's vast subcontinental tour analogous to a failed
Asvamedha, just as the Elliot Aihti represents her more regional north
Indian tour as a failed Dasara. Moreover, these boundaries partially
overlap with those to which PrthivIraja's grandfather, the Tomara king
Anangapala, extends the sway of the Agniv~sa. 61 While the eastern
and southern boundaries remain the same, there are two significant
extensions. It is the Agniv~sa's inappropriate western expansion of
"India" to VahIka (beyond the Indus, where "Hindus" come to be
confused with Muslims) and its northern expansion to China (beyond
BadarI in upper Uttar Pradesh, where they come to be confused with
Buddhists) that provides the pretext for Kali, toward the beginning of the
K'::ffJi1rrzSacarita (4.6-7), to obtain Kr~~'s promise to destroy the
Agnivaqlsa.

2. Vikramaditya not only conquers the world for the "Paramaras" but
unites the four Agniv~sa lineages by taking brides from the other three:
a Chauhan princess VIra (3.4.2.8), a Caulukya princess Nija (4.3.24),
and a Parihara princess BhogavatI (4.4.10). The giving of daughters to
Vikramaditya reconnects the four lines and signals his imperial
preeminence among them.

3. The primary era used for recording the passage of years and
calculating Indian history is the Vikrama era, beginning 58-57 B.C.,
which is named after Vikramaditya, supposedly to celebrate his victory
after driving the Sakas from Ujjain. 62 It would seem, as I have already
suggested, to retrospectively project a founding "Hindu" imperial history
back from the period of the imperial Guptas into one when India first
encountered imperial designs primarily from outsiders like Darius,
Alexander the Great, Seleucus Nicator, and Kani~ka, and non-Hindu
insiders like Asoka. 63 In this, the Vikramaditya legend is like the
Mahiibhtirata and Rtimilya'!a, which also project such an image into even
deeper pasts. It would also appear that this turn of a new era is one of the
factors, along with the biblical legends, that results in a reimagining of
the conventional chronology of the yugas, and of the usual place that the
pura~s accord to the Mahiibhtirata among them. Along with NyUha's
ark, the "era" of Vikramaditya has precedence over the conventional
yuga chronology in marking the temporal transitions that lead to

61See chap. 8, § B.
62Basham 1967, 495, who, arguing that "the legend is surely false," considers it a four
hundred-year backward projection of the expulsion of the Sakas by Candra Gupta n, who
took the title Vikramaditya. See also ibid., 66.
63See Sircar 1969, 49-58, 71-76. Cf. n. 5 above on a parallelism between Muslim time
reckoning from the Hijra and the Bhattika and popular eras used by laisalmer kings of
Rajasthan.
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Kuru~etra II in the Pratisarga Parvan's world history. It serves as a kind
of second golden age between the two heroic ages of the Mahiibharata
and the K':~1JLi1!1Sacarita' s "Alha."

4. This brings us to Vikramaditya's foothold within the K':~1JLi1!1Sacar

ita. It comes in connection with La~a~'s digvijaya, the carita's
counterpart to "The Ganjar War."64 To recap the pura~'s account,
MahIpati (Mahil) , miserable at the "Banaphars'" successes, comes to
Delhi. There he hears Candrabhat~ (Chand Bardai) tell that he has gained
insight from the goddess Vai~~vI into that "glorification of the devotees
of the goddess" called the K':~1JLiJ!lSacarita. MahIpati recognizes Udaya
s~a (Udal) in the telling, and convinces P¢llvlraja to demand the four
horses from Parimala (Parmal). The "Banaphars" refuse and go into exile
at SItalasthana, outside Kanauj, where they worship Ambilrn. Jayacandra
(Jaychand), heeding Parimala, refuses to employ them, and L~a~
(Lakhan) goes to fight them. But when he shoots an arrow with a Vi~~u

mantra and sees it hit ~~~sa's (Odal's) heart with no effect, he bows
and stammers, "Know me a Vai~~va, Lord.... I know you as the des
cent of the sakti of ~~~." When Jayacandra hears of this, he sends two
lotus-trampling (kuvalayapfqau) elephants against AhIada (AIha) and
~~~sa to test them,65 which the brothers kill as a lIla. Seeing this,
Jayacandra gives them the "village of Rajagrha" (3.3.24.1-36).

The passage inducts us deeply not only into the text's theology, but its
geopolitics, since Rajagrha. "the king's home," is presumably the old
Magadha capital of that name (or at least its echo), and a far sight from
SItalasthana, a "place of SItala," goddess of smallpox. One may suspect
that the "Banaphars'" presence there already signals trouble to the
Magadha king Vijayakarin. It is then some months later that Jayacandra
sends La~a~ on his digvijaya accompanied by the "Banaphars." As
noted, it is mainly a tax collecting mission: in the pura~, to the east and
southeast, beginning with Vara~sI and Magadha itself (24.37-51); in the
Elliot Alhti, to a vast tract east of Gorakhpur. Toward the end, the pura~
gets interesting.

The intoxicated heroes went to Vlras~apuram and made the city
weep that was situated like a snowy peak,66 protected by the yogin
named Gorakha because the people were his devotees. The king's

64See chap. 7 at n. 53, and chap. 5, table 4.
65He has evidently heard the HVor one of its successor texts, in which Kuvalayaplda is the
elephant of Krsna's wicked uncle KaqIsa.
66'fhis could be the same "Hlmatunga" on which Jesus appears to Salivahana, but
considering that it does not seem to be in Kashmir or Hiinadesa, it is better to consider both
as "snowy peaks."
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younger brother Pravlra and the army made terrible war with the army
of La~a~. Having slain a thousand heroes in a day, reaching home
at evening, the powerful hero (Pravlra) worshiped that yogin. Inwardly
pleased by the piija, (Gorakha) brought the king's army back to life.
Having given them the strength of elephants, he resumed his yoga. A
half-month of battle went by. Then those zestless ones (the
"Banaphars") said to DevasiIpha, "How is victory to be ours, 0 king.
Tell our object straightaway." Having heard, he said, "Listen to my
word, Kr~t;l3.Q1sa. Having conquered the yogin Gorakha by dancing,
again make war. Surely you will then obtain victory." Thus addressed,
Kr~t;l3.Q1Sa and the rest, having put on yogi disguises and established
the army protected by L~a~ in battle, went, as morning
approached, to the temple (mandiram) of that yogin. Kr~t;l3.Q1sa was a
dancer skilled in playing flute, DevasiIpha played the mrdanga drum,
and Talana bore a vIJ;Ia. Then AhIada, carrying the bell metal gong,
sang the eternal Gfta (jagau gftam sanatanfm). Gorakha, possessor of
every yoga, knowing their purpose in his heart, told them, "Choose
a boon." Having heard, they said, "We bow to you. If you give a
boon, great soul, give the science of revival (sa'!l.ifvani vidya) to
Ahlada. " Having meditated in his heart, of calmed intellect, he said to
them, "The science of revival will be yours for a year. After that,
being fruitless, it will come back to me. From today, 0 hero, this
universe (jagat) is abandoned by me. Where the disciple Bhartrhari is,
having gone there, I rest." So speaking the yogin disappeared. They
went to the battlefront. Having conquered PravlrasiIpha and
VlrasiIpha, having slain their host and plundered their home, having
made the king a slave, La~a~ went forth gladly. (24.42-67)

Leaving VlrasiIphapura, the "Banaphars" complete their tax collecting in
Kosala, and then go to the Naimi~a Forest. There they give gifts to
Brahmans, and L~a~ sponsors a "great festival" at the time of Holika.
Having bathed at all the tlrthas, the heroes return to Kanauj (68-72). AlM
seems to tell a variant of this episode. As noted, it makes Gorakhpur,
"City of Gorakhnath," the western end of the Banaphars' Ganjar
campaign. 67 There they conquer Raja Hir Singh, who could be the same
as VlrasiQilia. 68 Alha does not meet Gorakhnath in the Ganjar War, or
go to Naimi~a Forest after it. But he is Gorakhnath's "disciple" in oral
Alha traditions of Mahoba. We now see that he is also Gorakhnath's

67See chap. 7 at nn. 53-54. On Gorakhpur as a center of the GorakhnathIs, see Briggs
[1938], 1989, especially 86-90.
68But there is also a Siiraj of Gorakhpur who is imprisoned during the Ganjar campaign by
Udal (W&G 221).
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disciple in the Kt:~fJLiJ!1Sacarita, where he obtains the "science of revival"
(though only for a month) from Gorakhnath for singing the "eternal
Gfta." As we have noted, the Banaphars' JogI-musician disguises seem
to be primarily those of GorakhnathI yogis.

The pauraJftka thus draws from varied Alha traditions linking
Gorakhnath with Alba, and singles out this scene and setting for his
version of their special connection. But this is not all. In the same
sequence, when the "Banaphars" close their mission at Naimi~a Forest,
the narrator intrudes: "Then we, the Munis, and the king were all
established in samadhi, when Laksana reached the Naimisa Forest"
(24.71). The king in question is p~e~umably SatanIka, the 'Pal;lC:!avas'
descendant and chief auditor of the pura~.

This sequence thus draws together what seem to be the features of a
set piece, which includes the stock setting of Naimi~a Forest. This forest
has come to be identified with Nimsar near Misrikh. Although the Elliot
AIM does not have Alha go there, it mentions "Nimsar-Misrik" in a
canto-invocation as a place where seven virgins once prayed for
husbands: Gaun won Siva, SIta got Rama, Mandodan won Rava~,

Radha won K~~~, Kusum De won Lakhan, Phulwa got Udal, and Gaj
motin won Malkhan (their marriage being the subject of the canto; W&G
192). As in the pura~s and epics, it is a place where stories from
different times are tied together as they flow into the Kali yuga. As a
canto invocation, this Alha passage has an uncertain relation to the
narrative; there do not seem to be actual stories about the visits of these
AIM heroines' to Nimsar. What is striking by contrast in the Kt:~fJLiJ!l

sacarita is that Naimi~a Forest becomes an important location in the
story.

There we have found ourselves once before at the beginning of
~~~sa's encounter with the libidinous Muslim witch, Sobhana. 69

Having gone with Pu~pavatI to this "purifying lotus forest served by the
muni ValnnKi, the foremost iron bolt consisting of brahman on the bank
of the Ganga" (28.3), ~~~sa has distracted himself from Sobhana's
wiles by hearing about the eighteen pura~s, and has learned that the
Bhtigavata is the best (28.1-16). Here we see who has been there before
him: "When the world reached the Kali yuga, a king named Vikrama
[Vikramaditya], having come to earth from Kailasa, convoked (samlih
vayat) the Mums together. Then all those Munis, dwelling in Naimi~a

Forest, brought the bard [presumably Lomahar~a~] in order for them to
hear it [the Bhiigavata]. The eighteen upapura~s were also declared by
the bard. Having thus heard this word, K~~~sa, devoted to dharma,

69See chap. 7, § B.
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having heard the foremost Bhiigavata Sastra in seven days, gave gifts of
golden cows to the twicebom, and fed a thousand Brahmans devoted to
Veda" (16-19).

So the real set-piece is the combination of Vikramaditya, Gorakhnath,
Bhartrhari,7o Lomahar~aJ;Ja, Saunaka and the other Naimi~eya Brahmans,
and their pur~c convocation or "colloquium" in the Naimi~a Forest.
This forest seems to be "always there" as the place in which
Mahiibhiirata and puraJ)'l poets, and indeed ValmIki too,71 compose their
storied wisdom. Indeed, why be surprised that the great Sanskrit poet
Kalidasa, usually associated with the court of Candragupta II (ca. 376-415
A.D.), shows up over six centuries later in the company of Bhojaraja
deploying japam to tum Mahamada to ash. Such is the power of poets,
who can equally deploy the mantra of revival or the murmur of
destruction, and tum time inside-out. Even if Kalidasa does not make it
to Naimi~a Forest, he shares company with those who travel the imperial
time-bands of "Vikramaditya."

For the Pratisarga Parvan's history of the Agnivaqlsa, Vikramaditya
is the temporal anchor for these figures. His golden age not only marks
the high point of this dynasty; it is he who convokes the bards and R~is

at Naimi~a Forest to repeat and rehear the pura~s within the Kali yuga.
This colloquium called by Vikramaditya for the recitation of all the
puraJ;las and upapuraJ;las is mentioned not only in the Kt:~1JLirrtSacarita but
at another point in the wider Pratisarga Parvan, this time with the added
information that it is for the hearing of eighty-eight thousand Mums
(3.4.1.3-8). No doubt they are the same eighty-eight thousand who
floated over the flood with NyUha. One may further suppose that they
have remained at Naimi~a Forest, unnumbered, to meet Kr~~sa before
his Muslim captivity, and to greet the "Banaphars" after their encounter
with Gorakhnath. These colloquia carry the pura~c genre forward from
the end of the Mahiibharata and the beginning of the Kali yuga on into
the Kali yuga. In the Bhavi~ya PurafJLl particularly, the genre ties together
"futures" and "pasts," from the golden age of Vikramaditya to "Alha"
and the romances of the GorakhnathI Nath JOgls.

Let us appreciate, however, that as the paura~ka translates such north
Indian folk epic and romance into puraJ)'l, he is encountering oral epics
that have a corresponding convention of their own: that of the "Plantain
Forest" (/wjatf van) of the Nath immortals.72 Under the variant Kanjarf

700n links between these first three in Rajasthani folklore, see Gold (1992, 60-63) on
Bhartrhari as GorakhnathI yogin, poet, and renunciant elder brother of Vikramaditya.
71See chap. 4, n. 7.
72See White 1996, 234-40, 476-77 on other north Indian (mainly romantic) oral epics
drawing on these themes; also Gold 1992, 145, n. 17.
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Ban, the "'Forest of Lampblack', the same as the Land of Darkness,"
and with tantric and alchemical associations, the Elliot Alha knows it as
the place where AIha "is still waiting for the time of his reappearance, "
having gone there as an immortal after the last battle of Alha.73 Like the
Naimi~a Forest as the home of twinkling celestial R~is, the Plantain
Forest or Forest of Lampblack, where Gorakhnath is the "Sovereign
Guru" (Gold 1992, 158), is where "fourteen hundred invisible disciples
are gathered, doing tapas, and ... fourteen hundred visible disciples are
doing tapas. "74 Yogis "camp" there with their dhunis or hearths (316)
and their "fire burns with saffron" (237). Indeed, the bhavi~ya paura~ka

is probably aware of this oral epic convention, and equally aware that it
overlaps with a Sanskrit epic convention of the Mahtibharata. The
pauraJ;lika situates the Kadalf Vanam or Plantain Forest on Mount Gan
dhamadana (3.3.32.236), where BhIma, in the epic, meets the immortal
Hanuman (Mbh 3.146.63 and 64; cf. 44) and learns that the path beyond
this forest is a divine pathway travelled only by Siddhas and inaccessible
to mortals (146.79; 147.40-41). There, says Hanuman, he listens to
Apasaras and Gandharvas delight (ramayanti) him with songs of Rama
(39)! Just as it is where Hanuman resides as an immortal long after the
RtimayafJa to greet his brother BhIma, it is the final destination of
AhIada, to which he goes after K~etra II to depart this world,
dedicate himself to yoga, and remain an immortal toO. 75 Neither the
Elliot Alha (at least as it is represented by Waterfield and Grierson) nor
the K':~fJli~acarita mentions Guru Gorakhnath in connection with this
forest, but the pura~, as we have seen, makes AhIada Gorakhnath's
disciple, and no doubt both texts know the forest's Nath connections.
Moreover, Baccha Singh tells a variant where the connection would be
explicit, were it not that instead of a forest, AIha's final destination is a
mountain cave. According to Baccha Singh, Gorakhnath kept his hearth
(dhfinI) in a cave on Gorakha Mountain near Mahoba, where it is still;
AIha received Gorakhnath's darshan and worshiped him regularly there.
When AIha left this world, it was to join his guru there.

This double representation of AIha's afterworld as cave and forest

73W&G 273 and n. 3. Cf. Gold 1992,145, n. 17; White 1996, 238: (1) kadalfvan, a place
associated with sensuality linked with the plantain trunk as a metaphor for women's thighs,
and also "a grove of yogic realization and immortality"; (2) kajalf van, "'forest of black
mercuric sulfide," of the mineral hierophany of the sexual essences ofSiva and the goddess,
which does in fact constitute an elixir of immortality"; (3) kajan- van, "identified with
Zulmat, the name of the land of death and darkness (kajfjlalI also means 'lampblack') to
which Iskandar (Alexander the Great) traveled, according to Muslim legend. "
74Gold 1992, 237. The description is formulaic; cf. 194; 246.
75See chap. 8, § B.
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reminds us that both images can evoke the night sky.?6 Elsewhere, as
noted earlier, I argue that the Mahtibhtirata develops two literary
conventions concerning the Naimi~a Forest as an image of the night sky
of "twinkling" stars: the convention of the colloquium or symposium of
celestial R~is, and the convention of time-collapsing narrative frames.??
The Bhavis,ya PurtifJG works from, but also alters, these conventions. In
the K':~fJti~acarita, the second adhyaya opens at Naimi~a Forest to mark
the transition from the end of the MahtibMrata to the time of Vikram
aditya. Once the pura~'s Suta finishes describing the last days of the
Pal;1c;lavas and tells us that their at11sas will be reborn for "an increase of
Kalidharma," Vyasa, "settled at CakratIrtha"-which is at Nimsar
(Ragam 1963, 263)-tells the Munis to leave him while he, "under the
sway of Yoganidra," enters into "meditation beyond the three gul;las."
The Munis, remaining at Naimi~a, also enter a yogic state, and after
twelve hundred years, they arise and bathe. It is the time of Vikramaditya
(3.3.2.1-8), and they are present to hear the Suta resume with an account
of the aftermath of Vikramaditya's reign: from Salivahana's encounter
with Jesus to Bhojaraja and Kalidasa's encounter with Mahamada, and on
to "AiM."

Then, in the immediate aftermath of the K':~fJti'rliacarita, the R~is

remain at Naimi~a Forest to hear the history of the Agnivat11sa kings,
beginning with the story of the "four born from fire" (3.4.1.1-12). Still
in Naimi~a, when they ask the Suta to speak about kings who rule after
the K':~fJti'rliacarita, the bard begins with "the Paisaca Kutukkoddlna" in
Delhi (Qutb-ud-din, Shihab aI-DIn's general, and successor as founder of
the so-called Slave Dynasty): his battles, and the deteriorating conditions
that follow him during a hundred years of Mleccha rule. This prompts the
bard to urge the R~is to accompany him quickly to an auspicious
mountain city called Visala. "In misery, they leave Naimi~a (duJjkhtit
satrUYajya naimi~am)," and at Visala, they all meditate on the all-knowing
Hari. After years in samadhi, they ascend to the "home of Brahma," or
Satyaloka (3.4.6.1-10, 34). Vyasa now says he has told about the "whole
future heard by the exercise of yoga," and asks what else his audience

76Cf. Crooke ([1896] 1986, 283), who describes Alha's appearances on Mahiyar Hill in the
context of "a whole cycle of fairy legend centring round the belief that some of the heroes
of old live in caves surrounded by their faithful followers, and will rise some day to win
back their kingdom. " Compare also the correspondence between the GuttikoI)da Cave and
the milk sea as paradisal images in Palniidu and Elder brothers (chap. 3, 7), and Mbh 1,
189: A trail of golden lotuses formed from the tears of the goddess Sri leads Indra from
Naimi~a Forest on the Ganges up the river to its source, where he is commanded by Siva
to a Himalayan cave to meet four other Indras doomed to take birth with him as the five
PaI)~avas. See also Gold 1992, 58.
77See chap. 4, n. 7; Hiltebeitel in press-h and forthcoming.
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wishes to hear. Manu, paying homage to Vyasa as, among other things,
"the witness (s~i,!e)," asks him to dispel his ignorance about the highest
Brahman. Vyasa then unfolds an unusual pura~c cosmogony, with an
account of the kalpas (the great temporal units that make up the days,
years, and life Brahma). It identifies Vi~~u-Naraya~ as the "living self'
(jfVtitmli) of sixteen parts and the "self of time" (ktiltitmli), and in effect
maps the kalpas onto the body of Siva, the more encompassing self of
eighteen parts who is the "pacifier of living souls" (jfvasan:zkaral!) (11
27). Whereas units of time pertain to sagu~ Brahman, the supreme
Brahman is above time and born from the imperishable. The padam or
"foot" of that supreme Brahman, "whose undecaying nature is a subtle
light," is obtainable by ten years of samadhi, which the ~~is have just
completed. So they now experience the "denseness (ghanakam) of
Saccidananda, " and in what would pass as an instant on earth
(bharloktit~anamlitrakam), they experience a hundred thousand earthly
years (28-35). But opening their eyes on the second day, they see further
deterioration of human life on earth: people living like cattle, caste
mixture, Mlecchas as heretics, heretics of many jatis, and propounders
ofmany paths (pti~arrutabahujatfyti nanamlirgapradarsaktil!). Having seen
all this "in the presence of Romahar~a~" (Le., Lomahar~a~), the ~~is

pay him homage, and Vyasa tells them to listen to him as he emerges
from "the eternal Yoganidra" to tell the "story of the kalpas," beginning
with the depredations of Timirilinga ("Dark Phallus") or Tamburlaine
(36-57) which lead on to the Mughal empire.

Lomahar~a~ (or Romahar~a~)-in either case, "He who makes hair
stand on end" with his horripilating tales-thus carries on the bardic
mission reflected not only in his name, but that of his son Ugra
sravas-"He who is terrifying to hear"-who recites the Mahiibharata to
the celestial ~~is. Lomahar~a~ does this with comings and goings at
Naimi~a Forest, which thus provides the location for the Bhavi~ya

PuraYJa's outer frame, just as Ugrasravas' arrival at Naimi~a Forest to
recite the Mahiibharata defines the outer frame of the Mahiibharata. In
the latter, this outer Naimi~a Forest frame both encompasses and
occasionally surfaces within the inner frame ofVaisampayana's telling of
the Mahiibharata at Janamejaya's snake sacrifice. Similarly, the Bhavi~ya

Pura'!a's outer Naimi~a Forest frame both encompasses and occasionally
surfaces within the inner frame of the Pratisarga Parvan's refashioning
of the yugas around the Kt:~,!aJ!lSacarita as a second battle of Kuru~etra
anchored in the era of Vikramaditya. As we have seen, this inner frame
of the yugas, from before and through Vikramaditya to beyond the
Kf~,!a1!1Scarita, is threaded by a story of the origins and spread of the
Mlecchas and the Agnivaq:Isa.

With these reorientations, other conventions have also changed. Time-
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travel becomes explicit, as does the link between narrative and yoga,
which is inspired by the grace of Yoganidra, the Sleep of Yoga: a form
of the goddess identified not only with Jagadambika, but with Sarada and
VindhyavasinI of the Aihii heartland. As a source of bardic insight, the
"sleep of yoga" is not only the near-sanu1dhi state of Vi~Q.u, but the
goddess herself in the form by which she awakens Kr~~sa to carry out,
like Vi~J).u and Kr~J).a before him, his storied acts. Having been the
Twinkling Forest of the Veda and the Momentous Forest of the Mahti
bhiirata, Naimi~a Forest is now the place where "triple-time-knowing"
bards move in and out of the "sleep of yoga" by the goddess's grace. 78

Bonazzoli, historicizing rather than recognizing literary conventions, takes
the setting of the Naimi~a Forest as suggesting the absorption of ancient
stories into the temporal stream of the Kali yuga through an "enthusiastic
movement" of missionary R~is (1981,49, 52-61). I would rather say that
an epic narrative convention has been drawn into a pur~c stream of
yogic consciousness, the current of Yoganidra.

Moreover, when the K':~1JLirrtSacarita's second adhyaya opens with
Vyasa entering Yoganidra to transport the Munis (and the readers) from
the last days of the PaQ.<;lavas to the time of Vikramaditya, he does so not
only while staying in Naimi~a Forest, but, as we have seen, at a specific
place there: he is "settled at Cakratlrtha." Here we realize that puraQ.ic
conventions of the Naimi~a Forest might be worth a further study of their
own. Cakratlrtha, "TIrtha of the Wheel," is unmentioned in the Maha
bhiirata. But it comes in the pur~s to be identified as a site within
Naimi~a Forest once the latter is associated with Nimsar on the GomatI
River. 79 The association is the pretext for introducing a new etymology
that traces Naimi~a not from nimi~a, the twinkling of an eye or moment,
but nemi, the rim or felly of a whee1. 80 As such, it is a spot beside the
GomatI where the Wheel of Dharma (dharmacakra) broke or rent (Brah
mti'!4a Pur. 1.2.8-9). Tagare summarizes the myth: Cakratlrtha is where
Brahma, seeking to insure a sacred place for the sages' sacrifices,
"created mentally a wheel which went on running till it reached the vicin
ity of the GomatI river near which its felly broke down" (1983, 8, n. 2).
I believe this is a mistaken reading, implying that the wheel stops running
where it "breaks down." As the Brahmii'!4a PurafJQ tells the story,

78Like Chand Bardai (see chap. 7, n. 5), Lomaharsana is trikiilajiia, triple-time-knowing,
at BhvP. 3.1.4.1 where Saunaka invites him to tell the story of Pradyota's mlecchayajiia.
On the Momentous Forest (nimesa and nimisa both also meaning "moment"), see Hiltebeitel
in press-h and forthcoming.
79See Hiltebeitel in press-h and forthcoming for discussion of the indeterminacy and mobility
of prepuranic locations of Naimi~a Forest.
soSee Tagare 1980, 1:70-71, and 1983, 1:8, for discussion and citations.
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When they were seen by Svayambhu (Brahma), the distinguished
Munis, desirous of dharma and striving to reach a land of merit,
questioned him. Wishing them well, the lord Vibhu (the widely
existing one) said, "Well-naved, radiant with divine form, having
seven divisions, praiseworthy, this incomparable wheel is turning.
Alert, restrained, if you follow it to what you ask about, you will
reach where it is broken (split). When this wheel goes where the felly
is broken (shattered. scattered), it is to be considered a land of merit."
Having thus addressed all the ~~is, he became invisible. 81

The setting, a pura~c sattra of the thousand-year variety performed by
Brahma and the gods out of the desire to create the universe (1.2.5), is
ofa type known fromPancavin:zsaBrahma1Jn 25.27 (Caland [1931] 1982,
642-43). But now it is performed by a cast of characters that fills out
offices mentioned in various sattras described in the Mahtibhiirata:~

Brahma himself became the master of the penance-house. 83 I~a

(deified food as feminine) took on the position of wife. 84 The
intelligent M~yu (Death) of great splendor performed as samit~ in this
sattra of the great-souled ones. 85 The gods (vibudhalJ) stayed there
for a thousand years. Where the whirling rim (nemi) of the
dharmacakra broke (or rent) is known by that act as Naimi~a, honored
by Munis.... There at Naimi~a the speakers of Brahman thought of
a mountain (menire sailam). Since they were born at Naimi~a, they are
renowned as Naimi~Iyas. 86

I believe we have here an instance of archaeoastronimical knowledge

811.1. 155b-59b: yathli df~!alJ, svaya1!Zbhuvtil Pf~!avanto visi~ttis te munayo dharmakiifik~i

1JO-1J,1I desa'!l punyam abhfpsato vibhunti tadhitai~intil suntibha'!l divyaruptibha'!l sapttifiga'!l
subhaSa"}SanamlI tinaupamyam idam cakraf!'- varttamtinam ataf!1-drittihl p,:~~ato ytita niyattis
tatal! prtipsyatha ptitJtamlI gacchatas tasya cakrasya yarra nemir visiiyatel pU1Jyah sa deso
maf!lJavyalJ, pratyuvtica tadii prabhuhlI uktvti caiva'!l rsfn sarvtin adfSyatvam uptigamat.
82See Hiltebeitel in press-h and forthcoming.
83Tapogt:hapati; Brahma, like Saunaka in the Mbh, is thus the "master of the house"
(grhapati) as one in which the sattrins undertake tapas (as do the sattrins at the beginning
of the Mbh). No wonder Saunaka and the Naimi~eya R~is can appear to Ugrasravas as
"brahman itself" or "Brahma himself" (1.1.12).
84As observed by Jamison (1996, 31), sattrins had wives. So, presumably, did those who
hear the Mbh in the Naimi~a Forest (see Hiltebeitel forthcoming).
85Mrtyu thus has the same position-that of samitr-as Yama in the Naimisa Forest sattra
of he gods that leads to the birth of the PaJ)~avas (see above, n. 76).
86Brahmti,!da Pur. 1.2.6-8 and 13: especially 8: bhramato dharmacakrasya yatra nemir
aSfryatal karmanti tena vikhytita'!l naimisam munipajitam; and 13: tatra te menire saila'!l
naimise brahmavtidina1J,1 naimi~a'!l jajnire yasmtin naimisfytis tatalJ, smrttih.
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communicated by what Sullivan calls "the technical language of
myth.,,87 The Naimi~Iyas, now born in Naimi~a Forest, desirous of
dharma, heed Brahma's instruction to alertly follow the whirling course
of the dharmacakra till it breaks the plane of the earth. That point will be
a "land of merit. " What is important to realize is that the ~~is begin from
a celestial vantage point and follow their information down to earth. They
also "thought of a mountain"-one thinks, of course, of Meru-to define
and measure celestial movement against yet-to-emerge earthly orienta
tions. Naimi~a Forest thus remains in the stars, but now defined by a
"Wheel of Dharma" which "breaks" at Naimi~a Forest on the GomatI.
This would likely be where this perpetually turning cosmic wheel-the
plane of the ecliptic-is "broken" ("rent, split, or shattered") by the
celestial equator: a point where the celestial and earthly Naimi~a Forests
intersect.

What is intriguing in the Bhavi!iya PurtifJ£l is that it connects this site
with movement in time. When the Pratisarga Parvan associates Cakratlr
tha with yogic movements that transport the Naimi~a Forest sages to the
reign of Vikramaditya, it defines the beginning of an imperial era by
Vikramaditya's convocation of eighty-eight thousand ~~is-the same
number who mark the transition to the Kali yuga on NyUha's ark. Not
surprisingly, the paural).ika has Vikramaditya sponsor his era-launching
colloquium so that the ~~is hear pura~s and upapura~s. In listening,
they hear the Bhavi!iya itself, in which "Alhti" and its second battle of
Kuru~etraare included as prophesy. In this way, the paural).ika fashions
history-including Mughal history-by writing it into the stars, and
overwriting the era of Vikramaditya upon it.

D. Pura~c Nationalism

In bringing us to Naimi~a Forest, the paural).ika thus brings us to what
is for him the yogic end zone of epic-intertextuality. It is not just a matter
of Alhti, Mahtibhtirata, and Bhavi!iya PurtifJ,Q, but of Rtimiiya'!a, and of

87See Sullivan 1966, 9, 165-69, 223-38, and passim. On the points which follow, see for
comparison 234: mountains as "structural elements determinant of the four comers of the
'celestial earth,' namely the relationship of the helical rise of stars to given solar dates, the
parameters of a world-age" (cf. 36-37, 66-67); 21-46, 143, 242-48: the beginning and end
of eras as linked with myths referring to the precession of the equinoxes and the intersection
of the ecliptic and the celestial equator; 251; 72-74,93,109: "inclination" of the "celestial
earth" as metaphor for the obliquity of the ecliptic plane; 31: the importance of considering
specific stars as the "point of view" from which cosmological myths are told. It is important
to recognize that while one must sift through much that is unlikely in Santillana and
Dechend's Hamlet's Mill (1969), they are right as to how some myths refer technically to
stars, and that we cannot understand them without recognizing that we understand less about
this technical language than those who told them. Cf. Kloetzli 1985.
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north Indian oral romantic and "historical" epic traditions about
Gorakhnath and Vikramaditya. For this chapter, however, it is enough to
conclude with some observations on the nature of our two main texts.

Insofar as they might relate to each other, it would be wrong to regard
the Elliot AIM, or probably any oral Alha, as indebted to the Bhavi~ya

PurtilJa's Alhti translation. If this surprising text has had influence
anywhere, it is not likely to have been in "popular" or "folk" circles. 88

Rather, I would propose that both the K':~fJii~acarita and the ElliotAlhti
be regarded as texts aimed at totally different audiences, produced quite
close to each other in time.

Indeed, one may say that as texts they are antithetical. The
K':~fJii~acarita "appropriates" oral Alhii to work it into a Brahmanical
world history and geography that accounts not only for the triumph of
Mlecchadom as a part of a divine plan, or divine lIla, but also the
dissolution of all three K~atriya v~sas, the Solar, Lunar, and Agni lines.
The divine plan is in fact the paur~ka author's plan. The author has
taken over the story. The pura~ clearly dismisses any possibility that
there might be true K~atriyas left to reckon with, and even more
vigorously celebrates the demise of the "little kings." Oral Alhas keep the
stories of such "little kings" alive.

As to the time of their composition, I have argued that the
K':~1Jii~acarita is of a piece with a Pratisarga Parvan that is no earlier
than the mid eighteenth century, written in time to demonize the 1739
invasion of Nadir Shah in the vein we have been tracing. The Elliot Alhii
is from the late 1860s. But they are probably closer than that. Chatterjee
describes a Bengali history of the kingdoms of Delhi and Bengal, the
Rajabali, written in 1808 by Mrityunjay Vidyalankar, a Brahman who
taught Sanskrit at Fort William College in Calcutta. 89 Says Chatterjee,
Mrityunjay "did not have to undertake any fresh 'research' into the
subject; he was only writing down an account that was in circulation at
the time among Brahman literati and their landowning patrons" (1995a,
77-78). Once again, "the defeat of Prithiviraj Chauhan at the hands of
ShihabuddiniMuhammad Ghuri takes the form off a Puranic tale" (80).
The "mythic" features that motivate Prthivlraja's fall (cannibalism and

88Mahoba informants Zahir Singh and Krishna Chaurasia, with their research interests, know
of and have access to the BhvP's AIM-segment, and regard it, in the absence of Jagnaik's
supposed original, as the closest thing to an "original." Although familiar with some
incarnational details, including Krsl;1a as Kr~namsa, and regarding them as authentic AIM
variants, they were not conversant with the tenor of the text. Awareness such as theirs may
filter back into popular traditions, but not likely with any major effects.
89It was commissioned for young East India Company officials to study the vernacular, and
used by Ward ([1822] 1970, 44) for his "history" through the yugas (18-50). Cf. Guha
1997, 177-83, especially 183 on its "contest between histocial time and Puranic time. "
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patricide) are different from those that do so in the K':~fJLirrzSacarita, but
the two histories clearly come from the same conceptual world. In each,
there is a reclamation of yugas as imperial history by reference to
Yudhi~thira, Vikramaditya, and Salivahana. 9O Both tell of Vedic
sacrifices performed to fix "India's" boundaries against invaders, and that
in each case they fail, resulting in the penetration of "India" by those
outside of caste. Mrityunjay tells of the end of the "K~atriya jati"
(parallel to the Solar and Lunar dynasties in the Bhavi~ya PurafJ,a) ,
followed by the rise of the "Rajput jati" of the Nandas (recalling the
rajputizing names used by the purat;Ia in the founding of Magadha), then
the "Nastika" Buddhists by whom "the Vaidika religion was almost
eradicated," then on to the "empire of the Hindu kings," which ends with
the fall of Prthivlraja and the "Chohan Rajput jati" (equivalent to the
AgnivaIp.sa), and on to the "empire of the Musalaman. "91 Each text
depicts the rise and fall of empires and dynasties as a result of "the play
of divine will" (81) rather than a struggle for power, or patterns of
accident, treachery, and revenge that typify nationalist historiography by
the 1870s (88-91, 102-6).

But there are also differences, and these would seem to suggest that
the Pratisarga Parvan and the K':~fJLirrzSacarita are later than Mrityunjay's
Rajabali. One is the Pratisarga Parvan's uneasy accommodation to
Christianity: something that does not seem to enter the Rajabali, but
becomes regular fare in nationalist historiography and reform Hinduism
by the 1860s (Chatterjee 1995a, 92-93). Second, Mrityunjay tells his
story without "Banaphars" to defend popular Hinduism against the
incursions of popular Buddhism and popular Islam. The "appropriation
of the popular" as "the timeless truth of the national culture" is likewise,
according to Chatterjee (72-73), primarily a development of the second
half of the nineteenth century. How else are we to understand our
pauraJ;1ika author's exaltation of folk heroes at the expense of folk
culture? Finally, unlike Mrityunjay, the purat;ric author engages in a
debate about the authenticity and survival of Rajputs, presenting the flip
side of the prominent nationalist historiographical view that true Rajputs
never compromised and "remain free to this day" (105-6).

How far can we be from the 1860s and '70s with this paurat;rika

9OVikramaditya, with his "rediscovery of Ayodhya" nine hundred thousand (nine lakhs!)
years after Rama, and his supposed construction of the Rama temple that Babar would later
destroy, also enters what Pandey calls "Hindu history" with the Ramjanmabhiimi
controversy (1995, 373-78).
91Chatterjee 1995a, 79-81. The nineteenth-century use of biblical myth and genealogy to
downgrade Rajputs was a tactic not only of the British and the Brahmans, but of the Datit
reformer Balaram-a positional complementarity that should not be the "complete mystery"
that it is to Chatterjee (ibid., 193, 258, n. 45).
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author? He may only anticipate these trends, but I suspect he reflects their
emergence, and that Bonazzoli is correct that he writes against the back
ground of the Indian Renaissance-and further, I suspect, near the
transition from colonial to imperial rule. 92 We have only found more to
substantiate Bonazzoli's argument. 93 Moreover, I see this background
applying not only to the biblical sequence, but to the Pratisarga Parvan
more or less as a whole. Chatterjee says the Rtijtibali "is not a nationalist
history because its protagonists are gods and kings, not peoples. The
bonds of 'nationness' have not yet been imagined that would justify the
identification of the historian with the consciousness of a solidarity that
is supposed to act itself out in history" (784). Our pauraJ;lika would seem
to be transitional in this regard. Whereas others would later claim the
purat;Ias as a protonationalist resource, he actually writes purat;Ia with a
certain kind of national agenda. 94 It is still gods and kings, but there are
also the "little kings" whose history is suppressed, national boundaries
that should be honored, and Brahman sages who will always survive. I
would call it a case of puraJ;lic nationalism.

92Halbfass 1988, 194, observes the similarity in "xenology" ("attitudes toward, and
conceptions of, foreigners" [507 n. 2]) and "familiarity with the British" between the
BhvP's biblical sequence and the Sarvadevaviliisa, "written in Madras around 1800," which
associates the "seizure of power by the 'low,' 'vile' (nfca) foreigners," described "as 'pale
faced' (svetamukha) or 'Huns' (hu1Jn)," with the reign of Rava1.1a. Cf. 173 on the period
around 1800 (with a statement that rather too strongly polarizes European and Indian
currents of the period).
93Bonazzoli's only substantiations are, rather mysteriously, the somewhat doubtful allusions
to Ahmadiyya notions of Jesus's visit to Kashmir (1979a, 37-39), and a statement-about
as far from the mark as it could be, I think-that the Jesus passage "should perhaps be
interpreted as an attempt of some Hindus to assimilate in their tradition all the values of
their conquerors" (39).
94The paural.lika also seems to use nineteenth-century terms for other nations (Japan, Siam;
see chap. 7, n. 69) and historically identified geographical regions such as Taittiri for
"Tartary," as noted above. Dey, who recognizes the latter identification, exemplifies the use
of pura1.1a as nationalist resource with his fantastic reconstructions of Central Asian names
behind Rasatala and other pural.lic underworlds and their inhabitants ([1899] 1927, 167-68,
172-73; 1927). In recovering the "old nomenclature" behind such cosmological terms, Dey
saw himself correcting the "ridiculous interpretations ... put on them during the dark age
of the Kali-yuga, one of the symptoms that generally precede the downfall of a nation"
(1927, 144). Cf. Rocher 1986, 13, n. 24. Contrast the point made by Hansen, that "AIM
tales, although based on a feudal setup, may have helped disseminate a new strand of
nationalism, insofar as they proposed armed combat as the appropriate means of righting
society's wrongs" (1992, 133). The same story had both "puranic" and "activist" (ibid.)
nationalist potentials.
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Not so long ago I suggested that the DraupadI cult's nearest counter
part seemed to be the PaJ;i<;1av LIlas of Garhwal, and that further study of
this Garhwal cult was likely to open onto "astonishing parallels and
significant variations . . . in the ways these two cults mythologize and
ritualize the epic: one in the high mountains of India's far north, the other
in the lowlands of the deep south, and with nothing to link them geo
graphically or historically but Hinduism" (1988a, 132). Parallels and
variations aside, it is the "nothing but Hinduism" that I wish to
reconsider. It was meant as a sign of unease with those who had begun
to argue that Hinduism was to be put in quotes as an invention of the
British. This is not to say that the British and other colonialists did not
invent a useful Hinduism centered, among other things, on Brahmanical
concepts of caste and life-stage. But the Hinduism thus invented was one
that virtually omitted the epics, which had also invented a much older (in
all-but-the-name) Hinduism worked around these same concepts. This
earlier Hinduism was centered on the "epic" mode of the K~atriya, a
mode that the British were motivated to both disinvent and reinvent in
their own image, more or less simultaneously.

Kipling, writing in 1886, typically belittles the "two national
epics"-the Mahabhtirata and Ramaya,!a-in their first English transla
tions (Pinney 1986, 177-78). Yet around the time of his assessment, Ravi
Varma finds them a storehouse of images by which to enthuse large
audiences not only as poster art for their homes but at museums and royal
courts across India. Varma invented the sari as the national epic dress for
women (Venniyoor 1982, 27), while at the same time he researched and
painted the regional outfits of the contemporary, especially rural, women,
whom Kipling expected to remember the two epics only as "love ditties. "
When the Gaekwad of Baroda commissioned fourteen Ravi Varma pic
tures in 1888, they were to "convey the drama of the two great texts of
the Hindu religion, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata; they should
evoke the beatitudes of Satyam, Sivam, Sundram, the True, the Good and
the Beautiful, and should proclaim to all the world the splendour of
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India's heritage" (ibid.). The echoes of Plato are striking.
Kipling's views complemented the rhetorical climate of competing

tum-of-the-century interests remarked on by Metcalf: "The British
conceived that India's buildings provided the best, if not the only, book
from which long periods of its history could 'satisfactorily be read'''; "By
1900, then, alike in ethnography, archaeology, and architecture, the
British had, or so they thought, ordered, and so mastered, at once India's
past and its present" (1995, 151, 159). A dismissal of India's "national
epics" is logical in this view, which, as is well known, held that India
was a land without history whose history had to be reclaimed. The British
could control museums, monuments, and ethnography as an exemplary
record of the past, but India's Sanskrit epics could only elude them. The
only pathbreaking British work on the epics remains Monier-Williams'
Indian epic poetry (1863), which quickly yielded to work done by
Indians, Germans, French, Americans, Dutch, Scandinavians, Russians,
etc. At most, along with the pura~s, the epics could interest British
historians like V. A. Smith and Pargiter who took it as their task to
extricate and sanction material that bore on royal genealogies of ancient
K~atriya kings and contemporary princes. No matter that most of this was
invented as well; the British were determined to reinvent it as their own
kind of history. As we have seen in the case of Waterfield, Grierson, and
Sewell, they took more interest in oral epics than in classical ones, but
with mainly the same concerns. 1 Metcalf also remarks on how the
"Sepoy Mutiny" was "cast in heroic form to create a 'mythic' triumph"
and "monuments associated with the events of 1857 were organized in a
sacral way" (1995, 156).

Scholars persist in either ignoring or deconstructing the K~atriya, often
with good reasons, but with no sense of the pre-nineteenth-century history
of the discourse, or of the parallel deconstructive discourse, probably
from the nineteenth century, in the Bhavi~ya Purti1Ja. 2 My goal is to
examine these histories to reconsider what there is besides, and along

tSee also Temple 1884-1900; Burnell 1894, 1895, 1896; and chap. 4 on J. D. Smith's
treatment of Pabajf.
2See Hiltebeitel 1995c and in press-g, which extends the above discussion; also Biardeau
1989b; Pollock 1993, 1994. The net effect of reading pertinent essays in Dalmia and von
Stietencron 1995 on this question is to observe that discourse on the ~atriya is highly
fragmented. Thapar 1992, 60-88, who does so much with royal genealogies and recognizes
Ram and Mbh "in origin as epics, civilisational symbols" (74), fails to see them as central
to classical Indian religious "imagined communities," which she defines around the
"religious sect" (77). The irony is that "Ramrajya" is precisely the "imagined community"
that she wants to deconstruct. But granted that there was no "monolithic" Hinduism to en
counter Islam (78-79), and that the "need to create the idea of a single Hindu community
appears to have been a concern of more recent times" (84, my italics).
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with, Hinduism, that links the DraupadI cult and P~9av LIlas. In this and
the remaining chapters, I wish to relate the notion of an "underground"
pan-Indian folk Mahtibhtirata, which I once suggested as a way of think
ing about what might relate the DraupadI cult and the P~<;lav LIlas
(1991b, 421), to historical contexts. 3 One guide in this pursuit is an
astute remark by D. D. Kosambi: "Don't be misled by the Indian
kshatriya caste, which was oftener than not a brahmanical fiction.... "4

"Oftener than not"! With this challenge to rethink Brahmanical construc
tions of the K~atriya, we have something to illumine the Bhavi~ya

PurtifJa's dismissal of any possibility that there might be true K~atriyas

left, and its celebration of the demise of the "little kings." It is now also
plain that it is not only Hinduism that animates this "underground
Mahiibhtirata," but a certain Islam.

A. Rajputs and Afghans

One cannot avoid the impression, or indeed the hypothesis, that it is
precisely the little kings of oral Alhti, those whom Alhti is not only about,
but who would have celebrated its "little kingdom" ideal at fairs, fes
tivals, and major village and family events, whom the Bhavi~ya paurtifJika
is attempting to discount, dispossess, discredit, and, at least symbolic
ally, abolish. The pural).a's Pratisarga Parvan, which accommodates the
British, the Bible, and especially Jesus in surprisingly positive
ways-especially in contrast to Muslims and Buddhists-would seem to
have complemented and accommodated itself to the British mid-to late
eighteenth century design of "war[ring] down intermediary chieftains and
magnates in order to deal with village elites," whom the British then
sought to "peasantize" from the early nineteenth century through the
insurgency of 1857.5 Little kings must be neutralized because they are

3My argument will differ from one anticipated by Zoller, who writes: "I am now convinced
that Pa~duan [an oral epic version of Mbh from the western Garhwal-Himalayas] is an
expression of a (once) powerful South Asian oral Mahabharata tradition, a tradition existing
parallel to the written Sanskrit tradition(s), but quite independent from the latter in many
ways. And 1 think it possible that this parallel tradition may one day tum out to be more
than an underground Mahabharata, as you once called it, when more extant oral traditions
will have been scrutinized. Don't you think it possible, that the modem oral traditions may
contain-despite more or less intensive interactions with the Sanskrit texts-relics of a state
prior to its writing down?" (personal communication, December 1996). See Zoller 1993.
1 for now do not think that such strains antecede the type of goddess worshiped by the
Pallavas, southern Calukyas, and Rajputs, or, if it is further back, the origins of Navaratn
and Dasara.
4Kosambi, letter to Pierre Vidal-Naquet, dated 4.7.1964, as quoted in Thapar 1992, 106.
5C. A. Bayly 1990,107 (quote), 23-28,67-68,138-50,174,189-94,205; Roy 1994,136
95, especially 139; 235-47; Stokes 1978, 42-43, 68, 120-204.
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anti-imperial, whatever the empire. Perhaps one can hear a sympathetic
echo of the pauratPka's obliteration of the Agniv~sa in the closing
comments by F. O. Mayne, Collector and Magistrate of Banda in Bundel
khand, in his Narrative ofevents on the "popular rebellion" there during
the insurgency:

Talwars [swords] and matchlocks were scarce in Bundelkhand, but
armed with spears and scythes, and iron-bound lathies, and extempor
ary axes, formed of chopping knives fastened on sticks, they imagined
to be warriors, chose their own kings, and defied all comers. Never
was revolution more rapid-never more complete. 6

As Roy says, "Seldom do we have such a graphic testimony of the
people's political consciousness crystallized into an alternate order"
(1994, 225). Although Mayne says of those who "mustered to attack
Banda before the British left it" that "[t]heir caste was not specified but
none of them were thakurs or Rajputs" (ibid.), we may wonder whether
he too has obliterated the Rajputs from his account, denying them
recognition when they join ranks with the "turbulent," "plundering," and
undifferentiated masses that the British served up in their own version of
the apocalypse of the little kings. 7

Meanwhile, the Elliot Aiha, a work of minstrels from Kanauj who
sang it popularly in the 1860s, with the popular rebellion still continuing
through that decade in nearby Bundelkhand, does not overly concern itself
with boundaries between religions, and indeed has only positive things to
say about the close relationship between the Banaphars and their Muslim
ally, MIra Talhan, the Saiyid of Banaras. Whereas the pura~ ties its
history straight into the British period, the Elliot Aiha omits all reference
to the British. Likewise, as if by compensation, this Aiha makes frequent
reference to Mughals and Mughal-period weaponry such as cannons and
guns. Such firearms have no mention in the pura~, and one suspects that
this "Mughal complex" serves to highlight the Rajput chivalry that
opposes it, for the heroes use mainly swords. Moreover, when Bela
prefers satI to remarrying a "Mughul," the disparaging usage may also

6Quoted in Roy 1994, 225, from F. O. Mayne, Na"ative of events attending the outbreak
of disturbances and the restoration of authority in the distn'ct of Banda, 1857-58, cited
without further bibliographical information (Roy 3, 274).
7Bundela Rajputs did sometimes face popular opposition to their own plundering, as is
registered in the Chatra PrakaS (Pogson 1828, 71, 79, 81 [sometimes spelled Chhatra
Prakiisl) , a poem by the bard Lal (or Gorelal) celebrating the anti-imperial careers of
Champat Rai (d. 1662) and his son Chatrasal (d. 1731). But in the circumstances of 1857,
one may doubt Mayne's observation; see generally Baker 1993, 95-101, on Bundela and
Baghel Rajputs' participation.
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connote "imperial" and "SunnY," since MIra TaIban, a ShI'ite, if not, as
we shall see, an Isma'III, is among those who spring Bela from her
father's imprisonment.8 Each text thus has its own style of archaism,
which is balanced by a complementary style of contemporizing anachron
ism. They also differ in the ways they join history to the ~sa and v~sa
conventions of epic and pur~c pasts. In Aihti, reincarnations take place
from the Mahiibhtirata with a sense of divine mystery, and respect for the
karmic autonomy of each heroine and hero. There is no pura~c scheme
to derive the entire action from the work of gods pulling strings. If Aihii
has a prophetic plan for its hidden king and avatar, it is a cryptic one. It
provides no explanation of the perceived evils of the Kali yuga as a divine
lIla, an explanation that amounts, in Pierre Bourdieu's terms, to a
theodicy of privilege. When it speaks of v~sas, as when all the
"Kshatrls" are summoned for battle at Alba's marriage, it is not to
condemn but to rejoice.

Call the Baghel, call the Chandel,1 Every Thakur, Janwar, Pamar,11
SurajbansI, ChandarbansI,1 RaghubansI and Rajkumar;1I The men of
Hara and BlindI call,1 Bais, SombansI and Gahilwar,11 Rathors,
Guhlots, and Saksenas, alII Whose portion are swords and the battle
scar.11 Summon the Tomars of Tumar fort,1 Mainpurl Chauhans and
chiefs of Marwar,11 Nikumbh and Gaur, the Bhadawar power,1 Jadav
and crafty Parihar.11 Each royal clan of Rajasthan, I Thirty and six on
the roll they are;11 HabshI savage who feeds on man,1 and fierce
Durrant who comes from far. (W&G 159)

This roll nods to the Rajasthan-based "western Rajput" standard of thirty
six clans. But it mentions clans not found in western Rajput sources, and
adds Abyssinians (Habshi) and Afghan Durranis. 9 If anything, it down
plays the Agniv~sa, making no reference to it, leaving the Caulukyas
unmentioned, and referring to the Paramaras only by their Bundelkhand
offshoot, the Pamars. The clans whose eradication is announced in the
pura~ were clearly very much alive in the social imagination of
nineteenth-century Aihii performers and audiences, as they are today.

It would seem that if an "underground" pan-Indian Mahiibhtirata is to

8See chap. 6 at n. 38.
90n Habshi, see Richards 1993, 32, 112. Durrani is the name for an "off-shoot" of the
Abdali tribe of Afghans (G. Singh 1959, 1); this roll might not have included them before
the impact of Ahmad Shah Durrani's career of leading nine Durrani invasions into northern
India from 1747-1770 (40-323). See Tod's five lists of thirty-six ([1829-32, 1920] 1990,
facing p. 90), none of which mention Thakur, Janwar, Rajkumar, or Saksena, or localize
clans to specific forts. The best guide I know of to the Rajput clans of AIM (though also
omitting those just mentioned) is Sherring 1872, 117-243.
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be historically contextualized, we must look to the earlier history of such
groups. I will now argue that we must look primarily at Rajputs and
Afghans to understand the background in which Alha travels and possibly
cross-fertilizes other oral martial epics as well. 1O But what do I mean by
Rajputs and Afghans of this kind? And under what conditions would they
be linked with the recurrence of oral martial epics in different parts of
India? "In the middle ages," says Qanungo, "'Rajput' ordinarily meant
a trooper in the service of a chief or a free-lance captain, and sometimes
was applied in applause even to a brigand of desperate courage" (1969,
99). From this perspective, rajput, although meaning "son of a king," at
first denoted "various individuals who achieved such statuses as 'horse
soldier', 'trooper' or 'headman of a village', and then pretended to be
connected with the family of some king" (Kolff 1990, 71-72). Such
military adventurers, Kolff finds, have their roots in a pastoralist pre
Mughal world that, from the sixteenth century onwards, was increasingly
delegitimized by the new Rajput Great Tradition" (82), which claimed
genealogically ascribed rather than martially achieved status. 11 This
"oldest layer of Rajputhood as an open status group of warrior ascetics
in search of patronage and marriage" (84) developed patterns of "seasonal
vagabondage" by the husband in which his asceticism was less concerned
with otherworldly renunciatory ideals than with "the ability to ascetically
fight one's way back home" to his hard-won and precariously held wives
and estate (75, 82).

Rajput soldiery of this kind takes form in the thirteenth to fifteenth
centuries, a period notable to Kolff for two things: "a greater number of
such pastoralist bands than previously succeeded in achieving, and passing
on to their heirs, some measure of landed status" (71); and oral regional
martial epics like Alha, Pabujr, DevnartiyafJ,12 and Palnliqu underwent

IOCf. McGregor 1984, 14, on "dissemination" of "DhoIa-maru" "furthered by the move
ment of Rajput families and communities across the Ganges plain in Muslim service, or in
search of new territories, in the medieval centuries."
l1See on achieved status Kolff 1990, 121-24, 132-33; 1995, 257-61, 290. Although I single
out certain groups, it is important to register KoUTs point that the military service tradition
of naukan- "came out in many statures and colours, and that, for all its shared culture of
soldiering and its continuity at the local and 'folk' level, it manifested itself in a multitude
of groupings, a variety of origins and identities" (119; cf. 142). Cf. Gordon 1994, 192-93,
on the "likely origin" in "military service" of the term Maratha to designate Marathi
speaking units in the armies of the Deccan sultanates.
12Kolff 1990, 81-84. Kolff comments on the Rajasthani Devnariiya,! epic that it presents "a
clash between pastoralism on the one hand and the claims of genealogical status and
territorial rule on the other. Jauhar and sail-are conspicuous elements in the story" (84; cf.
Malik 1993; Blackburn et al. 1989, 216-18). Against a thirteenth-century background, the
interventions ofVi~~u and the goddess guarantee the survival of pastoralist Gujar traditions
while bringing the last Chauhan king of Ajrner to his fall. The Banaphars' pastoralist (Ahir)
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their formative developments. Such oral hero tales would seem to have
circulated through the earliest form of what Kolff calls the "Hindustani
military labor market."13 Yet even earlier than this, from 1010 when
Mahmud of Ghazna in his pro-Abbasid SunnI fervor destroyed Hindu
kingdoms and temples and sought to expunge the Isma'IIIs of Multan, and
especially soon thereafter, from 1051 to 1160, when Isma'IIIs were able
to regroup, NizarI Isma'IIIs Indianized their missions with already
destabilized Rajputs among their converts. This span, which Kassam calls
the "seeding period" of the Satpanth and describes as the "crucible in
which the social basis of an indigenous Isma'III community was forged
through intermarriages, political alliances, and a common cause requiring
mutual trust and material support" with Rajputs and other Hindus, was
begun with the recapture of lower Sind by the Isma'III-influenced Sumrah
kings, noted for continuing some Hindu practices, and ended with
renewed massacres of the Isma'Ilis in Multan by the Ghurids in 1160 and
1175-the latter under Shihab aI-DIn, the eventual conqueror of PrithIraj
Chauhan. 14 As we shall see, one of the things forged in the continuation
and aftermath of this period was an underground Isma'III folk
Mahiibhiirata.

Bundela Rajputs are among those who emerge on the scene in these
times, arriving in Bundelkhand "as early as the thirteenth century" and
more concentratedly in the fourteenth, when they displace and replace the
defeated Chandels. 15 They arrive allegedly as a branch of Gaharwars
from Banaras, which, let us note, is the home, at the beginning of Alha,
of the Saiyid of Banaras, MIra Talhan, and his eighteen sons. While Alhii
is not primarily "their story," it is natural and I think safe to hypothesize
that it was the Bundela variant of this early type of Rajput culture that
provided the regional Rajput milieu in which the fall of the Mahoba
Chandels, Delhi Chauhans, and "Rathors" of Kanauj was reimagined in
the distinctive way that took shape as Alhii. Moreover, if laiswal is right
that "the best specimens of written Bundeli are extant in the bardic songs
of Alba written, or preserved, largely in Banaphari," which he describes

links and opposition to the last Chauhan king of Delhi make obvious parallels. On "Abirs
and other Rajputising peasants and pastoralists," see Kolff 1990, 74.
13Alavi criticizes Kolff for "the simplicity and ease of sale and purchase which the word
market seems to convey" (1995, 56, n. 1), but I do not think it oversimplifies matters in
AIM, where heroes define loyalties by those who provide their salt. Especially strong
recruiting was carried out among the armed peasantry of areas steeped in AIM, the
"extremely popular song" that, according to Kolff, "more than any other epic, reflects the
heroic service traditions of Hindustan" (1990, 170; cf. 119).
14Kassam 1995, 121 (quote), 47-48, 57-94, 120-21; Khan 1997b, 39-106. Recall the doubled
Isma'TII and Rajput traditions of Shihab aI-Din's blinding (chap. 8 at n. 38).
15Kolff 1990, 121; cf. Luard 1907, 13-15.
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as "a mixed form of dialect of Bundeli which derives its name from
Banaphar, a Rajput tribe" (1962, 11), it seems likely that it would be
singers in Banaphari who found audiences for the story of this clans' own
heroes in this milieu. 16 Indeed, though it is a purely speculative point,
it is possible that in making Bundelkhandi history their own, Banaphari
and Bundela singers introduced the Banaphar heroes, MIra TaIban, and
Bela into the story. In any case, whether historical or not, the Banaphars
and MIra TaIban are early adventurer-servicemen of the kind Kolff
describes; and while courtly Muslim and Brahmanical authors ignored
them, Bundela folk culture put them at the center of the story.

Bundela state records from Orccha indicate that up to the mid
thirteenth century, Bundelas intermarried with Chauhans, Pariharas,
Ratho~s, Tonwaras, Baghels, and other Rajput clans (Luard 1907, 13-14).
But after establishing themselves in Bundelkhand by defeating the tribal
Khangars, they admit to intermarrying only with two clans in their own
region: Dandheras, who claim to be a separated segment of Chauhans; 17

and Pamars or Panwars, allegedly a segmented branch of Paramaras
displaced from Rajasthan, where they lost most of their lands and left
only "a few branches" (Gahlot and Dhar 1989, 80). A British diagnosis
was that the latter "have lost some of the characteristics of true Rajputs,
through association with Jats and Bundelas" (Bingley [1870] 1979, 116).
With these two groups, Bundelas formed a "three branch" division
marking their status as inferior to the "thirty-six branch" division of
"western Rajput" clans (Jain 1975, 262-63). Bundelas, not to mention
Banaphars, thus begin their association with the Alhii heartland as low
status Rajputs, setting precedent for later developments under the
Mughals that would deny them the ascribed status of western Rajputs and
then make them the exemplary case of "spurious Rajputs" for the British.
Moreover, while Bundelas claim to be Siiryav~si (Solar Dynasty)
Rajputs themselves,18 their marriages are confined to two clans that
claim dubious branch relations to two of the western Rajput clans-the
Paramaras and Chauhans-which, in Rajasthan, claim to be authentic
Agniv~sins. This would seem to suggest a reason why Alhii, unlike the
p1Jhvrrtij-rtisau and Kt:~1JLif(lSacarita, would tell its version of the story by
leveling out claims to high status made through the Agniv~sa. Alhti
audiences in Bundelkhand do not seem to have invested much in the
Agnikula myth.

Yet it is not just Rajputs but Afghans who fill in this social picture. As

l&fhis is not to discount the possibility that Kanauji and other dialectical Alhas might have
developed simultaneously, but it is unlikely that they would have developed earlier.
17Luard 1907, 14-16; Kolff 1990, 121.
18Luard 1907, 11 ; Jain 1975, 247; confirmed by Baccha Singh.
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to what we mean by "Afghans," we may begin by noting that the early
rulers of the Delhi Sultanate who overthrew PrithIraj Chauhan were
primarily Turks, who were established in Afghanistan before they invaded
India. Their armies "consisted of Turkish, Persian, and Afghan mercen
aries, but for convenience' sake," says Thapar, they can be "referred to
as Afghan armies, on the assumption that the majority of soldiers must
have been Afghan" (1966, 237). Meanwhile, PrithIraj's conqueror Shihab
aI-DIn (Muhammad Ghuri) and his dynasty at Ghor appear "to have been
Afghans, though some believe they might have been Turki or Persian
perhaps" (Khurana 1991-92, 40). Afghans thus enter the picture primarily
as "troopers," like early Rajputs, in a situation where Turk and Afghan
are not always clearly separable. I thus use the term "Afghan" and even
"Pat!Ian" primarily in this extendable cultural sense, which it takes on in
South Asia, rather than with any precisionable ethnic requirement-even
though at times one can be more ethnically precise. But also, as indicated
in chapter 1, Afghan troopers, especially when they oppose imperial
regimes in Delhi, are among the potential carriers of Isma'III and other
SIll'I religious practices and ideas, especially insofar as such traditions
may have been transmitted under the cover of Sufism and ShI'ism more
widely.

Leaving aside the Afghan Lodi rulers (1451-1526), at this ground
level, up to the time of the Afghan Sher Shah in the early sixteenth
century, "Afghans and Rajputs were not really exclusive or even distinct
ethnic groups at all," but rather denotations of "soldiers' identities" by
which they could "register membership in the war-band they had decided
to join" (Kolff 1990, 57-58). The two identities could also shift. Kolff
shows that a good proportion of Sher Shah's army, "exclusively" Afghan
according to his biographer, was composed of Rajput recruits (1990, 39,
58-67). With no way to attain pura~c v~sa pedigrees of the type
superannuated by the Kf!i1JiiTrlSacarita, or the aristocratic titles bestowed
by the Lodis and Mughals, such Rajputs and Afghans had to "achieve"
their status rather than claim it as genealogically "ascribed. "19

By the seventeenth century, as Subrahmanyam comments, Mughal
expansion in the Deccan provided Bundela Rajputs, Afghans, and others
not only opportunity to offer service, but "a means of seeking a new
territorial base for themselves, and eventually for their own descendants. "
The eighteenth century then opened onto "a change in the scale of human
circulation, in movements of pilgrims, elites, and militarized war-bands"

19J(olff 1990, 63; cf. 36-38 on the "insufficiency of genealogy" and the discrediting of the
Afghan aristocracy's Lodi titles by Sher Sur Khan (Sher Shah), who succeeded the Lodis
as an Afghan sultan in the early sixteenth century espousing a detribalized egalitarian
Afghan unity under his sultan's law.
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whose "magnification in scale" was "not merely an issue of numbers,"
but of its "wide, even sub-continental scale" (1995, 20, 9). Afghans from
Rohilkhand, neighboring Bundelkhand to the north, would by the late
eighteenth century be a population with pre-Mughal and Mughal-period
traditions behind them as military adventurers, swords-for-hire who could
fight their way home or keep home on the move.20

Muhammad Khan Bangash, eventual founder of the Rohilla Afghan
state at Farrukhabad in 1713 began his career at about age twenty-one,
in 1685, as one of a four- to five-thousand-strong Pathan (Afghan)
warband led by Yasin Khan that would cross the Yamuna from its home
in Mau (Shamsabad Pargana, on the Ganges) at the end of the rainy
season in about October, hire out to one of the contending Bundela
chiefs, and fight for about eight months before returning home by the
next rains (Irvine 1878, 270). This warband, of which more will be said
shortly, thus accommodated itself to the Bundela seasonal pattern, which
marked its end-of-the-rainy-season expeditions by Dasara.21 Even after
establishing himself as a "virtually independent" power, Muhammad
Khan Bangash still "sided with various Bundela chiefs at different times"
while holding "high appointments under the Mughal emperors" and
carrying out imperial campaigns into Bundelkhand between 1720 to
1729.22 That Alha-and the Elliot Alha in particular, which is from
Farrukhabad-should thrive in such a milieu is not surprising. Pabllj[also
evokes a Rajput-Afghan interface when its hero cannot marry until he
obtains saffron from the gardens of the Afghan Lakkhii Patha~ (J. D.
Smith 1991, 399).

If such Rajputs and Afghans are exemplary achievers, their example
is paralleled in Alha's portrayal of the naukarI (military service) heroes
who defend the higher Chandel Rajputs of Mahoba in the throes of their
submergence beneath the "imperial" moves of Prithviraj and Shihab al
DIn.23 Although as Saiyid of Banaras, MIra TaIban has the title of a

2°Sixteenth-century Mughals described Afghans and Rajputs as "two martial qaums" having
"cordial relations" (Chandra 1994, 18). On Rajputs' "seasonal vagabondage" as "warrior
ascetics," see Kolff 1990, 75-84; on the "vagrant identity" of Afghans "ready to migrate
with their women, children, tents, and flocks to whatever camp their chiefs would determine
upon," 32-35, 159; on Bundelas' "two occupations of service and landholding" in "jungly
home country" from which they were "difficult to dislodge," 120.
210n Dasara at Orccha as "the season for the recommencement of wars and forays," with
procession to a maidiin near a gate "where the chhonkar or shamftree" was worshiped, see
Luard 1907, 39; at Panna and Ajaigarh, ibid. 179,250.
22Luard 1907, 172; cf. Irvine 1878, 283-305; Gupta 1987, 65-88.
230n naukan- and naukar, see Kolff 1990, 20: "honorable service in the warband"; 196:
"originally a Mongolian word meaning retainer, comrade, a soldier in the service of a
Mongolian clan he did not belong to by birth, a free warrior," coming to denote "long
distance soldiering," an "honorable calling" with "strong ascetic overtones. ~
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descendant of the Prophet that "by definition" could come "by birth only,
in actual fact it could be acquired by effort or even by luck" (Kolff 1990,
18). It too could be "achieved."24 And the Banaphar fathers, originally
"guardians" of Baksar (Buxar), come into Parmal's service in a role that
seems to evoke Baksar's identity as a primary recruiting ground for
"military labor," and suggest that the senior Banaphars themselves, and
their sons after them, can be viewed as Baksariyajama'dars or "jobber
commanders," either in an early phase recalled by Alhti, or as projected
back into it from a later perspective.25 In the Kt:~fJii1!iSacarita, Baksar is
called Vaksara, and is further the home of the A.bhlra (Cowherd) wives
of the "Banaphar" fathers (4.22-27), suggesting the mixed character of
Baksar's military service pool.

Afghans and Rajputs of such types thus spread out into local, regional,
imperial, colonial, and poligar (insurgent and otherwise) armies through
the Mughal and British periods, including the Madras Army of the British
East India Company26-though not so the Bengal army, whose
recruitment policies were part of the reason for the continued dispersal
of Afghans and Bundelas in the colonial period. In conditions of Mughal
service, their loyalties were usually less lasting than their spirit of

240fthe "Muzaffamager farmers who became the famous Sayyids of Barha," for whom the
title meant "an inflection of social status or professional identity," the Mughal Jahangir
wrote, "some people make remarks about their lineage, but their bravery is a convincing
proof of their being Saiyids" (Kolff 1990, 58, 18). On Saiyids as Shahids (martyrs), see
Crooke [1896] 1968, 201. Sikh and Sheikh are also used as terms ofachieved status (ibid.).
250n jama'dars ["jobber commanders"] involved in "military entrepreneurship" becoming
distinct from zamfndiirs involved in "land control," see Kolff 1990, 164-73, suggesting that
the fall of the Jaunpur Sharqi Sultanate, with the "scattering of its army of 'innumerable
zamindars'" in the 1480s, gave "Baksariya" the meaning "private soldier emancipated form
zarmndiin-patronage" (172). Baksar, a Brahman pilgrimage center on the Ganges, grew into
a recruitment center under Sher Shah, who, from about 1511, built up his "exclusively"
Afghan Army with this area's agrarian-based Rajputs to become king of Delhi (1540-45)
after overthrowing the Mughal Humayun (38-63). A late seventeenth-century Mughal
manuscript "sums up its infantry in the phrase 'Baksariyahs and Bundelahs'" (120). Baksar
continued to serve as such a center for the East India Company until the late eighteenth
century (59-64, 160, 171-79; Qanungo 1969, 101-2; Alavi 1995,41,51,73).
26S. Bayly defines poligar, Tamilpa!aiyakkiirar, as "south Indian warrior chief" (1989,465;
cf. 48-52; Dirks 1979 and 1982 on these "little kings"). Eighteenth-century "nayaka and
poligar armies" "drew most of their military men from their own kin and caste groups, but
their forces also contained Rajputs and other north Indian and Deccani warriors, including
many Muslims, " among them Pathans disaffected from the nawab of Arcot, who fought for
Hindu poligars in the mid to late eighteenth century (Bayly 1989, 61, 196). Rajputs also
helped the British defend Coimbatore in 1800 while Rajputs and Marathas opposed them on
the side of the poligar-Ied insurgents (Rajayyan 1971, 136-38, 151). Bundela soldiering in
the south for Mughal, Golconda, and colonial powers (including the Dutch) continued from
at least 1670 to the mid-nineteenth century (Kolff 1990, 151-58).
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resistance, which they often shared with similarly disaffected groups. 27

Under British colonial and imperial rule, it was much the same. Pertin
ently, "Stephen Lushington, the celebrated Collector of Poligar Peshkash
(tribute) who helped to defeat the last of the independent south Indian
poligars, reported that in his day [1799-1800] the rililitary spirit of these
warrior chiefs was 'inflated by the Jargon of the Vagrant Mussalman
Patans [Pa~ans] or Rajahpoots, who frequently for a time engage in the
service of the Principal Poligars, and while they promote their own
purposes flatter the Poligar into belief in his Prowess little short of
heroism. ' "28

Alavi traces the polities and movements of Rajputs and Afghans in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in north India in relation to
British patterns of military recruitment, especially for the Bengal army,
and in connection with popular religion.29 The Company-whose per
spective Lushington exemplified-peripheralized "mercenary" soldiers
such as Bundelas, Buksarias, and Afghans, whose similar military
lifestyles and allegedly indiscriminate loyalties recruiters viewed with
"repugnance. "30 Meanwhile, it promoted a sanskritized military of Brah
mans and mainly Bihari Rajputs for the Bengal army. Alavi describes
numerous ways in which Company policy not only avoided interference
with these soldiers' religious practices, but actively encouraged the
reshaping of such practices by attempting to "invent" a high caste status
for the sepoys through "military diet and cantonment celebrations. " In so
doing, "the Company was promoting sanskritization of the military. "31

Company recruiters "furthered their interests by manipulating local
religious arenas and symbols for their own purposes, gaining credibility
by circulating stories claiming the fulfillment of religious prophesies at
the site of the popular religious fairs. "32 But in cantonments, the British

27See Richards 1993, 120, 193, 246-48; cf. 66, 80, 87 (along with Indian Muslims, Jats,
and Gujars); 145-47, 208-13 (along with Marathas and Indian Muslims); 256-57, 293-94
(along with Sikhs and Jats). Cf. Mayaram 1997, 31-49.
28S. Bayly 1993, 466, quoting from Lushington 1916, 4, which is unavailable to me.
Lushington was Collector of Ramnad (Rajayyan 1971, 199).
29Alavi criticizes Kolffs view regarding the Mughal period (1995, 12, 56, n. 1) but rather
extends it for this later period (51).
30Alavi 1995, 73; on Afghans see also 194-216, especially 198-200 and 209 on convergences
with Bundela and other Rajputs; on Bundela Rajputs, see also Roy 1994, 36-37. Along with
one thousand five hundred Sepoys, the Rani of Jhansi drew her greatest support from
"10,000 Bundelas and vilayaties" (i.e., "rebel" Rajputs and Afghans; 68).
31Alavi 1995, 75-76; cf. 79-and in recruiting Gurkha "tribals," a "Hinduization of the
regiments" (266).
32Alavi 1995, 69: e.g., in Awadh in 1839, a prophesy of the return of RavaJ;la's son Inderjit,
who had his own advance recruiting agent to form his army, which attracted both Hindus
and Muslims, as did recruiters in North Bihar who claimed they were forming "a Hindu
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urged that popular religion give way to a regimented high caste ideal.
From 1793, the Commander-in-Chief "gave sanction to the celebration
of Indian festivals in the cantonment," thereby encouraging a merger of
"the cantonment world and the religious world of the recruit." Sepoys
were to welcome "participation of European officers in these festivities,"
and could use firearms at them so long as they were regulated (Alavi
1995, 79-80). Sanskritized festivals found favor: Holi, with Brahman
dancing boys and Brahman musicians as entertainers (80-81); and
especially Ram LIla, for which the Company found "similar ends" in its
cantonments to those which Cheyt Singh, son of a Brahman father and a
Rajput mother, found slightly earlier (in the 1780s) in his newly founded
kingdom of Banares. 33 Whereas the Raja sought "to project the image
of a Hindu army" and "create a Hindu symbol of legitimacy and achieve
independence from the Nawab of Awadh," the Company patronized Ram
LIla "to create a Hindu symbol of legitimacy" (33, 81). Sepoys dressed
up as Rama's monkeys and used new military technology to blow up
Ravat;la's mud forts, while the Company, by making them "celebrate
Ramlila independent of the patronage of any priestly figure, created a
superior status for them" (82). With his mud forts, Ravat;la begins to look
like another little king. 34

Alavi documents instances of sepoys' arrogant and casuistical disregard
of local folk religion in the 1810s (1995, 87-89). Although the policy of
high caste identity for the Bengal army showed signs of backfiring as
early as the 1820s,35 the Company continued it. The 1820s thus
launched the period of the "regimental pandit and the regimental maulvi"
(92). One might imagine the author of the Kr:~17l1~acarita having an
affinity with the former. While the Bengal army peripheralized "mer
cenary" warrior populations, he peripheralized their oral epic. His work
could almost be a sepoy's Alhti for Sanskrit-reading Brahmans of the
Bengal army. But it is unlikely that Brahman sepoys would have read the
Kt:~1Jfi~acarita. The pauraJ;rika's real bogeys are Muslim Mlecchas and
the K~atriya pretensions of Rajputs. For Rajputs themselves, whose status
was more at stake in relation to the epics they celebrated at festivals than

army for the purpose of taking Mecca from the Muslims," which even enlisted "a small
number of Muslims from eastern Awadh" (69-71).
330n the Brahmanical character of the Banaras Ram LTIa, in contrast to "Draupad'i cult
lTIas," see Hiltebeitel 1995c.
34As he is in plibajf, and also to those who try to find him in central India (see chap. 4, n.
18). Note also Kolff's mention of a song attributed to Tulsidas which describes Rama's
"faithful ascetic warrior" Hanuman as "a great Rajput" (1990, 196-97).
35Alavi 1995, 75: a "decade of mutinies," since the Sepoys were now concerned with "the
slightest infringement of the ritual rules instituted by the company to define their own status
and identity" (90; cf. 226: 1800-19 as another "decade of mutinies").
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it was for Brahmans, the Company, surely under Brahman influence,
endorsed a high status Ram tradition rather than a lower status
Mahtibhtirata tradition like Alhti or Pa~<:lav LIla.

In such a context, we would be justified in studying the Elliot Alhti,
as it would have taken form during this period up to 1868, as a counter
tradition not only to the Kt:!ifJti~acarita, which, as it were, "corrects"
oral Alhtis, but to the development of religious practices and martial
folklores in the Company army. IfAlhti singers of 1868 were not directly
aware of the Kt:!ifJti~acarita, they would have been aware of Company
sepoy traditions, since, as Roy documents, there are numerous instances
of opposition between "rebellious" sepoys and Bundela Rajputs during the
1857 insurgency, despite their common opposition to the British. 36

In any case, the British did not invent the cantonment pattern. The
"long and arduous north Indian campaigns" of the Marathas, for instance,
required "provisions, base for operations, and cantonments" for their
"troops in the rainy season," whose "entanglements" in the north meant
they could not spend the rains in Maharashtra and return north after
Dasara (Gupta 1987, 230). The cantonment during the rainy season, wait
ing for Dasara away from home with one's mixed-caste and often inter
communal war-band, listening to martial and romantic tales told by
itinerant JoglS, Bairagls, Gosains and Fakirs-this is one of the settings
in which a Rajput-Afghan culture can be imagined, before British
sanskritizations and regimentations, to have been a carrier and cross
fertilizer ofMahtibhtirata- and Rtimtiyaf,la-linked oral epic traditions. Alhti
at home is performed "at night, primarily during the monsoon season,"
"before all-male audiences" by male professionals of two types: "Jogis
(wandering mendicants) and Nats (acrobats). "37 It is as if a military
camp setting is recreated near home, with women at home in parda. 38

With warrior-JogIs in the warbands themselves, seasonably encamped
armies would presumably not have had to miss their Alhti when the rains
found them on the road.

B. Rajputs and Afghans Looking South

Thinking about Rajput-Afghan culture has meant rethinking some of
the findings of volumes one and two of The Cult of Draupadf. It also

36Roy 1994, 39, 137, 156-58, 161, 169,242.
37Schomer 1984, 3; Blackburn et al. 1989, 197-98; Dwivedi 1966, 23. AIM fairs at the
KIratsagar in Mahoba and at Bairagarh (see chap. 14) occur in the rainy season.
38Cf. Khan 1996, 55 and passim: Kamad, low status Rajasthani minstrels with Muslim
affiliations, have recently, in efforts to "rehinduize" (and "rerajputize") their tradition,
taken to preventing their wives and daughters from continuing to perform as dancers with
men, and excluding them from singing bhajans and even attending public performances.
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enables us to think about diffusions of different kinds, including
circulating diffusion, and diffusion in different directions. Not everything
fits, but let us start with what does.

Many DraupadI temples are connected with cantonments and
pa~aiyams, the military camps or headquarters of poligar (pa{aiyakkarar)
chiefdoms. 39 The point was first made to me in 1975 by K. T. Pandu
rangi about the Kalassipalayam temple in Bangalore, which is affiliated
with Vanniyars still living in its old cantonment area (Hiltebeitel 1988a,
39). Devanampattanam, home to both a DraupadI and a KuttaJ;ltavar tem
ple, was the site of Fort St. David, purchased by the British East India
Company from the Marathas of Gingee in 1690 and soon thereafter con
tested by Sartip Singh, father of Raja Desing, the subject of our next
chapter (Srinivasachari 1943, 370). Nearby is Pakkiripa~aiyam, "Camp
of the Fakir, "40 home to a DraupadI temple and my two chief Teruk
kiittu informants R. S. Natarajan and R. S. Mayakrishnan. Examples near
Madras are two temples at Poonamallee (center of the East India
Company army of the Madras Presidency) and one at nearby A.1antiir
(Allundur), below Saint Thomas Mount, also a Company army base
(Rajayyan 1971, 224). A bronze plaque at the A.1antiir temple entrance
identifies it as the SrI AI1ilari Dharmaraja Koyil, said to be named after
a British colonel who founded it after a vision of DraupadI. Colonel
Artilari, apparently not blinded by this dangerous vision,41 ordered the
temple "built by the military," and then handed it over to its first
Vanniyar trustees. As noted elsewhere (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 39), this
colonel must be a personification of the artillery of Vanniyar (and other)
sepoys, who probably built the temple themselves with Company
encouragement. Current memory of the colonel's generosity probably
recalls Company involvement of the type Alavi adduces in connection
with its sponsorship of north Indian cantonment festivities.

DraupadI festivals in the Bangalore and Madras cantonments are
homogeneous: a suggestive reduction to a ten- or twelve-day module
higWighting features of NavaratrI-Dasara, goat sacrifice, and sword
pressing (HiltebeiteI1991a, 288, 296-97,351-53). We may now suspect
this module to result not only from partial Brahmanization and "urban
and diaspora modifications" (288), but Company influence. Parallels and
overlap between this module and distinctively south Indian ten-day
Muharram cycles were probably also influenced not only by competition
and syncretism, but, at least in cantonment towns and cities, by Company

39S. Bayly 1989, 465; see n. 26 above.
4°1 do not know the origins of this suggestive name.
41See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 88-99; 1992a, 511-13; Masilamani-Meyer 1997, 168-70 for further
examples of blinding under such circumstances.
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interaction. Both recall epochal battles and heroic deaths, especially of
youthful heroes. Muharram, which mourns the martyrdom of Muham
mad's grandson I:Iusayn and his small group of relatives and companions,
is of course fundamentally a ShI'ite festival, though in India it is also
conducted by those who "would identify themselves as SunnIs, "42 and
in south India especially it is joined by Hindus.43 Muharram "displays
of self-mortification by ash-smeared Bhairagis (Saivite Sanyasis)" along
with "faqirs in beads" coincide with DraupadI festival processions with
penitents flagellated by whip-bearers personifying Pottu Raja, and notions
that not only Pottu Raja but the (usually) Muslim MuttaI Ravutta!! are
commanders in the Pa~~avas' and DraupadI's army, itself ritually rep
licated in festival processions. 44 The "mystic weirdness of south India's
Mohurram fire-pit rituals" could also speak as well for those of
DraupadI.45 But this only describes conditions in which a certain type of
DraupadI festival and a certain type of Muharram would have taken shape
by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries-that is, by the time
we get colonial observations upon them. Obviously, eighteenth-century
connections of DraupadI temples with pa~aiyam military camps and seven
teenth-century connections with the nayaks of Gingee are older. But I
suggest that at least from the late seventeenth century on, and with Raja
Desing marking a point of transition, these developments were affected
by an Afghan-Rajput military culture that would at least by then have
imparted its artifacts and idioms to DraupadI cult rituals and folklore. 46

But this impact cannot begin that late. As the earliest oral martial epics
to give evidence of how Rajput-Afghan culture was regionally seeded in
both north and south India, AIJui and Painaqu recall processes that must

42Bayly 1989, 141-42; cf. Mayaram 1997, 258-60.
43"Colonial observers often commented on ... the involvement of Hindu worshipers in
Mohurram rites in localities such as Melapalayam, Salem, and Nellore" (S. Bayly 1989,
142)-Le., pa~aiyamand cantonment localities (Melapalaiyam is associated with the cult of
Yusuf Khan [ibid., 200]). On the procession-destination for Muharram in Madras,
established by the nawab of Arcot Muhammad Ali Wallajah, ally of the British and eventual
adversary of Yusuf Khan, see Bayly 1989, 182; a local Muharram in Kilpauk, with
firewalking, is still linked with his tradition (Lee Weissman, personal communication). Cf.
Hiltebeitel 1991a, 440, n. 3; 469, n. 65
44Quoting S. Bayly 1989, 141 (Bhairagi should be Bairagi or BairagI, from Sanskrit
vairtigi); cf. Hiltebeitel 1988a 110, 114; 1991a, 170-82, 448-68, 488.
45Quote from S. Bayly 1989, 142. Cf. S. Bayly 1993,470-71; Assayag 1995, 59-64 (the
pafljah symbol of Muharram is associated with the Pa~davas and worshiped by Lingayats
in Belgaum District, Kamataka); Hiltebeitel 1991a, 440, n. 3; 469, n. 65; 1992a, 519.
46Cf. S. Bayly 1993, 478, on facilitation of Muslim expansion into hinterland areas by the
nayaks and poligars, and the culture of "power divinities" linked with blood sacrifice among
"warrior groups . . . seeking to consolidate their rule over expanding palaiyam domains. "
Cf. S. Bayly 1989 12-14,22-30,48-55,137-50,211.
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go back at least to the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries. Here are some
more pieces of the puzzle.

DraupadI cult firewalkers wear yellow garments reminiscent of Rajput
warriors, who wore saffron-dyed yellow "when about to sacrifice them
selves in a desperate conflict, a sacrifice to their supposed ancestor
Surya. "47 As Tod puts it, drawing on the Pt:thvlraj-rasau, "The brothers
[Alba and Udal], ere they reached Mahoba, halted to put on the saffron
robe, the sign of 'no quarter' with the rajput warrior. "48 In the image
of warriors consecrated for battle (d~itas), ktippukktira!!:.s who don
turmeric-dyed wristlets at DraupadI festivals often wear turmeric-dyed
clothes while sleeping in seclusion away from their homes at the temple.
They do not wake to a woman's face-other than DraupadI's, before
whom they maintain their chaste commitment to her martial rituals
(Hiltebeitel 1991a, 89, 141). We shall meet something similar with Raja
Desing and his Muslim (and as we shall see, Afghan) comrade-in-arms
Movuttukkara!!, even down to the wristlet.

Meanwhile, women firewalkers are like satIs who ascend the pyre "in
a robe dyed with turmeric. "49 In the Gingee area mythology that
explains her post-war firewalk, Draupadi, like Bela, inspires a mass satI.
It would now appear to be significant that it is only in the more
"rajputized" Gingee area that we find this myth. 50 Such a mass satI is
tantamount to ajauhar, the mass-burning of (mainly) Rajput women (and
sometimes their children) on a pyre in anticipation of their husbands'
deaths in battIes1-which perforce becomes a mass satI if it is delayed

47Dymock 1890, 447; cited in Hiltebeitel 1991a, 443; cf. Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 34-35
and 223, n. 57; Harlan 1992, 184, n. 2, and in press, 10 (linking the last stand with a
renunciation that protects the family the hero renounces); Gordon 1994, 187 (sallying forth
wearing the saffron turban as a sign of being already dead to the world). As indicated above
(n. 18), Bundelas are SfiryavaQ1sa Rajputs.
48Tod [1829-32, 1920] 1990,1 :719. Cf. Tod (1829-32) 1972, 2:375: "Five hundred Haras,
'the sons of one father,' put on the saffron robe, and rallied round their chief, determined
to die with him" (which they do not).
49Dymock 1890, 446; cf. Roghair 1982, 355, as cited in Hiltebeitel 1991a, 445.
50Hiltebeitel 1988a, 441-42; 1991a, 406.
51See chap. 9, § B on such a rite instigated by a Brahman queen in eighth-century Sind. Cf.
Kolff 1990: "the last ascetic sacrifice of Rajputs, when they kill their wives and children,
and then sell their lives dearly on the field of battle" (xiii), supported by an ideology in
which "the women of a man's household were the substance of his achievement [and] could
have no existence independent of his life's adventure" (102). The 1673 burning of his three
hundred and seventy wives and concubines, plus his children and grandchildren, by the last
Thanjavur nayak before sallying forth with his till-then estranged son to a doomed last stand
(Narayana Rao, Shulman, and Subrahmanyam 1992, 304-13) has surely this Rajput
inflection.
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until after the husbands have been slain. 52 To appreciate how a south
Indian might imagine a firewalk-like jauhar, one can see Ravi Varma's
painting "Johar" at the Citra Art Gallery in Trivandrum: fourteen women
dressed in saris shaded yellow to orange, some with red trim; one toward
the left raising her left arm as she and those ahead of her cover their
heads with the ends of their saris, filing toward the right, where one
stands above the rest pointing into a portal of flames, and the one before
her leaps, hair loose and flying. 53 As S. Bayly says, "One custom which
the poligars did share with the Rajputs was sati" (1989, 55). But it is not
necessary to otherwise contrast the poligars' and other Tamil warrior
populations' "Kshatriya ideal" with "the Persianate refinement of the
north Indian Rajput courts" (ibid.). It was not the high Rajput tradition
but a low one that had its south Indian "spread" and reception among
"predator groups and with the immigration of 'Vaduga' [northern]
warrior cultivators from Andhra and the Deccan" (ibid., 34).

These pieces certainly fit one part of our picture. Then there is the
aforementioned Muttal Ravutta!!, Draupadi's (usually) Muslim guardian.
Although Tamil ravuttall is taken to mean "trooper" or "horseman," and
to denote a group of Muslims in the southern districts of Tamilnadu
converted by missionaries, chief of whom is the ostensibly ShI'I Sayyid
Nathar Shah (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 102), the hero Muttal Ravutta!! is both
"rajputized" and "afghanized": at one temple, he may be "Muttala Raja,"
at another "Muhammad Khan" (ibid., 104). In certain texts, his name
even reverts (I assume: theoretically it could be the other way around)
from Muttal Ravutta!! to "Muttal Rajput!" In a chapbook edition of the
Terukkiittu folk drama that performs his story, he is called Muttal
Rajaputtira!! and is said to come from Nepa!. 54 Alternately, as
MuttalarajaputtirCl!!, the same rajputized name is used in the 8rt
Tiraupatatevi Mtl1.J:.miyam. There, DraupadI describes Muttal Rajput as her
chief marshal and a "little king (cirraracaJ1)" from a "small country
(ciru tecam)" on the Tambarapara~ river near Tirunelveli in the deep
south of Tamilnadu. She agrees to stay in Gingee so long as he and her

52See Harlan 1992, 184, n. 1, on Tod's account of the PadminI story; see Tod [1829-32]
1970, 1:212-16.
53The painting is unfortunately not reproduced in Venniyoor 1981.
54SaJ.Ullukam N.d., 37 (the author is from Co.!.apuram village, Villupuram Taluk, South
Arcot), from the chapbook drama collection of S. Rajarathinam, Lecturer at the District
Institute of Education and Training in Krishnagiri. I had earlier given up on finding this text
(Hiltebeitel 1988a, 113, n. 15). The publisher, the defunct Sri Vat.U Vilacam Press of
Cuddalore, gives the principal character this (re-)rajputized name in both the title and
throughout the work, despite advertising the othelWise identical title with the name
"Muttmrtivutta!!:." on the back of another drama (Municami Nayakar and Virappa Pataiyak~i

N.d. [cited in ibid., 466]).
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"chiefminister" Pottu Raja will serve her as guardians (HiltebeiteI1991a,
488). Were one to look for "the historical" M. R., one might choose
between a little Tamil king who went north, a rajputized Gurkha, or a
reconverted late eighteenth-century Rohilla Afghan who served in Nepal,
such as Alavi describes (1995, 213).

One also finds matching pieces without background: lemons impaled
or otherwise offered for north Indian satis and south Indian fire
walkers;55 the "cross-hilted dagger" used in Draupadi cult ritual that is
also a Rajput weapon;56 the name Pirutiviraja (= P¢llvlraja) used by
the Melacceri Draupadi temple's elderly chief trustee, Gopala Goundar,
to identify the king whom Draupadi temporarily blinds when he does not
believe that her stone icon could have hair. 57 But for now I single out
only one piece of unusual interest. Touring Bundelkhand, a south
Indianist may be struck by the numerous red pennants high up in the
outer branches of trees, marking the sites of Hindu temples. Southern
Brahmanical temples do not, as far as I know, have flags in trees. Rather,
they have flagstaffs (dhvajastambhas or ko~i-k-kampams) or "flag-trees"
(ko~imarams) of a different sort: tall posts outside the entrance topped
with triple-planed frames with bells on them pointed in toward the
sanctum. These have no parallel at northern Brahmanical temples (Hilte
beitel 1991a, 91-92). Draupadi temples may have flagstaffs of this
Brahmanical type, but a few also put pennants in trees: not regularly, but
at a festival's beginning, "undetected" at night, as if to signal a military
operation. 58 At the temple of the Palnad heroes, two banners are hung
in trees, one for each of the two rival factions (Roghair 1982, 26). In
both cases we seem to find south Indian hero cult adaptations of a north
Indian practice transmitted by Rajputs, for whom flags in trees outside
Hindu temples mark a space that may need to be permanently defended,
by them.

Turning to the hero cults linked with Palnaqu and Elder brothers,
there is no need to reiterate ritual parallels. 59 Of moment is the

55Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 74-83; Hiltebeitel 1991a, 280, 448, 462. Many of these things
are done more generally for south Indian village goddesses. But rituals for them, patronized
by village and caste headmen in the image of little kings, would have felt the same
influences.
56Tamil alaku or ka!!an' (Hiltebeitel1991a, 454 with fig. 15); Hindi kattara (Chand Bardai
1873-86, 1886 fascicule, plate 3). It is also among the weapons in the temple of the heroes
of Palna~u (see plate 6).
57See above n. 41; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 99; 1991 b, 420-21: On Prithiraj Chauhan's blindness
at the end of his life, see chap. 8, n. 38 and § C.
58Prasca 1984, 277; Hiltebeitel 1991a, 87-88.
59Seeespecially Hiltebeitel1991a, 223-24 (impregnation rituals), 166-69,239,316-17,374
(patuka~amvariations), 355-66 (revival rites, with parallels in the story of Khan Sahib).
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composition of the armies of two epics. In Elder brothers, Campuka
describes the army he raises for the campaign against the boar KompCl!!:
"there are a crore of Muslims, a crore of wrestlers, a crore of Maratta
soldiers, a crore of silk weavers, and a crore of resident army men"
(Beck 1992, 659). We would expect to find Afghans and ShI'as among
the ten million Muslims, and perhaps Rajputs among the ten million
Marathas. The resident army thus mixes with the "mercenaries."

Palniitfu is still more revealing. As noted, the migration of the people
of Palna<;lu is required by the Brahmans of their original north Indian
home, who refuse to complete "the people's" Dasara because their elders,
and in particular king Alagu Raju, "are guilty of murdering children,
sages, and cows." Along with the jammi tree, they depart with a flagstaff
(dhvajastambha) among the ritual artifacts stipulated by the Brahmans. On
their way, they parade their flags and banners (Roghair 1982, 166). The
people are initially defined by the four castes. But the penitents are really
the elders and the people's army: "... there were 24,000 Gosangi
soldiers. Then there were Cikkuls, Cinguls, Arabs, Rohilas, Mughals,
and Pa~~. With clubmen, macemen, Abedars and Subedars, the army
set forth."6O Gosangis are Madiga Dalits (ibid., 188, n. 20); typically,
they go first. 61 Rohilas (Rohillas) and Pa~ are Afghans. Roghair could
not identify Cikkuls and Cinguls other than as "warlike peoples" who
would "postdate the epic time," and who "may be added for their sound
value" (ibid., n. 21). But surely they are Rajputs, who do not postdate
this epic's time in any sense. The soundplay on the typical Rajput name
Singh is simply modified by a Telugu u ending, as in Tamil and Telugu
Teciiiku/Desiiigu. The anachronistic "Mughals" is also interesting, as it
is in Alha. Here it works both ways. Not only are Mughals antedated into
the epic; one can still rejoin the epic heroes from Mughal times. As we
saw in chapter 3, it was in the "time of AurangzIb" (one of taqlyya for
Isma'IIIs) that Jaffar and FarId came to Karempii<;li with their army and
took living samadhi to "worship with" the Palnad heroes.

There are also other hints that "the people" include Rajputs becoming
Telugus. Abedtir is probably not "a creation to rhyme with Siibedar"
(siibahdar), but havildar. 62 Alagu Raju, who leads this expedition with
Brahma Nayu<;lu (Vi~l;lu incarnate) as his minister, is a "shining scion of
the lunar race" (Roghair 1982, 165): some kind of ChandarbansI or

6ORoghair 1982, 161-62; cf. 267: the troops of one of the great Palnad heroes, Ala
Racamallu, also consist of "Cikkuls, Cinguls, Arabs, Rohilas, Mughals, Patlins, and
others. "
61Like Campuka, in leading the vast army of the elder brothers.
62Roghair 1982, 188, n. 22 (quote). As the form avultar suggests, as used in the Tectiiku
Raja!!:. Kara; for one of the nawab's Afghan retainers (Canmukacuntaram 1984, 156).
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SombansI Rajput; probably a Haihaya, as current informants claim. 63
Indeed, according to the Karempu<:li Pfthadhipati, the people's kings are
Haihaya Rajputs or K~atriyas. The sins they must atone for by their
pilgrimage-"murdering children, sages, and cows" (162)-were commit
ted seven generations earlier by none other than the Haihaya Kartavlrya
Arjuna, provoker of Parasurama. 64 And their homeland of Palamacapuri
is in Jambanipuri or Jabalpur,65 which Roghair was told is "the ancient
Cedi homeland of the Haihayas" that is "believed to have been in Cedi
in present-day Madhya Pradesh" (187, 94). Indeed, according to Babu,
Brahma Nayu<:lu "migrated into Andhra Desa along with king Anugu Raju
(sic) in consequence of the invasion of their realm in the north by
Muhammad Ghori" (1996, 35), a story he said was in the epic songs
(personal communication, January 1997). The events which bring closure
on the world of Alhii would thus be the impetus for the people's
migration to Palna<:lu!

In any case, if, following Roghair, the Palnad people's northern
homeland is "believed to have been in Cedi," they have come from the
classical epic country of Sisupala that in medieval times is overlapped by
Bundelkhand. In folk epic contexts, we now see that Kartavlrya Arjuna
is credited with two capitals. In Palntiqu, the rajas of Palna<:lu descend
from him, and come from near Jabalpur. In Alhii, the Chandel and Bana
phar heroes' first great opponents, the Baghel kings and princes of Maro,
rule from a capital which some say is the former Afghan stronghold of
MaJ;l<:lu, others Mahi~matI, Kartavlrya Arjuna's mythical stronghold.
Jabalpur and MaJ;l<:lu are both on the Narmada, and so is Mahi~matI in so
far as it has been identified with Maheshwar. The Maro rulers and the
people of Palna<:lu thus begin to look "related," with varied Agniv~sa

and Haihaya Candrav~sa descent myths. 66 The Bundelkhand-Baghel
khand-Narmada basin area could thus be a primary terrain through which
stories like these travelled, and a source from which they migrated to
Palna<:lu.

But it is the women of Palna<:lu who supply the most vivid section of
the puzzle. They leave Palamacapuri for Palna<:lu under a specific injunc
tion of the Brahmans: "they wore indigo saris and indigo blouses" (161-

63Working from circumstantial inscriptional evidence, Roghair (1982, 71-80) and others have
attempted to link Alagu Raja with the Haihayas, a Yaduvamsa branch of the Somaval11sa,
who come to be tied in with the Western Calukyas of Kalyan.
MIn most versions of this classical myth, Kartavlrya attempts to steal the cow ofJamadagni,
and then kills Jamadagni, Parasurama's father (see chap. 13). Roghair mentions Kartavlrya
Arjuna in connection with the migration story, but not in connection with the faults that
cause the penitential migration.
650ral communication, January 1997.
66See chap. 5 at nn. 50 and 51.
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62). Indigo is a polluting dye. Throwing an indigo veil over a woman
about to become satI is a way to "dissipate the frenzy" of her sat: the
"internal fire" that disposes her to "become satI." Other ways include
throwing indigo-darkened water over her, getting her to drink indigo
mixed water, or placing an indigo-covered coconut on her pyre. Other
than a Sudra, a married woman would never wear blue saris while her
husband is alive. All this typifies the satI practice and ideology of north
Indian Rajputs67 and explains the indigo saris and blouses of the future
women of Palna~u. Although the women migrate with their penitential
husbands, they are virtual satIs. Symbolically widowed by their husbands'
deadly sins, they are under a protracted condition of defilement that is
comparable to DraupadI's vow of dishevelment. Indeed, both indigo and
dishevelment carry overtones of menstrual pollution. 68 Aspersion with
indigo-darkened water also dispels the frenzy of jhujhars: warriors who
continue to fight after they are beheaded. The parallel must be that a
woman without her husband is like a warrior without his head. Aihii has
two such episodes. And since jhujhars often die fighting off cattle raiders,
indigo-colored water is also offered to PabujI, who died on such a
mission. 69 The people thus begin their migration from north India to
Palna~u as a virtual Afghan-Rajput warband, differing from others only
in that their journey is a penitential pilgrimage rather than a military
campaign for some chieftain, and in that they bring their women with
them as protracted satls rather than leave them at home. They might
remind one of Vratyas.

In the nineteenth- and twentieth-century forms that we find regional
martial oral epics, and probably for as much as six centuries before that,
Afghans and Rajputs have thus made important contributions to trans
mitting them, and contributing to their related hero cults-not only in
north India, but south. One may thus hypothesize that "underground" folk
Mahtibhiirata and RamayafJ,a has been enriched by this mobile Afghan
Rajput culture, along with the combination of Rajputs and herders with
K~atriya self-images that one finds repeatedly in these traditions, and in
others more or less like them.70

67For these points and further exposition, see Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 34-42.
68Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 39-42: along with uses of indigo, one may dissipate a satI's sat
by the touch of a menstruating woman or a Dalil. For DraupadI, see Hiltebeitel 1981,
1991a, 396-98.
69Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 43, and 225, nn. 84-85; Rose 1926, 91-92; W&G 50, 240
(here two jhiijhars: the young princes Abhai and Ranjit, who die at the Battle ofKIratsagar;
see chap. 6, n. 90). Cf. Srivastava 1997, 74.
7°Flueckiger 1996 does not say who patronizes panq,viinf [folk Mbh] in Chhatisgarh, but
Rajputs and Abirs are probably among them (cf. 136-41 on the comparable Candaini). On
Rajputs in Garhwali Mbh traditions, see Sax 1986; 1994; 1995a, 137-49; Zoller 1993, 205-
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But now things become more complicated. There are pieces that don't
fit. Marathas, for instance, are not Rajputs, and it was a cheap trick to
pass one off for the other in the elder brothers' army. As Gordon has
shown, Rajput and Maratha styles of soldiering differed significantly, as
both did, as well, from the south Indian nayak style first developed under
the Vijayanagar rulers (1994, 182-208). But at least by the seventeenth
century, the situation in the south was more mixed and varied than
Gordon mentions. The twins' hero cult and oral epic are rooted in the
Trichy area, whose dominant royal culture through the late seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries at Thanjavur was a highly Brahmanized Maratha
one, and not, like Gingee's, one of Marathas followed by Afghans and
Rajputs under far less Brahmanical influence. Elsewhere during this
period Marathas and Rajputs had as complex a history of martial inter
actions as Rajputs and Afghans-with Maratha-Bundela relations
entangled even up to the 1857 insurgency.?1

More instructive than nonfitting pieces are places where the picture is
incomplete. Pota Raju-Pottu Raja is an obvious case: the signpost of a
Telugu-Nayak culture in the Palnad and Gingee (DraupadI) hero cults in
connection with a unique ritual apparatus. Yet when it comes to his sur
facing in oral epic, it has been suggested in chapter 5 that the myth of the
destruction of his Sivanandi Fort may be a variant of a probably older
Aihii story: the destruction of the Iron Fort in the Maro Feud episode,
with the latter further echoing the Mahtibhiirata's Jarasandha episode.

But enough for now of Pota Raju. Granted that the picture can never
be complete, it is time, in the remainder of this and the last three
chapters, for a few case studies to seek some idea of what a more filled
out picture might look like. Let us, however, try to keep our balance on
the prickly matter of north "versus" south. South Indian colleagues who
have followed this project have returned to no area of unease more
repeatedly than the sense that I am presenting some "master narrative"

35. For Rajasthani folk Mbhs, see Smith n.d. and Mayaram 1997, 41-42, 128-40, 255-57
on Rajput clans among the Meos. "Rajput"-herder alliances repeat themselves in Piibujf
(Rajputs and Rebaris), Alhii (Rajputs and Abirs through the Banaphars), Palniiq.u (Velamas
and Gollas), and the Draupadl cult (Vanniyars and Ko!!ars).
71See especially the young Chatrasal's 1667 inspirational meeting with Sivaji, defining
Chatrasal's anti-Mughal course in Bundelkhand (Gupta 1980, 21-23) and later events in his
career (81-90); Dalpat Rao's participation in Mughal operations against the Marathas at
Gingee from 1694-98 (Luard 1907, 96-98); Maratha expansion in Bundelkhand and
deteriorating Maratha-Bundela relations up to the establishment ofBritish paramountcy there
(1731-1803: for different slants, Andhere 1984; Gupta 1987); and Maratha-Bundela coop
eration (mainly) in 1857 (Roy 1994, 81-136). On Tod's Rajputs as "feudal" and
"nationalizing" versus Marathas as "predatory" and "denationalizing, " and as "two opposed
groups where previously no absolute distinction had existed," see Peabody 1996, 208-14.
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of a double north Indian colonization of the south: first, through the
supposedly north Indian classical epics; second, through a rajputization
of south Indian regional oral martial epics.72 On the first point, I do not
share the assumption that the Mahiibharata is north Indian.73 On the
second, I hope to show that the picture gets complicated just because
things work both ways. Indeed, to anticipate chapters 12 and 13, I do not
regard Rajputs of the type we are discussing as entirely north Indian.

C. The Egalitarian Warband

Raja Desing refers to his lifelong Pa~han friend Movuttukkara!! as a
brother, albeit a younger brother (tampi), as we shall see. This has an
egalitarian ring. Similarly, MIra TaIban is a surrogate father to the
Banaphars and the Chandel prince Brahma. According to the Elliot Alhti,
the Pal;lc;lava brotherhood reincarnates itself into a Muslim (BhIma in MIra
TaIban), two Banaphars (Yudhi~~hira in Alba, Sahadeva in Malkhan), and
two Rajput princes (Arjuna in Brahma, Nakula in Ukhan). Brothers in
their last life, they "share salt" in this one, especially when traveling in
their warrior-JogI-musician disguises. It would appear that it is just this
type ofcompatibility, with its egalitarian implications, that impassions the
paural;lika author of the Kt:!ffJiiJ!iSacarita to translate Alha into a counter
tale of erased geographical, linguistic, and moral boundaries (maryyada),
commingling of religions (dharmas), breakdown of caste hierarchy
(though only in the sub-Brahman castes), and intercaste and interreligious
miscegenation. In making history of this tale, he begins it with Siva's
curse that BhIma must be reborn as a "Mleccha" because he has sinned,
carries it forward through the collusion of the demon Kali and the
supreme deity Vi~l;lu, and brings it to a head when Kali's Mleccha princes
(mainly Muslims) become indistinguishable from K~atriyas (i.e., Rajputs
and especially Agniv~sins). What could have provoked such creativity?

The formation of the Farrukhabad nawabI, an eighteenth-century
Afghan state (1713-71), may suggest some answers. As observed above,
before he established his nawabI and led imperial expeditions against the
Bundelas, Muhammad Khan Bangash was a Pa~an soldier of fortune
whose war band, adapting itself to the Bundela seasonal pattern linked
with the fall festival of Dasara, fought both for and against various
Bundela chiefs. According to Alavi, he "integrated [his] Afghan ruling
house with the Rajput society and economy which it had subordinated to

72The "master narrative" question was raised by S. D. Lourdu at the workshop of folk
religion at St. Xavier's College in 1994.
73Suffice it to say that wherever it was composed, and the south cannot be ruled out, it is
all-Indian in scope and must have had a rather rapid pan-Indian dissemination. See
Hiltebeitel forthcoming, following some cues from Madeleine Biardeau.
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its rule." His army was "multi-tiered." On top were "high pedigree"
Afghans of his own Bangash "tribe," whom he had induced to migrate to
Farrukhabad, and from whom "he selected 18 leaders, giving them the
rank of Jamadar" (he also gave several his daughters). Next were
Afghans recruited from Mughal armies, and below them, as the "rank
and file," were "locally recruited Rajput peasants many of whom were
converts to Islam." There was also a special group, often selected after
conversion for duties in the police, elite corps, or the nawab's private
guard, of Brahman and Rajput "Hindu" boys, seven to thirteen. These
"the Nawab's recruiting officers had orders to procure," whether by
payment or default of payment, or by seizure after the suppression of
troublesome villages (Alavi 1995, 195-96; 199-200). Irvine calls them
chelas, "pupils or disciples," but notes that in Muhammad Khan Ban
gash's time they were "always known as Tifl-i-Sirkar (sons of the State)."

To "strengthen the fragile bonds which knitted together this
heterogeneous group of soldiers," Muhammad Khan drew on Afghan,
Rajput, and Mughal military customs, one of which was an "Afghan
tribal custom, very popular in his army" (Alavi 1995, 196-97). The
"Afghan" custom in question may have been drawn from his own
Bangash tribe, many members of which had in the sixteenth century taken
up the military cause of an Afghan-based movement called Roshaniyya,
founded by the Punjab-born Pir-i-Roshan (1525-ca. 1580). Once that
movement-apparently Isma'III-inspired74-was suppressed as heretical
under Akbar, the Roshaniyyas, with the Bangash still prominent among
the tribes in mountain forts that continued to support them, carried out
anti-Mughal political resistance until 1630, when the emperor Shah Jahan
showed clemency to one of Pir-i-Roshan's descendants and allowed him
"to retire to a place near Farrukhabad on the Ganges, where he died in
1647"-only sixty-six years before Muhammad Khan Bangash arrived to
found his nawabI there. Irvine describes the community as reduced to "a
state of poverty" but still actively holding a jaglr up to 1796, and still
informative about their history in the 1870s (1878, 357-64).

One of Muhammad Khan Bangash's chelas-"Daler (or Dalel) Khan"
(as Irvine calls him), or Duleel Khan to Pogson-is interesting in this
connection. Irvine, as author of a "chronicle" on the Bangash nawabs,
says that Duleel Khan (as I will call him) was "by birth a Bundela
Thakur," or possibly a Jat (1878, 286). But in "oral traditions" from
around Banda he was "called the son of Muhammad Khan Bangash," and
"was given, they say, by his father to Rajah Chattrasal who adopted him"
(365). According to Pogson's translation of the Chatra Praktls, Chatrasal

74Suggesting Isma'TIiinspiration, see Rose 1911-19,3:335; Titus 1959, 110-12; Caroe 1964,
198-229 (quote 229; cf. Rose 1911-19,3:337).
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and his father Champat Rai, founder of the Bundela state at Panna in
1675, also maintained a "brother"-relation with Duleel Khan through two
generations, which was effected with Champat Rai through an exchange
of turbans ([1834] 1971, 48-51, 89-90)-a brotherhood that may have
been "real" by Duleel Khan's birth, just as his Afghan identity would
then have been "achieved." When, however, the Bundelas came to think
that "Chattrasal had nursed [Dullel Khan] to be like a snake in their
sleeves," they drew Chatrasal into battle with him, and Duleel Khan was
killed. But Hindi poets then composed couplets (dohas) in his praise (355
57). "Dalel's chest was a yard wide" (367-68), like that ofPrithIraj. Both
"Pat!Ians and Bundelas, on account of his bravery, styled him 'sUrman'
(brave, bold), the mark of which is that a man's arms touch his knees
when standing upright. Daler Khan had this pecularity" (286). So did
Rama (Ram 1.1.10). In their four-day final battle, "Muhammad's son
jumped exultantly, his followers shouted 'Ali, 'Ali" (367). When
entreated to tum back, he called on "the good name of the Bangash" and
his "Pathan honor": "Rajah and Maharajah will flee at the sight of my
bare sword. Said brave Dalel, boldly in the battlefield, call'Ali, Ali' as
Hindus call on Hanuman" (371). A tomb near Maudha named Dalel
Shahfd celebrates him as a martyr by marking the spot where his left
hand was severed (367). And a "tomb and masjid with a well still exist"
near Hamirpur "where he received the cup of martyrdom" (367). There
Bundelas honor him. Boys of twelve, brought there by their fathers, first
take up their sword and shield after laying them on his tomb, and the
parents pray their son will be as brave as Duleel Khan (286).

As chela and "son" of Muhammad Khan Bangash and adopted son of
Chatrasal Bundela, Duleel Khan thus upholds a bireligious kinship, and,
with the cry "'Ali, 'Ali," a folklore that clearly recalls him and his
"father" Muhammad Khan Bangash as ShI'as, if not necessarily Roshan
iyyas or Isma'IIIs. As we shall see, Chatrasal was also introduced to
Isma'III ideas through his guru Pra~th. It is thus possible that the tiered
hierarchy of Muhammad Khan Bangash's court reproduces something of
a militarized version of the ranking system within the Isma'III da 'wa or
mission, which itself corresponded to concepts of messianic hierarchy.75

In any case, this hierarchial system was also regularly subverted by
rituals of equality. At "a regular ceremony held" in the nawab's
"audience hall," Muhammad Khan Bangash

always wore clothes of the commonest stuff. In his audience hall and
in his house the only carpet consisted of rows of common mats, and

75Daftary 1990,105-6,244,293-97,394-95,411-16; Kassam 1995,57.
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on these the Pathans and chelas and all persons, high and low, had to
be content to sit. . . . At meal times five to six hundred Pathans would
sit down to the same trays. To each were given two unleavened cakes
... with a cupful of meat, and a flat dish ofpaltlo, or whatever else
there was, all receiving an equal share. The same food was placed
before the Nawab. Pathans generally eat paltlo of cow and buffalo
flesh, and this the Nawab liked. 76

It is clear that the chelas were among those who sat on the common mats,
but Irvine seems to imply that they did not-having converted Brahmans
and Rajputs among them-join the six hundred Pathans in eating cow and
buffalo pulao. On the other hand, a chela like Duleel Khan could become
an Afghan, and thus probably also a commensal Pathan. Irvine mentions
that when nobles from Delhi visited the nawab, they were "astonished"
by these ceremonies, and "surprised at the contrast between the Nawab's
great wealth and power and the simplicity of his personal habits. "77

They would also have shocked the author of the K':~1JLi~acarita, but
without his giving them a positive tum. They do not seem to have
provoked anything from the singers of the Elliot Alhii, for whom the
Farrukhabad area was home in the 1860s.

We do not have to posit these Farrukhabad meals as a direct provo
cation for the leveling egalitarianism attributed to Mlecchas in the
K':~1JLitriSacarita. There is no doubt a longer history of egalitarian
traditions of Islam in India, and of Brahmanical perceptions of them, to
supply our paura~kawith sufficient provocation. Yet I suspect, given the
prominence ofAlhii in the Farrukhabad area and his interests in both Alhii
and eighteenth-century history, that something of this experiment might
have reached him. What is now worth recalling are the egalitarian meals
in two of our regional oral marital epics: Palntit!u and Ptibajz. Both epics
project a harmonious intercaste ideal linked with some form of samIpiija,
with the samI as the egalitarian rallying point for all "castes" and not
necessarily excluding Muslims.78 This means that the meal is implicitly
a communal Dasara meal or (what could amount to the same thing) the
opening of a war expedition. In Palntit!u, the meal comes before the war.
In ptibajz, the key scenes come after the war, but are reflections on the

76Irvine 1878, 338. Cf. Alavi 1995, 196-97 and 199, n. 17, summarizing somewhat
selectively; 212-13 on similar efforts later and elsewhere.
77Quoting first Irvine 1878, 338, then Alavi 1995, 197.
78At least in Aliset~i Galeyya's oral version, Rohillas from Farrukhabad and other Muslims
(Arabs, Mughals, Pathans) are among the people ofPalna~u as part of its original migrating
army, and thus could be thought to have shared Palniidu's fateful "intercaste meal"; but
they are not mentioned among the diners, and we certainly cannot attribute these meals to
Afghans.
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beginnings and ends of all wars. In each case, something goes, or has
gone, wrong.

In PabJiiqu, it is the "sweet" blood of the Brahman Anapotu Raju,
shed under the jammi, and offered to Balu<;Iu in his food, that makes
everyone go crazy, interrupting the egalitarian multicaste meal that could
have averted the war (see chap. 3). Yet this meal, known as chapa kaqu
or "mat rice," has narrative complexities and variants that undermine the
historicizing and, for some, I believe, wishful notion that Brahma Nayu<;Iu
was a radical social reformer on a scale somewhere between Basava and
Ramanuja. 79 According to the Karempii<;Ii PI~hadhipati, Brahma Nayu<;lu
taught that all castes were equal, and-as if anticipating Muhammad Khan
Bangash-that they should eat sitting at the same mat. But he taught this
as a "pretext" (the PIthadhipati used the English word) to provoke
Nayakuralu, his female opposite number, who made the new institution
the occasion to request twenty-four hours as "minister" of the rival Re<;I<;li
Rajas, during which time she further heightened the enmity between the
two factions, building up to the cock fight and the exile of the heroes. 80

According to Hanumantha Rao, "Even members of his [Brahma Nayu
<;Iu's] own family, including his own son [presumably Balu<;iu] opposed his
policies and upheld the social order based upon caste.... Further, the
war is called Kulamaporu, which may mean battle for caste" (1973, 268).
These "caste-ist" interests and motivations are not, however, apparent in
A1ise~~i Galeyya's version or in the allusions to the epic story in the early
fifteenth century Krtqtibhiramamu (Roghair 1982, 81). But then neither
are there any hints that Brahma Nayu<;lu urges radical social reform.

Babu also shows how Brahma Nayu<;Iu's institution of chapa kii<;lu
played itself out among Dalits. Brahma Nayu<;Iu began by attempting to
bring both Malas and Gosangis (Madigas) into the intercaste meal, but
this "failed." One day, in a prior skirmish between these two main Dalit
factions, when Brahma Nayu<;Iu called the Madigas to battle, a messenger
told him they "were attending a Gaddapatu" and "would come [only]
after some time." Gaddapatu is the Madiga practice of going to the forest

79See Hanumantha Rao 1973, 267-69, supposing that, "In converting people, he seems to
have adopted methods of Ramanuja, " among which, along with the plausible occurrence of
the name "diisa (slave)" affixed to names, Hanumantha Rao mentions encouraging "inter
dining (capakudu) and inter-caste marriages," neither ofwhich Ramanuja countenanced (cf.
ibid., 265). Interestingly, "Tradition would have us believe that he [Brahma Nayudu]
married girls from all four principal castes and adopted a Paiicama, Kannamadasa as his
son." Roghair accepts this perspective with minor reservations (1982, 78-79, 121), as does
Babu 1996, 4, 31-32, 102-3, adopting Hanumantha Rao's term "Vira Vai~t:lavism" for
Brahma Nayu~u's alleged movement. Clearly, however, Ramanuja's Sri Vaist:lavism
influences the epic, Palnii4u, if not Brahma Nayu~u himself.
800ral communication, January 1997. For a different version, see Roghair 1982, 217-18.
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when they spot vultures making rounds in the sky, hoping to obtain the
meat of dead cattle. Brahma NayuQu became angry upon hearing this and
declared that henceforth Madigas should maintain a distance of seven
paggams or twenty-four yards from Malas, and not be allowed entrance
to the temples of Ankamma and the Heroes or to beat their tappeta (a
tambourine-shaped drum covered only on one side) at the festivals since
this "half drum" was "not liked by Ankamma." So at the battle of
KarempiiQi, the Madigas twice "refused to fight." The explosive meal
before the battle of Karempii<;li was then the final chapa kii<;lu, and the
Madigas were absent. 81

In Pabaj[, the "golden" Sona's wish to see all of PabiijI's men camp
beneath her vast samI tree reestablishes a luminous egalitarian ideal after
it has been given a darker tinge by PabiijI's last request, as he ascends to
heaven: that Deval not separate the blood of his Rajput, RebID, and
Nayak BhIl warriors.

What has gone wrong is that each of these meals is tinged with blood.
In each case a multicaste brotherhood meal under a samI spills over into
bloodshed. But now we must see that what has gone wrong has done so
only in appearance. The meals, linked with sannpiija and evoking a
communal Dasara meal, must really be offered to the goddess. And the
goddess demands not just food, nor even meat, but human blood. Naya
kuralu-whom Roghair describes, surely correctly, as "an avatar of
Ankamma, the local Goddess" (1982, 136)-opposes the intercaste meal
which Brahma NaYUQu institutes. But interactively, through their oppo
sition, the two ministers only ratchet the action toward the final war. And
when Akka Pinakka, another multiform of the goddess, serves up a leaf
cup of Brahman blood, it is the signal for the heroes of PalnaQu to
become an offering to Ankamma herself as the goddess of the Karempu<;li
battlefield. Similarly, when Deval is asked to mingle the blood, she is
only asked to do above as she has done below: to join in her heavenly
cup what she has mingled in the earth.~ Palnad festival-goers actually
celebrate a corresponding intercaste meal, but after the battle-enactments
(Roghair 1982, 29). This implements the epic's ideal of what Roghair
calls "a casteless brotherhood" bound together "by an heroic code" (195)
in a ritual medium that neutralizes the story's bloodshed, just as the sayl

81Babu 1996, 103-4, 139-41 (quotes), supplemented by an interview with the author January
1997 concerning the order of events. Cf. Roghair 1982, 349 and 363, n. 66, and Elmore
1915, 103-4, on the Madigas' refusal to join the final battle. Babu added orally that Brahma
Nayu~u's ruling now prevents Madigas from attending the platform outside the Ankamma
temple where Malas recite Palntiq.u, but that with their own claims to superiority, Madigas
say the story is irrelevant and that they don't care.
82J. D. Smith (1989,190) also compares the blood-mixing scene in Piibajfwith the shared
meal in Palntiq.u, but does not relate them to the scene under Sona's khejari tree.
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of the khejari tree neutralizes the blood-letting of war in a post-war
setting to show that those whose blood is now mixed in heaven can still
remind us of peace on earth.

Rajputs and Afghans thus both had (or imparted) egalitarian ideals,
which must be one of the reasons they so readily intermingled. Bundela
Rajputs in particular have some special tendencies of this sort. Their
participation in the "three branch" division noted in section A, which
marks their status as inferior to the "thirty-six branch" division of
"Western Rajput" clans, shows, unlike the latter, "no tendency for
internal hierarchical segmentation" (Jain 1975, 262-63). The term kuri,
implying a "sprout" or branching relationship, is used by Bundelas to
designate the segmentation of both the eastern and western clan-clusters
from one apical ancestor (244-46). Bundelas also forged regional ties of
"pseudo-agnation" through a so-called "line of milk" or "milk brother
hood" with Ahirs, whose men formed their militias, and whose women
provided their princes with wet-nurses (267-68). The Chatra Praktis
describes the Bundelas' endless string of battles against "Ufghans," most
celebrated of whom was the aforemention Duleel Khan, in whom the
Rajputs saw a son and brother. 83 Chatrasal's early warband of thirty
warriors, reminiscent of the multicaste brothers in Palntil/u, consisted of
several Brahmans and Rajputs, a barber, a fisherman, and a Muslim. 84

Whether Afghans and Rajputs interdined, however, is a matter on which
our oral epics and other sources are silent.

Yet hero cults repeat this impulse, as can be discerned in Khan's
studies of the cult of Ramdeo in Marwar (the Jodhpur area of west-central
Rajasthan). As was mentioned in chapter 1, it is with the cult of Ramdeo,
also called Ramshah Plr, that we widen the question of Isma'III influ
ences. Ramdeo's worshipers sometimes identify their sect as the Satpanth,
but also have such other names as Mahapanth and Nizarpanth or NizarI
Dharm, the last two being secret names. 85 Ramdeo's paired names are
illustrative of the sect's double register of Hindu and Isma'III features. As

83See n. 7 on the Chatra PrakiiS. Many such "Ufgahns" or Afghans were sent by the
Mughals, others by Muhammad Khan Bangash, and some locally entrenched in
Bundelkhand.
84Later joined by Gond tribesmen, Baniyas, a Chhipi (dyer), Ahir, and more Muslims
(Gupta 1980, 25, n. 33, 28, 130; Kolff 1990, 151). But Bundelas also seized upon Rajput
prerogatives to lord it over the "non-Aryan" Khangar populations they conquered (Jain
1975, 266-70).
85Khan 1996, 33; 1997b, 67-68. Similarly, Shah Nizar is a name-the only one said to be
secretively disclosed in the ginans of Shams Pir-of the messianic Qa'im (Kassam 1995,
327), presumably keeping secret his identification with the Imams of Alamiit, the Nizari
stronghold. Another name for the sect is Guptls "(lit. secret)-a designation ... for all
Nizaris practicing taqryya and hiding their real identity" (Khan 1997b, 41).
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Khan remarks, his sectarian following is one of a small number of
"'obscure' religious movements" among the "'forgotten branches' of
Ismailism in Rajasthan," but also "found in neighboring areas, such as
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Punjab," that share a genre of messianic
"prophetic songs," sung at night vigils, called "poems of the time to
come" (Agam vaIJIS). These songs are themselves folk variants of the
ginans, the "songs of 'wisdom'" (from Sanskrit jiiana) of the early
Satpanth or Khoja PIrs. They are known from manuscripts going back to
the eighteenth century, but the earliest are probably composed by at least
the fourteenth century with some of them (notably including those
attributed to Shams Pir) having still prior oral transmission. 86

While the Agam valJIs have a secretive character, those who organize
the Ramdeo vigils at which they are sung include "ascetics of a religious
mendicant order (bhekh)" called Kama<;ls, who sing other songs about
Ramdeo more publicly (Khan 1993, 40; 1996, 33). Drawn mainly from
Dalit communities, and especially the Meghwal (or Meghval), and in
some areas BhIl tribals, Kama<;ls are the usual priests at a network of cult
centers or seats (gaddi) that link Ramdeo with other figures. In her
beautifully researched description of this network, Khan reconstructs
fragments of oral epic, and a history traceable over three generations
from the first half of the fourteenth to the early fifteenth century, behind
this extraordinary "little king" Rajput missionary-hero.

Ramdeo's grandfather is Ra~I Tanwar, a Tomara (Tanwar) Rajput
alleged to have lost the throne of Delhi to a SUnnl Sultan (Khan 1996,
38), and also a descendant of Arjuna and an ardent devotee of ~~~
(1993, 38-39). He and a Meghwal Dalit named Khiwan are converted by
a NizarI missionary: the above-named Shams PIr, also known to
Ramdeo's followers as Samas Rishi, who comes from Iran (presumably
Alamiit). Historical reconstructions vary. According to Kassam, one can
infer from the ginans attributed to Shams PIr, and from other sources,
that he worked as a missionary of the Isma'III da 'wa directed from
Alamiit up to its fall to the Mongols in 1256, and indigenized his mission
thereafter to close out what must have been a very long career (according
to the genealogy preserved on his tomb, he was born in Ghazna in 1165
and was buried in Ucch in 1277).87 Khan, drawing on stories connecting
Shams PIr with Ra~I Tanwar and Khiwan in the Ramdeo cycle, settles
on the early fourteenth century as the time Shams comes to Multan,
during which he would have kept concealment first from the Mongols
until 1306, and from the anti-ShI'a policies of Allauddin Khilji, the Delhi
sultan whose reign (1296-1316) established imperial sway as far south as

86Khan 1997a; 1997b, 45, 155-57; Shackle and Moir 1992, 15.
tnKassam 1995,84 and 93; cf. 77, 90,114-15; Nanji 1978, 63.
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Madurai, and no doubt did much to sow seeds for common Hindu and
Muslim forms of resistance to it (1997b, 69-75). Kassam's dating seems
to make sense from the literary sources, leaving it likely that the links
with the Ramdeo tradition's folklore would have grown around the PIt's
developing hagiography.

Ramdeo's followers further identify Shams PIr/Samas Rishi as an
indirect spiritual disciple of a probably Nath-inspired guru named
GusmnjI, who is also identified as the formless god ("Alakh, Niranjan,
Nirtikiir, etc.") and the sect's primal guru (adi guru). Shams preached
primarily to Hindus (including obviously Rajputs) and Muslims; GusmnjI
to Hindus and Dalits "who could not receive initiation from 'higher caste'
gurus" (34, 41-43). Ra~I Tanwar and Khiwan establish cult centers and
become PIrs through Shams PIr's initiation; but they also become martyrs
through his curse, and through the persecution of the unnamed SunnI
emperor of Delhi-possibly the just mentioned Alauddin Khilji-who
orders them "cut with a magic saw consisting of a margosa leaf. "88

Ra~I's lineage is one of "high-caste Rajputs," but at a small-scale (little
king) local level. Narai~, the cult center Ra~I founds as a missionary
of Shams PIr's teachings, is also considered his jaglr: a precarious one,
since most of his sons die trying to defend it against the SunnI emperor.
The two surviving sons, one of them Ajmal, Ramdeo's father, flee to
Marwar, abandoning Narai~ to be administered for some time by Dalit
Meghwals, descendants of Khiwan. 89 Ramdeo, who is considered along
with PabUjI as one of the five PIrs of Rajasthani folk culture,90 then
inherits an area in Marwar which his father had cleared of Ra~as, and
establishes a "small kingdom there" that "was in fact ajagfr granted by
the local [Ratho~] ruler." But he settles nearby at Ru~cha-Ramdeora, his
cult center, and the jaglr reverts to the Ratho~. 91 Despite its
fragmentation, it is another loser's epic of mobile "little Rajput"
resistance to imperial power in Delhi, this time with the Muslim, Rajput,
and Dalit partners all being NizarIs.

The NizarI connection has dimmed and been largely forgotten over

88As Khan has detected (1996, 38-39; 1997b, 72), the "saw of punishment" seems to have
been a "specific torture" used by to punish Isma'TIls. Their bones become flowers
(collected cremation bones are called flowers; Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 85), their blood
becomes milk.
89J<han 1996, 38, 42. The present custodians are Rajputs, though not Tanwar-Tomaras.
9OJoining Harbu, Goga, and Mallinath or Meha, although others may be included in very
different lists, including GhazI Miyan, as mentioned below. At one temple a painting of the
Five Pfrs complements one of the five PaJ;l~avas, apparently connecting the folk heroes with
the classical heroes by a Nizari "system of correspondences" rather than a Hindu pattern
of reincarnations (Khan 1996, 48).
91Khan 1996, 34-35, 38-44; 1997b, 69-80.
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time. Cult centers founded or administered by Dalits have attracted only
Dalits. Only those founded by Rajputs open "little kingdom" umbrellas
for multiple castes. Ramdeo, "derisively nick-named dhedho kti dev (the
'god of the pariahs')," now attracts all castes at his (Khan 1997b, 62),
while at the Mlyala center founded by his paternal uncle Dhanraj PIr, one
finds among "traditional worshipers ... not only Meghwal and Regar
but Mall, Jain, BhIl and a good number of Mer (Rawat)" (1996, 43; cf.
1997b, 80-82, 117-18). The devotees are thus variously Dalit, low, and
tribal, plus the religiously "dialogic" Muslim/Hindu Mers or Meos, and
the Jains. 92 Since the 1920s, there have been attempts to "rehinduize"
them all. But the forgotten NizarI impulses are still traceable in ritual and
myth. At Ramdeo's cult center at Rutftcha-Ramdeora, "as a whoie, the
configuration is that ofa kabristtin or Muslim cemetery, somewhat altered
to meet the basic requirements of a Hindu temple," with both Hindu and
Muslim features on the graves of Ramdeo, his parents, sons, disciples,
last descendant, and Dalit adoptive sister. 93 Temple and battlefield
terrains that include shrines for Muslims remind one of the hero cults of
Alhti, Palnti4u, and the DraupadI cult Mahiibhtirata. We shall find
something similar in connection with the ballad of Raja Desing.

Moreover, in the "poems of the time to come," "Hindu and Turks will
drink from the same cup" (1997a, 418), and God-that is, Ramdeo,
understood as Kalki and the Nikalank (faultless) avatar, and bearing
various Muslim messianic titles-will return to marry a Dalit girl named
MeghrI (or MeghrI Ra¢), symbolizing "the Megh or Meghval community
. . . and, as such, all the oppressed people who will triumph and be
redeemed at the end of the Kali Yuga" (1997a, 417). As anticipated by
the paval or ghatpti( ritual, which, under NizarI influence, took root
among little Rajput and Dalit communities of Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh, and which consisted of a shared cup and tantric meal open to all
castes including Dalits,94 brotherhood (and also it seems sisterhood95

)

92Mayaram 1997, 64-71. See chap. 8, n. 43, on Mayaram's use of "dialogic" to discuss the
Meos, to whom she also ascribes ShI'I subcurrents (60, 256-60). Cf. Khan 1996, 37, 50
56, and 1997b, 159, 225-26, 269-70, offering fine critical discussion of rehinduization,
incomplete conversion, syncretism, dissidence, folk spontaneity, deislamicization,
sanskritization, etc., as interpretative strategies. Cf. Mayaram 1997, 45.
93Khan 1996, 44; 1997b, 62-63.
94Piival (with several variants) is the sacred drink taken at the ghatpiit (lit. "pot-throne," the
throne being a wooden plank) ceremony; see Khan 1994; 1997b, 53-54, 127-37, 143-44,
159, 179-80, 194-99, 210-16, 245-46; Nanji 1988, 66-67; Shackle and Moir 1992, 13;
Kassam 1995, 105-12,266-67,320-70. Srivastava explains Ramdeo's "popularity among
lower castes . . . primarily by his mission of human equality" (1997, 65).
95Ginans attributed to Shams that describe the Nizari origins of the ritual in the circular
garbfdances affirm gender equality: "Man and woman are one and the same though their
bodies are distinct; those on the path of religion (dharma) are equal"; "regard all others as
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comes with the apocalypse.
Indeed, the theme is rich, and has been disseminated among other

Dalit and low status populations. 96 A closely related sectarian group of
similar history and profile-the BishnoI-also sings "poems of the time
to come" that call the bride Vasudha KunvarI, "the Virgin Earth." Khan
traces this second name along with the bride's messianic story to the
ginans, which include songs with "war-like and eschatological themes"
that we must look at more closely. The NizarI inspiration itself also
draws the folklore of the ShI'I martyrdoms of Karbala, which are recalled
on the fifth or seventh day of Muharram. These center on the unconsum
mated wedding of Qasim, the young son of the earlier-slain I:!asan, to
I:Iusayn's daughter Fatemeh (or SakInah [Gaborieau 1975, 296]), in which
all the parties, but especially the young bride and groom, accept that
when the wedding music changes to the drums of war, the groom will
march to his death. In Iran, there is a beautiful ta 'ziyeh or passion play
on this theme (Humayuni 1979). In north India and Nepal, such a story
also becomes part of the martyrdom legend of GhazI Miyan, known too
as Bala Pit (Youthful FIr) but born as SaHir Mas'Ud. Son of the eleventh
century Mahmud of Ghazna's sister, he gets linked as well with the late
twelfth-century Prithlraj Chauhan (Elliot 1879, 251-53). Slain in 1033 as
a youth of nineteen on a raiding expedition at Bahraich (a hundred
kilometers northeast of Lucknow in eastern Uttar Pradesh), he has a tomb
there by the thirteenth century where he comes to be worshiped, as he
also does elsewhere from Bengal to Rajasthan (Schwerin 1981, 149).
Now a warrior (ghazi)-martyr with a new marriage story (Gaborieau
1975, 295), he is worshiped as one of the five PIrs by both Hindus and
Muslims (Schwerin 1981, 151-53). The fair at Bahraich that commemo
rates his death in battle, vastly attended in the nineteenth century (Elliot
1879, 252) as it still is today (Schwerin 1981, 149), is called "Nuptials
(Urs) of GhazI Miyan," and recalls that the nineteen-year-old hero "had
on his bridal clothes, and was about to be married, when he was
martyred" (Elliot 1879, 252). In Nepal, his urs is celebrated, down to the
change from wedding music to war music and the lamentation songs
(marsiyah) that follow, by recalling him as both J:Iasan and J:Iusayn in a

96Khan 1997a, 413; 1996, 49, n. 73. Cf. 1997b, 143: the Kiiyam riii will marry a Mahar
girl among the Berars of Madhya Pradesh; 149, in a Meghwal bhajan song of recognition:
"Wake up, a Meghri, recognize your fiance"; 157-58, in the same song, Meghrl has
already been chosen in the first yuga; 181; 119, a viinf song: "The wedding altar will be
at Chittor, the bridegroom's party will establish its camp at Delhi," implying eternal empire.
On Ramdev or the last avatar as emperor, see Khan 1997b, 80, 148, 230, and 248 (similarly
for last Sikh guru). Cf. Shackle and Moir 1992,97-98,176-77; and Khan 1996, 49, n. 73,
with the verse, "In the four ages I have wandered in countless forms, but no marriage has
taken place. Have the wedding performed, 0 my Master. Be gracious, 0 miraculous lord."
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single unconsummated marriage with GhazI Miyan's own bride BIbI
Johara, "daughter of Sayyid" (Gaborieau 1975, 289-97). In north India,
GhazI Miyan is especially popular among the "dialogic" Meos, some of
whom claim he converted them to Islam (Schwerin 1981, 144, 152). His
worship as one of the five Pits is also popular among "lower caste
Hindus (Doms, Nats, Mirasis) and those converted from lower castes to
Islam (Lal Begis, Julahas)" (154). Moreover, "[s]ome subcastes of the
[Dalit] Doms identify Lal Beg with Ghazi Miyan" (155). Khan numbers
the Lal Begis among the '''lost branches' of the Ismailis" (1997b, 271),
and notes that Lal Beg is worshiped in NizarI-inspired traditions by these
same populations, known also as Ch~as, who overlap with Meghs and
other Dalit groups of the former Northwest Provinces and Punjab (155
57). Hindu Bhangls (sweepers) know him as "Lal Guru, which is the
familiar name of the Rakshasa Aronakarat" (Elliot 1879, 32). Mainly
known as Bala Shah (Youthful King), La! Beg is the disciple of BalmIk
(ValmIki) and the messianic avatar. In an Agam va~[-like song, he is the
"true saint and prophet," "the male buffalo," and leader of an
eschatological army he inspires among the living, and also resurrects,
even from "the burnt dead. "97 The "vat" or the "pitcher and cup" come
with him through the yugas. He is "Nikahil" and'All who "equipped his
Duldul," and he holds "the bow from MultAn" (Rose 1911-19, 1: 182-83,
192, 199-205, especially 200-3). Yet we are not told whether, like so
many of his counterparts just mentioned, he has a messianic bride.

Then too, one must reconsider elements of the Lausen epic of West
Bengal, whose hero makes the sun rise in the west on a new moon night,
has an army of Dalit pom retainers whom Dharma resurrects from the
dead, and whose cult includes a fermented rice wine jug distributed, like
the ghawat, at new moon vigils. 98 In the "big" Dasa avatara ginan of
the ImamshahI branch of the Satpanth,99 the last of the good or
auspicious signs of the Nikalank avatar's "open" (Le., nonsecret) arrival
at the end of the Kali yuga is, "And the sun will rise in the west"
(Khakee 1972, 182). One of ~adruddln'sginans also identifies the "Lord
of Alamut" as "Lord Ali in the West" and "glorious as a risen sun"
(Shackle and Moir 1992, 87-89), while one of Sham PIr's ginans tells

97The Shah (see n. 85) burns the sinner's body to ashes, then sprinkles paval to make one
sit up (Khakee 1972, 440)-this, according to the "big" Dasa avatlira ginan of the
Imamshahls who split from the NizarIs, but attributed to Imam Shah and considered his
elaboration (for the sect founded shortly after 1513 by his son) of earlier short Dasa avatlira
ginans attributed to Shams Prr and his grandson ~adruddln (Khakee 1972, 5-6; Daftary
1990, 484). Though formerly important, due to islamizing reforms it is no longer used in
Khoja services (ibid., 485).
98See Hiltebeitel 1991a, 302-8; cf. Khan 1997b, 198; Nanji 1988, 66.
99See above n. 97.
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how the ghatpat was secretively brought to Bengal by BairagIs (Kassam
1995, 303-4). Rose notes that BairagI Fakirs and Sadhus moved among
the Isma'III-influenced sweepers (Dalits) in Punjab (1911-19,1: 204), and
no doubt they didn't stop there.

We may thus begin to ask whether in some of our oral epics, themes
of unconsummated mystic marriage, eschatological brotherhood, radical
commensality, and the renewal of the virgin earth have drawn something
from a NizarI inspiration. But egalitarian images, however varied and
harsh·they may be in their outcomes and in relation to the realities that
contradict them, are thematized mainly in connection with north Indian
oral epics and hero cults, and with what look to be carryovers in PalntU!u
and Desing. At DraupadI festivals, vegetarian offerings may be made to
all deities at certain times, including Pottu Raja and Mutta1 Ravutta!!. But
usually, food and other offerings are differentiated. Blood sacrifices,
liquor, and other impurities are offered only to Muttal Ravutta!!-out of
DraupadI's line of sight, and also at nonfestival times-leaving Muttal
Ravutta!! to eat such fare and get drunk alone (HiltebeiteI1988a, 116-19).
Nor is there any indication of the elder brothers' dining with Campuka
or their crore of Muslim soldiers.

D. Warrior-Ascetics and Wandering Minstrels

What inspired such images of brotherhood? No doubt more than just
the camaraderie of warriors away from home. AlM tells us that the
heroes themselves embodied certain spiritual disciplines in their travels.
When the young Banaphars and MIra TaIban break camp, check their
starbook, and depart for Maro, they don what come to be their habitual
disguises as JogI-musicians: Rama's mark on their forehead, ashes on
their bodies, musical instruments in hand, they are JogI-pilgrims.
Arriving, they announce themselves as BairagIs seeking alms (W&G 80
81, 84). As noted in chapter 5, they seem to be disguised primarily as
GorakhnathI Nath JogIs. They dye their clothes red (W&G 75); such
JogIs wear yellow/red/ochre robes colored originally by ParvatI's blood
(Briggs [1938] 1989, 18,207). Nath lore also has king Bharthari's "army
of consecrated warriors" "clad in red dyed clothes" (Kolff 1990, 79). Just
as MIra TaIban is one the JogI-musicians, some GorakhnathIs are Mus
lims (Briggs 1-2, n. 1, 5-6, 66, 71, etc.)-indeed, there is even a
subdivision of Naths called "Ismail Jogis" (White 1996, 505, n. 163).
Their wanderers' refrain, "Waters that flow and JogIs that go, What
power can make them stay?" (W&G 89, 98, 130) echoes such JogIs'
accent on movement (Briggs 12). Hinglaj in Baluchistan, repeatedly
mentioned as their destination on their way from Bengal (W&G 82-83,
89, 97), is the Vamacara (left-handed Tantric) shrine of Hinglaj Mata,
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goddess of DasnamI Gosain, Nath, and GorakhnathI JogI pilgrims, who
is also worshiped by Muslims as BIbI (presumably Fatimah as Lady [bibi]
Fatimah) or NanI and by Dalit followers of Ramdeo. Located in a remote
and fantastic gorge, her temple-"a low mud edifice, containing a shape
less stone situated in a cavern"-is one of the fifty-two pIthas marking
sites where the limbs of SatI fell, and houses SatI's cranial aperture or
brahmarandhra. 1OO Some GorakhnathIs are balladeers, "especially
Bhartri YogIs," who "play musical instruments . . . and sing cyclic
songs, or ballads, including those of ... Puran Bhagat, Raja Rasalii, HIr
and Rafijha, Giiga Prr"-that is, various oral epics-as also songs about
Gor-akhnathI JogIs, the goddess, and Ga~e§a. Indeed, in the case of
Puran Bhagat and Gaga (also called Giiga Prr, a Rajput who became a
Muslim, whom we met in Pabajz) , Gorakhnath and his band figure
prominently in the stories. IOl Fourteenth-century GorakhnathI balladeers
produced a "vigorous popular literature" (McGregor 1984, 21) which was
no doubt concurrent with, and influential upon, early Alha, whose title
hero is one of Gorakhnath's disciples. 102

But it would be a mistake to overemphasize one ascetic order. The
Banaphars and MIra TaIban seem to be modelled on a generic type of
militant-ascetic-minstrel who moves like, and sometimes among, the
troops. Calling themselves BairagIs as well as JogIs, the Alha heroes'
disguises are as much Vai~~va as Saiva. BairagIs normally wear white,
but some wear ochre. 103 "Militant monastic orders" of "BairagI" Vai~

~vas and "Gosain" or "Sanyasi" (SannyasI) Saivas have a histo
ry-which a Hindi monastic text, probably from the nineteenth century,
traces back to a battle between them at Hardwar in 1254-of fighting each
other over precedence, "policing," and "collection of pilgrim dues" at
fairs and pilgrimage sites; and they are no doubt older than that. 104 Both
groups have absorbed low caste members into their ranks, and high caste
monks have generally resisted commensality with low caste ones-except,

lOOQuotes from Dey [1899] 1927,75-76; cf. Briggs [1938] 1989,15,17,34, 104-14, 169;
Khan 1996, 31-32; 1997, 131, 154,226; White 1996,121-22 and 414, n. 237. Possibly the
J6gIs move east to west through the goddess's body, from her yoni (at Gauhati in Assam)
to her cranial aperture. See Dey [1899] 1927, 76, and MacLean 1989, 14-15, on her
Muslim names; Khan 1993, 43 on her connection with Ramdeo.
lOlGilll986, 132-36,141-44,148-51; Lapoint 1978,284-86; see Briggs [1938] 1989,181,
183 on Guga becoming a Muslim.
lO2See chap. 9, § C.
103Ghurye 1964, 151, 163, 172; Gahlot and Dhar 1989, 48.
l04Lorenzen 1978, 69-70; Orr 1940, 88. According to White 1991, 259, n. 74 (citing Joshi
[1965], 188, 191, and plate 11), "A Saivite military order (akhii4a), variously named after
Bhairava and Dattatreya, was founded in U.ijain in 1146." Cf. White 1996, 345: "the
earliest religious group to take up arms after the Muslim conquest may have been the Nath
Siddhas. "
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at times, among BairagIs. When gathered like an army at the Kumbha
Mela, they are "fed without distinction" (Ghurye 1964, 184); and when
fighting, their "various groups shared a common mess. "105 Saivite
DasnatnIorders, linkec:l with Sankara's orthodox Brahmanical teachings,
explain the influx by a story that they took the advice of Akbar's minister
Birbal "to initiate large numbers of non-Brahmans into the sannyasIorder
and arm them for the protection of Brahman sannyasIs" against militant
Muslim Fakirs. 106 But this is clearly an elite gloss on older fluidities not
only between high and low caste members, but between the groups them
selves, among whom should be mentioned not only the Agam vtifJr singers
of various sects, but the low status Muslim musicians called Dafiills who
across north India sing ballads of GhazI Miyan (Gaborieau 1975, 295).
As Khan observes, Rajasthani KamaC:is or KamaC:iiyas, like Naths, are
householder-ascetics worshiping Hinglaj Mata; "conspicuous by their
saffron clothes," they "maintain an ascetic hearth called dhufJi, like the
Natha and the GosaIn (although also some Vaishnava RamanandI ascetics
follow the same custom)" (1996, 32-33). We shall also meet crossovers
between JogIs and Fakirs. Indeed, the p1Jhvrrtlj-rasau provides a proto
type instance. When the bard Chand Bardai goes to Ghazna to conspire
with the blinded and captive P~hvIraj to kill Shihab aI-DIn by aiming an
arrow from hearing the sound alone, Chand "dresses as a wandering
ascetic, ash-smeared, with tangled hair. He has 'the strength of Saraswati,
and the strength of his own throat, and the heart of a great hero.' Hindus
take him for a deity, and Muslims for a saint" (Pritchett 1980, 67). As
we have seen, fort-entry by mendicant minstrel disguise is a recurrent
theme.

Among the somewhat loosely classified four Vai~t;tava BairagI orders
called the "four-sampradaya khalsa" are the Ramanandls, named after but
probably not actually founded by a fourteenth- or fifteenth-century
Brahman named Ramanand. The only one of the four orders to worship
Ram as the supreme form of Vi~~u, they appear likeliest to have lent a
layer to the Aiha heroes' disguise. 107 Concealing their identity from
King Jambay of Mara, the Banaphars and MIra TaIban wear Rama's fore-

1050rr 1940, 89. Othetwise strict caste distinctions apply (Ghurye 1964, 171). Cf. Orr 1940,
89: "This relaxation of caste-rules extended only to actual combatants. The Bairagis were
nominally vegetarians, but this rule was also largely disregarded. Free use was likewise
made of hemp, opium, and other narcotics"; cf. Pinch 1996 on the influx model (26-29, 38,
104) and the commensality issue (58-59, 63, 66, 69, 76, 100) among Ramanandls.
106Farquhar 1925, 442; Lorenzen 1978, 69.
lO7See Burghart 1978b, 130; Lorenzen 1978, 69-70; and van der Veer 1989, 135-36 on the
four branches. I follow Burghart's view that Ramanand is fashioned as the .sect's founder
only in the seventeenth century (1984b, 134); cf. van der Veer 1989, xii, 86, and, more
accepting of the sect's modem tradition, Pinch 1996, 48-66.
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head mark, chant "Rama" (W&G 82; 77), and raise their right hands for
Rama (96). Yet when Jambay is captured and the heroes set forth to
plunder his treasury, abandoning their common cover the Banaphars shout
Rama's name in victory while MIra shouts the ShI'I-and probably
Nizan-cry "All" (137), which we have just heard from Duleel Khan. In
this vein, Orr mentions "a class of Muslim ascetics called Aligols" who
"acquired their name from the habit of charging the enemy in a gol or
mass, and invoking the aid of Alee in their onset. "108

For RamanandIs, however, to have lent, or at least been evoked to
represent, such a layer, they must have been a more fluid movement than
they have become. Whereas late sixteenth- or early seventeenth-century
hagiography claims Ramanand had five Brahmans, a married Brahman
couple, a K~atriya, a woman, a weaver (it is unmentioned that this weav
er, Kabir, was a Muslim), a cobbler, a farmer, and a barber as his twelve
chief disciples, genealogists of an early eighteenth-century reform
regimentalized the order by purging the women, Sfidras, and Dalits from
the list over the issue of who could have passed on initiation to the sect's
thirty-six spiritual lineages. Henceforth, all lineages would be said to
descend from Ramanand's male Brahman disciples, except two: one from
a K~atriya, and one from an uncertain "Ram Kabir" (Burghart 1978b,
130-31). Around this time, Ramanandis seem to have regained promi
nence at Ayodhya from the DasanamI Gosains, having lost it there to
these Saivites shortly before. 109 A Rajput RamanandI named BaIanand
achieved their regimentalization at a conference that not only pruned the
list of Ramanand's disciples, but reorganized the four orders so that they
could defend themselves against the Gosains.

Since then, RamanandI Nagas (the order's "naked" ascetic militants)
have dominated the four orders in leading and giving their name to the
Bairagls' Ramdal, or "army of Ram. "110 The early nineteenth century
found them prominent at Baksar (Pinch 32-33, 37-38), the noted recruit
ment center of "Hindustani military labor" and home of the Banaphar
fathers. Early twentieth-century anti-elitist "radical" Ramanandls then
purged Ramanuja from the accounts as Ramanand's predecessor, and
other south Indian SrI Vai~~vas from the sect's lineage, and added to
Ramanand's "achievements" the reconversion of Muslims, whom he took
on as disciples, "cleansing" them in the name an "egalitarian" vision. III

Projecting "egalitarianism" onto premodern India, not to mention an

lO80rr 1940, 94, with citations.
l09Burghart 1978a, 126; van der Veer 1989, 142.
l100rr 1940, 88-89; van der Veer 1989, 137-41.
111Pinch 1996, 48, 71-73 (using the term "egalitarian" on 72); Burghart 1978b, 131-33; van
derVeer 1989,87.
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order tied to Rama and the hierarchical ideals of Ratnrajya (the once and
future kingdom of Ram), is fraught with perils. I suggest that the term be
used only, as in the last section, to describe an impracticable ideal held
up in rhetoric, ritual, or myth-whether Hindu or Muslim, otherworldly
or messianic. 112 But it seems that if we are to consider some such
impulse among India's "militant monastic orders" that would be open to
Muslims, modem RamanandIs are poor candidates to help us understand
MIra TaIban's ShI'I cries and his JogI-BairagI disguise. 113

Rather than turning to orders initiated (in both senses) by Brahmans,
or even to Naths, our best insights come from warrior-ascetic orders that
link Muslims with low status Rajputs and Dalits. Of this unusual type, we
are sufficiently informed of two examples. 114 One, the Pra~s, ori
ginates at Jamnagar in Kutch (Gujarat) but soon takes root in the western
Bundela capital of Panna after their second guru Pra~th (1618-94)-a
Thakur "K~atriya" from Jamnagar-affiliates them with Chatrasal
Bundela in 1683. 115 The other, the above-mentioned sect that worships
Ramdeo in Rajasthan, hereafter called Nizarpanth, has within it an order,
the Kamac;ls, which also-as Kamac;liyapanth (Khan 1997b, 67)-yields
one of the sect's alternate names.

The two sects begin their lineages similarly. After a founding guru is

112Pinch is fair to conclude that modern radical Ramanandls' attempts "to foster a more
egalitarian monastic spirit" were "largely successful" (148), but the concept drives too much
of his argument without considering the same radicals' politicized treatment of Muslims in
the realm ofRamrajya (see 71-73, 109-10). Cf. n. 19 above on Sher Shah; Nanji 1978, 102,
on the oath to accept egalitarian organizational principles among NizarIs; and Khan 1997b,
270 contrasting "the egalitarian views of the Ismailis" with "the 'universal' ideology of the
Arya Samaj." On Ramrajya, see above, n. 2.
113See van der Veer 1989, 149-50: according to a legend linked with the advent of
Ramanandls to Ayodhya, at Hanuman's hill there, Hanuman was worshipped "for centuries
by yogis, Dashanamis and even Muslimfaqirs, " until he inspired a dream to undo this by
chasing away the Saivites and Muslims. Shuja-ud-Daulah had stopped there to worship
Hanuman with his Dasanami regiment.
114Barely for the PraJ;lamls, on whom see most usefully Growse 1879; Gupta 1980, 93-106;
McGregor 1984, 141-42. Cf. Khan 1997b, 175-219, on the Bishnoi and other Rajasthani
sects akin to Ramdeo's. Note too that NizarI Khojas are thought to have been converted
Rajputs or Ksatriyas (42-43; Daftary 1990, 479). Dadupanthis also have some of these
features (Gahlot and Dhar 1989, 53-55; Ghurye 1964, 197-200; Orr 1947, 199-208,219-20;
Khan 1993,46-47). Cf. Chatterjee 1995a, 187-97, on the BalaramI or BaIahae;ti sect and
akhara formed by the Hae;ti (Dalit) prophet Balaram (ca. 1780-1860), with rejection of
Brahmanical and other esoteric forms, Nath features, low-caste Muslim followers, a mix of
Quranic and puranic myths and lineages, and the notion that while Habel's (Abel's) line
includes the four jatis of "Sheikh, Saiyad, Mughal, and Pathan," Kabel's (Cain's) includes
lower status Muslims "and, believe it or not, Rajput" (193). Cf. chap. 9, n. 91.
115Growse 1879, 171; Gupta 1980, 93-95; McGregor 1984,141-2,205; cf. Pogson [1828]
1971, 96-102.
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said to have grounded each in a form of Hindu worship,116 a second
provides links to Iran. Pr~th visited the Iranian port of Bandar Abbas
and also travelled in Arabia as well as Rajasthan (Gupta 1980, 96);
NizarpanthIs trace their lineage through Shams Pfr/Samas Rishi, who is
from Iran himself. Both sects teach a formless god and discourage image
worship.117 Pra~s have Vai~J;l3.va ties, and no doubt encouraged the
idea that Chatrasal was an avatar of Vi~~U;118 NizarpanthIs "claim to
be basically Vai~J;l3.va. "119 Pra~Is "were a kind of bairagf ... and
possibly came close to the phenomenon of the famous 'fighting ascetics'
of North India";120 "originally" the Kamac;liya was probably by name
"the man with the staff," as in the variant Kambariya ("one having a
kampam, staff'), and practiced standing "at the entrance of the shrine
with a staff or club in his right hand" during local festivals (Khan 1996,
43). Both sects affiliate with low status Rajputs opposed to imperial rule
from Delhi: Pra~s with the powerful Bundela clan of Chatrasal;
NizarpanthIs, though not prominently martial, with their "favorite deity"
Ramdeo who, though "credited with miracles rather than heroic feats,"
is still a Rajput whose clan has a brief early history of martyrdoms and
retreats from encounters with a Delhi sultan. 121

Until recently, Pra~s were "treated as outcastes"; Kamac;ls, "since
Independence, have been listed among 'scheduled castes'" (Khan 1996,
31). Pralplath "according to some high caste Hindus is said to have been
a Muslim prince" (Gupta 1980, 103); some low caste Kamac;ls regard
Shams Pfr "as a Hindu saint wandering in the guise of Muslim Fakir to

1160f Siva, Sakti, and Rama according to Kama~ legends (Khan 1996, 31-32, 42); of Kr~J.1a

and the Bhiigavata Pura1Jn in the case of the PraJ).amIs' first guru, Dev Chandra (1581
1655), a Kayastha and disciple of one Haridas Gosain (Gupta 1980, 93-95).
117Khan 1996, 32-33, 50; 1997b, 141-42; Gupta 1980, 99 and n. 20.
118Bundelas changed from Saivas to Vai~navas in the mid sixteenth century, and the majority
who stayed in the Madras Presidency through the nineteenth century remained so (Kolff
1990, 121, 133, 154). The Chatra PrakaS underlines its Vai~J).ava orientation by identifying
Chatrasal as an avatar (pogson [1828] 1971, 15,19,55,77,85), by its worship of "Bal
Govind" (18-19), and its references to the yoganidra theme (7-8, 100).
119J<han 1996, 32; 1997b, 65, 70.
12°Kolff 1990, 150-51. PraJ).nath remained in Bundelkhand from 1683, after meeting
Chatrasal, to his death in 1694 (Gupta 1980, 96-97). Kolff says he arrived at Chatrasal's
Panna kingdom with one thousand, one hundred Bairagls, but in 1742 (151, n. 73, citing
Panna Gazetteer 37). Although PraJ.1fiath "is believed to have accompanied Chhatrasala in
his battles against Aurangzeb, the sect does not appear to have a Naga section" (Ghurye
1964, 196).
121Khan 1996, 31, 38, 42-44; 1997b, 74-81. On Delhi as "the dar al-mulk [seat of the
empire] of the great sultans and the center of the circle of Islam," see Richards 193, 125.
Kassam 1995, 66-67 and 166, on the 1206 uprising of a far-flung group of Isma'TIls in
Delhi, and a ginan attributed to Shams Pir in which the Shah as MahdI or Qa'im will
capture Delhi Fort as part of his messianic conquest.
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avoid persecution from Muhammadan rulers; others think he was rather
a Muslim who had donned the robe of a Hindu yogi" (Khan 1996, 37).
In each case Muslim and Hindu elements combine in worship and ritual:
"a Panja (open palm) instead of a Kalash at the top" of the Pr~th
temple in Panna is cited by detractors as evidence that Prat;J.Dath was a
Muslim; at Nizarpanth centers, the Muslim features, mainly evident on
graves, are now sometimes altered in the current "rehinduizing" mode,
or have become sources of Hindu-Muslim "'communal' conflict. "122

Most striking are the death legends and funerary practices common to the
two main cult centers: Prat;J.Dath "met his death by burying himself alive
in the ground. . . . Even now the Pranamis who die in Panna, are still
buried, while all those who die elsewhere are cremated" (Gupta 1980,
103, n. 2). Ramdeo took "living samadhi" (Khan 1995, 304) as did his
paternal uncle Dhanraj PIr (1997b, 80); and while Kama<;ts are said to do
so as well (1996, 32), "a strange custom still prevails in the area
surrounding Ramdeora: in order to follow Ramdeo's example, the mem
bers of all the Hindu communities, from Brahmans to Harijans, bury their
dead instead of cremating them" (44). At Panna, high caste Hindus men
tion such burials as further evidence that Prat;J.Dath was a Muslim; at
Ramdeora, the "unorthodox practice (traditionally associated with
Muslims and low-caste Hindus)" is integrated into upper caste conscious
ness as a kind of ascetic samadhi. 123 I have mentioned "taking living
samadhi" in connection with Jaffar and FarId, the two Muslims "of
Aurangzlb's time" who wanted to "worship with" the Palnad heroes.

But Kama<;ts are also intriguing with regard to Alhti and its heroes'
musicality. Although Khan mentions briefly that PraJ;l3mIs, like Kama<;ts,
sing Agam vl11J[s or "poems of the time to come" at night vigils (1997a,
401,424, n. 4), available sources say nothing of their musical practices.
But Kama<;ts are known "as wandering minstrels or jugglers singing
hymns in praise of Baba Ramdeo," accompanying themselves with a five
stringed folk instrument called tandurl1 or chauturl1 similar to the classical
tamburti (Khan 1996, 29,31). Gahlot and Dhar describe Kama<;t men and
women moving "about the country side singing songs in praise of

122Gupta 1980, 103; Khan 1996, 33, 37, 39,41,43-44,47; 1997b, 62-66.
123Khan 1996, 44. Khan notes that Naths and Dasnami Gosains also have "the custom of
'taking living samadhi'; theoretically it means that they bury themselves alive in a state of
deep meditation (samadhi), but practically, it refers" to burial rather than cremation (1995,
304); similarly, Gupta notes that the practice is "not unknown to other Vairagis and Gosains
professing Hinduism as well" (1980, 103, n. 32). Where Muslim-Hindu interaction lies
behind it, the practice almost certainly involves resurrection of the body. As mentioned
earlier, Isma'TII-influenced Chuhra Dalits in Punjab, for whom such resurrection is a tenet,
have an .Jgarn vtl'.lf-like hymn that promises, "the burnt dead have been revived" to fight
in the apocalyptic "war of Ganesh" (Rose 1911-19, 2:200, 205). See n. 97 above.
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Ramdeo to the accompaniment of the stringed instrument, Rawan Batta
or Tamboora" (1989, 194), which must be the same as or similar to the
RiiVafJhattho played by bhopo singers of Piibaj(.

IfPra~s and NizarpanthIs each have versions of the Agam viifJ(s or
"poems of the time to come," they must also share at least the outlines
of a common messianism. For the Pra~s, Pra~th-undoubtedly

under NizarI inspiration-espoused in the "best-known" of his fourteen
works, the Qiyiimat-ntimti or "Book of the Resurrection," a vision in
which "Jesus and Muhammad, both prophets of Islam," are "seen in the
context of the day of judgment as forerunners of the avatiir Kalki who
will make 'east' and 'west' one" (McGregor 1984, 141). Growse's
translation of this work makes it clear that Kalki is both the Qa'im and
the Nikalank avatar, whom the text calls "Kalanki":

Thus it is declared the glory of the Hindus, that the last of the
Prophets shall be of them. And the Lord Christ, that great Prophet,
was king of the poor Jews.... It is also stated in the Hindu books
that the Budh Kalanki will assuredly come. When he has come, he will
make all alike; east and west will both be under him.... Kalanki, it
is said, will be on a horse-this everyone knows-and astrologers say
that Vijayabhinand will make an end of the Kali Yug. Now the Gospel
says that Christ is the head of all, and that He will come and do
justice. The Jews say, that Moses is the greatest, and that all will be
saved through him. All follow different customs and proclaim the
greatness of their own master. Thus idly quarrelling they fix upon
different names; but in the end all is the same, the supreme God. 124

Kalanki will come on the "night of power, " like the Qur'iin (179), though
it does not indicate whether he will marry a Dalit girl at the end of the
Kali yuga. But for Nizarpanthls, who understand Ramdeo not only as
Kalki but the Nikalank avatar, the king of the resurrection (Qii'im or
Kayam Riii) , the real Imam, 'All, and the true emperor (sacchti badshtih) ,
their Agam vii1J(S tell that his marriage to MeghrI Ra¢ is preceded by the
eschatological conquest of the demon Kalinga, who personifies the Kali
yuga. Under the name Syam (a name for ~~~) and "incarnated as the
Nikalank king," Ramdeo will ride a white horse and lead an army com
prised "of Puranic heroes and gods (the Pa~c;lavas, DraupadI, Haris
candra, Prahlad, Brahma, Se~nag, Hanuman, etc.), as well as figures

124Growse 1879, 178-79. Growse regards the text as "very curious, both from the advanced
liberalism of its theological ideas and also from the uncouthness of the language, in which
the construction of the sentences is purely Hindi, while the vocabulary is mainly supplied
from Persian and Arabic sources" (171).
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known by Muslim names: Isuf, Alladin, Dal Khoja and Makkardin,
Fatima"-as Khan notes, including "at least" one Khoja. 125

These themes all trace back to the Khojas and their ginans: in
particular those attributed to Shams Plr, who is pivotal not only for the
Ramdeo cult, but in the formation of the Satpanth. As Kassam argues, the
ginans of Shams Plr-and this is so whether or not the songs are precisely
his (Khan 1997b, 45)-reflect upon the crucial transformation of NizarI
missions in India. Following upon the "seeding period" of alliances with
Rajputs and other Hindus that ended with the first Ghurid massacre of
Isma'IIIs in Multan in 1160,126 this transformative period included three
momentous events for Isma'IIIs in Sind: I:Iasan II's declaration of the
Qiyamah or Resurrection from a pulpit at Alamut in 1162; the second
Ghurid massacre of Isma'IIIs in Multan by Shihab aI-DIn in 1175; and the
destruction of Alamut in 1256. It is enough to say here that when I:Iasan
II, the fourth lord of Alamut and the first to declare himself Imam,
announced the Qiyamah, his declaration, to quote a fine passage from
Kassam, "spiritualized an aspiration that for centuries had been materially
sought. It created an opening, a window in the space of which religious
forms were represented as fluid signs. "127 If Shams PIr's dates as a
missionary from Alamut carry at least through the end of the long
lifetime (1165-1277) ascribed to him on his tomb,128 his ginans would
reflect (or reflect back) on the spirit of the Qiyamah, which was openly
proclaimed from Alamut under I:Iasan II and his successor Muhammad
II up to 1212. This spirit, as Kassam says, "would have made" Shams
PIr's "innovative articulation of Satpanth both possible and
permissible. "129

Meanwhile, as Kassam further suggests, the songs in which Shams PIr
predicts that the Shahl30 will come from Alamut to win the apocalyptic
battle could well have been inspired while Alamut Fort still stood,
although they could also recall that period, since the Qiyamah's "realized
eschatology" is, I believe, sufficient to explain the warfare themes. In
arguing, however, that the messianic songs evoke some "high probability

125Khan 1997a, 416-18, with discussion of the Agam vanis of the similar Bishnoi and
Jasnathi movements, which add such details as the horse being Duldul, who after having
been Muhammad's horse becomes the horse of 'AlI; cf. Khan 1997b, 204, 217-18, and
1996, 416-17 and 1997b, 80, 150, 230, on Ramdeo as "true emperor."
126See at n. 14 above.
127Kassam 1995, 56-62 (61 quote); cf. Hodgson 1955, 148-84; Daftary 1990, 386-96, on
these events and the Qiyamah doctrine.
128See at n. 87 above.
129Kassam 1995, 115; "Satpanth tradition strictly maintains that the giniins were composed
by Isma'TII pfrs who were authorized to do so by the imam" (90).
l30The "King," as he usually calls'AlI as Imam and Qa'im.
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of gaining back the region" of Sind through the "promise of reinforce
ments from Alamfit" (1995, 114), Kassam sustains a forced historical
reading. She seems to forget that the post-Qiyamah period from 1212 to
the destruction of Alamfit in 1256 was for NizarIs one of religious
accommodation to SunnI regimes and retreat from impracticable politics.
And she overlooks the wider debilitating conditions in India that link the
massacres of Isma'IIIs in Multan with the establishment of SunnI rule in
Delhi. 131 Though Shams Plr's apocalyptic ginans sustain a tension
between an historical present and the throes of the time to come, the
battle scenes are clearly messianic. What enlivens this apocalypse is the
innovative transformation, made possible by the Qiyamah, of "religious
forms" into "fluid signs"-which, as Kassam reminds us elsewhere-af
forded "camouflage and sanctuary" in times of taqlyya after massacres
and persecutions. 132 Like the more folkloric Agam valJis of the Nizar
pantms and other lost sects of the Isma'IIIs, Shams Plr's Khoja ginans
sing of such fluidity in the Muslim-Hindu composition of the Shah's
eschatological army. 133 One song in particular, for us a proof text, must
be cited in extenso:

Yes sir! There the Swami Raja mounts the horse Duldul.
He grants the believer (mu'min) his heart's desire....

Yes sir! There a nightingale sings, and a hammock swings;
The [army] rides before the wind....

Yes sir! There in Yodha is the brave bowholder BhIma;
Fearless, all treasures are his.

Yes sir! There three hundred and thirty bowmen climb;
Arjuna's army is endless.

Yes sir! There Sahadeva and Nakula are truly praiseworthy;
They destroy the mountain with their weapons....

Yes Sir! There king Yudhi~thira delivered ninety million;
Twelve [million] attained the Lord (¥hudavand).I34

131Kassam 1995, 99-100 [historicizing the story of Kalinga], 104-5 ["imminent help,"
"actual battle scenes," and "the impending arrival of the Shah ... who gives repeated
assurances and pledges of military aid"], 114-15 [AlamOt as an "established power base"
giving Isma'ilis "confidence" that they might regain power in Multan], 122 [the decades
before the fall of AlamOt as "a time when the Nizari Isma'TIis were still in power"].
132Kassam 1995, 71-72; quoted in chap. 1.
133Many features are paralleled and extended (as will be mentioned) in the presumably later
"big" Dasa avatara ginan (see above n. 97). Note that Khakee (1972, 41) says the latter
"appears intellectually at an unphilosophical, unsophisticated, and folk-Iorish level."
134This is the third of three verses which evoke the widely attested ginanic theme of souls
saved through the four yugas: five crores by Prahlad, seven by Hariscandra, nine by
Yudhisthira, and twelve by Pir Sadruddin.
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Yes sir! There a countless million march in the Shah's army;
Their endless limits cannot be fathomed.

Yes sir! There five hundred thousand came with Lord (zsvar)
Gorakha;

They all came blowing trumpets.
Yes sir! There seventy-thousand mounted with l:Iusayn;

The entire world was shaken with rumbling noise.
Yes sir! There about nine hundred million and fifty-six

Of the castes of Medha and I?amara found salvation.
Yes sir! There thirty-two million of the KInara caste ascended;

They all attained the shining Lord (nara) . ...
Yes sir! There former armies walk around the Shah;

Six hundred and forty thousand attain union.
Yes sir! The Shah advances four arm-lengths on his wooden slippers;

He slays the demon Kalinga.
Yes sir! There Queen Surja135 warns, "Listen KaIinga!

,All has come with a great army. "
Yes sir! There comes 'All from the West to the East;

And Yodha meets its end. . . .136

Yes sir! There the Shah has now become manifest in his tenth form;
He is known by the name and form (rupa) of 'AIl....

Yes sir! There before the world is the Shah's sword phulfikar;
So brightly does the Light (tejas) of 'All shine forth.

Yes sir! There six thousand instruments will play for the Shah; 137

,All will come on to the field. . . .
Yes sir! There, Pir Shams says,

"Listen, 0 Gathering of believers (mu'min)!
You will have a vision (dfdar) of the Shah."

Yes sir! There Pir Shams, the Qalandar138 of 'All says:
The sky will thunder with the Shah's countless weapons!
The Saheb of innumerable wanderers will mount his horse.
And nothing will be able to arrest his speed. (Kassam 1995, 240
43)

135Kalinga's queen, but converted to the Satpanth-according to the "big" Dasa avatlira, by
Plr Shams in the form of a parrot (Khakee 1972, 73-78).
136Prom here, several verses describe the Shah taking on Vi~~u's avatars, up to the tenth.
137Curiously, Kassam mentions that "ginan recitation is not (presently) accompanied by any
musical instruments," but indicates that this is likely the result of recent islamization (199~,

4, 126, n. 12). In the Dasa avatlira, the Shah's army has many musicians (including
Yoginis and Dattatreya beyond those mentioned here), and their instruments (drums, bells,
vi~a) are in effect weapons (Khakee 1972, 234, 252-53, 252, 266-68, 322).
138"Wonder working ... wild, ecstatic ~ajf' (Kassam 1995, 82).
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The Shah is manifest in his luminosity as 'All, 139 of whom Shams's
songs give vision (dfdar, and elsewhere darsan).140 'All Shah mounts
the riderless horse Duldul, the white mare of Muhammad, who "sur
vived" Muhammad, "and according to ShI'ah tradition, was inherited by
'All" to be ridden in historical battles. 141 Now Duldul waits to be re
mounted by the apocalyptic'All, in whom Shams PIr sees the reality
behind the tenth avatar Kalki, who will also ride a white horse. 142

Having sided with the Pal;1<;!avas in the past, destroying the Kauravas by
sending an army to what can only be Kuru~etra, 143 'All will now
"come onto the field" with his army at Yodha,l44 where the demon
Kalinga dwells in his "crooked" Clnab Fort (237)-probably another
name for Multan. 145 'All's spectral army of "countless millions" rides
before the wind, uniting resurrected armies of the past: "former armies"
that "walk around the Shah"-including not only the Pal;1<:lavas' vast
hosts, but the companions of J:Iusayn from Karbala, now increased ten

139"The Imams are from Light; they are ever-present (qa'im) in the world" (Kassam 1995,
327). See further below.
14°"0 Brother, realize the true vision (darsan) of your Shah Prr!" "When the vision (darsan)
of'All Shah is attained, the mind will frolic in joy" (Kassam 1995, 238, 247; on dfdiir, cf.
190, 214, 223, 306, 358).
141Kassam 1995, 390; see n. 125 above. According to Khakee, Duldul is originally a mule,
but in Satpanth texts a horse (1972, 44, 225; cf. 224-28, 232-33, 287 on Duldul's decora
tion and mounting).
142Shams Prr's accounts ofVi~~u's avatars drive toward his revelations concerning the ninth
(involving Buddha in the Mbh; see below) and tenth. Referring to Kalki, Shams Prr says,
"Know the avatar of this fourth age is Nakalallka; know that he is a Muslim; ... He has
taken form (avatar) as the man Islam Shah.... Shams revealed the Shah's form, and they
beheld the four-armed Swami. . . . They said, 'All our hopes have been fulfilled, for we
saw Kr~na himself! '" (Kassam 1990, 192-93). This looks like an adroit allusion to Arjuna's
relief at seeing the "familiar" four-armed Kr~na after seeing Kr~~a's frightful apocalyptic
nature as Time in BhG 11.46-50. Similarly, Shams's promise to those who convert, "you
will enter Heaven's (svarga) gate, 0 believers, attain the divine vision (dfdiir) and your sins
will vanish" (112, cf. 368), could recall BhG 2.32: "As if by chance presented, the open
gate of heaven (svargadvara)-happy the warriors, Partha, who get such a war." Svarga
dvara is used frequently in the Mbh.
143Shams does not mention the place (Kassam 1995, 175, 226), and neither does the "big"
Dasa avatara, but Khakee indicates that Kuruk~etra is the latter text's battlefield site (1972,
29).
144Yodha may refer to "warriors," as with Khakee's translation ofjodhii (1972, 203).
145Kassam 1995, 94-95, 113. anab is perhaps Multan coded as Kalinga's fort, but not
doomed, as is Yodha (241-42), which is perhaps his kingdom. Another of Shams Ptr's
ginans foretells that at the end of the Kali yuga, after the Shah captures Delhi, the Pan~avas

will join him in expelling the wicked from Multan (166; cf. 179, 202). In a fairly recent
Gujarati biography of Shams Ptr, anab is said to lie on his route from Ghazna to Kashmir
(375). Kassam's history behind Cinab is, however, forced (see n. 131). In the "big" Dasa
avatara, Cinab has become China (Crna Mlihii Crna), although also a fortified city (192) in
Cina Maha Cina that is once called Cil.lab (333).
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thousandfold (seventy thousand warriors rather than just seventy
twO).146 These are joined by legions of Dalits and others of low caste,
for that is surely who is meant by Medhas (with the variant Meghas) and
pamaras: no doubt the religiously "dialogic" low status Rajput Me9s,
Me~s, or Meos in this ginan; 147 Dalit Meghs or Meghwals as the variant
in others; 148 and probably Dalit POllS.149 Kassam, with her emphasis on
kings and alliances, important as it is, often fails to notice Shams Plr's
promises to the oppressed,l50 which must lie behind his importance to
Dalit followers of Ramdeo, beginning with the MeghwaI Khiwan being
storied as one of Shams's disciples. And amid it all comes Gorakha
(Gorakhnath) with five hundred thousand trumpet-blowing disciples.
Indeed, when "My Shah, . . . the man who is Nakalaf1kI, will mount,"
the "nine Naths, the eighty-four Siddhas, [a]nd the different types of
Jogls ... will all cry, Bravo! Bravo!" (253).151

As Khan observes, epic-purm:nc characters, mentioned widely in the

146Cf. Kassam 1995, 343-44: along with the PaJ)<;lavas and Medhas, just mentioned,
I:Iusayn's followers will be present, "and Light (nur) will shower upon them." Cf. Khakee
1972, 255: "seventeen thousand Husainis," whom Khakee takes as Syads (Saiyids). On
Karbala, see Daftary 1990, 49-50.
147See chap. 8, n. 43, and n. 92 above. Recall that in the ginan quoted above, it is specific
ally a question of "castes. "
148Medha and Megha are clearly alternates in these variants (see especially Kassam 1995,
340 and 343), perhaps resulting from transmission among Khojas who interacted with
different low castes and Dalits. Cf. 266, 349, 357-58: Medhas among those attaining
"freedom and Divine vision [dfdar]." As Khakee observes, "'Megha' which usually means
'clouds' (in Gujarat also 'rain') also seems to be some kinds of beings, who were liberated"
(1972, 55, n. 80).
149See Elliot 1879, 84-85, and Rose 1911-19,1 :249-51 on Domra or Du~a as a variant for
porn, and also for Chuhra(s). overlapping with Meghs and other Dalit groups of the
Northwest Provinces and Punjab. "Dammars, a tribe of Jats, ... immigrants from Sind"
(Rose 222), are a less likely possibility for Damaras, given that they go primarily by other
names. As noted above, Chuhras have Nizari-influenced traditions about Lal Beg.
lSOJ<.assam interprets Medha (forgetting Megha) only with reference to Sanskrit "Medha:
'intelligence'" (389). Cf. Shackle and Moir 1992, 176: "The 'Meghs' (Sk. megha- 'cloud')
are perhaps included through vague recollection of [Kalidasa's poem] the Meghadata." A
ginan in which Satgur Nur goes to the "city of the Bhils" (125) prompts more such
gymnastics by Shackle and Moir, even while recognizing that it "appears to suggest the
tribal territory of the Bhils" (198). Of course, double meanings would be expected. For
what Kassam brings out on low caste, see 1995, 168, 188, 241, 258 (God, the Shah, created
the sixteen castes, guiding "each and every soul to our path"), 293-94 and 400-1.
151Shams Prr seems to refer to himself disguised as a Jogi, though chastising that for a Jogi
"who practices discipline," it is no use "merely to don earrings" (Kassam 1995, 190-91;
cf. 275)-clearly referring to Kanphata (Split-ear) Naths. Likewise, in the "big" Dasa
avattira, Gorakhnath and his MUnlvars blow horns (Khakee 1972, 252), while the Shah is
further joined by the sixty-four Yoginis (who offer to suck the demon army dry [322]) and
Dattatreya (252; see n. 137 above).
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ginans, are often code names for NizarI PIrs.t52 Of particular interest,
found in both the ginans and Agam Vl1TJ[S, is PIr ~adrudd1n, known also
as Sahadeva or "Sahadev Joshi" because his messianic poems are inspired
by knowledge of astrology. 153 Said to have been a great grandson of
Shams PIr, ~adrudd1n-Sahadeva is "supposed" to have invented "a 'sys
tem of equivalences' between Hindu and Muslim concepts and terminolo
gies," although "some Ismaili sources point to a greater antiquity for
these ideas" than his late fourteenth/early fifteenth century dates. l54 It
is certainly interesting that it is an astrologer who identifies the equi
valences, but perhaps he only formalized more fluid double registers such
as we have been describing. His epic name echoes the astrological repu
tation of Sahadeva Pa~9ava-mainly a creation of Mahiibharata folklores
that is also frequently evoked in AiM's portrayal the Banaphar
phewa. 155 Continuing Shams PIr's depiction of the Shah's eschatolog
ical army, ~adrudd1n foretells that, between the dire Last Judgment upon
the Qazis, Mullahs, and Maulanas156 and the beheading of Kalinga,

The Sayyids of India will attack, and the five Pandavas will join them.
Mighty armies there will be struck with terror. (Shackle and Moir
1992, 117)

The "Sayyids of India" would refer to those "who claimed descent from
the main dl1iS" (the early NizarI missionaries from Alamiit), stressing
their Alid descent, although they too were "popularly called 'Pirs. "'157
Let us ask again: How are we to understand MIra TaIban, the Saiyid of
Banaras?158

Indeed, one begins to see considerable overlap between these prophetic
Nizan-inspired poetries and Alhl1. The Agam Vl1fJ,[S tell that the Nikalank

152Khan 1997b, 49, 227. Cf. Khan 1997a, 413-14; 1996,46; 1997b, 48-50; Hollister 1953,
357; Nanji 1978,113; Daftary 1990, 484-85.
153Khan 1997a, 414-17, 1997b, 48-49.
154Khan 1997b, 42-43; cf. 238; 1996, 45-46; Nanji 1978, 74; Daftary 1990, 479; Kassam
1995, 105.
155See chap. 5, n. 66, on phewa and Sahadeva. Cf. Khan 1997b, 90: Nizari Prrs of the
AlamOt period correlated the five Imams of AlamOt with the five Pan<:!avas and with the
ShI'ite "five sacred bodies" or "Holy Five" of Muhammad, 'All, Hasan, Husayn, and
Fatimah (sometimes also correlated with sakti; 50). See also Kassam 1995, 348.
156As Khan says, "representing the religious authorities of the Sunnis ... ruling in Delhi"
(l997a, 414).
157Khan 1997b, 43; Nanji 1978, 71, 90. See also n. 146 above.
158Curiously, with eighteen sons MIra is like the dii'r (missionary) Prr Hasan Kabiruddin,
also "credited with a substantial number of ginans" (Shackle and Moir 1992, 7). The name
MIra is also associated with two "obscure" ginan composers (174).
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avatar's revelations will be "the fifth secret Veda, "159 while Aihti pro
jects itself as "the Mahabharata (itself a fifth Veda) of the Kali yuga."
The Agam vafJ[S tell that "Hindu and Turks will drink from the same
cup, "160 as is implicit in the pilgrim journeys and military adventures
of the disguised Banaphars with MIra TaIban. Kalinga is not only the
name of the demon king of the Kali yuga whom the Nikalank avatar's
army will behead (Khan 1997a, 414); it is also an alternate name for
Mara and for the king of Mara, where the Banaphars undergo their
initiatory episode of the nine-Iakh chain. According to Kishan Sharma of
Agra, Kalinga, king of Kalinga, is the father not only of Karingha or
Kariya-names which now look to be variants on "Kalinga"-but of a
daughter named Machala, whom Udal forces Kalinga to marry to Alba.
Udal then beheads Kalinga and retrieves his own father Jasraj's head
from the dome of the Kalinga palace. 161 Alternately, in the Elliot Aihti,
Karingha-Kariya sets everything in motion, killing the Banaphar fathers,
razing Dasrapur, and stealing the nine-Iakh chain for his sister Bijaisin,
who will be reborn as Phulwa to marry Udal. Then, when the Banaphars
as JogIs penetrate Mara's Iron Fort to retrieve the chain, Karingha
overrules his mother Kushla, who seems to want to assist the JogIs.
Rising to prevent their exit, he wears "long boots" that "creaked as on
he strode" (W&G 99)-as if he were bringing to life the famous headless
statue of the long-booted Kii~a~ emperor Kani~ka in the Mathura
Museum. 162 Finally slain by Malkhan, Karingha-Kariya's head is
carried to Mahoba to bring satisfaction to Queen Malhna (124-26).
Indeed, it looks as if different versions know the persona and story of
"Kalinga" in different fragments. In the Bhavi~ya PurtifJQ, which
"establishes" Kali as lord of the Kaliyuga, Karingha-Kariya is called
Kaliya. As one of Kali's mid-yuga kings, he appears to hold "Kali" in his
name. Moreover, he is the incarnation of Jarasandha, in whom we have
seen the classical Mahiibhtirata's prototype of the king whose fort the
avatar destroys.163 Meanwhile, the ginans hold the same elements in
play. Just as Queen Kushla can try to help the JogIs, Kalinga's wife

159Khan 1997a, 418. For the ginans, cf. Kassam 201: "He himself is the Veda and the
Qur'an." But ultimately the Vedas and pura~as are no use (364).
160As cited in § C. Again (see n. 156), the Agam vtllJfs sustain more ambiguity than the
ginans, for as Khan notes, when Shams Pir predicts that "Hindus and Muslims will eat
together," he describes an "abnormality" or "calamity" of the Kali yuga (l997a, 418; cf.
Kassam 1995, 261-62).
161Gyan Chaturvedi kindly sponsored an Agra performance of the related episode of
Machala's abduction, at which this narrative was elicited. Cf. chap. 5, n. 51.
162Basham 1967, plate 30a. See chap. 5, § D.
163See chap. 5, § D, at nne 71-72.
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Surjadevi is faithful to the Imam.t64 Although Clnab, Kalinga's fort,
remains obscure, Kalin-ga's head falls there,165 and it is conquered, like
Maro (or Kalinga), by a group which its king fails to recognize that
includes enigmatic forms of~~~, the Pa~~avas, and an important'Alid
Muslim-I:Iusayn rather than MIra TaIban. In the ginans, the Pa~~vas

and the Saiyids of India join ranks against this Kali yuga demon. In Alhti,
the Pa~c;lavas reincarnate in the Banaphars and MIra Talhan to defeat not
only him, but Prithlraj, incarnation of Duryodhana, himself the
incarnation of Kali.

Then there is DraupadI, much esteemed in Shams Pit's ginans and
reincarnated in Alhti as the satI Bela. Shams centers her story on one
scene: "Luckily, he came as K~~~! He protected DraupadI with reams
of cloth. "166 The he in question is of course the Shah'All, who also be
comes the Buddha to save DraupadI and the P~~avas. These enigmas
probably have something to do with Buddhist-Muslim accommodations in
Sind. Taking the various passages from Pfr Shams's ginans together, the
story is rougWy consistent with the more elaborated version of the "big"
Dasa avatara. 167 Whereas the ~~~ avatar is the Shah's eighth and
focuses on K~~~'s childhood, his ninth is that of Buddha in which he
comes to the Pa~~avas and is recognized by DraupadI when she is fixed
in concentration; she then delivers him "into the hands of Yudhi~thira,"
after which, while seated "in deep concentration (dhyana)" himself, the

164See n. 135 above.
1651n the "big" Dasa avattira, "Qna Maha CIna"/CInab is China. Kaligo (as he is usually
called) or Kariga (Khakee 1972, 184) "descends" into it at the end of the Dvapara yuga and
rules there through the whole Kali yuga, at the end of which his city "sinks" (one thinks
of possible astronomical readings) when his head is thrown back there from "India"
(Jambudvfpa) as a rusult of his losing battle with the Shah (39, 352, 365-367).
166Kassam 1995, 216, translating Paflctivalf(Le., PaficalI) by "DraupadI" here. See similarly
Khakee 1972, 29.
167Here ~~J;la, the Shah's eighth incarnation, directly becomes his ninth by becoming the
Buddha after Krsna has killed Kamsa. As Buddha, he then kills Duryodhana, his battlefield
being Kulakhetra rather than Kuruk~etra (Khakee 1972, 342-43). Beyond what Khakee
translates from the text, his introduction adds the more adversarial story that the Buddha
speaks FarsI, and comes in deformed shape while the PaJ).~avas are performing a yajfia to
expiate the killings at Kuruk~etra. He tells them that the Nabi (prophet) is now the
incarnaton of Brahma, and that the Brahmans' teachings about idols, tIrthas, the Ganga, and
worship of stones and trees are "now wrong." Bhima, impressed by the Satpanth teachings,
tells Yudhisthira. The Brahmans try to prevent from Yudhi~thira from hearing the Buddha,
but the Buddha instructs the PaJ;l~avas to kill a cow. Yudhi~thira puts the cow's head on his
own head, and his brothers put the cow's legs on theirs. When the people of "Hasnapuri"
see them walking like this through the streets doing japa (muttering prayers) to Buddha,
their talk washes away the pal).~avas' sins. The Brahmans then use the cow's intestines for
sacred threads. Buddha then tells the PaJ;ldavas to go to Hemacala (for the equivalent oftheir
ascent to heaven) because the Kali era is about to begin (30-34).
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Buddha saves the Pat;l~vas, destroys the Kauravas, kills Duryodhana, and
brings the Pat;t~vas mo~a. 168 Since DraupadI is protected by the Shah
~~t;ta at her disrobing, it seems that she must recognize the Shah as
Buddha on another, as yet undeterminable, occasion. In any case, three
verses found in two of FIr Shams's ginans are most revealing:

For the sake of the True Religion (sat dharma),
DraupadI endured suffering;

She did not surrender her chastity,
and thus she acquired every happiness (sukha).

The satf did not forsake her purity,
and her hero came to meet her;

She fixed her concentration [upon him]
when the devil tried to disrobe her.

None is superior to DraupadI upon whom posterity
may shower great praise;

But today whoever performs the gha~ ceremony,
know that one to be a satf. 169

The "hero" whom DraupadI recognizes in fixed concentration is
apparently 'All as ~~t;ta, who then becomes the Buddha. 170 Similarly,
Bela's hero, when it comes to rescuing her and lighting her pyre, is Udal,
who is also hiddenly ~~t;ta. But most important, Shams celebrates
DraupadI as the model satI (pure or virtuous woman) for those who
perform the gha~ or ghaljJti~ceremony. According to Khan, "DraupadI is
portrayed in the ginanJAgam vat;lls as an avatar of DevI and virtuous
woman of the yuga-as there is one in each yuga, to accompany the
avatar of Vishnu. "171

Let us note that these two ginans go on to mention that Medhas-that
is, I believe, followers of low caste-are among the "deities," and pre
sumably satls, who join the ceremony}72 For although the term satI,
"chaste" or "pure," is used pointedly in Shams's ginans for other hero-

168J(assam 1995, 192-93, 226, 242, 266, 289, 340. He also gives an army to the Pandavas'
victory, and inspires "great faith (dIn)" in the five and Naraya~a (175)!
169}(assam 1995, 266 and 289, quoting the former. In the latter, DraupadI "sacrificed all her
happiness," with the difference "due to a mere vowel" (289, n. 2).
l70See above, nn. 167 and 168, and also n. 142 on Kassam 1995, 192-93, a ginan presenting
such shifts of planes and in epic idioms.
171Personal communication, December 12, 1997.
172See above at nn. 148-150. Ginan 53 (Kassam 1995, 266-67) ends on this note, while
ginan 65 (289-90) continues with other matters. See similarly Khakee 1972, 217-23, 302.
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ines,173 it also apparently refers to both men and women as sat! (as in
the passage just cited),174 and is used for all who participate in the
circular garbf dance from which Shams originates the ghawat ceremony
for the Satpanth and first imparts the paval drink that culminates it. 175

As to the term "deities" (apparently devas, as in the "big" Dasa avattira,
which combines terms to speak of "all the divine sages [sarave deva
rikzsara]" [221]), I believe it is used in the same fashion Khan suggests
for the word rikfsaralrlkhfsar (from Sanskrit ~~i), where it doubles for
mu'min, the Muslim pious believer: it "was dictated by the desire of the
missionaries to increase the standing of ordinary people and of those
belonging to the depressed classes and to impart them with a kind of self
confidence so that they should be proud of following the new reli
gion. "176 Shams sings that gods and demons both inhabit human bodies
(Kassam 1995, 268, 290), and there is an equivalence in number between
the thirty-three crores of gods who are always saved (173,340, 343, 349,
357) and the souls saved through the four yugas: five crores by Prahlad,
seven by Hariscandra, nine by Yudhi~thira, and "twelve crore pious
(sat!)" by ~adruddIn.177 In the same garb! songs, Shams refers to a still
greaternumber-ninety-nine crore-of "Meghas" or "Medhas" among the
many souls saved with the "spread of the Ratnayug. "178

Now as Kassam has nicely seen, Shams FIr's cycle of twenty-eight
garb! songs, which closes the collection she translates, tells a "narrative
about conversion" in which the FIr, joining the dance and singing "songs

173For Queen RadIya to whom the Lord as Syama gives divine nectar to revive her and her
child (Kassam 1995, 176); for EmnabaI, a secret follower of Shams who lives with Hindu
in-laws who regard her as defiling and passes Shams's test of carrying an unbaked pot full
of water (185-87, 249-50, 400); and for the goddess Durga-BhavanI as Kanya-kumvarI,
"youthful virgin" (382). Cf. also the "big" Dasa avatara's portrayal of Queen Surja as a
satI in an inverse situation, killing her husband KalIgo by the power of her satt's word
(Khakee 1972, 345-51).
174See n. 95 above and Kassam 1995, 271,291-92. Cf. Shackle and Moir 1992, 89,95,
103-5, 174-77, on the theme of the PIr as handmaiden and bride.
175See above, n. 94; Kassam 1995, e.g. 340; Shackle and Moir 1992, 13,201.
176Khan 1997b, 58, n. 11. In the garbIs, Shams PIr stresses confidence or "firm faith"
(visvas) (Kassam 1995, 324, 333, 369), and promises that the nKhisars will reign (322, 338,
364)-also a refrain in the "big" Dasa avatara.
177Kassam 1995, 340,343, inthegarbIs; 234,240 (seen. 131) in "warlike" ginans. Kassam
misleadingly considers the garbIs' emphasis on saving souls a feature that distinguishes them
from the other songs (110-11).
178J(assam 1995, 340 (Meghas) and 343 (Medhas); see also 349: Medhas and the rest are
"among the gathering filled with saints (awliya) who bear the Divine Light (teja)"-a
gathering that recreates "primordial beginnings," and includes the Creator and the Holy
Five (see n. 155) plus Adam as created from Light (nur); 338-39: identifying himself as
Brahma, Shams also gave the troubled ~~is paval to drink at creation; 357: gods (deva),
goddesses (devi), Yak~as, and Medhas, Kinnars enter the True Path and attain salvation.
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of wisdom," transforms the garbI dancers' Hindu consciousness about the
nine nights of NavaratrI, plus the tenth night of Dasara, into a Satpanth
Isma'III consciousness. 179 "Not ceasing to dance" through the full ten
nights, yet gradually introducing "major change . . . without dramatic
upheaval"180 Shams, by the end, wins over not only five hundred danc
ing Hindu villagers and thirty-five of their thirty-six Veda-chanting and
story-telling Brahmans, but, as the news spreads, "great kings" (363), the
king, queen, and ministers of the city, the citizens and creatures of the
city, and worshipers (pajiirzs), JogIs, SannyasIs, and BairagIs (366). As
both Khan and Kassam observe, in transforming NavaratrI and Dasara
from within, the garbI songs draw on popular folk expressions of that
festival complex. For Khan, they show that the Isma'III Pits "appreciated
the importance" of the goddess cult and "understood that they could not
simply uproot it, incompatible as it might have appeared within the
Islamic tradition"; the "choice of a pot (kalas, gha~)" reflects its use in
folk rituals to symbolize the goddess (Khan 1997b, 53-54). Kassam
indicates that in Gujarat where "GarbI is a popular folkloric dance akin
to ... the rasa" performed for ~~~, it can refer to "an earthen pot
with holes on the side" used to hold lamps "celebrating their deity's
luminous presence" (1995, 106). Shams PIr begins his songs in anger at
NavaratrI's idolatrous worship of Durga as Mata Bhavam (the fearsome
Mother BhavanI).181 But once he instructs his new followers to drink
paval from the enthroned pot, which fills their hearts with divine light
(nur), it is ultimately the goddess's aniconic luminosity that he transforms
into a vision (dIdar) of the luminous'All. 182

Supposing, however, that Shams PIr's garbI songs reflect an "inward,
spiritual, and quiescent" tum after the "Satpanth was forced under
ground" by the fall of Alamut, Kassam interprets this new consciousness
as a "subtle but significant reorientation" away from that of the more
warlike ginans (1995, 104). But as I have indicated, although one can see
the latter as reflecting the realized eschatology of the Qiyamah period
(1162-1212) as it would have been sustained for some time thereafter, I
do not think the warlike ginans are promises of military relief. And
without that point of distinction from the garbI songs, I do not think one
can hold that there is an "easy to miss" difference between them, since
both reflect the same realized eschatology: one in mythic terms, the other

179}(assam 1995,106-11 (quote 106), 320-70; cf. Khan 1997b, 53-54.
180See Khan 1997b, 54 (first quote); Kassam 1995, 108 (second quote), 359.
181Kassam 1995, 320-21; "0 Careless Ones! Cast off [the goddess] Mata BhavanI! Serve
instead the manifestation (avatar) of 'All" (345).
llflDurga is constituted from divine light (tejas) in theDevfMlihlitmya (2.10-33). Cf. Kassam
1995, 106-7, with a different emphasis.
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in ritual terms, but both equally warlike, and also equally camouflaging
their imagery by the "undergrounding" poetics of taqlyya. For after all,
what Shams PIr begins with is a Hindu consciousness about NavaratrI and
Dasara, with its iconic worship of the warrior goddess; and what he ends
with is a Satpanth Isma'III consciousness of a kind of "inner jihad," with
its vision of the luminous triumph of the conquering hidden Imam.

Yet the two religious languages remain in tension even in this final
vision. Khan mentions that the holy water stored in the enthroned jar is
referred to not only as paval and amf or amlJ (amlJa, the drink of
immortality in Sanskrit), but as gha!-ganga,183 in that the water pot
representing Durga "is supposed to contain water from the Ganga which
is equated with divine ambrosia or amlJ" (1997b, 151, n. 7). Moreover,
"milk seems to have been used during earlier rituals of the Nizaris. "184

What is inescapable in such "songs of wisdom" is that the vision opened
by drinking the paval is afforded by Ganga water that comes from the
heavenly Ganges, the Milky Way. The light imagery is not a sign of new
quiescence (Kassam 1995, 110) but a realization, in both Isma'III and
Hindu terms, of what is in the cup: not just liquid but liquid light-the
celestial milky light of the heavenly river. In the garbI songs, one not
only drinks this light but bathes in it, and is showered by it. 185 Let us
not forget, the dancers dance at night. 186 In one of Shams's other
gi1Wls, when a blind mendicant satisfies Shams's demand, which others
have refused, for someone to willingly offer his own flesh, the Shah
brings the "cupful of Light (nar) ," and when the blind mendicant drinks
it, "lo! he witnessed the whole universe!" (207). Most decisively, on
Shams PIr's ninth night of NavaratrI,

He danced with a purpose
and imparted many teachings.

He praised the Panjtan Pakl87

who were born of Divine Light (nar).
From the Light (nar) of the Panjtan Pak,

[Pole Star] Dhruva was created.

1831997b, 135, "the last term also being used by the Gujarati Nizarpanthis."
184Khan 1997b, 137, referring to a discussion on 71-72. Cf. Nanji 1988,66; Shackle and
Moir 1992, 75, 161: the ginans refer to five ingredients-milk, sugar, clarified butter, wheat
flour, and water.
185Kassam 1995, 328, 330, 334, 343, 352; cf. 211, a non-garbI ginan in which the Shah is
a gardener who brings showers of light.
186A ginan verse by Sayyid Imam Shah makes such a setting explicit: "Keep awake during
the last watches of the night and reflect, 0 brother believer. From heavens above the houris
have come, bringing vessels of light" (Shackle and Moir 1992, 91 and 172).
187See n. 155 above: the Holy Five of the ShI'as, all of whom are now mentioned.
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It took him 70,000 years to ascend,
and it will take him the same to descend.

Prophet (nabz) M~ammed is the name of that star,
and 'All is [his] crown.

Around his beautiful neck flashes
the brilliant Light (nar) of Fatimah.188

Bathed in Light (teja) between his two ears189

are the Imams I:Iasan and I:Iusayn.... (Kassam 1995, 354)

Muhammad is Dhruva, the Pole Star, with the other four holy ones of the
Panjtan Pak adorning and concentrated within him. Around him all other
stars-in epic and puraJ;lic terms, ~~is-revolve. Yet Dhruva-Muhammad
also ascends and descends. This is something more precise than an
"interiorization of salvation as etemallife in a heavenly abode of bliss"
(Kassam 1995, Ill). Shams deploys Islamic and epic-puraJ;lic "technical
languages" of astronomical myth. 1OO

Not pursuing such points, Kassam does recognize the basic imagery:
"An image is created of a heaven filled with divine light (nar) where
millions of enlightened souls congregate by the Ganges and where the
124,000 prophets are also gathered" (Kassam 1995, 111). Indeed, a ginan
attributed to ~adruddln invokes the Ganges as gatiun ganga, "the holy
stream (Ganga) of the congregations" (Shackle and Moir 1992, 89 and
169). Yet Kassam does not mention that directly following the verse on
the prophets, the very next one says, "I:Iusayn's followers will be
present, and Light (nar) will shower upon them" (1995, 344). As in the
warlike ginans, I:Iusayn's army will be resurrected to join the Shah's
eschatological army. Here, with I:Iusayn's army made manifest to the
garbI dancers, we realize that the ghatpat is a double evocation of

188Making her the necklace of the Pole Star, Muhammad.
1891 suggest this refers to the practice of concentration (dhytina), as when Buddha destroys
the Kauravas (see n. 168 above), or when Shams says, "Focus between the brows where
the sun is ablaze, and take the universe in the hand" (Kassam 1995, 334). For a similar
verse on the Holy Five attributed to ~adruddIn, see Shackle and Moir 1992, 109, 183.
1905ee chap. 9, n. 87. For eighth-century Persian ShI'a background to such "Ismaili gnosis, "
see Corbin 1983, 169: "For all eternity, Five Lights, of five colors, exist in the Sea of
Whiteness (BaIJr al-baydii), the heavenly Palace of the Limit of Limits. These Lights are
the 'members' (jawtiriIJ) and the epiphanies of a single Person of Light (sha~-e nurtini); in
human form, on the plane of terrestrial humanity (bashanya), they appear as MuJ;1ammad,
Ali, Fatima, Hasan and I:Iusayn. . . . Beneath the Sea of Whiteness, nine domes . . . are
arranged, each with its distinctive color.... [reaching down to the] microcosmic Earth
which is the 'Earth of the Heart.'" Shams's description is not unlike that of Durga formed
of light in the Devr Miihiitmyti (see n. 178). Note that in his cosmic roaming (see Kassam
1995, 320), at Meru, Shams "witnessed many wonders that were endless in number," and
"bade the sun [to descend]" (350).
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Navaratri-Dasara and Muharram. Following Kassam's insightful analysis
of rapports between NavaratrI-Dasara and the Satpanth ghaq>at, and the
story of Shams Pit's transformation of the former into the latter, it would
seem that Satpanth Isma'IIIs made the ghaljJti~ a mystical equivalent,
suitable for times of taqlyya, of both Dasara and Muharram.

There is little information about South Asian Isma'III practices
concerning Muharram. Khan informs me that the Agha Khan prohibited
Muharram participation in the nineteenth century, while Seyyed Hossein
Nasr indicates that such participation is nonetheless common. 191 But one
source is decisive. During the recital of the special prayer that accom
panies the ghaq>at among NizarI SatpanthIs "in theirjama 'at khanas [con
gregation places] on Friday evenings and other special evenings ... a
clump of earth from Karbala, over which the hazar Imam has recited
some verses of the Qur'an, is dissolved. This is done on a special low
table, in a white china pot containing clean water. It is then drunk by all
the members of the community, who are present. This same water is also
given to an Ismaili on his death bed. "192 The ghaq>at thus transforms
NavaratrI while commemorating Karbala. At night-long ghaq>at vigils-on
star-filled moonless nights, in fact-when the cup is passed that illumines
the presence of 'All, the vision (darsan, dIdar) of his messianic army is
illumined by the dust of Karbala. 193 In reverse, the saving of souls
through the yugas, which Kassam considers a distinguishing feature of the
garbIs, is found not only in them, but in the warlike ginans as well. 194

Indeed, the warlike/quiescent opposition simply does not hold. 195 In two
successive garbIs, Shams sings, "This is the age (yuga) of the last
battlefield; 0 my Brothers, be vigilant!" "no fifth age" follows (346,
347). It would appear that the aforementioned Ratnayug, the "age of
jewels," is another name for the luminous cosmos of the apocalypse.
Another garbI mentions that those whose minds are pure can witness the
"pious gathering" of saved Medhas and RIkhIsars, along with the

191Personal communications, December 1997.
192Khakee 1972, 408, indicating also that Imamsharus do the ceremony with a tiny clump
of earth from the tomb of Imam Shah.
193It is worth noting that the religiously "dialogic" Meos (see chap. 8, n. 43), whose singers
know both a Mewati folk Mbh and "a rare narrative called Hasan Husain" (see chap. 1, n.
3) along with stories about the martyrdom and dismemberment of 'Ali (Mayaram 1997,
258), celebrate both Dasara and Muharram (46, 60).
1945ee n. 177. One might look further at the presumed lateness-Shackle and Moir even
propose the late eighteenth century (1992, 200)-ofthe garbi songs. While they mention the
names of later Imams and Pirs (Kassam 1997, 105), the criterion weakens when we realize
that Shams's other ginans also mention the most prominent of them, ~adruddin (169, 234).
195Cf. Khakee 1972, 79-84, 224, 238-40, 263: the saving of the five, seven, nine, and
twelve crores of souls through each yuga is accompanied by battles, and all the souls thus
saved join the Shah's apocalyptic army, coming in a moment to join him on his chariot.
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PaJ;l~vas and the usual pura~c figures, "all present at the site of the
Ganges"; "Pervading the gathering of the Ganges, they fill it night and
day with Light. "196 The faithful who realize that they are ~~is are no
less the oppressed of the earth than they are stars above.

Finally, the cup of light will also be drunk in the eschatological
marriage. Shams sings:

Few understand the gha~ ceremony
and the stature of the water-pot;

The virgin of the universe [Visva-~varI] will drink it
and wed Syama, Lord of the three worlds.

She is called BibI Fa~imah-
know that she is the virgin of the universe;

FIr Shams says: the gha~ was established
by the order (Jarman) of the Shah. (Kassam 1995, 265; cf. 268)

It will be the ultimate interreligious marriage, for Syama, once again, is
~~t;Ul (that is, 'All as ~~t;Ul), and Fa~imah, Muhammad's daughter, is
'AlI's wife. Clearly Fa~imah, like DraupadI, is a virtuous woman of the
yuga-this yuga. As Khan shows, it is from this ginanic theme that the
Agam Vti1JfS of the Ramdeo cult derive their promise that the Nikalank
avatar will consummate his long unfulfilled betrothal to a Dalit girl who
represents the earth's oppressed and the earth itself. 197 Alternately,
~adruddln sings, "Soon my righteous sovereign will appear, the mounted
Tenth Lord. The Lord Ali will wed the maiden creation"; but on the
model of Muhammad's marriages, "four happy brides" will "greet the
Master of the Resurrection (ktiyam sami)" at the apocalyptic ghawa~

(Shackle and Moir 1992, 89). There is also a Brahmanized variant in the
Kalki Pura1Ja in which Kalki marries two K~atriya princesses (Khan
1997a, 410-12). The pura~c story would seem to bear much the same
relation to the apocalypse of the Agam vti1Jfs that the Bhavis,ya Pura1Ja's
Kfs.1JtilrzSacarita bears to oral Alhti. As one would expect, the Kalki
Purti1Ja calls Kalki' s chief antagonist Kali rather than Kalinga (411),
reminding us that Kali takes on new roles in the Pratisarga Parvan as a

196Kassam 1995, 258. Recall that Shams makes the sun descend; see n. 185, and the stories
mentioned by Kassam (79 and n. 24, 379). Recall that according to Alberuni, Hindu
astronomers place Multan on the line that runs from Lat\ka to Meru (chap. 4, n. 5).
1975ee n. 96 above. Khan takes Visva-kumvarI, "literally the Virgin Universe or the Virgin
Earth. . . as a symbol of the converted community," or of "the mystic union of the NizarI
community with God" (l997a, 413). The theme recurs in the "big" Dasa avatira (Khakee
1972, 405-6).
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whole, and in the K':~1Jiif!lSacarita in particular, to enhance his profile as
the reigning demon of the Kali yuga. Remembering that DraupadI is the
model satI for the ghawat, and that primary among the satls whom she
inspires are Dalit Medhas and Meghas, we must keep these varied
identifications of the eschatological bride in mind in considering the low
status Bela, and other Draupadls we shall meet.

Although Shams Plr's garbls tell that he finally gets the Hindus to
throwaway their idols and sacred threads and to see the Qur'an as the
fourth and ultimate Veda, the transformation he works is one that carries
to the very end a kind of religious bilingualism-in Kassam's terms, "a
religious language mutually recognized by Hindus and Satpanth Isma'Uls
alike" (1995, 110). Yet I believe it is not enough to say that the ginans
"reveal a pedagogic method" by which the da '[s (missionaries) "were
able to lead [the faithful] to the 'true path' (satpanth) consisting of
nothing more than the fulfillment of their former beliefs. "198 They also
left this space of "fluid signs" open to coexistence in a world where they
could continue to value alliances with varying shades of comparably
"open" Hindus: Dalits, villagers, kings and queens, and, as we have now
seen, Bairagls, Sannyasls, and in particular Naths. Khan observes that if
the Nizans "absorbed a number of Nath elements, and still more, 'infil
trated' the Nath milieu (very much in the manner of spies penetrating
foreign circles under a forged identity)," the Naths, too, "when they had
been approached by Ismaili missionaries . . . would have retained certain
Nizari influences. "199 More than this, it would seem that Nizans and
Naths were primary among those who spun material from their own and
other Muslim-Hindu interactions to weave a common cloth that they, and
others they influenced, could deploy on either of two different narrative
registers. 2OO In the ginans and Agam v(l'![s, Nizans and those they

198Mallison 1989, 94-95; cf. Khan 1996, 36.
199J(han 1997b, 223; cf. 46-51, 139-40, 220-34. As we have seen, Naths, logIs, and
Bairagis not only join Shams but trumpet and applaud'All's eschatological army (at n. 151
above).
2001 emphasize a double register as something open to "conscious" narrative permutations
on both sides, with future and past interchangeable, since both Hindus and Isma'TIIs have
cyclicalheirohistories (on those of the Isma'TIIs, see Daftary 105,139-40,219,231-49,291
98; Corbin 1957). Others have interpreted the ginans' correspondences differently: e.g.,
Nanji as "anagogic," "mystic in the broadest sense," and a product of "mythopoesis"
(1978, 100, 114); Asani as retaining "models of proper behaviour" for the "new converts"
(1991, 14); Shackle and Moir as "confused" "accretions added by later authors" (1992, 23);
Kassam 1994 more suggestively as a [potentially mutual] relation of figure and ground.
Khan (see n. 92) and Kassam (1995, 6-19) are surely right to stress politics and critique
confusionistic models of syncretism, and Khan to emphasize the messianic. For valuable
comparative parallels to the hermeneutics of taqIyya, multiple and dialogic messianisms,
open secrecy, and "justice beyond the la\y," see Caputo (1997,69-143) onlacques Derrida.
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influenced thematize a cosmic apocalypse of the future, which, as we
have seen, also cycles itself through the past. AiM, sung by Nath and
other minstrels and permeated by their idioms, thematizes a regional
apocalypse of the past, which also holds promise of a once and future
return. As is now evident, each tradition constructs these stories out of
the same traumatic historical period and its events, from Shihab aI-DIn's
massacre of Isma'IIIs to P~hIraj Chauhan's defeat of the Chandels; and
from Shihab aI-DIn's defeat of PrithIraj through the fall of Alamiit.

AiM thus forces us to problematize the wandering warrior-ascetic
minstrel because its heroes, one of them a ShI'I Muslim, become JogI
BairagI-fighting-musicians and because their joint disguise has this double
apocalyptic register. Only Aihii reflects such clear imbrication of a
Muslim co-inspiration. But it would be a mistake, even if the Islamic ties
are thinner and less precise, and if they give shape only to specific
characters or incidents rather than share in the design of a whole story,
to think that the sectarian traditions that feed other regional martial oral
epics are without similar impulses. If we hold the question of prophetic
images in reserve and reiterate the principle that, no matter what order
or sect a regional oral epic singles out, intersectarian and intercommunal
warrior-ascetic-minstrel traditions stand behind it, other regional oral
martial epics begin to march in tune.

In ptibajf, which as one would expect is closest in this regard to Aihti,
two revealing episodes make it explicitly a matter of GorakhnathI JogIs.
First, when the RebarI herder Harmal resigns himself to the dangerous
task of reconnoitering Lailka201 for the she-camels that PabiijI has
promised Kelam (PabiijI's brother's daughter) at her wedding, he
announces his spy-disguise to his mother: "My mind is set on the ochre
dress of the jogI" (J. D. Smith 1991, 343). No sooner does Harmal
obtain his JogI paraphernalia in the market (including a pair of tongs from
the ironsmith for his dhii¢) and "put on the fine dress of holy men and
jogfS," than "the battle-hom of Guru Gorakhnath" sounds, announcing
the arrival of a virtual army of JogIs led by Gorakhnath himself. 202 An
swering Gorakhnath about his name, house, and home, Harmal says, "0
Guru, 0 holy man, a wandering jogf has no house and home; I am a
master-jogf, wandering in all directions, bathing at holy places.... the
Sky released me and Mother Earth took me." After other formulaic
exchanges, Gorakhnath initiates Harmal and gives him the magic items

2010n Lanka, "land of witches" "beyond the seven seas," see chap. 4, n. 18.
202As J. D. Smith says, Gorakhnath's synchronism with PabOjI, in both oral epic and
Naif.l.asI's chronicle, is not "serious history" but "an inflation of history occurring prior to
NainasI's time" (seventeenth century) that is paralleled in other Rajasthani folklore (1991,
74-75).
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that will allow him to complete his Lailka mission. As with the
Banaphars, Harmal's disguise has to fool his mother (though his wife sees
through it) and his Rajput chieftain (PabfijI, though the latter's minister
Cado sees through it) (343-52).

Next, such formulas recur when the twelve-year-old Rfipnath is left as
the last of PabfijI's clan to avenge the Ratho~s against Jindrav KhIcI.
Once Rfipnath completes his revenge, he tells his grandmother, "I myself
have remained a disciple of Guru Gorakhnath, and I need neither king
dom nor throne-I need nothing. Grandmother, give me your blessing;
with your blessing my mind is set on the ochre dress of a joge." He
establishes his dhfiJ;lI at a shrine he makes famous (Smith 1991, 464-77).
His renunciation is perhaps gratuitous, since his clan's kingdom at Ko~fi

has been destroyed, like Mahoba. Rfipnath combines the twelve-year-old's
revenge of Udal with the final JogI-destination of Alba. Yet Pabaje goes
beyond AlM in imprinting a sectarian seal: when Harmal and Rfipnath
become JogIs, whether in the former's temporary disguise or the latter's
permanent pledge, Gorakhnath authenticates the initiation himself by
performing the heroes' painful "split-ear" (Kanphata) initiation (346,467
68). This is something Alba and his companions seem to have missed. On
the other hand, Pabajl's JogIs do not play music and sing. That is left to
itinerant CaraJ).S, who sing praise-songs (chava~Is) of King Kan;m and the
Pavar (Paramara) hero JagdIs, and narrative songs (parva~os) of PabfijI
in the middle of his story (e.g., 334-35).

Moving south, there is at first a striking difference. Elder brothers and
Palnaqu heroes never wander as ascetics, much less as warrior-ascetic
minstrels. Yet as we have seen in chapter 3, each epic knows the figure
of Vi~t;lu disguised as an almanac-bearing mendicant from KasI who
comes to shape crucial scenes. In addition to carrying an almanac (like
the Banaphar phewa in his JogI disguise), the Telugu Vi~t;lu, a Brahman,
"wore ochre robes and carried a water pot, an ash pot, sacred grass, and
a deerskin" (Roghair 1982, 336); the Tamil Vi~t;lu, an ascetic of unnamed
caste,203 carries a right-spiralled conch and a "Gopala's box" filled with
Siva's sacred ash (vipati). As noted in chapter 3 (item 7), this stock south
Indian oral epic figure combines Saiva and Vai~t;lava features. In
PalntiL/u, he comes not only from KasI but heads toward Kafici: from
north to south, and from Siva's city to one "more generally known as a
Vai~t;lavite city" (Roghair 1982, 244, 361).

Moreover, he is not entirely alone. Each epic incorporates a story
whose main older Tamil and Telugu tellings have been beautifully treated
by Shulman: that of the husband and wife whose dedication to feeding

203In his first appearance, "He looked like an ascetic (tannliel) , a penitent (tavael) , a
wandering renouncer (parateci), a Vai~J.1avite mendicant (tdea!!)" (Beck 1992, 104-5).
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Saiva ascetics brings them face to face with Siva himself in ascetic
disguise, who has come to share their love (in Cekki!ar's twelfth-century
Tamil Periya Purti1Jflm), or test them (in Telugu versions beginning with
Somanatha's thirteenth-century Basavapurti1Jflmu), by demanding that they
feed him their boy (1993, 18-86). With no need to repeat this famous
"Ci!uttoJ;l~-Siriyala story" (named after the father), I note only how
each folk epic incorporates a variant into its larger design and connects
it with the almanac-bearing Vi~J;lu.

PalntU!u's version introduces the story of Balu<;lu's last fight and the
death his father Brahma Nayu<;lu, Vi~J;lu incarnate, has engineered for
him. Taking leave for Karempu<;li, Balu<;lu reveals to his mother that in
a previous life (one of several illustrative of filicide) he was that very boy
who was "served as a human meat curry. "204 The divine diner, Siva,
is of course a Jangam, one of those Vlrasaiva or Lingayat saints whose
militancy (despite Lingayats having no militant orders as such), anti
iconic vehemence, Upani~adic monism, espousal of the moving over the
stationary, opposition to Brahmanical ritualism, and literalizing of
sacrificial violence are sufficiently known.205 Roghair glosses Jangam
as "minstrel priest" (1982, 374) and mentions Jangams along with the
PiccaguJ;ltlu and Mala and Madiga Dalits as "non-Brahman singers" (34).
Siva's disguise has no direct connection with the almanac-bearing Vi~J;lu

other than through this epic's tendency, noted in chapter 3, to fuse Saiva
and Vai~J;1ava sectarian imagery. Thus, just as Vi~J;lu goes from KasI to
Kanci, Siva comes to Sivakanci for this adventure (300); just as Vi~J;lu

carries a Saivite ash-pot along with his almanac, the Jangam Siva carries
a Vi~J;luite conch along with his "bell, mendicant's pouch, and banner
pole. "206 Indeed there is not much to differentiate this Jangam Siva
from the Vai~J;1ava (and, as we have seen, martial) "people of Palna<;lu,"
who carry images of Vi~J;lu and La~mI along with "conch, gong,
mendicants' pouch, and banner pole" and sing "Han Ram" (like a

204Roghair 1982, 297; Jangam singers note that Balu~u, a Vai~J.lava, thus had a Saiva
incarnation (125).
205See Shulman 1993, 49, 66; Ramanujan 1973; Narayana Rao 1990; Weinberger-Thomas
1996, 29, on the "Pavilion of the heads of heroes" (Vrraiiroman!apa) constructed by king
Anavema Reddi ofKondavidu in 1378 at the Snsailam Mallikarjuna temple to accommodate
head-offerings to Siva.
206Roghair 1982, 299, 306. That mendicant Sannyasis normally carry a conch (Nanjundayya

.and Iyer 1931, 4:580) does not prevent its primary association with Vi~J.lu. On the conch
trumpet, Sullivan's insight into its undelWorldly and solstice-marking symbolism for the
Incas (1996, 62-65, 284-85, fig. 3.13) deserves some comparative thinking for India. Cf.
Hiltebeitel 1991a, 44-45, 52, 413-14 on the conch and the Pan~avas' younger sister
Cat\kovati-Cat\kotari ("Conch-belly"), wife of P6rmanna!! or VTrapattira!! (29, n. 26, 45,
n. 15, 107, 109, 418-23).
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Ramdal, or "army of Ram") on their penitential pilgrimage from their
original northern home to Palnac;lu (161-62).

Moreover, in one of Palnat!u's most stunning adaptations, it is not a
question of Siva coming alone for this intimate meal, but among a crore
of Jangams. Having fed such a number once, the mother apparently made
it a practice and "would not serve less than a crore of Jangams."
Deciding to test her devotion, Siva uses illusion to diminish the crore by
one, and makes all the other Jangams vanish. When the mother sends her
husband out to find the last Jangam needed, he finds only Siva: a
"Jangam Preceptor" in the form of a filthy leper who can be cured only
by eating a mother's first-born seven-year-old son (Roghair 1982, 298
301). I submit that the introduction of this crore of Jangams is a reflex
of the story's narration in a regional martial epic. 207 It cannot be by
accident that the "people of Palnac;lu," Afghans included, have so much
in common with Jangams who descend like a virtual Ramda1.208 The
crore of Jangams complicates the story considerably. When the leper
joins the lack-crore with his demand, the ten million minus one "had no
idea what was happening." The mother ends up cooking her son for the
full crore, which makes it incongruous when Siva makes his last demand
that he not be left to eat by himself (302-5)! It is this demand, crucial to
all other versions, that puts the parents to their last double test: Siva's
call to join him so he doesn't have to alone, and his demand that they
summon the cooked boy to join them for the meal. This amazing grace
inspires the parents' last ounce of incredulous devotion, which brings
their boy back to life. In all other versions mentioned by Shulman, Siva
is the only ascetic present. 209

In Elder brothers, it is again a matter of a woman dedicated to feeding
hosts of ascetics.210 But the episode, wholly detached from the Saivite
story, looks like a Vai~~va revision. 211 When Tamarai cannot
conceive, Vi~J;1u appears as the almanac-bearing mendicant and tells her

207Por other changes, see Shulman 1993, 85-86. The leper probably comes from Srinatha's
version (72), but not the crore of Jangams.
208Jangams singing Basava PUrii1Ja and Vai~~ava devotees are among "dancers, singers, and
rope dancers" who attend a duel that follows a Dasara (Roghair 1982, 283).
2°9Note that Siva begins as a fierce Bhairava ascetic from the north in Cekkilar's oldest
telling (Shulman 1993, 21-30). To this degree, the Saiva Siddhanta poet thus doubly
disowns him: Siva is neither a Saiva Siddhantin nor a southerner. Similarly, in Srinatha's
light-romance Brahmanical Telugu version, Siva becomes a Bhairava again (76-78) while
also remaining a Jangam (71). Srinatha defuses the situation by having Siva clear Kanci of
ascetics of all kinds, including heretics and Kapalikas (72).
21OBoth folk epic versions also concentrate on the wife's devotion rather than the husband's
(cf. Shulman 1993, 85), who is something of a bumpkin.
211This episode doubles some themes found in a shorter earlier one (Beck 1992, 177-79).
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four things she must do-the last, feeding a thousand devotees
(tacarka()-before she sets off for Arjuna's ascetic pillar in Banaras,
where her penance will bring her "two sons for the land and a daughter
for the house" (Beck 1992, 268-77). When the time comes, she sends her
husband Kunnu~iya to Srirangam to bring back a thousand mendicants.
Before Kunnu~iya arrives, Vi~J;lu makes every Srirangam mendicant
vanish. Vi~~u calls together boys grazing cows and goats, gives each a
conch, gong, and Vai~l;lilva mark, and takes the form of an ascetic
(tannaci) himself with a right-spiralled conch, "GopaIa box," and begging
bowl. Kunnu~iya is overjoyed to find these mendicants and takes them
to Tamarai; but when she lays out a thousand banana leaves, there is one
mendicant too few. Kunnu~iya says it must be the "very old beggar"
who is missing, and offers to eat that meal himselfl But Tamarai goes
back to Srirangam, sees the old beggar disappear in a flash of light,
recognizes him as Vi~J;lu, carries him home, and seats "the great
mendicant (periyatticaJ1)" in front of his food. He blows his conch "and
the heavens shook, " making everyone but Tamarai swoon; then he strews
sacred ash to dissipate the dizziness, eats "a little rice," and tells Tamarai
she is ready to go to Banaras (298-307). Instead of presaging the main
hero's death, the episode leads to the twins' and their sister's birth. On
the surface, it is a gently humorous Vai~l;lilva pastoral interlude with no
echoes of child sacrifice, and no militancy on the part of the ascetics.
Elder brothers does not tie in self-consciously with militant ascetics. But
if it presents a softer gentler version of the Ci!uttoJ;l~ story, it is again
defined by its oral epic connections.

According to Farquhar, although warrior-ascetic bands plundered down
the west coast as far as Calicut in Kerala, "the enlisting of ascetics as
soldiers never infected to any extent the monastic orders of South
India. "212 Saiva Siddhantins, for whom Cekkilar first composed the
Ci!uttoJ;l~r story, and SrI Vai~l;lilvas, whose great pilgrimage center at
Srirangam brings the Elder brothers variant into focus, are Tamil cases
in point. In such surroundings, it is not surprising that DraupadI cult
folklore follows the classical Mahtibharata in never having the PaJ;l<;lavas
disguise themselves as anything more interestingly militant than Brah
mans213 and having Durvasas and his horde of ascetics remain "twelve
thousand Vedic Brahmans" (vetappiramafJa! pannzrayiram) when they
descend upon the exiled PaJ;l9avas in the forest and get DraupadI to feed
them from her inexhaustible pot. 214

212parquhar 1925, 441; cf. Ghurye 1964, 224-25.
213Hiltebeitel 1988a, 169-82; 1991a, 50-52, 128.
214SeeMu~cuvami Upattiyayar n.d., 20-21; cf. Puka!enti Pulavar 1980, 5-17 (summarized
in Arunachalam 1976, 100): Durvasas comes with ~~1.1a; the food is supplied differently.
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Tamilnadu does not seem to have been a scene of militant ascetics
until the early nineteenth century, after the so-called SannyasI or Fakir
rebellion in Bengal (1760s to 1800) was subdued by the British, and
Sannyasis and Fakirs, apparently with encouragement from the Marathas,
the Nizam of Hyderabad, the sons of Tippu Sultan, and the remaining
poligars, found still-turbulent situations to attract them to the south.215

What is most fascinating are Tamil instances where pilgrims, Sannyasls,
and Fakirs use their covers to gain entrance to British forts and
cantonments in support of anti-British rebellion. Rajayyan tells of one
such instance from the Poligar Wars that turns oral epic themes into
(what may be) historical reality. In January 1801, about two hundred
insurgents, seeking to free two brothers of Kattabomman (whom the
British had hung) and others from imprisonment at Palayamkottai,
"disguised themselves as pilgrims, going to the sacred temple of
Tiruchendur. Clad in yellow robes, playing kavadi, chanting manthrams,
blowing the conch shell, distributing holy ash," they circled the fort.
Then they disappeared and reappeared as hawkers selling firewood,
plantain leaves, and fruits at prohibitive prices, but also concealing
weapons. The fort soldiers spurned the prices, but allowed the hawkers
to sell to the prisoners on the pretext that the items would be used in
ceremonies for those who had died in jail. Once contact was made, the
breakout was effected with a waiting escape party, a few horses, and a
war whoop (1971, 196-200). In 1806, Fakirs, Sannyasls, and Lingayats
gained access to cantonments all over south India to stir sepoys to
rebellion by spreading macabre rumors and new apocalyptic teachings,
delivering prophesies of British defeat, telling legends, singing laments,
and, above all, posing as puppeteers to perform puppet shows on
inflammatory themes. The Vellore Mutiny, set off prematurely on July
10, 1806, four days before a planned general insurrection, was the major
failed outcome of their efforts.216

The story of the Tiruchendur pilgrims must give us pause, since it
sounds' so much like an echo of the DraupadI cult story of pattu Raja-

215Chinnian 1982, 14-31; Lorenzen 1978, 72-75; Pinch 1996, 24-25.
216Chinnian 1982, 14-25. See Nanjundayya and Iyer 1931, 4:570-85, on "Sanyasis":
householder ascetics claiming Jangam origins, magicians and jugglers who "practice
divination by professing to read the incidents of Riimiiyana and Bhiirata from a palm-leaf
book" (583). A 1711 letter from Raja Desing's father Sariip Singh to the British at
Devanampatnam decries their mix of merchanting and pillaging, and says he "can only
compare you to the Fuckeers of the country, who make a Trade of begging and are
generally the greatest thieves imaginable" (Srinivasachari 1943, 376). On Fakirs in the
Deccan, see Assayag 1995: their ritual instruments, with weapons like Pottu Raja's, sym
bolic decapitation like Arava!!'s, and tests of fire (113-15); their music (118), "theatralisme"
(123-26), and syncretism with Lingayats (152, n. 14).
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Pormanna!!'s fort. As part of K~~~'s plan to help the P~<:lavas enter
PormaI1Ila!!'s city of Sivanandapuri, BhIma, like a Tiruchendur pilgrim,
disguises himself as a wood-seller and hawks wood outside the walls.217

Perhaps we may propose that both stories are echoes, one historical and
the other mythic, of a type of "fort-entry" story, now familiar, that has
made for good telling all over India-no matter which events are real and
which imagined; which religions, sects, or "nations" lie behind the
oppositions; and whether the fort is in Tiruchendur, Magadha, Maro,
Clnab, Kalinga, or Sivl1nandapuri.

What do the Pa~<:lavas want from Pottu Raja? They want him and his
weapons: the militant-ascetic ones (whip, five-pronged trident, pennant,
bow and arrow), the musical ones (pampai drum, malltiri drum, drum
sticks, hourglass-shaped u!akkai drum, bell, and cilampu or anklet-rattle),
and the puja ones (turmeric, puja box, fire post, karagam pot). Of
course, they are all, in a sense, militant-ascetic puja weapons.218 He
and these items are the prize the Pa~<:Iavas must secure by entering his
fort. Then, in reverse, it is Pottu Raja and these weapons that are the
P~<:Iavas' and the goddess Draupadi's indispensable advantages in gaining
access elsewhere: to subdue Muttal Ravuttan so that he too becomes their
battle-companion and DraupadI's servant; and to enter-with Pottu Raja
and his "weapons" always leading their processions-another fort: the
battlefield-fort of K~etra, so that Tiraupatiyamma!! can win the
Mahtibhtirata war.219

Once again, Palnii4u provides parallels that deepen our sense of what
is going on. There, not only does Brahma NaYU<:lu, Vi~~u incarnate, help
the heroes enter Pota Raju's Sivanandi fort; when Pota Raju takes birth
along with the battlefield-goddess Ankalamma from ParvatI's sweat, it is
to help Ankalamma and her hundred Saktis enter still one more fort: the
iron, brass, and bronze-walled fort of the Saivite city of Kalya~. Their
object is to conquer this Lingayat bastion for the goddess's worship. Pota
Raju thus becomes her servant in terminating the Saivite exclusivism of
the Lingayats there; henceforth, as this account sees it, the Lingayats of
Kalya~, like Pota Raju, will perform animal sacrifice and worship not
only Siva, but the goddess.22o The Andhra Pota Raju thus helps bring

217Hiltebeitel 1988a, 340. Cf. the DraupadI cult multiform on Kall's "Wheel Fort" (ibid.
1991a, 406, 411-13).
218For this list, and discussion, see Hiltebeitel 1988a, 385-89.
219For these features, see Hiltebeitel 1988a, 113-14,366-67; 1991a, 33, 399-438; 448-75.
22~oghair 1982, 194-200; note the measure of exclusivism: KalyaJ;l's kings "wear lingas
on their bodies, and even the trees and mortars of the city bear lingas" (194); the Vai~J;lava

Narada motivates the action (194), Vi~J;lu is the goddess's "patron God" (196), and the
sacrificial cry is "Govinda!" (197). Like a Tiruchendur pilgrim, Ankalamma goes about
Kalyan in disguise hawking tamarind buds and fruit (196). Like'All in entering CInab, Pota
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popular Vlrasaivism into the orbit of the goddess.
But Pota Raju does not become precisely a Lingayat or a Jangam

himself. The Tamil Pottu Raja, at least, seems to blur these lines. With
his service to the goddess, his penitential and musical weapons, his blend
of subtlety and stupidity, his mixed Raja, Dalit, and Brahman traits, with
long matted hair, a lingam and yoni on his head, his ancestry and name
traced through a lineage of lingams, his own body "full of lingams, "221

we now see that the irrepressible Pottu Raja-Pormanrul!!, who has been
so much else besides, is the DraupadI cult's embodiment and caricature,
mobile for all processions yet fixed like a stake with a severed head in his
hand, of a goddess-worshiping Lingayat-Vlrasaiva militant-ascetic
minstrel, who, with his battle-companion Muttal Ravutta!!, has joined the
Pa~~ava army.

Raju aims to change people's religion.
221See Hiltebeitel 1991a, 487 (stupidity and subtlety); 1988a, 251, 382, and 257 (on matted
hair); 1991a, 133-34, 252 (lingam and yoni on head); 1988a, 339 (lineage of lingams);
1988b, part 1 (body full of lingams). The Mylapore (Madras) Dharmaraja temple has a
Lingayat pucari (Hiltebeitel 1991a, 23). Ga~achari is a high office among Lingayats and
DraupadI temple officiants, in the latter case linked with paraphernalia and traits of P6ttu

Raja (Hiltebeitel 1991a, 24-33; Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 4:271).
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The seventeenth through nineteenth centuries were a period of disloca
tion for Afghans and Rajputs in the north, but things were more fluid in
the south. From 1697 to 1916, Muslim and Rajput rule, nominal though
it was from about 1750 on, alternated at Gingee, the heart of the
DraupadI cult core area. In 1697, by appointment of the Mughal emperor
AurangzIb, Gingee became a ldlledtiri (a fort under command or gover
norship) of the nawabs of Arcot. They were not Afghans,l but Afghans
and Rajputs had preceded them into the area, and formed the underpin
nings of its martial culture.2 In 1700, the emperor then assigned Gingee
as jaglr (titled land) to a Bundela Rajput from Bundelkhand, Sartip
Singh.3 As Subrahmanyam observes, a fragmenting of zamfndtiris (land
lord-held domains) in Bundelkhand by the late seventeenth century re
sulted in a "lack of home territories (watans)" for aggressive Bundelas to
claim (1995, 20). The end of AurangzIb's reign (1707) then marked a
turning point for them: their "long absences ... in wars in Afghanistan
and the Deccan were detrimental to their role as owners of estates"
(watans), while fighting such wars "was increasingly unprofitable."4 The

lSadatulla Khan-born Sayyad Khan and titled upon becoming nawab andjaujdiir (military
commander) ofArcot (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 13)-was a Navaiyat, one ofa "high
ranking" and "elite" group of "Shafi'i Muslims who are thought to have originated in the
Basra region, and to have settled along the Konkan coast during the 13th century" before
rising to "prominence as merchants and state officials" under the Bijapur sultans (S. Bayly
1993, 464-65) and serving AurangzIb as "troopers" (Srinivasachari 1943, 364).
2Afghans plundered the area in 1666, as did the Marathas in 1678 (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 22).
3According to NarayaJ;1a!! PiHai's Karnli!aka Riijiikkal Cavisriira Carirriram, a Mackenzie
manuscript written a century later (1802-3), Sariip Singh was at this point "an officer in
immediate attendance on the Raja of Bundelkhand," while another Rajput named Sivanath
Singh, in the service of the Jaipur raja, preceded him in 1699 as killedar of Gingee, with
Gingee as his jaglr, having served in a contingent sent by the Jaipur raja that fought for
AurangzIb in the siege of the Marathas at Gingee, which ended in 1697 (Krishnaswamy
Aiyangar 1930, 12; Srinivasachari 1943, 353-55 [quote 354]; Dikshitar 1952).
4Kolff 1990, 144-45. Earlier, Bundelas had signed on for expeditions to the Deccan under
other Mughals, beginning with Akbar (125-26, 137, 140-41, 147-48), and also under the
Marathas (144). Then, "some of them settled in the South" (152).
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late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries occasioned what has been
called a "jagir crisis": there were fewer and fewer productive lands to
confer, and service in the Deccan was a means to try to get the last of
what was left. 5 In such circumstances, Sariip Singh's son, Raja Desing
(probably Tej Singh in Bundeli), made a stand for a home away from
home, 6 and, by defying the nawab, came, after a brief rule of only a few
months (1713-14), to be the last of the Nayak, Maratha, and Bundela
kings to rule or govern Gingee as one or another variety of Hindu.7

A. The Story and Its Settings

Subrahmanyam's recent diggings reveal several accounts of Raja
Desing's Bundela ancestry. One, plausible, traces his lineage back to Bir
Singh Deo, most prominent of the Bundela kings of Orccha from 1605
to 1627; another, less likely but no less interesting, to Chatrasal Bundela
(1662-1731), founder of the Panna kingdom in 1675 who, as we have
seen, brought Pra~ teachings into his kingdom by affiliating with the
guru Pr~th in 1683.8 After Desing, the nawabs retained Gingee Fort
nominally until 1801, despite interludes of French capture from 1750-61,
British control thereafter, and seizures of the fort by Hyder Ali and Tippu
Sultan in 1780 and 1792.9 But descendants of Desing claimed title to
Gingee as ajaglr as late as 1916 when SftrabanAden Singh, seemingly the
last such claimant, died impoverished at Melacceri, on Gingee's outskirts,
where DraupadI has her "original temple." A convert to Catholicism,

5See Richards 1993, 244-45, 254-56, 263, 267, 291-92.
6Cf. Subrahmanyam in press, 12: He "paid the price of his life for what he imagined to be
his qil adiirf, and perhaps even his watan." Cf. C. A. Bayly 1990, 24, on "the southern
Afghans of Jinjee" and the Rohillas near Delhi among the"Afghan Sultanates" that at
tempted to retain power after the death of AurangzIb in 1707.
7Subrahmanyam, whom I thank for making available his studies of Raja Desing (1995 and
in press), differs here, and suggests that I offer a "communalistic" reading. But although
Desing has Vai~J.1ava features, it does not allow one to detach "Vai~J.1avism" from "Hin
duism"; it is not only Marathas who assert a sense of "Hindu-ness" in pre-colonial India,
but Bundelas (as in GoreIaI's Chatra Prakdi, by a contemporary of Desing). Cf. Richards
1993, 210: Marathas considered Rajputs as "Hindu."
8See chap. 10 at n. 115. The more likely account comes from the Brahman-authored Persian
biography of Desing's opponent, the nawab of Arcot (Subrahmanyam 1995 and in press);
the implausible Chatrasal connection (Chatrasal dies before Desing is sent to Gingee,
whereas he actually outlives Desing by seventeen years) is made in a Marathi text, drawing
on Maratha connections with Chatrasal, as Subrahmanyam observes. The Tamil ballad
makes its hero the grandson of Ciiracit\kuraja!! (CaJ.1mukacuntaram 1984, 35), a name
unknown in Desing's other genealogies. It is not clear who is referred to as the "Raja of
Bundelkhand" (which by the end of the seventeenth century had three main kingdoms)
whom Sariip Singh is said to have served. On Bir Singh Deo, see chaps. 7, n. 33; 9, n. 52.
9See Edwardes 1926, 3, on dates.
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twenty years earlier at forty-five Sftrabanaden Singh had signed the parish
record of his baptism as a "K~atriya" and "king of Jinji." 10 Today,
according to Krishnan Singh, a Melacceri resident and "Singh"IBundela
community piicari interviewed in January 1997, there are still fifteen
Singh families in Melacceri who claim descent from Raja Desing. 11

According to Krishnan Singh and others,12 Raja Desing would visit
Melacceri's KalI temple and a Bhairava temple on Melacceri Mountain
to the village's west. The Bhairava temple is now all but inaccessible: the
mountain path to it overrun with thorn trees since the government claimed
the area a forestry preserve. It is, however, one of three Melacceri
temples where Krishnan Singh is piicari, and it is where Singh community
people used to go for tonsure and ear-boring. Bhairava is their clan deity
(kulateyvam). Raja Desing could also reach a cave that opens near the
Bhairava temple via a tunnel from the Gingee Fort. The tunnel (at least
five kilometers from mountain to mountain) linking the King's Fort and
the Bhairava temple can be added to the folklore about a cave within the
King's Fort housing a gold-producing tree that grew anew to full height
in Desing's time (and is still alive but inaccessible because the cave is
filled with insects and bees), and tunnels linking the King's Fort with the
Queen's Fort and the Singavaram Ranganatha temple. 13 This subterrane
an network recalls the mythology of otherworldly caves that we have
noted at the ends of Alhti and Palni1qu. 14

Krishnan Singh said there is no story of Raja Desing ever worshiping
at the Melacceri DraupadI temple. 15 Although Desing is sometimes iden
tified by Terukkiittu artists as a great patron of the dramas they perform
at DraupadI festivals, statements to this effect have been rather vague,
and sound more like prestige claims than recollections. 16 There are thus

lOHiltebeitel 1988a, 19-23, 29-30, 452-53. Melacceri residents today sayan unexcavated
mound must be what remains of Heras's palace "in the middle" of the village (1926, 42).
llKrishnan Singh was unfamiliar with the designation "Bundela," but others in Gingee
recognize it. In 1921, over ten thousand still identified themselves as Bundelas in the
Madras census, having been more numerous earlier over districts stretching from Andhra
to Tirunelveli. After that, incentives for such an identity-beginning with efforts by the
British to discredit it (see Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 6:240-41)-seem to have
diminished.
120ther Melacceri residents consulted in the interview with Krishnan Singh, and corro
borating this account, were J. Paracuraman, a tailor, and M. Rangaswamy.
13See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 64 and 53 (Gingee Melacceri area map). Singavaram is about two
miles northeast of the fort complex.
14See chap. 9, n. 76.
15Desing ignores DraupadI, yet one version of the story about the king who doubts that
DraupadI's Melacceri icon could have hair calls the king Desing (HiltebeiteI1988a, 99-100).
16Rukmani 1995, 276: "Was Chenchi Raja [Desing] a north Indian Rajput king who came
there and popularized the cult of DraupadI?"; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 100 (with personal commu-
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no reliable direct links between Desing and the DraupadI cult. Nonethe
less, "The Ballad of Raja Desing" describes an Afghan-Rajput culture
around Gingee that surely impacted on the cult during this seventeenth
through nineteenth-century period.

Not incidentally, the most comparable ballad from the early period of
nawabI rule is the Ka!!:. Sahipu CafJ(ai, about Yusuf Khan or Khan Sahib,
hung by the British in 1764 as a "rebel commandant" after serving them
and the nawab for years. Yusuf Khan initially collects taxes for the
nawab; Desing refuses to pay them. But each ends up as the nawab's foe
by "behav[ing] as if he were an independent ruler. "17 Each rises briefly
to rule a former Nayakate: one renewing Hindu rule in Gingee; the other
governing Madurai as a Muslim patron of Mlna~I and Siva (S. Bayly
1989, 199). Each dies when the nawab (in Khan Sahib's case, allied with
the British) defeats him. In ballad diction, each insults the nawab as a
Labbai seller of dried fish. 18 Khan Sahib was born a Ve~~ar Hindu, and
his ballad portrays him as a great Mlna~I devotee, earning her favor
even as a Muslim. As SUCh, while he may have converted "for advance
ment in his soldier's career," he "gradually rose in rank as orderly, naik,
havildar, [and] jamedar" to finally become subahdar of Madurai. 19 As
a jama'dar, with Tevar recruits, he provides a south Indian example of
a "jobber commandant" who converts what may initially have been an
"achieved Rajput" status into that of an "achieved Afghan. "20 It can be
no accident that the "Labbai" insult of the nawab is made in one ballad
by a Rajput and the other by an Afghan. As we shall see, the nawab is
also perceived in Desing as an extension of Mughal and even British
imperial cultures, which Rajputs and Afghans were resisting.

In terms of our classification of chapter 2, both ballads would be
"historical" epics. So far, they have attracted study only as "historical

nication from Richard Frasca), 149. Frasca (1990, 58) and Perumal (1981, 102-3, 191)
mention Terukkiittu dramas on Raja Desing. Cf. Hiltebeitel 1988a, 70.
17Vanamamalai 1969, 74, said of Yusuf Khan.
18Desing in CaJ;lmukacuntaram 1984, 101 (see below); YusufKhan at his death scene, trans
lated in S. Bayly 1989, 205, with the note, "The term 'Labbai' with its connotations of dark
skin and low-ranking Muslim convert status is clearly meant as a deadly insult. " Cf. Bayly
1993, 455, 462-64. See Pandian 1978, 144-57: though it can connote Tamil rather than
Urdu speakers, it can be viewed negatively or positively. Thurston and Rangachari [1904]
1965, 4:200 cite "Ravuttan (a horse soldier)" as a Labbai caste title.
19S. Bayly 1989, 208-9; Arunachalam 1976, 143; VeHilar according to S. Ravindran. Cf.
S. Bayly 1989, 195, n. 17, on varied traditions of his birth. A havildar is an army officer
subordinate to subahdar. In the British East India Company army, the latter, as governor
of a province, was the highest native rank.
2°He comes after his death to have a bifurcated cult at both Hindu and Muslim shrines (S.
Bayly 1989,196-203,207-15).
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ballads" and interest only for their blend of fact with fiction. 21 Other
wise, one receives only bare notices of Desing's popularity. The nine
teenth-century song collector Gover remarked that "sepoys of the British
Army are fond of singing the exploits of a certain Raja of Gingee," but
the poem is "quite modem" and "not worth translating" ([1871] 1959,
194). Its popularity has been until recently mentioned,22 but is in little
evide~ce today. Inquiries around Gingee found numerous acknowledg
ments of its declining popularity and mention of only four people who
knew it, one of whom-Srinivasan of Marur village, Gingee Taluk, Vil
uppuram District23-S. Ravindran and I tracked down with some diffi
culty on January 4, 1997. Srinivasan learned it from his father: "If there
was a festival (tiruvila) or temple chariot (ter) somewhere, we would sit
in a comer at the festival and sing and people would give us money. But
that was in those days." In the last twenty years, this was to be only the
third time he performed it, the other two being at the Gingee taluk office
in 1983 at a commemoration of Raja Desing honoring the Bundela Singh
community and at another politically sponsored occasion at Gingee Fort.
No one asks for it in the villages. Srinivasan comes from the Puvitaiyar
community of cow-keeping beggars (piccaikJairar) found in Andhra and
Tamilnadu who give oracles by the nods of their cows and beg by singing
songs. 24 They have, in other words, some similarity to the PiccaguJ;ltlu
mentioned in chapter 3 in connection with Palnaqu. Indeed, their names
are Tamil and Telugu equivalents.

I see this Katai as enlightening in four ways that are important for this
book: in its south Indian tenor, metaphors, and motivations, as sprung
from the same soil as Elder brothers, Palnaqu, and the DraupadI cult
Mahiibhtirata; in certain themes and narrative tensions, as a cousin of
Alhti; in texture, as a product of Afghan-Rajput culture carried south;
and in what is most haunting about it, a sense that it has some ghosts of
Nath folklore and Isma'III-Prat;tamI messianism. These features will be
inseparable. The indented account will follow the printed Tecinkuraja!J:.

21Subrahmanyam 1995 and in press, and Shulman 1997, however, are markers of a major
collaborative work in progress being done along with V. Narayana Rao on Raja Desing. I
thank these authors for letting me see and hear these studies while in progress.
22Maindron [1909] 1992,87-107; Arunachalam 1976, 138-43.
23Roughly, the western half of the former South Arcot.
24They trace their begging to a visit to their Andhra home by Rama, during whose forest
wanderings they offered him the top or bottom of what they planted. Rama picked the top,
thinking it would be rice, but they planted groundnuts. Next year he picked the bottom and
they planted rice. So he cursed them to live by begging (S. Ravindran, whom I thank for
this and much other information on Piivitaiyars). A few Piivitaiyars in Jayamkonta!} village
five kilometers south of Gingee were said by others in July 1998 to know the ballad, but
they indicated they know only snatches and told Ravindran and me to go find Srinivasan!
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katai from the edition of Cu. Ca~ukacuntaram (1984),25 but I will also
relate Srinivasan's sung version and cite others.26 I foreground the print
ed ballad because it maintains interesting narrative tensions by leaving
questions unanswered; I bring in Srinivasan's version especially when it
"resolves" such tensions by its more straightforward account. I see no
thing to be gained by imagining either version as "prior" in the sense of
having more or less primary process, or by supposing that Srinivasan's
solutions are late or false. 27 There are other explanations than his of
what the printed ballad leaves inconclusive. But it is just as easy to
imagine that the printed Tamil ballad sustains narrative tension by
unsettling the story as it is that this oral Tamil version settles it.

B. The Printed Ballad and an Oral Telling

Far to the north on Mount Meru, many lakhs (hundreds of thous
ands) of ~~is perform tapas to Kartta, filling the heavens with the
sounds, "Siva Siva," "Rara Rara," and "Kovinta. "28 Among them
a Tulukka!! Fakir (pakldri) performs a crore of austerities towards
Kartta, towards Bhagavan. He knows mantra, tantra, and the great
sciences. In this manner, all the ~~is are there doing tapas. (23-25)

The frame story begins by supplying an interreligious universe. A
Tulukka!! is a Muslim or Turk, but, in the phrase Puttani Tuluker, it is
also used for Pathans or Afghans (S. Bayly 1993, 463), so quite possibly
the Fakir is an Afghan. Kartta, the "Maker," a somewhat neutral name
for divinity here that is also used by Christians, attracts the tapas of both
the ~~is and the Fakir, both of whom also calion Kartta by Hindu
names. It is thus implied that the Fakir is counted among the ~~is. 29

25Work on both the oral and written versions was done with the help ofS. Ravindran, whose
comments I often cite. We also examined a version, different at some points, edited by C.
Karuna!lantacuvami (1875), a copy of which Ravindran located in the Adyar Theosophical
Society Library, and the "large print" (periya e,{uttu) version attributed to the perennial
author Puka!entippulavar (Puka!entippulavar n.d.), which CaJ.1mukacuntaramclaims to have
"corrected" (tiruntip patippaka; 1984, 4), in which variations are only slight.
26Most significantly, a twenty-five minute prose narration by Jayaraman, the pucari of the
Gingee Mariyamma!l temple, July 29, 1998.
27Shulman 1997, 3, who compares the Tamil ballad to a Telugu version, finds the preval
ence of English loan words and "the rich lexical borrowings from Persian and Urdu" in
both to suggest a late eighteenth- or early nineteenth-century date for them.
28This call to Govinda (ramil Kovinta), which occurs over and over in this ballad, is also
prominent in the Draupadi cult and other south Indian oral epics and hero cult rituals; see
citations in Hiltebeitel 1988a and 1991a; de Bruin 1994, Part 1, 108.
291 thank S. Ravindran on Kartta. On overlap between Fakirs and J6gis in Rajasthani folk
lore, see Gold 1992, 147; cf. chap. 10, § D above. Muttal Ravutta!l can be Pakkiri Cami
("Fakir Swamy") in Tirunelveli District. The Telugu version (see n. 27 above) has a pur-
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Paracan, a horse born in the world of the gods, losing direction,30

comes grazing on those slopes. Seeing this horse looking like a crore
of rising suns, shining like gold, the Tulukka!!, who is from Koilku
Teca,31 runs toward it. The horse roars. 32 The Tulukka!! uses black
ointment (afica1J:.am) to determine the horse's strength. 33 Then he
spreads a magic net to capture it, takes it to Delhi, and presents it to
the lord of Delhi, the padshah or emperor. 34 The latter, seeing that
no one can ride it, sends word to the fifty-six kings, whom we later
learn are southern kings. 35 But the Fakir predicts their failure,
explaining, "A child born from a divine boon (teyva varattl1l pir..anta
ku1..antai), having come, can ride it. He who has come to relieve the
burden of the earth (pamiparam tfrkka vantavalj) can ride the horse.
A son born at the feet of the Lord (tevar a#,yil pir..anta pilla-i) can ride
the horse" (29). The padshah accepts the horse as a gift, and rewards
the Fakir with riches. But when Paracari is bound with iron, the
horse's neighs shake the palace. (25-36)

Srinivasan has a different opening. There was an all-knowing Yogi
(dare one say, Jog!?). Once he entered a m~<;lapa to escape a rain, rolled
the body-dirt from his tapas into two balls and made them into horses:
one white (Paracari), one black (NIlave~). He gave them wings so their
legs would never ache from walking. Realizing he couldn't manage them
himself, he took them to the Delhi padshah, his friend. The padshah
could not manage them either, so he announced that whoever rode

at;ric frame of Indra questioning Narada. On all matters of Muslim-Hindu ambiguity which
will interest us, it gives Indra straight Hindu answers that keep the two religions and their
adherents totally distinct. Given, as Shulman observes, that the Tamil and Telugu printed
versions are otherwise close, it seems the latter has "corrected" on these points.
30Teyva lokattil piranta kutirail tieai tappi varukutu par (25): perhaps better, "missing direc
tion," "erring in its sense of direction."
31Kongunad, in Tamilnadu.
32Kareea!JJ eeyttu: i.e., like a lion (S. Ravindran); Desing is also like a lion, as noted below.
33The Fakir uses rnai (= afiea!J.llm), a paste for black magic made from a primapara: rnai
pottu pakkara is "seeing with the rnai" (S. Ravindran). Muttal Ravutta!! also has access to
this type of black magic (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 107-9), which is a specialty of Kerala not far
from the Fakir's Kongunad home (Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 6:38-39, 122-6).
34Padshah is Persian "for emperor or great king" (Richards 1993, 301). The printed ballad
usually calls him rillipaturai, "lord of Delhi, " and once patea or padshah (Ca~mukacuntram

1984, 79; Puka!entippulavar n.d., 28): that is, the Mughal emperor. Srinivasan favors patea
throughout, and I will usually use "padshah" for both versions. Historically, for the start
of the story this would be AurangzTh, but by the end AurangzTh should have three succes
sors, with the last, Farrukhsiyar, demanding the tribute. The ballad, however, knows only
one Delhi ruler. Srinivasan knew no personal name for the padshah in question.
35Kannata teeattar; 70; see Subrahmanyam 1995, 50. On the fifty-six rajas as an idiom in
southern folk epic, see also Roghair 1982,148,152, n. 13,174,235.
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Paracari would get the horse and his daughter and need not pay tribute.

Ter~ Makarajel!!, king of Gingee, is among the fifty-six kings
summoned to Delhi. Taking leave of his full-wombed wife Rampayi,
he goes with his younger brother TaraJ;J.i Singh. 36 The padshah chal
lenges the fifty-six, offering riches and the horse to whoever rides it,
but prison to whoever shirks it in fear. The fifty-six agree, but when
the horse is led out it neighs like thunder. They fall down as if it had
destroyed the universe (a'!!am ip,ntu viluntli!. pola), as if it had
destroyed the fort (korrai ip,ntu viluntliryol; 43).37 Only TeraJ;J.i
Makaraja!! remains standing, but he is speechless. They all prefer
seven years in prison as the padshah's slaves (ap,mai) to the risk of
riding the horse (36-45).

In TeraJ;J.i Makaraja!!'s absence, Desing is born at Gingee Fort. He
fills his early years with princely pursuits, including horse-riding and
hunting, with his friend Movuttullira!! (Mohabat Khan in other
sources). At five he keeps asking where his father is. 38 Rampayi
finally tells him of his father's imprisonment, and that Desing must
wait two more years to see him. Not Desing; he wants to go to Delhi
now. His mother refuses him permission and faints. While she is still
swooning, Desing circles her three times, bows at her feet, and leaves
with Movuttullirel!!. He prays to Ranganatha (Vi~~u), calling himself
"your child (u~ kulantai; 53)." Ranganatha promises to protect
him. 39 Desing and Movuttukkara!! leave for Delhi (45-54).

36Behind Terani Makaraja!! is presumably Samp (Sump, Comp) Singh, Desing's historical
father, of whom there are hints of a Mughal relation: British Despatches reports of 1711
1714 describe him as "a considerable prince and a Rajaput too. This Mughal's mother was
of that family," and "as being related to the Mughal family ... [which] might mean that
he was related to one of the Rajput ladies in the harem of the Emperor" (Srinivasachari
1943, 406, 354). One Marathi account calls Desing's grandfather Sultan Singh, another
gives an uncle that name (Subrahmanyam 1995 and in press). Srinivasan calls the father
Ram Singh and the uncle TeraJ).i Singh: the only one of Ram Singh's four companions (who
include Comp Singh!) not to go to Delhi. Jayaraman calls the father Ta!!cit\ku (Dhana
Singh, name of a "clansman" [Uiyati] in the printed ballad) and the uncle Terani Singh.
37The first line repeats the effect the horse's stamping has when it is first brought to Delhi
fort, making them fall off their horses and the lord of Delhi fall off his elephant (31). The
second line, not found there, is thus incremental: not only are the horse's sounds like the
destruction of the universe in their effects; they are like the destruction of the fort! Note this
parallelism and its echoes with "fort-destruction" or kot!ai itittal rituals (using the same verb
to describe them) and myths in the DraupadI cult and other traditions (Hiltebeitel 1988a,
339-40, 353-61 [dramas and myths]; 1991a, 401-32 [rituals]).
38Srinivasan's version makes him seven at this point.
39A matter for further note: Ranganatha speaks to Desing here. Recall that Bundelas changed
from Saivas to VaisJ;lavas in the mid-sixteenth century (see chap. 10, n. 118).
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In ten days they reach Delhi, where they rove like lion cubs. 40

Desing is a child. 41 Appearing like a crore of rising suns, he stuns
the Delhi court. 42 All rise to salute him, the padshah among them.
When Desing announces his name and his challenge, TeraJ;ri Makara
ja!!, his father, and the padshah try to dissuade him.43 Laughing,
Desing chides his father: "You are imprisoned for being afraid of the
horse, but I will ride it and take it away with me." TeraJ;ri screams and
falls. Desing goes to the stable. Paracari neighs like thunder, and all
fifty-six kings collapse in shock. Desing tells Movuttukkara!! to release
the horse. Calling "Kovinm, SrI K~~t;ta," Desing mounts and salutes
the horse as it leaps. Telling his father not to worry about him since
death eventually comes to all, he draws the reins and whips the horse
into a ride through the skies. Looking on, even the gods are afraid.
Hills and mountains shake. Paracari leaps to Sri Lanka and circles it
four times. All living beings shiver. The horse flies for five days and
nights, and then heads toward Devaloka (the heavens), thinking, "This
child (palakafJ) will kill me." Desing pulls it back to an earthly
course, but the descent is treacherous. Seeing no city or country, he
prays again to Vi~~u, closing his eyes and lying on the horse. Vi~~u

appears, slaps Paracari, holds the reins, and scolds the horse for
thinking of killing the child in the heavens. He orders Paracari to take
Desing to Delhi and promises, "In a few days there will be a war. In
the war I'll quickly44 give you mo~a along with the child" (54-68).

The fifty-six kings celebrate Desing's return. The padshah gives
him many presents, including the horse NIlaveJ;ll, whom Desing gives
to Movuttukkara!!, keeping Paracari. 45 The padshah then offers

4°Cinkak kuttipola; 55-punning on his name; cf. 78: he rules Gingee like a lion; 84; 123:
he sits like a lion in his royal court; 154: he approaches the battlefield like a lion.
41palaka!J:., ku!:...antai (55). If he is five, M6vuttukkara!!, supposedly four years younger by
the time they die, should be one!
42Rider (56) thus matches horse (25); recall also that Udal is Udayasimha, the "risen lion."
43This son-father pattern reflects the yuva raja-mansabdiir one operative in seventeenth
century Bundelkhand: the son, "crown prince and champion of the clan," "may raise his
head in the jungles"; the father, holder of an imperial office (mansab) that demands
"attendance" upon the emperor "with rival lords" (Kolff 1990, 126 and passim).
44CaIri = jaldi: This Tamil Vi~~u speaks Hindi; but then so does everyone else, including
Desing (78, 89), prefer calti to Tamil equivalents. Similarly, the nawab of Arcot's presum
ably Telugu minister Pankaru Nayakkar prefers saltim to valJGkkam.
45The gift of a horse "represented the oath of martial fealty by a Rajput 'vassal' Gagir-dar),
to his politically superior kinsman" (Jain 1975, 260)-the padshah then also gives his daugh
ter. Naraya~a!! Pillai has Desing get his horse after his father dies, on the way from
Bundelkhand to Gingee, from the Raja of Bidanur or BednUr, on the west of the Mysore
plateau (Srinivasachari 1943,421). Not heavenly, it is only a very spirited horse which he
gets for his services to the Raja (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 8, 15).
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Desing his daughter Rat:llyamma~ (or Rat:llpai); Desing can marry her
when he wishes. Desing refuses, calls "Kovinm Kovinm," and asks
leave; he has not seen Gingee in six months. The padshah then im
plores Terat:ll Makaraja!! to consent to his son's marriage. Terat:ll says,
"The boy is only five. When he is twenty he will marry your daugh
ter." The padshah declares that Gingee's king will no longer owe tax,
and frees the fifty-six kings. The Gingee party leaves (68-76).

Srinivasan's oral version clarifies: When the padshah offers his
daughter, Desing refuses, saying "I am from a Rajput clan and you are
a lowly (krwlJ:.a) Muslim. So I cannot marry her. But I'll give her my
sword and your daughter can garland it. That will make me her hus
band. "46 They plant the sword in the marriage pantal, and Rat:llyamma~

garlands it. Bride and groom do not even see each other.

Seven years of happy rule pass. Then Desing's father and mother
die. 47 Desing's uncle Tarat:ll Singh becomes regent. At eighteen,
Desing marries Rat:llyamma~ in Delhi. His wedding and crowning take
six months. But a curtain (tirai) keeps the bride and groom from
seeing each other, both at the marriage and back in Gingee. 48 Neither
may see the other's face. Desing rules Gingee like a lion cub. (76-78)

In Srinivasan's version, Rat:llyamma~ marries Desing's sword earlier
and is kept separate from him in the Rat:llkkot~i, the "Queen's Fort," or
rtifJirna!ikai, "queen's palace," where she never sees him.49

460ne finds other variations: KaruJ).a!!antacuvamI has the child Desing hug the padshah for
offering his daughter; then his father insists on the wait (1875, 26). NarayaJ).a!! PiHai puts
Desing in Bundelkhand when his father dies; he comes from there to Gingee with his pre
sumably Hindu wife (Srinivasachari 1943, 411). J. K. Habibur Rahman, a Gingee Muslim
conversant with the story, says Desing's wife was not the padshah's daughter: "After Shah
Jahan there were no intermarriages." Jayaraman (see n. 27) says the RaJ).i, named Intirani
(lndramj, is daughter of a Hindu wife of the padshah and main stake of the "horse com
petition"; the padshahgives Gingee to Desing with her as "agreement" (oppantam). Ce~atti

ri makes her the daughter of a general Bhlm Singh of the Delhi army (1994, 195).
47Another anachronism: his father went to heaven when Desing was eight (77), but he
should be seven plus five, i.e., twelve.
48Cf. the fingernail extensions in Elder brothers, all means to keep spouses apart. In a
Marathi version of Desing's story the word for curtain is pardii (Subrahmanyam 1995, 41).
Curtains also denote secrecy in Prr Shams's ginans (Kassam 170, 235, 274).
49Most likely, the oral ballad refers to the northernmost of the three interlinked mountain
forts that comprise the total Gingee Fort (see Hiltebeitel1988a, 53, map 3): the Krishnagiri
or RaJ).ik6~i, paired with the Rajagiri or Rajak6t~i (where Desing resides). Ra'!imii!ikai,
Srinivasan's term, corresponds to ira,!i ara'!ma!1lli in the printed ballad (Ca1.1mukacuntaram
1984, 140). The Queen's Fort as a place of marital separation is much like the residences
of Mancala in Palniidu and the twins' wives in Elder brothers.
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Now the padshah asks his minister whether the fifty-six kings are
all paying their taxes. One is delinquent, the nawab of Arcot,
Caitulla,5O who has not paid for twelve years. The padshah sends a
letter demanding payment in eight days lest the nawab be jailed. The
nawab offers to pay, but his coffers are low. He requests twenty days
and asks his accountant if all his tributaries (poligars) are paid up. The
one holdout is at Gingee Fort, where Terat;rl Raja!! and now Desing
are twelve years in arrears. The nawab orders his general Tonra
Malla~51 to collect, and sends a huge army with him. When Mal
l~!! passes Arani Fort, its ruler VelJ.katarayar tells him that Desing,
a devotee of Vi~t;lu, will kill him unless he puts a Vai~t;Iava forehead
mark (namam) on himself and his elephant (78-92).

Mallat;lt;Ia!! camps along the CalJ.karaparal;li River for three days, and
sounds the nakaru drum the fourth morning. Desing is doing piija to
Vi~t;lu. His uncle Tarat;1i Singh interrupts to say the nawab's army has
come and is sounding the drum. Desing laughs. He knows that Gingee
has paid the nawab no tax for twelve years. He tells his uncle to send
messengers to the nawab's army, which he will tear into strips.
Meanwhile, he will finish his prayers (92-95).

Malla~!! puts on a natnam of powdered limestone mixed with his
own spittle (eccil), with the red line in the middle made of blood from
stabbing his elephant. 52 In the court he salutes Desing, who says he
is now twenty-two and has never before seen the nawab's army "in
my territory" (e!1 cfmaiyil; 99). Why has it come now; how does Mal
la~!! dare sound the drum before Gingee Fort? Malla~!! shivers,
falls at Desing's feet, and says Desing is the only poligar in arrears
with his taxes. Desing draws his sword but holds back as Malla~!!
faints. Desing instructs Mallat;lt;Ia!! to tell the nawab that if he's a man,
he should come and fight himself: "Must I pay tax to a Labbai who
sells dried fish?"53 MallaJ;lt;Ia!! shivers and falls like a corpse.
Revived, he apologizes for having come. Desing says the forehead
mark saved his life. But if the nawab comes like that, he will kill him.

SOCait is presumably "Saiyid." The ballad keeps this title (see Subrahmanyam 1995, 13).
51The Todar Mall of more historical sources, appointed "Sheristadar ofthe Karnatak" under
the nawab of Arcot after the fall of the Marathas at Gingee in 1697, and sent to take Gingee
Fort from Desing. Provoked by Desing's arrogance, he tried "not to make much of the
'characteristic stupidity of the Bundela'" (Srinivasachari 1943, 413]). Jayaraman makes
Tonra MalIa!! (sic) the padshah's "servant" (cuppti1J!i).
52He uses lime and brick powder in Jayaraman's account. Subrahmanyam 1995, 54, notes
his impurity and hypocrisy, but that he is still a Vaisnava, later calling on Visnu.
53Karuvtilu vikkira lappai (101). Srinivasan and Jayaraman do not use the phrase. On
Labbais, see above, n. 18.
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Malla~!! flees to Arcot, reaching it the same day (95-104).54
The nawab thinks Mall~!! returns with tribute and that all is

well. But hearing Desing's challenge, he swears to destroy Gingee
Fort (i#,ttup poturelJ:. ceficik ko!!aiyai nti1J:.) in two "hours. "55 A letter
comes from Desing taunting him further with insinuations of feminin
ity. The nawab tells his minister Paftkaru Nayakkar6 to summon the
one hundred and seventy-two poligars to Arcot. When they arrive, he
commands Paftkaru to ready the army with eighty crores of guard
rifles, enough bullets, sixty thousand cannon, tents of white and green,
over fifty crores of cannonballs, twenty thousand elephants, fifty
thousand camels, eighty thousand lances, a hundred and twenty
thousand sepoys, and uniforms for all. 57 They march on Gingee, the
nawab calling on Allah. Desing is doing puja. His uncle interrupts to
say that the nawab surrounds the fort; Desing should pay the tax.
Desing breaks his prayer, opens his eyes, and says, "You are sixty
and lack intelligence. Don't disturb my puja. Wait a little and order
my horse. I'll slice them like cucumbers, tear them into strips." The
uncle retreats. Desing continues the puja (104-18).

Cupailki Turai of Tiruvannamalai now tells the nawab, "Give me
two 'hours' and I'll capture Gingee Fort. There are three thousand
houses at Teva!!ur Pet~i. 58 In a minute (nimi~a) I'll capture it. "59

With three thousand horsemen he destroys the village's buildings,
plunders its cattle and wealth, and brings the nawab the spoils. The
people of Teva!!ur seek Desing's protection, breaking his prayers.
Realizing that the nawab's forces have entered "my territory" (elJ:.

54Srinivasan has Desing rage like a lion, offering the nawab grain or gold, but as a gift, not
as tribute, which he can collect on the battlefield. Jayaraman has Desing offer straw, sand
and stones from the river, or his sword. Maindron [1909] 1992,96-98, remarks on Desing's
"mutisme" in not recalling that the emperor had excused him from taxes. The story does
not recognize imperial successions after Aurangzib's death, which might "explain" the re
newed demand (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 7, 12, 14-19). See above, n. 34.
55Nal.is (106), also nalikai (194), each meaning forty-eight minutes, but for the sake of
fluidity, henceforth "hours" in quotes.
56Pankaru Nayutu, king ofKalahasti for Srinivasan; Bangaru Yachamanayaka ofVenkatagiri
(Krishnasamy Aiyangar 1930, 18), a kinsman of other Yachamanayakas behind this story
(ibid., 10-12), and probably a descendent of the early seventeenth-century "kingmaker"
Yacama Nayakar ofVelugoti, who "consolidated his gains by carving himself a large slice
ofSenji territory" (Narayana Rao, Shulman, and Subrahmanyam 1992,248-64, quote 253).
57Cippay, "sepoy," used regularly, sometimes alternates rhythmically with iraja, "king,"
for Desing himself: "Raja Desing ... , soldier (sepoy) Desing." (138, 140, 150). Srini
vasan, without details, describes the nawab's army as having a thousand Iakhs of troops.
58Teva!!ur (Devanur) is north of Gingee.
59Srinivasan's padshah receives Desing's challenge directly, and then orders the destruction
of six villages near Gingee, among them Malaiya!!ur but not Teva!!ur. Jayaraman has him
give orders in Delhi to Tonra MalIa!!, who then camps at Teva!!ur.
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crmaiyil) , speaking of "our Tamil side's territory" (namatu crmaiyil
tamilc ci!..ai) and the "Muslim side" (tulukka'1 cirai; 121),60 Desing
says he will repay their loss by plundering Arcot, and returns to his
puja. His clansman Ta!!ciilku arrives, and Desing says, "If the
Tulukka!! has entered the Ranganatha temple, I'll do the puja by
cutting up the Tulukka!!." T3!!ciilku approves. Desing finds his three
hundred friends and clansmen assembled in court. He says three
hundred horsemen are enough to defeat the nawab's eighty thousand,
and hundred thousand sepoys.61 He recalls his friend Movuttukkara!!
in Va!utaviir,62 knowing that he is about to be married. (118-25)

In Srinivasan's version, Tera~ Singh, Desing's paternal uncle, tells
Desing he should not fight the nawab without his companion (tufJai) and
friend (nafJpa!J) Movuttakkara!!: "If you send an olai (a letter on palm
leaf) to him he'll be here. If you go to battle together you can win a
glorious victory." Desing writes, "Dear Movuttakkara!!, I am going to
fight the nawab's troops. If you really have devotion (pakti) and trust
(vicuvacam) toward me, the moment you see this olai you should join me
at Gingee. Yours, so says Desing."

Desing now asks Tera~ who should carry the olai. "Son, Gingee's
first guardian (mutal kiival) is Mayappakkiri. Call Mayappakkiri."
Mayappakkiri sees Desing, removes his cap, does salaam, and kneels.
"Swami Teciilkuraja, since my birth I have been the first guardian of
Gingee Fort, and nobody has ever called me to the Icing's chamber. What
is the reason?" Desing tells what he wants and offers "money and land;
and if that is not enough, Mayappakkiri, I'll give you part of Gingee

60See Subrahmanyam 1995, 58; Tamil Lexicon 1982 (1926-39), 3:1465.
61Naraya1.1a!! PiHai's account suggests that the three hundred clansmen-horsemen could be
(or renew in number) the three hundred who come to Gingee with Desing's father (Krishna
swamy Aiyangar 1930, 12).
62Va!utavfir (Valadavur) was one of the eight parganahs of Desing's (and first his father's)
jaglr (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 12, 19), and had been raided by the British from Fort
S1. David in Devanampattinam in their conflict with Sariip Singh (Desing's father) from
1710-12 (Srinivasachari 1943,382,386-87,391-92,409). As Mohabat Khan, Movuttukkar
a!! is spoken of by the British as captain of the forces at Va!atavfir and an ally of Sariip
Singh by 1711 (Srinivasachari 1943, 382,386-87,391-92,409), which, ifMovuttukkara!!
is to die at eighteen in 1714 according to the ballad, leaves him fifteen at the time.
Srinivasachari is thus left to imagine two Mohabat Khans of Va!ataviir (1943, 426). Only
Desing and sources based on it mention the heroes' childhoods and, for that matter, Des
ing's upbringing in Gingee. My chief Terukkiittu informants R. S. Natarajan and R. S.
Mayakrishnan, whose village of Pakkiripalayam is very near Va!atawr, say that within
their lifetime there was still a ruined fort of Movuttukkara!!, but that it is now dismantled
as an agricultural site. They know of no one who performs the story locally in either ballad
or drama form, and no one who claims descent from Movuttukkara!!.
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Fort; if that is not enough, the gold bangle I am wearing." Mayappakkiri
laughs and says, "I am doing this because you are my friend and because
I ate your salt." He wants no rewards, but knows the dangerous mission
may cost his life. Shouting "Allah Radha"63 and "Nagore Allah,"64
exiting Gingee, he sees a thousand swords shining and devises a familiar
ruse. He puts a natnam on his forehead. Stabbing an elephant, he draws
blood and applies it to the natnam. 65 He dons an old cloth and a leather
cap, takes a staff in hand, and comes like a beggar (piccaikkaralj) ,
saluting the nawab's troops. He tells Tonra Malla~!!, "I am a beggar.
I beg to earn a living. For the past six months I have been with Raja
Desing. Today I heard that the nawab has come. So I come to see the
nawab and ask for alms. Just leave me a little way to go through."

But Pallkaru Nayu~, a clever man (ke~#kkaralj), says, "I saw you yes
terday at Gingee. Today you're dressed as a beggar, Mayappakkiri. Yes
terday when I went to ask Raja Desing for the tribute, you said you could
let no one in without the king's permission. Aren't you the same Mayap
pakkiri?" "Sir (aiya), am I Mayappakkiri? I am definitely not Mayappak
kiri. I am only a beggar. Please leave me passage." Tonra Malla~!!

says, "Where do we have the justice (niyayam) to block a beggar? If the
padshah learns of this he won't spare us. Poor man, let him go. PatJkaru
Nayutu suspects everyone. " They make way. When Mayappakkiri reaches
the other bank of the Cailkarapara~, he removes his leather cap, laughs
aloud, announces his identity and mission, and says Movuttakkar~ will
be back to fight in a few hours. Pallkaru Nayutu fires a cannon shot,
tearing Mayappakkiri's right shoulder. But he reaches Valutavur.

Drums are sounding. It is an auspicious time (naila ilakki'1am) for
Movuttukkara!!'s wedding. He is coming on an elephant. The Cuvamiyar
(Swami) is reading the Vedas. He gives Movuttukkara!! the tali. Chanting
"Allah Radha," Movuttakkara!! is about to tie it on his bride when the
olai arrives. Shouting"Sanctuary, Gingee olai," Mayappakkiri enters the
wedding pantal. Hearing this, Movuttukkara!! puts the tali on a plate. He
takes in his arms the dying Mayappakkiri, whose last words are that the
olai will have to speak for itself.

Mayappakkiri, "the Illusionist Fakir," mayor may not be the same as
the Tulukka!! Fakir who finds the horse at the beginning of the printed
ballad. If he is the same, he can move between such identities as a
companion of ~~is on Mount Meru and the first guardian of Gingee Fort.
I do not think we should discount the possibility of such interchangeable
roles.

63Radha, Kr~~a's favorite among the Gopls.
64Allah of Nagore, a major Muslim pilgrimage site on the Tamil coast above Nagapattinam.
65Thus he does this rather than T6nra Mallanna!!; see above at n. 51.
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Movuttullira!! is at the wedding pantal, tying the turmeric wristlet
(mafica! kanka,!am ka((i). Calling "Allah Allah" and "Rama Rama,"
he goes to tie the tali; but receiving Desing's message, he leaves the
tali behind and draws his sword. He requests a happy send-off to fight
the nawab, but his mother asks him to wait a day. He replies, "I want
but two 'hours' to kill the nawab, plunder Arcot, and crown the king
of Gingee. Then 1 will return to tie the tali, or 1 will die at the
nawab's hands. 66 1 will not squander having been a child in your
womb. Should 1 die, 1 will reach a good abode, and my name will
remain in the world. Once a year on an auspicious day, perform the
necessary ceremonies. " His mother gives leave, but Nl1ave~ stalls. He
coaxes her,67 promising sugar made with gold. At the Cailkarapara~,

he sees the nawab's camp. Rather than go around it, he fights through
it to Gingee Fort. He meets Desing and asks permission to destroy the
nawab's army. Looking at his wedding clothes, Desing asks, "Did you
tie the tali or not? Why did you leave the wedding pantal?" Movut
tullira!! answers, "What are you saying, Raja Desing? For a sepoy
who holds a sword, what does he need a woman?"68 He invites
Desing to his wedding-in Arcot;69 and asks leave to fight. (125-36)

Srinivasan follows the same skein, but has different unfoldings.
Movuttullira!! tells his mother, "I can have a thousand marriages just
like this. 1 can have as many young women like this as 1 want. But 1 can
never find a friend like Raja Desing. 1 am leaving." His mother wants
him to tie the tali and then go, but he says if he dies, his wife would
"lose her mafica! and kunkumam (her auspicious yellow and red marriage
adornments); let us not do that sin (pavam)." She wants him to eat curd
rice, then buttermilk and rice, from her hand; he says he will get "blood
rice" in Gingee. "NIlavet;riyamma" cavorts in protest at the word "battle"
(ca,!(ai); he coaxes her not with golden sugar but a reminder that he has
fed her wheat bread (k6(Umai ro(#) and arrack rather than grass and
water. Fighting through the nawab's troops, Movuttukkara!! kills lakhs

66Jayaraman makes this a moment of origins: "Movuttukkara!! said, 'I'll come back and tie
the tali.' He left, and the women of his household tied it. That's why in Muslim weddings
the women of the groom's family tie the tali, and not the groom himself."
67Unlike the printed ballad, Srinivasan's NTIave~i ("NTIaveniyamma, NTIave~itaye") and
Paracari ("Paracaritaye") are both clearly mares. Jayaraman's Paracari is a "he" (ava~.

68Katti piritta cipptiy marukkup/ pe'!!tiUi ennattir..ku (136). Pe'!ttirri, woman or wife.
69Since both heroes imagine crowning Desing in Arcot, this means that his wedding must
follow the war. But it also suggests, since we know he will die, that the war will be his
wedding: a reminder of Baludu's "virgin battle" in Palntidu, and that the "elder brothers"
and Desing are also virgin warriors.
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with his pair of swinging ribboned blades (culalkatti).7o When NIlaveJ;ri
dodges four cannonballs from Paltkaru Nayutu and Tonra Malla~!!,

who are hiding in a cave, Pailkaru Nayutu tells MallaJP:lll!!, "As long as
he has the horse, we can do nothing to him," and they flee to Arcot.

Opening his eyes after NIlaveJ;ri jumps the cannonballs, Movuttukkar
a!! says, "0 NIlaveJ;ri mother, do you see blood flowing in the river? It
might be dangerous to be here any more. Let us go and see what the king
wants." Desing thinks the approaching Movuttukkara!! is the nawab, and
says. "We should kill him before he sits on our throne." Seeing Desing's
angry face, Movuttullira!! salutes him and stands before him. Desing
asks, "Who are you? What is your name? What is your native place?"
Movuttullira!! answers, "Lord (cami), you ask me who I am? I was in
your service (tOfJtu). We studied together. We learned riding together. I
am your friend Movuttullira!!. " Desing says this cannot be Movuttullir
a!!: "I gave him a white dress and black horse. How did you get the red
hat? Your horse is red. Your dress is red. Your cap and sword are also
red. " Movuttullira!! says the red comes from the blood left from fighting
through the nawab's guard. He urges Desing to wash NIlaveJ;ri in the river
to know the truth. This removes Desing's doubts, and Desing offers Mo
vuttukkara!! mmpUlam on a golden plate and urges him to rest.

But when Movuttullira!! removes his clothes, Desing asks, "Why is
the kallkaJ;1arn on your wrist? Why the forehead band (parraiyam)? Why
all the gold on you? Why the silk clothes? And why the sacred thread
(punu!)! "71 Here, Desing does not know that Movuttukkara!! has left his
wedding, or even that he is getting married; indeed, Desing's dear friend
cannot have invited him. Movuttullira!! says, "You have found out what
I didn't want you to know. If you didn't find out, you would have started
suspecting me. This Friday is my mukarttam (the auspicious hour for a
wedding) in ValutavUr. I was about to tie the tali. The olai you wrote
came. So I left. I put the tali on the plate and left, and came running.
Seeing your olai a~d being thrilled, I left the tali on the plate and came
here." Desing says,,-"What have you done, Movuttullira!!? For my sake
you have spoiled your whole life. Is it good? How could you ever bring
yourself to leave the marriage pantal when the girl is sitting there? How
could you bring yourself to come here dressed as a groom? Am I that
important?" Movuttullira!! replies, "Lord, don't say such things. If I

70According to S. Ravindran, ribbons of sharp-edged rolled steel fixed to a handle.
71S. Ravindran suggests that the singer would understand the headband as a practice ofnorth
Indian Ksatriyas. As to the sacred thread, recall that the marriage of this Muslim hero is
being performed by a Cuvamiyar reading the Vedas. On the wristlet, see the discussion in
chap. 10, § B; with it, M6vuttukkara.Q, in terms of Palniidu, fights his "virgin battle" (see
above, n. 69) as a "bridegroom of war."
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want I can marry any number of times. But I'll never find anyone like
you. Whether I live or die, you'll always be my life-breath (uyir-muccu).
Don't insult me again. " That Movuttukkara!! has in this version concealed
his wedding from Desing deepens the questions about the implied nature
of their bond, which, like that of the heroes and their horses, overrides
the bonds with wives and mothers. In the printed ballad, it is Desing's
wife who tells him he is her "life-breath," as we shall see.

Desing makes one more attempt at deflection: "The war you have
fought is already enough. There is limitless cash in the treasury. Take it
all. Pile it on your horse. Go to Valumviir. Finish your wedding and then
come." Movuttukkara!! replies, "I should listen to this? I never take a
step back that I have put forward. It is not an insult for the Raja clan
(kulam) to take a step back that you put forward, but it is certainly an
insult for the Pathan (Pa(fl11J:.i) clan. 72 Get up. Let us go to war." In the
printed ballad, as soon to be noted, it is Desing who repeatedly utters the
line about not retracing a step put forward. Here it is spoken by
Movuttukkara!! in a line that identifies him as an Afghan or Pathan, and
holds up the maxim as defining a Pathan practice that poses a challenge
to Rajputs, and specifically to his Rajput companion Desing.

Happy, Desing hugs Movuttukkara!!. They will go to war, but first
Desing wants to take leave of his wife: "It is three years since I
married. I will come having looked at the woman's face. "73 He
repeats this to his uncle, who stops him: "What are you doing, child?
You were born on a Friday. The queen was born on a Friday. Your
horse was born on a Friday. This war is born on a Friday. If you stay
today and go tomorrow you will win and return. "74 Desing laughs:
"The nawab has surrounded the fort. Will I do nothing while a
Tulukka!! comes to the Ranga temple? I'll tear him to pieces. I'll cut
his army. I was born in a royal family (irl1ja kulattil)75 as one with

72Mu!J:. vaittu kalai pi!!:. vaitttil u!!:. rtijakkulattirku avamii!J:.am alla ti!J:.til atu niccayamiika e!!:.
pa!tti!!:.i kulattirku avamii!J:.am. Srinivasan uses both rtijaputtira kulam and rtijakkulam. Let
us register, however, that what is important is that Movuttukkara!! is folklorically a Pathan
for Srinivasan, not that this is historically correct, which is unverifiable.
73Penctiti mukattaip ptirttu vtire!!:. (137).
74In the most ambitious Marathi version, the context for recommending a one-day post
ponement is Navaratri and Dasara: villagers tell Desing of the nawab's arrival while Desing
performs the ayudha pUja on the ninth day, and Desing will not listen to his commanders'
urgings to wait for the tenth-part of this version's more "aggressive 'Hindu' symbolism,"
according to Subrahmanyam 1995 and in press. This suggests it would be the goddess rather
than Visnu who would withhold "victory," which the tenth-day Dasara ceremonies would
secure.
7SOr "Rajput family," as in Srinivasan's usage (see above, n. 72).
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honor (r(j~ak kilra1J!ika). One can die at six or a hundred or the day
one is born. I'll never take back a step put forward." TaraJ;ri Singh
says, "What are you saying, son. You are not listening. I raised you.
I did not eat your rice, you ate mine. Our guru said you cannot see
your wife for six months. It's now only three. You'll have to wait
three more." Seeing Desing's anger, he suggests Desing talk to R~y
amma~ through a curtain. Desing agrees. A curtain is drawn in the
queen's palace. Sent for quickly, Ra~yamma~ makes herself up. See
ing the curtain angers her. She asks why it must separate them.76

Desing says he seeks leave to fight the nawab. Ra~yamm~ says,
"What are you saying, lord of my breath (e~ pirafJ£l niita)? You can
fight from inside our fort for five years. You must not go outside the
fort." He replies, "What are you saying, jewel of my eye (kafJfflafJi)?
When is a woman ready for war? I now take leave." These terms of
affection are deeply ironic. "Lord of my breath," used here fifteen
times in refrain (144-45), has the sting that Desing's recklessness is to
be Ra~yammars sure death warrant. She will use it again as she
prepares to become satI (200). For Desing to call her "jewel of my
eye" (idiomatically, "apple of my eye") has the sting that he has never
seen her. She says, "You got married in a comer (mulaiyil).77 I
never know any happiness or comfort. Don't go to war. If you leave
without listening to me, you will not win. But if you come back scared
after fighting, I will not open the fort's gates. I will mount cannon on
the ramparts and fire them. But go and come comfortably (cukamay),
lord of my breath." Desing laughs and says, "Don't be angry with
me. I now take leave. Take care of the fort. " Ra~yamma~ offers areca
nut and betel. 78 Desing puts his hand inside the curtain for it. She
pulls it inside. Seeing its beauty, she wonders at that of his face and
asks what her sin might be that this is written on her head. 79 She
touches his hand to her eyes and cries. Desing withdraws his hand and
says he is parting. He goes to the fort and calls for his horse (137-46).

Desing promises Paracari sugar made of gold and a golden bridle,
and says they are off to fight. Knowing Desing will die, Paracari

76The queen's surprise suggests that the six months is something new to her. Since Desing
is soon reported to be twenty-two, he is well past twenty, which his father promised for his
wedding. The guru's stipulation thus appears to be extra. On curtains, see n. 48.
77presumably this refers to their curtained wedding.
78Piikku verrilai, which is the same as piinsupiiri (Srinivasachari 1943, 428) or tiimpulam,
which is offered in so many similar scenes, including the heroes' final departures in Elder
brothers, Palniiqu, Kama motcam, and AlM.
79E!J:. talai e1.uttu eppa~i irukkuto (145), referring to "head fate" (talai vitI), fate written on
one's forehead, but also like the olai an oral reminder of the ultimacy of what is "written."
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shivers and rolls on the ground. Desing reminds hero how much she
cost and how well she has been treated; if they die, it will be at the
same place, and together they will obtain mo~a. Paracari regains her
poise and Desing mounts. His three hundred horsemen mount and all
go to the Ranganatha temple. Desing enters, offers piija, promises the
god a gold crown if he wins, and asks signs of blessing. But Vi~Q.u

shows disfavor by inauspicious signs. Desing angers. He will not
retrace a step put forward. He scolds Ranganatha: "It's not you who
will live or die. You have only one birth" (153). But he leaves asking
the god not to kill him unjustly (aniyayamay) and to accept him at his
feet whether he lives or dies in battle. He comes out, mounts his
horse, goes around the temple and toward the battlefield. (146-54)

Srinivasan has Desing visit Ranganatha much earlier in the day: after
the nawab' s attack of villages north of Gingee and before Mayappakkiri' s
mission to Valumviir, and thus well before Desing visits RaQ.iyamma~.

Here the Delhi padshah accompanies the nawab, and gives the order to
pillage six villages. Once Desing promises the villagers restitution, he
goes to his uncle TeraI:li Singh for a blessing (varam). Tera~ says Desing
should seek the blessing of "Ranganatha at Singavaram (Ciftapuram); he
is our talking god (pecum teyvar). If he blesses you, you will surely
win. " Desing sets forth. At th~ temple, he chants, "Kovinm, Gopala. " He
does piija, saying, "We have come to Singavaram to ask Ranganatha's
blessings. If he gives it well and good. If not we will destroy Sing
avaram." Offering flowers and garlands, he says, "Ranganatha Cami, the
nawab has come with a hundred thousand crores of troops. I have to fight
them. Open your mouth and bless me. I'll go to war and return victor
ious." Ranganatha says, "Son, you were born on a Friday. Your father
died on a Friday. Your sword was made on a Friday. If you wait today
and go tomorrow, victory is yours.~' Facing east, Rangacami then turns
west: an oddity, since Ranganatha, as viewed at the ancient Pallava
period Singavaram temple, lies face up sleeping on his back. In the
printed ballad, this turning west is the last of Ranganatha's signs, and he
operates at this point only by omens (caku'1ankaf), not by speaking.

Angry, Desing says, "Let us destroy Singavaram." He raises his
sword and is about to strike Ranganatha, who stays his hand and says,
"Son, why are you angry. Did you dare to attack me because I asked you
to wait a day and go tomorrow?" Desing says, "Lord, I grew up drinking
tiger milk. I'll leave you alone because of your forehead mark, or
because of the words 'Hari' on your forehead. Otherwise I'd have killed

SOSee above, n. 67: Srinivasan makes her a mare. I continue to follow this ascription in
summarizing the printed ballad, which does not, however, clarify Paracari's gender.
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you long ago. Can you give me your varam?" Ranganatha answers, "I
say once again, Friday is a favorable day to the padshah but it is not
favorable to our Singavaram. If you wait today and go tomorrow I myself
will come on the tip of your sword and fight. I will stand at the battle
front and fight, and insure your victory. Wait today and go tomorrow."
It seems by now that Friday is a problem because it is sacred to Muslims,
from the padshah to MovuttukkarCl!!, whose wedding is auspicious on this
day. Note that the warnings about Friday are made by the paternal uncle
Tara~ Singh in the printed ballad, not by Ranganatha.

Desing won't listen and only asks, "Can you give me the varam or
not?" Ranganatha replies, "Desing, king of Gingee, whatever I say, you
refuse to hear and insist on going to war. I'll grant your wish and give
a varam according to your fate (viti)." Desing says, "This is more than
enough, Lord Ranganatha. The blessing you give is enough. I will go to
battle and come back." But Ranganatha now signals ill omens, still urging
him to wait and win tomorrow. Desing replies, "It is I who should be
afraid, Lord Ranganatha. Why are you afraid? I take only one birth. If
I die on the battlefield it is merit (puf!JJiyam) for me. If I die on a spear
tip I attain mo~a. Even if I die it is enough if in all four directions they
speak of me as one who fought bravely. I take leave, Lord Ranganatha. "
It is a curious statement for a Hindu to say he has only one birth,81 and
Ranganatha will, as it were, correct Desing at the end of this version. In
the printed ballad Desing chides Ranganatha as the one who has only one
birth, and who thus fails to understand Desing's motives.

Back at Gingee Fort, TeraI;J.i Singh asks whether Desing got the god's
varam. Desing tells how Ranganatha first refused, and then gave it after
Desing's threat. But without indicating the varam's precarious formula
tion, Desing says, "Let's not delay. Get up. We will go make war."

Still later, having determined with Movuttukkara!! to start fighting,
Desing says, "Father TeraI;J.i Singh, get up. Let the army go to war."
TeraJ;ri says, "I'm not stopping you. I asked you to go to Ranganatha,
which you did. You wrote an olai to Movuttukkara!! and he's now here.
But you have a wife. Go to her and receive tampUlam. It will be good if
you do that." As Desing starts out, the RaI;J.i is casting dice (paka~ai) with
her friends and the dice scatter. The maids say it is because her husband,
the Gingee king, is coming. The RaI;J.i says she is eight days since her
period, and should still be in seclusion: "It doesn't augur well if he sees
me now. Tie seven screens." Rather than complain about one screen, she
orders seven. Desing stands beyond the curtains, says he is about to fight
the nawab's vast army, and asks her to say a good word and give him

81A point noted by S. Ravindran.
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tampiilam. She says, "It's only eight days since my period. The pollution
period (tf(tu) is not yet over. Since I was born the daughter of the Delhi
padshah and you won the competition to marry me, I have not known
anyone else but my maidservants. You have kept me in the queen's
palace. 82 Now you come at the last moment and ask for tampiilam.
Without the pollution period being over, how will I give you tampiilam?
Be patient for a day and go tomorrow." Addressing the goddess of the
Gingee Fort, she asks, "What shall I do, Kamalakkanni?" But finally she
feeds him, but without the ironies or released affections of the written
ballad. Desing says, "It is more than enough. I will go to war."

Desing returns to Gingee Fort. He tells Tera~ Singh, "Get up. Let us
go to war and fight." They prepare carts (va1J(i), elephants, and horses,
and load cannons on the carts. Desing comes to the stables. Paracari sees
him and neighs. He says, "Mother Paracari, victory or defeat is ours.
Don't fear." He puts on her silver reins and golden chains, and rides out
of the fort like lightning.

Hearing Paracari's approach, the nawab's camp scatters. Paftkaru
Nayakkar advises a ruse (upayam): breach the Malaiya!!iir and Ta!a!!
iir lakes to flood the CailkaraparaJ;li and break Desing's advance. 83

The nawab agrees. Paftkaru breaches the lakes. He sets nine guards at
the gates to protect the nawab in the middle of the camp.84 Reaching
the river, Desing tells his companions: "I do not have divine strength
on my side, 0 jama'dars. I am relying on the strength of my hand, 0
jama'dars.85 If you are one who eats milk-rice, go back to Gingee; if
you are one who eats blood-rice, follow me. If you are one who
doesn't waken in the face of womankind, follow me. 86 To win on the

fflRtinima?ikai; see n. 49 on this place of the Ratft's separation.
83Jayaraman makes this breaching a ruse to separate Desing from his forces, described as
"all the people of Gingee": only the two heroes "jumped into the floods" because "they
were murdering people" across the river. Naraya1.1a!! PiHai says the river was in spate
because it was the rainy season, and that Desing wouldn't wait a few hours for it to recede
(1930, 19). An end of the rainy season could suggest Dasara; cf. n. 74 above.
84Several are Hindu; one, the havildar M6vuttukkara!!, has Desing's friend's name (156).
85E1J.akkut teyvapalam illaiyatti/ camettiru mare// e!J:.kai palam kOlJ(u p0r.e1J.a(ti/ camettiru
mare (157). For camettir, Fabricius gives "(Pers.) Jemidar, a native military officer"
([1779, enlarged 1897] 1972,348). As noted in chap. 10, both before the British and up to
the 1857 insurgency, the tenn denoted "jobber commanders," especially Rajput and Rajput
turned-"Afghan" Baksariyas (Kolff 1990, 145-50, 164, 169-73). In colonial practice in the
Madras Presidency, Rajputs were "recognized and registered as Bundelas, Le., by the clan
name of their jemadars" (152). Desing addresses his "jama'dars" also as younger and older
brothers (alJna!J:.mare tampi mare; Ca1.1mukacuntaram 1984, 177; cf. 157); all but Movuttuk
kara!! have Rajput names (159). Cf. § A and n. 11 above.
86PelJctiti mukattil viJJytitavar (157), literally. It could also be, "one who does not look
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battlefield brings fame, to die quickly brings mo~a." He sees water
rushing. Tara~ Singh says it is the work of the foreign bandit Pailkaru
Nayakkar;87 wait till it recedes. Desing laughs and plunges in the
river. Most of his jama'dars follow, but some tum back. (154-60)

The oral version, without mention of guards, jama'dars, or oaths,
likewise has the nawab's "minister" Paitkaru Nayutu (sic) scheme to
breach the two lakes,88 and Desing spurn his uncle's advice to wait until
the river recedes. The water runs up to Paracari's jaw and NIlaveJ;ri's
neck. Only Desing and Movuttukkara!! reach the other bank. The army
is carried away by the flood. Tera~ Singh, stranded behind, calls, "It is
not a good omen for the army to be washed out. " Desing answers, "What
does the army have to do if the two of us are there? Go back to the fort
and defend it. We'll go to war and come back. '"

Movuttukkara!! kneels before Desing and asks permission to fight
the "first battle" (muta!- cafJ~ai, mutal yuttam). Desing says they
should fight side-by-side. Movuttukkara!! persists: "That will be fame
(or "name": per) for you but not for me." He wants a quarter of an
"hour" to demolish the foe. Desing happily "gives permission for the
first battle." Movuttukkara!!jumps on NIlave~, spurring her with his
left leg. 89 NIlave~ leaps cannonballs opening the fray. Cupailki Turai
orders three thousand horsemen to surround Movuttukkara!!, who
breaks free and kills hundreds in each direction: north, west, east.
Last, in the south, she lifts her forelegs onto the brow of Cupaflki's
elephant. Movuttukkara!! draws his sword and kills the mahout.
Cupaflki tries to flee, but Movuttukkara!! catches his right arm.
Cupaftki salutes with his left hand and pleads for his life. Movuttuk
karan lets him flee with one hand left. Movuttukkaran searches for the- -
nawab, but Sheikh Muhammad of Timiri Fort intercepts him and
spears him in the throat. He extracts the spear. About to behead
Sheikh Muhammad, he heeds his plea and cuts off only his offending
hand. He kills more sepoys. But being only a boy of eighteen, he tires
and is put off by the stench of blood. 90 As he turns back toward

at/open his eyes to his wife's face/a woman's face. "
87The Rajput calls the Telugu Nayak a "foreign bandit" (ermai kollakkiira1j), using a term
(ermai) that can imply "European" (S. Ravindran).
88In both versions Pat\karu describes the lakes as deep enough to submerge a banyan
(Ta!a!!ur Lake) and a palm tree (Malaiya!!ur Lake); see CaJ.lmukacuntaram 1985, 155.
89Srinivasan has this same line (S. Ravindran), but for Movuttukkara!!'s departure from
Va!atavur. Elsewhere it is more frequent for there to be shared terms and images, but
different verses, often connected with or spoken by different figures (as noted).
90Irattak kavalu (173); CaJ.lmukacuntaram (1984, 207) explains kavalu by vatai, "stench."
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Desing, NIlaveJ;li comes dancing Bharatnatyam. 91 But a soldier shoots
Movuttukkar3.!! from ambush. A bullet pierces his forehead. He falls
shouting, "Allah Allah, Hari Kovinta," and reaches Vai~tha.92

NIlaveJ;li circles, sniffs at him and weeps. The nawab tells Paflkaru
Nayakkar to capture NIlaveJ;li, but the horse fights back to Desing.
Desing sees her and weeps: "My younger brother who grew up with
me is dead. I have lost half my strength." He hugs NIlaveJ;li, who
leads him to Movuttullira!!. Desing kneels, holds the body on his lap,
and weeps, "How could you leave me?" He swears to kill the nawab,
and orders a big pit dug. NIlaveJ;li kneels beside it. Desing kills her
with one stroke and buries her with Movuttullira!!. He orders a big
mausoleum (periya kori) built over the grave, shouts "Naraya~

Kovinm," and commands his jama'dars to fight by the code: "Don't
kill sepoys who run or hide, but kill those who face and fight you.
Don't kill the poor or beggars." His jama'dars agree. (160-78)

According to Srinivisan, Movuttullira!! says, "Why should both ofus
fight together? What if both of us die? Please wait under this titti tree. 93

I'll go first, fight, and if I'm tired, then you can join me. If we take turns
and fight then we'll overcome the thousand crore army." Whatever his
reason, Movuttukkara!! expresses what is true for all sidekicks: to be
heroes, they must die alone. 94 The "first battle," either fought by or
denied to an LSRSC, is a feature in all our oral martial epics.

Desing says, "If that is your wish, so be it." Other than fighting in
each direction (but proceeding south-east-north-west), Movuttukkara!!
meets fewer specific foes and different circumstances. He kills crores of
troops, but is unable to find the heads of the nawab or the padshah. He
turns west, where only Pailkaru Nayu~, Tonra Malla~, the nawab,
and the padshah are left. Seeing him coming toward the river, Malla~!!
takes up some sand from the riverbank, ties it up in his waistfold (mati),
and climbs with it up into a punnai tree on Movuttullira!!'s path.
Tricking Movuttullira!! into looking up as he passes beneath the tree,
Mall~!! pours the sand in his eyes. Jumping down, he takes one of
Movuttulliran's ribboned blades and slices him in two. Movuttukkaran- -
reaches not Vaiku~tha but Paraloka: heaven, literally, "the Otherworld."

Seeking to return NIlave~ to the padshah (rather than the nawab) ,

91Parata naniyam titi varukutul ntlavenik kutirai (173). It is perhaps fitting for a mare.
92The heaven of Visnu.
93The atti tree (bauhina racemosa) is sacred as tree of birth and death in myths and rituals
ofKutla1.1tavar. See Hiltebeitel in press-a and below, chap. 12.
94Jayaraman has him fight first as Desing's "general" (talaipatl). Naraya1.1a!! Pillai has the
two fight together (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 20).
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Malla~!! (rather than Pailkaru Nayutu) grabs her reins. But NIlave~
tramples him, swings him by the hair, hits him on the ground, takes off
his head with her mouth, and brings it to Desing. Desing sees the
riderless horse and calls, "NIlave~ mother, where is your king on you?
Where is my friend Movuttukkara!!?" NIlave~ vomits (kakJd) Malla~

~'s head onto the ground. Desing sees the "treacherous" head and
NIlave~'s tears, and asks her to show him the calamity (vipattu). He
rides behind her to the fallen Movuttullira!!. There he says, "You left
your marriage to be with your friend. Has your life left you? Will you
die fighting? My companion, have you left me?" He holds his cheek
against Movuttukkara!!'s; face against face, he cries. He decides, "We'll
arrange a pearl palanquin (muttu palllikku) on the horse and send his body
to his mother's house." He brings a palanquin unlike any ever seen
before. 95 He sets it on the horse and lays Movuttullira!! on it. Patting
her on the way, Desing says, "NIlave~ mother, be careful. Take him to
Va!utaviir." He builds a mausoleum (korl) where Movuttullir3.!! was
killed. Back in Va!utaviir, Movuttullira!!'s father Abdul Khan and his
mother Arkabu take their son's body and cremate it, following Hindu
fashion. 96 NIlave~ must also lose her life, since Desing tells Paracari
she too has now lost her friend.

Desing now leaves for the battlefield. Paracari dances Bharatnatyam
and dodges cannonballs. Daud Khan97 gives a sign and thirty thous
and horsemen surround Desing, who laughs and takes his sword in

95How this should be available when he is fighting alone is unclarified.
96Asked if there is a Muslim narrative centered on Movuttukkara!!, Habibur Rahman (see
n. 46 above) xeroxed for me the Tamil Islamic Encyclopedia entry "Muhammat Ka!!,"
which does speak to the question: Saiyid Khan migrated from Bombay to become zamIndar
ofVa!atavfir. He befriended the Gingee king Coriip Singh, since they both spoke Marathi,
and their sons became inseparable. When Muhammad Khan was about to marry, Desing was
expected at the wedding. But the moment Muhammad Khan heard about the siege ofGingee
he left. He split the nawab's forces and met Desing, who said, "We shall fight together."
Muhammad Khan replied, "When the general (talaipatl) is here, why should you fight?"
He cut through the enemy but after releasing Apat\ki (sic) Turai and killing (sic) Sheikh
Muhammad of Timiri Fort, he went in search of the nawab and was killed by a bullet from
behind. Hearing this, Desing ran to his side. As he hugged him, his life too left his body
(Isliimiyak kalaikkalaficiyam 1980, 3:753). The padshah and Rani are not mentioned.
97The text's Tavuttukkara!! (179), later said to be from Chetput (186), is the Dowlat Khan
of NarayaJ)a!! Pil~ai's account (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 20). Narayana!! Pillai gives
the nawab a different ally in Chetput named Salabhat Khan (ibid., 18). Srinivasan mentions
a king of Chetput, but not by name. KirusJ)acamippavalar (1917, 17-22, 105-7) gives Daud
Khan a much larger part: a half-brother of Desing with a Muslim mother, he is sold into
slavery to an Arab merchant, serves him in Constantinople, comes back, allies with the
nawab, shoots Movuttukkara!! While lying among the corpses as if he were dead, and then
tries to shoot Desing, who shoots him instead with a pistol that he keeps at his side.
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both hands. Having the gods-the goddess of the heavenly voice
(tikLiya valli), the goddess Earth, Candra, SUrya, and Ranganatha-as
witness (c(l~ci), he shouts "Rama Rama" and "Deva"; he severs heads,
or cuts foes to strips, or into eight pieces with one stroke. For three
and a half "hours," his allies Jeya Ramu, Kailka Ramu, and TaraI;1i
Singh98 do the same. Paracari dodges more cannonballs and bullets.
After fighting fifteen "hours," the nawab's camp fears it won't survive
a food and water shortage. Some flee. Daud Khan sends twenty thous
and horse against Desing, who cuts them to strips, as he does with two
thousand elephants carrying pestles in their trunks. He finds Daud
Khan on an elephant, and Paracari lifts her forelegs onto the elephant's
brow. Desing kills the mahout and seizes Daud Khan, who wants to
run away. Refusing to spare him, Desing kills him (178-84).

The nawab's sepoys flee. News of Daud Khan's death reaches the
nawab, who runs and hides. Desing kills fifty thousand soldiers and
two thousand elephants. His hands tire, but sepoys who see him still
run for their lives. He turns back toward Gingee with five horsemen,
and reaches the CailkaraparaJ;li, which now flows knee-high. He
washes his sword, puts it in its scabbard, drinks three handfuls, and
sits beneath a tree. 99 His clansman Ta!!ciilku comes and asks why he
returns. Desing says he has killed the nawab, but Ta!!ciilku corrects:
"It was Daud Khan of Cettuppa~~l00 you killed, not the nawab. He
is hiding at the base of a hill; don't leave the job unfinished." Desing
laughs and summons Paracari. But now Ranganatha stands in the way.
Desing worships the god, who says, "Listen, child. You fight so much
today. Stop. Resume tomorrow. I'll accompany you tomorrow, son
(maka1J.e)." Worshiping, Desing says, "You left me and I lost half my
strength." But Desing will never take back a step put forward. The
nawab sends Mall~!! to offer peace. Desing refuses. It is too late:
his friend Movuttukkaran and the nawab's friend Daud Khan are dead.
"If I have the strength, let Arcot be mine." Malla~!! flees. The
nawab sends Veflka~raya!! with five hundred horse. They are routed;
Veilka~raya!! is spared only because he shows Desing his Brahman's
sacred thread. All one hundred and seventy-two Poligars fall. (184-92)

As in Elder brothers, Ka17Ja m(j~cam, Alhli, and Palnliqu, Vi~I;1u (or his
incarnation) withdraws his protection. Srinivasan does not give Ranga
natha a last appeal to the hero. But note that Ranganatha does speak to

98Here, Desing has not ordered his uncle at the river to stay baek and defend the fort.
99Unnamed; but note the atti tree in the oral version mentioned above at n. 93.
lOOChetput, about twenty miles northwest of Gingee just over the (former) South Arcot
border into (former) North Areot.
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Desing in the printed ballad. 101 Srinivasan's Ranganatha has already
spoken his ambiguous varam and saves his last words for the denoue
ment, and not for Desing but the RaJ:1i.

Srinivasan gives Desing a much wider terrain to seek his foes, and
again loses specificities of the local battle. With no allies, Desing mounts
Paracari and starts his journey (payafJam). "Mother Paracari, you have
lost your friend, and I have lost my friend. Only two of us are left. Let
us go." He heads south to Dhanu~koti (near Rameshwaram, where Rama
crossed the sea to Lalli), then east, killing what foes are left in each
direction. Heading north, he destroys Arcot city, the fort and all the
palaces, and also destroys Delhi! Even after this, he cannot find the
padshah, nawab, or Palliru Nayutu. "Perhaps they are hiding at the bor
der of Senji," he says, and heads toward Mattiyappettai. 102

Finally Desing sees the nawab on an elephant. Paracari raises her
forelegs to its brow. Desing kills the mahout. The nawab offers him
nine times what he plundered, but Desing says it's too late: our two
friends are dead; "If strength is in my hand, Arcot is mine. If strength
is in your hand, Gingee is yours." As tribute, he offers not Gingee
Fort but a spear. But another mahout tied in an enclosure (tot#,) under
the elephant's belly cuts off Paracari's right hind leg. The horse falls
with but three legs. Desing fights for three and a half "hours" on the
disabled horse. 103 Again, on one hind leg, she raises her forelegs to
the elephant's brow. "If it could stand for a 'moment's hour' the
nawab would die." 104 The concealed mahout cuts off the left hind
leg. Seeing Paracari fall, Desing jumps off. Holding his sword in both
hands, he kills her. Overcome with rage, he enters the nawab's camp
and chops sepoys like cucumbers. Finally, with no one left to fight,

lOlSee also n. 39 above.
lO2The story's death sites have varied names, as we shall see. S. Ravindran suggests that
Mattiyappettai-a "middle (or center) outside a market town"-may be where the nawab
hides outside Gingee, which the Iratti!!a Nayakar edition calls Natuva!!apalaiyam, "the camp
in the middle (natu) of the forest" (Puka!entippulavar n.d., 78, line 3; Canmukacuntaram
drops this line [1984, 196]). Krishnan, interviewed in July 1998 and from the nearest village
to the "camp" site, confirms the location but with another etymology: the nearby hill is
where, "hiding behind a rock, they struck at the horse's legs." He says Mattiyappettai is
a misconstrual of Patiyappettai-from Arabic Fath (pronounced "Fateh") + pet, "Place of
Victory"-describing the area where a Muslim Mohabat Khan died (his inverse explanation),
or where the nawab achieved victory (Habibur Rahman's explanation).
l03NarayaJ).a!! PiHai has Desing fight on as a footman (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 20).
l04Nimi~a niiJJkai kutirai iruntall navappu poyvi!uva!l:. (194). A nimi~a thus qualifies an
"hour," as when Cupanki Turai wants to capture Gingee Fort in a "moment" of two
"hours" (118). It seems we must imagine the horse struggling to stand on one leg for just
the nick of time in which Desing's sword-flash would kill the nawab.
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he crosses his legs and sits, saying, "There is no one in front of me
to take my life. Will I go back to Gingee Fort with my life? Quick,
quick (calti calti) , send the cakra, Ranganatha. There is no justice
(niyayam) in my living any longer, Ranganatha Cuvami.!" He wor
ships, saying, "Kovinta Naraya~." Then, "loosening his sword, he
throws it in the air; opening his chest, he lies down (paruttalj) on the
ground. "105 The sword falls and impales his chest. 106 Calling on
Vi~~u three more times-as K~~~, Rama, and Ranga-he expires. The

·nawab takes his body, weeps over it, and praises him for leaving the
earthly world for the golden world. 107 He orders Pailkaru Nayakkar
to make a mausoleum for Paracari and to prepare Desing's palanquin
to bring his body to Gingee. (192-99)

In Srinivasan's song, the fight with the nawab hinges on more trickery
from Pailkaru Nayu~, who transforms the nawab's elephant into a folk
loric contraption. Hiding with the others at Mattiyappe~tai, Pailkaru
makes a big elephant out of mud (mafJ), and builds a hole (to¢.) into its
belly.108 Desing says, "Mother Paracari, Pailkaru Nayutu and the nawab
are our enemies. They have built an elephant, and Pailkaru is hiding in
it. Building a howdah (ampari), the Arcot nawab is in the howdah. That
is a mud elephant (mafJ yanai), but you are a live horse. Raise up your
front legs. If you raise your front legs and put them on the elephant, I'll
be right behind you and kill him. Once I kill him, then it will be over.
We can go back to Gingee." He presses Paracari forward. When she is
about to place her forelegs up, Pailkaru cuts off one hind leg, and
Paracari falls to one side. As Desing looks with amazement at his fallen
horse, the nawab uses his goad (ankucam) and strikes him on his side.
The Gingee raja falls down. Seeing himself fallen, Desing draws up his

l05Kattiyaik kalarri akliyam er.inta!J:.! raja teciilku!! marpai virittu ma'J-mele patutta!l/ raja
tecinku (197). His "lying down" makes this battlefield another patuka~am: a recurrent Tamil
term for a ritual battlefield (Hiltebeitel 1991a, 208-13, 320-38, 400-38).
l06Recall the impalements in Elder brothers and Palnadu. Jayaraman has Desing toss up his
sword of eight tolas (only 3.2 pounds figured from Tamil Lexicon 1982 [1926-39], 4:2114)
that has been his throughout. NarayaJ.1a!! Pillai has a sepoy shoot Desing (Krishnaswamy
Aiyangar 1930, 20). KirusJ.1acamippavalar has him shoot himselfwhile weeping over M6vut
tukkara!! (see n. 96 above) and seeing Cupat\ki Turai about to kill him (1917, 110).
101The po!!:. pumi, golden world or golden earth, is moksa, according to the editor
CaJ.1mukacuntaram 1984, 207.
108Vayirrile to!ti vaittu (he put an enclosure in the belly) rather than a!J:.Cli vayirriltotti katli
(he tied an enclosure on the belly), as in Canmukacuntarm 1984, 194. Puka!entippulavar
n.d. has a!J:.Cliyi!l-- mele totti vaittu (he put the enclosure on the elephant). For this totti
("trough, manger, crib, cistern, reservoir") one is left to imagine anything from a basket
to a hole. Jayaraman makes it a hanging net (valai) under the elephant, tied over its back.
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sash and winds it tightly around his wounds, tying everything up
inside. 109 He stands up and looks. The nawab jumps off the elephant
and runs away. Desing cuts Pai\karu Nayu~ into two pieces. 110 He
decides not to spare the nawab, wherever he goes. But thinking so, as he
is about to climb onto his horse, he sees her wound. "Mother, the queen
has told us to come back if we have a wound on the front but not if we
have a wound on the back. Now you have a wound on the back. We
should not go back to Gingee. That is our fate. As long as the four
directions are there it is enough if we leave a lasting fame (kfriti). Even
if we die it doesn't matter." Desing's resolution to die without returning
to Gingee recalls the old Tamil warrior's practice of restoring honor by
wilfully dying after a wound to the back. But Desing combines this with
an extension of his own identity pronouns to Paracari, since it is only she
who has such a wound. 111 In the printed ballad, Desing's non-return
follows from his promise to Paracan that they will obtain mo~a together
and die at the same place (Ca~ukacuntaram 1984, 149). Now he cuts
Paracari (killing her). He then holds the sword against his breast, throws
it into the air, holds his chest open to it, and falls down cut in twain. No
one knows at this point that he has fallen, so the nawab and the padshah
come to the site later. No one, that is, except Ranganatha.

The palanquin is at the fort gate. Ra~yamma~ learns the news and
cries, "If he is wounded on his chest, bring him in. If he is wounded
on his back, turn around." She sees the chest-wound and takes the
body inside the fort. She leads the people of Gingee Fort in lamenta
tion. She calls for them to dig a firepit (akJdf.!J kuliya ve~!a), and to
pile sandalwood logs and kuIp.k:um logS.112 She bathes, and puts
flowers in her hair. She prays to Ranganatha, the goddess Earth, and
the goddess of the heavenly voice. She walks around the firepit. She
looks at Desing. When she has taken in enough of him, 113 she jumps
into the fire with the king (rt1javu(a'-!:.e tfyil kutittt1{). The divine

1°9R.ecall that Phebo and Ba1udu fight on disemboweled after hanging their entrails on a tree
(see chap. 4, n. 54).
l1°PaJikaru Nayutu does not survive, as PaJikaru Nayakkar does in the printed ballad.
111Jayaraman rationalizes the same connection. Desing reflects, "Two front legs but only one
hind leg. And that too not the right but the left. What was the word the Ral).i said? 'Come
if you have a front-wound; if you have a back-wound don't return.' This wound will make
her think 1 was running away.... " Cf. Subrahmanyam 1995, 61-62.
1121 assume, logs dotted with marks of red kuJikum powder.
113Kanka! ku!ira rajavaip partta!, literally, "She looks at the king to cool her eyes." The
phrase is used for seeing someone or something beautiful, including a god in bhakti usage,
and looking until one is satisfied (S. Ravindran). She does not look twice now for her first
and last time at Desing's face: perhaps a romanticization by Maindron [1909] 1992, 106-7.
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dundubhi drum sounds inside Gingee Fort. The heavenly flower
chariot (pu~paka vimiirJ.llm) comes for the king. Both climb into it
together. The flower chariot comes to stand inside Gingee Fort. The
king and queen attain Vaiku~~a. Raja Desing reaches the feet of Lord
Ranga. 114 (199-201)

Srinivasan says nothing of goddesses or the heavenly chariot. His
ballad ends with Ranganatha taking over the scene. Knowing alone that
Desing has died, the god comes fast (vekam) to Gingee Fort. There he
calls, "Ra~yamma!" She asks, "What is the reason for your coming,
seeking the Queen's Fort (Ra~k.kottai)on foot?" Ranganatha says, "Has
your husband who went to war come back?" She says, "No, Carni." He
says, "He is waging a valiant battle in Mattiyappettai. Let us go there and
try to stop him." "Let us go," says the RaJ;ri. Ranganatha comes to TeraJ;ri
Singh. "Perhaps your son has returned from war," he says. Tera~ joins
them. They reach the place where Desing has died. Looking at him, the
Ra~ cries, "Aiyo, lord of my breath (pirafJQ pad), are you dead? Has
your life left you?" She hugs him cheek to cheek and lets her tears flow.
"I was born as the daughter of the Delhi padshah, and you won me in a
horse competition (kutirai poW). You married me and brought me here.
What comfort (cukam) have I enjoyed having married you? What benefit
(palam)? Carni, have you left me? You who would call me 'Kar!1Je'
('[Apple of my] eye'), 'Pe'!'!e' ('Girl')? I have never seen your face.
Now at the end I am seeing your face."

The padshah and the nawab arrive. "You have logs of kuilkum and
sandal" (it is not clear who says this). The RaJ;ri prepares a firepit
(akJd1J:.iku,!~am). In it they place Raja Desing. The Ra~ combs her hair
and adorns herself. So Ranganatha asks her, "Do you want to become
satI?"115 "Yes, Ca:mi, that is the explanation (viyakkiya1J:.am).1l6 Let
this be a lesson to women like me. Let the world praise me, saying she
became sat! along with her husband. Give me permission. Leave me. "

Ranganatha says, "Before you become sat! let me tell you something.
Having married your husband, you never saw anything of life, and it was
no sin of yours. 117 So in this life you can become satI. In the next I'll

114Although Desing is still a bhakta of Ranganatha, Jayaraman provides the couple a Saivite
destination: "They piled kurpkum and sandalwood logs and both went to Kailasa. " Naraya
na!! PiHai tells of no heavenly ascent (Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1930, 21-22).
1151 adopt the north Indian paraphrase because the Tamil, "Do you want to climb as a
log/body with (uta!!:. ka~~ai eri)," seems to defy translation. It implies climbing "with the
husband," without mentioning him, like Sanskritsahagamana, "going with" (the husband).
116A strange choice of a highly Sanskritic word here, which normally means "annotation,
commentary." S. Ravindran suggests also "promise" as a possible translation.
117Recall that in the printed ballad, Raniyamma~ asks at Desing's departure for battle what
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make you be born as Yakajoti. I'll be born as KaJAla!!. I'll make your
king to be born as the five PUtams (Bhiitams) as kings. Then you will
enjoy pleasure." "So be it, Cami," she says. "Your wish (cittam) is my
fortune (ptikldyam)!" The Ral;li combs her hair and dresses herself
(repeated). She jumps into the firepit (kutittl1! akki'.ii ku1'!tattil). There she
dies with her king.

The padshah says, "When are we going to meet such a brave man?
What if you had waited today and come tomorrow? We would not have
been able to defeat you. We could only defeat you so. Let your name be
praised by the world. Let the whole country say that you are a good man.
And let the world say in praise that you became satl." Having thus
addressed the Rat.rl-his own daughter!-the padshah goes back to Delhi.
The nawab returns to Arcot. Teral;li Singh reaches Gingee. Having
cremated Desing, Ranganatha Perum~ says, "Only when an equally
brave person rules over Gingee will I [again] be the talking Ranganatha
(pecum rankaniitar). From today I'll become a stone statue and remain
at Singavaram." So saying, Ranganatha goes to Singavaram and becomes
a stone statue.

c. Rajput-Afghan Heroism Goes South

Let us then consider this story's south Indian hero cult tenor, its
kinship withA"lha, its transplantation south of Afghan-Rajput culture, and
its possible ghosts of Nath folklore and Isma'lil-Pra~ messianism.

As was noted in chapter 1, one way Desing differs from a regional
oral martial epic is in its near total indifference to its region's own landed
caste traditions. This applies as well to the Gingee region's nayak history.
To the extent that a Pailkaru Nayu~ or Pailkaru Nayakkar is involved in
the story, he is on the side of the nawab. As Gordon remarks, "the
Mughals were utterly unable to 'plant' Rajput families to control popula
tions" in the Deccan (1994, 205), and it seems that if that is what they
tried to accomplish with Raja Desing's father, these Rajputs had the
intention neither to accommodate the emperor nor to assimilate with
Tamils. Yet Desing gives its northern hero some southern checkpoints.
The south Indian colorings of the ballad's metaphors and motivations are
often distinctive. The following have been noted: the omnipresent call
"Kovinm"; extraordinary means to keep young heroes and their wives
apart; virgin heroes primed for virgin battles; patuka~am scenes of death
by self-induced impalement; images and vows of "fort destruction" that
echo in their phrasing other fort-destruction myths and rituals; and the
"notorious" Vi~~u, also known as Ranganatha, with his withdrawals of

sin might be written on her head (see n. 79 above).
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protection. 118 Vividly paralleled in the cults and folklores of Elder
brothers, Palnaqu, and the DraupadI cult Mahtibharata, other than the
troubled marriages, these features of Desing are unparalleled in AlM,
though some of them do find counterparts-mostly less vivid-in Pabajf.

As to AlM affinities, in one fundamental strain, AlM and Desing are
telling "the same story." A prince from "Bundelkhand" (to use the
region's current name)-Chandel in one case, Bundela in the other-inop
portunely weds the daughter of an imperial Delhi ruler. Untenable con
ditions keep the couple apart; their marriage can never be consummated.
Both epics depict a situation where a Delhi ruler would "marry his
daughter down" to a "Bundelkhandi" prince: a situation that is histor
ically conceivable, while strained, in AlM, but inconceivable in Desing.
Moreover, even though the printed ballad never quite says so, other
ballad and related folk sources are clear that as daughter of the Mughal
emperor, even if she has a Hindu mother or name,119 the Ra~ is a
Muslim. Mughal emperors married Rajputs' daughters, but never married
their daughters to Rajputs. 120 It is further inconceivable that AurangzIb
in particular would overlook the high-pedigree claims of other Rajputs to
select a "spurious" Bundela Rajput for his daughter-not to mention a
Bundela from Gingee, a tributary to one of his own tributaries. 121 A
fractious tributary relation such as that between Delhi and Mahoba is thus
transposed by way of Bundela Rajputs into an imagined one between
Delhi and Gingee.

Moreover, the padshah's daughter becomes sati, and the Mughals op
posed satI. 122 It is thus utterly amazing that in Srinivasan's version, the

118See above, nn. 28 ("Kovinta"); 48 and 49 (extraordinary separations); 105 (patuka!am
impalement scenes); 37 (fort destructions); passim (virgin battles, Vi~nu's withdrawals).
119See above, n. 46. Srinivasan has her worship Kamalakkanni, goddess of the Gingee Fort
(on whom see Hiltebeitel1985a, 180-95; 1988a, 61-62,70,213-15); but, confirming that
she is Muslim, he explained that in taking on Desing's family and personal deities, she
makes Kamalakkanni her family deity (kulateyvam) , since Kamalakkanni is the personal
divinity (i~!ateyvam) of Raja Desing's mother! Had Desing worshiped Kamalakanni rather
than Ranganatha, she could have been the story's counterpart to AIM's Sarada. For a
different view of RaJ,liyammaJ in this regard, see Subrahmanyam 1995 and in press.
12°While in marrying daughters to Akbar, who initiated the practice, some Rajputs and their
bards accepted him as a "Muslim Rajput" equivalent to Rama, others like the Rana of
Mewar saw such submission as disgraceful (see Richards 1993, 20-23; Ziegler 1978, 224,
231-35; Chandra 1994,27-30,74-75,82). Cf. Gordon 1994,190: unlike Rajputs, Marathas
did not marry their daughters to leaders they served. Cf. also Khan 1997b, discussing a
comparable folklore of a sultan's daughter marrying a Dalit; Beck 1978, 170-75, in which
Ponnar, in Elder brothers, refuses the daughter of the Chola emperor, with disastrous
results.
121AurangzTh's later years (1681-1707) were marked by increasing conflicts with the high
Rajput clans (Chandra 1994, 95-98).
122Akbar in particular (Chandra 1994, 32, 42, 44).
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padshah should be present at the end to praise his own daughter's satL
Jayaraman darkens this scene. When Ra~yamma~ (whom he also calls
IntiraJ;J.i) determines to become satI, "the padshah and the nawab arrived,
and the padshah said, 'Amma, I am sorry. 123 I did not do it knowingly.'
This woman (inta ammii) replied, 'There is no relationship (panta pacam)
between you and me. If you had any love for me, would you have sent
them here? Would you have made such a war if you had wanted your
daughter to live?'" The same strains are present even in sources where
the padshah remains in Delhi. Naraya~!! PiHai tells that the RaJ;J.i "sent
back word that the Nawab was her father"-the suitable surrogate-so
that she could ask his permission to become satI, which he grants after
finding her unshakable and pays the expenses (Srinivasachari 1943, 416).
Kiru~~camippavalar, rather than having the RaJ;J.i sever her paternal ties
with her final words, has the nawab fear her satI's power of retaliation.
Seeing her about to jump into the firepit, he says, "I did not kill your
husband. I am disturbed by the intensity of your karyu (chastity). You
should not be angry at me. You should continue to rule this town." She
refuses to listen and jumps, whereafter, fearing her ka!pu, he names the
town of Ra~ppettai near Vellore after her (1917, 110-11). All of this is
interesting for its bearing on satls' relation to their fathers, which will be
taken up in chapter 14. But what is striking for now are the reminders of
AiM. In each case the satI's father is the Delhi emperor. Prithlraj opposes
Bela's satI; Srinivasan's padshah says nothing until his daughter's satI is
finished, and then praises her or uneasily apologizes. Meanwhile, just as
Udal, concealing an identity of K~~~, oversees Bela's satI, the talking
Ranganatha oversees the RaJ;J.i's.

In these two epics, however, the question of paramountcy hinges as
much on horses as women. In Aiha, the Banaphars have magical heavenly
flying horses, which Prithlraj demands for himself. In Desing, the
padshah obtains a magical heavenly flying horse but must find a rider
who can take it away. This opposition is suggestive. On one register, the
horses would appear to be linked with Hindu symbolisms of sovereignty,
in each case a divided sovereignty. In AiM, the magical horses are the
means by which the heroes carry out their campaigns, which the Kr~1Jii'!l

sacarita clarifies as imperial "conquests of the regions" (digvijayas).
Even though the paramount emperor, Prithlraj, doesn't possess the
horses, they define the boundaries of his "India," the space that is his to
conquer and rule, but which he cannot rule because he is an incarnation
of Duryodhana (or D~ra~tra), and also because the horses belong to the
Banaphar heroes. In Desing, with the emperor a Muslim, the printed

123Manniccutu: according to S. Ravindran, a very formal usage (apologies being awkward
in Tamil) reserved for an unpardonable thing, a huge mistake or crime.
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ballad suggests the same symbolism. The divine flying horse that loses
direction on the slopes of Mount Meru would seem a fine allegory of the
Asvamedha horse under inverted conditions of Muslim rule. The Muslims
have seized the lost horse-ungendered, but on appearance seemingly
male. Captured by a Muslim Fakir and then held in Delhi, it menaces the
court of the padshah, who must find a Hindu prince to free and ride it.
It is destined by Vi~~u to help Desing to "momentarily" recreate Gingee
as a Hindu little kingdom, and then, in the same "moment," to obtain
mo~a with Desing and pave his way to heaven-or, more accurately, to
pave the way for Desing and Ra~yamma~, once she, like Bela, has
commanded sandalwood logs for her satI. Paracari dies a one-legged
sacrificial horse, dismembered alive by the nawab's henchmen before
Desing literalizes the role of sacrificer by giving the coup de grace.

In Srinivasan's version, however, the typical Rajput relationship
between rider and mare overrides such an Asvamedha symbolism, for
which the horse should be a stallion. l24 But even with this and a differ
ent frame story, Paracari's last ride with Desing restores an Asvamedha
RajasUya symbolism at the end. Seeking to find and kill not only the
nawab of Arcot but the Delhi padshah, Desing and Paracari undertake a
vast "conquest of the regions": from Dhanu~koti in the south to the east,
and then to Delhi in the north before returning (one assumes by a
westward route, as with Movuttukkara!!'s last ride on NIlaveJ;ri) for their
last fight with the nawab on the mud elephant. To "destroy" Delhi is of
course to momentarily unseat the padshah. Both Desing and Movuttukkar
a!! make their final "conquests of the regions" in an inauspicious ritually
inverse (aprad~i1Jn) direction, presumably portending the disasters to
come. Their last rides define the "India" that they lose. It is much like
the dying Brahmananda's last pan-India "pilgrimage" ride with Vela in
the Kt::f1JfirriSacarita, which marks its four directions with the same
southern destination,125 but without the reverse directional symbolism.

There are also parallels in hero type-with the proviso that Desing, as
sole Rajput hero, bears traits in one person that Alha distributes among
several. Desing is like Brahma in marrying the Delhi princess, and like
Alba in embodying the kingly ideal. But he is also like Udal. As boys,
Udal and Desing ask their mothers about their fathers' fates, and impet
uously resolve, despite their youth, to set matters right. Udal is
Udayasitpha, the "risen lion"; Desing is "like a crore of risen suns" and
a "youthful lion. " Most important, as the Tulukka!! fakir announces, Des
ing "has come to relieve the burden of the earth." Like Udal, and also

124As "sacrificed," these mares, like Malkhan's Kabutn (chap. 6, § G), die horrible deaths,
about which one could raise some questions.
125Setubandha, Dhanuskoti, and Rameshwaram are all sites at one pilgrimage destination.
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like Chatrasal Bundela in Gorelal' s Chatra Praktis, Desing is a hidden
avatar-so hidden that the secret is known only to a Tulukka!! Fakir and
the Mughal emperor-and to anyone who hears the beginning of his
story. As Srinivasan also explained, after finishing: "Ranganatha fixed all
this to lessen the burden of the earth. The weight of the world was
sinking it." If in the printed ballad the only goddesses Desing (and others)
call to witness are the Earth goddess and the goddess of the heavenly
voice, this is enough to evoke this same design, since it is the goddess
Earth's burden Desing must relieve through his bond with Ranganatha.

As to the transplantation south of Rajput-Afghan culture, the clearest
example is Movuttukkara!!'s claim, in Srinivasan's oral version: "It is not
an insult for the Raja kulam to take a step back that you put forward, but
it is certainly an insult for the Pathan kulam." Here the Rajput-Afghan
ethos is recalled formulaically. Movuttukkara!! exemplifies the Pathan
Afghan component of this culture as it takes root in Gingee. It stands in
opposition to the imperial Mughal culture of Arcot and Delhi, and indeed,
in Srinivasan's telling, to the colonial on its way to imperial culture of the
British. As Srinivasan sings it, when Movuttukkara!! rides to Desing's
aid, he asks NIlave~, "Do you know who's standing guard there?" And
in answer to his own question, he describes not only Tonra Malla~!!,

Veilkataraya!! of Arani, the Kalahasti126 king Pailkara Nayutu, and the
kings of Chetput, Tiruvannamalai, and Etmr, but VeHaikkara Turai of
Cennapatta!!aID: that is, "the white-man sahib from Chennai (Madras)."

The ballad deepens the relationship between Desing and Movuttukkar
a!! by extending it from childhood to their reunion in heaven. In Desing's
reference to Movuttukkara!! as a brother (albeit a younger one) there is
the familiar egalitarian ring noted in chapter 10. But the bond requires
MovuttukkarCl!! to accept a subordinate's role to a Hindu little king.
Hindu-Muslim relations begin cosmically and in apparent harmony with
the Fakir and the ~~is on Mount Meru, center of the universe. But when
they are brought down to earth, it is amid increasing conflicts: from
Delhi, center of Mughal India, tensions escalate into a bitter rivalry
between two "kingdoms," Arcot and Gingee, at the center of early
eighteenth-century northern Tamilnadu-or, more precisely, of the portion
of the Carnatic-Payanghat ("the region of the Carnatic below the Ghats")
that comes, in part as a result of these events, to form the subah of
Arcot. The Muslim and Hindu associations of Arcot and Gingee are never
in doubt when Desing calls the nawab a Labbai fish-seller, decries his
defilement of the Ranganatha temple, and says, "If strength is in my
hand, Arcot is mine. If strength is in your hand, Gingee is yours. "

126Venkatagiri in the printed ballad.
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This Muslim-Hindu opposition, however, must be politically and theo
logically distinguished from the Muslim-Hindu companionship between
Desing and Movuttukkara!!. The opposition with the nawab (and in Srini
vasan's version, also directly with the padshah) is imperial, and is
caricatured by politically expedient and even hypocritical evocations of
Hindu-Muslim court life on the Mughal frontier: for example, Tonra
MallaJ)l).a!!'s false and impure forehead mark. The nawab calls only on
Allah, and never in combination with a Hindu deity. On the contrary, the
companionship with Movuttukkara!! is an intimate Rajput-Afghan bond
that is nonetheless imagined as a total subordination-at least on earth-of
the Pa~han to Desing's little kingdom ideal. As the story's LSRSC,
Movuttukkara!! leaves his wedding asking "but two 'hours'" to "crown
the king of Gingee." He fights the "first battle" as a lone hero. In both
Srinivasan's version and the printed ballad, he combines Muslim and
Hindu names when he calls on God. He is the true way-paver to heaven
for those who are to follow: NIlave~ (but only in the printed ballad),
Paracari, Desing, and the Muslim Ra~yamma~. On the other hand, like
the nawab who calls only on Allah, Desing calls only on Hindu deities,
and dies ascending to Vi~~u' s feet. This religious doubling characteristic
of the subordinate, but not of the Hindu little king, replicates the relation
of Muttal Ravutta!! to DraupadI, the goddess as little kingdom queen, and
of countless other shrines in the Deccan with a "Hindu centrality and
Muslim excentration. "127 One also finds such subordination in Srini
vasan's Mayappakkiri, who guards Desing's fort, runs his fateful mes
sage, and may have begun the printed ballad among the heavenly ~~is.

Another sign of this culture's transplantation can be found in oaths and
curses. When Desing addresses his jama'dars before crossing the river,
he says, "If you are one who eats milk-rice, go back to Gingee; if you
are one who eats blood-rice, follow me. If you are one who doesn't
waken in the face of womankind, follow me. To win on the battlefield
brings fame, to die quickly brings mo~a." This three-part formula bears
analogy to Parmal's triple curse in Aihti, which, it will be recalled,
condemns the Banaphars, if they remain in Mahoba, to have their food
be cow's flesh, their water be cow's blood, and their wives in bed be like
their mothers-to which the K':~1Jii~acarita adds a fourth: their hall will
be like a brahmanicide. 128 In each case, the warrior band is bound
together by either acceptance or rejection of a set of transformations that
would color food with blood, sex with incest or avoidance, and death
with either mo~a or its impossibility (which would follow from Parmal's
curses that imply cow slaughter and brahmanicide). What better confir-

127Assayag 1995, 158; cf. Hiltebeitel 1988a, 122-25; Khan 1997b, 21.
12'6W&G 215; BhvP 3.3.24.16-19. See chap. 6, § G.
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mation could one ask of Kolffs early Rajput who must "ascetically fight
his way home" than Desing's exaltation of waking alone, or Movuttuk
kara!!'s remark, "For a sepoy who holds a sword, what does he need a
woman?"

These triple formulas are only loosely similar. But a document from
the southern poligar wars at the turn of the eighteenth to nineteenth
century strengthens the similarities. In the flush of recent successes, on
June 16, 1801, the insurgent leader Marudu Pandyan, addressing all in
habitants of the peninsula of Jambudvlpa ("I~dia"), posted a "proclama
tion" in two places: one at the gateway of the palace of the nawab of the
Carnatic (no longer at Arcot) in Tiruchirapalli (Trichy); the other on the
wall of the great Sriranga temple just outside that city. Rajayyan strains
to find "nationalist" and "patriotic" motives in Marudu and the insur
gents, who, he admits, "had no definite knowledge of the political deve
lopments" outside peninsular India, and who wished to see the nawab
restored to Arcot, the Marathas to Thanjavur, and the Nayaks to Madu
rai. But he is certainly right to emphasize Trichy and Srirangam as the
tactically chosen political and spiritual centers respectively ofan imagined
solidarity (1971, 234-37). Once Marudu has finished his appeal to the
deaf ears of the princes, who had already sided with the British, he turns
to the people and the soldiers:

It is therefore recommended that every man in his place and
palayam fly to arms and unite together.... Therefore you Brahmans,
Kshetriyas, Vysyas, Sudras and Musselmen, all who wear whiskers,
whether civil or military, serving in the field or elsewhere, and you
subedars, jamedars, havildars, nayaks and sepoys in the service of the
low wretches [the British] and all capable of bearing arms, let them in
the first place display their bravery as follows:

Wherever you find any of the low wretches destroy them and con
tinue to do so until they are extirpated. Whoever serves the low
wretches will never enjoy eternal bliss after death, I know this. Con
sider and deliberate upon it. And he who does not subscribe to this
may his whiskers be like the hair of my secret parts and his food be
tasteless and without nourishment and may his wife and children be
long to another and be considered as the offspring of the low wretches
to whom he had prostituted her. (Rajayyan 1971, 236)

Eager to adjust his hero to "the light of modem concepts of liberal
ism" (235), Rajayyan is a little embarrassed: "It might appear strange
that the rebels at times used unrefined language. But what is to be
remembered is that they belonged to the ranks of the common people and
that the words they used were in condemnation of the people who re-
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mained indifferent to the cause of rebellion or turned traitors" (1971,
236, n. 60). More realistically, Marudu Pandyan adopts an idiom not of
the people but of the warband. Trying to rally a most heterogeneous band
of fighters, including some on the other side, he summons them by a
variant of a Rajput oath. Those whom he curses will have their food be
tasteless, their wives be violated, and their deaths be unliberating-to
which he adds, their whiskers will be like his pubic hair. In addressing
"subedars, jamedars, havildars, nayaks and sepoys," Maradu commands
the same idiom as Raja Desing, but in a form closer to AiOO. Some of the
"palayam" (palaiyam) soldiers he seeks to rally could have heard both.

Vivid evidence of some kind of transplantation is also found in parallel
stories about confrontations between Bundela heroes on their horses and
nawabs on their elephants. Irvine follows his "chronicle" of a year-long
battle between Chatrasal Bundela and Muhammad Khan Bangash with a
"more romantic" account from the "oral tradition":

Muhammad Khan, armed to the teeth, was standing up to his full
height in the howdah, the sides of which were some three feet high.
Suddenly they see bearing down upon them two Bundela horsemen
with spears in their hands, and as they come they avoid all encounter.
When stopped by any of Muhammad Khan's men, they reply, "We
have something to tell your Nawab." At length they came close to
Muhammad Khan's elephant. There they halted, and one of them got
out a small bag from his waist-cloth and eat (sic) some tobacco. Then
grasping his spear firmly in his hand, he shouted out "Bangash, keep
a sharp look out, I am at you." He so impelled his horse, that it
placed its two forefeet on the trunk of the Nawab's elephant; he then
made a thrust with his spear. The Nawab avoided the blow, and shot
an arrow at the man with such force, that he fell dead from his horse.
The horse was killed by the elephant. The second horseman did as the
first, and was killed in the same way. The Nawab exclaimed to
Mangal Khan Musenagari-"How brave must these Bundelas be."
(Irvine 1878, 292)

Irvine dates this fighting to 1727 (288-89), thirteen years after Desing's
death. It could thus be a folkloric transplant from Gingee back to Bundel
khand, though if this were the case, one would need to explain why it is
told about two unnamed heroes, and why other details differ. One might
indeed answer this by recalling that in their defense of Gingee, Desing is
not the only one who tries this tactic. Movuttukkara!! successfully chal
lenges Cupailki Turai in this way. Perhaps Irvine's source is recalling
these two very heroes, each as Rajputs. But it is more likely that both
stories reflect a home-grown Bundela-Afghan tradition that epitomizes a
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distinctive mode of heroism. The horse and rider make their ultimate
challenge and face death with defiance against representatives of greater
political power-most typically that of the Mughal empire. Yet almost in
reverse, Duleel Khan, refusing the advice of his three hundred horsemen,
rides straight toward the howdah of Chatrasal and is killed by a "ball in
his chest" (286).

Finally, signs of the transplantation of Rajput-Afghan culture are also
found in ritual specific to the Gingee area. At Melacceri, there is the
current tradition that Raja Desing worshiped at a mountainside Bhairava
temple nearby, where a few Singh/Bundela community members continue
to perform their clan ceremonies. In current Bundelkhand folklore, Alha
and Udal also worshiped at a Bhairava temple outside Mahoba, which I
visited in December 1995. Bhairava in this aspect of a Singh/Bundela
"family deity" is probably another north Indian transplant to the
south. 129 Then there is the seeming fusion of Hindu and Muslim ritual
that occurs in both the printed and oral ballads. Other than Movuttukkar
a!!'s calling on Allah along with Rama or Radha at his wedding, there is
nothing typically Islamic about it. l30 Nor, of course, is there anything
Islamic about Ra~yammars satI. Yet kori, from Urdu,131 is both Des
ing's and the nawab's term for the tombs they order for Movuttukkara!!
and the two marvelous horses. These monuments can still be found at a
battlefield site called NIlampuJ;lti, near the hamlet of Kadali, about four
miles north of Gingee on the Arani road. On the east side of a shaded
tank is a Muslim tomb shrine (dargah) for Movuttukkara!! and a tiered
brick monument, eroding, for NIlave~ (see plates 10 and 11). People,
especially girls and young women, come to Movuttukkara!! on Fridays for
immediate rewards (kai mele palam, literally "rewards or fruits on the
hand"). Across the tank on the west side is a similar brick monument for
Paracari, surrounded by what seems a miscellany of offering stones. And
on a turn of the road in the nearby village, there is a neglected stone
sided earth-topped rectangular platform to mark the spot where Raja
Desing died. Until 1983, the platform was the base for a mat;l<;lapa hous
ing Desing's sword, but when the mat;lQ.apa fell down that year, it was
never rebuilt and the sword was stolen. "On Fridays, one can hear
screams. One wouldn't walk here on Fridays. "132 Everything continues

1290n Bhairava's association with the north, see also chap. 10, n. 204.
130Except secondarily in Jayaraman's version; see above, n. 66.
131Prom gor, "Muhammadan tomb, mausoleum" (Tamil Lexicon 2, 1193).
132According to Noor, a local resident interviewed in January 1997. But cf. n. 102 above:
Krishnan calls the area Patiyappettai, the tombs "samadhis," and says the village is named
both Kadali and NTIampunti. Cesattiri calls the tank the Mot~i Cetti Kulam (the Bald or
Shaved-headed Chettiyar Tank), the dargah a samadhi, and says Desing's platfonn (me!al)
was "destroyed" (a!:..inta) (1994, 199 and plates following 136).
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to tum on that memorable Friday which ends the life of both heroes and
their horses, yet leaves the dashing Pa~an who left his wedding pantal
able to fulfill from the grave the immediate wishes of girls and young
women. As to the Ral;li, other traditions indicate that she became satI
where Desing was cremated, below the Gingee Fort (see plate 12).133

And so we come to the ghosts. And fair to say, some will doubt them.
First, if we recall our Nath folklore, the "hamlet of Kadali" leaves a
haunting echo. Krishnan, pointing at Kadali Hill from the NIlampuJ;l~i

tank, says that is where, "hiding behind a rock, they struck at the horse's
legs" (see n. 102). And NarayaJ;1a!! PiHai says that "Kadalimalai" is
where Desing fell from being shot with a gun (see n. 106). There, the
nawab allowed his Bundela followers to "raise a new town" where they
"built at the spot a temple to Desing," the monuments to Movuttukkara!!
and Paracari, and also ones for "the other Muhammadans who fell" (Sri
nivasachari 1943, 416-17, 428). NaraYaJ;1a!! PiHai's Kadalimalai is def
initely Ka(alimalai (Dikshitar 1952, 52), as it is also Ka~li in Ce~attiri's
account (1994, 199) and in an alphabetical list of Tamilnadu villages
(Kiramankali!! 1972, 33). Ka(ali is the Indian bloodwood tree (Lager
stroemiaflos-reginae), also known as pumarutu. But local people know
nothing of this tree, and two (Krishnan, Habibur Rahman) claim that
Ka~imalai was originally Ka!anmalai, the "Battlefield Mountain": the
place where the heroes met their end. l34 The name of the village thus
derives from that of the mountain. In these circumstances, I venture an
alternate etymology, despite the problems it raises. What if it were not
originally ka~ali or kalan but katali, the plantain tree?135 Katalimalai

133A flower garden was raised at the Chettikulam where Desing was cremated and a pipal
and margosa (the conventional "marriage trees") were planted there (Srinivasachari 1943,
417). As plate 12 shows, no trees are beside this sati platform today.
1340n kalari (in Kerala's martial arts, "military training ground ") as semantically akin to
kalam, patukalam, and kalappali, see Hiltebeitel 1988a. 321; 1991a, 170-71,318; cf. nn.
105 and 118 above.
135Dental and retroflex "t's" are usually clearly differentiated in Tamil, and consistent in
their equivalence to the corresponding "tid" Sanskrit dentals and retroflexes. Yet as Indira
Peterson suggests (personal communication, March 1997), a correspondence between San
skrit kadali and Tamil ka!ali is plausible on the analogy of Sanskrit kadambalTamil
karampam, karampu: the cadamba tree which yields the katampa-va!J.llm, the "ancient forest
of karampu trees" on which the city of "Madura, according to legends, was built" (Tamil
Lexicon 2, 659). David Shulman cautions (personal communication, January 1997), how
ever, that the latter is one tree rather than two, and it is likely that Sanskrit kadamba is of
Dravidian derivation (see Turner 1966, 136). But Turner (ibid.) indicates that Sanskrit
kadalr, "plantain," has an alternate kaqalr of Austroasiatic derivation; and further
uncertainty arises as to the Indo-Aryan form that might have been used-we have noted
kaja!r and kanjan- (see chap. 9 at n. 73); Turner cites also Marathi karar[l1, "banana,"
which indeed brings us close to Tamil kafari. Cf. chap. 13, n. 84, for the usage vedi instead
of vedi. In any case, such shifts are "not uncommon in colloquial Tamil" (S. Ravindran).
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would then be the Plantain Mountain. The name Katalimalai for a new
village of the heroic and immortal dead would be another fitting trans
position of Rajput oral epic folklore, and a tribute to the Rajput-Afghan
culture it celebrated, with not only a temple for Desing and a monument
for his Pathan comrade, but memorials for the "other Muhammadans"
who were their followers. 136 According to both Krishnan and the wife
of Saiyad Bakar Sahib who live in "Kadali" today, there are tunnels from
somewhere near the NIlampul.lti tank: one to Gingee fort and one to
Arcot. The Gingee folklore that links Raja Desing with subterranean
caves and an ever-renewable gold-producing tree thus has another exten
sion. Could it also have another complement, and possibly its earliest
inspiration, in the naming of the hill and village of Desing's death after
the mountain forest of the Nath immortals? This would put closure to his
ballad with a folklore like that of other oral epics that equate caves and
mountains with the otherworldly destinies of their heroes. 137

As to Isma'III ghosts, we have caught only glimpses, but I believe they
are impressive. To begin with the Muslim figures, what is a Fakir doing
with the heavenly ~~is on Mount Meru? At the base of the Satpanth's
system of correspondences for Isma'III missions in India is the equation
between mu'min, the general Arabic term for "pious believer," and ,:~i,

with the latter, under the form rtkhfsar, used to designate the Satpanth
faithfu1. 138 Rather than being a term limited mainly to Brahmans, as it
is in Sanskrit literatures, "~~i" was "applied to all the followers of the
Nizari Ismaili sect, regardless of their rank and caste" (Khan 1997b,
135). Among followers ofRamdeo, Meghwal Dalits in particular consider
themselves "the direct descendants of one Megh Rishi" (130), and Satgur
Nur (also called Nur Muhammad), the first "archetypal" Pir sent to the
subcontinent from Alamfit, is also called Matang ~~i, with the story that

136Cf. the Kabristan as cult center for Ramdeo (chap. 10, § C). Kadali hamlet seems to have
a mixed Hindu and Muslim population today with the latter, some say, having declined.
137See chap. 9, nn. 73 and 74, and above, qn. 13 and 14, and recall the frame-setting of
Desing on Mount Meru. Mount Gandhamadctna, site of the Plantain Forest in the K,:s1J11mSa
carita, known also simply as "Himalaya" in the Mbh (3.157.1-10), is a vantage point from
which the Pan<;1avas can see the cosmological mountains Mandara and Meru (160.1-37) and
be "within range" of the "great peak Himavat" from which they march with DraupadI
toward Mount Meru on their ascent to heaven (17.2.1-2; see Hiltebeitel forthcoming). The
"Plantain Forest" is already the alchemical paradise (with a "philosopher's stone") of the
twelfth-century Telugu Lingayat vacana poetess MahadevIyakka (Ramanujan 1973, 133),
and before that, the haunt of Hanuman, whom a song attributed to Tulsidas later recognizes
as a model Rajput (see chaps. 9, following n. 74, and 10, n. 34). The Kajali Forest also
figures along with Gorakhnath in the Guga epic, whose Chauhan Rajput hero also rides a
flying blue horse and encounters PrithIraj Chauhan, who establishes the worship ofGuga's
flag (Lapoint 1978).
138J(han 1997b, 47; see chap. 10 at n. 176.
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he came as a parrot; or alternately, in a Meghwal story, Matang ~~i was
Satgur Nur's disciple, who preached to the Meghwals, was an avatar of
Siva, Vi~~u, and'All, and "an incarnation of Kalki renamed Nikalank
avatar" (100). Matanga ~~i figures in the Sanskrit RamiiyafJa, subtly but
implicitly, as the prototypical Dalit-~~i. Polluted by drops of buffalo
blood, he and his necessarily Dalit-~~i disciples have left the earth so that
Rama can enter their ashram without suffering pollution from their
contact, and have taken their place among the stars. 139 In contrast,
Ramdeo, who as Nikalank avatar came to earth to preach to Dalits, "is
called t:~i ro raj, the king of t:~is" (148).

Likewise, the Fakir descends from the realm of heavenly ~~is around
Mount Meru to earth, bringing the heavenly horse that has lost its way
to his friend the Delhi padshah. His counterpart and perhaps extension in
Srinivasan's oral version is Mayappakkiri, the "Illusionist Fakir" as first
guardian of Gingee Fort: a marvelous figure who combines Muslim
(leather cap) and Hindu (naInam) traits into a Fakir-BairagI disguise. 140

Carrying from fort to fort the message that will unpack Srinivasan's
version of the story's secrets, he uses this disguise toward martial ends,
claiming the inviolability of the beggar to gain passage through an army.
Mayappakkiri probably personifies an image of the PUvitaiyars, the
narrator Srinivasan's jati, as beggars and raconteurs worked into their
version of the story. As SUCh, PUvitaiyars like Srinivasan would also be
Mayappakkiri's extension. And if Mayappakkiri is further an allomorph
of the Fakir who starts out with the celestial ~~is, the PUvitaiyars may be
said to carry forward his interreligious minstrel-ascetic tradition. In any
case, in the printed ballad it is again the Fakir who holds the story's
messianic secret, telling the padshah, "A child born from a divine boon,
having come, can ride it. He who has come to relieve the burden of the
earth can ride the horse." It can hardly be insignificant that the deepest
secrets of Desing always travel with a vagabond Fakir who either dwells
with the ~~is or can pass as a BairagI. Similarly, PIr Shams "witnessed
many wonders that were endless in number" on Mount Meru-in his
cosmic roaming, which also brought him and his secrets to Sind. 141

Looking from Mayappakkiri to Movuttukkara!!, certain other things
become intriguing. As has been noted, whereas the nawab and Raja
Desing are religiously "communal," calling only on divine names used

139Rtim 3.69-71; 4.11. This argument, which I plan to develop further, can be found prelim
inarily in Hiltebeitel 1980c, 201-11. Possibly Satgur Nur's story also borrows from
Ba~abha~'s Ktidamban-, in which another Matanga's story is told by a narrator-parrot.
140A combination noted in chap. 10, § D. Cf. Assayag 1995, 147-52 for other southern
examples.
141See chap. 10, n. 190.
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normatively by Muslims and Hindus, these two speak the same Hindu
Muslim argot in their invocations. Movuttukkara!! is the most frequent
voice of religious doubling. In the printed ballad he falls shouting, "Allah
Allah, Hari Kovinta," and attains Vaikul;1tha; in Srinivasan's telling, he
goes without a cry to Paraloka, which according to S. Ravindran is a
name Tamil Christians use when reciting, "Our father who art in
Paraloka." But most interesting is his wedding. The printed ballad has
him say, "Allah Allah" and "Rama Rama" when about to tie the tali;142
in Srinivasan's song, he chants "Allah Radha" at this moment. Similarly,
when Srinivasan's Mayappakkiri puts on a blood-smeared Vai~~va fore
head mark and leaves Gingee with Desing's message, a Fakir in the guise
of a BairagI, he shouts, "Allah Radha" and "Nagore Allah." Mayappak
kiri carries the message from Desing that brings Movuttukkara!! to leave
his wedding not only unconsummated but incomplete.

Taken as a whole, the Hindu deities called on with Allah sound north
Indian-especially Radha,143 who is little known in the south. But why
call"Allah Allah, Hari Kovinta" at death and"Allah Allah, Rama Rama"
or "Allah Radha" at a wedding? The naming of Allah with Hari Kovinta
probably connects with other instances where Vi~l;1u-K~~~ is called on in
salvific situations. As to "Allah Rama" and"Allah Radha, " it is the latter
pairing, found only in Srinivasan's version, that should alert us. Indeed,
the printed version may normalize and masculinize by "correcting"
"Radha" to "Rama" to leave Allah in a less compromising situation.
"Allah Radha." Either this is doggerel or something profound. Habibur
Rahman suggested that the invocation may play on the phrase radhiya
Allahu 'anha, "May Allah's contentment be upon her (or him)," an hon
orific used after an especially saintly person's name. l44 But for Srini
vasan, it is clearly "Radha Allah," which, as Habibur Rahman mused, is
no problem, since if Allah has a hundred names he can have a thousand.
In any case, Desing is a text that resembles the Satpanth ginans and the
Agam VlilJIS of forgotten Isma'III sects, and is also similar to AlhCl, in
having distinct yet interpenetrating Hindu and Muslim planes of allusion.
Here, Radha is coupled not with K~~~ but with Allah. Before Movuttuk-

142In Karuna!!antacuvami's edition, which has some differences in this scene, M6vuttukkara!!
says, "Allah Allah," "Rama Rama," and "K6vinta K6vinta" as he prepares to tie the tali,
at which point Desing's messengers come shouting "Ramu Ramure Ramu Ramure M6vut
tukkara!!e" ("Ram Ram," the north Indian greeting) as they bring the letter that stops him
before tying it (1875, 49).
143See W&G 192 and chap. 9, § C: in an invocation Radha is one of the seven virgins who
pray at Nimsar-Misrik (Naimi~a Forest) and obtain husbands, in her case Kr~J;la-even

though she is not ordinarily a virgin when she unites with Kr~J;la, or ordinarily his wife.
144Conversation centered on Abu Sail 1998, 17, about the women of paradise, which uses
the phrase five times. Thanks to Seyyed Hosein Nasr for translation and comment.
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kar~ invites Desing to his "wedding in Arcot," becomes a "bridegroom
of battle," and satisfies, after death, the wishes of young women and
girls, he first approaches his wedding, to the tune of a Cuvamiyar reciting
the Vedas, with the words "Allah Radha" on his lips. In connection with
this uncompleted wedding, this call would seem not only a reminder of
a fractured Hindu-Muslim bond but a sign of messianic consummation.
Movuttukkar3.!!'s wedding is a secret from Desing: "You have found out
what I didn't want you to know." Whatever Movuttukkara!!'s reason for
not telling Desing about his nuptials, it is as if Srinivasan's story now
brings Desing into a mystery that the battle to come will make a messian
ic secret for both of them. It would seem that the Isma'III ginans hold the
key to this secret. As we have seen in chapter 10, Plr Shams's ginans
hold forth the image of the messianic wedding as one between BlbI Fati
mah and Syama-~~~, who is also 'All. Although I know of no prece
dent for "Allah Radha," it would seem that it too evokes such an inter
religious messianic wedding, but with the genders reversed-probably in
keeping with the story, in which Movuttukkar3.!! is a Muslim groom. 145
In the ginans, the Plrs describe themselves in the image of the messianic
bride: "Throughout the ages I have waited in hope, but You have not wed
me. Now I am in the prime of my youth, so preserve my honour, 0 Lord
of the three worlds. "146 But they can also, though it seems more rare
ly,147 focus on the messianic groom, as in a ginan of Plr Shams:
"Thousands of husbands sleep easy, but this groom is still a child"
(Kassam 1995,211). When Plr Shams ties the kailka~ "bracelet" on the
wrists of devotees at the ghatpat ceremony, which, as we have seen, is
celebrated at the messianic wedding, it is with the promise that they will
attain Vaiku~tha. 148 Before death in battle takes Movuttukkara!! to Vai
ku~tha, the young groom mystifies Desing when he comes before him
still wearing a turmeric-coated kaf1kaJ;1am on his wrist, a forehead band,
and a sacred thread. All this happens on a Friday, the day and night for
ghatpat (Kassam 1995, 305, 369).

145According to Khan (1997b, 50), "in the theatre of Hindu mythology revised by the Nizari
Pirs ... Fatima was naturally identified with the great goddess (Sakti)."
146Shackle and Moir 1992, 97, in a ginan that sustains this theme; 169, commenting that the
community is also sometimes portrayed "as an eager bride." Cf. chap. 10, n. 174.
147Shackle and Moir 1992, 169, say, "the Imam is quite often described in the ginans as a
bridegroom," but the expectant focus in these cases is usually on the bride.
148See Kassam 1995, 297, with a note on klillkana, clearly the same term (from Sanskrit
kankana, "bracelet") as is used in Desing, as a bangle or bracelet that, like thread-tying,
forms a bond between guru and disciple. Glass bracelets seem to have the same role in the
cult of GhazI Miyan (GaborieaL 1975, 289, 292). Cf. n. 71 above. Throughout the ginans
attributed to Prr Shams, and also in the "big" Dasa avatara, the Vaisnava Vaikuntha is the
main Hindu term for paradise. Cf. Khan 1997b, 134.
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Yet the ballad is not Movuttullira!!'s story. It only carries his story
as a kind of double for Desing's story. And Movuttullirt\!!'s story
carries no story, at least as we receive it, of his unfulfilled bride. She is
not Meghrf Ra¢" waiting for the apocalypse. Indeed, it is not even
indicated whether she waits at the wedding pantal in Valutavur to greet
the unique pearl palanquin that brings back his body, which Desing sends
with NIlaveJ)i-again, only in Srinivasan's version. 149 The riderless
horse is of course primarily a Muslim image, familiar from Muhammad's
white mare Duldul, who becomes the messianic mount of 'All. ISO It is
also, along with footprints and the empty throne, another symbol of the
Nikalank avatar (Khan 1997b, 128, 151, n. 2). Desing calls out, "NIla
velP mother, where is your king on you? Where is my dear friend Mo
vuttullira!!?" Active on her own, the black mare, fighting her way back
to Desing, chews off and vomits the head of Malla~!!, Movuttukara!!'s
slayer (Srinivasan's version). Yet Desing's story also carries the story of
the other horse: the celestial horse he alone can ride in Delhi. It is he
who gets to ride the white horse, and in Srinivasan's version, the white
mare that is like Duldul. If Desing dies fulfilling his promise to his
horse,151 it is perhaps because she is no ordinary horse. The story
begins with two riderless horses, and when the avatar Desing rides the
white one to lift the burden of the earth, it is he who looks like the
Nikalank avatar-and like Muhammad and'All. Indeed, it will not be too
much to suggest that Desing is the "true emperor. "152 The padshah
involuntarily rises to salute him, a five-year-old, when he enters the Delhi
court to ride Paracari. Desing matches Paracari in being lion-like and like
a rising sun. In Desing, and perhaps also in AZoo where Udal is the Risen
Lion, such descriptions are antiphonal to the Mughal imperial insignia:
"the emblem of the lion and the rising sun (sher-a-khurshed)" (Beach,

149Cf. n. 96 above. Yet recall n. 66: Jayaraman has her receive a tali after Movuttukkara~
has left.
150See chap. 10, § C (end); nn. 125 and 141 above; and Humayuni 1979, 13: The ta'ziyeh
on the doomed marriage of J:Iasan's son Qasem and !:Iusayn's daughter Fatemeh begins
when Fatemeh, at the 'Alid camp at Karbala, sees the return of the riderless horse of her
youthful brother Ali Akbar, and "lets out a wail that reaches the heavens." She refuses
!:Iusayn's instruction to mount her martyred brother's horse for her wedding, and J:Iusayn
supplies his own horse, which will be riderless the same day when it carries Qasem into
battle (22)-and I assume again at J:Iusayn's martyrdom. In the Nepali story in which J:Iasan
and !:Iusayn die the death of GhazI Miyan at Bahraich, their (single) horse returns from
battle to tell that they have gone to heaven, whereupon BIbI Fatimah weeps along with the
birds of the forest and the fish in the lakes (Gaborieau 1975, 293-94); see chap. 10, § C.
151See at n. 111 above.
152Cf. chap. 10, § Don Ramdeo as the "true emperor" (sacchii badshiih). Note how Srini
vasan's version repeatedly brings out Desing's contestation as one that ultimately opposes
him to the padshah, not just the nawab.
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Koch, and Thackston 1997, 194). Desing rides Paracari to "destroy"
Delhi before he ends his last battle; so too, according to Shams PIr, the
Shah's messianic conquest will include his capture of Delhi Fort. 153 It
is as if the ballad's double register fills out Desing's and the R~' s story
where it leaves Movuttukkaril!!'s and his fiancee's story incomplete
though that incompletion looks rich in deferred meaning.

Back on the ground at Gingee, certain icons leave a similar and
perhaps related uncertainty: one that is compounded by the fact that they
were differently identified in 1984 and 1998. Plate 13 shows these images
from a photo I took in 1984, long before I had any thoughts about
Isma'IIIs. I reached the site of these stones while following the icons of
the three goddesses worshiped at the Gingee Fort buffalo sacrifice:
Kamalakkanni and Ka~Iyamma!!, who jointly receive one buffalo near the
granary outside the fort; and Mariyammil!!, given a second one at a cross
roads near a dargah. l54 After the sacrifices, Ka~i and Mariyamma!!'s
karakam pots and Kamalakkanni's silver trident are brought to a grazing
ground or mantaive(i to romp and "kiss" and enjoy reuniting for the first
time since the last festival. There, beside their waiting processional
chariot (ter), I noticed the two stones, and then described them as
follows:

The chariot itself is set beside two well carved slabs of a general hero
stone type, which stand upright on a concrete platform facing eastward
toward a Nandi which lies at their feet. ... Both slabs show "heroes"
bearing long pole-like weapons,155 which could be identified as
swords or lances. But attendants of the chariot identified the weapon
as a cukkumantap" and further identified the "hero" on each stone as
Mahavi~~u in his Kalki avattlra. (Hiltebeitel 1985a, 187)

Preoccupied at the time with the name of the weapon, and dubious about
the identification of the "hero" as Kalki (185-87), I failed to ask what are
now some intriguing questions. But fourteen years later, no one could be
found who knew much about these icons except Jayaraman, the Mariyam
ma!! temple pUcari, and he had an entirely different identification: "The

153See chap. 10, n. 121.
1540r so I was told in 1984. In 1998, Jayaraman, the current Mariyamma!! temple pilean,
said the second buffalo sacrificed at the dargah is offered to appease the "Muslim spirits"
(tulukka teyvatal), and that it is the bigger of the two. In 1984, when celebrants reached the
dargah, some got possessed. But when the buffalo was sacrificed, people were steered away
from the dargah to avoid bringing bloodshed to it. According to Ansar Shariff, in 1984 it
was three generations old and visited by both Hindus and Muslims.
155More correctly, this applies only to the figure on the left. On the right stone, the weapon
must be a curved sword. But both were identified as cukkumiintatis.
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statues are of the "little kings" (ci r ra rtical}) Dhana Singh (Ta!!ciilku) and
Teratft Singh, Desing's father and uncle. In about 1908 they were moved
from inside the fort, where you can still see a similar one. They are the
fathers (takappal}) of this city, so we worship them along with Kamalak
kanni. In those days they were on the edge of town. They served as a
kind of guardian deity (ktival teyvam) for the whole city. "156 It is
surprising that the father and uncle should be guardians rather than
Desing himself. Perhaps Jayaraman is caught with a need to explain each
stone separately. The similar one he mentions that is still inside the fort
(in the fort museum) has the same outline of a rampant horse with two
riders. Ce~attiri captions it "Raja Desing on horse with Ratftpai." 157

In any case, the Kalki identification and the questions it raises cannot
be dismissed. What is Kalki doing with a second figure? Who is it? What
gender? On the left slab, whose total design is otherwise close to "Raja
Desing on horse with Ratftpai," the figure behind "Kalki" (or "Dhana
Singh") does not seem to be actually riding; rather, he (as it would
appear) or she extends a disproportionately long arm to hold aloft a
circular object (a shield?) above the weapon. On the right, however, the
co-rider appears to be a woman. She has long hair, and a female attend
ant stands behind her holding what is probably an umbrella over her
head. In conventional icons, Kalki does not ride with a companion, or,
more particularly, with a woman. 158 The "Desing" in the fort could be
its prototype, since he clearly rides with a woman (with breasts and
stripes on the cloth .covering her single visible leg). Yet Desing and
Ratftyamma~ never met in real life. If this stone depicts them, it must be
a satI stone depicting a version of their heavenly ascent with Paracari. As
to Dhana and Teratft Singh, there is also no reason-even from Jayaram
an-to think that either would have a female co-rider. In fact, none of the
explanations is iconographically persuasive. We would seem to have a
varied folk tradition that draws from the area's mix of Hindu and Muslim
sources, so evident at the Gingee buffalo sacrifice itself. 159 But insofar
as Kalki has been part of this mix, a residue of local Bundela-Pra~

156Jayaraman gives not only a date but motivation: "In big temples at full moon the god
rides a horse vahana. So people saw this Terani Singh riding on a horse and connected it
with the full moon day that comes on the eighth day of the festival to Kamalakkanni, when
the ter comes there" to the mantaiveli. The Nandi was also moved there from the fort for
the puja that occurs when cattle are honored at the mantaiveli during Manu ("Bull") Ponkal.
15

7Ranipayuta!!. kutiraiyi!!. rm1u tecinkuraja!!. (Cesattiri 1994, last plate before p. 169). RanipaI
is Raniyammal (see above after n. 45). Cesattiri offers no discussion. "Desing" carries a
straight lance-like weapon, as on the left slab in plate 13, but holds it in the middle.
158See Gopinatha Rao 1971,1 :223: in puranic prescriptions, Kalki should have four arms and
ride a horse, and "may also be made to carry" a sword, arrow, cakra, and conch.
159See n. 153 above and Hiltebeitel 1988a, 57 and n. 10.
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folklore would seem the best candidate to provide the male rider with a
messianic bride-who could also be the satI Ra~pai's avataric double.

In ballad versions of Desing, however, the Ra~'s story has other
consummations. In the printed ballad, she simply ascends with Desing to
Vaiku~tha in the flower chariot after her satI. More interesting in Srini
vasan's telling is what Ranganatha discloses in his last words to her as
she is about to become satI. Ranganatha has a precedent in allotting him
self a future life as Ka~!! to join company with the reincarnated Ra~

and Raja Desing. Ka~!! is of course the Tamil name of ~~~. And as
Srinivasan soon confirmed, once he had finished his narrative, Yakajoti,
the Ra~'s next-life identity, is DraupadI. And the five Piitams-whom
Raja Desing will divide into-are the Pa~~avas. Here things get literally
spectral, since PUtam ordinarily means "ghost. "160 Indeed, Ranganatha
gives a new life not only to Desing, but new lives to the Pa~~vas. For
Desing, this abundantly overrides his claim, in the sung version, to have
only one birth. S. Ravindran and I asked, How can this be if the
Mahiibhiirata comes in time before the story of Raja Desing? "The yugas
repeat (ma!.upa#) , " said Srinivasan, who looked like he had answered
this question before. Do other characters from the ballad reincarnate in
the next Mahtibhiirata? "The nawab will become Duryodhana," Srini
vasan replied. "Movuttukkara!!?" I asked. No, Movuttukkara!! has no
future. 161 But as we have seen, returns of the P~Qavas and DraupadI
along with Muslim heroes are sung of in the ginans and Agam Vt11Jis.

Desing and the Bundelas and Afghans of Gingee could have been familiar
with such traditions, as could those who stayed on to tell their story.

Yakajoti, "Light of the sacrifice," is not a name for DraupadI I have
met elsewhere. Although the emphasis on light might have bireligious
possibilities, it probably recalls DraupadI's Tamil name Yakace!!i, "She
whose army is the sacrifice" (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 194, 338, 392) and her
birth from (and other associations with) fire. We have already had

100The PaJ.l~avas are also identified with the five piitams/bhiitams as "elements" in the Mbh
(5.63.2; 12.38.37; 12.53.18). Cf. Hiltebeitel1991a, 341-2 and 364-65, on varying usages,
including five Bhiitams in DraupadI cult ritual as five bodies dying on the patuka~am. Pre
sumably the PaJ.ldavas are now "ghosts" between lives.
161Jayaraman turns to Riimiiya1J,a here: M6vuttukkara!!'s last thoughts are that he should die
seeing Desing as the vulture Jatayus died seeing Rama. The new life/lives differ from the
mok~a that Ranganatha promises Desing in the printed ballad. Cf. de Bruin 1994, 242: in
her translated version of the play Kal7Jil TnO!cam, Kr~J.la promises Kama a future birth,
signaling that moksa can denote "liberation from the demonic aspects of [one's] character."
KafJ.la's is next born as Ci!uttoJ.ltar Naya!!ar (de Bruin 1994, Supplement, 313). But this
may be only a regional folkloric connection with this ever-popular butchered saint (though
I have now heard it in Dharmapuri District [August 1998]). In Palniidu, Balu~u is
Ci!uttoJ.l~r-Siriyala reborn (Roghair 1982, 297; see chap. 10 at n. 204).
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intimations of DraupadI in Srinivasan's narrative when the RaJ;li plays
dice. As when Bela's "truth" is staked, and when Bela plays dice with
Alba in the desolation of Mahoba, the allusions to DraupadI are vivid and
unmistakable. Moreover, in the Ral;1i's case there is the sense that the
allusion contains a hint of a relation between dicing and menstruation-a
point to consider in chapter 14. For now, the Ral;li learns that as a future
DraupadI, she will have the pleasures she missed with Desing, and they
will be multiplied, one takes it, fivefold. This too is a recycled theme,
which goes back to the Mahiibhtirata story that DraupadI was an over
anxious maiden in her previous life who got five husbands because she
asked Siva for a husband five times-a story enhanced in the southern
recension of the Mahiibhtirata, and further in DraupadI cult folklore,
which transforms the overanxious maiden into the oversexed Na~ayal;li,

who, after her husband Maudgalya ceases to satisfy her with his form of
five lights, asks Siva for five husbands to replace them. 162 In all these
cases, including the RaJ;li's, there is the hint that to become DraupadI with
the "fortune" of having five husbands involves some sexual overcompen
sation. 163 Ranganatha says the Ral;li' s deprivation in this life is through
"no sin of her own." The sexual nonfulfillment in her marriage with
Desing is accounted for by her "low" Muslim birth as the padshah's
daughter, which is at least not a sin in and of itself.

Here, however, the Rat;rl's full story doubles with the incomplete story
of MovuttukkaraQ's fiancee. Both are Muslim women, and "lowly" by
Srinivasan's telling. But only the Ral;li will have her marriage consum
mated, and that by becoming satI like a Rajput wife and awaiting her
fulfillment within the cyclic rounds of Hindu time. In leaving both
Movuttukkara!! and his bride without futures, Desing may thus hinduize
a messianic vision that remains only latent in their portrayal.

According to Srinivasan, there is no connection between DraupadI
worship at Melacceri (which he knows of), or elsewhere, and the story
of Desing: "If the Ral;li had not become satI, there would be no connec
tion at all. "164 If this is so, Srinivasan's Mahiibharata sources must lie
elsewhere. I have suggested that they lie in an "underground" oral
Mahiibhtirata carrying traditions ofRajput-Afghan culture passed on from

162Perhaps her name "Light of the sacrifice" also evokes this story. See Hiltebeitel 1991a,
484-85; de Bruin 1994, 238, on the Tamil folklore; Scheuer 1982, 99-105, and Hiltebeitel
forthcoming on the southern recension variant.
163This tum of the Ral;li's piikkiyam (Sanskrit bhiigyam) reminds one of DraupadI's own
"impoverished fortune" or "share" (mandabhiigyam), which describes her when she has lost
her sons, father, and brothers (Mbh 10.10.26), and which she inherits from the weeping Sri,
whom DraupadI incarnates, in the myth of the former Indras (1.189.13). On the question
of whether the Ral.li has sinned, see above un. 79 and 117.
164As we have seen, connections between Desing and DraupadI worship are unimpressive.
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Bundelkhand with Pra~I-lsma'III colorations. I would also insist that
it is the Pra~ connection that is most decisive for this hypothesis, and
for the primary process not only of Desing's oral but its primary printed
versions as well. Yet once we detach Srinivasan's coda from the Draupa
dI cult, we see that while the latter also draws on folk Mahtibhtlrata
traditions, there is much less in its "underground" that one might trace
to the ginans. Similarly, while Alhtl's folk Mahtibhtlrata seems to echo
frequently with that of the ginans, the other oral martial epics discussed
have less immediate echoes. Only Desing, the last to develop, gives a
glimpse of certain Alhtl-like elements as they recrystallized in being
transported one more time. Desing tells of unconsummated marriage on
a double plane, both Hindu and Muslim. Only here is a Muslim hero the
subject of such a story, yet with the difference that unlike the Hindu
grooms, he doesn't actually tie the tali. His incomplete marriage is
forever pending, like that of his northern counterpart GhazI Miyan.
Indeed, aside from GhazI Miyan's being the primary rather than a sec
ondary figure in his story, he might be Movuttukkara!!'s prototype. On
the contrary, Desing and Ra~yamma~, Brahma and Bela, PabujI and
PhulvantI, BaluC:iu and Mancala, the elder brothers and their wives, and
the folkloric virginal DraupadI and the Pa~C:iavas are central and, as SUCh,
Hindu little royalty who are fully married, but in marriages that remain
unconsummated while they are alive.

Yet their lives also differ from those in the Sanskrit epics that frame
them. Taken as a package, it looks as if they too have been affected by
the combination of influences just mentioned. The Sanskrit epics do not
dwell on Dalit heroes, unconsummated marriages,165 virginal wives,
palaces for their detainment, flying horses, bridegrooms of war, 166
egalitarian meals, messianic concealment, riderless horses, resurrected
armies,167 otherworldly brotherhood, messianic marriages, stories on
two religious planes, or, of course, Muslims-in particular, those
marrying Hindus and fighting beside them in this world and the next. 168

1650ne could hardly count Amba here, whose betrothal in the Mbh, after it is interrupted by
Bhlsma, has nothing left to consummate but bitterness against Bhlsma. As to Lak~mana and
UrmiIa, the folk tradition seems to invent the theme (see chap. 4, sequence 2).
166See above, no. 69, 71, and 150 on l:Iasan's son Qasem (the latter also on GhazIMiyan).
167Beside Husayn's and the Pan"avas' armies (see chap. 10 at nn. 146 and 193) and Lau
sen's porn army (chap. 10 at n. 98), see Daftary 1990, 60, 62, 65-66, 559-65, on the resur
rection of an army, or of a leader (Imam, Mahdi) and partisans, as linked with the concepts
of raj 'a, "return," ghayba, "absence" or occultation, and dawr, "cycles." See also chaps.
3, n. 67, and 10, n. 123. In Sanskrit literature, the model for the resurrection of an army
is Sukra's revivals of armies of the demons.
168J<han 1997b, 253, suggests that the suppressed military ideal of the NizarIs, found in the
ginans with their eschatological armies, resurfaces with the Sikhs. I would add that it also
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If we ask finally what holds most if not all of these strains together at
their inspirational source, one would have to think of the ShI'I theme of
the martyr's mystical marriage with God. In what Schimmel calls "the
most touching poem in honor of the martyrs of Kerbela in the Sindhi
language" (1979, 213), Shah Abdul Latifs Sur Kedaro provides a model
for the marsiyah laments of Muharram. Not only is the "hardship of
martyrdom" a wedding:

In their martyrdom was all the coquetry of Love;
Some intoxicated people may understand the mystery of the case of

Kerbela. 169

Bhakti, karma, satI, and jati could take this mystery in different
directions. But I believe that from the moment it became a bireligious
theme in Sind, with all the rest that widens it out into visions of heroic
pasts and futures, it has remained dialogic. MovuttukkarCl!!, MIra TaIban,
Jaffar and Fand, and Muttal Ravutta!! would seem to provide glimpses of
how a ShI'I and in some cases specifically Isma'III messianism comes to
lie latent in some regional oral martial epics that are primarily about
Hindu little kings and queens. Yet the singers of such tales have taken as
their primary option the hinduizing one of narrating apocalypses of the
past that recycle some of the unfinished business of the Indian epics. So
far, only Srinivasan's Desing gives us a Mahilbhtirata, if not exactly an
apocalypse, of the future.

resurfaces in regional oral martial epics and Desing.
169Schimmel 1979, 221; cf. 215 for a closer translation.



12 BarbarIka, Aravan,
Kutta~tavar: Furthering
the Case of the
Severed Head

From the late twelfth through the fourteenth centuries, Naths, Bairagls,
Jogls, and Satpanth Isma'IIIs, as we have now seen, minted underground
Mahiibhtiratas with interregional and interreligious currency. But they
were not just talking between themselves. There were others for whom
the Mahiibharata was already important: and, safe to say, not just the
Sanskrit Mahiibharata (which was by this time regionalized in different
recensions l

), but regionally grounded folk Mahtibharatas. The Isma'III
case is especially interesting, for Plr Shams and other early ginan
composers would not have made so much of the Mahiibharata were it not
already important to the communities they addressed in Sind. These
included-even before the Naths, Bairagls, and Jogls, who show up only
at the end of Shams's garbI dance-villagers, Brahmans, and little hinter
land Rajput kings and queens who were fond of Navaratri and Dasara.
From this point, leaving our Isma'IIIhypothesis behind, we must raise the
question of what kind of prior folk Mahiibharatas and, for that matter,
RarrulyafJas,2 such hinterland populations, centered in their Rajputs,

lThe Poona Critical Edition of the Mbh begins its work with regional manuscripts going
back to this period and implying, of course, much earlier recensional history.
2Although I focus mainly on folk Mbh, the same little-rajputization process is seen in some
folk Ram. Along with Pabajf, I note two indications: "Nundodaree [i.e., MandodarI], the
chief wife of Ravanu [Raval.la] ... after the death of her husband, went to Ramu [Rama]
weeping. Ramu, not knowing who she was, gave her this blessing, that she should never
become a widow. Finding his mistake, (having just killed her husband,) he ordered
Hunooman continually to throw wood into the fire, according to a proverb among the
Hindoos, that as long as the body of the husband is burning, a woman is not called a
widow. To this day, therefore, Hunooman keeps laying logs on the fire; and every time a
Hindoo puts his fingers in his ears and hears a sound, he says he hears the bones ofRavunu
burning"; "Ram Chunder, in order to ascertain whether Seeta was innocent or polluted, in
consequence of having been detained by Rawun, put her into a furnace. . . . Thus was her
innocence established; and burning of the Holee [the fires of the Spring Holi festival], as
it is termed, has been established in commemoration of that fiery ordeal" (pogson [1828]
1971, 4, 71). These examples, drawn it seems from familiarity with Bundela folklore,
suggest sati folklores. Satpanth ginans also transform folk Ram themes (Kassam 1995, 174,
192; Shackle and Moir 1992, 193), but with no such intensity as Mbh ones. In the "big"
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would 'have maintained and developed. Before and beyond twelfth- to
fifteenth-century remintings, and the beginnings in that period of regional
oral martial epics disseminated into little hinterland Rajput kingdoms by
the diffusion of military labor and militant Jogls and Fakirs, we can
discern in earlier medieval times a period when folk Mahtibhiiratas were
already centering themselves on little kingdom traditions preoccupied with
land and the goddess. We begin by picking up a well-known problem.

A. Reopening the Case

In DraupadI cult myth and ritual, discussion of severed heads often
carries one back and forth from Pottu Raja to Arav~. A head pops up
in Pottu Raja's hand in the Gingee core area of the Tamil DraupadI cult.
But in Telugu settings (outside the DraupadI cult's extension into southern
Andhra) this occurs only where Pota Raju is taken as a double for Bhai
rava. 3 Somewhere along this boundary, we near the end of tracing things
in this book only from north to south. The fusing of the severed head into
Pottu Raja's mythology in the DraupadI cult's Gingee area is a sign,
along with Arava!!'s severed head, that, having reached Tamilnadu, we
must begin to tum around and start looking from south to north.

In its wider ramifications, the case of the severed head has tested our
best sleuths.4 Narrowed down to certain recurrences, however, it brings
forth evidence of folk Mahtibhiirata elements from pre-twelfth-century
sources. These elements, at least as of now, can be called pan-Indian. But
the case is baffling. The problem is that every time matters seem to be
solved, there's another severed head. The case can be narrowed to
minimally two victims with "the same story," a crime that has taken
place at least twice in exactly the same circumstances of time and place,
and a chief suspect who seems to have gotten away every time with the

Dasa avatara, the Shah's seventh avatar is Rama, but only Hanumanjoins the Shah's army,
as his standard bearer (Khakee 1972, 262, 322, 357-60). Presumably Rama is exempt for
having been the Shah himself, and thus not subject to being liberated, while Hanuman can
join the army of liberated souls (see chap. 10, n. 195).
3See Sewell 1882, xv, xxi, xxiii, on Bhairava with head in hand; Roghair 1982, 146, n. 34,
195, on Pota Raju as Bhairava. Draupadi's cult in Andhra seems to transition the head
holding to Pota Raju (HiltebeiteI1991a, 105-7), whereas south of the Gingee core area,
Draupadi temples tend to have VTrapattira!! (VTrabhadra) instead of Pottu Raja, with the
head held now that ofDak~a (HiltebeiteI1991a, 110-16,314-16,400-29). On Pottu Raja
holding a severed head, see Hiltebeitel 1978; 1988a, 333-93; 1991a, 109-10, 320-38.
4See especially Heesterman's 1967 article by this title, now a chapter in his 1985 (45-58).
Cf. Rose 1926; Vogel 1930-32; Shulman 1980, 127-29,347; O'Flaherty 1980; Witzel 1987;
S. Bayly 1989, 53-55 and passim; Heesterman 1993, 43-44; Shulman 1993; Zoller 1993.
For my efforts, see n. 18 below.
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same old alibis. 5 Victim: Arava!!, also known as Kiittat;l~var, if you hear
the story in Tamilnadu (and where the DraupadI cult extends into south
ern Andhra); Barbanka, if you hear it further into Andhra, or in
Bundelkhand, Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan (and western Uttar Pradesh),
or Garhwal (northern Uttar Pradesh). Time: beginning of the Mahiibha
rata war. Place: Kuru~etra. Chief suspect: ~~t;Ia. Same old story: under
consideration. Indeed, as we shall see, it is also the same story in Orissa,
but with another victim; and with still another victim of nearly the same
plot at Kuru~etra itself.

Finding the far-flung folklore of Barbanka has been an unfolding story
in itself. It appears that none of the fieldworkers (myself included) were
looking for Barbanka when his story popped up. My trail-one of chance
finds all around, whether in articles, encounters, or generous personal
communications from colleagues-has led from Andhra6 to Rajasthan
thanks to Domique-Sila Khan,? back to Andhra thanks to P. Nagaraj,8
then to Mahoba,9 to Garhwal thanks to William Sax,lO to Himachal
Pradesh,l1 and finally back again to Andhra thanks to M. V. Krishnay
ya. 12 Krishnayya had never heard of Barbank until I gave a preliminary
account of this chapter's findings at a folklore conference in Hyderabad
on "Ritual and Narrative" in August 1997. Soon thereafter, he "acci
dently" saw a short notice in "Eenadu," the prominent Telugu daily
(November 9, 1997), about a ceremony for Barbank performed by Mar
wari business families of Visakhapatnam, and followed it up by getting
the local Marwaris' version of the story from a knowledgeable member
of that community named Chandmal Agarwal (Krishnayya 1997). He was
then "stunned" to find a printed version of Barbank's story in the Telugu
folk genre of burrakatha. 13 Along with generously translating it, he

5Cf. Shulman 1993, 18-86: With basically the same problem of divinely prompted filicide,
Siva's Telugu devotees do not let him off with the same "old tricks" he used on his Tamil
ones. Here it is a matter of self-conscious theological and intertextual transformations.
6Via Subba Rao 1976:272-73, cited in Hiltebeitel1988a, 317; 1991a, 302, with need of this
further discussion.
7Via generous personal communications of 3/17/93, 6/6/93, 8/8/93, 10/2/93, 12/21/97.
80fthe Centre for Folk Culture Studies, University of Hyderabad, met in Mysore (January
1995) and Hyderabad (August 1997).
910 my own fieldwork, December 1995, as below.
lOVia a generous E-mail of March 1996.
llB. R. Sharma 1993 and H. R. Justa 1993. I follow Sharma (37), who says Barban"lc is the
original identity of the victim in Himachal Pradesh, which Justa does not mention.
12Via letters (Krishnayya 1997, 1998) and follow-up E-mail (1/2/98, 2/23/98). I only modify
these sources to standardize the spellings "Barban"lc" and "Babn"lc" as proximate regional
ones for "Barban"lca" (as he would be called in Sanskrit).
13See Brahmanandam 1992. Krishnayya found this title-The Burrakatha of Vfra-Barban'ka
known as Madhava vijayam-in a list assembled by Daniel Negers, who has completed a
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comments, "That means Barbareek's story is part of narrative entertain
ment traditions of Telugu people like other stories and ballads" (1998).

In fact, I chose to open my findings on this case at Hyderabad to see
if I could learn more about BarbarIk in Andhra from other conferees who
knew the state. The results, both from Nagaraj and Krishnayya, have not
only helped fill out the dossier but lend weight to my suspicion of Rajput
connections for the Telugu stories. Changing little from the Hyderabad
presentation, and leaving loose ends as they were, I insert Krishnayya's
reports near the end, since they answer to gaps and tighten some circles.
I thus hope to share something of my delight in gaining some fresh clarity
so near the end of this project. Yet with new clarity comes new leads,
and a recognition that even with mounting evidence, it is not likely that
the case will ever be closed. But that cannot be said of this book.

B. Tracking Barbarika

Beginning with my own stroke of good fortune, I (AH) started a
December 8, 1995, interview in Mahoba with my usual opening question
about incarnations, with Gyan Chaturvedi (GC) of the Department of
Political Science, St. John's College, Agra, as translator. The respondents
were Aihii singers Baccha Singh (BS) and Charan Singh (CS):

AH-Can you tell me about Aihii heroes who are incarnations of
heroes from the Mahtibhtirata?

BS-Mahtibhtirat is in the Dvapara age. And in the Mahtibhtirat the
Kaurav and the Pat.J.~av are the two sides, two dynasties (va'!ls). From
the Kaurav dynasty we have Prithivlraj and from the Pal;l~v dynasty
we have Alba-Udal. Alba had the blessing of Gorakhnath. So Alba
was the avatar of Dharam (Dharma, Yudhi~~ra), and Udal was from
the part (aJ!1S) of ~~~.14 Balrao, Babrahon [Babhruvahana],
BabrIk-one name, by the blessings (varadtin: boons) of ~~~
Bhagavan. And Malkhan is the avatar of Sahadev. Lakhan is Nakul.
Chacha Sayyid, Tala Sayyid is the avatar of KIcak. Brahma is the
avatar of Arjun. Duryodhan is the avatar in Prithivlraj. BhIm is the
avatar in Dandhu. Prithivlraj is in the Kaurav dynasty. So in this way
they are avatars.

AH-So who is BabrIk; whose avatar is he?
BS-BabrIk belonged to the Mahtibhtirat age.

dissertation on this genre. In burrakatha performance, "the main narrator stands, with
others to his side playing minor instruments, one of them a joker" (Krishnayya 1998).
14Krsnake amS se Odal-"a part of ~st;la becomes Udal." GC suggests "divine element"
for amS.
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CS (intervening)-Said to be Udal's (Udal ke batai jate hain).
BS (continuing)-With Kr~~'s blessing [all] these blessings take

place.
GC-But Alba had the boon [or blessing] of Gorakhnath. He was

born in Mahoba. 15

AH-Can you explain the story of BabrIk?
GC-He doesn't know that story. Can you explain it?
CS-Do it properly (/wide se)!
BS (after a thoughtful pause)-This BabrIk was born of Nag Kanya

(Serpent Maiden), the daughter of a Nag. She remained as a Nag; and
when she came close to him [BhImsen, BhIma], she became a maiden
(kanya). He [BabrIk] was born of BhImsen. This maiden fell in love
with Bhlmsen. And from her this son was born of BhImsen and Nag
Kanya.

CS-Yes, yes (hain, hain).
AH-So is there a meaning to the name BabrIk?
BS-It is a name. . .. Yes, yes, there is a meaning to it. When

BhImsen was born, the pal;l<;lits had researched as to what kind of man
he will be. He would be like this. He would be like that. He would be
powerful. He may be bad. So after this research was done he was
floated in the water. Meanwhile, this Nag Kanya had a boon, "You
shall receive your husband as a corpse (tumko murda-pati prapt
hoga)." BhImsen was floating in the river, and she (Nag Kanya) had
gone for a bath in the river. She saw BhImsen floating downriver. So
she worshiped Siv, and Siv gave the boon that the dead husband would
come alive. Because of this Sivapfija, BhImsen comes alive.

GC-Therefore, what is the reason for the name BabrIk?
BS-Names are given.
GC-It doesn't have a particular meaning. He says, "It's a name."
AH- What is the time this momentary death happens in BhIma's

life?
BS-It is when BhImsen is born.
AH-Ah. So do they then get married, and have BabrIk as their

child.
BS-Ah. So they had this child called BabrIk who was very strong.

He was so strong that there was no one in the army of either the
Kaurav or Pal;u;lav who could fight with him. So both armies gathered
face to face, and there is going to be a war. And BabrIk decided he
would fight on the side of the losing army. So the war was about to
start, and Kr~~ thought, "Victory is going to be that of Arjun.

15Returning to this question, we learned that Alha has a special boon from Gorakhnath but
is included among those blessed by Kr~~a.
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Therefore BabrIk will fight on the side of the Kauravs." So K~~t;ta

Bhagavan assumed the form of a Brahman and asked for the head of
BabrIk. So BabrIk cut off his head with his own hand and gave it as
gift (dan) to ~~t;ta, who had assumed the form of a Brahman. Chal
kiya (It's a chal, a violation of moral order, deceit)!

CS-Chal kiya!
GC-Chal kiya!
BS [again]-Chal kiya! [All agree.].16 So the severed head of

BabrIk said to ~~J;1a, "Place my head on top of a mountain where I
can watch the war between the Kauravs and Pal;lc;lavs and observe the
war." So the point came when the Kauravs started losing. The head
of BabrIk laughed, because the thought occurred to him, "If I were not
in this condition I would have fought on the side of the Kauravs
against Arjun and defeated the Pal;lc;lavs." Now by this mere laughter,
the chariot of Arjun was pushed backward by many steps. Such was
the bravery of BabrIk. Arjun was surprised at this episode and asked
~~t;ta what happened. So ~~l).a picked up the severed head that was
at the top of the mountain and placed it at the foot of the mountain.
One more chal! So the war came to an end. And Arjun was victorious.
So after he was victorious, K~~t;ta said, "Now, I will explain it to
you. "17 He takes all of them to the severed head of BabrIk and says,
"See, he is so brave that if I had not taken his severed head, there is
no one in the entire army who could have taken him." So ~~t;ta said
to BabrIk, "Now you ask for the boon that you want." BabrIk
answered, "I have been deprived from fighting the war. I have not
received the satisfaction of using my sword-arm. " So ~~t;ta said, "Go
(jao)! And in the time of tomorrow (kal-kal, the future) you shall have
an avatar called Udal (jaye tumhara kal-Jail maifJ Udal ke nam se
avatar hoga)."

There's a story no one would have told you! These research
institute people of Bundelkhand, they could not have told you. I have
taken this Alha story out of the purat;tas.

CS-It is not taken from Mahiibharat. It is distinct from
Mahiibharat.

BS-I have taken it out of the pural).as. No one will tell this.
CS-The Alha story is distinct from Mahiibhtirat.

16Cf. J. D. Smith 1990, 13; 1991, 97-98, translating Rajasthani cha!- as "dupe," but noting
that the Piibajr bard Parbii Bhopo "was explicit" that, in the song he sings about the world
mother in the hollow samI, the "meaning ... was 'exterminate. '" Like various Rajasthani
folk heroines and goddesses (including Deval, SIt:a, and DraupadI), she "dupes" and
"destroys" adversaries on two sides.
17I.e., how they won, and what made Arjun's chariot go backward.
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BS-But I have made comparisons (milake) with Mahtibhtirat. The
war in Mahtibhtirat, which had involved seven army divisions, it
involved only three in Alha.

AH-Is there anything special about BabrIk's hair?
BS-Yes. The hair of Babnk was like a snake (babrfk ke bal nag-

saman the).
AH-Does K~~~ have any avatar?
GC-Does K~~t;lll come into Alha as avatar?
BS-Yes, yes (Jf,jt). The ~s of~~~ becomes Maniya Devata.

Maniya Devata is the ~s of K~~t;lll. "But," says BabrIk, "just as you
are assisting Arjun in the Dvapara age, so you [must] come with me
when I take the avatar." K~~t;lll says, "Go. Maniya Dev has my ~s.

He shall protect you. "

To what extent is this the same old story: the one heard in Tamilnadu
about Arava!! (especially in the DraupadI cult) or KfittaJ.ltavar (the same
hero, mutatis mutandis, in his own KfittaJ.ltavar cult)?18 To a very basic
extent: It is the same old story because it tells that, for the PaJ.l<;!avas to
win the war, one of their sons (or grandsons) must offer his head. The
youth, who must demonstrate the greatest courage and fortitude, is a
K~atriya only on his P~<;!ava father's (or grandfather's) side. On his
mother's side, there is usually a lower, non-K~atriya component: from a
NagI in the versions told so far; alternately from a R~asI. Somehow his
prowess becomes monstrous and endangers the course which ~~~ has
set for the PaJ.l~avas' victory. ~~t;lll foresees the danger, devises devious
means to avert it, secures the head, and grants boons as recompense.
Whatever one refines further from this boiler plate, one can safely reason
that all variants spring from a common Bauopfer-type conception,
reflected in both north and south Indian folk Mahtibharatas, that victory
requires the PaJ.l~avas to offer a son of low-to-monstrous status not only
to obtain victory, but to avoid offering themselves or K~~t;lll. Moreover,
once one looks at other variants of this story, one sees that even where
the names and narratives differ, the stories connect through telling details.

Comparison may begin with the different parents. Arava!! is the son
of Arjuna and a Serpent Maiden named UlfipI. BarbarIka's stories can be
provisionally divided by the differing accounts of his parents. In Bundel
khand and Garhwal, and with a variant that we shall note in Orissa, he
is the son of Bhlma and an unnamed Serpent Maiden. In Rajasthan and
Andhra, he is sired by Ghatotkaca: that is, his father is the son of BhIma
and the Ra~asI Hi~imba. Khan's correspondence on Rajasthan does not

18See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 317-32; 1991a, 283-319, primarily on the DraupadI cult; and
1995b, in press-a, and in press-b, primarily on the K01tantavar cult.
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indicate his mother. In Andhra, accounts differ. Chandmal Agarwal's
Marwari tale calls her Ahilyavati, while the burrakatha calls her MaurvI.
Ghatotkaca meets MaurvI as a result of K~~~'s conflicts with Naraka
sura, king of Pragjyoti~puram.19But according to Nagaraj, who could
not recall the wife's name, Ghatotkaca meets her in Duryodhana's
kingdom when he helps his brother Abhimanyu win his bride Sasirekha
by preventing her marriage to Duryodhana's son La~a~kumara. Sources
on Himachal Pradesh make BarbarIk a Ya~a, and are not forthcoming
about either of his parents.

The Bundelkhand story of conception after revival of his father's
floating corpse is unknown from other variants. Perhaps a tantric theme,
it reminds one of a more general capacity of Serpent Maidens to revive
the dead. UliipI uses this capacity (with no help from Siva) to revive
Arjuna. Years after the battle of Kuru~etrawhere her son Arava!! (Iravat
in Sanskrit) has died, she reanimates Arjuna after he is slain by
Babhruvahana, one of the other sons Arjuna sired beside Arava!! during
his youthful pan-Indian tour of sexual self-discovery. Baccha Singh's
remark that Babrahon [Babhruvahana] and BabrIk are "one name" sug
gests their stories have fused. 20 Unlike folk-Mahiibharata traditions
shared by Arava!! and BarbarIka, the Babhruvahana story is known from
the Sanskrit epic (14.78-82), and thus gives that textual background to the
theme that the Pat:t~avas engender sons· who endanger them and -have the
capacity to upstage and kill them. Babhruvahana, a classical patricide
(Goldman 1978, 329-33), fights Arjuna over the Asvamedha horse which
Arjuna follows and protects on behalf of Yudhi~~ra. The patricidal
theme may relate to cycles of revenge. A Garhwali Mahlibharata folklore
built on the practice of Himalayan ball games, where the ball is
equivalent to a captured head, provides an analog, although without
reference to BabrIl [BarbarIka]. The Pat:t~avas and Kauravas contend for
the ball, which represents the trophy-head that either side stands to lose;
and the Pat:tC:!avas win (Zoller 1993, 216-19). The myth has its counter
parts in local Garhwali Rajput stories of the recovery of a clan-ancestral
father's (rather than a son's) head (214-15, 227-28, 232): a theme we
have noted in the "Maro Feud" episode at the opening of Atha.

Babhruvahana opposes not only Arjuna but Arjuna's protection of
Yudhi~thira'sAsvamedha horse, which also makes Babhruvahana a classi-

19China, in the narrative (Krishnayya 1998, translating Brahmanandam 1992, 10), but in
classical Sanskrit texts, identified as Assam. For the story, see below.
20The two names may also alternate in Andhra. M. V. Krishnayya has found that among
Gollas and Jalari fishermen living close to each other and sharing stories and cultural events,
including festivals, the Golla storytellers know a variant of Barban"1c's story in which he is
called not Barban"1c but Babhruvahana (personal communication, 1/2/98).
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cal anti-imperialist. This brings us to BarbarIka's determination to bring
victory to the losing side. Sax's Garhwal variant also has BabrIl declare
this intention. Arava!! agrees to sacrifice himself for the Kauravas and has
to be won back by K~~~'s scheming to do so for the Pa~~vas. But
unlike BarbarIka, Arava!! has no preference for losers.

When the Garhwali BabrIl chooses to fight for the losers, there is an
informative setting. Here the story unfolds around the God- or "fate"
defying paradox of BabrII's determination. After ~~~, Arjuna, and
BabrIl have gone out and chosen the battlefield (yuddh-bhumi: i.e.,
K~etra),21 BabrIl tells ~~~: "I will fight on the side of the losers,
and cause the winners to lose." Here fighting for the losers would change
the winners. ~~~ can tell he is being challenged, but his response is
now more measured. To test BabrII, and perhaps his own ability to pro
tect the Pa~c;lavas, he takes five leaves from a tree in the name of the
Pa~c;lavas and places them under his foot. Then he tells BabrIl to shoot all
the tree's leaves. The arrow pierces every leaf on the tree, soars into the
sky, and swerves down to pierce K~~~'s foot and the leaves beneath it.

It is much the same story in Himachal Pradesh where BarbarIk is "said
to have come in the form of Kamru Nag in Mandi District. "22 Before
the war, ~~~ and Arjuna are walking beside K~etra and come
across Kamru Nag, a mighty Ya~a, heading toward the battlefield with
his host. ~~~ asks his purpose. Kamru Nag says he has heard about the
war and descended from the skies to win glory and "tip the scales" of
battle: "I can kill the whole army with a single arrow just as my master
Lord Shiva burnt the three cities with a single arrow." ~~~ puts him to
the test of piercing every leaf in a tree, and the arrow goes through them
all plus "a few leaves" ~~~ hides in his hands. ~~~ then disguises
himself as a Brahman and asks for Kamru Nag's head. Kamru Nag grants
this, but wants to see the war from "a lofty hill tree." ~~~ beheads him
and puts his head in the tree where Kamru Nag now has a temple on a
thick-forested hill where he likes there to be no noise (Justa 1993, 61-62).

This variant, where the victim takes on a local identity, leads us to
another victim whose story I summarized in volume 1 of The cult of
Draupadz, reducing the parallel to a clause: "Having seen Bhurisravas'
invincibility as an archer..." (1988a, 317). As Cunningham reports
from his 1878-79 Kuru~etra tour, one finds there a "large village" called
Bhor or Bhore "on a mound just half-way between Thanesar and Pehoa."
The village is named after the Kaurava warrior Bhurisravas, as is a tank

21In his involvement in "finding the battlefield," BarbanKa's role is reminiscent of
Baladima's in the Mahiibhiirata and Arava!!'s in the DraupadI cult of spatially defining the
battlefield; see Hiltebeitel 1991a, 309-19 and forthcoming.
22B. R. Sharma 1993, 37; see above, n. 11.
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where Arjuna slew him. In a story Cunningham "received on the spot,"
Arjuna's treachery stays close to the story line of the Sanskrit epic: after
Bhurisravas has abandoned his weapons and is seated, Arjuna severs his
two arms (rather than only the right: Mbh 7.118.17) before Bhurisravas
is beheaded (in the Mahiibhilrata by Satyaki [118.31-36]). But now we
learn that Bhurisravas has fallen afoul of the same plot as BarbarIk.

Arjun struck off both his arms with an arrow. It is said that an eagle
(gidh, or vulture) flew away with one of the arms to the west where
Shujah Badshah afterwards reigned. On this arm was an armlet with
the Koh-i-nftr diamond, which was afterward taken by Ranjit Singh,
and is now with Queen Victoria. 23

When Bhurishrava first came to Kurukshetra he intended to have
joined the Kauravas. He was met by Krishna, who asked him, "Why
have you come here with only three arrows?" He replied that three
arrows were sufficient to annihilate the whole army, and that with one
arrow he could pierce every single leaf of a tree. Krishna pointed out
a tree to be shot at, and at the same time concealed one of the leaves
of the tree under his foot. The arrow was shot, and all the leaves of
the tree were found to have been pierced as well as the leaf under
Krishna's foot, although the foot itself was not hurt. Krishna thought
that it would be very unlucky for the Pandavas to have so powerful an
archer against them. So he assumed the form of a Brahman and asked
Bhurishrava to give him his head. The archer consented, but with the
condition that his head should be placed on the pinnacle of Krishna's
chariot, so that he might behold the fight which he had come pur
posely to see. His head was cut off and placed on the pinnacle of the
chariot, and the Pandavas were at once victorious. (1970, 99)

One would like to know when ~~J).a takes the disguise, who severs the
head, who puts the head on the pinnacle of his chariot, why it is K~~J).a's

chariot and not Arjuna's, and how this sequence works. I assume that the
leaf-shooting and disguise occur again shortly before the war, the arm
and head-severing within it, and the war-watch from that point to its end.

But the trail is not yet cold. In Orissa it begins to look like a serial
crime. In the Oriya Mahabhilrata by the (probably) fifteenth century
"ploughman" Saraladasa, filled with "dreamlike narrative sequence(s)"
expressing "protest" from a folklore of "the left," ~~J).a's "astonishing

23Shujfth Bftdshfth is presumably Shuja-ud-daula, nawab ofAwadh from 1754-75; see Barnett
1980, 42-95, notably on the battle of Baksar, Shuja's Rajput soldiers and Abyssinian
officers, and his statebuilding "between empires"; Ranjit Singh established a Sikh kingdom
in the Punjab in 1799 and ruled it as Maharaja from 1801-39.
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cruelty" is epitomized in another deja vu: 24

Belala Sena, the son of Bhima and the snake goddess, Belavali
(Vasuki's daughter) ... [could] have put paid to the Mahabharata war
in one second by demolishing the Kauravas with a single shot from his
bow: so incredibly skilful was he. But Krsna wished to enjoy the
sports of war for the full eighteen days. He, therefore, first of all
tested Belala's skill [with the leaf test?] to verify that it was indeed as
great as reputed. Then, finding that it was so, he flatteringly extracted
from Belala a promise to accede to whatever request he might make.
When Belala unhesitatingly agreed, Krsna promptly asked for the gift
of his head.

Belala assented on one condition. Thinking [that it would be a
request for the head's return], the wily Krsna immediately preempted
this . . . ; under no circumstances would Belala regain his head. This
blunt statement affronted Belala, for it was unheard of for Kshatriyas
to desire the return of a gift, once given. All he desired was the grant
of divine eyes, so that with his head on a column he might watch the
eighteen-day war. (Boulton 1976, 11)

Boulton links the episode with others of "symbolic" history (1976, 22),
but gives no background on the victim. He comments that ~~~ plays
"the role of sacrificial priest" with Belala as a "fit offering" for being
"noble, pure and innocent," "dignified," and "calm and detached,
because of the promise of coming divinity" (15). Within our casebook,
however, Belala's story has one unique twist. It provides the only
instance before us where the victim-hero would have fought against the
Kauravas andfor the Pa~~avas. This leaves ~~~ with no more motiva
tion than his own stark wish to enjoy a full eighteen days of war-sports.

Saraladasa seems to cast a wide folkloric and literary net. 25 The
Kamru Nag and Bhurisravas stories, on the other hand, seem to localize
the stock story and alter several features. Bhurisravas at least is not
youthful, not a P~~va scion, and evidently not a prewar battlefield
sacrifice. Two traits probably promote him to replacement: his dismem
berment, doubled by the second arm; and his identification with the

24Quoting Boulton 1976, 11, 13, 23-24: Kr~J).a's body will not bum after he dies because
it "is too deeply stained with sin" (17)-above all from his dalliances with the GopIs, which
are linked with the Giliigovinda and the Brahmanical "right" (24). SaraHidasa is a
"ploughman" (5); a Siidra poet from near Cuttack of the fifteenth century (Mohanty 1990,
267; Patnaik 1993, 170); thirteenth century (Mishra 1995, 144).
25Boulton 1976,1-6; Patnaik 1993; Swain 1993. On Belavali, cf. the "Naga" Suvela, wife
of the fourth "Kauravaq1sa, " who demands a snake ornament for her betrothal (chap. 8, §
A). For once we get a name for BhIma's NagI wife.
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sacrificial stake, which he bears as his flagstaff emblem (yapaketu;
7.118.16). His variant triangulates with the Garhwal, Himachal Pradesh,
and Mahoba "BarbarIka" stories: as in Garhwal and Himachal Pradesh
but not Mahoba, there is the shooting of the leaves down to the foot or
hand; as in Himachal Pradesh and Mahoba but not Garhwal, Kr~t;Ia

demands the head while disguised as a Brahman.
When Kr~t;Ia is not disguised as a Brahman but entirely himself, as in

Garhwal and Orissa, there is less scope for deception. But the Garhwal
story does tell us more than the Mahoba story about the deliberations
leading to the sacrifice. Knowing that he cannot protect the Pat;lC:!avas
without eliminating BabrII, Kr~t;Ia goes to Yudhi~thira and tells him they
have now chosen the battlefield, but since the battlefield demands "the
sacrifice of a thirty-two l~at;Ia warrior," Yudhi~thiramust select a vic
tim from among the three who have chosen it: Kr~t;Ia himself, Arjuna,
and BabrIl. BabrIl saves Yudhi~thira the anguish. He says that slaying
either of the others is unimaginable, and tells Kr~t;Ia: "You cut off my
head and hang it up, because I must see the Mahtibhiirata war." Kr~t;Ia

says, "OK, I will enliven your head, and you cut it off yourself. And you
[familiar form] will see the war." Here we find themes familiar from the
Tamil Arava!! story: only a thirty-two l~at;Ia warrior will do for the pre
war sacrifice;26 Kr~t;Ia, Arjuna, and either Arav~ or BabrIl are the only
choices; the hero rules out the other two and selects himself.

But other features of Aravan's sacrifice are absent from these Barbar
Ika stories. There is nothing apparent about the goddess. In Mahoba,
BabrIk offers his head as "gift" (dan), not "sacrifice" (bali); and he
offers it to Kr~t;Ia in the guise of a Brahman, not to KaII. In Garhwal,
Kr~t;Ia tells Yudhi~thira the sacrifice demands the victim's "blood, his
bali." Again, BabrIl seems to offer it to Kr~t;Ia, whom he calls Ishwar and
Bhagwan, and says, "You cut off my head!" This would seem to rule
out, or at least minimize, any connection with Dasara such as is evoked
in Arav~ stories.27 But the goddess may not be far from these accounts.
In Himachal Pradesh it seems again to be just an exchange of boons, but
ultimately the blood from the battlefield goes to DraupadI as KatI (Justa
1993, 62). In Rajasthan, where BarbarIk's main shrine is at a village
named Kat Syam near Jaipur, his head is in some places worshipped
during the fall festival to the goddess (Navaratri or Durga Piija), and
immersed in a tank or well on VijayadasamI, the "tenth" day that
celebrates her Dasara victory.28 In Andhra, as we shall see, BarbarIk
has even closer ties with the goddess.

260n this feature, see Hiltebeitel 1988a, 306, n. 33; 1995b, 465 and n. 10; in press-b.
27Hiltebeitel 1988a, 321-22; 1991a, 284-85,314-16.
2SJ<han, personal communication (see n. 7).
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Unlike Arava!!, who secures boons from ~~t;ta before he performs his
battlefield sacrifice and is never a talking head before the war starts, in
Mahoba Babnk speaks immediately after he has severed his head to
demand that it be placed on a mountain so that he can watch the war. In
Himachal Pradesh it is a fair exchange. In Garhwal, Babnl does not have
to ask. ~~t;ta mercifully promises to enliven his head and put it on a
mountain.29 Once it is severed, BhIma deposits it on a peak, and ~~t;ta

keeps the life-breath (prafJ-vayu) within it for the war's eighteen days.
Barbanka's mountain top vantage point is found also in Himachal Pradesh
and Andhra, and is different from the viewing position of Arava!!'s head,
which, if mentioned, is usually the top of a post (as with Bhurisravas and
Belala Sena) or the lap of KaII. 30 In Mahoba, however, Babnk does not
stay on the peak for all eighteen days. Rather, when the Kauravas start
losing, he laughs and Arjuna's chariot is forced backward. K~~t;ta saves
his explanation for the end of the war, and in the meantime, removes the
head from the mountain top to its base. This second "deception" must
still allow Babnk to see the war, but not panoptically. It must also
neutralize the fierce power of his laughter. Here we have an intriguing
tie-in with a Kiitta~~var cult theme. Kiitta~~var temples are often paired:
one on a mountain outside a village, one in the village. Kiitta~tavar is
always fiercest on the mountain, which is where his camiya#,s (possessed
worshipers) get possessed at the beginning of his festivals before descend
ing to the village temple, where his head then watches the eighteen-day
festival that is equivalent to the war. Even in villages like Kiivakkam31

with no mountain in sight, one may hear that the festival begins when
"Cami comes down from the mountain," and ends when he returns to it.
"Cami climbing down" (cami irankiyaccu) is a trope for the god's posses
sion of a person, while his "climbing the mountain" connotes coming out
of possession, as in the phrase cami malaiyeriyiruccu, "Cami has climbed
the mountain," which is said when a deity leaves someone he has poss
essed, leaves him to his natural self, so that in leaving, Cami goes back
to the mountain alone: to his divine place (Hiltebeitel in press-a). As with
BabrIk, there is something overpowering about Kiitta~~var that could
destroy the divinely ordered progress of the eighteen-day war, or the
festival that enacts it, were he not brought down from the mountain to

290n the Garhwali theme of enlivening the head, and even making it rise to the top of the
cosmic tree during the Kaurava-Pal:1<;lava ball game, see Zoller 1993, 212-29, on the concept
of mfr, a force associated with the local goddess of a village-settling clan (rather than with
Kr~na).

300n these variations, see Hiltebeitel 1991a, 318-19, and ibid., 258 (plate 14), 294, 375 on
KalI's lap. Cf. Zoller 1993, 211 (head on pole).
31In Ulundurpet Taluk, South Arcot, Tamilnadu: site of KuttaI;1~var's most publicized
festival, which attracts transsexuals called Alis (Hiltebeitel 1995b and in press-a and b).
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regularize possession within the festival by his sacrifice at the village
temple, and were he not returned to the mountain at the festival's end. 32

KuttaJ;ltavar and also DraupadI cult stories share with Baccha Singh's
Mahoba story a postwar visit to the severed head. At Mahoba, when the
war is over ~~J.lll tells Arjuna he will explain what forced Arjuna's
chariot backward, and takes Arjuna to BabrIk. BabrIk makes no utterance
here, but ~~J.lll tells Arjuna that his chariot was driven backward by one
who, had he not been beheaded, would have killed him. DraupadI and
KuttaJ;ltavar cult informants tell that after the war, the P3:J;lC:favas and
DraupadI wrangle over which of them won the war, and ~~J.lll says they
should ask Arava!!, who saw the whole thing. It is now that Arava!!
becomes a talking head, and says that all his eyes saw was the work of
~~J.lll's discus cutting heads and his conch holding them, or else that he
saw the conch blowing, the cakra beheading, and KalI's skull-bowl
(kapala) holding the blood. 33 In Himachal Pradesh we find a northern
variant that is closer to this Tamil outcome than the Mahoba version.
After the war, Arjuna and Bhlma have "a heated discussion" over which
of them produced the victory, and ~~J.lll directs them to ask the
"prophetic head installed on a tree-top." Kamru Nag said, "In the midst
of hundreds and thousands of puny warriors shooting their arrows and
wielding their maces, sounding their kettle-drums, I saw the great
Mahakali Khapra and Sudershan Chakra gigantic, shining forth every
where in the war. This war was won for you by Lord Krishna and
Mahakali, Krishna's Sudershan Chakra and Dropadi's Khappar" (Justa
1993, 62). Again, it is ~~J.lll's cakra (discus) and DraupadI's khappar
(begging bowl, skull-bowl), which is also KalI's khappar. These stories
are beginning to speak for themselves.

In each case the visit resolves a question with an answer that shows
~~J.lll holding all the cards. But in the Mahoba story, ~~J.lll invites
BabrIk to choose a boon now, and BabrIk replies that he wants the satis
faction of using his sword-arm, since he was deprived of fighting in the
war. This is really the second boon he has obtained, and the two are
clearly interchangeable with two of the three boons acquired by Arava!!,
who obtains a succession of increasingly contradictory boons that accumu
late through the development of his story: to stay alive so that he can die
a hero on the eighth day of battle, thus keeping his Sanskrit exit from the
story; to be allowed to watch the entire eighteen-day war with his severed
head; and to marry before his sacrifice to secure him the ancestral rites
denied to anyone who dies a bachelor. WillIe Arava!! gets to watch the

320ne finds something analogous at a few DraupadI temples where it is probably an adoption
from the Kiittantavar cult. I plan further study of the relation between the two cults.
33See chap. 10, n. 206, on the conch.
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war from a post or KalI's lap, BabrIk gets to see it from a mountain top.
And while Arava!!, despite his battlefield sacrifice, gets to have his body
reconstituted so that he can fight on the eighth day of battle, BabrIk gets
to satisfy his sword-arm in his next life. None of these BarbarIkas,
however, gets an equivalent to Arava!!'s third boon, which is especially
distinctive of Arava!!'s identity as KfittaJ.l~var: a bride who will marry
him despite his impending death. 34

One could go on trying to square the circle. In Sanskrit, barbarlka
from barbara, "barbarian"-means "curly hair or a particular mode of
wearing the hair" (Monier-Williams [1899] 1964, 722). Nagaraj says that
in Andhra, where BarbarIk is Ghatotkaca's son, he has so much head-hair
that to all those below the mountain, its spread looks vast as a cloud.35
In Rajasthan, according to a Hindi book on his main shrine at Kat Syam
near Jaipur, "BarbarIk, as Ghatotkaca's son, had at his birth the hair
naturally disheveled and standing on end, that is why he was given the
name 'barbarIka. '''36 To find that BarbarIka has extraordinary hair in
Andhra and Rajasthan, where he is the grandson of a Ra~asI and son of
the wild Ghatotkaca, might not be surprising. But to learn that "the hair
of BabrIk is like a snake" in Mahoba, where he is the son of BhIma and
a Serpent Maiden, is fascinating, considering that snakes lack hair. Yet
Arava!!'s body is reconstituted for his eighth-day fight by snakes that
stiffen to form his flesh. Are they also "like hair that stands on end"?37

The question that opened the Mahoba interview with Baccha Singh and
Charan Singh could have yielded nothing more interesting than that, from
at least one perspective, Udal is an arp.s of ~~~, and that Bhima takes
incarnation in Dandhu (see chap. 5, § A). Instead it brought up a trea
sure-thanks to Baccha Singh, a treasure hunter himself. 38 Yet what a
multifaceted gem it is. First of all, Baccha Singh went beyond my
question to mention a hero whom he included in his list of arp.sas and
avatars, but did not identify as one: "Balrao, Babrahon [Babhruvahana],

340n Arava!!'s three boons, see Hiltebeitel 1995b, 451-53 on their order of appearance in
his textual history (first boon ca. ninth century, second ca. fourteenth century, and third
only in folk traditions) and in press-a on their relation to his "three deaths," and the
likelihood that the marriage boon derives from the Kiittat;ltavar cult, not the DraupadI cult.
35Subba Rao 1976, 272-73 mentions nothing of this.
36bal nahi svame ke karan uske lambe aur khare bal the!?/ tho ?]/ isliye ghatotkach ne apne
putr ka nam "barban'k" (Khan, personal communication, 8/8/93).
37See Hiltebeitel in press-b.
38Baccha Singh researches the treasures hidden in AIM, including diamonds at Khajuraho.
Note that Prannath tells Chatrasal Bundela, "God has given you a land which abounds in
diamonds.... [B]y no other race shall this blessing and inexhaustible source of wealth be
enjoyed" (Pogson [1828] 1971, 102). Recall also Cunningham's Kuruk~etra account linking
the Mbh with a disappearance of the Koh-i-nur diamond.
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BabrIk-one name, by the blessings of ~~J;1a Bhagavan." The response
includes three answers relating to ~~~ and Udal. Baccha Singh states
that "Udal was from the ~s of ~~J;1a." But when I ask whose avatar
BabrIk is, Charan Singh intervenes: "Said to be Udal's," to which Baccha
Singh reiterates, "With ~~J;1a'S blessing." At this point I was confused.
Thinking I was about to hear of BabrIk appearing in Alhii itself, I was
asking whom BabrIk incarnatedfrom the Mahiibhiirata rather than recog
nizing BabrIk as a Mahiibharata personage who might reincarnate inAIhii
as someone else. Baccha Singh seems to begin correcting me by saying,
"BabrIk belonged to the Mahtibhiirat age." But Charan Singh puts things
on course. Although grammatically he says that BabrIk is "said to be
Udal's" avatar, what he means-that Udal is BabrIk's avatar-becomes
clear when ~~J;1a gives Babnk the postwar boon that will enable him to
satisfy his sword-arm: "Go! And in the time of tomorrow you shall have
an avatar called Udal." Once it is clear that Udal incarnates BabrIk, I can
ask whether K~~J;1a now has any avatar and learn that he takes birth as
Maniya Dev to protect BabrIk when he wields his sword as Udal.

What are we to make of this? First, I think we must reject any idea
that the two singers knew different stories. They work together regularly.
One also makes only a little headway following the terms ~s and avatar.
Combining answers, Udal is both an aqIS (portion, divine element) of
~~J;1a and an avatar of BabrIk; ~~J;1a has an aqIS in both Udal and
Maniya Dev, but also takes avatar in Maniya Dev. In both cases, the
term avatar seems to be more restrictive than ~s. But elsewhere in the
interview the two are used interchangeably. Seeing this as at best a partial
explanation, I propose that what we meet here is a measured pace of
disclosure. The two singers, giving what the audience-two out-of-town
professors-can bear, are gradually inducting us not into theological
mysteries but into the complexities of regional and local Alhii folklores.

Baccha Singh begins with what seems the most widely held linkage,
that Udal is an aqIS of K~~J;1a. As he seems to guess, we would have
already heard this from "the research institute people of Bundelkhand. "
Indeed, two days earlier, we had asked Krishna Chaurasia and Zahir
Singh about such matters, and in particular whether ~~J;1a'S incarnation
in Udal is widely held. And Zahir Singh had replied (in English), "It is
so supposed, and many people in India believe it, because if you believe
in incarnation, there is reference to that. Whoever listens to Alha believes
it. It is our tradition, parampara." Next, when we pick up on the cryptic
reference to BabrIk, the two singers seem gratified (raising their eye
brows), and Charan Singh, having already dropped the remark that Udal
is said to be BabrIk's avatar, now, almost solemnly, tells Baccha Singh
to tell the story "properly." Finally, we elicit the information that K~~J;1a

becomes Maniya Dev as both aqIS and avatar. This was an afterthought
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to the singers, who considered their story finished. Here we wind up at
a thoroughly local level, familiar from having just visited the shrine of
Maniya Dev, guardian deity of Mahoba and here unambiguously male
(see chap. 7, § E), whom Alha and Udal are said to have worshiped.

Baccha Singh and Charan Singh also give us terms with which to
understand how such underground folk Mahlibharata circulates, and how
it fuses with Alha. "I have taken this Alhti story out of the pura~s," says
Baccha Singh. "It is not taken from the Mahlibharat. It is distinct form
Mahlibhtirat." Baccha Singh, who does not know Sanskrit, is certainly
not cribbing from Sanskrit Pura~s. 39 Rather, "pura~" suggests here
the type of "old story" that allows ~~~ to go on playing the same old
tricks and making the same old alibis, from south to north. We should not
ignore Baccha Singh's claim that he has "made comparisons (milake)"
that link: this "Alhti story out of the pur~s . . . with Mahlibhtirat."
According to Gyan Chaturvedi, milake is colloquially "comparisons"
here, and not "[what is] joined," or "connections." But these more
ordinary meanings are also suggestive of the singers' "comparative
method."4O By comparing and connecting "pur~c" folk Mahtibhtirata
with Alhti, has Baccha Singh actually fused the two himself, as he seems
to imply? Or is he placing himself in wider oral networks in which such
comparing and connecting would be part of an Alhti singer's technique,
and the story a variant within an oral Mahlibhtirata repertoire that is
primarily his to process? I think the latter. We should not underestimate
Baccha Singh's penchant for research or invention,41 but I doubt that
Charan Singh would have given such importance to this story if Baccha
Singh had made it up.

We can safely say that north Indian folk Mahlibhtirata BarbarIka
stories have circulated primarily in Rajput milieus, and especially among
"littler" Rajput clans and populations.42 BarbarIka makes an exemplary
Rajput hero: ready to fight for either side, but especially the underdog;
inordinately proud of his strength, yet willing to sacrifice its use; firm in
his adherence to the Rajput code of honor,43 even when God violates it,

39The BhvP, apparently the only purat;ta to tell an AIM, says nothing about BarbanKa, and
as far as I know, no other Sanskrit purana mentions him either.
40See Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990, 359-60, proposing that a similar "comparative method" is at
work in the composition of Mbh.
41See Schomer 1984, 9, onAIM singing as "a classical Lordian tradition of composition-in
performance. "
42Baccha Singh and Charan Singh are Bundelas. Garhwali Rajputs are out of the high status
Rajput loop (Sax 1994). Rajasthan folk Mbh seems to have low status Rajput connections
like Pabajr (Smith N.d.). Sharma and Justa describe no social background. See below on
Boyas in Andhra.
43Belala Sena's indignation over the dishonorable imputation that he might ask back his head
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and his parents' adherence to it is empty; willing at a flash to become a
severed head. In our Mahoba version, he even becomes a kind of inverse
jhujhar. Rather than a body that goes on fighting after the head is sev
ered, he is a head that will get his sword-arm back to go on fighting with
in the next life-to complete the unfinished business of the Mahiibhiirata.

c. A Permeable Divide

As to BarbarIk in Andhra, we come to the point where we must ask
whether he is further evidence of rajputizing influences there, or has
some "transitional" connection with what one finds across the Tamil
border. Here is Chandmal Agarwal's Marwari account:

The Rak$asI Hi~imba fell in love with BhIma after he had slain her
brother Hi~imba. BhIma agreed to marry her on condition that their
wedlock be in force for only one year. Their son Ghatotkaca was born
without hair on his body. Ghatotkaca married AhilyavatI, who gave
birth to BarbarIk with a lot of hair on his body. He was called Bar
bank because of his body-hair, which resembled the hair of a barbarlK
lion (sher).44 He was taken to ~~l;13. for initiation and instruction.
The boy and Kr~l;13. looked at each other mysteriously laughing. After
initiation, ~~l;13. advised BarbarIk and his people to stay in the forest
and look after ~~is and good people, and to live pursuing invincibility
(ajeya) and immortality (amara). BarbarIk worshiped A~tadevI and re
ceived three invincible arrows able to destroy everything.

Having lost the dice match, the Pa~~avas came to BarbarIk's area
in the forest. BhIma stepped into a tank and Barban1<: objected. Not
knowing each other, they fought at length, grandfather against grand
son, until people who had gathered recognized them. BarbarIk was dis
traught to know he had fought his grandfather, and prepared to commit
suicide as penance. But Kr~l;13. intervened and convinced him to wait
until his ultimate sacrifice would be useful to his grandparents.

When war was about to break out between the Pa~~avas and Kaura
vas, BarbarIk set forth with his mother's consent to watch it. She
cautioned him not to take sides, since both parties were their relatives.
But BarbarIk decided to help the loser. On the way he met ~~l;13.

disguised as a Brahman. When the latter heard that BarbarIk wanted
to be on the loser's side, he asked to see his strength, since BarbarIk

has also such a Rajput echo.
44Having a body covered with hair except for the paws, according to M. V. Krishnayya's
follow-up interview with Chandmal Agarwal (personal communication, 2/23/98). One senses
here that there is something of Durga's lion in Barban1c.
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had only three arrows in his arsenal.
Barbank told the Brahman that one arrow would be enough to de

stroy the enemy, and would suffice for the test. The Brahman plucked
five leaves from a plpal tree, concealed them under his feet, showed
BarbarIk the tree, and asked him to knock down all the leaves. When
BarbarIk shot, the arrow destroyed all the leaves and stood before the
Brahman's feet where the leaves were hidden. BarbarIk asked the
Brahman to move a step so he could finish his task. The Brahman
accepted BarbarIk's power and praised him, but told him he was not
yet a complete hero, and wouldn't be so unless, in addition to his
other two qualities, he became a hero of the gift (dana vlra) by
offering his head as the gift (dana). BarbarIk agreed to offer his head
if he could watch the Mahtlbhiirata war which he had set out to see.
The Brahman promised to help him watcb the war, but BarbarIk de
manded proof. Then the Brahman revealed that he was ~~l;la and
showed his Visvartipa or universal form, and BarbarIk severed his
head as dana to the Brahman. Pleased, Krsna blessed BarbarIk that he
would be worshiped in the Kali yuga by ·the name of Syam Baba and
would bestow all benefits to his devotees.

After the war, when BhIma and Arjuna argued over their contribu
tions to the victory, K~~~ told them to consult BarbanK's head, which
saw the entire war from a mountain cliff. BarbarIk's head spoke: "All
I saw was ~~~'s discus cutting the warriors' throats, Kali's skull
bowl collecting the blood, and DraupadI drinking the blood. "

In time, BarbarIk's head was buried in the earth. Once in Rajasthan
during the Kali yuga, a cow shed milk from her udder on a mound.
Surprised, the villagers dug and found BarbarIk's head inside the
mound in the form of a stone, which demanded consecration and daily
worship. A temple was built for the head near Jaipur at Khautu, while
his trunk is worshiped at Ringus fifteen miles away, and his feet at
Patala. 45 Syam Baba is a childlike god, at once both demanding and
fully loving. His worship has its risks, as it may misfire and bring
misfortune. When compassionate, he showers immense material bene
fits. (Krishnayya 1997; personal communication, February 23, 1998)

Clearly, there are some novelties in this story: Ghatotkaca's hair
lessness, BarbarIk's mother AhilyavatI, his lion-like hair, his protection
of forest sages, the divine source of his three arrows, his fight with his

45Khautu, at which MalWari children undergo their first hair-removal, is evidently Kat
Syam. Chandmal AgalWal is from Ringus (Krishnayya, personal correspondence, 2/23/98).
Parts of KiittaJ.1tavar' s body also come from different villages for assemblage with his head
at Kiivakkam and are returned to them after his kalappali (Hiltebeitel 1995b, 459, 464).
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grandfather BhIma, his near-suicide as K~~~'s pretext for demanding his
sacrifice, and the cow that reveals his buried head. Equally striking are
some recurrences with new twists: K~~~'s Brahman disguise, the leaf test
with the devotionally poised arrow,46 the head's description of how the
war was won. Barbank has three qualities (invincibility, immortality, and
heroic giving) rather than three boons. And whereas dan as giving to
Kr~~ seems in some versions to be a separate strand from bali as sacri
fice to the goddess, here the two coexist: Barbank worships the goddess
to receive his arrows, makes his head-offering to ~~~'s Visvariipa, and
sees that Kr~~, KaII, and DraupadI together have severed all the heads
and drunk all the blood-including, we must finally realize, his own.

The burrakatha story of rural Andhra lacks these specific novelties and
twists, but introduces some of its own. Above all, it is the clearest of all
accounts regarding BarbarIk's relation to the goddess.

Murasurudu, a general of Narakasura, ruled Pragjyoti~puram. By
the blessings of Durga, he had six sons and a daughter MaurvI.
Attacking Narakasura's fort, K~~~ killed Murasurudu and his sons.
Seeking revenge, MaurvI fought K~~~ until Durga intervened, and
demanded K~~~ protect the destitute girl by getting her married.
K~~~ told the Pa~~vas to marry Ghatotkaca to her, and BhIma con
sented, overruling Dharmaraja. But Kr~~ said Ghatotkaca must win
her by strength and skill, lest she kill him. MaurvI fought Ghatotkaca
for fifteen days, from full to new moon. With the demons getting
stronger under these conditions, K~~~, fearing for Ghatotkaca, told
the pair they should now marry. In nine months, a beautiful son was
born. MaurvI left the child with Durga to be raised to kill ~~~.
Durga named him BarbarIk for his body full of hair, and trained him
in all kinds of archery. When the Mahiibhlirata war was to begin, Bar
bank was willing to make any kind of sacrifice. He requested Durga's
leave and blessings. She gave him three invincible arrows. Disguised
as a Brahmin, ~~~ stopped him and cajoled him to show his strength
for the war. With the first two arrows, Barbank exhausted both earth
and sky, and said he reserved the third to be used on anyone Durga
asked. Thinking this would prevent the P~<;lavas from completing
their tasks, ~~t;ta wanted to kill BarbarIk. Putting on a sad face, he
told Dharmaraja he needed a prewar sacrifice (bali) of a great warrior:
either himself or Arjuna. BarbarIk then arrived to offer himself, even
though he knew it was Kr~~'s trick. Granted a last wish, BarbarIk
chose to see the war. (Brahmanandam 1992; Krishnayya 1998)

4&fhe Himachal Pradesh and Kuruksetra versions reverse the order of these episodes.
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~~t;la'S death would be enough to keep the P~<;lavas from completing
their tasks-the pretext he admits to. But he must also divine that should
BarbarIk do what Durga asks, she could ask his own life. Yet note that
Durga never does ask, but only completes the boy's training to be able
to kill ~~t;la, as requested by her protege MaurvI. The goddess and
~~t;la are never at odds, and the victim is as compliant to the instructions
of the one as he is to the tricks of the other. Indeed, ~~~'s tricks
guarantee BarbarIk's sacrifice for a prewar ayudha puja (Brahmanandam
1992, 9)-the "sacrifice of weapons" that is normally part of the god
dess's worship at Dasara. It is the same story in the chapbook version of
Arava!!'s ka~appali (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 321).

Subba Rao gives another glimpse of the story known to Andhra "vil
lage folk" in which BarbarIk offers his head to "the Goddess of War"
(1976, 269, 273). Intercepting BarbarIk on the way to Kuru~etra, ~~t;la

is in his usual disguise:

Old Brahman:-"How can you kill the dreadful foes with merely
three arrows in your quiver?"

Barbareeka:-"These three are more than enough. I can smash all the
armies of the foes with one arrow. I can destroy all the valiant
heroes on the Kaurava side with the second one."

Old Brahman:-"Then what for the third one?"
Barbareeka:-"Surely this is an extra one! I am keeping this extra

arrow with a purpose. I have come to know that there is a cunning
person named Sri Krishna. I could not decide which side he would
take. This third arrow is for that unpredictable person!"

Again, the three arrows' new powers seem to have made the leaf test
superfluous. Rather than "earth and sky," the "foes" lined up for the first
two arrows are the Kauravas and, one must assume, the Pa~<;lavas. This
would be enough to challenge K~~t;la in any other version. But now
BarbarIk threatens ~~t;la'S own life with the third arrow himself,47
rather than saying he holds it anticipating the request of the goddess.
"Terribly afraid of this tremendous brave boy, the sagacious Krishna
immediately rushed to Dharma Raja" to convince him to "sacrifice a
young hero on your side to the Goddess of War" (273). Once again, god
and victim seem to wink at each other while we envision their roles
reversed. Here BarbarIk favors neither side; he is just monstrously
destructive in a totally neutral way.

The short news item in "Eenadu," titled "Syam Baba Celebrations

470ne may be reminded of Raja Desing raising his hand against Ranganatha.
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with Bhakti and Sraddha," also makes a novel disclosure: "In Kali yuga,
the head of Barbank on the name of Syam Baba receives importance and
devotion representing SrI ~~~." With this, we can perhaps approach
one or two more mysteries. All along, we have met variations on the con
voluted bonds that link the god and the victim, who, as just seen, seems
to "know" the god's "tricks." We have not even mentioned the best
known of such bonds: that around KUvakkam, Arava!!'s short-notice
demand for a bride before he dies is solved by ~~~'s marrying him as
"the Deluder" MohinI-a woman to most, and to Alis or Tamil trans
sexuals, ~~~'s Ali avatar (Hiltebeitel 1995b; in press-b). We have,
however, noted that at Mahoba, Baccha Singh combines "Balrao, Babra
hon, BabrIk-one name, by the blessings of ~~~ Bhagavan," and fur
ther tells that ~~~ has an ~s in Udal and in Maniya Dev, in whom he
also takes avatar, while Maniya Dev will protect Udal, who will himself
be an ~s of K~~~ and more cryptically an avatar of BabrIk! Now we
have a version in which the convolution spins out from a hidden identity:
BarbarIk as Syam Baba "representing SrI K~~~" is the "Dark (Syam)
Lord," the quirky "childlike god," in the form of his own victim's
severed head. It must be over such conundrums as these that BarbarIk and
~~~ mysteriously laugh when they meet in Chandmal Agarwal's story,
and perhaps in Baccha Singh's narration when BabrIk's head laughs so
powerfully that it momentarily forces Arjuna's chariot backward when the
Kauravas start to lose. It would be K~~~ at the reins of Arjuna's chariot.

The "Eenadu" article also tells that "Marwari families of the town
celebrated Shyam Baba Utsav [festival] on Saturday" [November 8, 1997]
at a temple that was built for Syam Baba at Kachiguda in Hyderabad, and
that it was the first anniversary of the SrI Syam Baba Parivar (household)
there. Krishnayya comments: These "Shyam Baba festivities" are
"celebrated right after Navaratri, Dasara, or Durga PUja. "48 Clearly,
Marwari merchants, from Rajasthan but living in Visakhapatnam,49 have
carried at least their version of the Rajput story and cult of BarbarIk from
his temple at Khautu or Kat Syam near Jaipur, where Syam Baba,
worshiped at the same fall festivities, is one of BarbarIk's names. 50

Although the burrakatha and Marwari stories both link BarbarIk's
sacrifice with Dasara, it is not clear how deeply they are related. We do
not know when or even whether Marwari-carried stories of BarbarIk ever
impacted on Andhra folklore, or whether earlier Rajput traditions about

48Personal correspondence (follow-up E-mail).1/2l1998.
49}(rishnayya writes that preliminary inquiries indicate that Marwaris in Rajahmundry appear
not to have heard of Barbanlc (personal communication, 1/2/98).
500n close ideological ties between Marwaris and Rajputs in Rajasthan, and the Marwari
diaspora, see Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 164-88.
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BarbarIk preceded them into Andhra. As indicated in discussing Barbar
Ik's mother, one senses that rural Andhra knows different traditions about
BarbarIk. Nonetheless, the rural stories seem sufficiently rajputized.
Nagaraj indicates that Barbarlk stories are recited in Anantapur and Kur
nool Districts by Boyas who served as "mercenaries" for landed dominant
castes. 51 In the story he recalled, the Pal;l<;!avas, tricked by Kr~~, kill
BarbarIk in a prewar fight without knowing that he is their relative. When
they realize this and blame K~~~, he justifies his role as one that protects
the Pal;l<;lavas and makes amends to BarbarIk by placing his head with the
cloudlike hair on the mountain.

When we move into Tamilnadu, however, we cannot very easily make
Arava!! a Rajput. His main story goes back to the oldest surviving Tamil
Mahtibharata by the ninth-century Pallava poet Perunteva~r, who wrote
during a period that also supplies the beginnings of temple recitation of
the Mahtibharata, possibly to instil a martial spirit (Hiltebeitel 1988a,
14); the development of temple iconography of head offerings and other
forms of dismemberment to Durga (318-20); and the emergence, clear
already in Perunteva~rand intensified in tenth- to twelfth-century ParaYJi
poems, of KalI as Tamil goddess of the battlefield. 52 From a low and
outlying figure, Arava!! becomes the focus of a new martial spirit linked
with devotion to the goddess, and a dedication to royal superiors so noble
and complete that he is willing to sacrifice himself painfully for the
victory of either side's kings (Hiltebeitel 1995b, 451). Holding the bal
ance of victory in his sacrificial hand, he does not, however, favor the
underdog. Indeed, there is something "imperial" about Pallava images of
the Pal;l<;lavas that carry over to the portrayal of Arav3:!!' s dutiful self
subordination to either side. Here too he differs from BarbarIka,
especially as we find the latter in Mahoba, where he, the Pal;l<;!avas, and
their incarnations are tied up in the much more ambiguous world ofAiha,
in which the imperium falls into Muslim hands as the outcome of the
story, and into British hands in the course of the story's history. In this
world, fighting for losing sides is ennobled.

In fact, features of Arava!!'s mythology reappear in two very different
north Indian cycles: one linked with BarbarIka, champion of lost causes;
the other with the greatest of legendary emperors. In a medieval adapta
tion, Vikramaditya's thirty-two marks-"which characterize universal em
perors who rule the world"-make him the ideal person to offer his head
to the goddess Kama~I of Kaficipuram to get quicksilver for a supplicant
Brahman: 53 "The magic quicksilver shall be obtained when an offering

51Cf. Roghair 1982, 374: B6yas are "fighting men" in Palniiqu.
52Nagaswamy 1982,22-28; Hiltebeitel 1991a, 312-13.
53As in the Mahoba, Himachal Pradesh, Kuruksetra, and Andhra stories, where the Brahman
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is made to the directions with blood coming from the neck of a man bear
ing thirty-two superior marks," says this goddess of the Pallava (and later
the DraupadI and Kuttat;ltavar cult) heartland to the great pilgrim-emperor
from Ujjain. 54 As in all thirty-two tales of the throne, the deity, appre
ciating Vikramaditya's willing supplication, relents and fulfills his wish
without the violent offering. 55 Another Vikramaditya tale has him per
form a variant of the rite of cutting the body in nine places (Tamil,
navakaf!ram: he offers to cut his body in eight places for the eight Bhai
ravas and his neck for the goddess). Navakat;ltam is a prototype for Ara
va!!'s sacrifice, with parallels to be noted also in Andhra and Bengal
(HiltebeiteI1988a, 318-19; 1991a, 302-8). It is probably also of Pallava
period south Indian origin, being first mentioned in a tenth-century Nel
lore District inscription (1991a, 306, n. 31). Finally, having offered his
head one last time, the magnanimous Vikramaditya gets the goddess's
promise to end human sacrifice. 56 Of course, the Buddha too has the im
perial (Cakravartin) trait of thirty-two marks, and a willingness to offer
his body many times through his different lives. But unless I have missed
some Vajrayana exceptions, he never offers the goddess his head.

Arava!! thus has a classical textual emergence that differentiates him
from the largely oral and entirely nonclassical BarbarIka. This classical
tradition seems to be rooted in the plains areas where the DraupadI and
Kuttat;ltavar cults are strongest: that is, especially in the original Pallava
Tot;ltaimal;1talam area (Chingleput and the Arcots) and also (for DraupadI
only) in Thanjavur District. Yet elsewhere, Arava!!'s profile is not so
different. Where it is possible to suspect inland connections through
mountainous regions, one finds him more rajputized. In Dharmapuri Dis
trict, which would lie pivotally on such a route, the Ku~iya!!ur (Dharma
puri Taluk) DraupadI temple pucari Murugan tells that K~~~ urges Dhar
maraja to bring Arava!! down from the mountain because "if he were to
slap his thigh and laugh (kokkari: a derisive laugh of triumph), a crore
would die on the battlefield." In Coimbatore,57 the Paratiyar at the 1995
Singanallur Kuttal;1tavar festival knew of ~~~'s testing KuttaJ;ltavar's
prowess as an archer, but with a Tamil bhakti twist. On his way to meet

is ~~~a in disguise. Cf. further the almanac-bearing Brahman in Palniidu, Elder brothers,
etc. (chap. 3, sequences 6 and 7; chap. 10, § D).
54See Sircar 1969, 107 on Vikramaditya as "SahasaJika (literally, 'one whose characteristic
mark is the daring courage')"; 115, 141-42: a new type of emperor-adventurer-hero.
55See Edgerton 1926, xciii, 182-86; quotes 184.
56'fhese tales, numbers 22, 27, and 28 of the "thirty-two tales," concentrate themes found
in others: 8 and 25 link the thirty-two marks with blood offerings; 2 and 7 offer his head
to the goddess; 9 has him go to KaficL
57S. Ravindran (August 1998) suggests that immigrant Naidus and B6yas from Andhra, both
numerous in Coimbatore, could have played a role in carrying such traditions.
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the Pa~l(;lavas before the war, Kr~t;J.a sees a youth astride two mountains
with one leg on each and sharpening an arrow on a third. Learning who
it is, he invites Arava!! to show his power, and points to a banyan tree,
asking him to shoot so that the arrow pierces every leaf. When "Kiitta~ti"

shoots, he pierces all the leaves but one. This one he saves for "Ka~!!
who is on the banyan leaf' at the end of the Kali yuga. Turning the test
into a gesture of noncompliant devotion, Kiitta':lti recalls the pura~c

Kr~t;J.a who lies as a baby on a banyan leaf floating on the cosmic ocean
during the world's dissolution. At the Mannarkad DraupadI temple on the
Kerala side of the ghats near Coimbatore, the story is that Kr~t;J.a finds
Arava!! astride two mountains while using a third peak to sharpen his
sword on just one edge-which, he says, will be more than enough to win
a "small war" for the losers. 58 In these stories, Kr~t;J.a connives to keep
Arava!! from depriving the Pa~<:lavas of their fame.

It is precarious to posit a split between the two Tamil cults. Yet there
are some hints that BarbarIk is closer to Kiitta':ltavar. Mahabharata-recital
at Kiitta~tavar's Kiivakkam festival is perfonned by three standing singers
who approximate the burrakatha style;59 at DraupadI festivals Paratiyars
sing seated. BarbarIka stories place his severed head in a tree to watch
the war (as in Himachal Pradesh, with a variant in Garhwal), just as
Kiitta~ti at Singanallur watches it from the top of an atti tree. 6O Finally,
Kiitta~tavar's associations with mountains may carry over into Tamilnadu
from BarbarIka's mountain connections in Andhra, Bundelkhand, and
Himachal Pradesh. Whereas BarbarIka sees the whole war from the
mountain top or cliff-side in Andhra, and part of it in Mahoba,
KiittaJ;1tavar descends before the war to watch it at his Tamil temples. 61

But we cannot derive Arava!! from the Rajput world of BarbarIka.
And we cannot very well derive BarbarIka from Arava!!. Arava!!'s story
clearly has older texts, but its relation to BarbarIka stories has no
convincing explanation. The case has the shape of a multiple crime, but
we cannot solve it where it is most fundamentally doubled. Yet if tracing
themes from BarbarIka to Kiittat;ltavar takes us from north to south, the
parallel between Arava!! and Vikramaditya suggests that there is also
much to learn from looking in the opposite direction, from south to north.

58A DraupadI festival Paratiyar from near Tirunelveli knew much the same story.
59See above, n. 13. They say it commemorates Kiittantavar's standing posture for kalappali.
60See nn. 29 and 30 above, and chap. 11 at n. 94.
61Kii1tat;ltavar seems to have late Vijayanagar rather than Pallava connections (Hiltebeitel
1995b, 467). See also n. 34 above on the likelihood that Arava!!'s third boon-that of
marrying before his battlefield sacrifice-originates within the Kiittat;ltavar cult.



13 The Myth of
the Agniva~sa

The "red herring" of the "real historical origin" of the Rajputs has
been "dragged about in historical writings on early medieval and
medieval India," says Chattopadhyaya (1994, 161). Scholars scenting a
solution to this "riddle" could not fail to theorize about the origin myth
of the Agnikula K~atriyas. One finds three positions, each driven by the
conviction of one answer, as if the myth required a unitary explanation.

First are those for whom Rajputs originate from· invaders and/or
tribals. For them, the myth explains how Brahmans concealed such
parvenus' real origins by legitimizing them as Hindus at the caste level
of K~atriyas. Most who argued this did so with more than a whiff of op
portunism-their intimations ofconcealed purposes not only betraying the
obvious colonial purpose of delegitimizing native ranks and titles, but of
legitimizing their own colonizing invasion. Tod set such theories in mo
tion by arguing for "Scythian" origins (1877, vol. II, 384-85), viewing
this pedigree as honorable for his "feudal" Rajputs. 1 But when indigenes
and foreign "hordes" (notably Gujars) replace Scyths in "tribal" (rather
than "feudal") turn-of-the-century explanations, denigrations become pal
pable. Thus Baden-Powell: "the origin of the chief 'Rajput' tribes ... is
indicated (or concealed?) by the story of the 'Agnikula'" (1899, 544),
that origin being largely foreign and post-Aryan" (1899, 298), their name
given by "the Brahmanic directors of social usage" who were "driven to
find some designation which would embrace the various ruling clans and
houses, the greater part of whom would only by a great stretch of fancy
be connected with the long extinct or decayed tribes of old Kshatriya
stock" (533).2 R. B. Singh considers the "mission" of the "imperialist
historians" one of "despoiling the history of the subject country," and
scolds "Indian scholars of successive generations [who] failed to see

lSee chap. 10, n. 71, and Peabody 1996.
2Cf. Oppert 1893, 89-94 (positing "Turanian" origins ofRajputs); Crooke as cited in chap.
9, n. 50. On other British authors, see Asopa 1976, 1-3.
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through their subtle game" (1975, ii, Iv). The main Indian to promote
foreign origins was Bhandarkar (1911), whom Vaidya criticized for his
"Pickwickian method" (1924, 35) while nonetheless accepting an "Aryan
invasion" himself to explain the solar and lunar "races" as "two hordes
of Aryan invaders" whose "colonization" of India occurred at different
times (7, 276). For Vaidya, Gujars "are not foreigners but are anthro
pometrically Aryans with the best Aryan noses and are historically the
Vaisyas. "3

Vaidya and Singh lead a second group, for whom Rajputs carry on
directly from Vedic and epic K~atriyas. Vaidya sees "the Rajputs as
undoubtedly descendants of Vedic Aryans of the solar and lunar race, and
there was no third race or Varp.sa, according to our view (namely the
Agnivarp.sa)" (1924, vii). For Singh, the Agnikula myth rejuvenates a
longstanding heroic tradition of indigenous origin, but one which, by its
lateness, reflects that tradition only superficially. These authors' motives
for affirming, in Singh's words, "an unbroken continuity of martial ideals
from the Ramayat;Ia and the Mahabharata down to the present age and
therefore the Rajput age," and genuine solar origins behind fabricated fire
origins,4 are transparently anticolonialist and nationalist. 5 For Singh
(1975, 45), "The rank and file of the Hut;Ias or their associate tribes, if
any, who were definitely much inferior to the Hindus in cultural attain
ment, must have been absorbed in their counterparts of the Hindu popula
tion, but certainly not in the Brahmat;Ia or the Kshatriya class who
occupied a high place in the social order, and who would not allow an
inferior stuff to mix up with them and thus lower their dignity from [a]
social point of view. "6

Chattopadhyaya (1994, 161) tweaks Vaidya for his argument that
medieval Rajputs, heroism shows they "cannot but have been the
descendants of Vedic Aryans. None but Vedic Aryans could have fought
so valiantly in defense of the ancestral faith" (1924, 7). Nonetheless,
what Vaidya has to say about affinities between epic K~atriyas and
medieval Rajputs is often of interest. The Pat;l9avas, DraupadI, and KuntI

31924, 31; cf. 10. See also 1907, 1-4, 29-47. On Vaidya's theories of empires and invasions
in relation to the formation of both Sanskrit epics, see Hiltebeitel in press-g.
4R. B. Singh 1964, 23 (quote); cf. 1975, 21. On Agnikula clans having prior solar myths,
see Vaidya 1924, 13-14. Cf. R. B. Singh 1964, 24, 44; 1975,9-15,86, 148, 158-60.
5See Singh 1975, 5, 8-9, 13, 29, 39. Contemporary with Vaidya, Maharaja Jai Singh of
Alwar (1828-1927), drawn into nationalist, colonialist, and orientalist discourses, is said in
Meo folklore to have denied Meos' Rajput (including AgnivaQ1sa) identity claims (Mayaram
1997,54-71, 131; see chap. 8, n. 43).
6Cf. ibid., 83 and Vaidya 1924, 26: Hunas were never considered Rajputs. Gahlot and Dhar
1989,66-67,78,80 in similar vein. On the contrary regarding the HUl).as, see chap. 9, n.
53.
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speak and act "in true Rajput fashion," he tells us;7 "And what should
we think when we are told that Kausalya killed by her own hands the
sacrificial horse with three sword strokes.... She must have been very
strong and a true Rajput lady indeed."8 These claims cannot be reduced
to mere rhetoric. But the affinities do not point to an unbroken continuity
between an ancient "epic period" in the Vedic past (3,500-3,000 B.C.,
according to Vaidya) and the great Rajput tradition that begins in
sixteenth-century Rajasthan. 9 Rather, they raise the question of simi
larities between the epics' (and especially the Mahiibhtirata's) allusions
to Vedic Vratya warbands and the lifestyles of earlier medieval "low
status Rajput" clans. Vaidya's nationalism, or better, patriotism, evokes
"The Ninth and Tenth Centuries, A.D.-The Happiest Period in Indian
History" (a chapter title) as having had one religion (Hinduism: Buddhism
"entirely supplanted" and Islam yet to get beyond Sind), one race (Aryan,
avoiding mixture with Sudras who "represented the Dravidian race"),
more fluidity and commensality among Aryan castes, no foreign domina
tion, and wars that were good because (1) they were "between peoples of
the same race, the same religion, and the same civilization and were
never carried on with racial animosity or motives of seizure of territory" ;
(2) they could "prevent the people from becoming effete and effeminate"
and "aid the progress of humanity on its onward march to civilization";
and (3), in that "India need not and could not be one state," they restored
kings to their thrones and left kingdoms intact. 10

A third group, considering Rajputs as originally Brahmans who
became kings, has its most recent spokesman in Asopa, who seeks
(contrary to Singh) to antiquate the Agnikula myth by tracing it to
Brahmans' early connections with Agni. 11 Imputing Brahman origins to

7N.d., 53 (KuntI's "stirring call to fight"); cf. 1907, 182 (the Pa~e;tavas' demand for five
towns). DraupadI is also "a Rajput woman with a Rajput's bravery and determination
illuminating her face" (N.d., 53).
SVaidya [1906] 1972, 9. Goldman's translation, "Kausalya ... with the greatest joy cut [the
horse] with three knives" (1984, 151; cf. 306), would hardly invalidate Vaidya's
assessment. Cf. Vaidya [1906] 1972, 146, on changes in the text, and [1906] 1972, 94, on
recitation of lineages at Rama and SIta's wedding "in true Rajput fashion." Let us recall that
KaikeyI also rescued Dasaratha in a battle with Asuras (Ram 2.9.9-13).
9Por the dating, seeVaidya 1907, v, 4-11, 21,28; N.d., 65-110; [1906] 1972,7-43,62-67.
Vaidya's Rajasthan was a "central tract" or "middle country" connecting Ksatriyas with
medieval Rajputs: remaining Ksatriyas who had not become Buddhists left "their ancient
homes in the Panjab and the Gangetic valley" under "pressure of foreign invasions" and
"took shelter in the sands ofRajasthan" to reemerge as Rajputs (1924, 43-48, 66-69 [quotes
43, 68]). On his and others' views of "epic periods," see Hiltebeitel in press-g.
lOVaidya 1924, 247-58; cf. 1907, 180-81, 245.
llKennedy 1908, 308-9 (unavailable to me; as cited by Asopa 1976, 11, n. 13); Bhandarkar
1911, 24, 27; and D. Sharma 1959, 7-10 also underwrite Brahman origins. Asopa (91) and
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the Agnivatp.sa (while tracing the solar and lunar dynasties to Central
Asia), he informs us that "[T]he beautiful race of North-Western India
stood for Aryanisation of the whole world. " Brahmans are thus placed at
the very heart of the primal freedom struggle, having been the original
Rajputs. 12 This exemplary "Aryanisation" is a "progressive" "prosely
tizing process" said to have been possible up to the early medieval period
when there was still "enough fluidity" between Brahmans and kings; then
in the thirteenth century Rajputs rigidified as a caste in retreat from
Muslim aggression. 13

With such one-track arguments and contrived evidence14 distributed
more or less evenly between these views, one can only retrace some of
their authors' more useful steps toward different objectives.

A. Variants

My objective is to nudge discussion of the Agnikula myth along. 15

Where the debating authors have attempted to be myth interpreters, their
consuming interest in origins has taken them on familiar routes to trivial
conclusions. They have allegorized the myth,16 etymologized it by link
ing it with far-fetched gods and peoples,17 literalized it as an historically
absurd "theory, "18 or exposed its "contradictions. "19 Sircar, who nicely

R. B. Singh (1975, 46) take opposite affirmative and negative views respectively on whether
foreigners could have been accepted into the highest castes.
12Asopa 1976, 7 (quote), 17-18, on Central Asian origins ofSolar and Lunar vaQ.1sas; 21-30,
39, 52-54, 68-72, 89, 94-95, 98, on Brahman origins of each Agnikula clan, not to mention
the Chandels (213-15). Cf. Asopa 1972.
13Asopa 1976,7-10; cf. 91, 98.
14Pive types of evidence are prominent: (1) "hard evidence" of biology (head shape, nose,
color, height, race); (2) cultural stereotypes (beautiful, ugly; pure, impure; tribal, barbaric,
civilized; indigenous, nonindigenous); (3) similar-sounding names (especially Gujar-Khazar);
(4) cultural traits (martial practices); (5) Sanskrit etymology, especially to misread and
antiquate the AgnivaQ.1sa (Asopa 1972, 1976, 1, 11, nn. 3-5) or the "solar and lunar races"
(Vaidya 1924, 259-300). Attempts to trace Agnivamsa Rajputs directly from Vedic and epic
sources (e.g., Vaidya 1924,7; Asopa 1972, 1976, 21-24) are unconvincing, and Asopa's
epic references (1972, 1976, 11) are either far-fetched or unintelligible.
15Beyond my discussion in 1988a, 35-38.
16Hoernle 1905, 30: "by providing them with respectable places in their caste system," the
Brahmans "naturalized" those "foreigners who intermarried with natives and were naturally
disposed to favor and even adopt Brahmanism"; Crooke as cited in n. 2; R. B. Singh 1975,
158-59: back-reading the myth not as an allegory of early encounters with Buddhism, but
later sixteenth-century ones with Islam. But note Singh 1975, v, rejecting Crooke's
allegorical notion as "a silly suggestion!" On Tod, see below.
17Asopa, as cited in n. 14 above, on Agni; Oppert 1893,89-94, linking names of peoples.
lSVaidya thus "explodes" the myth: "this tradition or myth of the Agnikulas is indeed a
myth, a creation and modem creation of a poet's brain"; Chand has been misinterpreted
since "he did not intend to convey that these warriors were heroes newly created by
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dispels the notion that the myth has some unifying explanatory power and
sensibly advocates a multiple-origins approach, shows that each theory of
origins offers something in specific cases, but not all. Thus, "the Parihars
were foreigners," 4o'the Paramaras were probably a sept of the Malava
people of ancient India," and the Caulukyas "were Kannac;ligas of the
Dravidian stock" whose earlier solar dynasty myths parallel those that
another Rajput clan, the Guhilas, used to replace earlier accounts of their
descent from Brahmans.2o But when it comes to the Agnikula myth, Sir
car joins the trivializers: "this folktale of little value has received more
attention of writers on Rajput history than it deserves. "21 His next six
pages belie the point, since he writes Rajput history while saying more
himself. The issue that cries out for better treatment is the relation of
Rajput history to Rajput folklore. Baden-Powell (1899, 546-47) was
apparently the first to observe that the Agnikula myth's most striking
feature, birth of a warrior clan's ancestor from a firepit, appears to be
connected with the Paramaras before any of the other three Agnikula
clans.22 Hoernle, whose contributions as the first to look far enough
beyond "origins" to open a discussion of themes and variants,23 adds:
"Their claim can be traced back ... to the year 1060 A.D." to two
prasastis (eulogistic inscriptions) "which belong to the junior and senior
branches respectively of the royal line of Parmars of Malwa." One of
these says:

Vasishtha (sic). He simply wanted to convey that four warriors out of the already existing
clans came out of the fire at Vasishtha's bid to fight the Rakshasas" (11, 16, 11-17). As
elsewhere (see nn. 4,6) Vaidya creates one myth to dispel another. R. B. Singh (1964, 18
28; 1975, 1-47) and Asopa (1976, 37, 89, etc.) treat the myth as a "theory" or "conjecture"
on a par with others that might be arguable on an evidential basis. For Singh, "the theory
of the fire-origin of these clans is a myth, . . . and it is altogether an absurdity from the
view point of their origin, or factors leading to their origin" (1976, 15).
19Against implications that the "purified" barbarian or tribal Rajputs would have fought
impure "barbarian" ones, R. B. Singh relieves Rajputs of the charge of fighting among
themselves (as if they never did) by critiquing Tod's "apparent contradiction" that makes
converted "Scythians" fight against demonized "Scythians" of their own "people": "This
leads us to the irresistible conclusion that the regenerated warriors and the demons were one
and the same people, and through the instrumentality of the Brahmanas, they were made to
kill each other" (1975,20). Bingley raised this implication to a "probability," that the "four
agnicular or fire tribes were ... really Scythian mercenaries who assisted the Brahmans
against their own people" ([ca. 1870] 1979, 115).
2°Sircar 1965, 1-20 (quotes 18). Cf. Banerjee 1962, 3-18, for similar multiple-origins
conclusions, suggesting that the Paramaras branch off from the Rastrakfitas and present a
"likely ... case of migration from the south" (16-17).
21Sircar 1965, 17. Folktales are "unsatisfactory" for Sircar (13).
22Cf. Crooke 1920, xxxiii; Sircar 1965, 18-21; R. B. Singh 1975, 216-25.
23Hoernle, forgotten by many who continued his arguments, narrowed the invasion doctrine
by arguing that all four Agnikula clans were originally Gfirjaras.
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At one time on Mount Abu, Visvamitra forcibly took away the cow
of Vasishta; thereupon the latter caused a hero to arise from the fire
pit (agni-ku'!4a); that hero slew the enemies, and recovered the cow;
in reward thereof the sage gave him the name Para-mara or slayer of
enemies.24

Actual reference to a "fire lineage," which is "implied in the legend
of these two prasastis" but unmentioned, is then supplied in "the slightly
later Nagpur prasasti" of 1104 "in the form vahni-va11Jsa, not agni-kula"
(1905, 21-22). The form "Vahni = Agni + vaIp.sa" parallels the usages
"SiiryavaIp.sa" and "CandravaIp.sa," and thus hints at parity with those
two traditionally recognized vaIp.sas.25 Hoernle was, however, appar
ently unaware of the Sanskrit Navastihastinka Carita, a "popular epic
about one of the Paramara kings of Malwa" (R. B. Singh 1975, 220) by
the Paramara court poet Padmagupta Parimala. Padmagupta, who was
appointed by the expansionist Paramara king Vakpati (or Mufijaraja) (ca.
973-97 A.D.) and composed his poem under his successor Sindhuraja (ca.
997-1010),26 has an earlier version than any of these prasastis:

There (on Mount Arbuda) the wise chaplain of the house of Iksh
vaku (Vasi~~a) made a sage's grove, rich in wild rice, fruit, roots,
firewood, and kusa grass. His wish-granting cow was once stolen and
carried away by the son of Gadhi (Visvamitra), like that of Jamadagni
by Kartavlrya Arjuna.27 ArundhatI (Vasi~tha's wife), upon whose
bosom the bark garment was bathed with streams of tears, became the
sacrificial firestick (samidh) for the fire of her husband's wrath.
Thereupon, the first of the knowers of the Atharva [Veda] (Vasi~tha)

gave an offering with mantras into the fire, which, expanding with
broad flames, became like an ascetic's hair. Quickly a man sprang out
of the fire with bow, crown, and golden armour. He forcibly wrested
the cow from Visvamitra and restored it to Vasi~~a.... From the
grateful owner (Vasi~~a) he received the fitting name of Paramara,
"slayer of the enemy," and a ruler's power over the globe, before
whom all the parasols of other kings were shut. . . . From him, who
resembled the ancient king Manu, sprang a vaIp.sa that obtained high-

24Hoernle 1905,21; R. B. Singh 1975, 217, gives a more complete and detailed translation.
25Vahni, "[oblation] bearer," is a name for Agni, and stands behind the Tamil form vanni
for the samI tree, and the caste name Vanniyar for DraupadI's chief worshipers, who use
the names Vahnikula and Agnikula interchangeably (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 35-38).
26R. B. Singh 1975, 216; Asopa 1976,25,93; Vaidya 1924, 121-23.
27Hrta tasyaikadli dhenulJ kiimasur-gadhisununa/ kiirtavfryarjuneneva jamadagneranfyata.
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esteem from virtuous kings.28

Note that Padmagupta links Vasi~tha with the Atharva Veda, the Veda
associated with "black magic" abhictira sacrifices performed to kill an
enemy.29 Singh says it is this version that "finds its echo in various
inscriptions of the family," mentioning the same prasastis as Hoernle and
five more besides, which "tally with each other" and with Padmagupta's
narrative. Appreciating that "the fire-origin of the family was thus
maintained unbroken from about 1000 A.D. to 1300 A.D. in the records
of the Paramaras of different branches," Singh nonetheless stays on his
literalist course in pursuing origins: "this story, repeated as it is, does not
help us at all in the solution of the problem for the simple reason that
Paramara, the founder of the family, cannot be taken to have been sprung
from fire" (1975, 216-18). It is, however, the Paramara Bhojaraja,
Vakpati and Sindhuraja's "legitimate" Agniv~sa successor, whose story
enriches the mythic material by which the bhavi~ya pauratftka threads the
Agniv~sa into the pasts of Vikramaditya and Salivahana and the
"future" of the "little kings."3O

Moving on from Paramara prasastis, Hoernle observes that one finds
"substantially the same story" in the Pt:thvfrtij-rtisau, but without mention
of abducting a cow. As Chand tells it, the first three clan heroes emerge
after Vasi~tha has "offered a homn." Only after these three fail to defeat
the Ra~asas does Vasi~tha make "a fire in the fire-pit. ... Then there
arose from the fire the Chahuvan, four-armed, holding a sword in each
arm. " Hoernle observes two useful distinctions. In favoring the Chauhan
(Chahuvan) over the other three clan eponyms, Chand "appears to have
appropriated to the Chohans a peculiar claim of the Parmars" (1905, 19
22). Second, "the fire-birth is distinctly ascribed to the Chohans, but to
them only." This distinction seems significant, in that Chand gives non
fiery etymologized origins to the other three clans:

Performing meditation, he offered a homn in the midst of the altar in
the presence of the Suras [gods]. Then there appeared the Pratihara
["Door-keeper"]: him he placed on the road to the palace. Next there
appeared the Chalukka: him Brahma brought forth from his hallowed

281 largely follow R. B. Singh's translation (1975, 216), with some minor changes, working
from Navastihastinka Carita 11.64-75 (verses 64-68 and 75 are those fully translated) in the
edition of BharatIya 1963, 170-72 (rather than 9.65-76 in the edition Singh cites). The
previous verses (9.49-63) are about Mount Arbuda.
290n abhicara in Vedic and popular usages, see Hiltebeitel 1991a, 138-65; in the Sanskrit
epics, see Hiltebeitel forthcoming. See also Tiirstig 1985 on its Atharvanic links and tantric
usages.
30See chap. 9 following n. 35.
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palm [calu]. The Pavara (Parmar) (now) appeared, the excellent hero:
him the sage called blessed as the "Slayer of the enemy" (para-milra).
(Hoernle 1905, 20)

The Paramaras still have their old etymology, but no longer their fiery
birth. It seems that Chand uses traditional etyma and myths to draw his
distinction in the other two cases as well. Pratihara is straightforward as
"Door-keeper. "31 And the Caulukya ancestor's birth from Brahma's
palm is mentioned in Caulukya prasastis from as early as 1018 in a story
that, according to Sircar, "seems to have been borrowed from the Calu
kyas of KalYa~,,, whose origin is referred variously to a water pot or a
palm holding water of either Brahma, the sage Hariti Paficasikha, or the
MahtJbharata's Dro~ (1965, 19-20)-with no reference in these cases to
birth from fire (23).32 Other authors who summarize Chand's account
do not observe this distinction, and attribute birth from fire to all four
eponymous heroes. 33 These accounts appear to be influenced by Tod's
trend-setting versions, which purport to be based on Chand. Singh, how
ever, alerts us to additional features in Chand's account, ones that
Hoernle omits with his ellipses. First, the ~~is' sacrifice attracts the ire
of Daityas or R~asas, who befoul it with flesh, blood, bones, urine, and
other impurities. Then, after the first heroes prove "unequal to the task"
of defeating the R~asas,

The great Rishi [Vasi~tha] then dug a new Yajiia-kun~ and, praying
[to] the four-faced Brahma, he put the "Ahuti" in the fire-fountain. 34

At once a four-armed man, holding in his hands bow and arrow,
sword and shield, appeared from the Yajiia-kun<;}a. Vasishtha called
him Chahavana and after having performed his coronation with Vedic
hymns, he asked him to fight the demons. In order to help his hero he
remembered the goddess Asapura and sent her to the field of battle.

~HSee Sircar 1965, 20: "apparently derived from the official designation meaning 'the officer
in charge of defending the gates of the royal bed chamber, palace or capital city.'" The
imperial PratTharas ofKanauj "tried to enhance its prestige" by claiming solar descent from
Lak~ma1.1a as the pratihiira of Rama (20-21).
320n calu (Sanskrit culuka, water pot or hand hollowed to hold water; cf. caluka, small pot)
and variants, see Hoemle 1905, 19, n. 1; Sircar 1965, 15, 20. However, a bardic account
recorded by Cunningham (Archaeologic Survey ofIndia 2, 255: unavailable to me; cf. Elliot
1878, 68-69) has the Caulukya as the only one born from fire (Asopa 1976, 48).
33See Tod [1929-32, 1920] 1990, 112-13; Bingley [ca. 1870] 1979, 114; D. Sharma 1959,
3-4; Asopa 1976,46-47; R. B. Singh 1975, 10-12,221-2.
34Tod's translation of "agnicoonda" (agniku1J..t!a) and "anhul-coond" (analakunt!a) , both
meaning "fire-pit," as "fire-fountain" ([1829-32] 1972, 1:79; 2,356) seems to have stuck;
see Singh 1975, 219.
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Chahuvana killed Yantraketu while Dhumraketu was destroyed by the
goddess herself. The rest of the demons, frightened and leaderless,
took to their heels. The goddess .Asapura, pleased by the valour of the
hero, agreed to be the family deity of the Chahuvana race and then she
disappeared. In the family of this Chahuvana was born Prithvlraja, the
hero of the epic. 35

It seems that the second pit is successful because it has not been defiled.
In any case, Chand draws the goddess into his account. After Vasi~tha

has consecrated the fire-born Chauhan for combat, he remembers the
goddess .Asapura, "Fortress of Hope. "36 He had not remembered any
goddess(es) for the other three clan-ancestors' combat. It does not say
that .Asapura comes from the fire, only that she is remembered before
battle, as at a Dasara. After their victory, she becomes the Chauhans'
family deity, kuladevata.

Now we come to a text-historical problem. Hoernle (1905, 19) follows
Tod in thinking that "Chand lived about 1190," and speaks of Chand's
account as if it were from shortly after the early Paramara prasastis.
Singh's more credible argument is that the passage in question is from the
sixteenth or early seventeenth century. 37 In what is considered the
earliest known recension of the Rasau, kept at the Fort Library at Bikaner
and "presumably from the 15th century," there is "only a passing refer
ence to the origin of the Chahamanas": "From the sacrifice (jaga) of
Brahma was born the first valiant Chauhan Manikya Rai. "38 Singh thus
contends that up to "the 15th century the people, as also the bards, were
altogether ignorant of any thing like the fire-origin of these clans. "39

Singh ignores the Paramaras here and seems to regard the people and
bards as a class apart from those who, before the fifteenth century, would
have recounted the prasasti myths and court epic. Perhaps he supposes
that the Paramaras left no influence, or that kings and court poets spoke
only to each other, and not to the people or bards. Similarly, Hoernle

35R. B. Singh 1964,14-15; 1975, 11-12; cf. D. Sharma 1959,4-5.
36'fod ([1829-32] 1972, 1:80) treats the name as Asapooma, i.e., Asapufl.la, "full of hope"
(cf. 2,357: "Asapurana"), but Asapura or Asapuri (Somani 1981, 11) seems to be correct.
371964, 14 (date); cf. 1975, 10 ("looks like a composition of the 16th century"). On the
text's four extant recensions, see McGregor 1984, 17-19: "a considerable repertoire of
verses was probably in existence by 1470"; the shortest recension "contains at least some
of the unhistorical references of the other recensions, and must, like them, post-date
P~hviraj by an appreciable time"; "the main expansion" must have taken place "chiefly in
Rajasthan" in the sixteenth through seventeenth centuries.
3SR. B. Singh 1975,10-11 (date); 1964,13 and n. 11, with the Hindi and a "15th or early
16th century" dating. He draws on D. Sharma 1940. Cf. Vaidya 1924, 18-21.
39R. B. 1975,11; similarly Ray [1931-36] 1973, 1052.
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observes that the earliest Paramara and Chauhan references to miraculous
births occur only in prasastis and not in "official charters," and infers
that initially "no credence, or at least no importance, was attached to it
[the myth] officially" (1905, 22). Both arguments overstate their cases,
but make important points.

It is, however, highly credible that the Prt:thvfrtij-rtisau's full account
is a sixteenth-century creation. As Singh sees it,

The four clans, branded as "Agnikulas," fought incessant battles from
the very beginning of their political career on the map of India to their
end as independent powers against the Muslim invaders ... to save
their country and its ancient culture and civilization from "Mlech
chhas", and this noble endeavour found its culmination in the person
of Prithivlraja, the hero of the Rajputs. . . . The same struggle was
once again revived in the last quarter of the 16th century A.D., when
Mahara~ Prampa, the Rajput hero of Mewar, took up arms against
the mighty Mughal Emperor Akbar.... It was perhaps on this
occasion that the theory of the heroic descent from the fire-fountain
was set in motion by some unknown bard. (1975, 13; cf. 1964, 17)

The sixteenth century was a period of heightened descent-consciousness
among western Rajputs under the Mughals, and in particular under
Akbar. 40 The "Rajasthani aspect of the language of the later Pt:thvfrtij
rastiu suggests its place in the literary culture of north India as a poem
prized, during the middle and even late centuries of Muslim dominance,
for its tale of Rajput romance and heroism" (McGregor 1984, 19). This
account would reflect this interest and also have been articulated as an
accolade for centuries of resistance. 41

From this point, variants of the myth "apparently based on" the
Rtisau, and supposing it to have been authored by a contemporary of
P¢lvlraj, continue to claim fire-birth for all four Agnikula clans. A
"similar story," as Singh notes, found in the Hammfra Rtiso composed by
Jodharaja, court poet of prince Candrabhana of NImarana in 1728, is
especially revealing: 42

Parasurama slaughtered the K~atriyas twenty-one times. None

40See, e.g., Sircar 1965, 4-5: "There is no early record mentioning the Guhilas as belonging
to the solar race. From only about the sixteenth century A.D., [have] the Guhila Ranas of
Mewar" claimed Siiryavaqlsa descent from the Ik~vakus of Ayodhya.
41Cf. Banerjee 1962, 13-14.
42R. B. Singh 1975, 12 (quotes and dates); cf. 1964, 15. On an apparently earlier mid
fourteenth-century version by Samgadhara, see McGregor 1984, 19.
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escaped but those "who held a stalk of grass by the teeth in token of
submission, and who took the guise of women. Boys, eunuchs, old
men, and those who put ten fingers within their mouths, those who left
their swords and fled away, and those who fell down at his feet."

"For a time there were no Kshatriyas.... Rakshasas increased in
number, the Vedas were trampled under foot, and every form of
Hinduism was forgotten." The sages went to Parasurama's cave on
Mount Abu. All the gods, men, and Nagas assembled and "devised a
plan to extirpate the Rakshasas." Vasi~~ha erected a fire altar. Siva
appeared and the sages worshiped him. But the Ra~asas threw
"blood, flesh, grass and other rubbish" on the altar. "Then all the holy
sages-Dvaipayana, Dalbhya, Jaimini, Lomaharshan, Bhrighu, Pulaha,
Attreya, Gautama, Garga, Sa~~ilya, Bhardvaj, Balakhilya, Marka~~
eya, Usha~, Kaushika, Basant, Mudgala, Uddalaka and Matallga,
with Va~ish~a at their head, complained to Brahma and Siva. Again,
an altar was erected, a kund dug and purified, fire kindled, and every
rite of sacrifice begun. Hymns of the Sarna Veda were sung. All of a
sudden sprang four warriors with swords in hand from the kund.
These fought with the Rakshasas and defeated them." The sages went
to Parasurama's cave and "asked his benediction on the newly created
heroes." He blessed them. Sakti was invoked and also blessed them.
"Their energy was like fire, their eyes red like the rising sun shot
forth courage, their foreheads shone like flames, and their crowns
sparkled. They frowned, and the devils shook with fear."

One, "Chohan," had four arms, holding a sword, bow, dagger, and
knife. He asked Brahma why he was created. Brahma told him to do
as B~gu instructed. B~gu told him to kill Ra~asas, and that Sakti
would protect him. "In times of peril, ~akti protected the Hindu
champion from all dangers. Every time he fell at her feet, his strength
and energy were doubled, and he rushed at the ranks of the devils and
put them to the sword. The goddess is called A~apurf, because she
filled the hope of the holy sages, and by that name is worshipped by
the Chohans to this day." (Bandopadhyaya 1879, 186-88)

The goddess first appears to bless all four clans after they defeat the
Ra~asas, but then the Chohan gets her special protection and begins the
Dasara routine of invoking her before battles. Let us also note that Singh,
who summarizes this story twice, mentions the extinction of the K~atriyas

only in his first account (1964, 16; 1975, 12). Perhaps he recalled that
he maintains their "unbroken continuity. "43 In any case, it is but a short

43Similarly, Vaidya takes as "questionable" the "statement in the PuraJ;las to the effect that
in the Kali age there would remain no Kshatriyas." See above, n. 9.
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step to Tod's 1829-32 accounts, of which there are two, and to the ver
sion in Bhavi~ya Pura1Jn, which is probably from around the same time
as Tod, or a little after.

As Crooke puts it, Tod's two versions represent "local tradition in
Rajputana so vague that in one version of the story Vasishtha, in the other
Visvamitra, is said to have been the officiating priest."44 According to
Singh, by the time Tod "borrowed the idea from the popular epic" (the
Prthvfraj-rasau), the "fire-pit origin of the four clans" had become "pop
war mythology." Seeing grist for his argument that the Agnikula clans
were Brabmanized Scythians, Tod, "in his own inimitable style, . . .
made it [the myth] all his own" (1975, 16). Yet Tod must have made use
of varied sources. Like Jodharaja in his Hamm[ra Raso, Tod's second
account (the one we will now follow) begins with the K~atriyas' ex
tinction:

When the impieties of the kings of the warrior race drew upon them
the vengeance of Pursarama, who twenty-one times extirpated that
race, some, in order to save their lives, called themselves bards;
others assumed the guise of women; and thus the singh (hom) of the
Rajpoots was preserved, when dominion was assigned to the Brah
mins. The impious avarice of Sehsra Arjuna, of the Hya [Haihaya]
race, king of Maheswar on the Nerbudda,45 provoked the last war,
having slain the father of Pursarama.

As we shall see, in Mahlibhlirata versions of this story, Bhargava Rama
[Parasurama] is provoked to killing Kartavlrya Arjuna's ["Sehsra Arju
na's"] sons not only by the slaying of his father Jamadagni, but by the
prior theft of the calf of Jamadagni'scow. Tod makes no mention of the
calf or cow theft in either version. 46 But one may glimpse something of
the "popular mythology" he cowd have encountered from his contempor
ary (and slight literary predecessor) Ward, who heard a similar version
of the Visvamitra-"Sahasra Arjuna" story.

Urjunoo was a Kshutriya king with a thousand arms, who overcame
the greatest monarchs, and made dreadful havoc in the world. He beat
Ravunu, and tied him to the heels of his horse; but Bruhma delivered

«Crooke 1920, xxxiii; Tod [1829-32] 1972, 1:79-80 (Vasi~tha version); 2, 355-57
(Visvamitra version). Cf. Asopa 89; R. B. Singh 1975, 16-20, 221-23, with further variants
from Rajasthani "bardic tales," in which Vasistha alternates with Visvamitra as sacrificer.
45The Narmada. See chap. 5, § D and n. 51; chap. 10, § B at n. 64.
46In the Vasi~tha version, one learns only that "the Moonis ... drew support form the cow,
from roots, fruits, and flowers" (rod [1829-32] 1972, 1:79).
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him, and reconciled them again. One evening Urjunoo being in the
forest, took refuge in the hut of Jumudugnee, the learned ascetic. He
had with him an army of 900,000 men: yet Jumudugnee entertained
them all. Urjunoo astonished, enquired of his people how this sage,
living in a forest, was able to entertain so many people! They could
not tell. They saw nothing except a cow Bruhma had given him....
Its name was Kamu Dhenoo, or the earth personified. Urjunoo offered
Jumudugnee his kingdom for the cow, and on his refusal made war
with him, and destroyed him and his whole army. Purushoo Ramu,
hearing of the death of his father Jumudugnee, went to the residence
of Urjunoo, and killed him.47

The calf of Jamadagni's cow has been replaced by the cow itself, making
Jamadagni's cow the equivalent of Vasi~tha's cow. Clearly Ward had
clever sources. Earth-as-"cow" (go), a Cow of Wishes that feeds an army
of nine lakhs of men, is a recognizable symbol of the Brahman's right to
the earth under protection of a dharmic king. One could say that when
Kartavlrya Arjuna and his sons violate Brahmans and steal the earth, it
doesn't matter whether a cow is mentioned or not.

Tod thus makes a turn on a point that has been latent in the Agnikula
myth since Padmagupta first unfurled it for the glory of the Paramaras.
As Padmagupta sets the scene, he leaves a note of indeterminacy. It is
clearly Vasi~tha's cow that is stolen from his hermitage on Mount Abu
by ViSvamitra. But Padmagupta mentions the theft of Jamadagni's cow
in the same breath: Vasi~tha's "wish-granting cow was once stolen and
carried away by the son of Gadhi (Visvamitra), like that of Jamadagni. "
Padmagupta does not imply that Visvamitra also stole the cow of Jamad
agni. He only alludes to the obvious parallel between the two cow-theft
from-Brahman stories, which for him would have been equally famous
from their tellings in the Sanskrit epics and impossible to collapse or
confuse. In one, it is Vasi~tha's cow that gets stolen by Visvamitra, and
once the cow defends herself against him, Visvamitra determines to trans
form himself from a K~atriya into a Brahman. In the other, it is the calf
of Jamadagni's cow that is stolen either by Kartavlrya Arjuna or his sons,
and when the theft further results in the sons' killing Jamadagni, it
provokes Jamadagni's son Parasurama to annihilate the K~atriyas twenty
one times over. 48 We must look at the Sanskrit epic versions of these
two stories more closely, but for the moment we may say that Tod has

47Pogson [1828] 1971,5, n. 1, citing Ward [1882] 1970 (first edition 1817-20) without the
reference, which I cannot find.
48Summarizing Mbh 3.116-17 (where KartavIrya steals the calf; 116,21); 12.49-50.4 (where
KartavIrya's cruel [nrsamsds] sons steal it; 49.39-40).
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simply changed the background of the birth of the Agnikula clan
ancestors from the one cow-theft setting to the other-without, however,
mentioning the cow!

This shift cannot be innocent. If it is Vasi~~ha's cow, the fire-birth
does not follow from a subsequent annihilation of the K~atriyas, as it does
if it is the killing of Jamadagni, or his calf or cow. As noted, in
preferring the annihilation option, Tod has the precedent of Jodharaja's
Hammfra Rtiso, which not only mentions the annihilation of the K~atriyas,

but brings Parasurama forth from his cave on Mount Abu to bless the
Agnikula K~atriyas who regenerate them. 49 Tod would find no such
precedent in Chand, whom he claims to retell. To this point, we may
agree with Singh that Tod has made the myth "all his own" to serve his
argument for the Scythic origins of the Rajputs. Yet as Hoernle observed,
in Chand's account, Vasi~~ha is also not robbed of his cow. As Chand has
eliminated Vasi~~a's cow, so Tod has eliminated Jamadagni's cow or
calf. Each has replaced the despoiling of a cow by a despoiling of the
earth.

But this, as we have just seen, cannot be taken to indicate that Tod
invented this, or any other, part of his account. As Ward's contemporary
telling shows, Singh is probably right that Tod retold a "popular
mythology." Once the fire-birth of the Agnikula ancestors follows
Parasarama's annihilation of the K~atriyas, we find Tod continuing his
second version with other instructive changes. Without K~atriyas,

Brahmans rule. But their chief weapon, the curse, is unable to prevent the
"monstrous brood" of demons and infidels from scourging the land. With
the "sacrificer" no longer Vasi~~a, or even Parasurama, but Visvamitra,
the former would-be cow-thief-tumed-Brahman now replaces Vasi~~ha,

whose cow he tried to steal, as the performer of the fire-birthing
sacrifice: 50

In this exigence, Visvamitra, the instructor in arms of Bhagwan [Le.,
Rama], revolved [sic] within his own mind, and determined upon the
re-Ocreation of the Chetris [K~atriyas]. He chose for this rite the
summit of Mount Aboo where dwell the hermits and sages.

As an achieved Brahman, Visvamitra, of course, retains K~atriya apti
tudes and dispositions. He also has to "choose" Mount Abu, since, unlike
Vasi~~a and Parasurama, he apparently has neither a hermitage nor a

49According to Singh's summary of the Hammfra Riiso passage cited above, "In this
sacrifice Brahma played the Creator, Bhrigu, the Hom, Vasish!ha, the Acharya, Vatsa, the
Ritvika, and Parasurama the Yajamana" (Singh 1964, IS)!
soln the Hammfra Riiso (cited above) Visvamitra has only the supportive role of acarya.
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cave there. Tod also introduces expanded roles for the gods. Vi~~u, lying
on his serpent bed, receives the sages, requests them "to regenerate the
warrior race," and returns with them to Mount Abu to participate in the
sacrifice along with Indra, Brahma, and Rudra. After "expiatory rites
were performed," each of the four gods in tum throws an "image" into
the fire-pit and brings forth one of the clan eponyms: Indra the Paramara,
with the words "'Mar! Mar!' (slay, slay)"; Brahma the Caulukya; Rudra
the Pratihara; Vi~~u the four-armed Chauhan. The warriors fight the
"infidel" demons, who had been observing the rites, but they soon face
a predicament that all scholars who summarize Tod ignore.

But as fast as the blood of the demons was shed, young demons arose;
then the four tutelary divinities, attendant on each newly created race,
drank up the blood, and thus stopped the multiplication of evil. These
were-Asapt1rana of the Chohan. Gajun Mata of the Purihar. Keonj
Mata of the Solanki. Sanchair Mata of the Pramara.

Apparently expanding on Chand and Jodharaja, who have only Asapura
present to kill the demons, especially for the Chauhans, Tod now has all
four clan goddesses present. Moreover, they now renew KalI's tactic of
devouring the "blood-seed" demon Raktablja in the Devf Mlihatmyam. 51

Tod then closes with the statement that, according to Chand, of all the
thirty-six Rajput "races," "the Agnicula is the greatest; the rest were born
of woman, these were created by the Brahmans. "52 The account accentu
ates Brahmans: like the Bhavi~ya PurtifJ,Q version, which cites the specific
Vedas whose mantras produce each of the four ancestors. But in that
account the four clans are brought forth not to oppose infidel demons, but
Buddhists.

B. Themes

Taking stock of this myth's variants, we can identify certain recurrent
elemental themes, and, in some cases, differences in the ways they are
narrated.

1. Cow theft (consistent, except for Chand and Tod, from Padmagupta on):
It is Vasistha's cow (first in Padmagupta); it is also reminiscent of Jamadagni's cow

or calf (first alluded to explicitly by Padmagupta, and implicitly by Tod).

51His first version only has"Sacti-devi"-"Asapooma"-"Kalka" (Kalika?) come armed on her
lion in answer to Vasistha's "hope" for help. There is nothing about how she helps the first
Chauhan against the demons, whom he defeats ([1829-32] 1972, 1, 80).
52Tod (1929-32) 1972, 2:356-57.
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2. Retaliatory sacrifice performed by a Brahman (or by Brahmans):
By Vasistha (first in Padmagupta); by Visvamitra (first in Tod).

3. The Brahman has (Brahmans have) divine assistance:
The gods are merely present with the Rsis (first in Chand); Vi~~u creates the four

armed Chauhan (first in Chand); Brahma creates the Caulukya from his palm (first in
an eleventh-century prasasti); each clan ancestor is created by a different god (rod), or
from a different Veda (BhvP).

4. Birth from fire (consistent from Padmagupta on):
Of first Paramara (in Padmagupta); of first Chauhan (in Chand); of four clan

eponyms (in Jodharaja); of first Caulukya. 53

5. Goddess (goddesses) manifest(s) as family deity (deities) to help the hero(es)
Of the Chauhans (first in Chand, then in Jodharaja); of all four clans (rod).

6. The enemies are defeated:
They are "enemies" (padmagupta, early prasastis); Rak~asas (Chand, Jodharaja);

"infidel" Daityas, Asuras, and Danavas (rod); Buddhists (BhvP); "Buddhism, Jainism,
and other heresies" (Crooke);54 Muslims (R. B. Singh).

The references to Cunningham and especially Tod, Crooke, and Singh
show, of course, that scholars have added to the mythmaking. At every
point, we also see that the myth has been highly elastic. Looking at all six
points, there is consistency and structure, with significant oppositions and
complementarities. It would be hard to argue that there is no Agnikula
myth, that it is merely a scholarly fiction. 55 Yet it is also clear that the
versions we have tell us nothing of the myth's origins, much less the
origins of the Agnikula Rajputs. At most, one can only say that at some
time, "all four dynasties connected by tradition with the Agnikula story
were associated geographically with the Abu region," and that "[t]he
importance which is accorded uniformly to 'Arbuda' in different versions
of the story might have some historical basis" (Banerjee 1962, 12).

Nayakar, in his thoughtful 1891 work advocating K~atriya status for
Tamil Vanniyars, studied such myths (including Tod's) in an attempt to
influence British census categories which identified the Vanniyars as
Sudras. He observes that there are three ways that K~atriyas have origin
ated: from Brahma [i.e., Puru~a], in the beginning of creation; by
creation after a deluge; and by creation to effect a certain special object
(1891, 7-8). Agnikula K~atriyas emerge in both the second and third
contexts, in different ways, and in different times and places. Their

53In Cunningham: see n. 32.
54As cited at chap. 9, n. 50, and above n. 2.
550ne may recall Uvi-Strauss's dictum (1963, 217) that a myth remains one so long as it
is "felt as such," even, in the case of the Oedipus myth he is discussing, from the Greeks
to Freud. I use "elemental themes" here with his "gross constituent units" in mind.
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careers have "late," postcosmogonic beginnings and may also, as in the
Bhavis.ya PurtifJLl, find authors who would imagine their time limited to
the completion of the special ends for which they were created. Indeed,
a background feature of all Agnikula myths is that Agniv~sa K~atriyas

are born when the solar and lunar dynasties have either been eliminated
or depleted, or have defaulted in their maintenance of dharma. Here
Agnikula myths build upon a persistent pural)ic genealogical myth. With
Parasurama's holocaust as precedent, the end of the Mahiibhtirata war
and the onset of the Kali yuga marks another destruction of lunar and
solar dynasty K~atriyas.

As Thapar sees it, setting this myth in a rich interpretative discussion,
the royal genealogical lists (va~stinucaritas) of the pura~s provide three
major "time markers":

(1) The deluge, which ends the period of cosmological origins and
marks the beginning of the solar and lunar dynasties;

(2) The Mahiibhtirata war, which ends the period for which pural)ic
authorship "constructs a record of what was perceived as the lineages of
the ruling clans," relying on the stories of the two Sanskrit epics, which
themselves "appear to reflect a clan or lineage-based society prior to or
in transition to the formation of states." Through their Rtimliya1J,a
Mahiibhtirata sequence, the lists bring the solar and lunar dynasties to a
cataclysmic end, or alternately to a profound rupture. 56

(3) The emergence of Magadha as the beginning of the monarchical
metropolitan state, to and through which the genealogies may be traced
into the "futures" of current (including Rajput) histories. 57

Buddhists and Jains treat some of the Magadha dynasties as K~atriya,

but pural)ic genealogies consider them otherwise (low or Brahman). The

560n the Mbh war as a "terminal event" marked by a switch to the future tense, see Thapar
1992, 159; cf. 1978a, 332-35; 1984,47, 138, 140-41; 1992, 150, n. 17. The pura':1as list
a few further descendants of the solar and lunar lines, "but more now as a rounding off of
descent groups" (1991, 21), leaving new links with the solar and lunar dynasties to be
forged in the post-Gupta period (1992, 157). Thapar even detects this rupture within the
Mbh's own "symbolic" story in the suggestion "that the two contenders for the right to rule
the kingdom, the Kauravas and the Pan~avas, are neither of them related by blood to the
Piiru lineage, " which "ends with BhI~ma. Both Dhn:ara~tra and PaJ.1~u are of lesser stock, "
claiming a Piiru connection only through their fishergirl grandmother Satyavati (1978a, 351;
cf. 334; 1991, 17).
570n these three markers, and for the quotations above, see Thapar 1991, 3. For Thapar's
fuller discussion, see ibid., 12-23; 1978a, 332-36; 1984, 138-47; 1992, 158-60. On bardic
Agnikula myths, Thapar observes their heightening of chivalry, heroism, loyalty, royal
courts focused on the king, and "a well-defined geographical area which constituted the
kingdom" (1992, 168). See also Hiltebeitel in press-g.
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Nandas, considered SUdras, are said to "exterminate" the K~atriyas, and
Mahapadma Nanda in particular is called "finisher of all the K~atriyas,"

and compared to Parasurama. 58 Asking whether paura~kas denied K~a

triya status to the Magadha kings because such kings favored heretics, did
not seek Brahman legitimation, did not cater to the traditional clan
system, or because Brahmans felt a "disapproval of monarchical states"
for "encouraging competition among brahmafJQs and other sects for pa
tronage" (and suggesting all these factors), Thapar remarks that "[t]he
brahmanical imprint on this section is apparent. As a projection of the
decline of an earlier aristocracy and the moving in of upstarts, no
statement could be more explicit. "59 It would also seem to evidence a
Brahmanical purge of the I~vak:u- "solar" genealogy by exorcising Bud
dhist kings from it, making Rama its culmination and elevating its
grandeur to a hoary past (the Treta yuga), and leaving the lunar dynasty,
more palpably grounded in Vedic names and places, to run its more
"segmented" course across most of real north India through the inter
mediate Dvapara yuga. 6O

In any event, the lunar and solar v~sas must be studied as a double
"dynastification" of the past: one that was purposefully fabricated by the
epic and pura~c poets from Vedic and heterodox bits and pieces to
imagine a "Hindu" past that had, for the present, at least temporarily
exhausted itself. 61 Following on their descriptions of these "epic age"
exterminations, pura~c authors prophesy that the solar and lunar v~sas
will each have one descendant "endowed with great yogic powers" who
will stay in a village called Kalapa, from which the pair "will revive the
K~atriya race when the lqta age will start again after the present kali age
comes to an end, and that some ~atriyas exist on earth like seed even in
the kali age. "62 While such passages pronounced K~atriyas' (virtual)
extinction, representing a Brahmanical judgment on the decline of their
"dynasties," Brahmanical legislative texts (sm1Ji,s and nibandhas)

5SWilson [1840] 1972, 374; Vi~nu Purtina 4.24.20 (Glta Press edition); cf. Sircar 1969, 150;
Pargiter [1913] 1962, 58; Raychaudhuri 1967, 11-26; Thapar 1991, 22. Chatterjee 1995a,
79, treats the recapitulation of this history by the early nineteenth-century Mrityunjay,
according to whom "[t]he Rajput jati started with this Nanda"!
59Thapar 1991, 29; cf. Sircar 1969,51,54.
6OAccording Mbh 6.11.10, the Treta yuga is a time when there were "heroic Ksatriyas who
were emperors (cakravartins)"; see Hiltebeitel in press-g. See chap. 7, n. 43, on lunar
dynasty "segmentation."
611 employ Henige's (1975) sense of "dynastification." Vaidya's efforts to give Vedic
credibility to the two dynasties run aground on the embarrassments that they never list
genealogical sequences for more than five generations, that the lists vary, and that the same
kings end up in both dynasties (1924, 274-76). See further Hiltebeitel forthcoming.
62Kane [1930-62] 1975, 2,1:380-82; 3:873; see Brahmanda 1.1.164; Visnu 4.24.44; Vtiyu
1.32.39-40; Matsya 273.56-58; Bhtigavata (12th Skandha).
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continued to prescribe K~atriyas' privileges and duties among the four
varJ;1as, presumably recognizing that reigning kings would appreciate
recognition as K~atriyas if they were to support the Brahmanical system.

Yet Brahmans were of two minds on this issue. Vaidya traces a fascin
ating debate in commentarial literature over the validity of the "oft
quoted" dictum, attributed untraceably to "some pura~," that there
would be only two va~s (Brahmans and Sudras) left in the Kali yuga.
He shows that the dictum probably dates from only the thirteenth or four
teenth century under conditions of Muslim rule in which claims to
K~atriya status could be judged illegitimate by some Brahmans because
the aspirants to that status, as well as to Vaisya status, no longer studied
the Veda, and that it probably comes from the east and south (where it
remains axiomatic today that there are only two va~s, Brahmans and
"caste Sudras"). In these circumstances, other champions of K~atriya

continuity like the members of the Bha~~ family "who crowned Sivaji
with Vedic rites, believing him to be a good K~atriya," and like Vaidya
and Kane themselves-Kane cites the Agnivatp.sa myth as evidence for
K~atriyas' continuity ([1930-62] 1975,2, 1:381-82)-could take one side,
while "rigidly orthodox writers of extreme views" could pronounce
extinction on the other. 63 The bhavi~ya paura~ka is singular in this
regard, carrying forward the "rigidly orthodox" position through the
medium of pura~c narrative. Having set the birth of the four Agnivarp.sa
clan ancestors from the fire-sacrifice on Mount Abu against the back
ground of the founding of Magadha, the emergence of Buddhism, and the
era ofVikramaditya, this likely "easterner" with "north central" ties then
updates the extinction narrative to the beginning of the thirteenth century,
the very period when debate probably revives over the issue of whether
only Brahmans and Sudras remain, and applies it not only to the reex
tinction of the solar and lunar lines but the obliteration of the Agniv~sa.
He also considers caste mixture entrenched south of the Vindhyas (see
chap. 9, § A). Similarly, Thurston and Rangachari could cite the Madras
Census Report of 1891 as recording that "the term Kshatriya is, of
course, wholly inapplicable to the Dravidian races, who might with as
much, perhaps more, accuracy call themselves Turks. . . . It is noted, in
the Madras Census Report, 1901, that 'Parasurama is said to have slain
all the Kshatriyas seven times over but 80,000 persons have returned
themselves as such in this Presidency alone'" ([1904] 1965, 4:79). Such
was the mindset facing Nayakkar's 1891 argument about Agnikula
K~atriyas.

Chauhan traditions reflect stages in these debates. According to one

63Vaidya 1924,312-17, quoting from Kane [1930-62] 1975,2, 1:381, who traces the
continuation of this debate into British Indian courts (382).
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inscription, "the first Chauhan was created after the solar and lunar
dynasties had become extinct. His services were needed to put down the
asuras interfering with the rites of the sage Vatsa. The Agnikula myths
centre round a similar core.... The myths of [the Chauhans'] solar
origin regard Chahamana as a K~atriya created in Kaliyuga. He was
produced, they say, to wipe out the Mlecchas." Sharma concludes from
these myths that "the Chauhans probably gained recognition as K~atriyas

rather late in history, and most probably by fighting for Hinduism against
non-Hindus. " Sharma is clearly thinking of Muslim "non-Hindus" rather
than Buddhist ones. 64

Thus if anything is evident, it is that the Agnikula myth cobbles
themes together from multiple sources. In items 1 to 3 and 6-that is, in
matters having to do with cow theft, retaliatory sacrifice, divine assist
ance, and defeat of enemies-the myth clearly builds on epic and pura~c

sources. In addition to those already noted, a prominent one has been
noticed by Sharma, who argues that the myth's earliest Paramara in
stances are based on the Rtlmiiya'!a's version of the Vasi~tha-Visvamitra

story.65 When Vasi~tha's cow Kamadhenu is dragged away by the all
conquering K~atriya Visvamitra, who has just seen her feed his entire
army, Kamadhenu obtains Vasi~tha's permission to retaliate. She routs
Visvamitra's hosts by creating dreadful Pahlavas, Sakas, Yavanas, and
Kambojas from her "roar" or "bellow" (1.54.17; 55.2); more weapon
bearing Pahlavas then come from her udders, Yavanas from her vulva,
Sakas from her anus; Mlecchas, Haritas, and Kiratas from the pores of
her skin; finally Vasi~tha burns the remaining warriors to ashes with the
syllable "Hum. "66 Sharma remarks, "great indeed, would have been the
astonishment" of the Chauhan bards who "adapted" the story from the
Paramaras if they had known that the latter's story was "based on a
similar legend in the Rtlmiiya'!a" in which "non-Aryan tribes are said to
have been created by Vasi~tha" (1959, 4). The unsavory (even if bovine)
emanation of these non-Aryans might also have been astonishing. 67

The Mahiibhtlrata, however, tells much the same story while making
it further clear that the non-Aryans are defined not just by the orifices
that exude them but by what those orifices normally secrete. The "cow
of plenty" (ktimadhugdhenu), here called NandinI, begins her retaliation
by creating Pahlavas from her tail or "arse" (Prcchtlt), Sabaras and Sakas

MD. Sharma 1959, 5-6 (quotes), xxv-xxvii.
65D. Sharma 1959, 4-5; cf. Banerjee 1962, 13.
66See Ram 1.50-54, and 53.16-54.7 for the details just cited; also Goldman 1984, 226-27.
67Singh and Asopa endorse Sharma's argument, ignoring such problems: for Asopa, birth
from cow dung or urine represents caring for artha while birth from fire represents dharma
or religion (1976, 94-95).
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from her dung, Yavanas from her urine, and Pu~~ras, Kiratas, Drami~as,
Sirphalas, Barbaras, Daradas, and Mlecchas from the foam of her mouth;
but here, once the superiority of Brahman forbearance (~ama) is
established over K~atriya strength (bala), Vasi~tha confirms the former
by letting all Visvamitra's soldiers live. 68 Sharma gives no importance
to this variant, but he would seem to need both for the analogy to work:
the RamiiyafJa's to make the Paramara an actual "slayer," and the Mahii
bhtirata's to keep the cow-born warriors alive to become Rajputs. 69 The
analogy relies on the very point where the two versions contradict. The
Mahtibharata also knows Vasi~tha as having a hermitage on Mount
Arbuda, which is called a "son of Himavat," who fills a place where
"there was formerly a hole in the earth" (3.80.74-74). Citing this
passage, Vaidya notes that the Skanda PurafJQ elaborates it to have
Vasi~tha's cow fall in this hole; Vasi~tha must then persuade Himalaya
to give one of his sons to fill it (1924,67-68). The story clearly parallels
the loss of Vasi~tha's cow in the Agnikula myth.

But the theft of Vasi~tha's cow cannot be the origin of the fire-birth
myth simply because it has nothing to do with birth from fire, which is,
after all, a sine qua non of the myth. 70 Rather, it is drawn into the fire
birth myth because it provides variants of some of its other themes.
These, which affect everything that builds up to the fire-birth (themes 1
to 3 above), are also present in variants where it is not Vasi~tha's cow
but Jamadagni's calf. In brief, when K~atriyas violate their dharma,
oppress Brahmans, steal cows, and ravage the earth, Brahmans can
retaliate. As noted, these more basic themes are played out differently in
the two cow-theft stories. 71 If it is Vasi~tha's cow, barbarian warriors
are momentarily created to teach the errant K~atriya (Visvamitra) a
lesson. The K~atriya not only survives; he determines to become a
Brahman. From this, all that can key itself into the fire-birth myth is that
the Brahman and his cow can create special warriors to defend the

68Mbh 1.165.9-44, with the details at 34-35-to which the Southern Recension and certain
northern texts make further additions, including (as in Ram), Yavanas from her womb
(yonidesat; 1.1768*). Ksama is one of the high Mbh virtues, exemplified by Yudhi~thira

(see Hiltebeitel forthcoming).
69Sharma had earlier considered Chand's "Agnikula myth" a "late forgery" and "an
adaptation of some very old stories found in the RamiiyalJa and the Mahiibhiirata" (1940,
746-47). Why he dropped the latter is unclear.
7°In an earlier note, D. Sharma (1934-35, 159) traces the story further, unconvincingly, to
a Brhatsamhita verse where Vasistha is said to slay certain Mlecchas directly, without aid
of either fire or cow: "Saying that the sage destroys these, not himself, but through the
agency of warriors born from his fire pit, is the first and most natural step forward in the
development of the myth. "
71See further on these two stories Hiltebeitel in press-g.
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Brahmanical order, and that Vasi~~ha, who has already done this in both
Sanskrit epics, now knows, as it were, how to do it again.

If, however, it is Jamadagni's cow, it is a different matter. As we
have seen, Parasurama empties the earth of K~atriyas twenty-one times.
But the job is never complete. Yudhi~~ra, who has heard the story once
in the forest, hears it a second time after the war from Kr~l;la, who tells
it to deter him from disavowing his hard-won kingdom and giving the
earth to Brahmans all over again. 72 At first, says Kr~~, Siidras and
Vaisyas united with Brahman women to produce a kingless condition in
which the strong ruled the weak. 73 Unprotected by K~atriyas, Earth
(PriliivI) entered the netherworld (rasatalam), until the Brahman Kasyapa
bore her on his thigh and listened to her. She told him where she had
concealed K~atriyas in strange places, and implored him to reinstate them
as kings to protect her. As Kr~~ tells it (49.66-75), K~atriyas were
raised by cows, ocean, apes, and bears. The ~~i Parasara helped with
some raised by cows in the forest (70), while the ~~i Gautama helped
with others on the bank of the Ganga who were further raised by apes on
the Vulture Peak.74 Of those protected by Ocean, some northern texts
add that they lived among blacksmiths, goldsmiths, and such (vyokara
hemaktiradi; 75 and 114*). When the amazed Yudhi~~hira now realizes
how the very K~atriyas who fought at Ku~etra, and those still extant,
were thus regenerated, he responds (let us say, with a wink): "The scions
of K~atriyas, troubled with the fear of [Bhargava] Rama, were concealed
by cows, Ocean, monkeys,75 bears, and apes! Ah! This world is rich
indeed, and men on Earth fortunate, where a feat so righteous as this was
performed by a Brahman" (50.3-4). Kr~l;la's clarification is decisive,
since immediately after it, he and Yudhi~~hira go directly, in the very
next verse, to BhI~ma's bed of arrows for the lengthy completion of
Yudhi~~hira's royal education.

In this myth, there is no creation of special warriors by a Brahman,
but a regeneration of the entire K~atriya caste by the goddess Earth, with
a Brahman as her instrument. What gets keyed into the Agnikula myth is
the default of older K~atriyas and the regeneration of new ones, and
maybe the Earth's coregeneration with her new kings. But since neither
Parasurama nor Visvamitra ever brought forth special warriors before,

72Goldman 1970 discusses contrasts between these two versions, taking off from Sukthankar
1936, 8, 46-48.
7312.49.61-62. The Southern Recension adds that Brahmans abandoned their dhanna and
turned to heresies (pa~an4iin; 111 * line 4 following 49.62).
74GrdhrakUta (12.49.73): the one of Buddhist fame? The combination ofvulture, monkeys,
and bears evokes the types of "warriors" who come to SIta and Rama's rescue in Ram.
75~sna had not mentioned monkeys.
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and could not have learned the trick from the calf of Jamadagni's cow,
we may say that they had to learn it from Vasi~tha. It is thus no accident
that Padmagupta tells the fire-birth of the first Paramara not only by
recalling the theft of Vasi~tha's cow, but by alluding to the theft of
Jamadagni's. The new Agnikulas are a special creation, on analogy with
the special warriors born from Vasi~tha's cow. But they are needed
because of the default of the older Siiryav~sa and Candrav~sa K~atri

yas, whose prior annihilation-provoked by the theft of Jamadagni's cow
or calf-is encapsuled in Padmagupta's bare allusion to that theft. 76

Thus even in Padmagupta's oldest north Indian account, there appears
to be no original myth behind the Agnikula myth, but a combination of
analogy and allusion to other myths. Nor do the analogies and allusions
stop with the two cow-theft myths. The Rl1miiya'!a tells how the very
same Vasi~tha cooperates with another Brahman, ~~yasrnga, to produce
four special K~atriyas, Rama and his brothers, to rectify the default of the
K~atriyas that occurs when the world begins to be overrun by the Ra~asa
hordes of the Brahman-King Rava~. And the Mahiibharata, as noted,
tells not only of the regeneration of K~atriyasafter their extermination by
Parasurama, but provides by its war the "time marker" from which the
pura~s trace the near-annihilation and bare continuance of solar and
lunar genealogies into the "future." These larger analogies and allusions
are likely to have been in the epic repertoire of Padmagupta. They are
certainly in that of the author of the Bhavi~ya Purl1lJ,a's Pratisarga
Parvan, who also knows an inverse story about the Mlecchayajfia of
Pradyota (see chap. 9, § A) in which Veda-knowing (and probably
K~atriya-distrusting)Brahmans destroy all the Mlecchas by pulling them
into a sacrificial fire rather than creating K~atriyas from fire to kill them.

We have also met a spinoff from this myth that becomes clearer from
the myth's analysis. As we have seen,?7 it is the sins committed by
Kartavlrya Arjuna-"murdering children, sages, and cows"-that lie
seven generations behind the migration from north India of the people of
Palnagu.78 The penance required by their Brahmans is not only the

76Goldman 1977, 78-79, with a different perspective, remarks that no epic source motivates
or explains the calf theft. Perhaps the stolen calf is equivalent to the princes who are the
first ~atriyas that Parasurama kills in revenge for the calfs theft. The prince-calf analogy
is made for the Ksatriyas hidden away by Earth after Parasurama's slaughter: King
Pratardana's son Vatsa ("Calf') was brought up among calves (vatsas) in a cowpen (Mbh
12.49.71). The motivation of the calf theft could then be answered by asking what the calf
theft motivates: retaliation against Ksatriyas who do not act like the calves of Brahmans.
771n chaps. 3, sequence 8 at n. 79; 10, § B.
78The murder of a sage and the theft of a cow has not only been pluralized, but extended
to the murder of cows and children-perhaps as an extension of the analogy between calves
and children (see n. 76).
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people's pilgrimage to the south, but a rebirth into their Brahmans'
absolving presence through the womb of a golden cow.

c. Agnikulas, North and South

Insofar as one can trace the Agnikula myth through north Indian
variants and to classical Sanskrit sources, we have, it seems, come to
both the beginning and end of the road. But other trails connect north
India to south, Sanskrit classics to Tamil ones, and perhaps north Indian
beginnings to earlier south Indian ones. Naturally, it is a question of what
Padmagupta could not have found in cow-theft myths of the Sanskrit
epics: K~atriya births from fire.

Taking stock of Hoernle's "interesting contributions," Krishnaswamy
Aiyangar contended that "the legend could be traced to an earlier period
than that of the Paramaras of Malva," and that "a reference to the same
legend" of "a family of ancient chiefs who claimed descent from the
sacrificial fire" can be found "in the early classical literature of the
Tamils" (1911,390). The Pu!-anli1J:.u!-u, one of the eight Caflkam antholo
gies of early Tamil poems, relates a legend about "the Last Seven Patrons
of Letters," the most esteemed of whom, Pari of Pa!.ampu, was a lifelong
friend of a celebrated Brahman poet named Kapilar. The "power and
prosperity of Pari as a patron of poets" aroused such jealousy in the
"three crowned kings of the South"-the Cera, Cola, and P~tiya-that

they jointly attacked his hill-fort and killed him. Kapilar then sought to
get Pari's two daughters, both poets, suitably married. When he came to
a chief named PulikatimaF9 I!.uilkove~ of A!.ayam, a city and area in the
western hill country around Mysore, he addressed him as follows:

"Having come out of the sacrificial fire-pit of the Rishi-having ruled
over the camp of Dvarapati, whose high walls looked as though they
were built of copper-having come after forty-nine generations of
patrons never disgusted with giving-thou art the patron among
patrons." (1911, 391)

I!.uilkove~ refused the marriage and insulted the social standing of
Kapilar's patron, the girls' father. Says Krishnaswamy Aiyangar, "The
allusion to the coming out of the sacrificial fire of the sage cannot but
refer to the same incident as the other versions discussed by Dr.
Hoernle. "80

79"Tiger-slayer": I!utik6vel killed the tiger to "save a saint absorbed in meditation"
(Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1911, 341-43, 358-59).
soKrishnaswamy Aiyangar 1911, 390-91, citing Pur..aniinur..u 200-2 in Swaminatha Iyer's
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It is remarkable that I!.uilkove~ is what Krishnaswamy Aiyangar calls
a "petty chief' and that he rejects a marriage to the daughter of another
such chief slain by the "three crowned kings." Once again we are dealing
with marriages between "little kings" and rivalries between such little
kings themselves and their "imperial" overlords (1911, 342). Indeed, the
rivalry here in question ends an age when little kings from the hill
country were greater patrons of letters than the great ones from the big
royal capitals. 81 I!ut'1kove~'s fire-origins go back forty-nine generations
to "the ruler of 'Tuvarai, , who was born from the sacrificial fire."
Tuvarai, according to Krishnaswamy Aiyangar, "may be either Dwaraka
in Guzerat or Dwaravati or Dwarasamudra of the Hoysalas." He leans
toward the latter connection by noting the "considerable similarity"
between I!.ut'1kove~'s title "Tiger-slayer" (see n. 79) and "the origin story
of the Hoysalas in inscriptions of a later time" (1911, 342). But he
recognizes that "the name Tuvarai in classical works is always taken to
mean Dvaraka. "82

Krishnaswamy Aiyangar thus argues that although the "three crowned
kings" are not named, the fire-born I!.ut'1kove~'s contemporaneity with
Kapilar and the Last Seven Patrons of Letters "takes the Agnikula
tradition to the age of' the Cilappatiktiram by bringing him into the same
time frame as the Cera Cet'1kut~va!! and king Gajabahu of Lalli. Both
figure in Cilappatiktiram, Gajabahu with approximate second-century

edition, and followed by Crooke 1920, xxxiii, n. 1; Sircar 1965, 22-23; and Asopa 1976,
24-25. Marr differs: "You are the Ve~, descended from the forty-nine Ve~ir who, with great
liberality, ruled Tuvarai whose walls shown like the metal vessel in the sacrificial pit of the
northern sage" (1985,232). But Shulman (personal communication, May 1996) comments,
"the critical word is the non-finite torri at the end of line 8. Its appearance here precludes
the meaning that Marr gives in his translation 'like the metal vessel in the sacrificial pit of
the northern sage' etc.-the point is that there is no reason to imagine the cempu vessel
simply 'appearing' in the sacrificial pit. Much better, I am sure, is the gloss of
Turaicamippillai, who breaks after tonri and then starts over: the 49 generations of Ve~ir
who first appeared in the sacrifice of the northern sage, who ruled over Dvara with its walls
like [burnished] copper, who never turned away from giving gifts etc. In other words, one
imagines the first ancestor coming out of the fire, then 49 generations at Dvara."
81Kapilar seems "to have been a specialist in composing poems relating to Kurifiji, Le., the
hill-country" (Krishnaswamy Aiyanger 1911, 341-42, 392). Irut\k6vel and most ofthe other
Seven Patrons were from the "frontier 'buffer-states'" in the hilly areas between the three
kingdoms which the latter frequently fought over (370-71).
82Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 358, n. 1. Shulman thinks Dvara most likely means Dvaraka in
Gujarat (personal communication, see n. 80). Marr observes that since Dvaraka is connected
with the Yadava Kr~l)a and the Hoysalas of Dvarasamudra claimed Yadava descent, Kapilar
"was indirectly claiming Yadava kinship for l!.ut\k6ve~ also" (1985, 234). Yadavas are
"lunar," but are sometimes considered as a fifth Agnikula in north India (Baden-Powell
1899, 544-49). Double and triple origin claims are quite ordinary.
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A.D. dates. 83 We may call this the legendary time frame, while
Pu!-anti!!:.u!-u's time of composition could well be the second or third
century A.D. and could not, as Krishnaswamy Aiyangar shows, be later
than the sixth century (1911, 391-95). In any case, it is well before
Padmagupta (cf. Sircar 1965, 23).

Since Krishnaswamy Aiyangar's opening, more Agnikula-type refer
ences have been spotted south of the Rajputs, but from medieval times
when Rajput influence might be suspected. But that is not necessarily the
most persuasive argument. Sircar mentions an inscription from Hottal in
Nanded District, Maharashtra, that describes a family of chiefs loyal to
the Calukyas of KalyaJ;l in the third quarter of the eleventh century. The
chiefs style themselves Agnikula and Vahnikula, and tell the following
story about their family hero:

It is said that the sage Agastya had his hermitage in the valley of
Mount KaiUisa in the Himalaya. The sage's Ktimadhenu (wish-fulfill
ing cow) was snatched away by certain rulers and he offered in a great
rage an oblation in to the blazing fire without uttering a curse. The
result was the birth of a great hero from the fire-pit, who, after having
killed those rulers, brought back the Homa-dhenu to Agastya as if it
were the sage's mana-siddhi (restoration of prestige) incarnate. By his
prowess, 'the son of fire,' who became known as Munimanasiddhi
(restorer of the sage's prestige), became a powerful ruler after
conquering all the enemies in the three worlds. (Sircar 1965, 21;
Asopa 1976, 25)

Probably, as Sircar says, "The author of the Hottal prasasti thought fit
to connect the name of Agastya, famous in legends as one who first went
to the south beyond the Vindhyas and settled there for the rest of his life,
with the origin of the ruling family of the Deccan. But it is difficult to
understand why Agastya's hermitage was not located in south India. The
intention was probably to indicate the northern origin of the fire family
of Hottal" (1965, 22). Yet one cannot easily trace this variant to the
Paramaras, who had Vasi~tha as sacrificer rather than Agastya, or, for
that matter, to the Calukyas, south or north, since at this time they had
apparently not yet adopted the Agnikula myth.

83113-35 A.D. based on Sri Lankan chronicles; 162-91 A.D. from conventional dating of
the Buddha's nirva~a: see Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1911, 363-67 (redeeming history from
the "Gajabahu connection"), 394-95. Kapilar is linked further to the Ceras by having written
ten poems in praise of the Cera king Celvakkatul\ko and having another of his works
brought out by a Cera prince (392). On Cel\kuttava!1's reign as pivotal in the patronage of
early Cal\kam poetry, see ibid., 337-43, 355-71.
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Further south, but again with possible northern connections, the ~~i

Kasyapa takes a tum in the priestly role. As Sircar puts it: "Indeed the
fire-pit of any sage would serve the purpose of the seekers of social
prestige just as the culuka of Brahman, Paficasikhin or Dro~ or anybody
else would explain the origin of the Calukyas" (1965, 23). According to
Nilakanta Sastri, an inscription from the period of Kulottuftka Cola III
(1178-1216) "gives the earliest account so far known" of the origin of
left-hand, as opposed to right-hand, castes.

The left-hand castes claim to "have been created from the agniku'!4a
(fire-pit) for the protection of the sacrifice of Kasyapa, and to have
settled in the Cola country in the time of the emperor Arindama; this
emperor imported a large colony of holy Brahmans from Antarve<:li
(sic), and the I<:langai [left-hand] classes accompanied these Brahman
colonists as the bearers of their slippers and umbrellas. They got some
lands in five villages, all of them now in the Trichinopoly district, and
had long lost the memory of their origin when they recovered it about
A.D. 1128. They then entered into a compact among themselves to the
effect that they should thenceforth behave like sons of the same
parents." ([1937] 1975, 551)

Through this "recovered memory" of a common ancestry and fire-birth
descent, the left-hand castes determined to claim their rights "till we
establish them." Their opponents are unnamed, but come into view in a
later inscription which records the left-hand castes' hardships "at the
hands of Vanniya tenants and the Brahma~ and VeHaIa landlords, backed
by [Cola] government officials" (551-52). Migrations of Brahmans and
their attendants from the Ganges-Yamuna Doab (Antarvedi84

) are, of
course, plausible. But Sircar, noting that such stories are also found in
Karnataka and Bengal, suggests, without quite saying so, that they are
probably invented to confer on Brahmans outside the Antarvedi the presti
gious pure origins of that ritual center (Sircar 1965, 22). Nor does their
importation by "the mythical emperor Arindama" help with dates. 85 The
left-hand castes' recollection of this story in about 1128 could mean that
when they came south as attendants of Antarvedi Brahmans, they were
originally northern Agnikula Rajputs. But one would have to explain the
transformation of Rajputs (who would normally fit a right-hand land
oriented profile) into a left-hand (mainly merchant and artisan) com
munity, and what their attendant relation to the Brahmans would have

84As referred to in chap. 11, n. 135, this is a curious case where a modem Tamil author
substitutes a retroflex "~" for a dental "d" (see quoted passage above).
85Ibid. Meaning "Foe-Tamer," Arindama is a suspiciously generic name.
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been. The presence of Vanniyars, perhaps already fire-born themselves,
in the right-hand opposition suggests the group in question may have
sought parity with them. As is typical of such right-left rivalries, there
were Brahmans on both sides. Perhaps the Brahmans "from the north"
helped jog their "former attendants'" memory of "imperial" service in
their past.

Fire-born merchant and artisan castes are also known in modem south
India. Thurston and Rangachari describe three merchant castes (Balijas
and their offshoots, Kavarais and Janappans) and a weaver caste
(Togatas) whose ancestors were born from sacrificial fires. All speak
Telugu, and the merchants are all found in both Andhra and Tamilnadu.
Togatas originated when their goddess Chaudesvari "threw some rice on
to the fire, from which sprang a host of warriors, whose descendants they
are" (Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 7:170). Janappans have
Kama~I and DamayantI (!) as "caste deities," and spring "from a yagam
(sacrificial rite) made by Brahma." The merchants of the country needed
something to carry their wares, and asked the Janappans' fire-born
ancestor to provide it, whereupon he took seeds from the fire to grow
hemp, and used the hemp (which gives the caste its name) to make gunny
bags (1904, 2:448-50). The name of the Kavarais of Tamilnadu, often
bangle-sellers, "is said to be a corrupt form of Kauravar or Gauravar
[Kauravas], descendants of Kuroo [Kuru] of the Mahabharatha (sic)."
They connect their fire-birth with their Balija origins, deriving it "from
bali, fire, jaha sprung, i.e., men sprung from fire." Among their
exogamous septs are some with martial names like "tupm (gun), jetti
(wrestler)," and some Kavarais adopt the "viceregal" title Nayakkar, as
do Vanniyars (3:263-66).

Balijas variously claim Kaurava, Nayak, or lunar dynasty ancestry
(Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 1:134-35), and also have a
"Tupakal, musket" sept (141). They also provide the bali-ja etymology
for their name,86 and this myth:

Parvati was not satisfied with her appearance when she saw herself in
the looking-glass, and asked her father to tell her how she was to
make herself more attractive. He accordingly prayed to Brahma, who
ordered him to perform a severe penance (thapas). From the sacrificial
fire, kindled in connection therewith, arose a being leading a donkey
laden with heaps of bangles, turmeric, palm leaf rolls for the ears,
black beads, sandal powder, a comb, perfumes, etc. From this Maha

86It would literally be "sprung from sacrifice," or "sprung from that which is offered into
the sacrifice" rather than the fire itself. Cf. Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 1:137:
the Balijas are said to derive their name "from the Sanskrit bali (a sacrifice) and born (ja)."
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Purusha who thus sprang from a sacrifice (bali), the Balijas derived
their origin and name. (1: 137-38)

Nothing indicates that any of these communities claim to be Agnikula
K~atriyas. Their epic associations are not those of Vanniyars, who side
more with the PaJ;l~vas than with the Kauravas, and with DraupadI rather
than DamayantI, who actually joins a merchant caravan during her
estrangment from her husband Nala (Mbh 3.61.106-62.16). Yet their
martial traits are evident. Balijas even claim to belong to the right-hand
division rather than the left (138, 145).

Finally, there are the Vanniyars themselves, whom no one but Oppert,
Nayakar, and I have brought into the discussion of Agnikula K~atriyas.87

Late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century accounts tell variants of the
following story. Two demons, Vatapi and Mahi (or Entapi), obtained
from Brahma the boon of invincibility against everything but fire, which
they forgot to include in their request. They ravaged the countryside.
Vatapi swallowed the wind and Mahi the sun. The earth became still and
dark. The terrified gods appealed to Brahma, who directed them to ask
the ~~i Jambava Mahamuni (or in variants Sambhu, Campuva, Campuha)
to perform a fire sacrifice. 88 Rudra Vanniya Maharaja (alternately VIta
Vanniy3.!!, Vanni Raja, or Banniraya) was thus born from the flames
along with a host of armed horsemen. Having destroyed the two demons
and released the wind and sun, this first Vanniyar governed the country,
and sired five sons who became the ancestors of the subdivisions of the
Vanniyar caste. 89 A chapbook version of a Terukkiittu-style drama (SaJ;I
mukam Upattiyayar n.d.) tells a variation. Vatapi Cilra!! alone has the
boon from Siva. He makes the gods shiver and threatens to capture Indra,
rule Devoloka, and make the gods his servants (3-4). He captures and
imprisons them. CampumU!!i then prepares a sacrificial enclosure (yaka
calai) and prays to Siva for instructions. Following these, he makes the
fire in such a way that Siva starts to sweat (viyarvai torra). Then with
yoga, bhoga (pokam: pleasure), and Veda mantras, Campumu!!i offers the
sweat into the yakam (sacrifice, i. e., the fire), and Vlravanniya!! "rises
with a horse (kutiraiy6tu utittu)" (26-27). With his wife MantiramaIai he

870ppert (1893, 89-94) argues that the Vanniyars signified a non-Aryan "Turanian" element
among Rajputs.
88Shulman adds to his note on the Pur.ana!l:.ur.u (see n. 80): U. Ve. Caminataiyar in his
commentary "thinks the sage is Jambumuni (this on the basis of two medieval citations,
from Irattaiyar and a text called Vicuvapurat:lacaram)."
89This account, summarized from Cox (1881, 280-91), is found along with others in
Thurston and Rangachari [1904] 1965, 6:4-6. It is the only one telling of the birth of
horsemen along with the first ancestor. Cf. Nayakar 1891, 14; Nanjundayya and Iyer 1928
35, 4:609; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 36-37.
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then has four sons: Akki!!i Vanniya!!, Kiru~~ Vanniya!!, Pirama Vanni
ya!!, and Campu Vanniya!!. Together, with help from Durga (Turkaiyam
ma!!, 48-52), they destroy Vampi Cilra!! and his generals. 90

The eponym's name, particularly in the form Vanni Raja or
Banniraya, suggests a connection with the samI (Tamil vanni, Kannada
banni) tree. I was also told a different story by the Vanniyar caste swami
at the SrI Kailas Ashram near Bangalore: The Vanniyars descend from
the dvarapalakas, or "gate guardians," of the vanni tree where the
Pat:l~vas hid their weapons before entering the kingdom of Vira!a "in the
Punjab"; henceforth they worshiped DraupadI, and later migrated to
Kanchipuram to serve as warriors under the Pallavas (1988a, 36). The
first Vanniyar or Vanniyars thus either bear the samI in their name before
going into battle, or come from the tree itself before becoming soldiers.
As with similar features in the migration of the people of Palna<;lu, both
stories would seem to evoke the samI as a feature of a prewar Dasara.

Keeping these two main variants in view, one finds that the Vanniyars'
Agnikula mythology is close to that of Chand Bardai. As in Chand's
account, where Vasi~tha remembers the goddess Asapura before the first
Chauhan's combat with demons, there is a likely evocation of Dasara as
preliminary to war, which in the drama begins with Vlravanniya!!'s
homage to Durga. Like Chand's Chauhans, the Vanniyars are born from
fire like (if not with) their kuladevata DraupadI, who we might even say
is reborn in Gingee like a "Fortress of Hope." Like Chand's Pratiharas,
the Vanniyars were originally "gatekeepers." As with Chand, there are
(usually) two world-ravaging demons who must be destroyed. And, as
with Chand, there is no stolen cow. Indeed, of the various "southern"
accounts, only one mentions a cow theft, and that is the least southern
one from Maharashtra. This suggests another reason why Sanskrit epic
stories of the theft of Vasi~~ha's cow cannot provide an originating
impulse to Agnikula myths. In all likelihood, there is no cow in any
"original" Agnikula myth. The cow would seem to have been introduced
into the myth, perhaps by Padmagupta, just as she is reintroduced by
Ward, as an equivalent of the stolen earth. For Padmagupta, the mention
of two cows forges credibility by way of a double epic allusion.

Leaving aside the Pu!..anii!J:.u!..u passage for its uncertainties, south
India still offers an impressive consistency of medieval and modem fire
birth myths that is difficult to trace from north India. Considering the
overlapping complexities and convergences between Chand's version and
those of the Vanniyars, it is possible that a prototype Agnikula myth has
traversed south and north India. Certain details like the goddess's

90The detail of the sweat borrows from stories of Siva's production of VIrabhadra. I thank:
S. Ravindran for his help with this text.
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association with forts, the Vanniyars' and Pratiharas' connection with
"gatekeeping," and evocations of Dasara, must be parallels that flow
from the myth's unfolding in different but not so different conceptions.
Dhumraketu ("Smoke-banner"), the demon destroyed by Asapura, could
achieve something of the destructive capacity of the sun-swallowing
Mahi, or be so named for evoking the dark smoke from animal (and
implicitly human) sacrifices that would pollute the ~~is' sacrifice as well
as darken the sky. But I do not think the myth relies much on cosmologi
cal allegories. In harking back to the Pallavas, both Vanniyar myths are
instructive for their ties with distinctive south Indian imperial histories.
In one, the Vanniyars come south to serve the Pallavas. In the other,
Vatapi, conquered by VIra Vanniya!!, is none other than the demon whose
defeat gives his name to the Calukyan fort-capital of VatapI-Badami,
which Narasit¢1avarman Pallava defeated around 643 A.D. 91

The Calukya-Caulukyas, in their southern and northern extension, also
provide an imperial history within which to consider possible linkages
between Agnikula myths. As Sircar says, there is no reason to think that
the early Calukyas were anything but "Kanni~igas of the Dravidian
stock" (1965, 18), even though some of their offshoots would eventually
claim to come from the north (12-15). But although they connect south
and north (cf. Hanumantha Rao 1973, 323-24), it is never they them
selves who are born from fire in connection with early Agnikula myths.
Before they claimed birth from a palm or water pot, the Calukyas of
Badami professed no known special origin in their early mid-sixth to
eighth century history, and later their origin was traced to Manu, the
nourishment of the Seven Mothers, and the protection of Karttikeya
Skanda (Sircar 14; 1954, 229). Their offshoots at Vengi and Kalya~

claimed to be solar and lunar (from Ayodhya!) respectively (1965, 13
15). The Caulukya Rajputs of the north, first born from Brahma's palm,
were then not included among those born from fire until after Chand. The
Calukyas of Kalya~ have Agnikula chieftains but are not Agnikula
themselves. And in the Vanniyar myth, it is, if anyone, the Pallavas who
use Agnikula warriors to conquer the Calukyas of Badami, not the
Calukyas themselves. Nonetheless, one repeatedly finds Agnikula war
riors among Calukya feudatories or as the warriors of their opponents.
Finally, once past their phase of imperial power in north India, they
become Agnikulas themselves. Considering the Pu!..antl1J:.u!..u's praise of
king I!ullkoveL it is curious that the TamilLexicon gives "Ca~ukya king"

91Sircar 1954, 231; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 14, 36; Narasimhavarman gives his name to
Mahabalipuram, and "was known as Vatapi Konta Narasingapottaraiyan" (Thurston and
Rangachari [1904] 1965, 6:5), "The Man-Lion P6ttaraya!! who seized Badami." On
P6ttaraya!! (equivalent to P6ttu Raja) in this usage, see Hiltebeitel 1988a, 15-16.
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and "Petty ruler, chief' as later meanings for vel, and "The Ca~ukyas"

and "Petty chiefs" as later meanings for velir. Perhaps these early
"Agnikulas" were early CaIukyas; perhaps the later Caulukyas only
"recover" that former status when they revert to being "little kings"-like
the Vanniyars who "served the Pallavas."92

Not only the Calukya-SolailkIs, but the Ra~trakiita-Rathors, are Rajputs
with south Indian connections (Sircar 1965, 17). Some northern Rajput
clans, including the Guhilas and Caulukyas, seem to have had their
prasastis, their inscripted myths of origins, "fabricated" by Deccanese
Brahmans at their courts (4, 25). Sircar, referring to the Pu!..anti1J:.u!..u
passage discussed above, even suggests such a connection for the Agni
kula myth, although he drops it to a footnote: "The Agnikula story seems
to have been fabricated for the Paramaras by . . . Padmagupta. . . . This
author may have been a South Indian at the Paramara court . . . since
similar stories were prevalent in that region at an earlier date" (8, n. 3).
Padmagupta's first patron and "friend" Vakpati-Mufijaraja made southern
conquests of the Ra~trak:iitas, Kara~tas, Cholas, and Keralas (Vaidya
1924, 120-21).

But even without this uncertainty, and with or without speculation on
the mythic origins of the CaJukyas of Badami, we have seen three reasons
to entertain the proposition that the myth of the Agnikula K~atriyas has
a south Indian origin: 93 the cumulative nature of the south Indian origin
myths of fire-born lineages; the Calukya-Caulukya connections from
south to north; and the similarities between the Agnikula origin myths of
Chand Bardai and Tamil Vanniyars, which do not rely on Padmagupta for
their parallels, and which "recall," in the Vanniyars' case, an early south
Indian history connected with CaIukyas.

To these we should add a fourth. The Agnikula myth seems to be only
one element of a larger complex of myths, iconographies, and rituals
connected with the goddess, and also Siva, that goes back to Pallava
Calukya times, continues into the Chola period, and appears in the north
toward the end of this period in connection with the emergence of Rajput
culture. This complex includes head-offerings and other bodily mutila
tions, and what Weinberger-Thomas calls "suicides of fidelity" related to
satI. As Weinberger-Thomas shows, "epigraphy allows us to situate these
rites in their geographic, historical and religious context. They seem to
have prevailed in south India." Indeed, prior to the Pallavas and Calu
kyas, "Tamil Sangam poetry teems with references to heroic and devo-

92My interpretation of a "little king" background to these lineages differs from that of
Asopa, who reviews all the instances discussed so far to unconvincingly argue that the
original "social milieu" ofthese clans "may" originally have been Brahman (1972, 341-43).
93Krishnaswamy Aiyangar and Sircar (1965, 21-23) also lean in this direction.
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tional sacrifices," not to mention heroes who must never show their back
in battle. 94

This is not to say-though one cannot rule it out-that Vanniyars have
been Agnikula K~atriyas since the time of Naras~avarmanPallava. But
they would seem to have been so for long enough to be considered in the
history of the Agnikula myth. As suggested, those who formed them
selves as left-hand castes in the time of Kulottul1ka Cola III (1178-1216)
by "recovering" their fire-born origins had Vanniyars prominent in their
opposition; if the latter were already Agnikulas, it could have provoked
such a countermove from the left. More solidly, as Nayakar observes,
Villipiittiir Alvar makes three references to the Agnikula in his Tamil
Mahtibhtirata. When Yudhi~thira, at his Rajasiiya sacrifice, must offer the
"guest-gift" to the most honored person present, he asks BhI~ma whether
the honor should go to kings of the Solar, Lunar, or Agni vaQ1sas
(2.1.111). Sisupala then vents his outrage over the choice of~~~, and
asks how a shepherd could be chosen over Solar, Lunar, and Fire lineage
kings (115). As in AIhti, the Mahtibharata scene is a locus classicus for
ranking K~atriyas old and new. 95

But most important, when DraupadI's governess or foster mother
(cevilittayar; 1.7.34) tells her about the kings who have come to her
svay~vara, the last three suitors she mentions are a solar dynasty Cola
king, a lunar dynasty Pal;ltiya!!, and a "Cera, famous through the fourteen
worlds, from the ancestral line (marapu) of the red-glowing one (cen
talaIo!!:. . . . cera!J:.) " -that is, from the AgnivaJ:!lsa.96 This means that
by around 1400, the time of Villiputtiir, two important things have
happened. The ancient Ceras have been identified as AgnivaJ:!lsins. And
Villi is writing for an audience for whom this is important. This is clear
by his indication that AgnivaJ:!lsa kings are among those whom
Yudhi~thira might credit with the highest dignity, and by his closure of
the list of DraupadI's suitors with great praise of the Cera-Agniv~sa

candidate. Those in Villi's audience who would have found this important
can only be Vanniyars, who thus, by around 1400, must have considered
themselves, and been considered by Villi, as Agnikula K~atriyas.

Vanniyars identify with Ceras at least to the extent of bearing emblems
of the bow (the Cera insignia) as well as the tiger (the Cola insignia) on
their funeral biers. 97

94Weinberger-Thomas 1996,29 (quote) and 221, nn. 28-29.
95See chap. 6 following n. 24.
961.7.45. Tamil akki!JJ va~am in the commentaries of RajakopaHiccariyar 1970, 1,307-8
(the carukam arrangement cited here) and Kopalakirus~amacariyar 1976, 1, 298-299 (in
which this is 1.5.45).
97Nayakar 1891, 42-43. On the Cera bow-emblem, see Parthasarathy 1993,218-19,225-26.
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Vanniyars must also have established this identity well enough before
Villi for him to have determined to make fire, and especially DraupadI's
birth from and repeated associations with fire, a major innovative theme
in his poem. I have discussed several such enhancements by fire
elsewhere,98 but one sequence now proves especially revealing. When
Villi has BhI~ma recognize DraupadI's indomitability after D~sasana has
failed to disrobe her, he and the attendant kings in the Kaurava court join
palms and praise her as "the goddess of chastity and of the ancestral line
or dynasty (karyifJ:.ukku' marapifJ:.ukkun teyvam)" (2.2.250). The scene,
with its virtual theophany and evocation of lineage, is enhanced in the
Terukkiittu drama "Dice Match and Disrobing," where BhI~ma calls
DraupadI not only "goddess of the lineage (kulatteyvam) , " but "goddess
[or wife, tevi] to the five [Pa~<:lavas], and mother to others" (Hiltebeitel
1988a, 264). We may now say with virtual certainty that Villi recognizes
DraupadI as a "goddess of chastity and the lineage" not only for the Kuru
Dynasty (marapu) for which BhI~ma speaks, or for the Agniv~sa

lineage (marapu) of the Ceras who attend her wedding, but, and above
all, for Vanniyars in his audience (cf. 1988a, 264-65). Indeed, it may be
the Vanniyars whose influence makes the Ceras become Agnikula
K~atriyas after the fact.

As to the Ceras, I do not know when they begin to be identified as
Agniv~sins, but I know of no earlier Tamil text than Villi's Makiipara
tam to make them SO.99 They are not so identified in the Cilappati
karam, the classical Tamil epic whose three "books" are titled after the
three ancient Tamil kingdoms, in the sequence Cola, Pa~~iya, and Cera.
After providing quite ample allusion to the solar ancestry of the Colas
and the lunar descent of the Pa~~iyas, the Cilappatikaram leaves us
absolutely in the dark about the origin of the Ceras. 1OO The probably
seventeenth-century Tiruvi(aiyafaryurafJam, "The story of the sacred
games" of Siva at Madurai, does, however, inform us further. In its
account of the forty-ninth of Siva's "sacred games," Brahma, "after a
deluge," recreates the world as before, with three Tamil kings, the
"Chera, Chola, and Pandya, ... who were descendants of the Fire, the
Sun and the Moon respectively. "101 Would that we were told more

981988a, 194-95 (Villi on DraupadI's birth from fire), 198, 438 (on her "firewalk" and
marriage fire, whose "diversified" and "intensified" symbolism in Villi suggests DraupadI
cult familiarity); 271, n. 31 (DraupadI's heated body during Duhsasana's attempt to disrobe
her, inflaming her husbands and capable of burning the Kauravas).
99'fhe Tamil Lexicon mentions the akki!J:.ikulam along with the other two as "Races of kings
of ancient India," but gives no sources.
lOOOn the Colas as solar and the Pantiyas as lunar, see Parthasarathy 1993, 74 and 258
(former), 110, 130, and 243 (latter).
lOlNayakar 1891, 8; Harman 1989, 38-39 (the lunar king's name Vamsasekhara Pandya,
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about how Brahma created them. The deluge leaves the Tamil land with
out K~atriyas. As such, it is equivalent, as an endangerment of the earth,
to the thefts of Vasi~~a's or Jamadagni's bovine. Indeed, this southern
story returns us to a point that has been trying to surface all along: that
it is not floods, or particular Vedic Brahmans or their cows, that define
the myth of the Agnikula K~atriyas, but the Earth's requirement of new
K~atriyas to defend her.

Let us return with this thought to Villiputtiir Alvar's Maktiparatam,
and consider what it might mean that Villi, like the author of the Kr:~fJii1!l

sacarita, has rethought the Mahlibhtirata in relation to the myth of the
Agnikula K~atriyas. Unlike the bhavi~ya paura~ka, who brings the Agni
v~sa to a second K~etra to finish the Mahtibhtirata's unfinished bus
iness, Villi imports the Agniv~sa right into the Mahtibhtirata itself. In
so doing, when he makes DraupadI the "goddess of chastity and the line
age," he fills the text with echoes. In his Makiiparatam, DraupadI is born
from fire along with her brother D~~tadyumna, the K~atriya incarnation
of Agni. Indeed, all along, although D~~tadyumna has no offspring and
his Pancala line becomes extinct by the end of the Mahiibhtirata war, his
birth from fire has been another prototype of the Agnikula myth. Now
Villi fills out the prototype by having not only D~~tadyumna be born
from fire, but DraupadI, who in the Sanskrit epic is born instead from the
earthen sacrificial altar or vedi. 102 Yet as we have seen, Villi's descrip
tion registers DraupadI's status as a lineage goddess and goddess of chas
tity not only for the Kaurava family of lunar dynasty K~atriyas and the
audience families of Agniv~sa Vanniyars, but the Agniv~sa Ceras.
Here Villi is echoing the Cilappatiktiram, whose Cera king he must consi
der an Agniv~sin even if the Cilappatiktiram does not. It is the Cera
king Ceflkuttuv3.!! who establishes the heroineKa~ as the goddess of
chastity. And although she does not explicitly become his lineage god
dess, it is he and his queen who determine to honor K~ki by bringing
back a stone from the Himalayas for the carving of her image. Moreover,
it is through this northern campaign and its aftermath that Ceflkuttuva!!
brings the Cola and P~tiya kings, the (presumably) Buddhist king
Gajabahu of Sri Lanka, and, among the northern kings he has conquered
and imprisoned, even the Malva king (from the land of the future
Paramaras) to worship K~ki as their goddess of chastity as well. 103

"Crown of the Varpsa," is transparent); cf. Dessigane, Pattibiramin, and Filliozat 1960, 75
76; Shulman 1980,69-75, on the wider flood themes and variants in this text; Harman 27
and n. lOon the text's dating.
l
02See Hiltebeitel forthcoming. This is not to say that Villi invents this theme. By his time,

Vanniyars have perhaps already made the fire-born DraupadI their kuladeva1a.
103parthasarathy 1993, 223, 273; see Obeyesekere 1984 on Kannaki in Sri Lanka.
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On analogy with other myths we have discussed, the Cilappatiktiram
is an Agnikula myth waiting to be realized. The three Tamil kingdoms
are beset by Yavanas with "strange tongues" and "weird speech" (Partha
sarathy 1993, 62, 266). The Yavanas form enclaves in the Cola port
capital of Pukar and even guard the fortress gates (like Pratiharas) in
Madurai. There is something implicitly wrong here. Only a Cera, one of
Ceilkuttuva!!'s ancestors, has made a challenge, entering "the fertile
kingdom in the high mountain of the ill-bred Yavanas" (254). Ceilkuttu
va!! establishes Ka~ki as goddess of chastity after something has gone
wrong, more specifically, in her human life in the other two kingdoms.
In the Cola capital of Pukar, her husband KovalCl!! falls in love with a
courtesan, loses all his wealth, and forces their departure for Madurai. It
is never the Cola!!'s fault,l04 but curiously, as if the narrative eclipses
him, we never hear who he is, and Pukar is next heard of as having been
ruined by a flood, and the capital moved inland to U!aiynr, 105 through
which Ka~ki and Kovala!! travel on their route to Madurai. At Madu
rai, where king Netufice1iya!! orders the falsely accused Koval3.!! executed
without examining the charge, everything is this Pa~tiya!!'s fault, who
dies accordingly, seeing the disheveled Ka~ki's derangement, leaving
her to destroy his city by fire. The Cola and Pa~tiya kings have thus
defaulted. With suitable cosmological inversions and eschatological
echoes, the solar king's capital is destroyed by water and the lunar king's
capital by fire. The Cera king is thus left to rectify matters by estab
lishing the worship of the goddess of chastity, who, in conjunction with
Agni, burns Madurai with fire from her left breast. An elaborate
symbolism involving the sun, moon, and "Mother Earth" can be traced
in Ka~ki and Kovala!!'s movements through the Cola and Pa~tiya

lands. 106 The Pa~tiya!! "gave up his life on the throne itself to reassure
Mother Earth that his rule was just" (195). Ka~ki is Mother Earth's
protege. But Ka~ki's connection with fire stops in Madurai; the Cera
king does not pick it up.

How much of this Villiputtiir echoes by allusion, and how much we
see only by irresistible analogy (Bourdieu 1990), is guesswork. My guess
is that Villi's allusion and my analogy divide at the beginning of the last
paragraph. But I do think that Villi connects DraupadI and K~ki by
way of literary allusion, and that this recognition lets us see the relation
of these two ultimately literary goddesses properly. It begins not with the

lO4Though he does purchase the courtesan's garland and make it available for K6vala!! to
purchase, thus launching their affair.
105As background, see Krishnaswamy Aiyangar 1911, 348-52.
106Seeespecially Parthasarathy 1993,30,41,45-46,6,77-78,80,92,109-10,130-31,181
83.
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DraupadI cult replacing the Ka~ki cult, as some have thought,107 but
with literary allusions-first by Villi and then by modem scholars-to
similarities between two heroine-goddesses whose cults never overlapped,
but did, as I have shown,108 develop analogous themes in their own
rites and folklore, in different times and places. Yet, this is not to say
that Villi's description of DraupadI as "goddess of chastity and the
lineage" is exhausted by literary allusions to the Mahiibharata and
Cilapatiktiram. There are also cultural and even cuitic allusions: not only
to Vanniyars via the Ceras as fire-born kings, but to other fire-born
goddesses via DraupadI. The Tamil country gives virtually every goddess
a mythic and iconographic birth from fire, often with Brahman sages
attending the firepit. 109 By Villi's time it was probably already a cultic
cliche. 110

This brings us back to the similarities between the Agnikula myths of
Chand Bardai and the Vanniyars. I have argued that Agnikula myths are
composed of elemental themes, and have no original Agnikula myth as
their prototype. Two of the six themes outlined look especially south
Indian: number 4, the eponymous hero's birth from fire, and number 5,
the manifestation of a goddess to fight beside him, who becomes his
clan's family deity. In Chand's and Jodharaja's accounts, the goddess
only appears; she is not born from fire like her Chauhan hero. Indeed,
the only place where we find a warrior and clan goddess born from the
same sacrificial fire is in the Villiparatam, and there, while DraupadI
becomes a chaste lineage deity for Agniv~sins, her brother D~~!ad

yumna is not an Agniv~sin himself. Villiputtiir holds these elemental
themes together by combining the fire-birth of the goddess with the fire
birth of the Vanniyars by way of allusion to the fire-birth of the Ceras.
Chand's circa sixteenth-century Agnikula myth of the double-manifesta
tion of hero and goddess probably has the same south Indian matrix
behind it as the late fourteenth- or early fifteenth-century Villiparatam,
just as earlier Agnikula myths seem to have southern roots, and be part
of a complex connected with worship of the goddess by "little king"
feudatories of the Pallavas and Calukyas. The myth would thus seem to
have been transmitted northward among the strong influences-but
certainly not the only ones-on the "origins" of the Agnikula Rajputs.

l07Dikshitar 1939, 371; Obeyesekere 1984, 3; Frasca 1984, 134.
108Hiltebeitei 1988a, 149; 1991a, 359-63, 366-68, 379, 428.
109Durga, Mariyamma!!, At\k:a~amma!! (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 390-91 and n. 20), to whom one
can add MlnaksI, KalI, and many others.
110See Stein 1977 on the proliferation of goddess temples in the early medieval period, at
least according to data viewed from the 1961 Madras State census volumes on temples.
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Bela Becomes Satl

DraupadI's firewalk calls for her to put up her hair before she crosses
the fire. Once she has fulfilled her vow of oiling her hair with blood from
Duryodhana's thigh, her hair is rebound with flowers like that of an
auspiciously married woman (or goddess) for her to cross the coals. Yet
while DraupadI crosses the coals with her hair up, women who follow
behind her icon, performing the firewalk ritually, ordinarily cross the
coals with their hair loose.

A. Disposing of the Kaurava Widows

There are several ways to contextualize this contrast within DraupadI
cult myths and rituals. One is paradoxical: although DraupadI's icon
crosses the coals with her hair up and adorned, firewalkers may envision
her protecting them by spreading her loose incombustible hair over the
coals (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 437). Here women firewalkers would have two
simultaneous Draupadls: one coiffured to lead them and one disheveled
to protect them. Another is a sequential formula: As DraupadI fulfills her
vows through the eighteen-day war, so she inspires others to fulfill theirs
by crossing the firepit. From this standpoint, there is an equivalence
between the battlefield (patuka~am) and the firepit, and the women are
like DraupadI.

But from a third standpoint, the firepit is a special part-indeed, an
epitome-of the battlefield. It is its cremation ground. 1 In Mahlibhtirata
terms, it is where the warriors have died, and where the women, most
notably their wives, weep for them before they are cremated in the epic's
Strf Parvan, the "Book of the Women." Rather than being where Drau
padI fulfills her vow, it is where she fulfills her curse.

IOn the firewalk as a crossing of the cosmic cremation ground ofthe pralaya, see Hiltebeitel
1991a, 470; Biardeau 1989b, 284. On Kuruk~etra as a cremation ground, Witzel notes that
as an "altar of the gods," Kuruk~etra tips the wrong way for a Vedic altar, presenting the
declivity of a cremation ground, from northeast to southwest (1984, 220, 248, n. 50).
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In the Sanskrit epic, DraupadI makes this curse when she goes into
exile after her humiliations at the dice match. As Vidura tells Dhrtara~tra:

Wearing a single garment, weeping, her hair loose, menstruating, her
wet garments stained with blood, DraupadI spoke this word: "Those
on account of whom I have reached this condition, their wives, in the
fourteenth year, with their husbands slain, their sons slain, their
relatives and dear ones slain, their limbs smeared with the blood of
their relatives, hair loose, menstruating (rajasvaltiIJ) , having thus
offered water to the dead, will enter Hastinapura." (Mbh 2.71.18-20)

DraupadI's vow to remain disheveled after the dice match and her curse
that the Kaurava women will become disheveled after the war are clearly
complementary. But historically, the curse and vow become complement
ary only in Mahiibhtirata folklores. Textually, the curse, as expressed in
the Sanskrit epic, is older than the vow, which both the epic and the early
eighth-century drama, the Ve'!fsaf!lhiira or "Binding of the Braid" by
Bhatta Naraya~, seem to echo, but without ever making it explicit that
DraupadI ever made such a vow herself. 2

Vyasa, however, does not forget about the hundred Kaurava widows.
Once BhI~ma dispels Yudhi~thira's grief through the Mahiibhtirata's
lengthy twelfth and thirteenth books, and an Asvamedha expiates Yudhi
~thira's sins in the fourteenth,3 the Pa~~avas settle down in Hastinapura
until their elders-KuntI, Vidura, Dhrtara~tra, GandharI, and Safi
jaya-Ieave for the forest to close out their lives. Again grief wells up
and descends on the all the people of Hastinapura. The P~~avas in parti
cular, worried about KuntI, "took pleasure neither in rule, women, nor
Veda recitation" (15.28.1-10). Seeing Yudhi~thira's grief, Sahadeva waits
for a fitting time to tell him they may visit the elders in the forest
(29.11),4 and DraupadI adds that the womenfolk are ready to go with the
balls of their feet (17). Yudhi~thira orders provisions for his army and the
women, and a vast exodus heads for the forest. In the lead, surrounded
by Brahmans and bards (30.7) and with the ladies behind riding in litters
(sibikti; 12), Yudhi~thira "descended (avatarat) into Kuru~etra, and
gradually crossed (krame,!ottfrya) the Yamuna"; only then do they see the
elders' ashram "at a distance" (16-17). Since they leave Hastinapura,

2See Hiltebeitel 1981, 179-201, on treatments of the curse and vow in these sources. The
drama has Bhima make the vow for DraupadI. Curiously, Bha~ta Narayana is said to have
hailed from Kanauj.
314.70.15-19; 90.13-14; 191.4; see Hiltebeitel [1976] 1990,292-93.
4Sahadeva seems to act like an astrologer here, something I have not noticed him doing
elsewhere in the Sanskrit Mbh.
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which is on the Ganges, and must travel northwest across the Yamuna to
Kuru~etra before they can "descend into" Kuru~etra and head northeast
to "cross" the Yamuna again, they take a roundabout route. Considering
that this episode's destination is the Ganges as a river that opens a way
to heaven, it is more than a coincidence that in crossing Kuru~etra and
the Yamuna, Yudhi~~hira replicates parts of an earlier journey by Bala
rama. When the end of Balarama's forty-day pilgrimage up the SarasvatI
coincides with the end of the Mahlibharata war, he passes through Kuru
~etra to reach the Yamuna and then returns to Kuru~etra to see the final
mace duel between BhIma and Duryodhana. As I show elsewhere (forth
coming), Balarama traverses a Vedic route to a point where one may see
through the door of the starry heavens, and along the way he hears that
the ~~is of the Naimi~a Forest have several times preceded him on the
route. In what follows, we must thus once again keep these Naimi~a

conventions in mind. 5

When the Pa~Qavas and the "wives of the foremost Kauravas (stnyasca
kurumukhylintim)" find their elders, they are on a bank of the Yamuna
(15.31.2, 6). Shedding tears with the rest, Dhrtara~~ra "approached the
ashram frequented by Siddbas and Car~s, crowded by those desirous
of seeing him like the firmament with hosts of stars (didf~ubhilJ

samiikii1Jnrrz nabhas taraga1Jair iva)" (31.20). The blind king with "radi
ant lotus eyes" (32.1) asks Saiijaya to describe his visitors, and the Suta,
after rich descriptions of the Pa~Qavas and their wives, ends with what
interests us: "These ladies, whose hair has only a part, wearing white
upper garments, wives of kings, known as more than a hundred, without
husbands, whose lords and sons are slain, are the daughters-in-law of this
old king" (32.15). Long after they would have entered Hastinapura with
their "hair loose, menstruating (rajasvaltllJ), having offered water to the
dead," the Kaurava widows now wear inauspicious white and nothing
ornamental but the part of their hair. 6

After the emaciated Vidura dies unblinking (animi~a) with a steadfast
gaze while leaning against a tree, transmitting his energies into
Yudhi~~hira by the power of yoga (15.33.24-27), all the rest pass an
"auspicious night furnished with constellations" (34.1). The Pa~Qavas

complete their morning rites, and just as they sit down with Dh~ra~~ra

and the great ~~is of Kuruk$etra, "the lord Vyasa, worshipped by the

5See chaps. 4, n. 7; 9, §§ A and C and n. 12. Cf. chap. 9 at nn. 12 and 77-87.
lSTaking srmantaSiroruhii like Ni1aka~tha as sfmantamatretJa upalak~itti, "characterized by
a part but nothing more, with no adornments or the like, " to which he adds, "The reading
'asfmanta having no part (in the hair)' is also fine (yuktah)" (Kinjawadekar 1929-33, vol.
6, book 14, p. 28, with thanks to James Fitzgerald for this translation). Cf. Ganguli [1884
96], 1970, 12:228. Perhaps the part is not adorned with vermilion, as would befit a widow.
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hosts of divine ~~is, showed up (darsayamlisa), surrounded by his disci
ples" (34.22). Vyasa explains the manner of Vidura's death and tells
D~a~tra he will perform a wonder never before accomplished by any
of the great ~~is. What does D~a~tra wish to see, touch, or hear? he
asks (35.24-25). Other celestials (including Narada) join the throng to
hear Vyasa tell his "most virtuous heavenly stories" (36.14).

Soon, however, getting no answer from D~a~tra, Vyasa says he
knows what is in the old king's heart, as also the hearts of GandharI,
KuntI, DraupadI, and Subhadra (36.16-18): their grief for their sons.
D~ra~tra says he does indeed mourn his sons and wonders what way
they have gone (30). And GandharI and KuntI deepen the grief. GandharI
laments her hundred sons in the company of their hundred widows, who
now surround her with their repeated and increasingly insistent mourning
(37.12). And KuntI is reminded of Kan;m (38). Without anyone saying
what they'd like to see, touch, or hear, this is enough to bring Vyasa to
reveal the resolve that was already in his heart before they spoke (39.3):
he will show them all their sons and other loved ones slain in battle.
Disclosing the celestial and demonic origins of both the dead and living
heroes, he tells the gathering to proceed to the Ganges (18)-which, as
noted, cannot be very near (it would be at least sixty miles from the
Yamuna).

Once at the Ganges, the "ocean of folk (jantil7JQva)" (39.21) waits till
night for a day that seems like a year (23). Their evening rites finished,
all sit-the men around D~ra~tra, the women with GandharI (40.1-3).
"Then the great Muni Vyasa of great energy, having plunged into the
meritorious water of the BhaglrathI, thereupon summoned all the
lokas-the warriors of the Pa~<;lavas and Kauravas collectively, including
great-fortuned kings who had lived in various countries. Then a
tumultuous sound arose within the water, 0 Janamejaya, from the armies
of the Kurus and Pa~~avas, just as it was before" (4-6). As the dead rise
from the Ganges with celestial bodies and apparel, Vyasa, gratified with
D~ra~tra, gives him celestial sight to see them, while GandharI,
apparently with her blindfold still on, sees them with the power of her
celestial knowledge (17-18).7 The living delight with the dead for the
whole night as if they were heaven-dwellers (41.8). And then in a
moment or twinkle (~alJena) Vyasa dismisses (visarjayamlisa) the dead
to reenter the auspicious triple-pathed river and return to the (starry)
worlds from which they came (12-13).

Having fulfilled this high and stated purpose of "his heart," the author
now turns to a purpose he hasn't admitted:

7See the nice handling of this scene in Carriere and Brook 1987, 232-34, and my discussion
(1992b, 147-49).
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When they were all gone, the great Muni of righteous conduct and
great energy, ever the Kurus' benefactor, standing in the water, then
said, "All those K~atriya women whose lords are slain, those foremost
women who desire the worlds won by their husbands, unwearied, let
them quickly (~ipram) plunge into the JahnavI's (Ganges') water."
Hearing his words, having faith, taking leave of their father-in-law
[D~ra~tra], the beautiful women entered the water of the JahnavI.
Released from human bodies, these chaste women all came together
with their husbands, 0 king. Women of good conduct, women of the
family,S they all in course, having entered the water, were released,
and obtained residence in the worlds of their husbands. Endowed with
heavenly forms, adorned with heavenly ornaments, wearing heavenly
garlands and garments, as they were, so were their husbands. (41. 17
22)

Coming at the end of the Putradarsana Parvan, the "Book of Seeing
the Sons," the removal of the widows to heaven is both that episode's
culmination and a major moment in the series of stories that finish the
epic with the deaths of the war's survivors. The "author's" intervention
might indeed cause wonder, for it is more than a little bit troubling. 9

Through this episode, the Pa~<;lavas dispose of grief for their elders. The
elders dispose of grief for their sons. But the Kaurava widows' grief for
their husbands is a surplus that is disposed of by Vyasa. We cannot pre
cisely say that he makes them satls. That possibility would have existed
in the Strl Parvan. Now their husbands are too long dead. But like the
author of the Kr~fJtitriSacarita, who clearly follows him, and for whom the
Kaurav~sa widows are defective women to begin with and moreso for
outliving their husbands (see chap. 8, § A), Vyasa hints that the Kaurava
widows are delinquent in becoming satls. Even GandharI seems to find
their mourning overbearing. SatI is evoked by analogy here, but the
Mahiibhtirata knows it: by the precedent of MadrI who joins Pa~<;lu on
the pyre; and by the sequel satls of some of the wives of ~~~-scenes
to be noted further. The Kaurava widows are invited to enter the water
as K~atriya women, and do so as stidhvlS ("chaste women, faithful wives,
lady sadhus") and "women of the kula" (as I see it, taking this action
through their marital ties rather than their natal ones). All of this befits
a language of sat! that the epic clearly makes familiar. 10

80r "good family," "of good conduct": kulastn'yah.
9See Hiltebeitel forthcoming on the Mbh's conventions of authorship.
lOSee Shah 1995, 85, 91-93, for other instances and echoes of satI in the Mbh, e.g., the
demands of Kicaka's relatives that DraupadI be cremated along with him (4.22.6-8). The
same can be said of the Ram, on which satI folklores are also built (see chap. 12, n. 2). Cf.
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Yet even saying "quickly," Vyasa doesn't quite encourage one to think
that he lures the widows with a trick. The great "wonder-worker" (Mbh
1.1.16) simply stands in the river that flows between the worlds of his
stories. It is never said that Yudhi~thira finds these inauspicious women
a deterrent to his rule. Nor does anyone say anything to remind us that
the widows inauspiciousness follows from the fulfillment of DraupadI's
curse. She herself seems quite congenial to these widows by now. But
DraupadI cult stories build on these dark openings.

In DraupadI cult folklore-but only, as noted, in the "rajputized"
Gingee core area (see chap. 10, § B)-the vow-curse complementarity
finds expression in a distinctive myth. When the wailing women disturb
Yudhi~thira by their battlefield laments for their husbands and sons,
~~t;m tells DraupadI to create a sacrificial fire and lure the women into
it:

"Ordinarily people won't walk through fire, but knowing that you
were born in fire, if you say they will get back their children,
husbands, etc., they will follow you, believing that by doing so they
will get their loved ones back, that those whom they lost in battle will
come back to life." . . . They all die in the fire. Only Paficali-Sakti
comes out. So now there are no more voices of wailing and weeping,
nothing to deter Dharma from becoming king. This is another aspect
of ~~t;m'S trick.... And the ones who died did rejoin their loved
ones, but in heaven. Their bodies, flesh and blood, were destroyed by
the fire, but their souls were released. (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 440-41)

This myth introduces a mass satI for the weeping women of the Strf
Parvan, where no woman becomes a satI at all. According to one Parati
yar, the women in question are precisely the widows of the hundred
Kauravas (ibid., 441). Their removal to heaven in the epic's Putradar
sana Parvan is thus preponed to the end of the war. SatI by fire replaces
salvation by water. The deity replaces the author, with it clear that he
lures the widows with a "trick." DraupadI becomes the means to fulfilling
her own curse. And Yudhi~thira is relieved of the Kaurava widows expli
citly because they are inauspicious, not as the aftereffect of the author's
response to a collective grief.

Involuntary as these satis are, ~~t;m and DraupadI devise for them a
satI's typical reward: reunion with the loved one in heaven, and release
of her soul. Typical Rajput motivations for satI, love for the deceased and
the desire to join him in heaven (Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 123-34), thus

Hawley 1994, 12: "a sati is a good woman (sadhvi), a woman devoted to her husband."
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provide the very heart of the Tamil story. But there is something
unsettling. It is almost as if these Tamilized Kaurava widows haven't
fully absorbed this ideology, and have to be deceived into taking the
necessary steps. Through all this DraupadI lives on, and does not become
a satI herself. Why should she? Although she laments her sons, her
husbands are still alive.

B. Draupadi Becomes Bela

Yet by becoming Bela, DraupadI does become a. satI. It is through
Bela, a "portion of DraupadI," and particularly through Bela's hair, that
DraupadI's fiery nature finally self-combusts. Nor does Bela bum alone.
In the Kt:~1JLlJ!lSacarita, she is the "Vela-fire (veltigni)" that consumes big
and little kings alike (24.12). In AIM, a mass satI combines with a
folklore of vows and curses. Bela makes no vow concerning her hair, but
it is her hair that fulfills her vow to become a satI. And when she makes
that vow upon learning of Brahm~i's imminent death,11 she "prophesies
that in three months and seventeen days Delhi will be sacked, and every
married woman there" will be widowed like her (W&G 263). Once Bela
has become satI, "Sunwa and all the other widows ... throw themselves
into the great blazing pit which had formed Bela's funeral pyre" (273).
The only satls mentioned are from the Mahoba party: consistent with
other reversals, the Delhi widows are too lax to become satIs, as is
implied by Brahmananda's censure of the surviving Kaurav~sa

widows. 12 Whether it is because they are wives of PaJ;19av~sasor just
because they are north Indian, those who do become satIs do not have to
be deceived into doing so. Yet we should be more precise when we say
"north Indian." PIr Shams's ginan on DraupadI and the ghatpat ceremony
takes things in a different direction: the suffering DraupadI, "upon whom
posterity may shower such great praise," is a model of satI and a model
for satls. But she does not become satfherself and neither do her Satpanth
satI followers-either the men or women among them. 13 In contrast, the
Tamil DraupadI and the north Indian Bela are both provided with Rajput
myths to explain the jauhar-like mass satIs of other widows who follow

llIt is not a case of "ambition" to become a satl before Brahma's death, which would be "to
will that her husband's death precede hers" (Harlan 1996, 235). It is Brahma's request.
12Kishan Sharma of Agra makes the point that"All the women of Alha's family become
satIs." That Sunwa does so in particular is instructive, since Alha never dies, but goes to
the forest of immortals. The Delhi court's lax attitude toward satI is also evidenced by
Agma's counsel to Bela to forget satI and marry someone else, e.g., as Bela infers in
rejecting the advice, a "Musulman Mughul" (W&G 263).
13See chap. 10 at nn. 169 and 173. I do not press the point that DraupadI's Tamil followers,
usually both men and women (Hiltebeitel 1991a, 441-46), have this Satpanth precedent.
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them. And Alhil tells further how DraupadI fulfills her destiny as a Rajput
by becoming Bela, who closes Draupadi's cycle of seven lives. We must
at last look more closely at what it means for DraupadI to have become
Bela.

It appears as if much that Bela carries forward from her previous life
as a folkloric version of DraupadI is oriented toward satI: not only
DraupadI's vows and curses, but her hair, Kallrtipa, jewels, and fire-born
body. If Draupadi's hair is incombustible (birth from fire with long black
hair would suggest this even without south Indian firewalking myths),
Bela's hair becomes the means of her burning, at least in the Elliot Alhil.
One informant questioned at Bairagarh (see below) knew of Bela's satI
fire starting from her hair. But denying this, Baccha Singh said, "She sits
cross-legged on the wooden pyre with her husband on her lap, and closes
her eyes. Ghee is put on the pyre. People around chant 'SatImata ki jai'
('Victory to SatI-mother') and the Agnidevata (Fire-god) is pleased.
Naturally and automatically the fire starts leaping. She is talking up to the
moment the flames reach her throat, giving blessings (asfrvada). Then her
head slumps and she is engulfed in fire and can talk no more." But he
adds, "Letting down the hair is a sign of fire. When she goes and sits on
the pyre, the hair is tied up. When it is let down, because it would be
touching the fire down below her back, the fire would catch there. So it
would seem the hair lights of its own. The wind lifts it up and it appears
to be burning very quickly. But the fire starts by itself and catches the
hair first." Kishan Sharma recounts, "Bela said, 'No one is going to light
my fire.' So she sat there and worshiped DevI, and because of this the
flames started leaping all by themselves. Because of DevI's blessing, the
flames leapt."

Such variants thus follow Rajput ritual and iconographic conventions
by which a satI may light her pyre from her hair after oiling it (Weinber
ger-Thomas 1996, 104, 199); be represented with the sun god or a
goddess lighting the nimbus around her hair; 14 or with hair that bursts
toward the sky like "a kind of mane, a nimbus of flames, evoking the
'terrible' aspect" of such goddesses as KalI or CamUl:l~a.15 DraupadI is
identified with KalI not only in the DraupadI cult and in Andhra
(Hiltebeitel 1988a, 289-95), but in north Indian Mahiibhilrata
folklores-linked in each case with rural Rajputs (among others)-in
Garhwal and Rajasthan. 16 Bela does not seem to carry this KaII-identi-

14Weinberger-Thomas 1996, fig. 5; Sunder Rajan 1993, 27-28.
15Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 141-43 and figs. 25, 26.
16Por Rajasthan, see J. D. Smith 1991,97-98, on the Pabajfsong about the world mother
who swings from the hollow kheja~ (samI), and who is both KalI and DraupadI who "duped
[or destroyed, cha!] the Kauravas and PaJ.1~avas" (cf. 1990, 13); cf. Smith n.d., 67, on
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fication forward in the Elliot AiM, at least explicitly; but in the
Kt:~fJLirrzSacarita, the four as-yet-unwidowed Kauravarp.sa wives say,
"Vela, possessing the form of strife, is KalI herself' (31.25). Bela takes
her jewels-surely including those that were DraupadI's-when she leaves
Delhi for her tragic "homecoming" (W&G 263), and puts them all on
when she mounts the pyre in full bridal array (271). From known
practice, a satI may retain her jewels, remove them and break her
bangles, or give them to a Brahman and his wife, keeping her nose-ring
as a symbol of marriage (see plate 14).17 It is as if the folklore, once it
has given DraupadI a birth from fire rather than from the earthen fire
altar, requires that her body return to the element from which it came. i8

The fire of her birth can become a satI pyre because Agni is the devourer
of corpses.

Nor is this momentum toward satI limited to only two successive lives.
When Bela, leaving Delhi, prepares herself for this destiny, she recalls
that this is the seventh life in a row, beginning with one as a pair of fish
(followed by births as snakes, chakwa birds, deer, and swans), that she
has passed with the same husband (and in the last life with four other
husbands as well), and that in each such life she was left un-"satisfied"
(see chap. 6, § E). In the Kt:~fJLirrzSacarita, rather than recall her own
successive dissatisfactions, Vela recites just the seven lives of her
husband, telling "the story ofBrahmananda's seven births" (the text gives
no details) as her last word upon entering the pyre: "Having told the
story of her husband's seven births, she burned. "19

Neither text says anything about Bela ever having been a satI before,
which would be difficult considering what we know of the previous six
lives. But in recounting all seven, and, in AiM, making it clear that it is
a question of seven marriages, both texts would appear to be familiar
with the practice by which satIs announce-sometimes verbally, some
times by holding up two sets of fingers-how many times they have
become satI with the same husband, and how many times are left, on the
way to the full total of seven that will bring the couple their final
deliverance. 2o If not seven times a satI, Bela would appear at least to be

DraupadI as a destructive form of Sakti in the Rajasthani folk-Mbh; Kothari 1989, 114:
"DraupadI appeared to kill the Pat:tdavas." For Garhwal, see Sax 1986, 6; 1995b; Zoller
1993. SaraIadasa's Oriya DraupadI, "a woman of incredible beauty with more than a touch
of terror in her makeup," is "the incarnation of Ketuka Candi" (Boulton 1976, 21).
17See discussion in Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 101, 104, 122, 133, 152.
180ther folklores about DraupadI, in Himachal Pradesh (B. R. Sharma 1993, 38) and
Andhra (Chary 1993, 208), also seem to make this connection. So too SIta, whom the Rilm
brings forth from an earthen furrow, returns to an earthen pit.
19Saptajanmakathiltrt k':tVil svapates tu dadiiha va;; 32.208.
2OWeinberger-Thomas 1996, 146, 208; Hawley 1994, 180; Harlan 1996, 228.
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seven times a virgin, seven times a pativrata, and thus a woman who has
amassed considerable sat through seven lives. That it is in each text a
matter of seven suggests that DraupadI, in becoming Bela, and Arjuna,
in becoming Brahma, may have reached the limit that brings deliver
ance. 21

In providing the additional myth in which DraupadI, by becoming
Bela, becomes a satI herself, returns to the element from which she came,
and reaches with her husband the possible limit of their deliverance,
AiM, I believe, fashions an astonishing fusion between etymology and
narration. 22 Weinberger-Thomas has assembled the relevant etymological
dossier. Hindi bela, in "very current usage" as '''time' or 'moment taken
to do something, '" derives from Sanskrit vela as "limit, frontier,
terminus (term); time limit, period, hour" (1996, 29). Sanskrit vela,
which is of course the heroine's name in the Bhavi/iya Pura'!a, has such
early meanings as "limit, boundary, time" in the Satapatha BrahmalJQ
and "flood-tide" in Maitrf Upani/iad (R. L. Turner 1966, 702). It also
means "the last hour, hour of death" (Monier-Williams [1899] 1964,
1018). Bela herself stipulates a satI's time limit when she says a satI has
only seven days. Three of hers having already passed, she demands her
father's sandalwood pillars before her time as a satI runs out (W&G 268).

Weinberger-Thomas also adduces the Kannada term ve!evtili (or
ve!evtic!ica) , which describes a warrior "whose vocation toward death
constitutes the rule of life" (1996,25-26). Glossed as a compound ofve!e
(from Sanskrit vela, "time limit") + pali (from Sanskrit pala, "one who
guards, defends, or protects"), a ve~evali is "'one who acquits himself of
his vow or his promise once the moment comes' (at the death of the
master)" (28). Or according to Settar and Kalaburgi, "Ve!e means time
or occasion, pa!i means duty or obligation; the principle and philosophy
of the ve!ava!is were to do their duty and fulfil their obligation whenever
they were called upon." They "regarded themselves as the sons of their
master, or their master's wife; and, identifying with the master's
sentiments and sensibilities, they never hesitated to sacrifice themselves
or their family" (1982, 31-32). According to Weinberger-Thomas, "The
ve!evtili's entire field of existence is occupied with active devotion
through which he proves to his master what is translated by the expres
sion 'vow of the ve!e.' When his master dies, he chooses to follow him

21Cf. Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 208, hypothesizing that the seven lives ending together in
fire replicate the seven circumambulations around the marriage fire; 89: a satI purifies three
lines for seven generations: her father's, her mother's, and her husband's; 105: a woman
can accumulate sat through previous lives; Harlan 1994, 84: a satI's curse lasts seven
generations.
22Parts of the following two sections are condensed in Hiltebeitel in press-d.
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in death as he has vowed. Thus Marco Polo reports . . . : 'And you must
know that when the King dies, and they put him on the fire to bum him,
these Lieges cast themselves into the fire round about his body, and
suffer themselves to be burnt along with him. '''23 Their modes of suicide
include not only "plunging into a pyre," but live burial, offering one's
head on a spring device, "falling from a height, allowing oneself to be
skinned etc."24 The bela-ve(e cognate reminds Weinberger-Thomas that
satI is only one of several forms of funerary ceremony entailing the
voluntary death of survivors who immolate themselves (individually or en
masse) at obsequies of the higher ranked:

This can be a sovereign, a master, or a husband. The belief which
animates the ensemble of these suicidal practices (altruistic, according
to Durkheim) is that the deceased must enjoy in the world beyond the
same goods, the same services, as in his terrestrial life. He will need
his horse and weapons to make war, food to satisfy his hunger, orna
ments to enhance his beauty and glory. In the same manner, he must
be accompanied by his servants, his councilors, finally his wives. The
dominant idea of 'to follow in death' is the payment of a debt of
obligation and love (the two things go together) that bind the different
parties involved to the common master. 25

PabiijI's three surviving retainers are ve~evalis in all but the name when
they vow to behead each other upon the death of PabiijI. 26

All the more remarkable, then, that in Hindu Bali, a bela is a satI
(Balinese satia). The two terms are often used interchangeably; or, where

23Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 25-26; Polo 1969, 257 (unattributed translation). Cf. Tarabout
on two Kerala festivals recalling wars lost by the Ceras to Tamil kingdoms that may devolve
elements from this complex. In one, representing the sacrifice of an army, caver.u warriors,
"those who rush to their death" sworn to die fighting after the fall of their king, recall an
eleventh-century hundred-year Cera-Cola war said to have instituted the kalari military
training system (1986,413-21). In the other, the god Tampuran, representing the Ceras and
the goddess against the Pat:l!iyans and Siva, throws himself on his sword after his twelve
year rule, and his wives and mother become satIs-represented, along with his palace, by
huge cones made of dried palm matting called kampam ("pillar, post," from Sanskrit
skambha) which become pillars of fire (Tarabout 1986, 192-202, 665).
24Settar 1982, 197. In Palniidu, the sixty-six heroes of Karempii~i-whomJaffar and Farid
bury themselves to join (see chap. 3, 7)-offer their heads with a giant shears after losing
a dice match with Krsna (Roghair 1982, 143, 145, n. 23, 207).
25Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 25 (my translation), citing Lincoln 1991 on Scythian royal
funerary practices, who argues that the postmortem interpretation is "facile" when "forced"
upon the Scyths (191, 195; cf. Boon 1990, 43-44). But it is the rhetorical dismissal that
seems forced and facile. A postmortem exegesis is, in any case, not facile for India.
26J. D. Smith 1991, 445-51; above, chap. 4, sequence 6.
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they are differentiated, a bela is a satI of a certain kind. Distinctions,
where found, are consistent in imputing higher dignity and rank to the
satia: she burns in her husband's cremation fire, the bela only in a
separate pit; she submits to death by a kris (dagger) before being burnt,
the bela only leaps into the flames (Weinberger-Thomas 1996, 24); she
is a wife, the bela "a concubine, slave, or other domestic. "27 But there
is no consistency in these usages: a bela may choose the kris, be of noble
origin, and be a wife of the deceased (van der Kraan 1985, 102, 119).
Reading the descriptions, it looks as if bela is the operative term, and that
the more recognizably Sanskritic satia is kept for whatever higher
distinction best suits the occasion.

Nineteenth-century European etymologies for belas' rituals are reveal
ing. One derives bela "from the Sanskrit 'wela' (sudden and easy
death)," since it refers "to a woman who at the cremation of her husband
or master jumps alive into a blazing pit. "28 Monier-Williams does give
"easy or painless death" as one of the meanings of Sanskrit vela. As
among advocates of both sides of nineteenth-century India's satI debates,
the quickness and painlessness of satI are considered axiomatic (Sunder
Rajan 1993, 16-24). But it is also a sophisticated discourse: such an
obscure Sanskrit etymology is likely to have come from Brahman pa~<;lit

exegetes of the Balinese bela rituals. 29 Friederich says bela "is also used
to denote all those men, women, and children who elect to die with their
lord in a mass suicide attack (puputan)."30 A practice like that of the
Kannada ve(eva[i thus reappears in a Balinese exegesis for bela.
Crawfurd, as if in confirmation, glosses bela as "retaliation" or
"retribution. "31 One wishes for his explanation. It is easiest to imagine
it connected with a satI's power to curse. But it could also be that a bela
embodies "retaliation" against those who are, or might be, her deceased
master or husband's rivals, and thus also of the rivals of his successor,

27Crawfurd [1820] 1985, 241. The veleva~i is also a "servant" (Settar 1982, 196).
28Friederich 1850, as translated in van der Kraan 1985, 102, n. 21, according to whom
Friederich was "a German Orientalist and linguist, specialized in Hinduism and with a good
knowledge of Sanskrit," who "published the first really scholarly account of Bali, " which
includes his account of a royal cremation with belas that van der Kraan translates (116-17).
290n the imposing and controlling presence of the Brahmans in these ceremonies, see van
der Kraan 1985, 97-98, 102, 113.
30van der Kraan 1985, 116, 102, n. 21, translating from Friederich 1850, 10. Forpuput-an,
Barber 1979, 620, has "bringing to an end, conclusion; the word is used for the final battle
of the B[alinese] nobility and their slaughter by the Dutch in 1906"; frompuput, "complete,
finish off, bring to an end, perfect." Cf. Harlan 1996, 240, on "what the Rajasthanis term
a sam-an unwinnable bloody battle."
31Crawfurd [1920] 1985, 241: "When a wife offers herself, the sacrifice is termed Satya;
when a concubine, slave, or other domestic, Bela, or retaliation." I take it that a seeming
reversal of the distinction on the next page is a mistake.
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his son the next king. Indeed, we have seen these two explanations
converge in Pavalar's version of the nawab's fear of Ra~yamma~'s satI
after the death of Desing. 32 Like warriors who fulfill their vow to fight
to the death after a king's fall, each bela is the ultimate pyrrhic victory
for her deceased lord and master, and for those who succeed him if his
kingdom and family survive him, or continue resistance against his
opponents.

Given the stakes of marital exchange, a bela's father and brothers
would theoretically have a place among such potential rivals. Elsewhere
(in press-d) I attempt an interpretation of hidden antagonisms between
satIs and their fathers, and Bela is one of the key examples. Suffice it to
say that in both Desing and AIM, the princesses' predicaments are trace
able to their being married off by their fathers, two Delhi emperors, to
two low status princes who become their fathers' rivals. In AIM, with
Mahoba decimated and its princes dying, Bela is left not only to symbol
ize Chandel revenge by her satI but to exact it by killing her brother and
demanding her father's sandalwood pillars. Indeed, she might have her
own motivations for fighting this father who has ruined her marriage,
although, as we shall see, it is a difficult question.

While Weinberger-Thomas finds Indian counterparts to Balinese belas,
she asks (1996, 24-25) whether India knows anything comparable to the
satia's death by stabbing, which can distinguish her as a wife from the
lower status bela. Again an oral regional martial epic provides an answer
from its satI scenes of revenge. When the widows of the Ra~o~ heroes
of Ko~ii are about to immolate themselves in Paba}l, "The other satls
toyed with tufted coconuts, (but) Gailovat toyed with a fine dagger."
With this dagger, the queen and chief satI, wife of PabiijI's elder half
brother Bii~O, opens her belly to deliver the baby Riipnath; then she
apparently becomes satI on the pyre with the others (J. D. Smith 1991,
458-59). Again, the satIs both symbolize and result in revenge: Riipnath
will avenge the Ratho~s against the KhIcIs, who destroyed Ko~ii. Bundela
history also supplies an example of apparent satI by sword rather than fire
when the wife of Champat Rai (father of Chatrasal) stabs herself to death
upon seeing her husband fallen. 33

32See chap. 11 at n. 123. Indeed, all the versions suggest such concerns. Rama's prevention
of Mandodan widowhood by having Hanuman forever stoke RavaJ}.a's cremation fire also
seems to gloss such a notion, although Mandodan (like the Kaurava and Kauravalpsa
widows) does not become a satI (see chap. 12, n. 2).
33Pogson [1828] 1974, 43; cf. Gupta 1980, 13. Jujhar Singh and his band, before capture,
also "tried to stab their women, in order to save their honor"-unsuccessfully, with the
result that Shahjahan "admitted them into the imperial seraglio after conversion" (B. D.
Gupta 1980, 7). One also finds a reverse tradition that the son of Prithlraj, ruling Ajmer
after his father's death, "sacrificed himself in the flames of a pyre" before his fort was
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Such retaliatory acts help explain why PrithIraj fights to oppose Bela's
becoming a satI,34 and even more so his opposition to Gajmotin's satI in
Kishan Sharma's account (Agra, December 11, 1995):

After PrithIraj kills Malkhan, Gajmotin wants to become satI. PrithvI
raj orders his army to prevent it. She is protected by a "Lakshman
rekhti" (a boundary line of fire such as La~ma~ creates to protect
SIta in popular versions of the Ramaya,!a's abduction scene); it will
bum anyone to death who crosses it entering her palace. She sends to
Mahoba for help. Udal arrives, crossing the rekhti on his flying horse.
The pyre is ready in the garden. He orders it lit. Just as Gajmotin is
about to enter, PrithIraj's army breaks in. Palace women hand fire
brands from the pyre to the soldiers, and they fight Prithvlraj's army
with the brands as weapons. 35 Prithvlraj is defeated and the satI
completed.

In this account Brahma's death and Bela's satI come in an earlier battle,
leaving the ending to approximate the Prthvfraj-rasau, in which Bela does
not appear, but with Gajmotin's satI now raised to the importance of
Bela's. Here PrithIraj's attempted prevention has nothing to do with a
daughter of his own; rather, he attempts to suppress a retaliatory act
which launches the final cycle of further retaliations as its outcome. The
same motives are only clearer in the fight over Bela's satI, in which Bela
delivers the Chandels' retaliatory blows against the same king, her father,
and her brother.

One must be cautious in tracing an etymon through irregular appear
ances in such rarely linked places as north India, Karnataka, and
Indonesia. Bhargava's illustrated dictionary glosses Hindi bela (mascu
line) as "a jasmine flower, wave, a cup, a bottle of leather, seashore,
time, a violin, fiddle" (Pathak 1967, 800). Among these meanings, only
"time, wave, and seashore" are derived from Sanskrit vela, whose first
and most generative meaning is always "limit, boundary," whether of
time or tide, land or sea, or life itself. 36 "Jasmine" seems to be the
regular folk etymology for the heroine's name, but Zahir Singh, one of
several informants to provide it, also relates her epic role to a harsh
proverb: "When there is devastation, it is said, 'You have entered this

taken by Kutubuddin (Vaidya 1926, 341).
:WOn the theme of Bela's revenge, see Schomer 1989, 148.
35Such firebrands are by implication impure weapons used in extremis; cf. Gupta 1987, 61.
36Monier-Williams [1989] 1964, 1018, begins with such definitions, leading to "coast,
shore, hour of death, etc." and mentions Vela "personified as the daughter of [the cosmic
mountain] Meru and Dhari~i, and the wife of Samudra [Ocean]."
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house as a Bela' (jab kahin vinas hotti hai to kahajata hai ki tum bela
bankar ti ho is ghar 'mein)." According to Zahir Singh, jasmine is used
in pujas to goddesses. Bela is also "Jasmine" in Gandhi's dictionary of
Indian names: "the jasmine creeper (Jasminum sambac); wave; time"
(1992, 54).

One circles around satI in these meanings. But it would appear that
AiM evokes satI through such connotations. Medieval Kannada poets
knowingly compact the same metaphors while referring to ve~eva~i

heroes. For the tenth-century Pampa, "like the jasmine in full bloom
which reminds the lovers of their love, the brave appeared to have taken
a ve(e-vow to their loves"; "the army of heroes ... like the waves
merging into the ocean, the ve(es terminated the fight for the day and
retired to their camps"; the thirteenth-century Panna says those who
follow "the ve(e dharma" are "like the waves of the surging sea at whose
roaring approach, the stars (enemy soldiers) fall, like withering stalks"
(Settar and Kalaburgi 1982, 32-33). Lingayat Vacana poets also knew the
term and adapted it to their mission: Basava, for instance, declared
himself "not a jo!aVti# (slave of subsistence) but a ve(ava# (a slave of
conviction)" (33).37 But while "the Vacanaktiras accepted the concept
of ve(e, (for they agreed to be dedicated not to a master but the Supreme
Master of all), they seem to have disapproved of it as a social institution"
(34).

For old Javanese, bela has what Weinberger-Thomas calls an "obscure
etymology" and "complex semantic biography" as it passes into Balinese
and Indonesian. 38 She finds that "a common notion emerges from all its
particular usages: bela, that is, to follow in death and by metonymy,
those who accompany their deceased husband into his celestial abode.
Bela, the servants of a prince who immolate themselves the day of his
obsequies. Bela, the warriors who run amok if their chief has been
defeated in combat. Bela, again, the women burned or stabbed by the kris
at the time of grandiose cremations reserved for members of the royal
castes" (1996, 23).

In Bali, it is not just terms but images that remind one of Bela.
Following the processional tower bearing the body of the king, three
belas "[d]ressed in white, their long black hair partly concealing them,
with a mirror in one hand and a comb in the other, ....appeared intent
only upon adorning themselves, as though for some gay festival." "The
victim sat in the little house on the bridge, accompanied by a female

37A jo~avali lives onjo!a, millet, received from his master. Ka~a, Drona, and Bhi~ma are
exemplary jo~avalis for classical Kannada poets (Settar and Kulaburgi 1982, 33-34).
38Barber (1979, 27) has "bela n. sacrifice; bela i[n]tr[ansitive]: commit sati, die on a
husband's funeral pyre, kill o.s. as a sign of loyalty."
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priest and her relatives. They all spoke to her of the happiness which she
would soon enjoy. She groomed herself; combed her hair, looked into her
mirror, rearranged her garment, in short, she arranged herself as if she
were going to a party. Her dress was white, her breasts were covered
with a white slendang, and her hair had been made up in such a way that
it would continue to hang down during the jump into the fire." Adorned
in the little house on the bridge, the bela "is dressed in white from the
bosom to her knees, while her hair, curiously arranged, is decorated with
flowers"; following a "trance-like dance," she then nears the end of the
plank that extends from the bridge over the fire, "loosens her hair and
lets it fall over her shoulders. "39 The mirror, comb, flowers, approach
to fire, and the atmosphere itself, might remind one of a DraupadI
festival,40 or, except for the mirror, the satI ofRatPyamma~ in the ballad
of Raja Desing.

C. High and Low Satis

To these Balinese, Kannada, and other usages, we must add the Alha
heroine. I propose that a "limit" situation defines them all, and that it
must apply specifically to the limit situation of royal suicide squads and
satls, especially royal satls (or their lower status bela substitutes), who
mark the limit of a reign, and in Bela's own case, the end of an era.
Indeed, Bela is the spectacular and exemplary satI who completes the
career of DraupadI at its "limit" of seven lives. Her velagni is the "fire
of the limit. " The tenth to fifteenth centuries look like the earliest
period one could consider for these usages to have gained force and
currency, with the Kannada ve~evali, linked with epic poetry and Lingayat
spirituality, marking a field from which one could plausibly propose
further flowerings in north India and Bali. But if this period provides
grounds for these seeds to flower, one must also ask what conditions give
them their spectacular form. As Boon says of Bali, "Evidence of the
frequency and extent of actual satia and bela across periods of Balinese
history is obscure by its very nature. . .. Balinese may have fixated on
doing sacrifices for reasons connected to those that make Europeans fixate
on describing them. Did incentives develop for courts to 'play to' this
intense ritual image, as forces in local rivalries, colonialist encroach
ments, Islamization, and trade continued unfolding?"41

39yan der Kraan 1985, 113, 104, 117, translating reports from Ludwig Verner Helms
(1847, Dutch), R. Th. Friederich (Dutch, 1847), and Pierre Dubois (1829, French).
40See Hiltebeitel 1991a, 334-38, 439-75.
41Boon 1990, 42. Boon also asks, "Was the pulse of sacrifices regular, or were sacrifices
'critical' responses to pressures perceived as external?" While the question of such
"perception" is important, it borders on the cosmetic and insupportable argument of Nandy
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Such questions should also be asked of AIM, but with a difference. 42

In the one case, it is court ritual that "plays to" the rivalries and
insecurities of what Geertz calls a "theatre state" (1980, 98-120) by
staging leaps into firepits of belas who, if they are differentiated from
satias, are the deceased's female slaves or low status concubines (van der
Kraan 1985, 119-21). In the other, it is a story-one that recalls the
formative era in the history of Rajput rivalries and insecurities-that
"plays" not to Rajput courts aspiring to keep or obtain high status, but to
countryside audiences of low status Rajputs, and others beholden to them,
who know that Bela is somehow one of their own. This they know
because her story is one that tells how her father, the last Rajput king of
Delhi, refuses to ever finalize her marriage after he is forced to marry
her "down" to a Chandel prince of low enough Rajput status of his own,
who is, moreover, the "brother" of the even lower status Banaphars who
have won Bela for him. It is these "brothers" of Bela's husband, the
great heroes of Alha, portions of Pa~~avas, and, according to some, of
~~J;Ia, who escort Bela on her homecoming to Mahoba and attend her as
she fights her way to the pyre.43 Indeed, when she asks Udal to light the
pyre, "her father cannot allow it because of the Banaphars' low status"
(Schomer 1989, 151; cf. 153). So she lights it with her hair. Let us recall
that Bela, who makes no appearance among Brahma's wives or P~vI
raj's daughters in the Pt:thvfraj-rasau or the Parmal-rasau, seems to be
an Alha creation (see chap. 5, § A). She also, as we have noted (chap.
6, § A), has a parallel destiny as heroine of a "tribal" Alha, and it now
seems rather natural that tribals would have been drawn to her. The
heroine and the heroes ultimately find themselves and their audiences at
the same low levels. Note also that in Kishan Sharma's Agra version, the
culminating satI is Gajmotin, wife of the Malkhan, the lowest of all the
Banaphars and Alha's rough exemplar of an LSRSC.

Although Bela is not contrasted with any higher status co-wife, her
lowness and common cause with others like her is thus understood. Alha
knows her as Brahma's only wife, and only Alhas tell her story. Indeed,

(1980, 3-4) and others that saff can be deproblematized as a result of "epidemics" provoked
by Islamic and colonial influences. For a critique of "epidemic" theories, see Weinberger
Thomas 1996, 183-84; 226, n. 99, 253, nn. 24-26; Hiltebeitel in press-d.
42They can also be asked of more recent saffs: cf. Sunder Rajan 1993, 25: "a sati, by virtue
of being a publicly witnessed event, is at once a 'production,' here the staging of a 'mira
cle', a show of strength by believers, and a defiance of the state as repressive 'other. '"
430n brothers especially among the relatives helping their sisters become belas in Bali, see
van der Kraan 105, 109, 115, 120-21. Note that Bela puts not only Alha to a test but Udal
(W&G 263), in each case baiting them with challenges that will prove they are not acting
out of desire for her or for the kingship that comes with her: Alha on her homecoming to
Maho~a (266), Udal in the fight for the sandalwood pillars (268). See chap. 6, §§ E and I.
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such lowness as a satI has the precedent of the Mahiibhtirata, in which the
women who become satIs are co-wives of low rank. It is the inferior
junior wife MadrI rather than the higher status chief wife (mahi~i) KuntI
who joins PaJ;1<;lu on the pyre to continue their lovemaking in heaven. 44

And when Kr~~ dies, Satyabhama, his chief queen (mahi~i),45 leads the
widows who retire to the forest, while the group of five that enters fire
is led by his "favorite," Rukmi¢, and includes JambavatI, daughter of the
king of bears!46 As to those delinquent satIs, the Kaurava widows, their
marriages are so uninteresting that the Mahiibhiirata never tells us
whether they are of high status or low. But their successors, the widows
of the Kaurav~sas, more than make up for this by being so outlandishly
the lowest of the low that they never become satIs.

This pattern of the low status wife or concubine becoming a satI while
the chief wife refrains also has a remarkable recurrence at Gingee.
Thereabouts, one hears that an ancient Gingee king had some trouble over
the question of whether DraupadI's stone temple icon could have hair.
Every day the temple piicari would bring the flowers he had placed on the
icon to the king. But one day the piicari's concubine ("keeper") had
playfully put them in her hair, and when the queen received the offerings,
she raised a doubt: Can a stone deity have hair? This drew the piicari and
the king into a dramatic test of faith in which DraupadI saved the
believing piicari's head and temporarily blinded the disbelieving king with
a flash of hair from her stone icon (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 93-95). As I
observed, there is "a tacit contrast between the queen and the piicari's
concubine." The queen "is punctilious" in spotting the defiling hair while
the concubine "is carefree" and probably exhibits loving devotion in
playing with the goddess's flowers (97-98). Each gets her man in
trouble-the piicari with the king, the king with DraupadI-but neither,
at least as far as this story goes, draws any punishment on herself.

44Mbh 1.116. Consider too that in DraupadI cult folklore, when MadrI becomes sat! on
Pandu's pyre, Kr~na saves the embryo from their brief union and has it raised in a sea
conch by Sumudraraja, king of the ocean. Kr~na then makes Cankovati-Cankotari
CaJikamirtam, the Pat:tdavas' younger sister, the wife of the Pat:tdavas and DraupadI's
servant P6rmanna!!-P6ttu Raja (or, in the Thanjavur region, VIrapattira!!> (HiltebeiteI1991a,
29, n. 26; 405-22). The Pat:t~avas thus marry down their sister, daughter of the lower status
mother, to one of far lower status than themselves. The saving of the embryo from the satI
fire may remind one of Gail6vat's extraction of Rilpnath before her sat!.
45Mbh 3.222.3, 10; 224.16; 4.8.17.
46Mbh 16.8.71-72. Oldenburg 1994, 163, is surely right, considering the Rukmitfi story's
northwest setting and the lurking dangers to the women from Dasyus and Mlecchas, to
suggest that this group-sat! describes something like jauhar; but this does not exclude
reference to sat!. Dehejia's statement (1994, 52) that MadrI and Rukmirii's sat!s are from
"the latest parts" of the Mbh is groundless, since both are found in the Poona Critical
Edition. Arguments for interpolation beyond this "archetype" are necessarily suspect.
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Yet if the story revolves around lack of faith, it is the queen who sows
the doubt that grows in the king's mind. As noted, "a sequel story ...
further accentuates the deficiencies of the queen in contrast to a different
concubine"-that of the king himself. When the king died and was being
cremated, "the suttee who 'entered the fire' was not his wife, the queen,
but his own 'keeper': a Telugu-speaking Nayu~ lady named K~atriya

Mailkapay." These events are commemorated at Melacceri at a temple
called TI Panca!! Kovil, the "Fire Entry Temple"-or, more vividly, the
"Fire Diving" or "Fire Springing Temple"47-about two hundred yards
southeast of "the original" DraupadI temple. It is an open-air cupola on
four pillars over a satI stone showing the king and the concubine (see
plate 15). Adjacent to the north a satI platfonn embeds five plaques, each
with a set of footprints. And in back, on the west side, is an overgrown
and dilapidated bathing pool that the king dedicated to the devoted
concubine. Such were the stories I heard in the 1980s.48

In January 1997, however, Krishnan Singh told me that the n Pafica!!
Kovil is, along with the Bhairava temple, one of three that he serves as
pficari.49 Krishnan Singh, it will be recalled, is the pficari for the
"Singh"-Bundela community of what he estimates to be fifteen Singh
families still resident in Melacceri who claim descent from Raja
Desing. 50 By his account, when the king of the story died, the queen
was not ready to become satI. 51

Then, you know about these arrack sellers? The king had a concubine
(lalt#yl1) from that community. The concubine immediately adorned
herself with a yellow cloth (mafica! tufJi) and climbed (erittl1r) [on the
pyre]. The RaQi did not climb (era illai). But they beat the drums and
pushed the RaQi in.

It was members of the king's own clan or line (paramparai) who pushed
in the RaQi. Krishnan Singh did not know a name for the concubine or
the king. M. Rangaswamy, contributing to the interview,52 exonerated
him by saying the king was just a "little king" (cirra rl1caJj). But

47Paiica!l, fromptiy, "to dive, spring into fire, as with a tiger that springs" (S. Ravindran),
recalls the "leap" of Ra~yamma~,wife of Raja Desing.
48See Hiltebeitel 1988a, 97-98. I add the detail about the five sets of footprints, said to be
stones commemorating the feet of the satis who burned here, but with a shrug as to how one
reaches the number five. Four of the plaques are round, the fifth, in the middle, square.
49'fhe other is a forest Paccaivaliyamma!! temple between the DraupadI and Bhairava
temples.
50See chap. 11, § A.
51Again, "to climb as a log/body with (uta!!:. ka!!ai erutal)"; cf. chap. 11, n. 115.
52See chap. 11, n. 12.
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Krishnan Singh did know the concubine'sjati or "caste": "P~aiyakkarar

(poligar), Nayakar. They had some link to the arrack profession." The
Telugu-speaking Nayutu lady named K~atriya Mailkapay is now from a
poligar family of the Nayakar community-and by "Nayakar" Krishnan
Singh meant "Vanniyar." One could plausibly reconcile most of this
information by equating "K~atriya" and "poligar," and observing that
Nayutu and Nayakar can be interchangeable. That would leave us with a
Telugu-speaking Vanniyar, which might be a useful combination in the
arrack profession. But the important points in Krishnan Singh's story are
the following. Poligars are local chiefs, and in this story the one in
question, the concubine's arrack-selling father, would be subordinated to
a "little king" commemorated at a satI temple with a Rajput piicari.
Moreover, the king's poligar concubine, who is from a low status liquor
selling Vanniyar family, is a more dedicated satI than the "little king's"
queen. If we cannot say for sure that the little king and queen are
Rajputs, we can say without hesitation that their story has been
rajputized. And since it is the same queen who has doubts about the hair
of DraupadI's stone icon, it is tempting to think that both of these
intertwined stories come from Gingee's Rajput folklore. Indeed, although
informants usually knew the king in the story as CunIta!!, a descendant
of the P~<;lavas, one interviewee, the DraupadI temple's chief trustee,
called him Pirutiviraja (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 99). Possibly the AiM king of
Delhi has lent his name to a version of this story, with which parts of his
own story-his mistreatment of an embodiment of DraupadI, his
blindness53-could have been felt to overlap. Just as the king of Gingee
does not believe a stone DraupadI can have hair, PrithIraj does not
foresee the ability of his daughter Bela, DraupadI incarnate, to light her
satI pyre with fire from her own hair.

D. Bela Becomes Sati

"Was Bela angry at her father for preventing her wedding?" When I
asked Baccha Singh this question, which seemed go to the heart of Bela's
lowered treatment and her drive for revenge, he seemed to respond only
obliquely:

When Alba was thirteen years old, the Mughals attacked Delhi.
Sixty lakhs of Mughals attacked Delhi. All these people, Alha,
Parmal, were called to defend Delhi. The bIra (role of betel) was kept
for the one who would fight the Mughals. Alha picked it up, saying,
"I am going to fight the Mughals." Alba fought the sixty lakhs of

53See chaps. 8 at n. 38 and ff.; 10, n. 57.
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Mughals and defeated them. PrithIraj was so happy, he said, "I am
going to marry Bela to you." But Alha said, "No, at the moment 1
have the rank (padavz) of a naukar (retainer). You should marry Bela
to Brahma." So the marriage was performed between Bela and
Brahma. Bela was the avatar of DraupadI. Bela had also come back to
fulfill a boon (varadan) because her (DraupadI's) full work had not
been done. 54 She has taken the form of Bela, the avatar of Bela, in
order to complete the incomplete (adhuri) task of DraupadI. She has
not taken this avatar for any indulgence. 55

AH: What was incomplete about DraupadI's life?
What remained incomplete was that the five Pa~~avas could not be

killed in Mahiibharat. They had not been killed. The life-cycle
(khappar) was not complete, and they have to be killed. Therefore
they take these incarnations in which they are properly killed. By
getting killed their cycle is complete.

AH: That is what was incomplete about the Pa~~vas' life, but
what about DraupadI's?

Her condition (shart: term of agreement, stipulation) had not been
completed as DraupadI, and that condition is now complete. DraupadI
had two dissatisfactions, one in the past life and one in this: [when she
was DraupadI] the Pa~~avas had not been killed, and [as Bela] her
condition for marriage had not been fulfilled. During her svayarp.vara,
Bela set a condition. A pillar (kambh) made of eight metals weighing
eighty maunds was planted in the ground, and the condition was that
she would marry any warrior able to pierce this pillar with his arrow.
Alba completed this condition, but actually the marriage takes place
with Brahma. This was the great condition for the dissatisfaction
(asatrZtosh) , that whereas she should have been married to Alba, she
was married to Brahma. She had no satisfaction (sarrztosh nahz).

AH: Now we know why Bela was dissatisfied, but why was
DraupadI dissatisfied about the way the Pa~~vas died?

Because the Pa~~vas were not killed, therefore their blood couldn't
be utilized to propitiate DevI. Like SIta, DraupadI was also the avatar
of MahadevI. The blood of the five Pa~~avas had to be utilized to
propitiate MahadevI, who was DraupadI herself. But this could not be
fulfilled because the Pa~~avas were not killed. And therefore she
remains dissatisfied as DraupadI, and comes as Bela. And again, as
Bela, rather than marrying Alha, she marries Brahma. So she remains
dissatisfied again.

54Pura kiim nahrho paya too. That is, the full karma of her life as DraupadI had not been
completed.
55Indulgence in carnal pleasures or gratification, Urdu aish.
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AH: So, does she resent her treatment by her father?
She had no feelings toward her father. Prithvlraja runs away. She

took Brahma and became satI. And so the Aihii story comes to an end.
Muhammad Ghori comes again. But that's another story.

This wrap-up (heard toward the end of my Mahoba fieldwork) floods us
with unexpected themes and details: more anachronisms carried backward
into Aihii's time-frame; more unfinished business brought forward from
the Mahlibhiirata; another confirmation of Kolffs thesis that, in fighting
for the Chandels, Aiha's Banaphar heroes reflect early naukarI traditions
of the Hindustani military labor market;56 and some new questions about
DraupadI and Bela's dissatisfactions.

When Bela tells of her marital dissatisfactions through seven lives in
the Elliot Aihii, it is in different terms (aghiiy, modem Hindi aghtina,57
rather than satrUosh), and the dissatisfactions are different. In the Elliot
Aihti, DraupadI's dissatisfaction is understated: that "five men were called
my husbands" probably suggests that one would have been preferable, as
statements about her polyandry often imply elsewhere. 58 But Bela's dis
satisfaction is vividly clear: "My father became my enemy and got my
husband murdered. "59 This is very different from saying, "She had no
feelings toward her father"-and that, only in response to my second
asking of the question. It is almost as if Baccha Singh's stories of
DraupadI's and Bela's dissatisfactions are a detour around the initial
question of whether Bela was angry at her father for preventing her
marital homecoming. There seems to be a tendency to deny or censor
open admission of a satI's anger at her father, despite the fact that the
goddess Sat! makes it painfully clear that it is anger at Da~a, her father,
that leads her to become a primal satI even though Siva, her husband,
hasn't died. 60 One also senses such denial at work variously in Desing:
in the printed ballad, where one hardly realizes that Ra~yamma~ is the
padshah's daughter at all; in Srinivasan's version, where the padshah gets
the last and only word on his own daughter's satI; and in versions where
the nawab intervenes as the padshah's proxy.61

One cannot, however, easily square all the dissatisfactions. In
DraupadI's case, the implied dissatisfaction of having four husbands too

560n naukarI, see chap. 10, n. 23.
57Lutgendorf 1997. See chap. 6 at n. 34.
58See chap. 11 at nn. 162 and 163.
59See chap. 6 at n. 35.
60See Hiltebeitel in press-d, with other examples of such denial and a psychoanalytic
interpretation.
61See at n. 32 above.
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many is not commensurate with the expressed dissatisfaction of not
receiving the blood ofall five. And Bela's dissatisfaction with her father's
having had her husband murdered is not the same as her dissatisfaction
at being married to Brahma rather than Alha, to whom her father offered
her, according to Baccha Singh. In the latter case, had Bela married Alha
rather than Brahma, not only would PrithIraj have condoned the mar
riage; even if he hadn't, he couldn't have killed her husband because
Alha is immortal. One is thus led to a further question. If one thinks of
DraupadI having a preference, it is usually for Arjuna. Even Yudhi~!hira

has such thoughts. When DraupadI is the first to fall on the PaI;l~vas'

ascent to heaven, he explains that it was because of her "great partiality
for Arjuna" (Mbh 17.2.6). But there is another strain of DraupadI's con
tinued frustrations with Yudhi~!hira. The dissatisfactions of DraupadI and
Bela imply a reversal. In the Mahlibhtirata, DraupadI seems to want to
be married to Arjuna alone, but has to also marry Yudhi~thira.62 In
AiM, Bela wants to be married to Alha, Yudhi~thira incarnate, but has
to settle for Brahma, incarnation of Arjuna.

That P¢lvIraj, about a decade after the last battle of AIM, defeated
Shihab aI-DIn (Muhammad Ghuri) at Tarain, near Ku~etra, in 1191
before they reversed their fortunes there in 1192, is probably history. It
has been recounted by enough Persian, Sanskrit, and Hindi authors for
modem writers to argue over the conflicting details. Did PrithvIraj
capture Shihab aI-DIn and then release him? Did Shihab aI-DIn capture
PrithvIraj in tum? How did PrithvIraj die? Under what circumstances did
the Rajputs first win and then lose? How many times did PrithvIraj
capture Shihab aI-DIn? How many times did he defeat him before the
tables finally turned: one, three, seven, twenty?63 For battles to tum at
"Kuru~etra" is, of course, a recurrent theme.

It is likely that Muslim, Hindu, and Jaina authors "debated" over oral
epic sources for their contending histories of these events. It is thus not
surprising to find these incidents fused into Baccha Singh's oral AIhti.
Historians would recognize the initial battle with Shihab aI-DIn, but
dismiss the Mughal identity of the invader. 64 And they would recognize

620n this point, see Hiltebeitel forthcoming. The Mbh never has DraupadI actually say this,
but I believe a recent novelist (p. Ray 1995) and poet (Varma 1996) are right to read it
between the lines, and that one may make the same inference as Baccha Singh's Alhii.
63Vaidya 1926,323,332; D. Sharma 1940,741-48; Somani 1981, 65-71; Ganguly 1940,
568; Majumdar 1957, 109-131; Pritchett 1980, 60, 71 (three times in the p1Jhvrriij-rtisau in
the edited version studied).
64If the Mughals stand for Shihab ai-DIn and his forces, it raises some interesting ahistoric
possibilities for Alhii folklore. Either it implicates PrthvIraj and Shihab ai-DIn as opponents
before they ever were so by having Alha fight Shihab ai-Din's "Mughal" substitutes during
the latter's earlier (1175) invasions of Multan and Sind (when Alha would have supposedly
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PrithIraj's initial victory under one of his prominent generals, but reject
that the latter could be Alba. 65 Folklorists, however, should not be
surprised to find PrithIraj so happy with Alba's victory that he would
offer him Bela, since they would now know something similar in the
story of Raja Desing. And no one should be surprised to find one more
confirmation that Alba is his story's "hidden king."

As to Bela, the folklorist might be surprised at her dissatisfaction with
Brahma, since other sources have not given her much voice in this
matter. But the reason for her dissatisfaction cannot be surprising. It
results not so much from a preference for Alba as a karmic and theolog
ical burden that lands on her from her previous life as DraupadI, and is
reiterated by Vela in the Kt:~fJiif!lSacarita when she tells her father she
wants a husband who will win her through waterfalls of blood. 66 We
know from DraupadI cult sources that from the time she is disheveled,
DraupadI "nightly takes on the 'form of KaII' (Kallrtipa), her 'universal
form' (Visvariipa), " eats live creatures in the forest, drinks the blood of
the slain at Kuru~etra, and constitutes a continuous threat to the lives of
her Pal:l~va husbands that only ~~~ prevents from ending in disaster
(Hiltebeitel 1988a, 291-92). A Telugu variant provides background:
"DraupadI is the primal Sakti, who had once been promised by Vi~l:lu that
in a future birth she would have enough human flesh to satiate her. To
achieve this, ~~~ has taken human birth to engineer the Mahtibhtirata
war and provide corpses for DraupadI to devour during nighttime ravages
on the battlefield" (291). Indeed, as mentioned in chapter 6, DraupadI
plays dice herself in a Telugu folk Mahiibhtirata. Opposing Duryodhana,
playing behind a screen and throwing the dice with her toes, she wins
back the kingdom that Yudhi~thira has just lost; but the Pal:l9avas, like
good Rajputs, then refuse to accept a gift won by a woman, and
determine to conquer it directly and on their own in battle after the
agreed-upon period of exile (Rama Raju 1982). The chapbook version of
the pivotal DraupadI festival drama "Dice Match and Disrobing" knows
a variant (Iramaccantira Kavirayar [1857] 1977, 91-98), which it gets
from Villiputtiir's Tamil Makiiparatam-that DraupadI insists on the final
throw, but turns the betting over to Yudhi~thira who wins this time
because DraupadI tells him to pray to ~~~ (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 238).

been "thirteen"); or it requires Alha, Brahma, and Bela to survive Aihii's final battle (in
1182) by nearly a decade to include them in the real wars between PrthvIraj and Shihab al
DIn in 1191-92. In the first case, Alha and the other Banaphars would have been natural
allies of the Isma'TIIs Shihab aI-DIn massacred; in the latter case of their survivors.
65Some sources mention a great general named Skanda who enabled PrthivIraj to win the
first battle, but was away for the second (Ganguly 1940; Majumdar 1957, 110-11).
66See chap. 6 at n. 11.
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The DraupadI who plays with her toes behind a screen is certainly still
the menstruating DraupadI who was just gambled and lost. And indeed,
we have already met intimations of such a DraupadI in Srinivasan's
version of Desing, in which the R~-yet to learn she will become
Draupadf in her next life-plays dice and makes her period of confine
ment after menstruating her reason for setting up seven curtains to
separate her from Desing in their final meeting. Clearly, there is a rich
tradition of women and goddesses gambling for high stakes, and intima
tions that the outcomes can be disastrous. 67 For both Draupadf and Bela,
there is a gambling with disrobing that precedes the final war. 68 And for
both DraupadI and the R~, dicing combined with menstruation is a sign
that the game has gone beyond what the males can control. 69 The Drau
padI who can be satisfied with the Pa~9avas' blood in her next life as
Bela-who will also play dice to tempt Alha in the desolation of
Mahoba-is not very different from the future DraupadI who will have
been left unsatisfied at the death of Raja Desing. But whereas the Ra~
will get the pleasures she missed when she becomes Draupadf, the
DraupadI who becomes Bela "has not taken this avatar for any (carnal)
indulgence." Complementing the Rajput husband ascetically away for
war, the Rajput DraupadI is on a cycle of virginity and indulgence, which
the Rat;ri extends to a cycle of unconsummated wedlock and sexual over
compensation.70 The Tamil DraupadI cult resolves such tensions in one
person, favoring virginity and nonconsummation.

These stories thus continue to explain each other, and not only
regarding Draupa~I's sexuality but her taste for blood. Evidently
DraupadI, or the supreme Sakti (also known as MahadevI) in becoming
DraupadI, did not have enough human flesh and blood to satiate her. Her
"condition" went unfulfilled because the Pa~<;lavas' could not be "utilized
to propitiate MahadevI, who was DraupadI herself." Aiha's vast turning
of the tables has now one more explanation. The unfinished business of
the Mahiibhtirata is the "condition," left unfulfilled, of the Great
Goddess's birth as DraupadI, that she will be able to satisfy herself with
blood. Although Vi~~u provides her with the immense slaughter of Kuru
~etra, he does not provide the P~<;lavas for her cup. Now in Aihti,
Draupadf's condition can be satisfied through Bela with the deaths of the

67See Handelman and Shulman 1997, 17-25,61-96. On the goddess's dicing with Siva as
a kind of strip poker, see ibid., 88; O'Flaherty 1973, 204, 207; Hiltebeitel 1987; 1988a,
238. Cf. Flueckiger 1996, 69, 72, 161-68, and the caupar game between Sona and VaghelI
in Naif.lasI (chap. 4 at n. 72). ParvatI and Siva are also playing dice while Siva curses the
five Indras to be born as the Pan~avas (Mbh 1. 189).
68See chap. 6 following n. 101.
69Cf. Handelman and Shulman 1997, 106-8.
70See chap. 11, n. 163, and above, n. 58.
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Pa~9avas' portions, even though this requires that Bela must now be
unsatisfied to motivate the destruction. Thus it is DraupadI, not Bela, who
is satisfied through Alhti, and not only by the Pa~Qavas' blood, but some
of ~~~'s blood (since Udal is a "portion" of K~~~). Indeed, following
Baccha Singh's narrative, Udal is also an avatar of BabrIk, who, in his
fuller north Indian as well as Telugu mythology, is like Arav~ in
satisfying the goddess with his own blood, and in announcing after the
war that DraupadI has thirsted on virtually everybody's blood except her
husbands and ~~~'s.

But what can this mean? Two new questions now arise. The first flows
from the rather exasperating relationship of DraupadI and Yudhi~thira,

which gets carried over to Bela's dissatisfaction at not being able to
marry Alha. We now know that Dharma is incarnate in Yudhi~thira, that
Yudhi~thira is incarnate in Alba, that neither Yudhi~thira nor Alba ever
really dies, and that, at least in the Elliot Aihti, milk rather than blood
flows from Alba's wounds. 7

! Will DraupadI-MahadevI ever get to drink
the blood ofYudhi~thira? It seems she is getting shortchanged once again,
and that another epic will have to follow. Yet perhaps, as in Aeschylus'
Eumenides, the bloodlust cycle does come to an end. If one P~c;lava has
milk instead of blood, DraupadI can still satisfy herself with all the blood
that the P~c;lavas' portions have. As we shall see, these issues reappear
in another folk Mahlibhilrata tradition, where they leave us with similar
questions. In the present case, I assume there is something incorporeal,
or, if corporeal, finally milk-like and nurturing rather than blood-like and
violent, about the dharma that flows through Alba's veins. 72

E. Bairagarh

The second question is, how does DraupadI satisfy her "condition"
through Bela? Baccha Singh provides another lead, once again dropping
a gem in responding to what he must have seen as a less interesting
question, this time one about the career of Chau~a:

Chau~awas killed in the battle of Bairagarh, which is near Urai-not
a village but a battlefield, a place that is worth a visit. There are small
platforms commemorating the deaths of the heroes and satI chabiitras.
The last battle begins from the Betwa and ends at Bairagarh. It is
where Bela becomes satI.

71W&G 273. I regretfully did not ask Baccha Singh about this seeming exception of Alha.
nAlha did not, however, inherit this trait from Yudhi~thira, whose nose bleeds in the scene
where DraupadI collects blood from the nosebleed; had it touched the earth, it would have
brought destruction to Virata's kingdom (Mbh 4.63.46-47).
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The last battlefield of Aihii, the place of Brahma's dying and Bela's satI:
I had all but given up. A few days earlier, Zahir Singh had said the last
battle began at the Betwa, but he could not remember where Bela became
sat!: "It was on the way from Delhi to Mahoba ... We can look it up
in Aihii." But which Aihii? Not Waterfield and Grierson's Elliot Aihii,
which tells us no more than Zahir Singh: that the spot must be between
Delhi and Mahoba. Farther afield, Kishan Sharma places Brahma's end
and Bela's sat! outside Delhi, but, as we have seen, considers this an
earlier sequence; for him, the final battle begins with the fall of Sirsa and
the satI of Gajmotin, and ends at Mahoba with its devastation. One thing
is clear: only the bhavi~ya pauraJ;lika thinks it all happened at "dear
Kuru~etra," ignoring the inconvenience that Kuru~etra is on the other
side of Delhi from Mahoba.

Drawing on "the account of Mahoba Khand and Alba Khand," it
seems that only Somani has put us in the right area: the Chandel army
camps "on the bank of the Betawa," and the "decisive battle was fought
at Urai" (1981, 47-48). But to visit the large town of Urai, home of the
treacherous Mahil, is not to have found Bairagarh, which is about fifteen
kilometers west of Urai, ten north of the Betwa on the river's Delhi side,
and twenty-five from Urai when approached by road via Ait. 73 Nearing
Bairagarh, before one sees the temple and other details, it appears to be
no more than a rectangular plot lined with trees and surrounded by
nothing but miles of fields. My arrival on December 9, 1995, a Saturday,
found only one helpful informant, Hariprakash Dwivedi of the nearby
village of Vlrgaon, who ~aid the chief elderly priest, who could have said
more, was away. The priest's replacement, and others milling about,
insisted they did not know much.

Baccha Singh provided another detail: Alba and Udal planted a victory
flag at Bairagarh on top of the temple. "When the sun goes down it tips
a wee bit, and when the sun comes up it tips to the other side. Otherwise
you can't see the tilt. It represents Alba's victory over Pritmraj, who
flees to Delhi after his last fight with Alba." On the day I visited, there
was no flag on the temple, or, for that matter, in the adjacent banyan
tree. But Hariprakash Dwivedi knew a variation: "The last battle fought
here is also known as laitkambh. The war took place when the victory
flag/pillar was planted by Alba and Udal. Alha and Udal were victorious
over Pritmraj at the end." Here it seems to be a question of a pillar
planted in the ground, with the temple built later in commemoration.
Meanwhile, Kishan Sharma, who relocates Aihii's final battles to Sirsa
and Mahoba, has another variant, now predictable in its differences:

73As Baccha Singh recommended. Ait is southwest of Urai, which is on national Highway
28 between Kanpur and Jhansi.
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. . . So now PrithIraj's army was at Sirsa, seeking to prevent
Gajmotin from becoming sat!. She sent a messenger to Mahoba with
the message that "PrithI's army is preventing me from becoming sati."
Udal was dispatched to Sirsa in order to facilitate the san. Meanwhile,
in Mahoba it was decided that they would continue to fight: a symbolic
fight, like an Asvamedha-"So we will continue to fight to win the
Jaitkambh. Whoever wins it will have the whole world."

"A symbolic fight, like an Asvamedha." The comment, a Brahman's,
draws a valuable and precise analogy, reminding us that our investigation
of AiM began with a recognition that Dasara, like the Asvamedha and
Rajasiiya, can provoke wars between kingdoms over symbolic objects.
Whether it is the Asvamedha horse, the nine-Iakh chain, or the pillar of
victory, "Whoever wins it will have the whole world." At Bairagarh,
ultimate victory is with Alba, or with Alha and Udal. Udal's beheading
by Cha~a at the final battle does not seem to weigh into these
recollections.

So Bairagarh is a ritual battlefield, associated with a victory flag or
pillar of victory that can tilt to the movement of the sun, and, I suspect,
to the tides of battle.74 As a ritual battlefield, it has one striking feature
in common with others (see Hiltebeitel1991a, 239-41, 310-19): the ritual
ground is the extension of a north-facing goddess temple, a temple-as
one would expect from her AiM associations-of Sarada Dev!, as is
shown in map 3.

According to Hariprasad Dwivedi, Bairagarh is the site of a festival
(mela) during Ram NavamI in Cait (March-April) that attracts sixty lakhs
of people. He could not recall the ceremonies, but the new temple to
Hanuman at the position of the goddess's left hand might suggest that
Ramiiya,! is replacing AiM as the site's claim to fame. 75 AiM, he says,
is performed there only in SravaJ;l (July-August), in the monsoon season.
At that time AiM singers arrive, "but they perform better in the vil
lages." He did not know what portions of Aihii they sing. He and others
identified Bela's sat! chabiitra near the center of the open area: a simple
square masonry platform with a conical linga-shaped stone rising from it
(see plate 16). There were a few other such platforms without offering

74Cf. Zoller 1993, 204, 201-13: the Garhwali ball game, with local variants in Mbh folklore
(see chap. 12), is played typically at Makara SaQ1kranti, the winter solstice, with banners
planted (204, 213), and with the ball as a head-trophy.
75The left-hand position is that of a nirmalyadevata, a god who receives the main deity's
"residue of offerings"; it is to northeast of an east-facing temple or, by axial rotation,
northwest of a north-facing temple (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 127; 1991a, 157-58). Cf. chap. 3 at
n. 67. On Hanuman in Rajput connections, see chap. 10, n. 34.
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stones and other rough monuments on the grounds, but no one present
could identify any with figures from AlM. To either side of the Sarada
DevI temple's entrance, tall colorfully decorated spears or pikes, called
sang, point upward (see plates 7, 8, 17, and 18).76 These, he said, are
erected when the goddess has fulfilled a devotee's wish. The only one
with an explicit AlM connection shows the head of "Chand MUJ;l<:l"
(CamUJ;l<:la, CaU!!ra) that was "severed by Sarada DevI" (see plate 8).
Again, AlM seems a dimming memory: in the Elliot Alhii, ChaU!!ra dies

7&fhe terms "sanga or sanka" caption a spear of this type in Hoernle's edition of Chand
Bardai 1873-86, 1886 fascicle, plate 3. The up-standing end has a long spear-point with a
disc at its base, while the bottom has a smaller tapered point that could stick into the
ground. Alhii uses stif!lgi for the spears that kill Malkhan (chap. 6, n. 59). Muhammad Khan
Bangash uses a "steel javeline (sang)" against Chatrasal Bundela (Irvine 1878, 293).
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when Alba squeezes him to death to prevent his blood from touching the
ground (y./&G 272). Perhaps these implanted sang are votive counterparts
to the victory flags implanted by Alba and Udal. There are two icons in
the sanctum: Sarada DevI in the main central shrine and a smaller deity
to her left who could not be identified during my visit. Baccha Singh later
indicated by post that the little one was probably KusumI DevI, the statue
having been established and worshiped by Udal before one of the wars.
KusumI DevI is the wife of Lakhan. As we noted in chapter 7, § E, the
Bhavi~ya PurtifJQ calls her PadminI and seems to link her with Maniya
Deo/DevI. Her connections would seem to make her a link between
Mahoba and Kanauj, while her names, meaning "lotus," might suggest
that she would be an auspicious counterpart to the more ferocious Sarada.

There is obviously more to learn. But on one point Hariprasad
Dwivedi's local knowledge was stunning. Baccha Singh offered no
clarification of the name Bairagarh other than to point out that I had
misheard his initial pronunciation: it could have nothing to do with
Bhairava/Bhairon, since it is not "Bhairon-garh" but "Baira-garh."1'
Hariprasad Dwivedi had this to say: "It is firstly linked to virtit. Vb at
means 'huge, big.' And this is because not just Bela satI, but a nurr oer
of women became satls in this place. So it is 'huge, big. '18 Also, Alba
and Udal took vairagya here after the battle. They became BairagIs at this
place. "79 I do not think there will be major improvements on thif double
etymology.80 It fits the end of AIM beautifully:

. . . the armies join battle in what is the Armageddon of Mahoba.
While it progresses, fire bursts from Bela's hair and sets the pyre
alight, and she is consumed with Brahma's body. The fight is terrific.
Thousands of soldiers on both sides are slain. . . . The news reaches
Mahoba, where all the wives of the knights of the army find them
selves widows. Headed by Sunwa, Mha's wife, and Phulwa, Udal's
widow, they hasten, weeping, to the battlefield and search among the
corpses each for her husband. Sunwa finds Indal, her son, alive, and

77A Saivite "Gosain fort or monastery of Bhairongarh" overlooks the river Sipra near
Uijain, where a rain of the Gosains' arrows killed a group of peacefully bathing Bairagis,
provoking the latter to regiment themselves. Orr adds that "surviving [Kanpha~] Yogi
temples and monasteries throughout Rajputana more closely resemble miniature fortresses
than places of worship and meditation" (1940, 88, 93).
78Bhargava glosses Hindi virtU as a masculine noun meaning "a Kshatriya, splendour, light,
the embodied spirit, beauty," and, as an adjective, "very big, weighty, gigantic, enonnous"
(pathak 1967, 996).
79Hindi has both vairagrand bairagr, "renunciant," from Sanskrit vairagya, "renunciation."
soJayati Chaturvedi suggests vaira-garh, "the enemy fort, " which might be interesting within
a set of temple-battlefield-fort analogies; but it doesn't allow for vaira- rather than vaira-.
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in the agitation of the moment asks him where AIba is, mentioning
him by name in the presence of her son, a thing which is forbidden by
one of the strongest Rajpiit taboos. Alba hears this, and bids her
farewell for ever. Accompanied by Indal, he sets out for the myster
ious KajarI-ban.... Sunwa, Phulwa and all the widows then throw
themselves in the fiery pit which forms the remains of Brahma's
funeral pyre. (W&G 19-20)

The fire is "huge, great": for as long as it takes for news to reach the
widows in Mahoba and for them to reach Bairagarh and search the battle
field, Bela's satI fire burns strong enough to consume them. And at the
same spot, as part of the same closing sequence, Alba and Indal81

renounce the world to become BairagIs and go to the Plantain Forest or
Forest of Lampblack. Indeed, we might have found intimations of such
a final world-abandonment from the very beginning, in the young
Banaphars' first JogI-musician disguises:

To Jambay's son did the messenger run,
And cried in the palace there;

"At the gate there stand a BairagI band,
No tongue can say how fair.

"These youths shall I bring to my lord the King?
They must show a merry game."

Quoth AniipI,~ "Yea, let us see their play;"
So into the hall they came. (W&G 81)

Once again, the BairagI disguise covers not only the young Banaphars but
their mentor MIra TaIban, Saiyid of Banaras.

As we would expect, it is no ordinary fire that Bela has inherited from
DraupadI. Her satI fire is lit at a boundary between Mahoba and Delhi.
As a "fire of the limit," it is analogous to the fire-containing samI at the
boundary of a kingdom, which can both define a cremation ground and
"function as the goddess of the limit (la deesse de la limite), the
complementary aspect of the goddess who protects royal lineages who
habitually resides in the palace at the heart of capital" (Biardeau 1989a,
300). Bela's homecoming is the story of her nonresidence at the heart of
Mahoba. As such she combines traits of the two heroines of Ptibajf who
will never reside in Ko~ii: Sona's link with the samI and PhulvantI's
virginal satI. Emptied kingdoms leave only traces of their Dasaras.

81Not Alha and Udal: Hariprasad Dwivedi is consistent in having Udal survive the war.
82Anupl, "Marshy," the second of Jambay's three sons.
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Bela's fire would also be "huge" if one thinks of the Kf~fJ1iJ!lSacarita,

where Vela is KalI incarnate, and where her name itself means the
"limit." The bhavi~ya paur~ka completes the unfinished business of the
Mahtibhlirata by having DraupadI be reborn into the Agniv~sa as the
"limit fire" that consumes not only the satls at Kuru~etra, but the entire
Rajput-K~atriya world. Vira~, not just "huge," carries the same conno
tations of the doomsday fire that it has in connection with ~~~'s vira~

rupa: the flaming form of universal destruction, also known as Visva
riipa, which ~~~ reveals to Arjuna in popular oleographs of the
eleventh chapter of the Bhagavad Gfta, and to BarbarIk in the Marwari
narrative of Chandmal Agarwal.

But finally, let us picture this fire one last time from the angle of a
parallel oral Mahlibhlirata. The Pa~4av LIlas of Garhwal have rich
variations on many of the themes we have been discussing, beginning
with the following song that summons DraupadI-KalI into a ritual
performance:

In Dwapar Yug, you incarnated as Draupadi
in the home of Drupad raja.
You were born from the fire pit
and you wear a burning headcloth
and in Kaliyug you are incarnate as Kali.
The mother of four yugas and
the dangerous woman (duranari) of five brothers. (Sax 1995b, 3)

In Garhwal, the Pa~<:lavas also learn (though not from ~~~) that
DraupadI eats corpses and craves blood. Explicitly, it is only the
Kauravas she wishes killed. But she drinks ~~~'s blood before binding
his wound when he once cuts his finger with a sword. 83 And one of the
Pa~<:lavas must offer his blood as well: After DraupadI has seen her five
sons killed at the end of the eighteen-day war, she says, "The fire in my
heart will be quenched only by blood." BhIma protests, "A second
Mahtibhlirata can't be fought; where will the blood come from?" Answer
ing with his own blood, he throws his club up in the air, receives it on
his chest,84 and lets the blood rush from his mouth into the firepit from
which DraupadI had been born, "which had burned continuously until that
moment." The fire goes out. 85 Again the bloodlust cycle is brought to

83A variant of her using the endpiece of her sari to stanch the finger Kr~J).a cuts after
releasing his calera to kill Sisupa1a. For south and north Indian (including Alhii) variants,
see chap. 6, § D.
84As we have seen Raja Desing do with his sword.
85Unlike RavaJ.la's cremation fire; see n. 32 above and chap. 12, n. 2.
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an end, while the story can be ritually reenacted by offering DraupadI a
goat (4-8).

In quenching the awesomely durable fire of DraupadI's birth, which
has mysteriously relocated from PancaIa to K~etra, with blood
sufficient to her demand, BhIma eliminates the "condition" that would
produce "a second Mahlibhiirata war." No reincarnations are necessary,
no satls are to be their result; there will be no "Mahlibhiirata of the Kali
yuga," no Alhii. DraupadI becomes KaII in the Kali yuga. She does not
become Bela. But once again, we might wonder whether she has been
shortchanged. Can her fire really be satisfied by just the blood of BhIma?

F. Questions, Questions

DraupadI asked certain questions herself. By her most famous one in
the Mahlibhtirata-did Yudhi~thira bet himself first before he wagered
her?-she saves herself and her husbands by stumping everybody in the
Kaurava court. In her folklore, ~~t;Ia tells her and the P~Qavas to take
a question they have raised to Arav~ or BarbarIk: Who really won the
war? This question invites us to think of her as a woman who takes
extraordinary pride and satisfaction in an outcome of violence. Many ask
questions of her. In the Villiparatam, ~~~ asks about her innermost
secret "truth" and learns, along with her husbands, that she yearns for
still one more man. 86 In the Sanskrit epic, ~~~'s wife Satyabhama asks
her how she manages five husbands with her "famous sexual power
(yaSasya~ bhagavedanam)."87 And when Jayadratha, in a marrying
mood, finds her unprotected in the forest, he and his men wonder whe
ther she is an Apsaras, a divine maiden, or an illusion fashioned by the
gods (maya va devanirmitti);88 and his henchman, like a jackal approach
ing a tigress, asks her, "Who are you, bending a kadamba branch,
staying alone in a hermitage, radiant like a fiery flame burning the night?
. . . A goddess? A Y~I? A DanavI? An Apsaras? Or a Daitya beauty?
A lovely serpent maiden? Or a forest-roving woman night-stalker?
Perhaps the wife of king Varut;Ia, or of Yama, Soma, or Kubera?"
(3.248.6-249.3).

Oral regional martial epics and regional Mahlibhiirata folklores like
that of the DraupadI cult do not so much ask questions of DraupadI as
answer ones that they raise implicitly by telling more stories. Scholars,

86Villiparatam 3.7.21; Hiltebeitel 1988a, 288-89. The story is also known in SaraHidasa's
Oriya Mbh (Swain 1993, 179-80; Mishra 1993, 159).
87Mbh 3.222-23, especially 222.7. Note Shah 1995, 82: "that fearless lady DraupadI with
a mind of her own suddenly indulges in a vapid innane (sic) dialogue with Satyabhama
talking at length about the religion of a pativrata."
88DraupadI was "fashioned by the trident-bearer" (nirmita sulapaninii; Mbh 18.4.10) Siva.
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on the other hand, usually raise questions explicitly and answer them by
argumentation. But the answers must often leave the ambiguities. Shah,
for instance, asks of DraupadI's polyandry: "Did DraupadI really desire
that? We cannot say" (1995, 78). As Shah shows, the text gives us both
answers. I have left three questions, the first, one of this type.

As we have seen, when DraupadI is born in the Sanskrit epic, a
heavenly voice announces she will be the destruction of the entire K~atra

class. If the gods are born to lift the burden of the earth, this is a heavy
burden on the dark heroine who embodies the earth. As one works one's
way through the literatures that tell her story, one may thus ask whether
that burden is ever lifted. Does DraupadI represent throughout her life the
agonistic principle of sacrifice that gives her birth, or is she "trans
formed?" I think there is room to say she is transformed in the Sanskrit
Mahtibharata, in large part from putting up with the exasperating Yudhi
~thira. DraupadI and Yudhi~thira are each other's mutual education. If she
is a tapasvinI, one who suffers and undertakes long penances, it is
primarily in relation to him. Her life as a dharmacariJ;lI and "lady pundit"
(Karve 1974, 90) is nurtured through a marriage with this Brahmanical
husband who comes to understand at least some things about her. As we
noted, when the Kaurava widows she had cursed finally go to heaven, she
seems to be their friend.

But if this is the direction of her transformation in the Sanskrit text,
there is an entirely different transformation in rajputized folk traditions
about her. Here the violent, agonistic, and sacrificial dimensions of her
character rise again to the fore in new and powerfully reimagined forms.
Instead of coming to an end, the cycles of violence only become vaster
and potentially unending. Dissatisfied with the blood she obtained in her
life as DraupadI, she must be reborn as Bela to get what she missed.
Even as Bela, we are left unsure whether she has had enough. And then
there is another DraupadI yet to come: the reborn Ra~ of Raja Desing.
One can only wonder what dissatisfactions will motivate this new
DraupadI named Yakajoti, reborn from a Ral;li who became satI through
"no sin" of her own. Both backward in time and forward in time, we
cannot glimpse the end of such Draupadls.

Yet there could be no greater mistake than to conclude from this that
these two types of transformation are best understood apart. The epic
poets imagined DraupadI against the background of an agonistic "Vratya"
world of the Vedic past that has many similarities and continuities with
the low status Rajput or Rajputized worlds in which regional martial oral
epics and the DraupadI cult Mahtibharata reimagined her. 89 I have tried

89It is perhaps on the nature of such continuities that one will be able to best consider the
question raised by Zoller (chap. 10, n. 3).
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to show that these two transformations of DraupadI answer to each other
in a complex intertextual situation, and that neither goes entirely in one
direction or the other. As just observed, the Sanskrit Mahlibhtirata does
not let one forget that DraupadI can seem a tigress. Similarly, the
DraupadIs reimagined through Bela, Mancala and her parrot, Taflkal, and
Ratftyamma~, who have so much in common with the DraupadI of the
Tamil DraupadI cult, are always sympathetic figures who confront
unbearable obstacles with resilience and intelligence.

Second, I have not offered an explanation of how it comes about that,
with all the similarities between such DraupadIs, the Gingee area pro
duced an "iconic" regional folk Mahlibharata cult, the DraupadI cult,
while other regions developed hero cults around regional oral epics that
"indexically" reenplot the Mahlibhtirata or RtimliyaIJa. This question is
rather too vast to answer comparatively, since it would require more
research on other regional "iconizing" Mahlibhtirata traditions like the
P~~v LIla in Garhwal, P~~vanI in Chhatisgarh, the Rajasthani Mahti
bhtirata, and the popular Mahabharata of Sind that must have preexisted
the ginans of FIr Shams.90 Suffice it to say that for the Gingee area, I
content myself with the tentative explanation that the region was imbued
since Pallava times with texts (Perunteva~r's Ptiratam), iconography,
and other practices that popularized the Mahlibharata in relation to the
goddess in ways that set a foundation for the DraupadI cult to recuperate
by at least the time of Villiputmr (Hiltebeitel 1988a, 13-16, 318-20).

Finally, I have left from earlier chapters the question of whether it
makes any difference whether an oral regional martial epic spins out the
unfinished business of the RtimliyaIJa or the Mahlibharata. Certainly,
chapters 3 and 4, with their same eight "functions," might lead one to
think that it does not. And to a very basic extent, that is the case: at least
from the perspective of these epics' regional expressions with regard to
land, status, the goddess, and the repeated importance of Dasara. But
there is a difference in the way these originally Sanskrit texts and their
regional folklores are felt. The unfinished business of the RtimliyaIJa is
not only found in the karmic destiny of La~mat;ta, Surpa:r;mkha, and
Ravat;ta, but in the sealing off of their hidden sexual and vengeful
motivations to effect the continued purification of the innocent god Rama
and the chaste SItae A cycle of violence is resumed and ended, but its end
is brought about as a kind of punishment for hidden motives in the
RtimliyaIJa-~mat;ta's attraction to SIta, Surpat;takha's attraction to
Rama-that violate the purity of the divine couple, who are left entirely

90See chap. 1, n. 3, and the beginning of chap. 12.
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out of and above the story of Ptibajc. 91 This is a very different project
from the unfinished business of the Mahiibhiirata, which, to take AIhii
and Srinivasan's oral version ofDesing as our richest examples, are about
fulfilling rather than suppressing unfulfilled yearnings: Yudhi~thira's

desire for Draupadi's trust; Arjuna's desire for more fighting; DraupadI's
marital dissatisfactions; her rage at Ka~, who dies as her next-life
brother; her anger at Duryodhana, who as PrithIraj becomes her manipu
lative father; Duryodhana's resentment at DraupadI, whom he repays by
preventing the completion of Bela's marriage; DraupadI's anger that her
husbands didn't die-perhaps rather than her sons or brothers or father;
her thirst for blood; RaJ;liyamm~'s desire for a more sexually fulfilling
marriage. And so on. Here, too, cycles of violence are resumed and pos
sibly ended, but not to punish these motives or insulate the deity. Rather,
the motives are just as good as ever in the new lives turned upside down.
And the deities remain hidden in the action, working things out yet also
leaving things open as darkly and notoriously as ever.

910ne could formulate these differences in relation to Shulman's contrast between the Rlim
as a "poetics of perfection" and theMbh as a "poetics of dilemma" (1991,19). While Rama
and Sim's perfection and purity is safeguarded in piibajf, Mbh folklores roll on with the
dilemmas. Cf. chap. 12, n. 2, on Rama's exemption from the Shah's army in the ginans.
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37; and single story traditions, 12,
16, 18, 21-24, 30, 34-37; and
sthala purtilJ,as, 15-16, 19, classi
cal, 17-20,30,36-39,41-44,57,
121, 124, 168 n. 36, 193, 211,
221, 320; court, 447; "epic age"
or "epic period," 441, 456; folk,
2, 4, 11, 48, 193; historical, 11,
13-15, 25, 294, 367-68; martial,
3-4, 6-7, 9-10, 15-16, 18, 21-22,
27-28, 30, 34, 37-38, 44-47, 49,
58, 62, 88, 302, 312, 318, 323,
356, 359, 415, 488; national, 297
98; oral, 3-4, 7-12, 15-22, 28; ~O,

34-48, 52, 88, 94, 170, 29R, ~·-/2

3, 310, 312, 319-20, 323,:'"' -27,
332-33, 356-57, 359, 361 J 4-15,
498; performance, 21, ~ "e
gional, 26, 28-30, 34, 37, 40, 42
46, 415; regional martial oral, 6
7, 16,22, 30, 34,44-45,47,49,
58, 88, 124, 145, 170, 211, 413,
415, 488, 508-10; romantic, 13,
15-16, 18, 27, 294; sacrificial, 13
15, 21; Sanskrit, 1, 8-9, 11-12,
16-20, 23, 36-37, 43, 46, 153,
163, 297-98, 412-13, 421, 423,
440 n. 3,451,455-56,460,462,
468, 511 n. 91

Epic of Palnti4u. See Palnti4u
Eve, Havyavatl, 267, 269, 274, 276

77,282

Fakir, Faqir, 81 n. 72, 310-11, 332,
334, 337-38, 361, 369-70, 377,
396-97, 404-5, 415; Fakir or
Sannyasi Rebellion, 361; Tulukka!!
fakir, 369-70, 377, 396-97, 404-5.
See also Mayappakkiri

Farrukhabad, 5, 121, 306, 320-21,
323

Fatemeh, daughter of l:Iusayn, 330,
407 n. 150



Fatimah, Fatima, 330, 340, 345 n.
155, 406

Fire, birth from, 242 n. 2, 254, 279
80, 410, 440, 443-84

Firearms, guns, cannon, 145-47, 177,
184, 300, 304, 309, 375, 377,
379, 381, 384-85, 387-88, 390 n.
106, 402, 486

Firewalking, 76 n. 60, 312-15, 476,
481-82

Five P""rrs, 328, 330-31
Flag, flagstaff, banner, pennant, 84,

166, 184 n. 90, 315-16, 358, 362,
425, 502-3, 505

Fort, forts, 52, 89, 144 n. 51, 161,
171, 222, 235, 237, 301, 309,
321,361,390 n. 104,433,505
nn. 77 and 80; Arcot, 388; CInab,
343, 347; Delhi, 408; fort
destruction, 152, 371, 393; fort
entry, 145, 362; Gingee, 118 n.
75, 204-5, 364-68, 371, 374-80,
383, 390-92, 402-4, 408; Jara
sandha's, 150-51, 346; Kalanjara,
171 n. 48, 182 n. 84, 263, 279;
Mara's Iron Fort, 146-47, 151-53,
177-78, 184, 319, 346, 362; Par
mannan's Sivanandl Fort, 51, 68,
73, 85-86, 151, 362-63; Sirsa,
Sirl~akhya, 5, 125-26, 173-74,
189, 227-28, 498 n. 64, 502-3;
Tiru-chendur, 361-62; See also
Alamut

Frame stories, 43-44, 52, 56-57, 88
89, 92, 94, 96, 115, 136, 141,
233 n. 66, 254, 264, 369, 396,
403 n. 137, 412

Functions, Proppian, 52, 63, 88

Gaddapatu, 324-25
Gaharwar, Gaha<;lavala, 232, 238,

251, 301, 303
Gailovat, 91, 112-13, 488, 493 n. 44
Gajmatin, Gajamukta, Gajamuktika,

125-26, 146, 153, 161 n. 18, 176
78, 182, 184, 187, 189, 191,219,
247,249,286,489,492, 502-3
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Gajraj, Gajasena, 153, 177-78,247,
249-50

Gandhamadana, Mount, 241, 258,
288, 403 n. 137

Gandhan, 477, 479-80
Ganga, Ganges, 122, 158-59, 162,

158-59, 162, 168-69, 170, 180 n.
77,215,220,231, 240 n. 1,248,
286, 289 n. 76, 351-52, 354, 460,
478-80; Akasa Ganga, heavenly
Ganges, 351-52, 354; Gha!-gangti,
351

GangasiIpha, 231, 251-52, 255, 260,
263

Ganjar, Ganjar War, 126, 227-28,
234 n. 67,251 n. 19, 285 n. 68

Garbi songs and dance, 349-51, 353,
355

Garhwal, 5, 416, 420-22, 425-26,
438, 483-84, 503 n. 74, 507, 51C

Genesis-Exodus sequence, 269, 27 1

276-78
Ghatotkaca, 54, 253, 420-21, 428,

431-33; wife of, 420-21, 433-34
Ghatpti!, 329-32, 348-55, 406
Ghazl Miyan, 330-31, 334, 406 n.

148, 412
Gintin, gintins, 3, 327, 330-32, 340

41, 344-51, 354-55, 405-6, 410
14, 482, 510-11

Gingee, 5, 38, 42, 50, 187 n. 100,
205, 207, 311-14, 319, 364-68,
371-78, 382-84, 388-405, 408-10,
415, 481, 493, 495, 510

Goddess, goddesses, Devl, Mahadevl,
15, 25, 28, 30-34, 37-43, 53-54,
57, 59, 67-78, 89, 91-95, 99-114,
119-20, 132-34, 136, 138, 140-42,
150-52, 160, 166, 168, 172, 174,
179-82, 186, 190, 192,212-15,
222, 229, 237, 265, 268-69, 325,
333, 348, 363, 380 n. 74, 384,
388, 391-92, 397-98, 408, 415,
425, 433-34, 436-37, 447, 453-54,
468-75, 483, 486 n. 23, 496, 500
1,503

Gogo Chauhan, 14,91, 95
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Gopls, 377 n. 63, 424 n. 24
Gorakhnath, Gorakha, 284-88, 294,

333, 342, 344, 356-57, 417-18
Gorakhnilthl, GorakhpanthI, 14, 95,

145, 285-87, 332-33, 344 n. 151,
356

Guga, 6 n. 11,27 n. 44,403 n. 137
Gurut;l<:ia, Gurut;l<:iika, 233, 266, 269,

276,282
Guttikot;l<:fa Cave, 78, 81, 289 n. 76

Haihayas, 143, 317, 450
Hair, 52, 64, 76 n. 60, 131, 137,

151, 169-70, 190, 191 ll. 113,
220, 257, 266, 268, 275 ll. 38,
290, 314-15, 334, 363, 366 D. 15,
387, 391-93, 399-400, 409, 420,
428, 431-33, 436, 476-78, 482-83,
490-95, 499, 505

HaDuman, 12 D. 2, 89 n. 5, 91-93,
100, 103, 105, 332, 339, 404 D.
137, 414 D. 2, 488 n. 32

Harmal Devils!, 91, 95, 356-57
l:Iasan, 330, 345 D. 155, 353, 407 n.

. 150, 413 n. 166
l:Iasan II, 340
Hastinapura, 155-56, 158, 167, 266,

477-78
Homer, 21 n. 32, 22 n. 34, 36 n. 67,

39 n. 74
Hone, 73, 76, 98, 105, 108, 126,

132, 148-49, 151, 153-54, 168,
172, 175-76, 190,205,240-41,
282, 302, 314, 339, 361, 370-72,
395-96, 441, 467; black, 370,
379, 407, 486; blue, 53; dancing
Bharatnatyam, 386-87; frre
breathing, 153; magical flying,
125, 144, 154-55, 160, 175, 213,
225,227,253,284, 372, 395-96,
407, 412, 489; of Sarada, 215;
riderless, 343, 387, 407, 412;
sapphire, 61; stone, 154 n. 2;
talking, 73; white, 343, 370, 407;
wooden, 154, 234. See also Asva
medha, Duldul, Mare, Nilavet;1i,
Paracari

HingUij, 145, 332, 334
Huns, HUJ;las, Hu~desa, 266, 272,

280, 284 n. 66, 296 n. 92, 440
l:Iusayn, 131, 312, 330, 342, 345 n.

155, 347, 352, 407 n. 150

Imam, 278,339-40,347,351-53,406
n.147

Impalement, 70-75, 176-77, 179,
197, 315, 390 n. 106

Indal, Indula, 93 n. 18, 125-26, 157,
169, 172 n. 50, 175, 177, 220-21,
234-35, 246-47, 252, 505-6

Indian Renaissance, 271, 296
Indigo, 317-18
Indra, 18 n. 23, 153, 156-57, 230,

289 n. 76, 453, 467
Indus, 222-24, 272-74, 281-83
Iran, 49 n. 3, 327, 330, 337
Irutikovel, Pulikatimal, 462-63, 469
Isa, IsamasTha, Isamasl, 124, 271-73.
See also Jesus
Islam, Muslim, Muslims, 2-3, 7, 9,

30,34, 37,42, 58 n. 29, 78-80,
96, 99, 128-29, 131-32, 137, 142,
158-59, 162, 168, 170, 181 n. 80,
184 n. 90, 194, 217-21, 233, 239,
246, 259-60, 271-87, 295, 296 n.
93, 299-300, 304, 309, 312-16,
320-21, 323, 326, 328-56, 364,
367, 369-770, 373, 376, 383, 394
413, 436, 441-42, 448, 454, 457
58, 492, 498. See also Isma'ill,
Mughals, Rajputs and Muslims,
Sill'a, Sumii

Isma'ill, Khoja, Satpanth Isma'ill,
Nizan, 2-4, 9-10, 37,47,78, 80,
168, 258-59, 272, 278, 281, 301,
303, 305, 316, 321-22, 326-32,
335-45, 350-56, 361, 368, 393,
403-4, 405-6, 408, 412-15, 482;
massacres of Isma'ills, 330, 340
41, 356,499 n. 64

Jaffar and Fand, 78-81, 117, 194,
316, 338, 412, 486 D. 24

Jagadambika, 138, 142, 149, 221,



225, 236-37, 291
Jagnaik, Jaganayaka, 124 n. 9, 213,

222, 224, 227, 234, 252
Jains, Jainism, 92, 141,221,279-80,

329, 454-55, 498
Jaitkambh, 502-3
Jamadagni, 440, 450-53, 459-61, 473
lama'ddr, 307,321,367,385-86,

399
Jambay, Jambuka, 142-47, 150-51,

153, 159-60, 172, 177-78, 334-35,
506

lammi, 71-72, 85 n. 82, 176,316,
324. See also Samf

Janamejaya, 6 n. 11,266,290,479
Jangam, 358-59, 363
Japaka, 234
Jarasandha, 150-52, 162, 164, 346
Jat, 260, 304, 321, 344 n. 149
Ja~yus, 112 n. 61, 410 n. 161
Jauhar, Johar, 302 n. 12, 313-14, 482
Jayadratha, Caintava!!, 45 n. 91, 252-

53, 508
Jayanta, 157, 162, 247
Jayaraman, Gingee Mariyamma!! pii

can, 369 n. 26, 371 n. 36, 373 n.
46, 374 nn. 51-53, 375 n. 59, 378
nn. 66 and 67, 384 n. 83, 386 n.
94, 390 nn. 106 and 108, 391 n.
111, 392 n. 114, 401 n. 130, 405,
407 n. 49, 408-9, 410 n. 161

Jaychand, Jayacandra, 123-25, 128,
158-59, 162, 172, 223-24, 227,
232-37, 249-51, 255, 258-61, 284

Jesus Christ, 271-78, 282, 289, 296
n. 93, 299, 339. See also Isa

Jewels, 98, 101, 118, 144, 146-47,
149-50, 153, 155-62, 168-70, 180,
183, 190, 191 n. 113, 245, 381,
423, 428 n. 38, 483-84. See also
Necklace

lhujhar, headless combatant, 25, 184
n. 90, 318

Jindrav KhlcI, 91-92, 100-2, 104-5,
108-12, 116, 357

Jodharaja, 448, 450, 452-54, 475
JogI, yogi, 89 n. 4, 95, 132, 144-47,
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160-61, 182-85,287,310,332,
344, 350, 356-57, 370, 414-15,
505 n. 77, 506

Jones, Sir William, 278

KabutrI, Kapota, 175-76
Kabir, 335
Kadali or Ka~li village, Kadalimalai,

202,402-3
Kadalf vanam, Kajar{ ban, and

variants. See Plantain Forest
Kailasa, Mount, 29, 52 n. 14,237,

286,464
Ka!ari, 402, 486 n. 23
Kali, demon of Kali yuga, 126, 215,

229, 253-61, 265-68, 271, 276,
281-83, 320, 346-47, 354

KaIi, Kapyamma!!, 32, 40, 52, 63,
74, 113 n. 65, 124, 126, 143-44,
152 n. 76, 189, 214-16, 230, 243
44, 408, 425-28, 432-33, 436,
453, 475 n. 109, 483-84, 499,
507-9; eight avatars of, 32

Kalidasa, 273-74, 281, 287, 289
Kalinga, Kaliya, Karingha, Kariya,

142, 144 n. 51, 145-47, 150, 159
60, 170-72, 181 n. 80, 342-47,
354, 362

Kalki, 205, 329, 339, 343, 354, 404,
408-9

Kama9, Kamagiya, 327, 334
Kamadhenu, 458, 464
Kamalakkanni, 384, 394 n. 119, 408

9
KanuuNag, 422, 424, 427
Kanauj, Kanyakubja, 5, 28, 121-22,

127, 135, 154, 158-62, 166, 169
75, 185-86, 189, 213-15, 222-28,
231-38, 242, 247, 250-51, 254,
259, 263, 271, 284-85, 300, 303,
446 n. 31,477 n. 2, 505

Ka,!-iya~ kuttu, 32-33
KankafJGm, kiippu, 313, 379, 406
Ka~ki, 466, 473-75
Kannama Dasu, 56, 59-60, 61 n. 33,

76, 86, 198
Kannimar, Seven Virgins, 39 n. 76,
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53-55, 59
Kapila, 240-41
KarbaHi, Kerbela, 330, 343, 353, 407

n. 150,413
Karempii<;li, Karyamapii<;li, 5, 41, 54,

59, 71-79, 85-86, 194, 198, 316
17, 324-25, 358, 486 n. 24

KarJ;1a, KarJ;1a!!, 62 n. 35, 82, 102-3,
127, 183, 186, 226, 230-31, 243,
245-46, 357, 309, 388, 410 ll.

161, 479, 511
Kanfi, 106, 109, 111-12
KartavIrya Arjuna, 143-44, 317
Kashmir, 233, 235, 277, 296 n. 93
Kasyapa, 269-70, 278
Kat Syam, Khautu, 425, 428, 435
Kattavaraya!!, 80 n. 70
Kaurava wives and widows, 153 n. 1,

476-82, 488 n. 32, 493, 509
KauravaI:!lsa, 126, 226, 230, 243-52,

256, 259; wives of, 243-52, 256,
259, 424 n. 25, 480, 484, 488 n.
32,493

Kauravas, 54, 135, 156-58, 167, 169
70, 179, 186, 213, 226, 229-31,
243, 245, 259, 265, 343, 348,
417-19,421-24,426,431,434-35,
455 n. 56, 466-67, 472-73, 479
80, 483 ll. 16, 507

Kelam, 91, 98-99, 356
Kesar Ka~amI, Kesarpari, 91-94, 97,

100-1, 107, 118
Khejalj tree, 100, 104, 108, 110-12,

114-16, 118, 120, 483 ll. 16. See
also Samf

Khiwan, 327-28, 334
IGcaka, 127,480 n. 10
Kipling, Rudyard, 161, 297-98
KIratsagar, KIrtisagara, 126, 160,

180-81, 184-86, 189, 210, 212-13,
225-26; 228, 238, 243, 245, 258

Ko~ii, 5, 41, 89, 104-5, 109-10, 114,
116, 120, 357, 488, 506

Kompa!!, 63-64, 70, 111
Kongunad, KoIiku Teca, 30,41, 50

51, 370
Kordabbu, 23-25

Koti and Cennaya, 6 n. 11,48 n. 3,
63 n. 37

Kovinm, Govinda, 369, 372-76, 382,
386, 390, 393, 405

KWa, 56, 72
Kr~J;la, Ka~a!!, 6 n. 11, 18,26 n.

42, 28-29, 36-37, 52-56, 82, 86
87, 95, 124, 127-31, 134-37, 140
42, 146, 149-51, 162-65, 183 n.
88, 186, 192, 213-18, 226, 228
29,231,242,247,254-56,271,
283-86, 291, 325, 339, 347-50,
354, 362, 390, 393, 395, 405-6,
410, 416-38, 460, 471, 481, 486
n. 24, 492-93, 499-501, 507-8; as
Mohirii, 435; disguised as a Brah
man, 419, 422-23, 425, 431-34,
436-37; wives and widows of,
480, 493. See also Kovinm, Udal
Kr~J;latp.sa

Kr~J;laQ1sa. See Udal.
Kr~fJ£lrrtSacarita, 136, 211-20, 223

24,228-33,238,240,242,251,
253-55, 263-96, 304-10, 320, 323,
354-55, 396, 398, 473, 480, 482,
484, 499, 507

K~atriya, 7-8, 36, 40, 56, 92 ll. 15,
128 ll. 13, 130, 132, 140 ll. 45,
143, 162-63, 185 n. 94, 189, 191
92, 219, 221, 223, 226, 236, 260
61, 266, 279, 294, 298-99, 335
36, 353, 366, 399, 420, 424, 439
40, 448-62, 471, 473, 480, 494
95, 509. See also Agnivatp.sa,
Candravatp.sa, Siiryavatp.sa

K~emaka, 266, 282
Kunt}, 440-41, 477, 479, 493
Kuruk~etra, 5, 85 n. 81, 90 ll. 5,

126, 186, 211, 215, 229, 240-62,
266, 269, 290, 293, 416, 421-23,
434,460,473,476 n. 1,477-78,
498-502, 507-8

Kuruk~etra II, 240-42, 245, 251, 253,
255, 257, 260-61, 263-64, 284

Kii~aJ;las, 264, 346
Kushla, 145-47, 160-61, 346
Kusuma, Kusum De, Kusuma Dev!,



154 n. 3, 235 n. 71, 286
KfittaJ;l~var, 34, 114 n. 68, 311, 386

n. 93, 416, 420, 426, 428, 437
38; cult of, 420, 426-27, 432 n.
45,437-38

Kfivakkam, 426, 435, 438

Labbai, 367, 374, 397
Lakha, Lak~avrttI, Lak~avartI, 142,

146, 151, 160-61
Lakhan, Lak~aJ;la, 125-27, 154, 158,

163 n. 26, 165-66, 168, 182-89,
213-14, 224-25, 228, 235, 239-41,
247,252,258,261,284-86, 320,
417, 505

Lak~ma~, 12 n. 2, 26, 90, 95, 153,
412 n. 165, 489, 510

Lal Beg, Lal Begis, 331, 344 n. 149
Lallas~a, 234, 236, 252 n. 21
Lanka, S~alas, 5, 45 n. 91, 89-90

n. 5, 93, 95, 97-98, 103 n. 41,
116 n. 70, 125, 356-57, 372, 389,
459, 463, 473

Lausen, 6 n. 11, 331
Lingayats, Vrrasaivas, 78, 358-63,

403 n. 137, 490-91
Little kings and kingdoms, 42, 173,

252-64, 299-300, 309, 314, 327
29, 396-99, 409, 413-15, 430,
445-46, 463, 470, 475

Living samtulhi, 80, 316, 338
Lomahar~a~, 233, 265-66, 286-87,

290,449
LSRSC, 58, 60, 63, 65, 91, 101,

103, Ill, 130, 166, 176-77, 386,
398,492

Lunar dynasty. See Candravaqlsa

Macerla, 56, 61 n. 34, 71
Machala, 144 n. 51, 346
Madhu and Kaitabha, 214-15
MadrI, 480, 493
Magadha, 5, 131, 162, 245, 249-51,

256, 270-71, 278, 284, 295, 362,
455-56

Magic, magicians, 33, 49, 63, 80,
97, 100, 125, 143-44, 153-54,
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178-79, 219, 221-22, 233-36, 273
74, 328, 356-57, 370, 395, 437

Mahiibhiirata, 1-3, 6, 9-10, 14, 16
20, 23, 27-29, 35-36, 39, 43-56,
72, 88, 121-24, 127, 129, 134-37,
140-41, 150-52, 156-68, 172, 179,
186, 188, 192, 211-13, 218, 220,
226-31, 238-42, 248-55, 259-61,
265-68, 271-72, 283-84, 287-90,
297, 299, 301, 310, 318, 320,
346, 411-41, 450, 455, 458-61,
471, 473-80, 493, 497-500, 507
11; classical Mbh, 1, 169, 346,
360, 476-80; folk Mbh, 1-2, 34,
27, 345, 414-16, 420-24, 430,
434, 437-38, 503 n. 74; Isma'TIi
folk Mbh, 303, 345-49, 412, 510;
of Kali yuga, 123, 136, 186, 192,
229, 241, 271, 508; of the future,
411-13, Ptindun ka karti or Mewa
ti Mbh, 1 n. 3, 353 n. 193;
Pa'J4vtinf, 2 n. 3; underground
pan-Indian, 299-301, 412, 414-15,
509-10. See also Draupacfi cult
Mbh, Oriya Mbh; Telugu Mbh;
Villiptiratam

Mahamada, 124, 220-22, 236, 255,
273-76, 287, 289. See also
Muhammad.

Mahil, Mahlpati, 125, 127, 132-33,
151 n. 74, 156, 159-60, 163-65,
169, 174-75, 182-84, 213, 223-28,
230,240-43, 246 n. 10, 261-62,
284, 502; as Baunachor, 261-62

Malllraja. See Pritlllraj
Mahi~asura, Buffalo Demon, 31-33,

68-69, 82, 91, 149 n. 67, 172 n.
53

Mahmud of Ghazna, 14, 181 n. 80,
261 n. 43, 273, 303, 330

Mahoba, Mahavatl, 5, 28, 42, 121
32, 138-42, 146-47, 150-51, 154
56, 159-66, 169-75, 180-91, 201,
215,217 n. 22,219,222-26,229,
231, 237-38, 241-50, 256-62, 306,
313, 346, 357, 394, 398, 401,
411, 416-18, 425-31, 435-38, 482,
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488-89, 492, 497, 500-3, 505-6
Mahoba KhafJ4, 122-23, 238, 502
Maihar, 41, 184 n. 93, 289 n. 76
Makaranda, 149-50, 178, 233-34
Mala, 51, 56, 59, 61
Malhna, Malana, 125, 135, 145, 159

61, 165, 170, 174, 182-84, 187,
213, 223-27, 230, 242, 258, 346

Malkhan, Balakhani, 125-27, 130,
132, 138-45, 148, 153-55, 161 n.
18, 165, 173-79, 182, 184, 187,
189, 213, 218 n. 27, 219, 230.
247, 286, 320, 346, 489, 492, 504
n. 76; as Dhanna~sa, 178-79

Malwa, Malva, Malava, 443-44, 462,
473

Manc~na, 60-69, 72, 74-78, 81, 86,
101, 107, 108 n. 54, 120, 153,
162 n. 21, 173, 190, 373 n. 49,
510

Maniya Dev, Maniya Deo, MaJ)ide
va, Maniya Devata, Maniya Devl,
236-38,247,420,429-31,435-36,
505

Marathas, MarathI, 310-11, 316, 319,
361, 364 un. 2 and 3, 365, 373 n.
48, 374 n. 51, 380 n. 74, 387 n.
96, 394 n. 120, 399

Mare, 91-93, 99-100, 101 n. 38, 107,
110, 114, 120, 175, 177,343,378
n. 67, 382 n. 80,386 n. 91, 396
n.124

Mariyamma!!, 14-15, 32, 369 n. 26,
408, 475 n. 109

Mara, Mahi~matI, 125, 132, 142-46,
150-54, 159-62, 170, 172, 184,
214,225, 317, 346-47, 421; as
Maheshwar, 5,317,458; as
Ma~Qii, 317

Marriage. See Brides, bridegrooms
Marudu Pandyan, 399-400
Marwari, 416, 421,431,435,507
Masiha, 272-73
Matang ~~i, Matanga, 403-4, 449
Mattiyappe~~i, 389-90, 392
Mayappakkiri, 376-77, 382, 398,

404-5

Mayavar, 57, 82-83, 87, 195-96. See
also Vi~~u

Medha, 349
Meghti Ra¢, 329,407
Meghwa], Megha, Megh, 327-31,

344, 349, 355, 403
Melacceri, 187 n. 100, 207, 315, 353

n. 195,365,401,411,494
Meo, 1 n. 3,260-61, 329, 331, 344,

440 n. 5
Mem, Mount, 90 n. 5, 293, 369,

377,396,397,403 n. 137,404,
489 n. 36

M"rra TaIban, Tala Sayyid, Talana, 58
n. 29, 127, 130-32, 144, 148, 155
n. 5, 165-69, 172, 175, 181-82,
184, 201, 230, 234, 236, 246,
252, 272, 300-6, 320, 332-36,
345-47,412,417,506

Mleccha, 131, 137, 148, 178,221,
229, 236, 245, 255-61, 264-78,
281,289-90,294,309,320,323,
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